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CHAPTER I • WHAT IS ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR?  

 

What Managers Do   
Let’s begin by briefly defining the terms manager and the place where managers work—the organization. 
Then let’s look at the manager’s job; specifically, what do managers do?   

Managers get things done through other people. They make decisions, allocate resources, and direct the 
activities of others to attain goals. Managers do their work in an organization. This is a consciously 
coordinated social unit, composed of two or more people, that functions on a relatively continuous basis 
to achieve a common goal or set of goals. Based on this definition, manufacturing and service firms are 
organizations and so are schools, hospitals, churches, military units, retail stores, police departments, and 
local, state, and federal government agencies. The people who oversee the activities of others and who are 
responsible for attaining goals in these organizations are their managers (although they’re sometimes 
called administrators, especially in not- for-profit organizations).   

 

Management Functions   
In the early part of this century, a French industrialist by the name of Henri Fayol wrote that all managers 
perform five management functions: They plan, organize, command, coordinate, and control. Today, 
we’ve condensed these down to four: planning, organizing, leading, and controlling.   

If you don’t know where you’re going, any road will get you there. Since organizations exist to achieve 
goals, someone has to define these goals and the means by which they can be achieved. Management is 
that someone. The planning function encompasses defining an organization’s goals, establishing an 
overall strategy for achieving these goals, and developing a comprehensive hierarchy of plans to integrate 
and coordinate activities.   

Managers are also responsible for designing an organization’s structure. We call this function organizing. 
It includes the determination of what tasks are to be done, who is to do them, how the tasks are to be 
grouped, who reports to whom, and where decisions are to be made.   

Every organization contains people, and it is management’s job to direct and coordinate these people. 
This is the leading function. When managers motivate subordinates, direct the activities of others, select 
the most effective communication channel, or resolve conflicts among members, they are engaging in 
leading 
 

The final function managers perform is controlling. After the goals are set, the plans formulated, the 
structural arrangements delineated, and the people hired, trained, and motivated, there is still the 
possibility that some thing may go amiss. To ensure that things are going as they should, management 
must monitor the organization’s performance. Actual performance must be compared with the previously 
set goals. If there are any significant deviations, it is management’s job to get the organization back on 
track. This monitoring, comparing, and potential correcting is what is meant by the controlling  function.   

So, using the functional approach, the answer to the question of what managers do is that they plan, 
organize, lead, and control.   

 

Management Roles 
In the late 1960s, a graduate student at MIT, Henry Mintzberg, undertook a careful study of five 
executives to determine what these managers did on their jobs. Based on his observations of these 
managers, Mintzberg concluded that managers perform ten different highly interrelated roles, or sets of 



behaviors, attributable to their jobs. These ten roles can be grouped as being primarily concerned with 
interpersonal relationships, the transfer of information, and decision making.   

INTERPERSONAL ROLES All managers are required to perform duties that are ceremonial and 
symbolic in nature. When the president of a college hands out diplomas at commencement or a factory 
supervisor gives a group of highschool students a tour of the plant, he or she is acting in a figurehead role. 
All managers have a leadership role. This role includes hiring, training, motivating, and disciplining 
employees. The third role within the interpersonal grouping is the liaison role. Mintzberg described this 
activity as contacting outsiders who provide the manager with information. These may be individuals or 
groups inside or outside the organization. The sales manager whb obtains information from the personnel 
manager in his or her own company has an internal liaison relationship.  When that sales manager has 
contacts with other sales executives through a marketing trade association, he or she has an outside liaison 
relationship.   

INFORMATIONAL ROLES All managers wills to some degree, receive and collect information from 
organizations and institutions outside their own.  Typically, this is done through reading magazines and 
talking with others to learn of changes in the pubtic’s tastes, what competitors may be planning, and the 
like. Mintzberg called this the monitor role. Managers also act as a conduit to transmit information to 
organizational members. This is the diseminator role. Managers additionally perform a spokesperson role 
when they represent the organization to outsiders.   

DECISIONAL ROLES Finally, Mintzherg identified four roles that revolve around the making of choices. 
In the entrepreneur role, managers initiate and oversee new projects that will improve their organization’s 
performance. As disturbance handlers, managers take corrective action in response to previously 
unforeseen problems As resource allocators, managers are responsib]e for allocating  human, physical, 
and monetary resources. Lastly, managers perform a negotiator role, in which they discuss and bargain 
with other units to gain advantages for their own unit. 

 

Management Skills   
Still another way of considering what managers do is to look at the skills or competencies they need to 
successfully achieve their goals. Robert Katz has identified three essential management skills: technical, 
human, and conceptual. 

Technical skills encompass the ability to apply the ability to apply specialized knowledge or expertise. 
When you think of the skills held by professiorials such as civil engineers, tax accountants, or oral 
surgeons, you typically focus on their technical skills. Through extensive formal education, they have 
learned the special knowledge and practices of their field. Of course, professional don’t have a monopoly 
on technical skills and these skills don’t have to be learned in schools or formal training programs. All 
jobs require some specialized expertise and many people develop their technical skills on the job.   

The ability to work with, understand, and motivate other people, both individually and in groups, 
describes human skills. Many people are technically proficient but interpersonally incompetent. They 
might, for example, be poor listeners, unable to understand the needs of others, or have difficulty 
managing conflicts. Since managers get things done through other people, they must have good human 
skills to communicate, motivate, and delegate.   

Managers must have the mental ability to analyze and diagnose complex situations. These are conceptual 
skills. Decision making, for instance, requires managers to spot problems, identify alternatives that can 
correct them, evaluate these alternatives, and select the best one. Managers can be technically and 
interpersonally competent, yet still fail because of an inability to rationally process and interpret 
information.   

 



Effective vs. Successful Managerial Activities   
Fred Luthans’ and his associates looked at the issue of what managers do from a somewhat different 
perspective. They asked this question: Do managers who move up most quickiy in an organization do the 
same activities and with the same emphasis as those managers who do the best job? You would tend to 
think that those managers who were the most effective in their jobs would also be the ones who were 
promoted fastest. But that’s not what appears to happen.   

Luthans and his associates studied more than 450 managers. What they found was that these managers all 
engaged in four managerial activities:   

1. Traditional management: Decision making, planning, and controlling.   

2. Communication: Exchanging routine information and processing paperwork. 

3. Human resource management: Motivating, disciplining, managing conflict, staffing, and training.   

4. Networking: Socializing, politicking, and interacting with outsiders.   

The “average” manager studied spent 32 percent of his or her time in traditional management activities, 
29 percent communicating, 20 percent in human resource management activities, and 19 percent 
networking. However, the amount of time and effort that different managers spent on these four activities 
varied a great deat Specifically, managers who were successful (defined in terms of the speed of 
promotion within their organization) had a very different emphasis than managers who were effective 
(defined in terms of the quantity and quality of their performance and the satisfaction and commitment of 
their subordinates). Networking made the biggest relative contribution to manager success; human 
resource management activities made the least relative contribution. Among effective managers, 
communication made the largest relative contribution and networking the least.   

This study adds important insights to our knowledge of what managers do. On average, managers spend 
approximately 20 to 30 percent of their time on each of the four activities: traditional management, 
communication, human resource management, and networking. However, successful managers don’t give 
the same emphasis to each of these activities as do effective managers. In fact, their emphases are almost 
the opposite. This challenges the historical assumption that promotions are based on performance, vividly 
illustrating the importance that social and political skills play in getting ahead in organizations.   

 

A Review of the Manager’s Job   
One common thread runs through the functions, roles, skills, and activities approaches to management: 
Each recognizes the paramount importance of managing people. As David Kwok found out when he 
became a manager at The Princeton Review, regardless of whether it’s called “the leading function”, 
“interpersonal roles”, ”human skills”, or “human resource management and networking activities”, it’s 
clear that managers need to develop their people skills if they’re going to be effective and successful in 
their job.  

 

Enter organizational behavior 
We’ve made the case for the importance of people skills. But neither this book nor the discipline on 
which it rests is called people skills. The term that is widely used to describe the discipline is called 
organizational behavior (OR) which is a field of study which investiqates the impact study that 
investigates the impact of individuals, groups, and structure on behavior moi individuak, groups, awi 
structure ha within organizations for the purpose of applying such knowledge toward improving an on 
bchnvr wilfirn orgarniations, for the organization c effectiveness. That’s a lot of words, so let’s break it 
down.  purpeseof eppln suth bov4edpe Organizational behavior is a field of study. What does it study? It 
studies three determinants of behavior in organizations: individuals, groups, and structure. Additionally, 



0B applies the knowledge gained about individuals, groups, and the effect of structure on behavior in 
order to wake organizations work more effectively.  To sum up our definition, OB is concerned with the 
study of what people do in an organization and howthat behavior affects the performance of the 
organization. And because OR is specifically concerned with employment-related situations, you should 
not be surprised to find that it emphasizes behavior as related to jobs, work, absenteeism, employment 
turnover, productivity, human performance, and management.  There is increasing agreement on the 
components or topics that constitute the subject area of OW While there is still considerable debate about 
the relative importance of each, there appears to be general agreement that OB includes the core topics of 
motivation, leader behavior and power, interpersonal communication, group structure and process, 
learning, attitude development and perception, change processes, conflict, job design, and work stress)’  
— Replacing Intuition  with Sysfirnatic Study  Each of us is a student of behavior. Since our earliest 
years, we have watched the actions of others and have attempted to interpret what we see. Whether or not 
you have explicitly thought about it before, you have been “reading” peopie almost all your life. You 
watch what others do and try to explain to yourself why they have engaged in their behavior. 
Additionally, you’ve attempted to predict what they might do under different sets of conditions.  
Generalizations About Behavior  You have already developed some generalizations that you find helpful 
in explaining and predicting what people do and will do. But how did you arrive at these generalizations? 
You did so by observing, sensing, asking, listening, and reading. That is, your understanding comes either 
directly from your own eperience with things in the environment, or secondhand, through the experience 
of others.  How accurate are the generalizations you hold? Some may represent extremely sophisticated 
appraisals of behavior and may prove highly effective in expiaining and prethcting the behavior of others. 
However, most of us also carry with us a number of beliefs that frequently fail to explain why people do.     
 

 
 

CHAPTER I • WHAT IS ORGANATIONAL BEHAVIOR  what they do. To illustrate, consider the 
following statements about work. related behavior:  1. Happy workers are productive workers.  2. All 
individuals are most productive when their boss is fricndly, trusting; arid approachable.  3. Interviews are 
effective selection devices for separating ob applicants who would be high-performing employees from 
those who would be low performers.  4. Everyone wants a challenging job.  5. You have to scare people a 
little to get them to do their jobs.  6. Everyone is motivated by money.  7. Most people are much more 
concerned with the size of their own salaries than with others’.  8. The most effective work groups are 
devoid of conflict.  How many of these statements do you think are true? For the most part, they are all 
false, and we touch on each later in this text. But whether these statements are true or false is not really 
important at this time. What is important is to be aware that many of the views you hold concerning 
human behavior are based on intuition rather than fact. As a result, a systematic approach to the study of 
behavior can improve your explanatory and predictive abilitks.  Consistency vs. Individual Differences  
Casual or commonsense approaches to obtaining knowledge about human behavior are inadequate. In 
reading this text, you will discover that a systematic approach will uncover important facts and 
relationships, and provide a base from which more accurate predictions of behavior can be made.  
Underlying this systematic approach is the belief that behavior is not random, It is caused and directed 
toward some end that the individual believes, rightly or wrongly, is in his or her best interest.  Behavior 
generally is predictable if we know how the person perceived the situation arid what is important to him 
or her. While people’s behavior may not appear to be rational to an outsider, there is reason to believe it 
usually is intended to be rational and it is seen as rational by them. An observer often sees behavior as 
nonrational because the observer does not have access to the same information or does not perceive the 
environment in the same way.’3  Certainly there are differences between tndividuals. Placed in similar 
situations, all people do not act alike. However, certain fundamental consistencies underlie the behavior 
of all individuals that Can be identified and then modified to reflect individual differences,  These 
fundamenta] consistencies are very important. Why? Because they allow predictability. When you gel 
into your car, you make some definite and usually highly accurate predictions about how other people 



will behave. In North America, for instance, you would predict that other drivers will stop at stop signs 
and red lights, drive oct the right side of the road, pass on your left, and not cross the solid double line on 
mountain roads. Notice that your predictions about the behavior of people behind the wheels of their cars 
are almost always correct. Obviously, the rules of driving make predictions about driving behavior fairly 
easy.  12• PART ON ‘ INTRODUCTION  o ts us ‘ho nt • I ler4p n the hew ar 4 a i g o si oiled us on  
9001 uti *00 u di ohs sc vde’ 1o Ll’flOe i& h ki: ,e,J:rcuo Juobv 0!’ ev die ri s (MI di 0 ra cv, cc nd oh 
odin s *og olehh’ Mdiii ‘ ‘ unrn n s  hoe c ‘MI n’h , e 0 ri, on If doely  I  systematic study  Looking at 
relationships, attempting to attribute causes and effects, and drawing conclusions based on scienfic 
evidence.  intuit’,on  A feeling nol necessarily supported by research.  What may be less obvious is that 
there are rules (written and unwritten) in almost every setting. Therefore, it can be argued that it’s 
possible to predict behavior (undoubtedly not always with 100 percent accuracy) in supermarkets, 
classrooms, doctors’ offices, elevators, and in most structured situations. To Illustrate further, do you turn 
around and face the doors when you get into an elevator? Almost everyone does, yet did you ever read 
you’re supposed to do this? Probably notl Just as I make predictions about automobile drivers (where 
there are definite rules of the road), I can make predictions about the behavior of people in elevators 
(where there are few written rules). In a class of 60 students, if you wanted to ask a question of the 
instructor, I would predict you would raise your hand. Why don’t you clap, stand up, raise your leg, 
cough, or yell, “Hey, over herd”? The reason is that you have learned raising your hand is appropriate 
behavior in school. These examples support a major contention in this text: Behavior is generally 
predictable, and the systematic study of behavior is a means to making reasonably accurate predictions.  
When we use the phrase “systematic study,” we mean looking at relationships, attempting to attribute 
causes and effects, and basing our conclusions on scientific evidence, that is, on data gathered under 
controlled conditions and measured and interpreted in a reasonably rigorous manner. (See Appendix B for 
a basic review of iesearch methods used in studies of organizational behavior.)  Systematic study replaces 
Intuition or those gut feelings about “why I do what I do” and “what makes others tick.” Of course, a 
systematic approach does not mean those things you have come to believe in an unsystematic way are 
necessarily incorrect. Some of the conclusions we make in this text, based on reasonably substantive 
research findings, will only support what you always knew was true. But you will also be exposed to 
research evidence that runs counter to what you may have thought was common sense. In fact, one of the 
challenges of teaching a subject like organizational behavior is to overcome the notion, held by many, 
that “it’s all common sense.”14 You will find that many of the so-called commonsense views you hold 
about human behavior are, on closer examination, wrong. Moreover, what one person considers “common 
sense” frequently runs counter to another’s version of “common sense.” Are leaders born or made? What 
is it that motivates people at work nowadays? You probably have answers to such questions, and 
individuals who have not reviewed the research are likely to differ on their answers. The point is that one 
of the objectives of this text is to encourage you to move away from your intuitive views of behavior 
toward a systematic analysis, in the belief that such analysis will improve your accuracy in explaining and 
predicting behavior.  CHAPTER I • WHAT 5 ORGANIZATIONAL BHAYIOR? • 13  — Challenges and 
Opportunities tar GB  Understanding organizational behavior has never been more important for 
managers.  A quick look at a few of the dramatic changes now taking plaEe in organizaticins  supports 
this claim. For instance, the typical employee is getting older; more  and more women and nonwhites are 
in the workplace; corporate restructuring  and cost cutting are severing the bonds of loyalty that 
historically tied many employees  to their employers; and global competition is requiring employees to 
be-  come more flexible and to learn to cope with rapid change and innovation.  In short, there are a lot of 
challenges and opportunities today for man- -.  agers to use OB concepts. In this section, we review some 
of the more critical issues  confronting managt:s for which OB offers solutions—or at least somç  
meaningful insights toward solutions.  Improving Quality and Productivity  Tom Rossi manages in a 
tough business. He runs a light bulb plant in Mattoon,  Illinois, for General Electric. Ills business hasseen 
tough competition from  manufacturers in the United States, Europe. Japan, and evei China, To survive,  
he’s had to cut fat, increase productivity, and improve quality. And he’s succeeded.  Between 1988 and 
1993, the Mattoon plant has averaged annual cost  productivity improvements of approximately 8 percent. 
By focusing on continuous  improvement, streamlining processes, and cost cutting, GE’S Mattoon  plant 



has remained viable and profitable. ‘‘  More and more managers are confronting the challenges that Tom 
Rossi  is facing. They are having to improve their organization’s productivity and the tow quality 
inMgemmt (TOMI quality of the products and services they offer. Toward improving quality and 
AphosophyoFinanag4mfltihathdrivefi productivity, they are implementing programs like total quality 
management  and reengineering—programs’ that require extensive emplOyee involvement. wtfaction 
Through tho cordiuous  We discuss total quality management (TQM) at a number of places iinrovement 
of ofl organlwtieaal throughout this book. As Table 1-2 describes, TQM is a philosophy of manage- 
processos. ;1  Table 1-2 Wh0t Is Total Quality Manngement?;0]  1 - intense k,cus’r,in tbø customer The 
custme. includes not only outsiders who buy the: orgarilzcitloWs oducts or seMci, b also Thtemcl 
ctmWlnen (web as  shipping or açeoynt payable personnel) whaintoractwith cøserve others ip the  
orgonizoaiori} .  2. Concern fbi corffinhtcTl impu-ovethent. TQM Woccmmi;rnerd to never being 
saiisFied. “Ve’y good.is not good enough. Qudityéan always be improved..  3. lmprovement4n thcquolfty 
of everything I$eoiga&zation d0es: TQM uses a very brood definition of quality. Ii rel&es noiily léthe 
Final product but bow the.  orgcnitatian}wndles deliveries; how rapidly j,:resrds Jo complaints, how 
politely the phoies ore onwered. ondthüiks  4. Accuroe?jsorerneni TQMiises stotiattcaltecniques to 
medsure every critical performance-variable in the orpanizalioh’s ofreratioris. These perforMance  

�vadableior th&i compared ogaijistfslai4t&6i& Benàhmotki to enlify problems, the problems are traced 
to their reots and the couses areeliminated.  5. Empowetmen! of amp! oyees. TQM involves the pàopie 
cr1 the line in the mpr’-vemen procen. Teams are widely used in TQM-prograrns as empowerment 
vehices for finding and solving problems. -  14+ PART ONE • INTRODUCT]ON  ment that is driven by 
the constant attainment of customer satisfaction through the continuous improvement of all organizational 
processes.’6 TQM has implications for 03 because it requires employees to rethink what they do and 
become more involved in workplace decisions.  in times of rapid and dramatic change, it’s someumes 
necessary to approach improving quality and productivity from the perspective of 41How would we do 
things around here if we were starting over from scratch?” That,  reenginriug in essence, is the approach 
of reengincering. It asks managers to reconsider Rcconid howweàwouidbcdoa and how work would be 
done and their organization structured if they were start- the orqanizaliam sirixtured ii they were ing 
over.17 To illustrate the concept of reengineering, consider a manufacturer h&riq ucciled from SOOt{h. 
of roller skates. His product is essentially a shoe with wheels beneath it, The  typical roller skate was a 
leather boot with shoelaces, attached to a steel platform that held four wooden wheels. If our 
manufacturer took a continuous improvement approach to change, he would look for small increniental 
improvements that he could introduce in his product. For instance, he might consider adding hooks to the 
upper part of the boot for speed lacing; or changing the weight of leather used for improved comfort; or 
using different bailbearings to make the wheels spin more smoothly. Now most of us are familiar within-
line skates. Ihey represent a reengineering approach to rollerskates. The goal was to come up with a 
skating device that could improve skating speed, mobility, and control. Rollerbiades fulfilled those goals 
in a comp?et&y different type of shoe. The upper was made of injected plastic, made popular in skiing. 
Laces were replaced by easy-close clamps. And the four wheels, set in pairs of two, were replaced by four 
to six in-line plastic wheels. The reenginee[ed result, which didn’t look much like the traditional toIler 
skate, proved universafly superior. The rest, of course, is history. In-line skates have revolutionized the 
roller skate business.  Our point is that today’s contemporary managers understand the success of any 
efforts at improving quality and productivity must include their employees. These employees will not 
only be a major force in carrying out changes but increasingly will participate actively in planning those 
changes.  OB offers important insights into helping managers work through these changes.  improving 
People Skills  We opened this chapter by demonstrating how important people skills are to managerial 
effectiveness. We said, “This book has been written to help both managers and potential managers 
develop those people skills.’  As you proceed through this text, we present relevant concepts and theo ties 
that can help you explain and predict the behavior of people at work. In addition, you’ll also gain insights 
into specific people skills that you can use on the job. For instance, you’ll learn how to be an effective 
listener, the proper way to give performance feedback, how to delegate authority, and how to create 
effective teams. Moreover, you’ll have the opportunity to tomplete exercises that will give you insights 
into your own behavior, thc bel,avioi of others, and practice at improving your interpersonal skills.  



Managing Work Force Diversity  One of the most important and broad-based challenges curren ly facing 
US. organizations is adapting to people who are different. The turin we use for describing this challenge 
is work force diversity.  CHAPTER 1 • WHAT [S ORGANIZATIONAL REHAVIOR  +15  Work force 
diversity means that organizations are becoming more heterogeneous in terms of gender, race, and 
ethnicity. But the term encompasses anyone who varies from the so-called norm. In addition to the more 
obvious groups—women, African-Americans, Hispanic-Americans, Asian-Americans—it also includes 
the physically disabled, gays and lesbians, and the elderly.  We used to take a melting pot approach to 
differences in organizations, assuming people who were different would somehow automatically want to 
assimilate. But we now recognize that employees don’t set aside their cultural values and lifestyle 
preferences when they come to work. [he challenge for organizations, therefore, is to make themselves 
more accommodating to diverse groups of people by addressing their different lifestyles, family need, 
andwork styles. The melting pot assumption is being replaced by one that recognizes and values 
differences. 8  Haven’t organizations always included members of diverse groups? Yes, but they were a 
small percentage of the work force and were, for the most part, ignored by large organizations. Moreover, 
it was assumed these minorities would seek to blend in and assimilate. The bulk of the pre-1980s work 
force were male Caucasians working full time to support a nonemployed wife and school-aged children. 
Now such employees are the true minority! Currently, 45 percent of the U.S. labor force are women. 
Minorities and immigrants make up 22 percent.’9 As a case in point, Hewlett—Packard’s work force is 
19 percent minorities and 40 percent women:t A Digital Equipnwnt Co±p, plant in Boston provides a 
partial preview of the future. The tactorvs 350 employees include men and women from 44 countries who 
speak 19 languages. When plant management issues written announcements, they are printed in English, 
Chinese, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Vietnamese, and Haitian Creole.  Work force diversity has 
important implications br management practice. Managers will need to shift their philosophy from 
treating everyone alike to recognizing differences and responding to those differences in ways that will  
Honeywells diverse global work force  i includes employees who speak 29 lan- pages and represent 47 
cultures and 90 ethnic backgrounds. Honeywell strives to create an environment that values individual 
differences, removes barriers Ia equal opportunity, and empowers employees to develop their talents 
fully. Among the advisory covndls that the company has formed to identify and resolve common issues 
are the American Asian Council, American Indian Council, Block Employee Neiwork, Council of 
Employees with Disabllhies, Hispanic Council, Older Workers teogue, Committee of Vietnam Veterans, 
Women’s Council, and Work and Family Council.  work force diversity  The increasing heterogeneity of  
organizations with the inclusion of different groups.  A  fj •Vne of the most important and broad-based 
challenges 1 currently facing US  H organizations is adapting to people who are different  - - ‘?r 
FItTTJr7flTh  164  PART ONE • INTRODUC1HON  I  ensure employee retention and greater 
productivity—while, at the same time, not discriminating. Diversity, if positively managed, can increase 
creativity and innovation in organizations as well as improve decision making by providing different 
perspectives on problems.21 When diversity is not managed properly, there is potential for higher 
turnover, more difficult communication, and more interpersonal conflicts. We discuss work force 
diversity in greater detail in Chapter 2.  Responding to Globalization  Management is no longer 
constrained by national borders, Burger King is owned by a Eritish firm and McDonald’s sells 
hamburgers in Moscow. Exxon, a sc-called American company, receives almost 75 percent of its 
revenues from sales outside the United States. Toyota makes cars in Kentucky; General Motors makes 
cars in Brazil; and Ford (which owns part of Mazda) transfers executives from Detroit to Japan to help 
Mazda manage its operations. These examples illustrate that the world has become a global village. In 
turn, managers have to become capable of working with people from different cultures.  Globalization 
affects a manager’s people skills in at least two ways. First, if you’re a manager you’re increasingly likely 
to find yourself in a foreign assignment. You’ll be transferred to your employer’s operating division or 
subsidiary in another country. Once there, you’ll have to manage a work force that is likely to be very 
different in needs, aspirations, and atlitudes from the ones you were used to back home. Second, even in 
your own country, you’re going to find yourself working with bosses, peers, and subordinates who were 
born and raised in different cultures. What motivates you may not motivate them.. While your style of 
communication may be straightforward and open, they may find this style uncomfortable and threatening. 



This suggests that if you’re going to be able to work effectively with these people, you’ll need to 
understand their   ,.OOBin the New* -   Work-Force Study Finds Divisions of   Race and Gender Are 
Deep   Abroad survey of American workers depicts a work force  coworkers. Employees under 25 show 
no greater prefer- euce than older employees  showed a stronger preference for diversity in the work- 
place Unfortunately, few em-   that is deeply divided by race and gender The survey,  funded by the 
Families and Work Institute, covered 2,958 wage and salaried workers.  One of the survey’s more 
interesting findings is that younger workers don’t seem any better equipped to cope’ with a more diverse 
work-  [or working with people of other races, ages, or ethnic groups Just over half of stir- veyed workas 
of all ages said the3fr piefer working with people oithe same. race, sex, gender, and.education.  .. 
Employees, who had greater experIence living or working with people or other  ployees have such expert- 
ence The study found that even workers under 25 had little cont4ct in:the neighbor- hoods where 
theygrew ufr• With people of dlfferent.cthñic and cultural backgrounds.  . . .  WeAl Street Juiwnat 
(SepteTnber 3, 1993),  •  :  . ,  place than their older  races, ethnic groups, and ages  p. ni.    CHAPTER I • 
WHAT IS ORGANIZATIONiJ BEHAVIOR2  . 1  Japan’s electronic giant Matsushita Electric Company, 
maker of Panasonic and National brands, operates more than 150 plants in 38 countries throughout 
Southeast Asia, North America, Europe, the Middle East, btin America, and Africa. In managing its 
overseas network of factories that employ 99,000 workers, Matsushib adapts its organizational practices 
to each country. At its plants in Malaysia, it accommodates the cultural diFferences of Muslim Malays, 
ethnic Chinese, and Indian employees by offering Chinese, Malaysian, and Indian food in company 
cafeterias. It accamrnoiotes Muslim religious customs by providing special prayer rooms at each plant 
and allowing Iwo prayer sessions per shift. Shown here ore Muslim Moloys during a midday prayer 
break.  culture, how it has shaped them, and learn to adapt your management style to  these differences. In 
the next chapter, we provide some frameworks for understanding  differences between national cultures. 
Further, as we discuss OB concepts  throughout this book, we focus on how cultural differences might 
require  managers to modify their practices.  Empowering People  If you pick up any popular business 
periodical nowadays, you’ll read about the reshaping of the relationship between managers and those 
they’re supposedly responsible for managing. You’ll lind managers being called coaches, advisers, 
sponsors, or facilitators.22 In many organizations, employees have become associates. 23 And there’s a 
blurring between the roles of managers and workers, Decision making is being pushed down to the 
operating level, where workers are being given the freedom to make choices about schedules, procedures, 
and solving work-related problems. In the 1980s, managers were encouraged to get their employees to 
participate in work-related decisions.24 Now, managers are going considerably further by allowing 
employees full control of their work. Self-managed teams, where workers operate largely without bosses, 
have become the rage of the 19905.25  What’s going on is that managers are empowering employees. 
They are putting employees in charge of what they do. And in so doing, managers are having to learn how 
to give up control and employees are having to learn how to take responsibility for their work and make 
appropriate decisions. in later chapters of this book we show how empowernient is changing leadership 
styles, power relationships, the way work is designed, and the way organizations are structured.  
Stimulating Innovation and Change  Whatever happened to W. 1 Grant, Girnbel’s, and Eastern Airlines? 
All these giants went hustt Why have other giants like General Motors,Sears, Westinghouse, Boeing, and 
AT&T implemented huge cost-cutting programs and eliminated thousands of jobs? To avoid going hust  
empowerment  Putting employees in charge of whot they do.  18. PART ONE • INTRODUCTION  
Today’s successful organizations must foster innovation and master the art of change or they will become 
candidates for extinction. Victory will go to those organizations that maintain their flexibi1it continually 
improve their qualitc and beat their competition to the marketplace with a constant stream of innovative 
products and services. Domino’s single-handedly brought on the demise of thousands of small pizza 
parlon whose managers thought they could continue doing what they had b&n doing for years. Fox 
Television has successfully stolen a ma jar portion of the under-25 viewing audience from their much 
larger network rivals through innovative programming like The Sinipsons and Beverly Hills 90210.  An 
organization’s employees can be the impetus for innovation and change, or they can be a major stumbling 
block. The challenge for managers is to stimulate employee creativity and tolerance for change. The field 
of organizational behavior provides a wealth of ideas and techniques to aid in realizing these goals.  



Coping with “Temporariness”  Managers have always been concerned with change. What’s different 
nowadays is the length of time between change implementations. It used to be that managers needed to 
introduce major change programs once or twice a decade. Today, change is an ongoing activity for most 
managers. The concept of continuous improvement, for instance, implies constant change.  Managing in 
the past could be characterized by long periods of stability, interrupted occasionally by short periods of 
change. Managing today would he more accurately described as long periods of ongoing change, 
interrupted occasionally by short periods of stability! The world that most managers and employees face 
today is one of permanent “temporariness.” The actual jobs that workers perform are in a permanent state 
of flux. So workers need to cohtinually update their knowledge and skills to perform new job 
requirements.26 For example, production employees at companies like Caterpillar, Chrysler, and 
Reynolds Metals now need to know how to operate computerized production equipment. That was not 
part of their lob description 15 years ago. Work groups are also increasingly in a state of flux. In the past, 
employees were assigned to a specific work group and that assignment was relatively permanent. There 
was a considerable amount of security jn working with the same people day in and day out. That 
predictablity has been replaced by temporary work groups, teams that include members from different 
departments and whose members change all the time, and the increased use of employee rotation to fill 
constantly changing work assignments. Finally, organizations themselves are in a state of flux. They 
continually reorganize their various divisions, sell off poor-performing businesses, downsize operations, 
and replace permanent employees with temporaries.27  Today’s managers and employees must learn to 
cope with temporariness. They have to learn to live with flexibility, spontaneity, and unpredictability.  
The study of OB can provide important insights into helping you better understand a work world of 
continual change, how to overcome resistance to changer and how best to create an organizational culture 
that thrives on change.  Declining Employee Loyally  Corporate employees used to believe their 
employers would reward their loyalty and good work with job security, generous benefits, and pay. 
increases. But  CHAPTER I • WHAT IS OR3ANJIZAT[QNAL BEHAVICR  .19  ....•OB in.tké News,...  
The Flexible Work Force  It’s one of the fastest growing trends in business today. We’re talking about the 
use of “contingent’ workers—temporary. subcontracted, parttime, and leased employees..  Just how large 
the contingent work force hasgotten is difficult to accurately measure. Conservative estimates, however, 
put the number at about 25 percent of the labor force. Interestingly, these employees are not just the  
stereotypical clerks, secretaries, and laborers commonly supplied by temporary-help agencies.  
Tncreasingly, temporary employees also include technical professionals such as engineers, financial 
analyits, doctors, and lawyers.  The appeal of temporary employees is obvious. In a rapidly changing and  
uncertain business envirorirnent, managers want flexibility. Reluctant to  add full-time, permanent  
workers to their.payrolls, the look to contingent workers as a means of turntrig labor costs from a fixed 
e*pensê to a variable expénse. Using contingent;. workers gives an organization the abilitV torespond to 
changing market conditions quickly. For instance, by using.coñtingént employees, Apple Computer can 
quickly adjust its work force as the demand for Macintoshs rise and fall. In addition, temporary workers 
allows an organization to save on health and vacation benefits, avoid ending up with retirees and 
pensions, and lessens the chance of legal action because there are fewer regulations that cover contingent 
employees.  We can expect to see an increased use of contingent workers by employers. It provides 
organizatiods with a fluid work force that can be swelled Or deflated like an accordian at a moment’s 
notice.  Critics of this trend, especially unions, argue that contingent workers don’t have the benefits, 
security, and job protection that permanent employees have: And this argument is valid. On the other 
hand, proponents note that employers must be able to quickly respond to changing market conditions. The 
use of contingent workers helps meet that goal. Additionally, it’s often overlooked that the concept of 
permanent jobs with large corporations is a relatively recent phenomenon. At the beginning of this 
century, half of aLl Americans were self-employed. In essence, what’s happening is that we’re returning 
to an earlier pattern when employees were free agents, carrying their skills with them from job to job.  Th 
FIexibI Work Force. From Trthüt2g (Decenbei 1993), PP. 23—30  beginning in the rnid-1980s, in 
response to global competition, unfriendly takeovers, leveraged huyouts, and the Iikc, corporations began 
to discard traditional policies on job security, seniority, and compensation. They sought to become “lean 
and mean” by closing factories, moving operations to lower cost countries, selling off or closing down 



less profitable businesses, eliminating entire levels of management, and tepiacing permanent employees 
with temporaries. Importantly, this is not just a North American phenomenon. European companies are 
doing the same. Barclays, the big British bank, has recently cut staff levels by 20 percent. And a number 
of German firms have trimmed their work force and management ranks. Siemens, the electronic 
engineering conglomerate, shed more than 3,000 jobs in 1993 alone; steelmaker Knipp-Hoesch has cut its 
management hierarchy from five to three levels; and Mercedes-Rcnz  has trimmed its number of levels 
from seven to five  20 PART ONE. INTRODUCTION -____ —  These changes have resulted in a sharp 
decline in empLoyee loyalty.28 In a 1993 survey of workers, for instance, 77 percent said there is less 
loyalty between companies and employees than in 1988.2d) Employees perceive that their employers are 
less committed to them and, as a result, employees respond by being less committed to their companies 
(see Figure 1-2).  Au important OR challenge will be for managers to devise ways to motivate workers 
who feel less committed to their employers while maintaining their organizations’ global 
competitiveness.  Improving Ethical Behavior  ethkal dilemma  Situations where on individual is required 
to define right and wrong conduct.  In an organizational world characterized by cutbacks, expectations of 
increasing worker productivity, and tough competition in the marketplace, it’s not altogether surprising 
that many employees feel pressured to cut corners, break rules, and engage in other forms of questionable 
practices.  Members of organizations are increasingly finding themselves facing ethical dilemmas, 
situations where they are required to define right and wrong conduct.30 For example, should they blow 
the whistle if they uncover illegal activities taking place in their company? Should they follow orders they 
don’t personally agree with? Do they give an inflated performance evaluation to an employee they like, 
knowing that such an evaluation could save that employee’s job? Do they allow themselves to play 
politics in the organization if it will help their career advancement?  What constitutes good ethical 
behavior has never been clearly defined. And in recent years the line differentiating right from wrong has 
become even more blurred. Employees see people all around them engaging in unethical practices—
elected officials indicted for padding their expense accounts or taking bribes; high-powered lawyers, who 
know the rules, are found to be avoiding payment of Social Security taxes for their household help; 
successful execu  CHAPTER 1 • WHAT IS ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR? • 21  tives who use 
insider information for personal financial gain; employees in  other companies participating in massive 
cover-ups of defective military  weapons. When caught, they hear these people giving excuses like 
“Everyone  does it,” or “You have to seize every advantage nowadays,” or “1 never thought  I’d get 
caught.”  Managers and their organizations are responding to this problem from a  number of directions)1 
They’re writing and distributing codes of ethics to  guide employees through ethical dilemmas. They’re 
offering seminars, workshops,  and similar training programs to try to improve ethical behaviors.  They’re 
providing in-house advisers who can be contacted,  in many cases anonymously, for assistance in dealing 
with ethical issues.  And they’re creating protection mechanisms for employees  who reveal internal 
unethical practices.  Today’s manager needs to create an ethically healthy climate  for his or her 
employees, where they can do their work productively  and confront a minimal degree of ambiguity 
regarding what constitutes  right and wrong behaviors. We discuss ethics in several places  in this book—
for example, as it relates to decision making and politics  in organizations. To help you define and 
establish your personal  ethical standards, you’ll find ethical dilemma exercises at the conclusion  of each 
chapter. By confronting ethical issues you might not  have thought about before, and sharing your ideas 
with classmates,  you can gain insights into your own ethical viewpoints, [hose of  others, and the 
implications of various choices.  Contributing Disciplines to the OS fleld  Organizational behavior is an 
applied behavioral science that is built on contributions  from a number of behavioral disciplines. The 
predominant areas are  psychology, sociology, social psychology, anthropology, and political science.32  
As we shall learn, psychology’s contributions have been mainly at the individual  or micro level of 
analysis; the other four disciplines have contributed to our  understanding of macro concepts such as 
group processes and organization.  Figure 1-3 overviews the major contributions to the study of 
organizational  behavior  PsycholDgy  Psychology is the science that seeks to measure, explain, and 
sometimes  change the behavior of humans and other animals, Psychologists concern  themselves with 
studying and attempting to understand individual behavior.  Those who have contributed and continue to 
add to the knowledge of OB are  learning theorists, personality theorists, counseling psychologists, and, 



most  important, industrial and organizational psychologists.  Early industrial/organizational 
psychologists concerned themselves with  problems of fatigue, boredom, and other factors relevant to 
working conditions  that could impede efficient work performance. More recently, their contribulions  
have been expanded to include learning, perception, personality, training,  leadership effectiveness, needs 
and motivational forces, job satisfaction,  decision-making processes, performance appraisals, attitude 
measurement, employee  selection techniques, job design, and work stress.   Behaviorgists have made 
their greatest contribution to 013 through their study of group  behavior in organizations, particularly 
formal and complex organizations. Some of the areas within 08 that have received valuable input from 
sociologists are group dynamics, design of work teams, organizational culture, forma] organization theory 
and structure, organizational technolog bureaucracy, communications, power, conflict, and intergroup 
behavior.  Social Psychology  Social psychology is an area within psychology, but blends concepts from 
both psychology and sociology. It focuses on the influence of people on one another. One of the major 
areas receiving considerable investigation from social psychologists has been change—how to implement 
it and how to reduce barriers to its acceptance. Additionally, we find social psychologists making 
significant contributions in the areas of measuring, understanding, and changing attitudes; communication 
patterns; the ways in which group activities can satisfy individual needs; and group decision-making 
processes.  Anthropology  Anthropologists study societies to learn about human beings and their 
activities. Their work on cultures and environments, for instance, has helped us understand differences in 
fundamental values, attitudes, and behavior between people in different countries and within different 
organizations. Much of our current understanding of organizational culture, organizational environments, 
and differences between national cultures is the result of the work of anthropologists or those using their 
methodologies. Political Science  Although frequently overlooked, the contributions of political scientists 
are significant to the understanding of behavior in organizations. Political scientists study the behavior of 
individuals and groups within a political environment. Specific topics of concern here include structuring 
of conflict, allocation of power, and how people manipuldte power for individual self-interest.  Twenty-
five years ago, little of what political scientists were studying was of interest to students of organizational 
behavior. But times have changed. We have become increasingly aware that organizations are political 
entities; if we MC to be able to accurately explain and predict the behavior of people in organizations, we 
need to bring a political perspective to our analysis.  There Are Few Absolutes in GB  There are fe¼ ii 
any, simple and universal principles that explain organizational behavior. There are laws in the physical 
sciences—chemistry, astronomy, physics— that are consistent and apply in a wide range of siftations. 
They allow scientists to generalize about the pull of gravity or to con fidentl send astronauts into space to 
repair satellites. But as one  • rid gave all Ihe noted behavioral researcher aptly concluded ”God gave all 
the easy problems to the physicists” Human beings are very complex. They are not alike, which limits the 
ability to make simple, accurate, and sweeping generalizations. Two people often act very differently in 
the  same situation, and the same person’s behavior changes in different situations. For instance, not 
everyone is motivated by money, and you behave differently at church on Sunday than you did at the beer 
party the night before.  That doesn’t mean, of course, that we can’t offer reasonably accurate explanations 
of human behavior or make valid predictions. It does mean, however, that OB concepts must reflect 
situational or Contingency conditions. We  contingency variables can say that x leads to Xi but only 
under conditions specified in z (the continSituational I&tors; variables that moderate gency variabLes). 
The science of OB was developed by using general concepts the relationship beiween tie independent and 
then altering their application to the particular situation, So, for example, nnd dependent riab1es and 
improve the OB scholars would avoid stating that effective leaders should always seek the orrelotIQn. 
ideas of their subordinates before making a decision. Rather, we find that in  some situations a 
participative style is clearly superior, but in other situations, an autocratic decision style is more effective. 
In other words, the effectiveness of a particular leadership style is contingent on the situation in which it 
is utilized.  As you proceed through this text, you’ll encounter a wealth of research- based theories about 
how people behave in organizaiJons. But don’t expect to find a lot of straightforward cause—effect 
relationships. There aren’t many! Organizational behavior theories mirror the subject matter with which 
they deal. People are complex and complicated, and so too must be the theories developed to explain their 
actions.  Consistent with the contingency philosophy, you’ll find point—counterpoint debates at the 



conclusion ot each chapter. These debates are included to reinforce the fact that within the OB fie]d there 
are many issues over which there is significant disagreement. By directly addressing some of the more 
controversiaJ iS5UCS using the point—counterpoint tormat, you gel the opportunity to explore different 
points of view, discover how diverse perspectives complernent and oppose each other, and gain insight 
into some of the debates currently taking place within the OB field. So at the end of one chapter. you’ll 
find the argument that leadership plays an important role in an organization’s attaining its goals, followed 
by the argument that there is little evidence to support this claim. Similarly, at the end of other chapters, 
you’ll read both sides of the debate on whether money is a rnotivator, clear communication is always 
desirable, bureaucracies have become obsolete, and other controversial issues. These arguments are meant 
to demonstrate that 03, like many disciplines, has disagreements over specific findings, methods, and 
theories. Some of the point—counterpoint arguments are more provocative than others, but each makes 
some valid points you should find thought provoking. The key is to be able to decipher under what 
conditions each argument may be right or wrong.  — Coming Attractions:  Developing an GB Model  We 
conclude this chapter by presenting a general model that defines the field of OB, stakes out its parameters, 
and identifies its primacy dependent and independent variables. The end result will be a coming attraction 
of the topics making up the remainder of this book.’  An Overview  A model is an abstraction of reality; a 
simplified representation of some real- world phenomenon. A mannequin in a retail store is a model. So, 
too, is the accountants formula: assets liabilities 4- owners’ equity. Figure 1-6 presents the skeleton on 
which we will construct our 011 model. It proposes three levels of analysis in OR. As we move from the 
individual level to the organization systems level, we add systematically to our understanding of behavior 
in organizations. The three basic levels are analogous to building blocks—each level is constructed on the 
previous level. Group concepts grow out of the foundation laid in the individual section; we overlay 
structural constraints on the individual and group in order to arrive at organizational behavior.  The 
Dependent Variables  Dependent variables are the key factors you want to explain or predict. what aie the 
primary dependent variab]es in OB? Scholars tend to emphasize model  productivity, absenteeism, 
turnover, and job satisfaction. Because of their wide acceptance, we use these four as the critical 
determinants of an organization’s human resources effectiveness. However, there is nothing magical 
about these dependent variables. They merely show that OB research has strongly reflected managerial 
interests over those of individuals or of society as a whole. Let’s review these terms to ensure we 
understand what they mean and why they have achieved the distinction of being OB’s primary dependent 
variables.  PRODUCTIVITY An organization is productive if it achieves its goals, and does so by 
transferring inputs to outputs at the lowest cost. As such, productivity implies a concern for both 
effectiveness and efficiency.  A hospital, for example, is effective when it successfully meets the needs of 
its clientele. It is efficient when it can do this at a low cost. If a hospital manages to achieve higher output 
from its present staff by reducing the average number of days a patient is confined to a bed or by 
increasing the number of staff— patient contacts per day, we say the hospital has gained productive 
efficiency. A business firm is effective when it attains its sales or market share goals, but its productivity 
also depends on achieving these goals efficiently. Measures of such efficiency may include return on 
investment, profit per dollar of sales, and output per hour of labor.  We can also look at productivity from 
the perspective of the individual employee. Take the cases of Mike and Al, who ate both long-distance 
truckers. If Mike is supposed to haul his fully loaded rig from New York to its destination in Los Angeles 
in 75 hours or less, he is effective if he makes the 3,000-mile trip within this time period. But measures of 
productivity must take into account the costs incurred in reaching the goal. That’s where efficiency comes 
in. Let’s assume that Mike made the New York to tos Angeles run in 68 hours and averaged 7 miles per 
gallon. Al, on the other hand, made the trip in 68 hours also, but averaged 9 miles per gallon (rigs and 
loads are identical). Both Mike and Al were effective—they accomplished their goal—but Al was more 
efficient than Mike because his rig consumed less gas and, therefore, he achieved his goal at a lower cost.  
In summary, one of Oil’s major concerns is productivity. We want to  know ivhat factors will influence 
the effectiveness and efficiency of individuals, of groups, and of the overall organization.  
ABSENTEEISM The annual cost of absenteeism has been estimated at over $40 billion for U.S. 
organizations and $12 billion for Canadian firms.34 At the job level, a one-day absence by a clerical 
worker can cost an employer up to $100 in reduced efficiency and increased supervisory workload,35 



These figures indicate the importance to an organization of keeping absenteeism low.  It is obviously 
difficult for an organization to operate smoothly and to attain its objectives if employees fail to report to 
their jobs. The work flow is disrupted, and often important decisions must be delayed. In organizations 
that rely heavily on assembly-line technology, absenteeism can be considerably more than a disruption—
it can result in a drastic reduction in quality of output, and, in some cases, it can bring about a complete 
shutdown of the production facility. But levels of absenteeism beyond the normal range in any 
organization have a direct impact on that organization’s effectiveness and efficiency.  Are oil absences 
bad? Probably not! While most absences impact negatively on the organization, we can conceive of 
situations where the organization may benefit by an employee voluntarily choosing not to come to work.   
For instance, fatigue or excess stress can significantly decrease an employee’s productivity, In jobs where 
an employee needs to be alert—surgeons and airline pilots are obvious examples—it may well be better 
for the organization if the employee does not report to work rather than show up and perform poorly. The 
cost of an accident in such jobs could be prohibitive. Even in managerial lobs, where mistakes are less 
spectacular, performance may be improved when managers absent themselves from work rather than 
make a poor decision under stress. But these examples are clearly atypical. For the most part, we can 
assume that organizations benefit when employee absenteeism is reduced.  TURNOVER A high rate of 
turnover in an organization means increased recruiting, selection, and training costs. How high are those 
costs? A conservative estimate would be about $15,000 per employee.36 It can also mean a disruption in 
the efficient running of an organization when knowledgeable and experienced personnel leave and 
replacements must be found and prepared to assume positions of responsibility. All organizations, of 
course, have some turnover, lithe Tight people are leaving the organization—the marginal and 
submarginal employees—turnover can be positive. It may create the opportunity to replace an 
underperlorming individual with someone with higher skills or motivation, open up increased 
opportunities for promotions, and add new and fresh ideas to the organization.37 But turnover often 
means the loss of people the organization doesn’t want to lose. For instance, one study covering 900 
employees who had resigned their jobs found that 92 percent earned performance ratings of “satisfactory” 
or better from their superiors.38 So when turnover is excessive, or when it involves valuable performers, 
it can be a disrtiptive factor, hindering the organization’s effectiveness.  The final dependent variable we 
will look at is lob satisfaction, which we define simply, at this point, as the difference between the 
amount of rewards workers receive and the amount they believe they should receive. (We expand 
considerably on this definition in Chapter 5.) Unlike the previous three variables, job satisfaction 
represents an attitude rather than a behavior. Why, then, has it become a primary  oh saisf action is a top 
objective at Birkenstock Foolwear Sancals. When employees wanted the company to become more 
:nvironmentally conscious, Birkenslock allowed a group of em to spend on hour each week working on 
environmental rojects. These included developing an in-house environmental brary, compiling a guide to 
nontoxic resources, and organizing ionthly meetings with other businesses to share ideas on conirvation 
products and issues. By giving employees the chance  participate in causes they believe in, Birkenstock 
has created motivated and loyal work force that rates high on job sofis‘action and productivity and low on 
turnover.  turnover  Voluntary and involuntary permanent withdrawal from the organization.  job 
satisfaction  A general atthide toward one’s job; the difference between the amount of rewards workers 
r&eive and the amount they believe they should receive.  JOB SATISFACTION  dependent variable? For 
two reasons: its demonstrated relationship to performance factors arid the value preferences held by many 
OR researchers.  The beliel that satisfied employees are more productive than dissatisfied employees has 
been a basic tenet among managers for years. While much evidence questions this assumed causal 
relationship, it can be argued that advanced societies should he concerned not only with the quantity of 
life—that is, concerns such as higher productivity and material acquisitions—but also with its quality. 
[hose researchers with strong humanistic values argue that satisfaction is a legitirnatc objective of an 
organization. Not only is satisfaction negatively related to absenteeisTn and turnover but, they argue, 
organizations have a responsibility to provide employees with jobs that are challenging and intrinsically 
rewarding. Therefore, although lob satisfaction represents an attitude rather than a behavior, OR 
researchers typically consider it an important dependent variable.  The Independent Variables  What are 
the major determinants of productivity, absenteeism, turnover, and job  independent ywiable satisfaction? 



Cur answer to that question brings us to the independent van Th çresuied use l same change in the abjes. 
Consistent with our belief that organizational behavior can best be under depend&nt rable stood when 
vicwe.d essentially as a set of increasingly complex building blocks,  the base or first level of our model 
lies in understanding individual behavior.  INUTVIDLJ AL-LEVEL VARIABLES It as been said that 
Managers, unlike parents, must work with used, not new, human beings—human beings whom others 
have gotten to first.’9 When individuals enter an organization, they’re a hit like used cars. Each is 
different. Sonic are “low mileage”—they have been treated carcfufly and have had only limited exposure 
to the realities of the elements. Others are well worn,’ having experienced a number of rough roads. This 
metaphor indicates that peop)e enter organizations with certain charactecistics that will influence their 
behavior at work. The more obvious of these are personal or biographical characteristics such as age, 
gender, and marital status; personality characteristics; values and attitudes; and basic ability levels. These 
characteristics are essentially intact when an individual enters the work force, and, for the most part, 
management can do little to alter them. Yet they have a very real impact on employee behaviot Therefore, 
each of these factors— biographical characteristics, personality, values and attitudes, and ability—are 
discussed as independent variables in Chapters 3 and 5.  Four other individual-level variables have been 
shown to affect employee behavior: perception, individual decision making, learning, and motivation. 
These topics are introduced and discussed in Chapters 3, 4, 6, and 7.  (iRoup-IIEVfl. VARIABLES The 
behavior of people in groups is more than the sum total of each individual acting in his or her own way. 
The complexity of our model is increased when we acknowledge that people’s behavior when they arc in 
groups is different from their behavior when they are alone. Therefore, the next step in the development 
of an understanding of OR is the study of group behavior.  Chapter 3 lays the foundation for an 
understanding of the dynamics of group behavior, ibis chapter discusses how individuals in groups ate 
thfiuenced by the patterns of behavior they are expected to exhibit, what the group considers to he 
acceptable standards of behavior, and the degree to which group members are attracted to each other. 
Chapter 9 translates our understanding of groups to the design of effective work teams. Chapters 10 
through 13 demonstrate how communication patterns, leadership styles, power and politics, intergroup 
relations, and levels of conflict affect group behavior.  - ORGANIZATION SYSTEM-LEVEL 
VARIABLES Organizational behavior reaches its highest level of sophistication when we add formal 
structure to our previous knowledge of individual and group behavior. Just as groups are more than the 
sum of their individual members, so are otganizations more than the sum of their member groups. The 
design of the formal organization, technology and work processes, and jobs; the organization1s hitman 
resource policies and practices (that is. selection processes, training programs, performance appraisal 
methods); the internal culture; and levels of work stress all have an impact on the dependent variables. 
These are disuissed in detail in Chapters 14 through 17.  Toward a Contingency PB Model  Our final 
model is shown in Figure 1-7. It shows the four key dependent variables and a large number of 
independent variables, organized by level of analysis, that research indicates have varying impacts on the 
former, As complicated as this model is, it still does not do justice to the complexity of the 03 subject 
matter, but it should help explain why the chapters in this book are arranged as they are and help you 
explain and predict the behavior of people at work.  For the most part, our model does not explicitly 
identify the vast number of contingency variables because of the tremendous complexity that would be 
involved in such a diagram. Rather, throughout this text we introduce important contingency variables 
that will improve the explanatory linkage between the independent and dependent variables in our 013 
model.  Note that we’ve added the concepts of change and development to Figure 1-7, acknowledging the 
dynamics of behavior and recognizing that there are ways for change agents or managers to modify many 
of the independent variables ii they are having a negative impact on the key dependent variables. 
Specifically, in Chapter 18 we discuss the change process and techniques for changing employee 
attitudes, improving communication processes, modifying organization structures, and the Jike.  Also 
note that Figure 17 includes linkages between the three levels of analysis. For instance, organization 
structure is linked to leadership. This is meant to convey that authority and leadership are related—.—
managcment exerts its influence on group behavior through leadership. Simi]arly, communication is the 
means by which individuals transmit infoimation; thus, it is the link between individual and group 
behavior.  — Summary and implications  for Managers  Managers need to develop their interpersonal or 



people skills if they’re going to be effective in their job. Organizational behavior (OR) is a field of study 
that investigates the impact which individuals, groups, and structure have on behavior within 
organizations, then applies that knowledge to make organizations work more effectively. Specifically, OB 
focuses on how to improve productivity, reduce absenteeism and turnover, and increase employee lob 
satisfaction.  We aH hold a number of generalizations about the behavior of people. While some of these 
generalizations provide valid insights into human behavior, many are often erroneous. OR uses 
systematic study to improve behavioral  CHAPTER • WHAT IS ORGANIzArIONAt BHAY1QR? .31  
predictions that would be made from intuition alone. But because people are  different, we need to look at 
OR in a contingency framework, using situational  variables to moderate cause-effect relationships.  
Organizational behavior offers a number of challenges and opportunities  for managers. It can help 
improve quality and employee productivity by showing  managers how to empower their people as well 
as design and implement  change programs. It offers specific insights to improve a manager’s people  
skills. OR recognizes differences and helps managers see the value of work force  diversity and practices 
that may need to be made when managing in different  countries. In times of rapid and ongoing change, 
OB can help managers learn  to cope in a world of “temporariness” and declining employee loyalty. 
Finally,  OB can offer managers guidance in creating an ethically healthy work climate.  For Review  1. 
“Behavior generally is predictable.” Do you agree or disagree? Explain.  2. Define organizational 
behavior, i-low does this compare with management?  • 3. What is an organization? Is the family unit an 
organization? Explain.  4. ldentify and contrast the three general management roles.  5, What is TQM? 
How is it related to OR?  6. In what areas has psychology contributed to OB? Sociology? Social  
psychology? Anthropology? Political science? What other academic  disciplines may have contributed to 
OB?  7. “Since behavior is generally predictabte, there is no need to formally  study OR.” Why is this 
statement wrong?  8. What are the three levels of analysis in our OB model? Are they re lated  If so, how?  
9. If job satisfaction is not a behavior, why is it considered an important  dependent variable?  10. What 
are effectiveness and efficiency, and how are they related to  organizational behavior?  For Discussion  1. 
Contrast the research comparing effective managers with successful  managers. What are the implications 
from this research for practicing  managers?  2. “The best way to view OB is through a contingency 
approach.” Build  an argument to support this statement.  3. Why do you think the subject of OB might be 
criticized as being “only  common sense,” when one would rarely hear such a criticism of a  course in 
physics or statistics?  4. An increasing number of managers are now acknowledging that an  
understanding of OB may be more important than any other business  discipline in contdhuting to an 
organization’s overall success or failure.  But few managers were saying this 20 years ago What’s 
changed?  5. On a scale of Ito 10 that measures the sophistication of a scientific discipline  in predicting 
phenomena, mathematical physics would probably  be a 10. Where do you think OB would fall on this 
scale? Why?  t.;PP![?iieiI-?lr? VjPd]]I aZJi  s1 Point 411;0]  The Case for a  Structural Explanation  of 
Organizational 1  Behavior  If you want to really understand the behavior of people at work, you need to 
focus on social  structure. Why? As one noted scholar put it,  “The fundamental tact of social life is 
precisely that it is social—that human beings do not live in isolation but associate with other human 
beings. “  Far too much emphasis. is placed on studying individual characteristics of people. We’re not 
saying here that values, attitudes, personalities, and similar personal characteristics are irrelevant to 
understanding organizational behavior. Rather, our position is that you gain considerably more insight if 
you look at the structured relationships between individuals in organizations and how these relationships 
constrain and enable certain actions to occur.  Organizations come with a host of formal and informal 
control mechanisms that, in effect, largely shape, direct, and constrain members’ behavior. Let’s look at a 
few examples.  Almost all organizations have formal documentation that limits and shapes behavior like 
policies,. procedures, rules, job descripuons, and job instructions. This formal documentation sets 
standards of acceptable and unacceptable behavior. If you know an organization’s major policies and 
have a copy of a specific employee’s job description, you have a major leg up in being able to predict a 
good deal of that specific employee’s on-the-job behavior.  Almost all organizations differentiate roles 
horizontally. By that 1 mean they create unique jobs and departments. Toni is a sales representative for 
HJ. Heinz, calling on supermarkets. Frank also works for Heinz, but on an assembly line where he 
monitors machines that fill pickle relish jars. The structure of these jobs alone alldw me to predict that 



Toni will have a great deal more autonomy in deciding what  she is going to do in her job and how she Is 
going to dolt than Frank does.  Organizations also differentiate oles vErtically by creating levels of 
management; h so• doing, they create boss-subotdinate relationships that tnstrain subordinate behavior. In 
our noflwork lives w don’t have bosses who can tell us whatto do,. evaluate tAs and even fire us, But 
most of us do at iork And re-. member, bosses evaluate employee performaEcearTd typically control the 
allocatio&:o rewards. So if I know what behaviors your boss :prthm I can gain insight into what 
behaviors you’re more likely to exhibit. . u  When you join an organization; you’re expected to adapt to 
its norms of acceptable behavior. These rules don’t have to be written down to be powerful and 
controlling.. An organization for instance, may not have a formal dress code but employees are expected 
to “dress appropriately,” which means adapting to the implied dress code norms. Merrill Lynch expects 
its brokers to dress appropriately: Men wear coats and ties and women weal, similarly professional attire. 
Along the same lines, MicrosQft’s norms emphasize long Work hours-.-60- to 70-hour workweek5 are 
not unusual. These expectations are understood by employees, and employees mcEidify their behavior 
accordingly.  The point we’re trying to make here is that you shouldn’t forget the organizational part of 
organiza. tional behavior. While it’ doesn’t sound very nice, organizations are instruments of. domination. 
They put people into job “boxes” that constrain what they can do and individuals witbwhom thcy can 
interact. To the degree that employees accept their boss’s authority and the limits the organization places 
on their role, then they become constraints that limit the behavioral choices of organization members.  
The concept of an “organization” is an artificial notion. Organizations have physical properties like 
buildings, offices, and equipmwnt, but this tends to gloss over the obvious fact that organizations are 
reaHy nothing other than aggregates of individuals. As such, organizational actions are just the combined 
actions of individuals. In this section, we argue that much of organizational behavior can be viewed as the 
collection of efforts by a set of quasi-independent actors.  Let me begin by acknowledging that 
organizations place constraints on employee behavior. l1ow ever, in spite of these constraints, every Job 
possesses a degree of discretion—areas where rules, I)ron?dures, oh descriptions, supervisory directives, 
and other formal constraints do not apply. Generally speaking, the higher one moves in the organization, 
the more discretion he or she has. Lower level lobs lend to he more programmed than middle 
management obs; and middlemanagers have less discxeLion than do senior managers. But evety job 
comes with some autonomy. And it is this autonomy that allows different people to do different things in 
the same job.  Casual observation leads all of us to the obvious conclusion that no two people in the same 
ob behave in exactly the same way. Even in highly prognmmed jobs, like assembly-line work in an 
automobile factory or processing claims in an insurance company, employee behavior varies. Why? 
Individual differences! College student certainly under-  stand and act on this reality when they choose 
classes. If three instructors are all teaching Accounting 101 at the same time of day, most students wilt 
question their friends to find out the differences among the instructors. Even though they teach the same 
course as described in the college catalog, the instructors enjoy a èonsiderable degree of freedom in how 
they meet their course oblectives. Students know this and they try to acquire accurate informa hon that 
will allow then to select among the three. So in spite of the fact that the instructors are teaching the same 
course and the content of that course is explicitly defined in the organization’s formal documentation (the 
college catalog), the students (end all the rest of us) know that the behavior of the three instructors will 
undoubtedly vary widely.  People go about doing their lobs in different ways. They differ in their 
interactions with their bosses and coworkers, They vary in terms of work habits—promptness in 
completing tasks, conscientiousness in doing quaiity work, cooperation with coworkers, ability to handle 
stressful situations, and the like. They vary by level of motivation and the degree of effort they’re willing 
to exert on their job. they vary in terms of the creativity they display in doing their work. And they vary 
in terms of the importance they place on factors such as security, recognition, advancement, social 
support, challenging work assignments, and willingness to work overtime. What explains these 
variations? Individual psychological characteristics like values, attitudes. perceptions, motives, and 
personalities.  The end result is that, in the quest to understand employee productivity, absenteeism, 
turnover, and satisfaction, you have to recognize the overwhelming influence that individual 
psychological factors play.    How Does Your Ethical Behavior Rate?*  Below are 15 statements. Identify 
the frequency of which you do, have done, or would do these things in the future when employed full 



time. Place the letter R, 0, 5, or N on the line before each statement.  — 1. 1 come to work late and get 
paid for it.  — 2. 1 leave work early and get paid for it.  — 3. 1 take long breaks/lunches and get paid for 
it.  — 4. 1 call in sick to get a day off when I’m not sick.  — 5. I use the company phone to make 
personal long-distance calls.  — 6. I do personal work on company time.  - 7. I use the company copier 
for personal use.  — 8. I mail personal things through the company mail.  — 9. I take home company 
supplies or merchandise.  — 10. I give company supplies or merchandise to friends, or allow  friends to 
take them without saying anything.  - — 11. I put in for reimbursement for meals, travel, or other 
expenses I  did not actually eat or make.  12. 1 use the company car for persona] business.  13. 1 take my 
spouse/friend out to eat and charge it to the company  expense account.  — 14. I take my spouse/friend on 
business trips and charge the expense  to the company.  — 15. 1 accept gifts from customers/suppliers in 
exchange for giving them business.  Turn to page A-26 for scoring directions and key.  *urce: RN. Lussir, 
Human Relations in Oranj2athns: A Skill Br;ildthg Approach, 2nd ed. (Homewood. IL:  Irwin, 1993), p. 
297.  H::. :. 4) irking With Others Exercise  Work Force Diversity Exercise*  Purpose To learn about the 
different needs of a diverse work force.  Time Required Approximately 40 minutes.  Participants Divide 
the class into six groups of approximatey equal  and Roles size. Each group is assigned one of the 
following roles:  Nancy is 28 years old. She is a divorced mother of three children, aged 3, 5, and 7. She 
is the department head. Shc  CHAPTER I • WHAT ‘S ORGANIZATONAt BEHAYIO? 4,35  earns 
$33,000 a year on her ob arid receives another  $3,600 a year in child support From her ex-husband.  
Ethel is a 72-year-old widow. She works 25 hours a week to  supplement her $7,000-a-year pension. 
Based on her  hourly wage of $750, she earns $9,375 a year.  John is a 34-year-old black male born in 
Trinidad, but now a  U.S. resident. I-fe is married arid the father of two small  children. John attends 
college at night and is within a  year of earning his bachelor’s degree. His salary is  $22,000 a year. I-Its 
wife s an attorney arid earns approximately  $40,000 a year.  Lii is a 26-year-old physically impaired 
male Asian-Amen-  can. He is single and has a master’s degree in education.  Lu is paralyzed and 
confined to a wheelchair as a  result of an auto accident. I-Ic earns $27,000-a year.  Maria is a single 22-
year-old 1-lispanic. Born and raised in  Mexico, she came to the United States only three  months ago. 
Maria’s English needs considerable im  provement. She earns $17,000 a year.  Mike is a 16-year-old 
white male high school sophomore  who works 15 hours a week after school. He earns  $6.25 an hour, or 
approximately $4,700 a year.  The members of each group arc to assume the character  consistent with 
their assigned role.  Background Our six participants work for a company that has recentiy  installed a 
flexible benefits prograrp. Instead of the.traditional  ‘one benefit package fits all,” the company is 
allocating  an additional 25 percent of each employee’s annua] pay  to be used for discretionary benefits. 
Those benefits and  their annual cost are as o1lows.  Supplementary health care for employee:  Plan A No 
deductible and pays 90 percent) = $3,000  Plan B ($200 deductible and pays 80 percent) $2,000  Plan C 
($1,000 deductible and pays 70 percent) = $500  Supplementary health care for dependents (same 
deductibles  and percentages as above):  Plan A = $2,000  - Plan B $1,500  Plan C $500  Supplementary 
dental plan = $500  Life insurance:  Plan A ($25,000 coverage) $500  Plan B ($50,000 coverage) = 
$1,000  Plan C ($100,000 coverage) = S2,000  Plafl V ($250;000 coverage) $3,000  Mental health plan 
$500  Prepaki legal assistance $300  36. PART ONE • INTRODUCTION  Vacation = 2 percent of annual 
pay for each, week, up to  - 6 weeks a year  Pension at retirement equal to approximately 50% of final  
annual earnings = $1,500  4-day workweek during the three summer months (available only to full-time 
empLoyees) = 4 percent of annual  pay  Day-care services (after company contribution) $2,000  for all of 
an employee’s children  Company-provided transportation to and from work =  $750  College tuition 
reimbursement 51,000  Language class tuition reimbursement $500  The Task 1. Each group has 15 
minutes to develop a flexible benefits  package that consumes 25 percent (arid no morel) of  their 
character’s pay.  2. After completing step 1, each group appoints a spokesperson who describes to the 
entire class the benefits  package they have arrived at for their character.  3. The entire class then 
discusses the results. How have the needs, concerns, and problems of each participant inIEIu enced his or 
her decision? What do these results suggest for trying to motivate a diverse work force?  5pecial thanks to 
Professor Penny Wright &n he suggestions during ih developntent of this exercise,  Ethical Dilemma 
EXUECISe  Can a Business Firm Be Too Ethical?  “A couple of years ago, we were competing on a 
government contract,” recalls Norman Augustine,” CEO of Martin Malietta Corp. “The low bid would 



win. Two days before we were to submit the hid, we got a brown paper bag with our competitor’s bid in 
it” Managers didn’t think twice about what they should do. They turned the price sheet over to the U.S. 
government and informed its competitor about what had happened. Consistent with what management per 
ceived as good ethical practices, the company did not change its hid. And what was the result? Martin 
Marietta lost the contract, some of its employees lost their lobs, and company stockholders lost money. Is 
it possible that Martin Marietta’s management was too ethical?  What happens to a company in a highly 
competitive industry where hardball practices are the norm? If it behaves too nobly, might it consistently 
lose out to its more aggressive competitors? Or what about companies that spend heavily to achieve 
safety or environmental standards that are above what the law mandates? Doesn’t that lower company 
profits?  One school of thought is that the subject of ethics deals with principies—standards of right or 
wrong. So it’s not possible to be too ethical. How can you have too much principle? While high ethical 
standards mtght hurt a company’s performance in the short term, ft will pay dividends over the long haul.  
CHAPTER 1 • WHAT IS ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR?  .37  Companies with high principles—
such as Johnson & Johnson, Merck, Hallmark Cards, Delta Airlines, PepsiCo—develop positive pullic 
images that result in long-term profits.  The counterargurnent is that there can be too much of a good 
thing. For example, studies that have sought to link corporate social responsibility and profits have found 
a curvilinear relationship. Profitability rises as one moves from companies that exhibit little or no social 
responsibility to those that demonstrate a moderate degree. But profitability falls off for the most socially 
responsible firms. Just as management can spend too much money on advertising, on computers, or on 
research and development, it can also overspend on social responsibility. Control Data Corp. represents 
an illustration. Control Data built factories in riot-torn inner cities in the late 1960s and 1970s. It hired 
minority men and women with little formal education and few qualifications and allowed them to rise 
through the ranks and become managers. But the onslaught of Japanese competition in the mid-1980s led 
to huge losses. Some argue that Control Data’s management dedicated too much of its time and energy, 
and the company’s resources, to doing good. And its traditional business suffered.  What do you think? 
Can a business firm be too ethical?  Source: Based on A.W. Singer! 3fl a Colnpdny Be Too Liii ical?” 
Across the &art (Apr11 1993), pp. 17—22.  - S  Rosenbiuth International Travel, Inc.  Rosenbluth 
International Travel, Inc., isn’t like your typical travel agency. First of all, it’s huge. It employs 3,000 
people in 582 offices in the United States, England, and Asia. You probably never heard of them because 
96 per- cent of their business comes from some 1,500 corporate clients like Du Pont, Merck, Chevron, 
Eastman Kodak, Scott Paper, and General Electric. The company has experienced explosive growth; In 
tfte late 1970s, it was a locai Philadelphia travel agency with sales of $20 miLlion. Sales in 1992 hit $1.5 
billion. What explains the company’s success? Its president and chief executive ;1  CASE  INCIDENT;0]  
F’, C, “  ),c r’’ i. n.,i  .1 ““ I” “i ‘ “1  33 PART ONE • INTRODUCTION  officer, Hal F. Rosenbiuth, says 
it’s the company’s commitment to service achieved by putting its employees ahead of its customers. Yes, 
you read right. When was the last time you heard of a company putting its people before the customer? 
According to Rosenbiuth, “When people are worried about typical workplace obstacles like fear, 
frustration, and bureaucracy, they can’t focus on the customer. They must worry about themselves. Only 
when people know what it feels like to be first in the eyes of their employer can they impart the same 
feeling to their customers.”  Rosenbluth believes he has a responsibility to make work a pleasant and 
happy experience, so he has things like the Happiness Barometer Group. This is made up of t8 
employees, randomly selected from various offices, who provide feedback on how people are feeling 
about their jobs. Surveys are also sent to all employees twice a year to measure their degree of happiness 
with their jobs. Results from these surveys are tallied and shared with everyone in the company. The 
travel business, according to Rosenbluth, is stressful: “It’s,like being an air traffic controller, one call alter 
another.” As a result, turnover in the industry tends to be high—sometimes up to 45 orSO percent a year. 
Yet Rosenbluth’s turnover is only 6 percent. His hiring and training programs help cxplain why.  job 
candidates are carefully screened to find people who will fit into the agency. Rosenbiuth wants team 
players and people with an upbeat attitude. According to Rosenbluth, “Companies can all buy the same 
machines and tools. It’s people who apply them creatively. In the end, people are the one true competitive 
advantage a company can have, so it’s crucial to find the right people. . - We look for nice people; 
everything else can be taught. You can’t tell someone, ‘Thursday, begin caring.’ In our selection process, 



we let kindness, compassion, and enthusiam carry more weight than years on the job, salary history, and 
other traditional resume fare.” ntry.level candidates undergo three to four hours of interviewing. For 
senior positions, Rosenbluth personally gets to know each applicant. For instance, he invited a sales 
executive candt date and his wife to go on a vacation with Rosenbluth and his wife. “On the third day of a 
vacation, things start to come out.”  Once hired, the new employee becomes acclimated to the agency 
very qi.dckly. Instead of filling out forms on the: first day, the new employee takes a role in skits meant 
to convey that Rosenbiuth wants hipeople to laugh and have fun. But the sldts are also learning 
experiences. New employees my be asked to play out an experience they’ve had with negative service, 
forexample. Then the experience is analyzed to learn how the episode could b turned into great ?ervlce. 
All new employees go through two to eight weeks of training, partly to allow managels to assess whether 
they will fit into Rosenbltith’s high- energy team-focused environment People who need the individual 
limelight are released.  One of Rosenbluth’s more unusual qualities is putting the employee ahead of the 
customer. On rare occasions, he has even gone so far as to help a corporate client find another travel 
agency. He notes that usually these aie firms that mistreat. their own people, so they mistieat his 
employees ott the phone. “I thInk ft’s terrible to ask one of our [employcesj to tà!k with someone who’s 
rude to them every fifteen minutes.”  Source: Bawd oft “Many Happy Retims,” INC., (October 1990), pp. 
3L-44; “First 4mpessions, IN&, (Dcccmbcr 1991), p. 157; ‘A Peop]e-flrst rhnsphy In J4ction/’At Ww* 
(frnuary’February 1993); pp. 13-$4 and Llsvering and M. MoskowLt, The Ten BestG)rnpanles to Work 
for in Aruenca.” Business and 5&- etyfln’kw(Springi993), pp. 35—36.  CHAPTER I • WFIAT 3 
ORGANIZATiONAL 3HAVICR? •39  Questions  I. Would you want to work for Rosenbiuth 
International Travel? Why or  why not?  2. If Rosenbiuth’s approach to managing, people is so effective, 
why do so  many organizations try hard to create a serious woik climate?  3. Do you think happy workers 
are more productive?  The Workplace of the )990s  An increasing number of Americans see themselves 
as overworked, underpaid, and just fed up with the way their employers are treating them. They’re having 
to work longer hours for less pay And the job security they enjoyed just 10 or 15 years ago seems like a 
distant memory. The workplace that used to be “one big happy family” is now the scene of stressed-out 
workers who fear for their lobs. As a case in point, IBM, which had a “no-layoff” policy through the late 
l9SIJs, has since discarded that policy and [aid off hundreds of thousands of its employees.  In order to 
cut costs and improve productivity, most major corporations have instituted massive Iayoffs—on a 
magnitude not seen since the Great Depression of the 1930s. One in five employees today fears losing his 
or her lob.  To improve competitiveness, firms are asking those employees who survive the layoffs to 
work longer hours and often for less pay than they made pre‘a- Jy. The result is a work force that is tired 
and burned out. A recent poii of workers found that 80 percent of those surveyed described their 
employers as requiring them to work “very hard”; 65 percent had’to work “very fast”; and 42 percent 
complained of being “Used up” by the end of the workday.  To add insult to injury, employers are also 
increasingly replacing laid off workers with part-time employees because the latter gives management 
more flexibility and often cost a lot less. Today, one out of every four workers is temporary.  Layoffs, 
pressures for higher productivity and replacement of permanent workers with temporaries are 
undermining employee loyalty. lor instance, only one of four employees today say they’re committed to 
their organization., As employers have demonstrated by their actions that employees are expendable, 
employees are responding with a dramatic decline in loyalty to those employers.  The new workplace 
climate is highly threatening to people. When employees are asked what’s important to them, factors like 
a better work environment, flexible lobs, and understanding bosses are near the top of the list. But it is 
just these factors that are being undermined in,many organizations as management tries to increase 
productivity.  Questions  1. Compare the competitive environment facing major corporations in the 1960s 
with that environment in the 1990s.  2. Contrast how these changes in the environment are affecting 
employees.  3. Is it possible for large conpanies to be competitive and, at the same time create a 
workplace that provides employee security? High employee loyalty?   The French are different from the 
British. Arabs are different from Germans. Australians are different from Israelis. The Taiwanese are 
different from Americans. In a global economy, managers need to understand  cultural differences and 
adjust their organizations and management style accordingly.  Take the case of Wal-Mart’s venture into 
the Canadian market.1 At first glance, it’s tempting to treat all North Americans  alike. Most Canadians, 



after au, live within a couple of hundred miles of the U.S. border. The two countries share a common 
language and are each other’s Largest trading partners. Yet Wal-Mart is learning that Canadians aren’t 
just like their American counterparts.  Wal-Mart prides its&f on its team spirit and family- like culture. 
Employees at U.S. Wal-Mart stores, br instance, know that every mornihg begins with the same routine: 
managers leading the troops in singing a rousing version of “The Star-Spangled Banner,” followed by 
spelling the company name in unison (“Give me a W, give me sri A, give me an L ), hollerin’ that the 
customer is number 1! an screamin’ their store number. This is all part of a process called “Wal-
MartizIion,’ where employees enthusLastically buy into a corporate phiosophy that blends team spirit, 
self-esteem, and the relentless pursuit of higher sales.  Unfortunately, Canadians don’t share Americans’ 
extroversion or upbeat positive attitude. Wal-Mail’s  U.S, management learned this firsthand’ when it 
bought 122 Woolco stores in Canada and began turning them into Wal-Marts. Management thought aH 
they’d have to do to Canadianize the morning ritual was change the national anthem and then they’d be 
off and running. SurpriseL Wal-Mart executives found themselves face, to face with a national culture 
where senior managers who proselytize about values and vision are considered odd. And overt 
expressions ot enthusiasm are seen as embarrassing. In Calgary, for example, new Wal-Mari employees 
refused to sing Canada’s natiànal anthem at the morning rally and were reluctant to Ørticipate in company 
cheers. Wal-Mart’s nanaement is learning, with a few humbling mistakes along the way. that its U.S. 
practices don’t automatically transle to other cultures.  he Wal-Mart example illustrates the need for 
managers to adjust their style and practices to reflect national differences. Later in this chapter, we pro 
vide a framework for assessing these national differences and then show you what changes, it any, you 
might need to make when managing in a different country.  Pervasiveness of Diversity  This chapter 
looks at differences from two levels of analysis. First, we build on our theme that people from different 
countries have common characteristics that differentiate them from people in other countries. This is the 
hitemational level of analysis. Then we look at the importance of differences within any specific country. 
We call this intranational diversity.  International Diversity  The phrase “When in Rome, do as th Romans 
do” captures ‘the essence of why it’s important to understand international diversity. Differences between 
countries are real. Those managers who understand this and can adjust their styles appropriately when 
working with people from other countries will be more eflective than those who assume “all people are 
the same.”  Managers who re knowledgeable about national differences will understand appropriate 
practices in a specific country. For instance, they would know that the British protect their privacy, so 
avohi asking the English personal  CHAPTER 2 • RE5PONDNG TO GOA{. AND CLflT(JRAL 
DVERSry  .45  questions. In contrast, asking personal questions in Greece is acceptable—it’s a of 
showing interest. In Denmark, they would use professional titles when addressing people; but avoid it in 
Greece where such formality is frowned upon. in Japan, all business transactions begin by the formal 
exchanging of business cards; but knowledgeable managers know not to expect this practice in Italy. 
italians dont use business cards much. While August may bç like any other month in most countries, 
managers should know not to dopuiness dur ing this month in France. The French go cn masse on 
vacation 4iiring August. And while the British are sticklers for schedules and promptness, managers who 
understand national differences wouldn’t be surprised if a Spaniafd tutned up 20 or 30 minutes late for an 
appoin tment. Punctuality isnot highly valued in the Spanish culture.2  Uhfortunately, it’s a lot easier to 
say “When in Rome, do as the Rornans do” than it is to know exactly what it that “the Romans cle” In 
other words, you can know that Greeks, Danes, and Spaniards are different from you, but can you 
accuratejy identify what it is that makes them different? Understanding the characteristics common to 
people withbi a given country is irnpe.rtant if you’re going to successu1Iy manage in a global eèonomy.  
Iniranational Diversity  Intranational diversity is synonymous with the.term work force diversity that we 
introduced in Chapter. 1. Within many countries—and this would include the United States, Canada,. 
South Africa, and most of Western Europe—the work force is becoming increasingly diverse. For 
instance,.intlie United States, roughly 45 percent of all net additions to the labor force in the 1990s ñIi be 
nonwhite (mostly from Asian and Latin countries), and almost two-thirds will be female) Similarly, an 
increasing number of employees are disabled; gay, Jes Nan, or bisexual; over age 55; or single. The 1950s 
stereotype of a Caucasian family, where Dad went off to work and Mom stayed home and took care of the 
kids, has become the true minority.  Few generalizations apply to today’s workers. They come in all 



shapes, sizes, and categories We show later in this chapter that effective managers ae learning the value 
which diversity can bring to their organization and the importance of mothfying organizational practices 
so as to better manage diversity.  Welcome to the Global Village  A number of tespected observers 
ofworld affaits have bten arguing for more than decade th4our work! has become •a g)qbal v,fflage. 
Transportation and commthjItibth, tapal1ti&for example, supezson jets, intern tdIal t1ejori and coiputer 
netwpr4 arntVi4dwide [ broâkkasts via satet1ite—mkê1t easier; to tall with olvisit people onother 
contints than 1t Was for our ancestors of a century ago to 4o the same WitI friendc 14 a ueJgkrthgviikge. 
Distance and .ntibta1 bo4Jeq are rapidly dtsawaS a fllaJQr barrjer to busine s transctipns. With the asivent 
di the global vil4agè/ identifying thet’hqme country” ot a çopany and its prddUcf has betorne a. lot !note 
hftfgu4t,tFor inst3.icç Honda i supposedly a )aanese ‘firm, but It buIj4s !ts A&ords i Ohio. Ford, whith 
has its bea4. quarters in D4fdf builds its Mercury Traqers in Mexito. ‘Al1-  t.  . .  I flLWTh  q 
.tWi5tH4,ftft iationii as a Jo r  46. PART ONE • INTRODUCTION  11  9 1  4d41a  I iw’l” ia ‘. 1*tr ini 
rkt4  ‘i’ hrru I i h. In ‘i ‘y liii In ui IIW nfl  nd n nm v mum mlmwn  Figure 2-1  Source From the Wall 
Street  Journal, September 5, 1990 With  permission, Cartoon Features  Syndicate  multinational 
corporations  Companies that maintain significant  operations in two or more countries  simultaneously.  
American” firms like IBM, Mobil, Citicorp, Motorola, Gillette, and Coca-Cola get more than half of their 
revenues from operations outside the United States; other “All-American” firms such as CBS Records, 
General Tire, and Pillsbury are actually foreign owned.  The reality of the global village can be 
demonstrated by looking at the growing impact of multinational corporations and the rise of regional 
cooperative arrangements between countries.  Multinational Corporations  Most of the firms currently 
listed in the Fortune 500 are multinational corporations—companies that maintain significant operations 
in two or more countries simultaneously.  While international businesses have been around for centuries, 
multinationals are a relatively recent phenomenon. They are a natural outcome of the global economy. 
Multinationals use their worldwide opera-  A global computer network gives Texas Instruments a 
competitive edge in speeding new products to market. A company unit named Tins (Texas Instruments 
Registration and Identification System) produces transponders, tiny James Bond-type communications 
devices for security and identification purposes. uris is managed out of Bedford, England; develops 
product designs in the Netherlands and Germany; and manufactures and assembles products in Japan and 
Malaysia. Employees at all these locations send text, diagrams, and designs to each other using TI’S 
computer network, giving Tins an 18- to 24-month lead over competitors. Shown here holding reels 
transponders are assembly workers in kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.  tions to develop global strategies. Rather 
than confining themselves to their domestic borders, they scan the world for competitive advantages. The 
result? Manufacturing, assembly, sales, and other functions are being strategically located to give firms 
advantages in the marketplace. A photocopying machine, for instance, might be designed in Toronto, 
have its microprocessing chips made in Taiwan, its physical case manufactured in Japan, be assembled in 
South Korea, and then be sold out of warehouses located in Melbourn London, and Los Angeles.  How 
big are multinationals? In a list in which nations are ranked by gross national product (GNP) and 
industrial firms by total sales, 37 of the first 100 names on the list would be industrial corporations.4 
Exxon’s sales, as a case in point, exceed the GNPs of such countries as Indonesia, Nigeria, Argentina, and 
Denmark.  CHAPTER 2 • RESPONDING 10 GLOBAL AND CULTURAL DIVERSJry • 47  Managers 
of multinationals confront a wealth o(chailenges. They face diverse  political systms, ia*s, and eustioms. 
But these differences create-both  problems and opportunities It’s bbvlou4y snore difficult to manage en -
opera-  ton that spans 15,000 miles and whose employees speak five different languages  than onç. 
located under a single roof where a common lan%wge is  spoken. uitkreices ad4lfionauy create 
opportunities, and that hasbeá the  primary motivation for orporabons to expand their worldwide 
opeMtions  fleglofli Cooperative Arrangements  National boundaries acre also being blpxted by the 
qcation of regional cooperative  aiangemsrits The most notable oflhese, so fai d the European Vnion,  
mad&ip of 15 West European countries, and NAFTAL, which redutes trade barnets  between the United 
States, Mexico, and Canada. Thereunification of 9er  many and tL.e fáU of communism alsoappeats tobe 
settlqthe stage Mimer-  nation cooperative agreements among Eastern European countries.  THE 
EVROPF.AN UNION The year 1993 marked the creation of a United  States of Europe. There are 335 
mdlion people in the 15 nations making up the  European Union—rrance, Denmark, Belgium, Greece 



Ireland, Italy, Luxem- European Unim  bourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain. the United Kingdom, 
Austria, Finland, Coninton markl made upof 15 nations:  Sweden, and Germany. Before 1993 these 
countries individually had border con- France, Denmark, Belgium, Greea, trols, border taxes, border 
subsidies, nationalistic policies, and protected inclus- Ireload, holy, trxenbourg, tii  tries. Now they are a 
single market. Gone are national barriers to travel, employ- Helherlonds, Pcrluaol. Spain, the United 
ment, investment, and• trade. In their plac& are a ftee flow of money, workers, Kingdom, Astr flnland, 
Swedea, and goods, and services. A driver hauling cargo from Amsterdam to Lisbon is mow Germany.  
able to c]ear four border crossings and five countries merely by showing a single  piece of paper. In 1992 
that same driver needed two pounds of documents.  The primary motivation for these 15 nations to unite 
was the desire to  strengthen their position against the industrial might of the United States and  Japan. 
When they were separate countries creating barriers against one another,  their industries were unable 
�t develop the economies of scale enjoyed  by the United States and Japan. The new European Union, 

however, allows European  firms to tap into a single market that is larger than either the domestic  
markets of the United States or Japan. This reduction in trade barriers also encourages  non—Western 
European companies to invest in these countries to take  advantage of new opportunities. Finally, 
European multinationals have new  clout in attacking American, Japanese, and other worldwide markets.  
NAFFA The United States and Canada established a free-trade agreement  in the early 1990s. This 
agreement phased out tariffs on most goods traded  between the two countries. The North American Free 
Trade Agreement Noilk Aineilcan Free Trade (NA.FTA), which tookeffect on January 1, 1994, added 
Mexico to create the Agreement (NAFTA)  world’s largest and richest trading market, with about 370 
million people and Agreemenhthctphasesouttoriffsonnio3l $6.5 trillion worth of goods and services 
annually.5 goods traded mong the Wiled States,  Prior to NAFTA, Mexican tariffs averaged about 230 
percent of compar- Canada, and Mexito. able U.S. duties. This restricted U.S. exports to Mexico. NAFTA 
immediately  eliminated tariffs on more than half of the approximately 9,000 goods traded  between the 
United States and Mexico, and provided for phasing out of the  others -In varying time lengths of as long 
as 15 years.  NAFTA underscores the economic interdependence of the United States,  Mexico, and 
Canada. While the three countries have separate political systems  and cultural histories, their geographic 
proximity to each other encouraged an  economic partnership to better compete in the g’obal marketplace.  
48. PART ONE • INTRODUCTION  I4ABA is giving U.S. exporters of  telecommunications equipment 
a big  boost. AT&T is exporting $150 miflion  worth of the fiber-optic cable made in  this Atlanta, 
Georgia, factory to Mexico.  Over 8,300 miles of AT&T’s fiber-  optic cable and switching equipment  
will connect 54 Mexican cities and  towns. NASA is also helping AT&T  compete in Mexico, where 
Mexican  subsidiaries of Ericsson of Sweden and  Alcatel of France have had a lock on  the maiket.  THE 
NEW EASTERN EUROPE The Cold War is over, communism is rapidly disappearing, and capitalism is 
spreading throughout the world. In the last several years, Germany has been reunited, countries like 
Poland and Romania have introduced democratic governments, and the former Soviet Union has become 
a set of independent states trying to implement market-based reforms.  In terms of the changing global 
environment, the spread of capitalism makes the world a smaller place. Business has new markets to 
conquer. Additionally, well-trained and reliable workers in countries like Hungary and the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia provide a rich source of low-cOst labor. The implementation of free markets in 
Eastern Europe further underscores the growing interdependence between countries of the world and the 
pOtential for goods, labor, and capital to easily move across national borders.  WHAT’S NEXT? A 
PACIFIC BThI BLoc? With the culmination of a European common market and a NThrth American free-
trade zone, can a Pacific Rim  trading bloc be far away?  At this point, it’s not more than speculation. But 
the creation of a Pacific Rim bloc—which might include countries such as Japan, China, Australia, 
Taiwan, Thailand, and South Korea—would make a more self-reliant region, better able to provide both 
raw materials and markets within the region. Moreover, a unified Pacific Rim would have increased clout 
in trading with North America and Europe.  — Facing the International Challenge  A global economy 
presents challenges to managers that they never had to confront when their operations were constrained 
within national borders. They face different legal and political systems. They confront different economic  
national culture climates and tax policies. But they also must deal with varying national Primary values 
and practices that cultures—the primary values and practices that characterize particular councharacterize 



a particular country. tries—many of which are nothing like those in which they have spent their entire 
lives.  If this were an economics text, we would carefully dissect the economic  implications tor managers 
of a global economy. But this book is about organi  CHAPTER 2 • RESPONDING TO GLOBAt AND 
CULTURAL DIVERSITY  .49  zational behavior and understanding people at work. Therefore, let’s look 
at why managers, especially those born and raised in the United States, often find managing people in 
foreign lands scr dii lieu 11.  American Biases  Americans have been singled out as suffering particularly 
from parochialism; that is, they view the world solely through their own eyes and perspective.6 People 
with a parochial perspective do not recognize that other people have different ways of living and working. 
We see this most explicitly in Americans’ knowledge of foreign languages. While it is not uncommon for 
Europeans to speak three or four languages, Americans are almost entirehi monolingual. The reasons 
probably reflect the huge domestic market in the United States, the geographical separation of the United 
States from Europe and Asia, and the reality that English has become the international business language 
in many parts of the world.  Americans have also been frequently criticized for holding ethnocentric 
views.7 They believe their cultural values and customs are superior to all others. This may offer another 
explanation for why Americans don’t learn foreign languages. Many think their language is superior and 
that it’s the rest of the world’s responsibility to learn English.  No shortage of stories illustrate the 
problems created when American managers failed to understand cultural differences. Consider the 
following  examples. -  An American manager, recently transferred to Saudi Arabia, successfully obtained 
a million-dollar contract from a Saudi manufacturer. The manufacturer’s representative had arrived at the 
meeting several hours late, but the American executive considered it unimportant. The American was 
certainly surprised and frustrated to learn later that the Saudi had no intention of honoring the contract. 
He had signed it only to be polite afteL showing up late for the appointment.  An American executive 
operating in Peru was viewed by Peruvian managers as cold and unworthy of trust because, in kce-to-face 
discussions, the American kept backing up. He did not understand that in Peru the custom is to stand quite 
close to the person with whom you are speaking.  An American manager in Japan offended a high-
ranking Japanese executive by failing to give him the respect his position deserved. The American was 
introduced to the Japanese executive in the latter’s office. The American assumed the executive was a 
low-level manager and paid him little attention because of the small and sparsely furnished office he 
occupied. The American didn’t realize the offices of top Japanese  executives do not flaunt the status 
symbols of their American  counterparts.8  U.S. parochialism and ethnocentrism may not have been  
debilitating in the post—World War 11 period, when the United  States accounted for 75 percent of the 
world’s gross national  product. But it is a “life threatening disease” today, when U.S.  firms produce only 
about 22 percent of the world’s GNR9 The  point is that the world is not dominated by U.S. economic 
power  anymore, and unless U.S. managers conquer their parochialism  and ethnocentrism, they will not 
be able to take full advantage of  the new globaL opportunities.  paroddallsn  Harrow view of the world; 
an nobilily to recognizc differences beiween people.  etlmciitrk views Bcliefs that Dne’s cultural vaIies 
and customs are upiior to all others.  .Uniessu,s. managers 0nquer !eir parochialism ad ethnoeentrismlhey 
will nol be abteté lake full advrtaga ol the new global op po rl unities.  lq  I  PART ONE • 
INTRODUCTION  .JU ‘r  .... GB in the News ..  Under Japanese Bosses, Americans Find Work  Both 
Better and Worse  The Foreign Born in America  Don’t assume that Americans are alone in blundering on 
foreign soil. Cultural ignorance goes two ways. Foreign owners now control more than 12 percent of all 
American manufacturing assets and employ over 3 million American workers. In one recent year alone, 
foreign investors acquired nearly 400 American businesses, worth a total of 60 billior.10 However, these 
foreign owners are fadng the same cha]]enges and making many of the same mistakes that American 
executives have long made overseas.”  Americans, for instance, arc used to stability. When new owners 
with different management styles take over a U.S. company American workers often feel threatened by 
high uncertainty yet this is often ignored by foreign managers. Some foreign owners, especially those 
from relatively homogeneous cul Sete  Inc. is ajapanese American joint venture that manufactires car 
seats in southwestern Ohio.  The company gets high marks from its blue-collar workers for the way 
they’re treated. The factory is fin-  The U.S. managers say they aren’t allowed to make decisions or fully 
use their talents. The Japanese approach to decision making— shared consensus building— frustrates 
American managers used to individual responsibility and recognition. Aggressive, ambitious Amencans 



often feel out of place.  American managers complain about a lack of feedback from their Japanese 
bosses. Even when their work is outstanding, some managers contend they’re not promoted simply 
because they’re not Japanese.  Communication presents another problem. Language differences, for 
example, hinder mutual understanding. The English spoken by the Japanese is sometimes difficult for 
Americans to understand. And Japanese terminology often confuses Americans. For instance, one 
American manager asked, “What difference does it make if you call someone an hourly wOrker or an 
associ maculate  well lit, ergonomically designed1 and air conditioned. Every worker (or “associate”) is 
part of a team. And the team members build camaraderie and avoid boredom by rotating jobs every two 
hours, moving through all 18 assembly jobs in a few days. Setex’s American managers, however, aren’t 
as positive when they talk about their Japanese bosses and use of Japanese management practices. The 
American managers particularly complain about Setex’s decision  processes, the lack of feedback from 
their Japanese superiors, cross-cultural communication barriers, and the long hours the Jap4nese 
executives expect their American managers to put in.  ate?” But to the Japanese, it matters! Add the fact 
that the Japanese bosses occasionally talk among themselves in Japanese and fax messages back and forth 
to Japan in their native language, and the non-Japanese-speaking Americans begin to feel left out of the 
loop.  The Japanese managers come from a culture that stresses company teamwork, harmony, and 
consensus. They see the workplace as an extended family. As such, they expect their American managers 
to place the company ahead of their personal lives. While Americans typically look forward to time off 
with theIr families, the Japanese spend long hours after work socializing together and piting up years of 
unused vacation time. Setn’s American managers find it hard to adjust to jobs that seem to consume their 
entire lives.  Source: Based on T.F. O’oyie in Wall Steel Journu! (Novembef 27, 1991),  Al  CHAPTER 2 
• RESPONDING TO GLOBAL AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY  tures, have the outmoded, stereotypical 
attitudes toward women and minorities that build ill will. Many American employees complain they feel 
left out of the established personal networks in traditional European and Asian Corporations that acquire 
American firms. Japanese managers, as a case in point, work 10- to 12-hour days and then socialize until 
midnight. A lot of important business is done at these social gatherings, but American managers are 
excluded, and this exclusion creates feelings of hurt and distrust. The Japanese way of dealing with 
people also confounds Americans. Communication, for example, is often more difficult. Americans value 
directness—they tend to say exactly what they mean. The Japanese are more subtle and see this directness 
as rude and abrasive. The Japanese emphasis on group consensus is another practice that doesn’t fit well 
in the United States. Americans, used to making decisions last, get frustrated by what they interpret as 
unnecessary delays. 12 The Relevant Question: Are National Cultures Becoming More Homogeneous?  It 
can be argued that the creation of a true global village is making the concern over cultural differences 
irrelevant. Today, when Cable News Network (CNN) is watched in over 140 countries, Levis are as 
popular in Moscow as in Dallas, and a significant portion of students in American graduate business 
programs are foreigners who expect to return to their homelands to practice management, it may be naive 
to think that cultural differences  are very important. II they are, they are so only in the near term. In the 
long run, the global village will become  a single homogeneous culture that is, a world melting pot in 
which cross-cultural differences will all but  disappear.  Is this argument correct? Are national cultures 
becoming more homogeneous?  At one level, they are. 13 Research demonstrates that organization 
strategies, structures, and technologies are becoming more alike. However,  there are still differences 
among people within organizations in different cultures.  14 In other words, national culture continues to 
be a powerful force in explaining a large proportion of organizational  behavior. In further support of this 
viewpoint, research comparing employees in 40 countries concluded  that national culture explained 
approximately 50 percent of the differences in these employees’ attitudes and  behavior.  13 If people 
were becoming more homogeneous, we could take a culture-free approach to organizational behavior. But 
such an approach does not appear to be justified at present, for the following reasons: (1) There are 
differences in 08 across national cultures. (2) These differences explain a Large proportion of the Are 
national cultures becoming more homogeneous? In some ways, yes. Consider these Chinese couples, who 
prefer Western-style dancing over the traditional meditative morning exercise. In the workplace, however, 
significant cultural differences challenge fareign companies operating in China. Managers fore China’s 
rigidly hierarchical culture, where the idea of younger managers telling older workers what to do is 



unheard of and employees work in state-controlled companies dm1 provide no incentives for 
advoncement.  variance in attitudes and behaviors. (3) And for now at least, and probably for a number of 
years to come, these differences are not decreasing at any significant rate. On the last point we might 
speculate that, despite the tremendous increase in cross-cultural communication, there continues to be 
unique countrspecific traditions and customs that shape the attitudes and behaviors of the people in those 
countries.  Assessing Differences Between Countries  American children are taught early the values of 
individuality and uniqueness. In contrast, Japanese children are taught to be team players, to work within 
the group, and to conform. A significant part of American students’ education is to learn to think, to 
analyze, and to question. Their Japanese counterparts are rewarded for recounting facts. These different 
socialization practices reflect different cultures and, not surprisingly, result in different typ€svf 
employees. The average American worker i more cothpetitive and elf-focusedthan the Japanese worker. 
Predictions of employee behavior based on samples of American workers are likely to be off target when 
they are applied to a population of employees—like the japanese—who perform better in standardized 
tasks, as part of a work team, with group-based decisions and rewards:  It’s relatively easy to get a 
reading of the Japanese culture-S—dozens of books and hundreds of articles have been written on the 
subject. But how do you gain an understanding of Venezuela’s or Denmark’s national culture? Or if you 
were an American employed by National Semiconductor in California and got.tiansferred to their 
company’s in Israel, how would you learn about Israeli cu’ture? A popular noUon is that you should talk 
with people from the country in question—for instance, Vçnezuelans, Danes, or Israelis. Evidence 
suggests, however, that this rarely works.’6 Why? Because people born and raised in a country are fully 
programmied in the ways of its culture by the time they’re adults. They understand. Jiow things are done 
and can work comfortably within their country’s unwritten norms, but they can’t explain their culture to 
someone else. It is pervasive; butitis hidden. Most people are unaware of just how their culture has shaped 
them. Culture is to people as water is to fish. It’s there all the time but the fish are oblivious to it. So one 
of the frustrations of moving into a4ifferënt culture is that the ‘natives” are often the least capable of 
explaining its unique chãracterBtics to an outsider.  To illustrate the difficulty. of accurately describing 
the unique qualities of one’s own culture, if you’re an American, raised in the United States, ask yourself, 
What are Athericans like? Think about it for a moment arid then see how many of the points in Table 21 
you identified correctly.  Although foreign culture is difficult to fathom from what its natives tell you, 
there is an xpañding body of research that can tell us how cultures vary and what the. key differences are 
between, say, the United States and Venezuela. Let’s look at the two best known of these research 
frameworks.  The Kluckhohn-Strodtbeck Framework  One of the most widely referenced approaches for 
analyzing variations among ritltures is the Kluckhohn-Strodtbeck framework.1’ It identifies six basic 
culcal dimensions relationship to the environment time orientation, nature of  people, activity orientation, 
focus of responsibility, and conception of space. In this section, we review each of these dimensions.  
Americans are very informal. They don’t tend to treat people differently even when there are great 
differences in age or social standing.  Americans are direct They don’t talk around things. To sortie 
foreigners, this may appear as abrupt or even rude behavior.  Amerians are competitive. Some foreigners 
may Find Americans osser[ive or overhearing.  Americans are achievers. They like to keep score, whether 
at work or at ploy. They  emphasize accomplishments. -.  Americans are independent and indiv,dualisnc 
They place a high value or freedom cnd believe that individuals con shape and control their own destinies  
Americans ore questioners they ask a lot of questions aven ol someone they have just met. Many of these 
questions may seem pointless  American dislike silence. They woul. raFhe talk about the weather than 
deal wIth silence in a conversation.  Americans value punctualit. They keep appointmenl calendars ond 
live accordng to schedules and clocks.  Americans votue cleanliness. They often seem obsessed with 
bathing, eliminating body odors, and wearing clean clothes.  Source: Boed on M. Ernest ted.), 
&e&pUHL#O Crie,,ft,tion Hardhok: For Foreign Siudents and Schdurs Planning po Shidy j, he LI,pt,d 
Shfrx Cflasbingion, DC: U.S. nfornnlft,n Agency, Ovreou at (ThiMal AFf&a, 984), pp. 103—105; A. 
Barrett, American CAttra is Often a Puzzle or Foreign Managers n the U.S,,  RELATIONSHIP TO TIlE 
ENVIRONMENt Are people subiuga ted to their environment, in hannony with it, or able to dominate it? 
In many Middle Eastern countries, people see life as essentially preordained. When someththg happens, 
they tend to see it as “God’s will.” In contrast, Americans and Canadians believe they can control nature. 



They’re willing to spend billions of dollars each year on cancer research, for instance, because they think 
cancer’s cause can be identified, a cure found, and the disease eventually eradicated.  In between these 
two extreme positions is a more moderate view that seeks harmony with nature. In many Far Eastern 
countries, for example, people’s way of dealing with the environment is to work around it.  You should 
expect these different perspectives toward the environment to influence organizational pract[ccs. lake the 
setting of goals as an example. In a subjugation society, goat setting is not likely to be very populaL Why 
set goats if you believe people can’t do much toward achieving them? In a harmony society, goats are 
Likely to he used, but deviaflons are expected and penalties for failing to reach the goals are likely to be 
minimal. In a domination society, goals are widely applied, people arc expected to achieve them, arid the 
penalties for failure tend to be quite high.  TIME offltNrA lION Does the culture focus on the past, 
present, or Jlitnre? Societies differ in the value they place on time. For instance1 Western cultures 
perceive time as a scarce resource. “Time is money& and must be used efficiently. Americans locus on 
the present and the near future. You see evidence of this in the short-term orientation of performance 
appraisals. In the typical North American organization, people ar evaluated every six months.  United 
Airlines changed from a domestic carrier to an international airline  serving customers in 18 countries, the 
company developed a training program called  Best Aidthe—The Global (hange. The program’s mission: 
to instill “international  awareness’ and a commitment to “world-class service’ in every customer service 
and  in-flight employee. Pad of the training induded giving employees an overview of cultwal  differences 
in time orientation. For example, employees learned that Austrahans  have a more casual sense of hme 
than Americans. Understanding this, United employees  would need to start boarding a flight to Sydney 
much earlier than they would  a flight to New York.  year. The Japanese, in contrast, take a longer term 
view and this is reflected in their performance appraisal methods. Japanese workers are often given ten 
years or more to prove their.worth.  Some cultures take still another approach to time: They focus on the 
past.  Italians, for instance, follow their traditions and seek to preserve their historical practices.  
Knowledge of different cultures’ time orientations can provide you with insights into the importance of 
deadlines, whether long-term planning is widely practiced, the length of frth assignments, and what 
constitutes lateness. It can explain, for instance, why Americans are obsessed with making and keeping 
appointments. ft also suggests why not every society is as likely to be enamored of timesaving devices—
such as day planners, overnight mail delivery, car phones, electronic mail, and fax machines—as North 
Americans are.  NATURE OF PEOPLE Does a culture view people as good, evil, or some mix of these 
two? In many developing countries, people see themselves as basically honest and trustworthy. North 
Korea, on the other band, takes a rather evil view of kuman nature. North Americans tend to be 
somewhere in between. They see people as basically good, but are cautious so as not to be taken 
advantage of.  You can readily see how a culture’s view of the nature of people might influence the 
dominant leadership style of its managers. A more autocratic style is likely to rule in countries that focus 
on the evil aspects of people. Participation or even a laissez-faire style should prevail in countries that 
emphasize trusting values, In mixed cultures, leadership is likely to emphasize participation but provide 
close controls that can quickly identify deviations.  saivin ORIENTATION Some cultures emphasize 
doing. or action. They stress accomplishments. Some cultures emphasize being or living for the moment. 
They stress experiencing life and seeking immediate gratification of desires. Still other cultures focus on 
controlling. They stress restraining desires by detaching oneself from objects.    CHAPTER 2 • 
RESPONDiNG it GLOSAL AND CULTURAL DIVEPSITY  North Americans live in doing-oriented 
societies. They work hard and expect to be rewarded with promotions, raises, and other forms of 
recognition for their accomplishments. Mexico, in contrast, is being oriented. The afternoon siesta is 
consistent with the slower pace and enjoying-the-moment orientation of the culture. The French have a 
controlling orientation and put emphasis on rationality and logic.  An understanding of a culture’s activity 
orientation can give you insights into how its people approach work and leisure, how they make 
decisions, and the criteria they use Lot allocating rewards. For instance, in cultures with a dominant being 
orientation, decisions, are likely to be emotional. In contrast, doing arid controlling cultures are likely to 
emphasize pragmatism and rationality respectively, indecision making.  FOCUS OF RESPONSIBILITY 
Cultures can be classified according to where responsibility lies for the welfare of others. Americans, for 
instance, are highly indLyidualistic. They use personal characteristics and achievements to define 



themselves. They believe a person’s responsibility is to take care of himself or herself. Countries like 
Malaysia and Israel focus more on the group. in an Israeli kubutz, for example, people share chores and 
rewards. Emphasis is on group harmony, unity, and loyalty. The British and French follow another 
orientation by relying on hierarchical relationships. Groups in these countries are hierarchically ranked 
and a groupts position remains essentially stable over time. Hierarchical societies tend to be aristocratic.  
This dimension of culture has implications for the design of jobs, approaches to decision making, 
communication patterns, reward systems, and selection practices in organizations. For instance, selection 
in individualistic societies emphasizes personal accomplishments, in group societies, working well with 
others is likely to be of primary importance. In hierarchical societies, selection decisions are made on the 
basis of a candidate’s social ranking. This dimension helps to exphiin the popularity in the United States 
of the résumé, which lists personal achievements, and the negative connotation attached to nepotism 
(hiring one’s relatives)  coNcErrIoN OF SPACE The final dimension in the lcluckhohn-Strodtbeck 
framework relates to ownership of space. Some cultures are very open and conduct business in public. At 
the other extreme are cultures that place a great deal of emphasis on keeping things private. Many 
societies mix the two and fall somewhere in between.  Japanese organizations reflect the public nature of 
their society. There are, for instance, few private offices. Managers and operative employees work in the 
saint room with no partitions separating their desks. North American firms also reflect their cultural 
values. They use offices and privacy to reflect status Important meetings are held behind closed doors. 
Space is frequently given over for the exclusive use of specific individuals. In societies that have a mixed 
drientation, there is a blend of the private and public. For instance, there might be a large office where 
walls are only 5 or 6 feet high, thus.creating “limited privacy.” These differences in the conception of 
space have obvious implications for organizational concerns such as work clesigTl and communication.  
SUMMARY Table 2-2 on the next page summarizes the six cultural dimensions in the Kluckhohn-
Strodtbeck framework and the possible variations for each. As a point of reference, the jagged line in the 
table identifies where the United States tends to fail along these dimensions.  56. PART ONE • 
INTRODUCTION  The HofstedeFramework  A more comprehensive analysis of cultural diversity has 
been done by Geert Hofstede.19 In contrast to most of the previous organizational studies, which either 
included a limited number of countries or analyzed different companies in different countries, l-lofstede 
surveyed over 116,000 employees in 40 countries who all worked for a single multinational corporation. 
This database eliminated any differences that might be attributable to varying practices and polides in 
different companies. So any variations that he found between countries could reliably be attributed to 
national culture.  What did Hofstede find? His huge database confirmed that national culture had a malor 
impact on employees’ work-related values and attitudes. More important, Hofstedefound that managers 
and employees vary on four dimensions of national culture: (1) individualism versus collectivism; (2) 
power distance; (3) uncertainty avoidance; and (4) quantity versus quality of life. (Actually, Hofstede 
called this fourth dimension masculinity versus femininity, but we’ve changed his terms because of their 
strong sexist connotation.)  indivikoflsm  National culture attribute describing a loosely knit social 
framework in which people emphasize only the care of  themselves and their immediate family.  
colledivism  National culture attribute that describes a tight social framework in which people expect 
others in groups af which they are a part to look after them and praled them.  power distance  National 
culture attribute describing the extent to which a society accepts the idea that power in institutions and 
organizations is distributed unequally.  INDIVIDUALISM VS. COLLECTIVISM Individualism refers to 
a loosely knit social framework in which people are chiefly supposed to look after their own interests and 
those of their immediate family. This is made possible because of the large amount of freedom that such a 
society allows individuals. Its opposite is collectivism, which is characterized by a tight social framework 
in which people expect others in groups to which they belong (such as an organization) to look after them 
and protect them when they are in trouble. In exchange for this security, they feel they owe absolute 
loyalty to the group.  Hofstede found that the degree of individualism in a èountry is closely related to 
that country’s wealth. Rich countries like the United States, Great Britain, and the Netherlands are very 
individualistic. Poor countries like Colombia and Pakistan are very collectivist.  POWER DISTANCE 
People naturally vary in their physical and intellectual abilities. This, in turn, creates differences in wealth 
and powet How does a society deal with these inequalities? Hofstede used the term power distance as a 



measure of the extent to which a society accepts the fact that power in institutions and organizations is 
distributed unequally. A high-power-distance society accepts wide differences in power in organizations. 
Employees show a great deal of respect for those in authority. Titles, rank, and status carry a lot of  p  
CHAPTER 2 • RESPONDING TO GLO8AL AND CULTURAL DV[RSTY • 57  weight. When 
negotiating in high-power-distance countries, companies find it  helps to send representatives with titles 
at least as high as those with whom  they’re bargaining. Countries high in power distance include the 
Philippines,  Venezuela, and india. In contrast, a low-power-distance society plays down inequalities  as 
much as possible. Superiors still have authority, but employees are  not fearful or in awe of the boss. 
Denmark, Israel, and Austria are examples of  countries with low-power-distance scores.  
UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE We live in a world of uncertainty. The future is  largely unknown and 
always will be. Societies respond to this uncertainty in  different ways. Some socialize their members into 
accepting it with equanimity.  People in such societies are more or less comfortable with risks. They’re 
also  relatively tolerant of behavior and opinions that differ from their own because  they don’t feel 
threatened by them. Hofstede describes such societies as having  low unccrtalnty avoidance; that is, 
people feel relatively secure. Countries uncertrinty owoidane  that fall into this category include 
Singapore, Switzerland, and Denmark. Nalional culture nikibute decuibiog the A society high in 
uncertainty avoidance is characterized by a high level of extent to which a sociely feels threatened  
anxiety among it5 people, which manifests itself in nervousness, stress, and ag- by ncetein and cinbiguous 
siiuahons and gressiveness. Because people feel threatened by uncertainty and athbiguity in 
iriestoayaidtlieni.  these societies, mechanisms are created to provide security and reduce risk. 
Organizations  are likely to have more formal rules, there will be less tolerance for  deviant ideas and 
behaviors, and members will strive to believe in absolute  truths. Not surprisingly, in organizations in 
countries with high uncertainty  avoidance, employees demonstrate relatively low job mobility and 
lifetime employment  is a widely practiced policy. Countries in this category include Japan,  Portugal, and 
Greece. -  quisNTIn VS. QUALITY OF LIFE The fourth dimension, like individualism  and collectivism, 
represents a dichotomy. Some cultures emphasize the quan- quantity of lih  LiLy of life and value 
assertiveness and the acquisition of money and material Nafional cubure attribute desthbinq the  things. 
Other cultures emphasize the quality of life, the importance of rela- are  tion ships, and show sensitivity 
and concern for the welfare of others. chae!1zod by asscctiveness and  l-lofstede found that Japan and 
Austria scored high on the quantity di- materIalism.  mension. In contrast, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, 
and Finland scored high on qeahty of life  the quality dimension. Nolianal cuItreetIribvle thai emphasizes  
relotianship5 and concern For others.  THE UNITED STATES AND OTHER COUNTRIES ON 
HOFSTEDE’S I)IMflNSIONS  Comparing the 40 countries on the four dimensions, Hofstede found U.S. 
cul tur  to rank as follows:  • Individualism vs. collectivism = Highest among all countries on  
individualism  • Power distance Below average  • Uncertainty avoidance = Well below average  • 
Quantity vs. quality Well above average on quantity  These results are not inconsistent with the world 
image of the United  States. The below average score on power distance aligns with what one might  
expect in a country with a representative type of government with democratic  ideals. In this category, the 
United States would rate below nations with a small  ruling dass and a large powerless set of subjects, and 
above those nations with  very strong commitments to egalitarian values. The well-below-average ranking  
on uncertainty avoidance is also consistent with a representative type of  58• PART ONE • 
INTRODUCTION  government having democratic ideals. Americans perceive themselves as being 
relatively free from threats of uncertainty. The individualistic ethic is one of the most frequently used 
stereotypes to describe Americans, and, based on Hofstede’s research, the stereotype seems well founded. 
The United States was ranked as the single most individualistic country in his entire set. Finally, the well-
above-average score on quantity of life is also no surprise. Capitalism— which values aggressiveness and 
materialism—is consistent with Hofstede’s quantity characteristics.  We haven’t the space here to review 
the results Hofstede obtaihed for all 40 countries, although a dozen examples are presented in Table 2-3. 
Since our concern is essentially with identifying similarities and differences among cultures, let’s briefly 
identify those countries that are most and least like the United States on the four dimensions.  The United 
States is strongly individualistic but low on power distance. This same pattern was exhibited by England, 
Australia, Sweden, the Netherlands, and New Zealand. Those least similar to the United States on these 



dimensions were Venezuela, Colombia, Pakistan, Singapore, and the Philippines.  The United States 
scored low on uncertainty avoidance and high on quantity of life. The same pattern was shown by Ireland, 
the Philippines, New Zealand, India, and South Africa. Those least similar to the United States on these 
dimensions were Chile, Portugal, and the former Yugoslavia republic of Macedonia,  — The Reality of 
Culture Shock  culture shock Any move from one country to another will create a certain amount of confu 
(o usion, disorientation, and emotional sion, disorientation, and emotional upheaval.20 We call this 
culture shock.  upheaval caused by being immersed in The transfer of an executive from the United States 
to Canada, for example,  new culture, would require about as little adjustment as one could possibly 
make. Why? Be-  CHAPTER 2 • RESPONDING TO GLOBAL AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY  .59  
013 in the News,,,,  Aren’t Canadians Just Like Their  Neighbors to the South?  cause the United States 
and Canada have relatively similar profiles in terms of Hofstede’s four cultural dimensions. Even so, 
there would be some culture shock. The executive would still have to adjust to differences that would 
include the form of representative government (Canadians have a parliamentary system, much like the 
one in Great Britain); language (Canada is a bilingual— English- and French-speaking—country); and 
even holidays (the Canadian  Two facts suggest that Canadians are more egalitarian than Americans. 
First, Canadians are far more supportive of unions. In the United Stales, only 16 percent of workers 
belong to labor unions, compared to 37 percenl in Canada. Second, the pay  Most Americans don’t see 
much difference between themselves and Canadians. Yet many Canadians resent the assumption by 
Americans that they’re just like their southern neighbors. 21 For example, in one survey, 79 percent of 
Canadians polled stated that they consider themselves to be different from Americans. However, there 
was no consensus among those respondents as to what exactly makes Canadians unique.  Studies indicate 
that Canadians perceive themselves as more collective, traditional, and readier to accept government 
authority with passivity than Americans. Canadians see Americans as more aggressive, individualistic, 
and violent. In contrast, Canadians see themselves as more concerned about the environment and the poor 
than their southerly neighbors. They also see themselves as more modest, open, honest, and fair.  But 
perceptions can be erroneous. For instance, a number of Canadian companies, run by Canadians, are 
highly fierce competitors in  Telecom, the:Seagzax Co., and CinepJec OdeopCorpc>ration Many of the 
executives at thes&flrns axsas (or more) aggressive thai1Ifeir American counterparts.  On close 
Examination of the research, the most meaningful conclusion that can be drawn is that Canada is a more 
regionalized nation than the United States and that English-speaking Canadians (anglophones) and 
Americans seem to be more alike in their styles of communication and influence than anglophones and 
French-speaking Canadians (francophones). Research evidence indicates, for instance, that francophones 
take a more competitive approach to negotiations than do either Americans or anglo- phone Canadians.  
Canadians are different from Americans, but the differences are nebulous rather than substantive. In fact, 
the differences between French- speaking and English-speaking Canadians are probably more significant 
than the difference between English- speaking Canadians and Americans.  differences between lop 
managers and first’hne supervisors are much greater in the United States. CEOS in the United States earn 
approximately nine times more than first-line supervisors. In Canada, they earn only five flmes mare.  the 
American market. These include Bombardier Inc., Labatt Brewing Co., Northern  Thanksgiving is in 
early October). However, culture shock will obviously be  60+ PART ON • INTRODUCTION  more 
severe when individuals move to cultures that are most unlike their old environment  The adjustment to a 
foreign country has been found to follow a U shaped curve that contains four distinct stages 22 This is 
shown in Figure 2-2  Stage I is one of novelty The newcomer is excited and opt mistic His or her mood is 
high For the temporary visitor to a foreign country, this stage as all that as experienced A person  who 
spends a week or two on vacation in a strange land consid ers cultural differences to be interesting, even 
educational HowI ever, the employee who makes a permanent, or relatively permanent, move experiences 
euphoria and then disillusionment In  gi CuIhj, Stage II, the “quaint” quickly becomes “obsolete,” and the 
“tra ditional,” “inefficient” The opportunity to learn a new language  turns into the reality of struggling to 
communicate. After a few months, the newcomer hits bottom. At Stage III, any and all of the culture’s 
differences have become blatantly clear. The newcomer’s basic interpretation systeni, which worked fine 
at home, now no longer functions. He or she is bombarded by millions of sights, sounds, and other cues 
that are uninterpretable. Frustration and confusion are highest and mood lowest in Stage Ill. Finally, the 



newcomer begins to adapt, and the negative responses related to culture shock dissipate. In Stage IV, the 
newcomer has learned what is important and what can be ignored about the new culture.  What are the 
implications of this model? There are at least two. First, if you’re a newcomer in a foreign land or you are 
managing a newcomer, expect culture shock. It’s not abnormal. To some degree, everyone goes through 
it. Second, culture shock follows a relatively predictable pattern. Expect early euphoria, followed by 
depression and frustration. However, after about four to six months, most people adjust tO their new 
culture. What was previously different and strange becomes understandable.  — Inside the Organization:  
The Challenge of Work Force Diversity  We now turn toward looking at differences between people 
inside the organization. That is, we turn to the subject of work force diversity. What we find is that the 
makeup of organizations is changing to reflect the increasing heterogeneity of the overall population. 
Moreover, work force diversity is bringing to organizations people with skills, experiences, and outlooks 
that, in the past, were frequently excluded or underutilized. A few examples can illustrate this latter point.  
Leigh Compton and her mother have several things in common. Both graduated in the top 1 percent of 
their Chicago-area high school graduating classes. Both also then went to the University of Illinois and 
received degrees in biology. But when Leigh’s mother graduated in 1962, she saw few opportunities for 
female Scientists in corporate America. So instead of going on to graduate school, as she preferred, she 
took a job as a high school science teacher, and business lost a valuable resource. Leigh, graduating hi 
1985, saw no such barriers. She went on to earn her master’s and doctorate at Northwestern and is now a 
successful project manager at Genentech.  CHAPTER 2 • RESPONDING TO GLOBAL AND 
CULTURAL DIVERSITY  .61  Jack O’Malley spent 42 years as a tool and die designer He retired in 
1992 with a nice pension. Yet, within six months, he was bored to death. Even though he was 67 years 
old, he was hired as a full-time designer by a small firm in St. Louis. Said the firm’s owner, “It’s almost 
impossible for us to find experienced tool designers like Jack. They’re few and far between. Our 
diversity. recruitment program has specifically targeted seniors. They’ve got a wealth of experience and 
they come highly motivated.”  Jim Kordosky has ten years of experience repairing expensive imported 
cars. He wants to work, but as a widower with three young children, his family responsibilities make a 
full-time job impossible. Because his employer, the German Auto Clinic, has adjusted its policies to allow 
employees to choose permanently reduced workdays, Jim is able to balance his family and work 
responsibilities.  Tina Thompson has Down’s syndrome, yet holds a full-time job. She was hired by 
McDonald’s, a company with one of corporate America’s must progressive work force diversity 
programs. Tina’s shift manager describes her as one of the hardest working and most conscientious 
employees she has ever had.  Skilled, experienced, and enthusiastic employees like Leigh, Jack, Jim, and 
Tina are a scarce resource. As we show in this section, those organizations that learn to effectively 
manage diversity—gender, race, ethnicity, age, ablebodiness, sexual preferences, and the like—will win 
the competition to hire and keep those individuals who are different.  The Changing Workplace  US 
iobnrforc*, its loba.for  n 1990 tn 2005  A A>>>> >,  A  A I  1> )  At, I>  >te  Iii  A F  I  N /  :1>> > a>  
q> >>>> >> 1 > >>>>  During the next decade, new- worker growth in the United States will be 
occurring most rapidly among women and Hispanics. This is going to result in reshaping the overall labor 
force. By the year 2005, women will likely hold 50 percent of all jobs in the United States. And as Figure 
2-3 illustrates, minorities will hold more than one out of four jobs. While these small percentage changes 
may not seem important, they are! They indicate that the white- male working population is aging and the 
younger faces in organizations will belong to women, African.Americans, Latinos, and Asian-Americans.  
Keep in mind that what we’re describing is going on  all over the world, not just in the United States. 
Take Western Europe as an example. Eight million legal immigrants and an estimated 2 million illegal 
immigrants now live in the 15 nations of the European Union. A particularly large influx of Muslims and 
Africans in recent years has been changing the religious  62+ PART ONE • INrROQUcTION  and racial 
composiflon of these countries.23 And in Asia, the big challenge in organizations is adjusting to the rapid 
increase In the number of women employees, especially in the managerial ranks?4 Althóuh still a distinct 
minority, women are making significant inroads into managerial positions throughout Asia. For instance, 
in Bong Kong, women made up less than 7 percent of the total managers and administrators in 1971. Tn 
1991 they were up to 20 percent. In Malaysia, between 1980 and 1988; women’s share of admi&stratfve 
and managerial jobs doubled from 6 to 12 percent. And even in Japan, long hostile to corporate women, 



females are increasing their presence in management. in 1981 just 1.5 percent of the section chiefs in 
companies with more than 100 employees were women. Today that figure has nearly doubled to 2.9 
percent. That’s still very small, but representative of significant change for cotporate Japan.25  Origins of 
the Diversity Movement  Many organizations trace the beginnings of their diversity programs to the 
Hudson Institute’s famous Workfarce 2000 report published in 1987.26 That report was the first to detail 
the extensive changes that would be forthcoming in the composition of the work force. Among its more 
impoitant conclusions were that the work force would include significantly higher representation by 
females, minorities, and immgrants;.would grow more slowly than it had in the past; and would require 
increased skill demands of workers. But the diversity rnoveinentmré accuptely has its robts in civil rights 
legislation and affirmative action.27:  Beglbntng with the Civil Rights Act ih 1964, U.S. federal laws 
began to aggressively seek to prohibit discrimination based on race, color, religion,  affinparive gctaa 
pregrms national origin, or gender. In response, many organizations implemented af Programs that 
enha&e the organizational firmative action programs to ensthe that decisions and practices en- status of 
mmbcrs of proleded gr.ups. hanced the employment, upgrading, and retention 01 membeas from 
protected  groups, such as minerities and females. By taking affirmative action, organizations not only 
sought to refrain from discriminating, but actively sought to en  - hànce the status of members from 
protected groups.  Affirmative action efforts became more pervasive and more aggressive in  - the late 
1960s and early 1970s as the federal government began holding employers accountable for eliminating 
ethnic and gendçr imbalances in hiring. The result wa thatjobs became open to.qualified women .and 
minorities that had been completely shut out totheui’before.28 But many of these women and  • i*tiorities 
became dissatisfted because of what they perceived to be slow progress and resistance from tie 
organizations’ white-mate majority Even though organizatid’ñswerhiting more women and minorities, 
there were still  significant barriers to their aceeptance and promotion. Additionally, it soon-became 
evident that the turnover rate among women and minorities was considerably higher than among white 
males?9 Something was wrong and it needed to be fixed. It was in this climate of trying to make 
organizations more Friendly” to people who were different that essentially gave the diversity movement 
its momentum. Diversity efforts would not only seek to bringin the disenfranchised—women, ethnic 
minorities, seniors, the disabled, gays and lesbians, and the like—but also to integrate them into the day-
to-day workings of the organization.  CHAPTER 2 • RESPONDING TO GLOBd\L AND CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY  •63  From “Everyone’s the Same” to “Acknow’edging Differences ‘to “Valuing 
Differences”  The last 30 years has seen an evolution in the way organizations have looked at their 
employees (see Figure 2-4). As we noted in Chapter 1, the melting pot ap proac  historically dominated 
the way management thought about the transition employees had to make upon entering an organization. 
Maw agement assumed that people would automatically assimilate and become part of a homogeneous 
group. Regardless of who you were or where you came from, you would quickly become an IBMer, Ford 
employee, or whatever, depending on the firm that employed you. It sounded nice, but as we noted 
previously, people who were different still found barriers to their acceptance and promotion. In addition, 
people weren’t necessarily willing to throw away 20 or 30 years of unique cultural experiences when they 
jotned an organization. They were not only different from the majority but they had no desire to be like 
the majority! So, while management may have wished people to all be the same, the fact was that they 
weren’t and didn’t want to be.  The period from the late 1960s through the late l980s was characterized by 
acknowledging differences. Affirmative action programs were consistent with the belief that management 
had to redress past inequities and open ;1  flgurn2-4 .  • The EVbIutib,i nihaWdys OrgOñijath,n Hnvb, 
Locked htthcirEmployeesj.,;0]   ....OB in the Newi...  Hewlett- Packard Discovers Diversity  Js Good for 
Business   Betty A. Sproule, a marketing research manager at Hewlett-  developed after an in-house 
survey found that minority employees were less satisfied  While the diversity pro- gram has not resulted 
in a dramatic increase in women  Packard, credits the corn-  with pay, benefits, and pro-  and minorities 
moving into  pany’s new mentbring pro-  motional opportunities than  top level jobs, it has had  gram for 
helping her make  their nonrninonity counter-  some success. Worldwide, se decision  faster and improv-  
pans.  nior management positions  ing her time-management  The basic three-day pro-  at Hewlett-
Packard ow now  skills. This program was de-  gram is required for all man-  filled 13 percent by women  
signed to ensure that women  agers and covers topics sàch  and 8 percent by minorities.  and minorities 



get the prepa-  as awareness of attitudes and  But the program has had  ration needed to move  prejudices, 
sexual harass-  other positive benefits.  smpothly into senior-level  ment. workers with disabili-  Turnover 
among women and  pOsitions and to train super-  ties, legal issues, corporate  minorities has slowed. And 
as  visors to manage their cultur-  objectives, and management  one executive noted, “It gives  ally diverse 
work groups-  responsibilities. In addition, a  you a flood of different ideas.  H-P’s overall commitment  
select group of managers,  I have had staffs of all males.  to managing diversity began  such as Sproule, 
are chosen to  They are not as effective as a  in 1988 as a replacement to  participate in aiiaccelerated .  
team as is a mixture of em-  an affirmative action work-  development program. Each  ployees with 
diverse back-  shop that focused strictly on  paiticipant is paired with a  grounds”  compliance with U.S. 
laws governing equal opportunity- The diversity program was  mentor who acts as a role model and a 
source for dis- cussing job-related problems.  Source: £03 Angths Time (May 17,  ‘   64 Afl ONE • 
NTRODtJCTION  the door for those who had previously been kept out. But again, as we noted 
previously, awareness of differences wasn’t enough. People of diverse backgrounds had teal problems 
adapting to organizations that were built with a white-male perspective and that had no mechanisms for 
adjusting to people of diversity.  Most US. organizations have responded by going beyond acknowledging 
differences to valukig differences. Managers and employees are encouraged to pay attention to both 
individual differences and group-member differences, to raise their level of comfort with differences, and 
to capitalize on differences as a major asset to the organization’s productivity?0 By valuing differences, 
organizations can channel the unique qualities that various individuals bring to the workplace to increase 
creativity and innovation, improve decision making, and gain insights into marketplaces characterized by 
diversity (such as women’s, African-American, and global markets). The next section on managing 
diversity describes some of the specific programs organizations are implementing that are consistent with 
the valuing diversity perspective.  Managing Diversity in Organizations  United Parcel Service (UPS) has 
taken a rather unique approach to maneging diversity. They’re giving their managers a crash course in 
har1i times.31 The company believes its managers at’en’t fruIt able to understand someone’s problems 
unless they’re. iii their shoes. So each year, UPS assfgns 40 middle- and upper-level managers to month-
long community intenships that require them to live and work in poor communities. In McAlien, Texas, 
they assist poor Mexican Americans and Latin American refugees In Chicago, they live in a church and 
work with young people and thdr families. In Chattanooga, Tennessee, they provide aid to poor families, 
the disabled, and the se’Uerely retarded. In New York, they help unwed teenage mothers find jobs, they 
visit mtntal patients, and teach poor children. All of this is intended to help UI’S mangers better 
understand employees and customers from diverse backgrounds. One group of nine UPS managers, for 
instance, recently put in 60-hour weeks in McAllen, Texas, setting up a mobile library for migrant 
children, laid the plans for a sewing shop to provide jobs, and developed a video at a local clinic to 
educate indigent patients about health and nutrition.  The UPS program is unconventional. When we look 
at what companies like American Express, Avon Products, Corning, Digital Equipment, Johnon & 
Johnson, McDonald’s, Xerox, and other prominent proponents of diversity are doing, we find a number 
of common characteristics. For the most part, their programs tend to emphasize flexible work 
arrangements, generous child- and elder-care benefits, arid diversity training.32  flexible Work 
Arrangements  Successfully managing diversity means organizations must increase their flexibilityY 3 
How do they do thii? By offering employees the opportunity to work at home, providing flexible hours 
and compressed workweeks, allowing employees to share jobs and work part time, permitting leaves of 
absences, and the like.  CHAPTER 2 ‘ RESPONDING TO GLOBAL AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY • 
65  Iohn Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Corni  pony is a leader in providing employees  ivith family-
friendly benefits. Its on-site  child care center, including a room for ill  children, serves employees’ 
families in  Boston. A special hotline provides information,  support; and referral to employees  who need 
advice regarding child care,  adoption, or problems their children are  having in school. John Hancock has  
learned that benefits that help families  also help productivity and profits.  Flexibility is frequently 
assumed to be only of interest to women who are  trying to balance fanHly and work responsibilities. But 
that’s not the case. Job  sharing, for example, is often appealing to full-time students, working at home  
might appeal to single parents of either sex, senior citizens might prefer part-  time work to full-time 
responsibilities, and fathers are increasingly desirous of  taking leaves from work to take care of newborn 



children.  Child- and Elder-Care Benefits  For many parents, the ultimate determinant of whether they are 
able to work  or not is the availability of child care. Eel-Pro, one of the world’s largest makers  of gaskets 
for automobiles and industrial uses, is a model of what a company  can do for the children of its 
employees.34 When children of Fel-Pro employees  turn 2, they are eligible to attend the professionally 
staffed Fel-Pro day-care  center located adjacent to the company’s plant. After the children start school,  
Fel-Pro sends professionally trained caregivers to the home to take care of them  if they get sibk. If a child 
is having difficulty in school, the company provides  testing and individual tutoring for a modest cost. 
And the company runs a  summer day camp for children of employees. Buses pick up kids at the factory  
every weekday morning during the summer and returns them every evening.  As the population ages, an 
increasing number of employees find themselves  with responsibility for caring for parents or 
grandparents.35 Employees  who spend time worrying about elder care have less time for, and are less 
focused  on, work-related issues. So many organizations are widening child-care  concerns to cover all 
dependents including elderly family members.  Diversity Training  The centerpiece of most diversity 
programs is training. Diversity training programs  are generally intended to provide a vehicle for 
increasing awareness and  examining stereotypes. Participants learn to value individual differences, 
increase  their cross-cultural understanding, and confront stereotypes.  The typical program lasts from half 
a day to three days in length and includes  role playing, exercises, lectures, discussions, and group 
experiences. For  example, Xerox has worked with Cornell University’s theater department to  create a set 
of short plays that increase awareness of work-related racial and  66.. PART ONE • INTROiUCTiON  
gender conflicts. The show has been presented to more than 1,300 Xerox managers. 36 A training 
exercise at Hartford Insurance that sought to increase sensitivity to aging asked participants to repond to 
the following four questions:  :1. If you didn’t know how old you are, how did would you guess you are? 
In other words, how old do you feel inside?  2. When I was 18, I thought middle age began at age  3. 
Today1 I think middle age begins at age  4. What would be your first reaction If someone called you au 
older worker?37  Answers to these questions were then used to analyze age-related stereotypes. In 
another program designed to raise awareness of the power of stereotypes, each participant was asked so 
write an anonymous paper detailing all groups—women, born-again Christians, blacks, gays, Hispanics, 
men—to which they had attached stereotypes.38 They were also asked to explain why they’d had trouble 
working with certain groups in the past. Based on responses, guest speakers were brought into the class to 
shatter the stereotypes directed at each group. This was followed by extensive discussion.  SUmmary and 
implications  for Managers  The country in which a person is raised shapes and constrains his or her 
behavior. Given that the world has became a global village, we therefore need to take into consideration 
national culture as a potent force in explaining and predicting behavior.  Most of the concepts that 
currently make up the body of knowledge we call organizational behavior have been developed by 
Americans using American subjects within domestic contexts. A comprehensive study, for instance, of 
more than 11,000 articles published in 24 management and organizational behavior journals over a ten-
year period revealed that approximately 80 percent of the studies were done in the United States and had 
been conducted byAmericans. 59 Follow-up studies continue to confirm the lack of cross-cultural 
considerations in management and 08 reseach. What this means is that not all the concepts we present in 
future chapters are universally applicable to managing people around the world.  Given this U.S. bias, 
how should managers approach the findings in this book? First, they should find out where the person or 
people whose behavior they’re trying to understand come from. Second, they should evaluate that country 
using one or both of the cultural differences frameworks presented in this chapter. Third, they need to 
compare the national culture in question against the data for the United States and identify relevant 
differences. This is necessary because most of the research in OB has been conducted on Amedcans in the 
United States. Finally, they should modify the concepts about to be introduced in this book that explain 
and predict employee behavior to reflect these differences.  How about managerial implications for work 
force diversity? First, managers have to sensitize themselves to the difficulties that people of diversity 
face in organtzations; Then they must play a proactive role in fostering a work  ChAPTER 2 • 
RESPONDING TO GLOBAL AN CULTURAL DIVERSITV •67  dim4te that supports and values 
diversity. This means actively seeking out  input on the needs of women and fflinorities. It means 
supporting policies and  practices that make it easier for people of diversity to perform theiy jobs. And it  



means encouraging the development of diversity training programs and the  participation of all 
organization members in them.  Far Review  1. What is the argument in support of the proposition that 
the world  has become a global village?  2. Is the variance between nationa’ cultures increasing, 
decreasing, or  staying about the same?  3. Why is a country’s national culture so hard to identify and 
understand?  4. Describe the United States in terms of Americans’ relationship to the  environment, time 
orientation, activity orientation, and conception  of space. Describe it in terms of Hofstede’s four major 
criteria.  5. In which countries are empLoyees most like those in the United  States? Least like those in the 
United States?  6. What is culture shock? How could you use the four-stage culture shock  model to better 
understand employee behavior?  7. What’s the origin of the work force diversity movement?  8. Contrast 
“acknowledging differences” with “valuing differences-’t  9 Give four examples of work arrangements 
that increase flexibility for  employees.  10. What would a diversity training progtam look like? What 
objectives  might it seek to achieve?  Far Discussion  1. How do you think managing people in Hnand 
might be different for  an individual who was born and raised in Mexico?  2. How will regional 
cooperative agreements affect management practices  in Canada? Germany? Australia?  3. You’ve been 
transferred to Tokyo to manage your company’s Japanese  op€rations because of your high ob 
performance and the fact  that you studied Japanese for three years in college. Discuss the  changes you 
will need to make in order to effectively oversee your  japanese staff.  4. Women and minorities have 
been in the work force since the late  1940s... Why has work force diversity become such a hot topic in 
the  1990s?  S. Management practitioners, consultants, and scholars have tended in  recent years to look at 
the positive aspects of work force diversity. Are  there any negative aspects? If so, what are they? How 
can they be  minimized?  Academics seem to take it as a truism that the expanding global marketplace has 
serious implications for management practice. As a result, they have become strong advocates for the 
necessity of cross-cultural training. But most corporations don’t provide cross-cultural training for 
employees. Studies indicate, for instance, that only 30 percent of American managers who are sent on for 
eign assignments scheduled to last from one to five years receive any cross-cultural training before their 
departure.  Why don’t most organizations provide their managers with cross-cultural training? We 
propose two possible explanations. One is that top managers believe that “managing is managing,” so 
where it is done is irrelevant. The other explanation is that top management doesn’t believe that cross-
cultural training is effective.  Contrary to the evidence presented in this chapter, many senior managers 
continue to believe that managerial skills are perfectly transferable across cultures. A good manager in 
New York or Los Angeles, for instance, should be equally effective in Paris or Hong Kong. In 
organizations where this belief dominates, you won’t find any concern with cross- cultural training. 
Moreover, there is likely to be little effort made to select candidates for foreign assignmentsbased on their 
ability to fit into, or adapt to, a specific culture. Selection decisions foi overseas postings in these 
organizations are primarily made using a single criterion: the person’s domestic track record.  It’s 
probably fair to say that most senior managers today recognize that cultural differences do affect 
managerial performance. But their organizations still don’t provide cross-cultural training because these 
managers doubt the effectiveness of this tEamng. They argue that people can’t learn to nanage in  4  a 
foreign culture after only a few weeks or months of training. An understanding of a country’s culture is 
something one assimilates over many years based on input from many sources. It is not something that 
lends itself to short-term learning,, no matter how intensive- a training program might be.  Given the 
previous arguments, it would be surprising to find organizations offering cross-cultural training. We 
submit that top executives of organizations typically take one of three approaches in dealing with the 
selection of managerial personnel for staff foreign assignments. One approach Is to ignore cultural 
differences. They don’t worry abopt them, and make their selection decisions based solely on individuals’ 
previous managerial records. Another approach is to hire ‘nationals to manage foreign operations. Since 
cross-cultural training isn’t effective, when a firm such as IBM needs an executive to fill a key post in 
Italy, it might be best served by hiring an Italian: This solution has become even easier for North 
American firms in recent years as the number of foreigners in- American and Canadian business schools 
has increased. For instance, there are now literally thousands of Italians, Arabs, Germans, Japanese, and 
other foreign nationals Who have graduate business degrees from American universities, understand 
American business practices, and have returned to their homelands, The third solution to the problem is to 



either hire nationals or intensively train people to be expert advisers to management. AT&T, as -a case in 
point, sent one executive and his family to Singapore for a lengthy stay to soak up the atmosphere and 
learn about the Singaponian way of doing business. He then returned to New York as the resident expert 
on Singapore. When problems involving that country arise, he is called on to provide insight.  The 
evidence In this algument is drawn frci,n J.S. Black and M.  Mendejhafl, crosstultura[ Training 
Effectiveness: A Review and a  Theoreticzal Framework foi Future Research, Academy of Management  
Reyjew (January 1990), pp. 113—36; aild A- Kupfer, Now to Be Global  Managr, Fortune (March 14, 
19S), p 52.  Cross-Cultural Training Doesn’t Work  jI)rre:jgç]2.J1-?rr  counterPoint  — ri7,i— p —- - - 
19;0]  Cross-CuhtuEaI Training Is Elfeclive  yes, it’s true that most orporations don’t provide cross-
cultural training. And that’s a mistake! Clearly, the ability to adapt to the. cultural differences in a foreign 
assignment is important to managerial success. Moreover, contrary to what many managers believe, 
cross-cultural training is very effective. Let’s elaborate on this second point.  A comprehensive review of 
studies that specifically looked at the effectiveness of cross-cultural training shows overwhelming 
evidence that this training fosters the development of cross-cultural skills and leads to higher 
performance. Training has been shown to improve an individual’s relationships with b9st nationals, to 
allow that persoil to adjust more rapidly to a new culture, and to improve his or her work performance. In 
addition, training significantly reduces expatrtate failure rates. For instance, without training, 68 out of 
every 100 Americans transferred to Saudi Arabia will come home early because of their inability to cross 
the cultural chasm. Shell Oil, however, put 800 American employees through training before sending 
them to a petrochemical operation in Saudi Arabia and onLy 3 didn’t survive the cultutal adjustment.  
While these results are impressive, they don’t say anything about the type of training the employee 
received. Does that make a difference?  4 variety of training techniques are available to prepare people for 
foreign work assignments. They range from documentary programs that merely expose peop2e to a new 
culture through written materials on the country’s sociopolitical history geography, economics, and 
cultural institutions, to intense interpersonal-experience training, where individuals participate in role-
playing exercises, simulated social settings, and similar experiences to “feel” the differences in a new 
culture.  One research study looked at the effectiveness of these two approaches on a group of American 
managers. These managers, who worked for an electronic products firm, wete sent on assignment to 
Seoul, South Korea. Twenty of them received no training. 20 got only the documentary program, and 20 
received only interpersonal-experience training. The training activities were all completed in a three-day 
period. All participants1 no matter which group they were in, received some language tnining, briefings 
covering company operations in South Korea, and a cursory three-page background description of the 
country. The results of this study confirmed the earher evidence that crosscultural training works. 
Specifically, the study found that managers who received either form of training were better performers 
and perceived less need to adiust to the new culture than those who received no such training. 
Additionally) neither method proved superior to the other.  In another study with civilian employees in a 
U.S. military agency, participants were grouped so they received either a documentary orientation, 
experiential training, some combination of the two, or no training at all. Findings from this study again 
confirmed the value of cross-cultural training. Either type of training proved to be more effective than no 
training in improving cross-cultural knowledge and behavioral performance, and the combination 
approach was found to be most effective.  The evidence in this argument is drawn frcm J.S. Black and M. 
Merdenhail, Tross-Cultural Training EffeutNenesv A Review and a i’heorctical Framework for FUIUTC 
Research,” Acadeny of .Wanagemenf Rcview (January 1990), pp. 111—36; P.C. ai1ey, ‘lnwrcultuaal 
Training ror Managers: A Comparison of Documentary and Interpersonal Methodsi’ Acadrmy of 
Management Jownel (December 19B7), pp. 685—98; S. Oudron. Surviving Crvss-CuiftEal Shock, 
Industr/ Week (July 6, 1992), pp. 35—3B; J.. Lilhlin, ‘companies Use cross-Cultuial Traming t Help 
Their [rnpioyees Adiust Abroad,” Wsll Ssreet Journal (August 4, 1992), p. 81; arid J.K. 1-tayrison. 
“Individual and Combined Effects of Bfhav!or Modeling and the Cultural Assimilator In Cross-CulturaL 
Management Training,” Joamat of Applied Psychology (December 1992) pp. 952—62.  70.  PART ONE 
•. .IN1RODUCTio  How knowledgeable are you about customs, practices, and facts regarding different 
countries? The following multiple-choice quiz will provide you with some feedback on this question.  1. 
In which country would Raadan (a month of fasting) be celebrated by a majority of the people?  2 On first 



meeting your prospective Korean business partner, to Kim  Chee, it would be best to address him as:  
d.Bud  a Any of the above are readily  3. In Brazil, your promotional material should be translated Into 
what language?  d. No need to translate it a None of the above  a. Present your business card only after 
you have developed a relationship with your Japanese host  b. Present your business card with both hands  
c. Put your company name on the card, but never your position or title  d. All of the above  a 
Noneoftheabove  S. Which one of the following sports Ls the most popular worldwide?  a. Basketbafl  b. 
Baseball  c. Tennis  6. For an American businessperson, touching a foreign businessperson would be least 
acceptable in Which one of the following countries?  a. Japan d. Venezuela  b. Italy e. France  c, Slovenia  
7. Which of the following would be an appropriate gift?  a. A clock in China  b. A bottle of liquor in 
Egypt  c. A setof knives in Argentina  d. A banquet in China  c. None of the above would be appropriate  
What’s Your hiternational.’Culture Ifli  a. Saudi Arabia  1,. India  c. Singapore  4. Korea  e. All of the 
above  a. Mr. Kim  b. Mr. Lo  c. Mr. Chee  accepted  a. French  b. Italian  c. Spanish  4. In Japan it is 
important to:  d. Futbo)  e. Golf  CHAPTER 2 • RESPONDING TO GLOA AND CUUUPAL 
DIVERSiTY +71  8. Which one of the following countries has the most rigid social hier archy?  a. United 
Kingdom d. India  ii. United States e. Germany  C. Japan  9. Traditional western banking is difficult in 
which one of the following  countries because their law forbids both the giving and taking of in teres  
payments?  a. Brazil d. India  Ii. Saudi Arabia e. Greece  c. Mongolia  10. The capital of Canada is:  a 
Toronto ci. Ontario  b. Ottawa e. Montreal  c. Vancouver  Turn to page A-26 for scoring directions and 
key.  Source: Professor David Hopkins, University of Denver, 1991. WIIh permisiori.  fl4r  Working with 
Others Exercise  Learning About Differences Through Analyzing  Prejudice  Prejudice is defined as an 
unfounded generalization about a group of people.  Whether we like to admit it or not, we all have 
prejudices. For example, the following  are groups of people that students have indicated feeling some 
prtjudice  toward: fraternity and sorority members, athletes on scholarship, college  professors, surfers, 
people with heavy accents, the homeless, shy individuals,  and people with assertive personalities.  1. 
Select a prejudice you hold.  2. Individually, take approximately 15 minutes and analyze this prejudice:  a. 
Why did you develop it?  1,. What functions, if any, does it currently serve?  c. Do you want to keep it? 
Explain your answer.  d. How could you go about removing ft from your worldview?  3. Form groups of 
three to five each. Group members should share their  analysis from step 2 and discuss how people can go 
about reducing  prejudices they hold toward those from different cultures.  Source: This exercise is based 
on an assignment described in M. Meridenhall, A Painless Approaèh to ntegrating  ‘lnternatioual’ into 
OB, FIRM and Management Courses” Organizat*nzal Behavior Tea ihir,g Review,  vol. XIII, Nc. 3 
(198S—89), p. Z9.  72. PART ONE • iNTRODUCTION  Ethical Dilemma Exercise  The Diversity 
MOvement: What About Its Adverse  Impact on White Males?  Some companies are engaging in a 
practice that is controversial and pofentiafly illegal. In their desire to diversify upper management, they 
ate-excluding men from consideration. FOr example, Korn/Ferry international, the largest executive 
search firm in the Urüted States, says it was asked to find a woman in 4.1 percent of its executive 
assignments during fiscal 1993. Wen Burger King sought to fill the position of senior vice president for 
human resources, the company looked outside after inside contenders—all ma1efai1edto qualify. The 
fast-food chain said it interviewed only women becaLe the dEO insisted that senior management better 
reflect Burger King’s cutomers, nearly half of whom are female. The Chicago Sun-Times -interviewed 
only female- outsiders [or its corporate controller position because, officials said, the internal 
candidates—all men—lacked sufficient experience and because the sob’s previous incumbent was a 
woman.  As organizations restructure themselves through widespread layoffs, and at the same time seek 
to increase the diversity of their work force, white men— particularly those in mid-career---are feeling 
increasingly ‘eft out, resentful, and afraid. The bcst jobs lost in tlç past dec*de haw een theirs; the best 
Jobs created In the Mture may hdt’be: SothMen are cring “reverse discrirnination” But favoring women 
and minorities isn’t necessarily against the law. The courts allow ora9zations to take rpe into account in 
hiring, for instance, to remedy past discmination. - -- - - “ -  When organizations are adding new peDple, 
they’re looking-fOtwoInen Latinos, Asfan-Amer!cans, and Afñcan-Ameiicans. This seems to be 
especially true-among professional and managerial workers. In 1983 white men held 63.5 percent of those 
Jobs in the United States. th 1993 they were down-to S3 percent. Among the upper ranks, white women 
have been the mitjor beneficiaries of men’s loss of dominance. - - - - -  Managers—many of them white 



males themselves—face a dilemma. To make their organizations more diverse, they are certain -to hirc 
and promote women and minorities over other white males. In so doing, they risk angering those passed 
over. But if these managers fail to embrace diversity, they not only perpetuate past injustices, but risk 
leaving their organizations less globally competitive What should they do?- What do you think? -  BascI 
on M. Galen, ‘White MaK and Worried, 3is5imcs Week Gan”ary 31, 1994). pp 50—55; ML. LaGange, 
‘Changina of the Guard’ Los Angeks Times (Februari , 1994) p. S9 andj.S. [nblifl, “Firms Designate 
Some Openings for Women Only,” WtcW StrlMtlourna( (Febniar.y 7, 1994) p. I. — ;1  CASE  
INCIDENT;0]  Xerox of Mexko  Paul Hunt grew up in Hoiston arid got his degree in .bjisiness 
management from Texas A&M in 1988. Upon graduation, Paul took ajob with the Xerox CorpoTatiun in 
Dallas as a human resource specialist. During his first two years, he split his time between recruiting on 
colLege campuses and establishing a  CHAPTER 2 • RESPONDNG TO GLOBAL AND CULrIJRAL 
DIVERSITY • 73  training program for maintenance engineers. In 1990 Paul was promoted to assistant  
manager for human resources-western region. The company moved  him to the western regional office in 
Denver.  PauYs annual performance appraisals were consistently high. The company  believed he had 
strong advancement potential. Although Paul was ambitious  and made no attempt to hide his desire to 
move into higher management,  even he was a bit surptised.when he was called to Xerox’s Connecticut  
headquarters in September 1993 and offered the position of director of human  resources for Xerox of 
Mexico. If he accepted the position, Paul would oversee  a staff of 20 people in Mexico City and be 
responsible for all human resource  activities—hiring, compensation, labor relations, and so on—for the 
company’s  Mexican operations. He was told that the combination of his outstanding  job performance 
ratings and his ability to speak Spanish (Paul had taken  four years of Spanish in high school and another 
12 hours of advanced coursework  in college) led the company to select him for the promotion.  Paul 
accepted the offer. Why not? It was an important promotion, meant  a large increase in pay, and provided 
an opportunity to live in a foreign country.  But he knew he would have some serious adjustments to 
make. That became  abundantly clear when he read an article describing the differences between  the 
United States and Mexico Here were a few of the observations  wade in the article:  • Mexicans tend to 
accept the inherent worth of friends and colleagues  without demanding specific performance or 
achievement. Amerinns  believe that one demonstrates integrity or dignity through actions. in  the United 
States, the one who wins is obviously the “betteL person”;  in Mexico every individual is special whether 
the winner or not.  • In the United States, a person should not look for any special favors  or exemptions 
from the rules. No one is above the law. In Mexico,  rules, policies, and procedures are sometimes 
overlooked. Given their  belief in the uniqueness of each individual, it stands to reason that  people, rather 
than abstract princip].es, should be respected. Following  rules in Mexico is often considered the most 
ineffective way to  get things done.  • A strong tendency in Mexico is to shun open confrontation due to  
fear of losing face and having to acknowledge disagreements. Negative  or disappointing information is 
either withheld or modified to  avoid being offensive, In contrast, Americans place greater emphasis  on 
stating the facts, regardless of the impact.  • When an American executive agrees to do something, it is a 
matter of  personal honor and professional integrity to fulfill that commitment.  For many Mexicans, a 
commitment is an intention—a statement of a  desirable outcome, not a promise to fulfill an agreed upon 
arrangement.  • Mexicans have a different perception of time from Americans. Mexicans  have a loose 
notion of what being “on time” means, interruptions  arc handled without much stress, aHd there. is little 
expectation  that plans will proceed iii a logical order. In contrast, Americans believe  appointments and 
deadlines should be scheduled tightly and respected  as much as possible; interruptions are annoying and 
inefficient;  and ‘ion time” literally means “on time.”  14. PART ONE •;NrRoDucrfoN  Questions  I. 
Using the two frameworks presented in this chapter, how would you describe Mexico’s national culture?  
2. Contrast the culture in Mexico to the culture in which Paul grew up.  3. In order to be effective in 
managing his Mexican staff, what specific changes do you think Paul will need to make when he arrives 
in Mexico City?  M+I+ Erliclt, oMaking Sense of the Ricultural Workplace,” Buii,a, Mexko (August 
1993), pp. 16—19. ;1  11 I.D £0. CA S.E.;0]  Are Women Really Treated Different from Men?  Many 
women complain that men treat them differently than they do other men. But do women really face 
gender discrimination? That’s what the staff at ABCS PrimeTime Live decided to find out.  The 
experiments were done with two ABC employees: Julie (the woman) and Chris (the man). Both were 



intelligent and articulate individuals in their late Zos or early 30s. And Cincinnati, Ohio, was chosen as 
the location, since it represents a fir1y middle-class American city.  The first experiment related to the 
purchase of a new car. Studies indicate that women are typically quoted higher prices than men for the 
same vehicle. The ABC staff found this to be the case. A salesman offered Chris the same car thatjulie 
looked at for $500 less! Moreover, this salesman wouldnft let Julie drive the car off the lot, saying it was 
against the dealership’s rules. Yet that same salesman just handed Chris the keys and told him to go out 
and test-drive the cat  Julie and Chris took a comparable set of dothes into a dry cleaners. You’d think 
they’d be charged the same. They weren’t! Julie paid more. For instance, on one common item that Chris 
paid $2.25, Julie was charged $3.50.  The ABC news staff next went to a golf course. Would a woman be 
treated any differently in terms of getting a tee time? This experiment certain]y found that they did. Julie 
was told, for instance, that the following Friday was all booked up. A short time later, when Chris came 
in to schedule a playing time for that same Friday, the clerk wasable to arrange it.  When Julie and Chris 
both responded to an ad for a territory manager at a lawn-care company, gender discrimination again 
raised its ugly head. Although both Julie and Chris had comparabLe résumés (with Julie’s actually being 
a bit stronger), the interviewer immediately began talking to Julie about a secretarial/receptionist opening 
(which paid around $6 an hour) rather than the management position (which paid $300 to $500 a week). 
In spite of her qualifications for the management job, the interviewer wanted to give Julie a typing test. In 
contrast, Chris’s interview focused exclusively on the management job. In a follow-up with the 
interviewer, he admitted he had made judgments based solely on gender.  What did the people at ABC 
learn from this set of experiments? Cultural stereotypes and discrimination based on gender still seem to 
be whiely prevalent  Questions  1. Do the results from these experiments surprise you? Discuss.  2- What 
do you think perpetuates gender stereotypes?  3. What can senior management do to eliminate these types 
of stereotypes in the workplace?  SourcI Thc Fairer Sex?4 PnnzeTime Live (October 7, J993).  
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M.F. Peterson, and Y.P. Shyi, “Quantitative Methods in Cross-National Management Research: Trends 
and Equivalence Issues,” Journal of Organizational Behavior, Vol.12 (1991), pp. 87-107.  J  I  Robert 
(Rob) Panco is the general manager of M,E. Aslett Corp., a small but rapidly  growing New Jersey-based 
packager of educational and professional reference books. Aslett handles book prolects from conception  
all the way up to, but excluding, the punting stage. The company’s clients include Grolier Encyclopedia, 
World Book International, Prentice Hall, Harcourt Brace, and McGraw- �Hill.  What career path did Rob  
Panco take to get to where he is today? r.Wllat challenges and problems related to OB has he encountered 
in his careet? This progressive case (which appears at the end of each section of this book) will provide 
answers to these questions.  You will find this case valuable for at least two reasons. First, it’ll help you 
integrate many of theOB concepts introduced in this book. Unfortunately, textbooks have to be linear—
moving sequentially through an artificially created set of independent chapters. The real world, however, 
is a juggling act of overlapping and highly interdependent activities. This case will make this 
interdependence clearer and help demonstrate how individual, group, and organization-system factors 
overlap. Second, this progressive case will show you the applicability of OB concepts to actual 
management practice: Most textbook examples or cases are short and designed to illustrate only one or 
two points. As an integrated and progressive story, the Rob Panco case will show you how one real- life 
manager has dealt with dozens of OB issues.  Figure 1-1 on the next page provides a brief description of 
Rob Panco’s background and career progression. But résumés leave a lot out. So let’s begin by talking a 
bit about Rob’s early life and career experiences.  If you had asked Rob during his senior 3rear in high 
school what he planned on doing with his life, he’d have answered: ‘Tm going to be a professiohal 
musician.” Toward that end, he had trained as a string bass  player. When he went off to college--
Duquesne University in Pittsburgh—it was with the intention to pursue his music interests. But things 
don’t always work out as planned. During his first year, Rob came face to face with reality:  There were 
lots of string bass players more talented than he was. If he pursued his passion, he could be a music 
teacher at best. Rob wanted more so he decided tO change majors. He chose to woik toward a degree in 
business, with specialization in marketing and management.  ‘Why pnrsue a career in business? Rob 
wasn’t sure. It might have been the influencedfhis father, who opened a State Farm insurance agency after 
spending 22 years in the U.S. Navy. Or it might have been the positive experiences he’d  • hàdworking 
part-tune in high school. From the age of 14 to 18, Rob worked  • evenings, weekends, and summers at a 
weekly newspaper, “1 took the job mi-  • tially to make money. I wanted to buy a $1400 string bass.” He 
started by sweeping floors and washing presses. But, over time, he learned most of the  • jobs at the 
paper; For instance, he set tye, pastçd up ads, and perfected the • skiilsof maffitaining complex 
printing:equipthent. After graduating from high  • • sch1, Rebtontinued working summers at the 
newspaper. This job may have laid the groundwork for his job today in the publishing industry.  Some 
facts, Incidents, and quotcs included in this progressive case have been slightly modified by the author to 
enhance student discussion and analysis.  18• PART ONE • INTRODUCTION  Figurell  4,  Resumé —  
ROBERT PANCO, JR  446 Sherld*n Avenue  New Brunswick, NJ 07114  (908)792-1722  Education  M 
B A, Duquesne Eimversity (Pittsburgh, PA)) 1984 A  B S • Business Administration, IJuquesne 
University  Major Marketing/Management, Minor, Economics, 1982  Professional Experience ..  5/93-
present General Manager, M E Aslett Corp, New Jersey 4  10/92-4/93 Business Manager, M 1. Aslett 
Corp  9190 9192 Project Manager/Consultant; AT&T 0th I4boratorles,  NewJersey  5/89 9/90 Senior 
Marketing Manager, AT&T Network System$  Regional Marketing, Maryland  10/88-4/89 Marketing 
Man4ger, AT&T N& ork Syst s  Marketing -  5/87-9/88 Market Planner, AT&T Network Systems 
Network  Market Planning, New Jersey  6/86-4/87 Associate Market Planne, AT&T NtworkSysteinsi[et-
:t.. work Market Planning  6/83-6/86 Senior. Consultant, Small Business Deveiopment.Ctnterf  • 
Duquesne Univeisity, D14’ision of Continuing Education  Personal  Birthdate: January 20, 1960  Marital 
StatuS: Married, no children  During his undergraduate collegç years, Rob gained experience selling 
shoes at Tom McAn, working in a Hallmark card store, and in similar lobs. It wasn’t unusual for him to 
carry .18 units and work 30 hours a week during the school year. (He needed the money, but he also 
enjoyed working.) Rob also assumed leadership roles In campus activities. He was on the Student 
Activity Board (SAB) and singlehandedly fought;tó bring jazz conceits to campus. These concerts 
eventually became one of the SAWS few profit-making enterprises. But Rob’s heavy schedule had a 



price. “My grades were never as high as they should have been,” says Rob. “I was B student when I 
should have been making A’s.’  After earning his undergraduate degree, and facing a weak lob market, 
Rob entered giaduate school to work on an MBA. Again, he combined studying with an outside job. In 
his first year, he spent 20 hours a week supervising students at the university’s Student Union. In his 
second year, he spent 30 hours a week working in the university’s Small Business Development Center. 
Both these lobs were valuable because they allowed Rob to apply what he was learning in his MBA 
program. Cleatly, a pattern was emerging. This was a guy whc wasn’t happy unless he was keeping very 
busy.  PART ONE • INTRODUCTIO4  Rob stayed at the Small Business Devtiopment Center for two 
years after earning his MBA. Then he left fox a lofrat:AT&T iii New Jersey. In his first job.• there, he did 
market research on new products. After six months, he got his first promotion. A year Later1 he 
wasthosen.to head a teinpotary market- research project teammade upof five peers. “This was a very 
challenging job,”:  says Rob.- “These people worked under my direction but-repoited-to their 
departmental bosses. I had no real authority yefl was responsible foE the pwject Ironically, it was a lot 
like my expedence In running concerts in co1tgb.The people I oversaw were all volunteers. Managing 
peers and volunteS l%ey :  similar.” ----- : .  Rob’s success in managing this projeetèamled p his 
nbminatlonta qete&t. tion to AT&T’S Leadership Continuitt PrgUsñ. This is a select grout Pfiid4. vkluals 
who show promise for signfficäñtljtNgher ‘manaeria1 respCnsbiitits. As part of this program, Rob linked 
up*lth a senibr executive who wcu)1 bc2. come an informal mentor, participate4tht1* continuing 
educatioñpragrni a year, and gained favored status on futw joj assgnments. In May 19S9 Rob was 
transferred to Maryland as a seniof itinmanager. Eighteen mhthS, later he returned to New Jersey as a 
proéctnaDaget  in October 1992, Rob loined ME. Aslettas the company’s business manager, Seven 
months later he took over his curent job as general manager. He flow ov€rs€es the firm’s operattons---the 
production manager, network administrator, cOpy editors, proofreaders, desktop publishers, and color 
separators all report directly to hUrt Aslett experienced sales growth of 22 percent a year be-S tween 1992 
and 1994 and now has sales in the rnultimilltons.  When asked about his philosophy toward. managing 
people, Rob says: !Wou - can’t take honesty away. Don’t mislead people.- Be open and tell the tmth.” But 
- he also mentions something that occasionally gets him into trouble: “I assume that other people love 
their work as much as I do. [like to learn, to keepn3ov- ing forward. For instance, I set self-improvement 
goals for myself every qua4et I sometimes forget that other people aren’t like me.” - .-:  The comment 
that “other people aren’t like-me” prompted questions about work force diversity at Aslett. “We have- 
more women working here than men,’ Rob says. “And several of our people are single parents. In 
addition, we employ a couple of people from Great Britain, an African-American, and -a Jamaican. For a 
company with only 20 people, I think we have a pretty diverse group.”  When asked about his career 
goals, Rob is equally forthcoming. “I want to grow. I want to learn new-things. I like working hard, but as 
long as I’m learning, I enoy it. I want to do things that are fun.”  Questions . - .  1. How do you think 
Rob’s early life experiences have influenced hts career choices and his philosophy toward managing 
people?  2. Review Rob’s current job in terms of managerial functions, roles, and - skills.  3. What 
challenges might Rob face with his diverse work force at Aslett that he might not have to dear-with In a 
homogeneous work force?  4, What do you think Rob means when he says that “managing peers - and 
volunteers is very similar”?  5. Flow might Rubs job be different today tWITI it would have been ten 
years ago? I-low might it be different ten years from now?  .79-  I  F  a __ _____ __ __  . . . .  . .  aa  —  a  
- _,‘ --________ _______-- —  Li  I alit ‘t much, baby—but I’m all I’ve got. 91  B  arry Sherman doesn t 
lack for 91 critics. It seems like everyone in the Canadian pharmaceutical industry has something 
negative to say about him. For in- 91 stance, the CEO of Novopharm Ltd.. calls him “bombastic” and 91 
a “strange individual.” A leading Toronto physician and drug entrepreneur says Barry Sherman is the 
only person I’ve ever met with no redeeming features.” Canada’s leading business magazine cails him 
“obsessed,” “a nonstop agitator.” 1D  UI  J. LAm  I  tFJF?JFJ1?J P1PJEI JC.JJE1U  “cantankerous,” 
“isolated,” and “the renegade who doesn’t care what others think.”1  Who is Barry Sherman? Why does 
he have so many enemies? And what in his past might explain the behaviors that have earned him his 
nasty reputation?  Sherman is the 52-year-old founder and president of the generic drug maker Apotex 
Inc. His company has sales of $500 millon a year and employs 2,000 people. rhe company has made him 
a very rich man.  Apotex is the leading generic drug maker in Canada, II has grown by busting brand-



name patents and selling them tar a fraction of the price. While the brand-name drug manufacturers hate 
Sherrnan—after all, he’s ripping off their products without spending any of the huge amounts of money 
they have on research to develop these drugs— Sherman sees his company as the good guys and the 
brand-name firms as the bad guys. According to him, they try to “extort out of somebody who’s in pain, 
or whose life is threatened.”  It’s important to understand that Barry Sherman is no fool. He didn’t just 
stumble into his success. He was always bright and a top student. I-fe went to the University of Toronto 
to study engineering physics and graduated first in his class. Then he attended the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology and earned a master’s in astronautics and a Ph.D. in systems engineering. He earned both 
his graduate degrees in.twa and a hail ybars—Siiout half the normal lime. After graduation, hêteamad up 
with a group o$  investors to buy a small generic drug business that his uncle had been running. Six years 
later, be soLd out and founded Apotex. In spfte dithe company’s impressive growth and the riches it has 
provided him, Sherman has no intentLons of resting on his Ianrels. He is expanding Apotex into the 
brand-name business by investing in research and development “Our objective is to be the largest 
phrmaceutical firm in the world in 2 years.” Whistoty is any guide, Sherman won’t let anything—or 
anyone—stand in his way. He’s a no-compromise tighter. He is prepared to take on the multinational 
drugtompanies, his generic Eompetitor, the federal government, and whoever else thinks they can stop 
him. At the time at this writing, he had 60 court cases pending against competitors and government 
agencies.  What makes Barry Sherman the type of aggressive, entrepreneurial executive that he is? Here 
are sorpe clues. His falher died sudden!y when he was 10 9ears old, leaving his upper-middle-class 
family’s future unqertain. His mother had to go to work right away, they had to téké boarders into4heir 
house to make ends meet, and Barry helped out by getting a part-time job as a stock boy in a discount 
store. During the summers, Barry worked at his uncle’s small generic drug company. In high school, he 
was shy and isolated. He was smart, and he knew it, and he never cared much about what other people 
thought of him. But he exhib4ed, even thoh, a tremendously strong driye to lucceed: He graduated as the 
province of Oñtário’s top student.  4  arry Sherman’s aggressiveness, competitiveness, and independence 
are personality characteristics that he developed at an early age. But Barry Sherman isn’t unique. A!? our 
behavior is somewhat shaped by our personalities and the learning experiences we’ve encountered. In this 
chapter we look at. four individual-level variables—biographical characteristics, ability, persen-  • ality, 
and learning—and cothider their effect on employee perforrnañ& and satisfaction.  — Biographical 
Characteristics  As we discussed in Chapter 1, this text is essentially concerned with finding and analy.ing 
those variables that hive an impact on employee productivity, absence, turnover, and satisfaction. The list 
of these variablesas shown in Figure 1-7 on page 29—Ls long and contains a number of complicated 
concepts.  CHAPTER 3 • FOUNDATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR  +83  Many of these 
concepts—motivation level, say, or power relations or organizational culture—are hard to assess. It might 
be valuable, then, to begin by looking at factors that are easily definable and readily available—data that 
can be obtained, for the most part, simply from information available in an employee’s personnel file. 
What factors would these be? Obvious characteristics would be an employee’s age, gender, marital status, 
number of dependents, and length of service with an organization. Fortunately, a sizable amount of 
research has specifically analyzed many of these biographical characteristics.  Age  The relationship 
between age and job performance is likely to be an issue of increasing importance during the next decade 
for at least three reasons. First, there is a widespread belief that job performance declines with increasing 
age. Regardless of whether it’s true or not, a lot of people believe it and act on it. Second is the reality that 
the work force is aging. For instance, workers 55 and older are the fastest growing sector of the labor 
force—between 1990 and 2005, their ranks are expected to jump 43,7 percent.2 The third reason is recent 
American legislation that, for all intents and purposes, outlaws mandatory retirement. Most workers today 
?io longer have to retire at age 70.  Now let’s take a look at the evidence. What effect does age actually 
have on turnover, absenteeism, productivity, and satisfaction?  The older you get, the less likely you are 
to quit your job. That is the overwhelming conclusion based on studies of the age—turnover 
relationship.3 Of course, this conclusion should not be too surprising. As workers get older, they have 
fewer alternative job opportunities. In addition, older workers are less likely to resign because their longer 
tenure tends to provide them with higher wage rates, longer paid vacations, and more attractive pension 
benefits.  biographical chwaderislics Personal characteristks—such as age, sex, and marital status—that 



are obiective and easily obtained from personnel records.  I  7  r : tv  FCL i 31*’ ‘cM’ø  vi I4’rv #fh d o  
rd c’u  JIk114J ‘ C JLI] ‘v  ‘11 K2 vw r •  2 — —  • —  PART TWO. • THE INDIVIDUAl.  It’s tempting 
to assume that age is also inversely related to absenteeism. After all, if older workers are less likely to 
quit, wouldn’t they aiso demonstrate highn stability by coming to work more regularly? Not necessarily! 
Most studies do show an inverse relationship, but closer examination finds that the age—absence 
relationship is partially a function of whether the absence is avoidable or unavoidable.4 Generally, older 
employees have lower rates of avoidable absence than do younger employees. However, they have higher 
rates of unavoidable absence. This is prpbably due to the poorer health associated with aging and the 
longer recovery period that older workers need when injured.  How does age affect productivity? There is 
a Widespread belief that productivity declines with age. It is often assumed an individual’s skills—
particulady speed, agility, strength, and coordination—decay over time, and that prolonged lob boredom 
and lack of intellectual stimulation all contribute to reduced productivity. The evidence, however, 
contradicts these beliefs and assumptions. For instance, from 1988 to 1991, a large hardware chain staffed 
one of its stores solely with employees over 50 and compared its results with those of five stores with 
younger employees. The store staffed by the over-SO employees was significantly more productive 
(measured in terms of sales generated against labor costs) than two of the other stores and held its own 
with the other three.5 A recent comprehensive review of the research found that age and job performance 
were unrelated.6 Moreover, this seems to be true for almost all types of jobs, professional and 
nonprofessional. The natural conclusion is that the demands of most jobs, even those with heavy manual 
labor requirements, are not extreme enough for.any declines in physica skU)s due to age to have an 
impact on productivity; or if there is some decay due to ace, it is offset by gains due to experience-  Our 
final concern is the relationship between age and job satisfaction. On  this issue, the evidence is mixed. 
Most studies indicate a positive association between age and satisfaction, at least up to age 60. Other 
studies, however, have found a U-shaped relationship.8 Several explanations could clear up these results, 
the most plausible being that these studies are intermixing professional and nonprofessional employees. 
14en the two types are separated, sat!sfaction tends to continually increase ankmg professionals as they 
age, whereas it falls among nonprofessionals during mtddle age and then rises again in the later years.  
Gender  Few issues initiate more debates, rnytlt M, unsupported opinions than whether females perform 
as..we lion }obsa.smiles do. In this section, WQrieW  the research on this issue. . :.  The evidence 
suggests that the bqt place to begin is with the recogrntion that few, if any, impoltai1t d11fErØ&ibet*eu 
males and females aff ct theft  job perfovniaricè.There are,,fOr instance, no consiSt male—female 
differences  in problem solving abil4y, azaIytica! skills, competitfve dnve, motivation,, sq ciability, or 
learning gj psychological studie$ have fund that women are more williuFto.coorm to authority, and that 
men .ée more aggressive and more likeI71¼i.women to haveexpectations ofsuccës, these differences are 
minor: Given the stnif1cant changes’that have taken place in the last 25 years in terms &4ticrasing female 
partLcipation rates in the work force and rethinking what constitutes maleanci female roles, you should 
operate on  CHAPTER 3 • FOUNDA11ONS OF INDIVIDUAL EHAvICR • 85  the assumption that 
there is no significant difference in job productivity  betweéflmales and females, Similarly, no evidence 
indicates an employee’s  gender affects job satisfaction.10  But what about absence and turnover rates? 
Are females less stable emØloyees  than males? First on the question of turnover) the evidence is mixed.”  
Some have found females to have higher turnover rates; others have found no  difference. l’here doesn’t 
appear to be enough information from which to draw  meaningful conclusions. The research on absence.! 
however, is a different story.  The evidence consistently indIcates that women have higher rates of 
absenIceism  than men do.12 The most logical explanation for this finding is that the  research was 
conducted in North America, and North American culture has historically  placed home and family 
responsibilities on the female. When a child  is ill or someone needs to stay home to wait for the plumber, 
it has been the  womanwho has traditionally takep time off from work. However, this research  is 
undoubtedly time bound.’3 The historical role of the woman in child caring  and as secondary 
breadwinner has definitely changed since the 1970s; and a  large proportion of men nowadays are as 
interested in day care and the problems  associated with child care in general as are women.  Marital 
Status  There are not enough studies to draw any conclusions about the effect of marital  status on 
productivity. But consistent research indicates that married employees  have fewer absences, undergo less 



turnover, and are more satisfied with  their jobs thantheir unmarried coworkers.’4  Marriage imposes 
increased responsibilities that may make a steady job  more valuable and important. But the question of 
causation is not clear, it may  very well be that conscientious and satisfied employees are more likely to 
be  rnarr[ed. Another offshoot of this issue is. that research has not pursued other  statuses besides single 
or married, Does being divorced or widowed have an impact  on an employee’s performance and 
satisfaction? What about couples who  live together without being married? These questions need 
investigating,  Number ci Dependents  Again, we don’t have enpugh information relating to employee 
productivity,1  but quite a bit o research has been done on the relationship between the number  of 
dependents an employee has and absence, turnover, and job satisfaction.  Strong evidence indicates that 
the number of children an employee has is  positively correlated with absence, especially among 
females)6, Similarly, the  evidence seems to point to a positive relationship between number of 
dependent’s  and lob satisfaction.’7 In contrast, studies relating number of dependents  and’ 
turnoverproduce mixed Some indicate that chfldren increase  turnover; others show they result in lower 
turnover. At this point, the evidence  regarding turnover is just too contradictory to permit us to draw 
conclusions.  Tenure  The last biographical characteristic we luok at is tenure, With the exception of  the 
issue of male—female differences, probably no issue is more subject to  myths and speculations than the 
impact of seniority on lob performance.  Extensive reviews of the seniority—productivity relationship 
have been eon  ducted.19 While past performance tends to be related to output in a new position,  86.  
PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  seniority by itself is not a good predictor of productivity. In other 
words, holding all other things equal, there is no reason to believe that people who have been on a job 
longer are more productive than those with less seniority.  The research relating tenure to absence is quite 
straightfoTward. Studies consistently demonstrate seniority to be negatively related to absenteeism?° In 
Fact, in terms of both absence frequency. and total days lost at work, tenure is the single most important 
explanatory variable.2’  As with absence, tenure is also a potent variable in explaining turnover. “Tenure 
has consistently been found to be negatively related to turnover and has been suggested as one of the 
single best predictors of turnoveL”22 Moreover, cOnsistent with research suggesting past behavior is the 
best predictor of future behavior,’-3 evidence indicates that tenure on an emplayee’s previous job is a 
powerful predictor of that employee’s future turnover?4  The evidence indicates that tenure and 
satisfaction are positively relatecL25 In fact, when age and tenure are treated separately, tenure appears to 
be a more consistent and stable predictor of obsatisfacfion than chronological age.  bl1ity  An qdjyijual’s 
(opoc ty to perfm abe vorius iasks in a job.  intellectual ubty  That iequired to do mental activilies.  AbIitv  
Contrary to what we were taught in grade school, we weren’t all ëre’af&I equal. Most of us are to the left 
of the median on some normally 4jstributed ability curve. Regardless of how motivated you are, it is 
unlikely you can act aswell as ________ Meryl Streep, run as fast as tinford Chistie, write horror stories 
as  well as Stephen King, or sing as well as Whitney. -Houston. Of course, just because we aren’t all 
equal in abilities does.not Imply that some individuals are inherently inferior to others. What we’re 
acknowledging is that everyone has strengths and weaknesses in terms of ability that make him or her 
relatively superior or inferior to others in performing certain tasks or.activities?6Fzom manage ____ 
ments standpoint, the issue isn’t whether pr riot people differ n  terms of their abilities. They do) The 
issue is knowing how people  differ in abilities and using that knowledge to increase the likelihood an em 
ploye will perform his or her job well. . - .  What does ability mean? As we use the term, ability refers to 
an individual’s capacity to perform the flrioà tasks in a job. It is a current assessment of what ode can do. 
An individual’s overalL abilities are essentially made up of two sets of factors: Intellectoal and physical 
abilities  Intellectual. Rbiities  Inteflectuñl abilities are. those needed to perfàrm mental activities IQ tests, 
for example, are designed to. ascertain one’s general. intellectual abilities. So, too, are popular college 
admission tests like the SAT and ACT and graduate admission tests in business (GMAT), law (LSAT), 
and medicine çM.CAT). The seven most frequently cited dimeflsions making up intellectual abilities are 
number aptitude, verbal comprehension, perceptual speed, inductive respnin4educ- tive reasoning, spatial 
visualization, and memory.27 Table 34 describes these  dimensions. . .  Jobs differ in the demands they 
place on incumbents to use their intellectual abilities. Generally speaking, the more information 
processing demands that exist in a job, the more general intelligence andverbal abilities will be 
necessaryto perform the job successfully.28 Of course, a high lQ is not a prerequl •Contrar  to what.we *c  



taught Lngrade school, *a weren’t all created .eiiJlc  Ch-tAPTER 3 • FOUNDATIONS OF NDVDUA1 
BEHAVIOR  Jib Example  Interior decorator:  On ofFice.  site for all jobs. In fact, for many jobs—where 
employee behavior Ls highly routine and there are little or no opportunities to exercise discretion—a high 
IQ may be unrelated to performance. However, a careful review of the evidence demonstrates that tests 
which assess verbal, numerical, spatial, and perceptual abilities are valid predictors of job proficiency 
across all levels of jobs.29 So tests that measure specific dimensions of intelligence have been found to be 
strong predictors of job performance.  The major dilemm3 faced by employers who use mental ability 
tests for selection, promotion, training, and similar personnel decisions is that they may have a negative 
impact on racial and ethnic groups30 The evidence indicates that some minority groups score, on the 
average, as much as one standard deviation lower than whites on verbal, numerical, and spatial ability 
tests.  Physical Abilities  To the same degree that intellectual abilities play a larger role in complex jobs 
with demanding information processing requirements, specific physical abilities gain importance for 
successfully doing less skilled and more standardized jobs For example, jobs in which success demands 
stamina, manual dexterity, leg strength, or similar talents require management to identify an employee’s  
physiol capabilities.  Research on the requirements needed in hundreds of jobs has identified nine basic 
abilities involved n the perforniance of physical tasks.3’ These are  pliyskal ability That rtquired t do isks 
demanding  stamina, dexterity, sirengih and similar skiils. ;1  Table 3- 1 Dimensions of Intellectual  
Ability;0]  .81  .D  Number aptiwde Abiity to do speedy and Accountant: Computing the  accurate 
orithmetlc sales tax on a set of items  Verb& Ability to understand what Pont manager: Following  
comprehension is read or heard and the:., corporate policies  rebhonship of words to  - each other  
Perceptual speed ABildy to identify vrucl .fge Iiivstigator Identifying  -‘ sirnilccihes and differences Iues 
1osupporto chage of  1 *J u1ckiyundçcçr4e[y’ . .arson  Inductive reasoning Ability to identify a logical; 
Market esearcher: Forecasting  sequence in.i,probLcrn ansi :denian4 For a product in the ..- then solve the 
problem next time period  Deductive reasOning Ability to use logic and Supervisor: Choosing between  • 
assess the implications of two different suggesIons offered  - . an argument - by empiyees  Spatial 
visualization Ability to imagine how an Redecorating  object would look if us  position n space were  
changed  Memo7 Ability to retain and recall S&espersbn: Remembering the  past experiences names of 
customers  88• PART IWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  described in Table 3-2. lndividuals4 e&h of these 
abilities. Not surprisingly.. tháre isaIdo  them A high score on one is no assipance of a high scoe on others 
hh  ployee perFormance is likely to he aëhievêd w•hen manã*ment hitasceinflied the extent to which a 
job requires each of the nine abilities and then ensures that empioees in that job hawthose abilities.  The 
AbiIIty4ob Fit  Our concern is with explaining and predicting the Denavior of people at work. In this 
section, we have demonstrated that jobs make differing demands on people and that pedple 4iffer in the 
a%ities they possess. Employee performai*e, therefore, is enhanced when there is a high ability—job fit.  
The specific intellectual or Thyta1 abilities required for adequate job performaiicedepënd on the ability 
requirements of the job. Sb, for example, airline pilots need strong spatiaivisua1ization abilities; beach 
lifeguards need both strbng .spatialvHiJalizatiofi ahd body coordination; senior executives need verbal 
abiliUes;bigh-riseconstruction workers needbalance; and jotirnalists with Weak reasoning abilities would 
likely have difficulty meeting mini. mum ob performance standards. Directing attention at only the 
employe&s abilities ç the ability requirements of the ob ‘gnaes that employee performance depends on 
the inezfltion of the two,  What predictions can we make when the lit is poor? As alluded to previously, if 
employees lack the required abilities, they are likely to fail. If you’re hired as a word processor and you 
can’t meet the job’s basic keyboard typing re ;1  Table 3:2 Nine SaskPhyskol Abilities;0]  I. 
Dyqmictcengtfr.. :.,.Ahfy 10 exe yxJpt4rcc #a.otitkiU9utht. 1rj:  ovrttme J..L , I  2 Trunk strenth 
Abi,toexrntmusciAqr.*engthøwg,tbeflnk tr  3 Sttic strength Ability to exefl force agaiastaxiprnal objects  
4, E<plosive strength Ability to expend a  of exFAosive.acts ‘:,“ .r .  Flexibility Factors ‘ 1  5. Extent 
fcxibility : Abdityt&rnSe thañthV&idb&kniuè’1dsài Eartii  pôsible a” / F  6. Dyrarnic xiHi,y.c Ability to 
aketopttWpàied Bieiing mbveiiéWs’  Other Factors . . .,. :  7. Body coordinalLon Ability to coordinale 
the 54ii0F’bJ5 &tioii2td1rmr&ii :partsoftbebGdy •t4t: y i•  8: Balance. :‘ Ability F mointoEn  balance  9. 
Stamina . . . AiJily.tocornuernqxirnurpeffftrequir.ifI9pQJqn9e4 elforiovertime . .. . .  Source epcinied 
from the June 1 ‘119 issue of Personnel Administrator, copyrhi 1970, ¶hq Aineitht Sodely  For Personnel 
Adm7ni3Irqtiqn 606 Nor* Wa,hington Sfrcet; Aec,ndria,. Virginia 22314, pp. 82—92.  CHAPTER 3 • 



FOUNDATIONS OF INDvrnUA1 BEHAVO  .69  quirernents, your performance is going to he poor 
irrespective of your positive  attitude or your high level of motivation, When the ability—job fit is out of  
sync because the employee has abilities that far exceed the requirements of the  job, our predictions 
would he very different. Job perforniance is likely to be adequate,  but there will be organizational 
inefficiencies and possible declines in  emp’oyee satisfaction. Given that pay tends to reflect the highest 
skill level  that employees possess, if an employe&s abilities far exceed those necessary to  do the oh, 
management will be paying more than it needs to. Abilities significantly  above those required can also 
reduce the employee’s job satisfaction  when the employee’s desire to usc his or her abilities is 
particularly strong and  is frustrated by the limitations of the job.  Personality  Why are some people quiet 
and passive, while others are loud and aggressive?  \re certain personality types better adapted for certain 
job types? What do we  know from theories of prsoi1dlity that can help us explain and predict the 
behavior  of peop’e like Harry Sherman, the head o( Apotex, described at the opening  of this chapter? In 
this section, we attempt to answer such questions.  What Is Personality?  When we talk of personality, we 
don’t mean a person has charm, a positive attitude  toward life, a smiling face, or is a finalist for 
“Happiest and Friendliest”  in this year’s Miss America contest. When psychologists talk of personality,  
they mean a dynamic concept describing the growth and development of  a person’s whole psychological 
system Rather than looking at parts of the  From Concepts to Skills __  Self-Awareness: Do You Know 
Yourself?  famous cartoonist.ce attended a  cocktail party with some friends  meone asked hixrto dtaw 
icanca-  ture at everyone prçsent, whkhhe  to do with a few skifled strokes of his pencil  When the 
sketches were passd arpund for the  guests to identify, everyone recogrnted the  other persons, but hardly 
an9one recognized  tht cfarlcaftre of hljñsell.32 .  Many of us are like the peepk at that cock  tail party. 
We really don’t knOw ourselves.  But you can. expandyour self-awareness.  And when you. do? you’ll 
bettet utideistand  your personal strengths and.wcaknesses,  how you’re perceived by othErs, and.gain in-  
• sights into why others respond to you s they do,  kmor cpmnent In gaining self-underst sj.ØLis Øndbjg 
out how you rate on key prspnliW ciatacteristics. Later in Our.dtcus- slop oflersonatWj, we review six 
majbpèr. 1’:  sonality attribuj$: locus of control, Mathiavel-;:  Iianisrn, self-estetjn, self-monitoring, risk 
taking, and the flpe A personality. Included with the relec is a series of self-awareness questionnaires 
designed to ta these personality characteristics. Individually1 these question-. naires will give you insights 
Into how you rate on each, attribute. In aggregate, they will help you better understand who you are-  90. 
PAfl TWO • THE INDIVILIIIAI  person, personality looks at some aggregate whole that is greater than 
the sum of the parts  The most frequently used definition of personality was produced by Gordon Ailport 
nearly 60 years ago- He said personality is “the dynamic organization within the individual of those 
psychophysical systems that determine his unique adjustments to his environment.”33 For our purposes, 
you should think  personahty of personaLity as the sum total of ways in which an individual reacts and in- 
The sum lotcI ol ways in wbith ua teracts with others. This is most often described in terms of measurable 
personindi iduaI rewis and interuaswith cihers. ality traits that a person exhibits.  Personality 
Determinants -  An early argument in personality research was whether an individual’s personality was 
the result of heredity or environment. Was the personality predetermined at birth, or was it the result of 
the individual!s iflter&tion with his or her environment? Clearly, there is no simple black-and-white 
answer. personality appears to be a result of both influences. Additionally, today we recognize a third 
factor—the situation. Thus, an adult’s personality is now generally considered to be made up of both 
hereditary and environmental factors, moderated by situational conditions.  HEREDITY Heredity refers 
to those factors that were determined at conception. Physical stature, facial attractiveness, sex, 
temperament, muscle composition and reflexes, energy level, and biological rhythms are characteristics 
that are generally considered to be either completely or substantially influenced by who your parents 
were, that is, by their biological, physiological, ana inherent psychological make-up. The heredity 
approach argues that the ultimate explan tion of an individual’s personality is the molecuLar structure of 
the genes, located in the chromosomes.  Three different streams of research lend some credibility to the 
argument that heredity plays an important part in determining an individual’s personality. The first looks 
at the genetic underpinnings of human behavior and ternpetat Lent among young chlldren Qe secgnd 
addtes.s the study of twins who were separated at birth: The third examines the consistency in job 
satisfaction over time and across situations.  Recent studies of yqurig chijdren lend strong support to the 



power of heredity?’ Evidence demonstrates that traits such as shyness, fear, and distress are most likely 
caused by inherited genetic characteristics. This suggests that some personality traits may be built into the 
same geneticcode that affects factors like our height and hair color.  Researchers have studied more than 
100 sets of identical tWins who were separated at birth and raised separately.35 If heredity played little or 
no part in determining personality, you1d expect to find few similarities between the sep arated twins. But 
the researchers found a lot in common. For almost every behavioral trait, a significant part of the variation 
among the twins turned out to be associated with genetic factors. For instance, one set of twins who had 
been separated for 39 years and raised 45 miles apart were found to drive the same model and color car, 
chain-smoked the same brand, of cigarette, owned dogs with the same name, and regularly vacationed 
within three blocks of each other in a beach community 11500 miles away. Researchers have found that 
genetScs accounts for about 50 percent of the personality differences and more than 30 percent of the 
variation in occupational and leisure interests  CHAPTER 3 • FOUNDATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL 
BEHAVIOR  .91  Further support for the importance of heredity can be found in studies of individual job 
satisfaction. Research has uncovered an interesting phenomenon: Individual job satisfaction is remarkably 
stable over time, Even when employers or occupations change, job satisfaction remains relatively stable 
during one’s lifetime.36 This result is consistent with what you would expect if satisfaction is determined 
by something inherent in the person rather than by external environmental factors.  If personality 
characteristics were completely dictated by heredity, they would be fixed at birth and no amount of 
experience could alter them. If you were relaxed and easygoing as a child, for example, that would be the 
result of your genes, and it would not be possible for you to change these characteristics. But personality 
characteristics are not completely dictated by heredity.  ENVIRONMENT Among the factors that exert 
pressures on our personality formation are the culture in which we are raised, our early conditioning, the 
norms among our family, friends, and social groups, and other influences we experience. The 
environment we are exposed to plays a substantive role in shaping our personalities.  For example, culture 
establishes the norms, attitudes, and values that are passed along from one generation to the next and 
create consistencies over time. An ideology that is intensely fostered in one culture may have only mod- 
crate influence in another. For instance, North Americans have had the themes of industriousness, 
success, competition, independence, an,d the Protestant work ethic constantly instilled in them through 
books, the school system, family, and friends. North Americans, as a result, tend to be ambitious and 
aggressive relative to individuals raised in cultures that have emphasized getting along with others, 
cooperation, and the priority of family over work and career.  Careful consideration of the arguments 
favoring either heredity or environthent as the primary determinant of personality forces the conclusion 
that both are important. Heredity sets the parameters or outer limits, but an individual’s full potential will 
be determined by how well he or she adjusts to the demands and requirements of the environment.  The 
cultural environment in which people ore raised ploys a major role in shaping personal- fly. In India, 
children learn from an early age the values of hard work, frugality, and family closeness. This photo of 
the Harilela family illustrates the importance that Indians place on close family fies. Six Harilela brothers 
own real estate and hotels throughout Asia. Not only do the brothers work together, but their six families 
and that of a married sister also live together in a  Hong Kong mansion.  92.  PART TWO • THE 
INDIVbUA1  SITUATION A third (actor, the situation, influences the effects of heredity and 
environment on personality. An individual’s personality, while generally stable and consistent, does 
change in different situations. The different demands of different situations call forth different aspects of 
one’s personality. We should not, therefore, look at personality patterns in isolation.3  While it &eems 
only logical to suppose that situations will influence an in dividual’s personality, a neat classification 
scheme which would tell us the impact of various types of situations has so far eluded us. “Apparently we 
are not yet close to developing a system for clarifying situations so they might be systematically 
studied.”38 1-lowever, we do know that certain situations are more relevant than others Th influencing 
personality.  What is of interest taxonomically is that situations seem to differ substantially in the 
constraints they impose on behavior, with some situations—tg., church, a employment interview—
constraining many behaviors and others—e.g., a picnic in a public park—constraining relatively few.39  
Furthermore, although certain generalizations can be made about person. ality, there are significant 
individual differences. As we see, the study of individual differences has come to receive greater 



emphasis in personality research, which originally sought out more genera?, universal patterns.  
Personality Traits  The early work in the structure of personality revolved around attempts to identify and 
label enduring characteristics that describe an individual’s behavior. Popular characteristics include shy, 
aggressive, submissive, lazy, ambitious, loyal, and timid. These characteristics, when they are exhibited 
in a large numpern.uhty froili ber of situations, are called personality traits.4° The more consistent the 
Enduring thcr&tecisiics iliai dewibe on characteristic and the more frequently it occurs in diverse 
situations, the more indMiual’s behuvior. lrnpoi-tant that trait is in describing the individual.  £ARLY 
SEARCH FOR PRIMARY jain Efforts to isolate traits have been hindered because there are so many o 
them. In one. study, 17,953 laividual traits were identified4’ It is virtually unj5osgble to predict behavior 
vGhen such a large number of traits must be taken into account As a result, attention has been directed 
toward reducing these thousand to a nwxk map4geabk rtumber.  One researcher isolated 171 traits 
but.concluded they w€iestperfidai and  lacking indescriptive power.’2 What he küght was a reduce set of 
traits that  Figure 3-1  Soufte: PEANUTS reprinled by pe-missor of UFS, Inc.  .9.  CHAPTER 3 • 
FOUNDATIONS OF NDIVLDUAL tfriAVIOR .93  would ithntify underlying patterns. The result was 
the identification of 1. personality  factors, which he called the source or primary traits. They are shown 
in  Table 3-3. These 16 traits have bee ii found to be generaiiy steady and constant  sources of behavior, 
allowing prediction of an individuaPs behavior in specific  situations by weighing the characteristics for 
their situational relevance.  THE MYEI1S-JIRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR One of the most widely used 
personálity  frameworks is called the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI).43 It is Myørs4riggs Indicator 
(MITI) essentially a 100-question personality test that asks people how they usually 
AcrsonalftyiesIihttops4dioraci&isiks feel or act in particular situations. II1II dassilicspvople into onoofl6  
Based on the answers indñ’iduals give to the test, they are classified as ex- prsDnuIIly tYZtroverted or 
intrcverted.(E. or 1), sensing or intuitive (S or N). thinking or feeling  (T or F), and perceiving or judging 
(P orJ), which are then combined into  16 personality types. (These are different from the 16 primary 
traits in Table  3-3.) To illustrate, let’s take severai examples. INTJs are visionaries. They usually  have 
original minds and great drive for theft qwn ideas and purposes. They’re  characterized as skeptical, 
critical, independent, determined and often stubborn  , ESTJs are organizers. They’re practical, realistic, 
matter-of-fact, with a  naturat head for business or mechanics. They like to organize and run activities.  
The ENTP type is a conceptualizer. He or she is quick, ingenious, and good  at many things. This person 
wnds to be resourceful in solving challenging  problems, but may neglect routine assignments. A recent 
book that profiled 13  contemporary businesspeople who created supeisuccessiul firms like Apple  
Computer, Federal Express, Honda Motors, Microsoft, Price Club, and Sony  found that all 13 are 
intuitive thinkers (NTs).44 This is particu’arly interesting,  since intuitive thinkers represent only about 5 
percent of the population.  More than 2 million people a year take the MBTI in the United States  alone. 
Organizations using the MBTI include Appie Computer, AT&T, Citicorp,  Exxon, GE, 3M Co., plus 
many hospitals, educational institutions, and even  the U.S. armed forces. ;1  Tahle 3-3 Sixteen PrintOry 
Traits  C;0]  Rese 1 vs. •LOtJt9difl9  tornteIli%nt . .. ... .... tMr3nteLjçni  3. Affected by feeIis ct4.” ‘ 
d’ionaIIy’sIcbI-  4. . . Sub idsive ... Ddmiriont ...  c f r % Hp&go.Jycky  .6 ix edient L >‘- . Conscieqtióu$  
I,.  rimc1 . vs, . .venturesome  ‘ I gh.mrMd vs •  9 tndrn9 vs  10 PcI ‘r vs inioyirlvt?vs  hi.. ., rhki !.. vs. 
‘Z. s*.  i2 Selr.css&?ed Ae,ensive  13. CorseNqlive vs. . Experiment  14. Grdvp-dependent vs. 
Selkófficient  l5, Uncontrolled vs. controlled  16. : Tense  94. PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  
Ironically, no hard evidence supports the MBTI as a valid measun of persor 1aiity. However, this.doesn’t 
seem to deter its use in a wide range of organizations.  TIlE BIG 5 MODEL. While the ivIBTI may lack 
valid supporting evidence, that can’t be said for the ftve-factor model of personality—more typically 
called the “Big Five.45  In recent years, an impressive body of research supports that fivç basic 
personality dimensions underlie all others. The Big Five facto are:  exiravetsion • Extraversion: Sociable, 
talkative, assertive  A personality diniensicu descrinq • Agreeableness: Good-natured, cooperative, 
andtrusHfig  someone who is soable, talkative, cnd .  assutive • ConscLcntlousness: Responsible, 
dependabW, persistent, and  achievement oriented  agrenbleiwss • Emotional stability: Calm, enthusiastic, 
secure positive) to tense,  A peisonality dimension Ihat desmbes nervods, depressed, and insecure 
(negative)  sn)ollnhoisgo-autured, Opcnncss to experience: lmainative, artistically sensitive, and th 
tellectual  coascientiousiiess  A personality dimension that describes In addition to providing a unifying 



personality framework, research on saritone who is respoh5ble, depndable, the Big Five a1so has found 
important relationships between these peronality pe3stent and achievement oriented, dimensions and job 
performance.46 Five categories of occupations ivere looked  emotional stabWt at: professionals 
(including engineers, architects, accountants, attorneys), po personality dinensiø that tharacterizes lice, 
managers, sales, and semiskilled and skilled employees. job performance  someone who is chi, 
ernhusiasvc, serure was defined in terms of performance rating, training proficiency (performance  
(p&liie) to Inse, nervous, depressed, anil during training programs), and personnel dAta such as salary 
level. The’rtsults  in5eEUFe(TIeaIiVe). showed that conscientiousness predicted ob performance for all 
five occupa tiona groups. For the other personality dimensions, predictability depended  Gpcnnessto 
eicperleiica on both the performance cilterion and occupational group. For instance, extra . personality 
dimension thpt chnroderizcs  someone who isimaqinotive,ariisticolly version predicted performance in 
managerial and sales positmoflL. This ‘makes sensitive nd iniellecival. sense, since tnese occupations 
involve high social interaction. Similarly, open-  ness to experience was found to he important in 
predicting training proficiency, which, too, seems logical. What wasn’t so clear was why emotional 
stability wasn’t related to job performance. Intuitively it would seem that people  who are calm and 
secure would do httt on almost aKIobth44IèOPfr*14) were anxious and insecure. The réseãr Iiiaggested 
theaflUWe1.4g&tJqtb*t only people who score fairly high on emotional stability ret ,4W1f J4° the range 
among those people s.tudied, all of whom were ethpft4ed, *td tend to be quite small.  Major Personality 
Attributes Influencing GB  In thk section, we want to more carefully evaluate a number of specific 
personality attributes that havfleen found to be poweifuT predictors of behavior in organizations. The first 
of these istelated to where one perceives the locus of control in one’s life. The otl4en are 
Machiavellianism, self-esteem, self-monitoring. propensity for risk taking, and Type A personality. In 
this section, we briefly introduce these attributes and summarize what we know about their ability to 
explain and predict employee behavior.  LOCUS OF CONTROL Some people believe they are masters of 
their own fate. Other people see themselve5 as pawns of fate, believing that what happens to theth in their 
lives is due to luck or chance. The first type, those who belleve they  CHAPTER 3 • FOUNDATIONS OF 
INDIVIDUAL BEtHAVIO  +95  Instructions: Reod ths Idlowing statements and indicate whether you 
agree more with choice A or choke B.  A  1. Maldng a lot of money is lorg&y a mailer of getting the right 
breaks.  2. I have noticed a direct connection between how hard I study and the grades I get.  3. The 
number of divorces indicates that more and more petpce are not frying to make their  marriages work,  4. 
It is silly to think that one can rooMy change  onoiherperson’s basic attitudes.  5;. eNi.hèprornoted is 
redly a matter of being a little luckier tIan. the next person.  6. lEone knows how to decjl will, people they 
are really quite easily led.  7. The grades I make are the resu’t of my own efforts; luck has little or nothing 
to do with it.  8. People like me can change the course of world affairs if we make ourse[ves heard.  9. A 
great ded that happens to me is probably a matter of chance.  70. Gehng along with people is a skill that 
must be practiced.  by ihe Amerxrn Psychdogica] AssocioHon. Adapted with permission.  B  1. 
Promotions are earned through hard work and persistence.  2. Many times the reactions oF teachers seem 
haphazard to me.  3. Marriage is largely a gamble.  4. When I am right I can convince othecs.  .5. In our 
society a person’s future earning  power dep&nds on his or her abIiiy.  6. I have little influence over the 
way other people behave.  7. Sometimes I feel have little to do with tle grades I get.  8. Its only wishful 
thinking to believe thai one can readily influence what happens in our society at lorge.  9. I ann the master 
of my fate,  10. It is almost impossibLe to Figure cut bow to please some people.  control their destinies, 
have been labeled Internals, whereas the latter, who see their lives as being controlled by outside forces, 
have been called extcrnais.’  A large amount of research comparing internals with externals has 
consistently shown that individual5 who rate high in externality are less satisfied with their jobs, have 
higher absenteeism rates, are more alienated from the work setting, and are less involved on their jobs 
than are internais.8  Why are ext€rnals more dissatisfied? The answer s probably because they perceive 
themselves as having little control over those organizational outcomes that.ace impàrtant to them. 
Internals, facing the same situation, attribute  internals  Indiiduá who believe that ihiy control whol 
happens to then.  uiernals  Individuals who believe that vhai happens to them is cantrollid by ouisde 
Forces such as luck or chuMe. ;1  INCREASE YOUR SELl-AWARENESS: ASSESS YOUR locus OF 
CONTROL;0]  Sou,ra Adapted from Julion 3. Roper, ‘ExffirnaI Control and nterno Control,” Psychology 



Today (June 971), p. 42. Copyright i 97  Scoring Key:  Give yourself 1 p&ni For each of theJollowing 
seleclions: 1 B, 2A, 3A, 4B, 58, 64 7A, BA, 98, and-i CA. Scores con be.interpreted as  follows:  8—10 = 
High internd locus of corirol  6—7 Moder&e internal locus of control  5 = Mixed  3—4 Moderate 
exiernor locus of canfrol  1—2 High e)clerrol locus oF control . —— —  PART Two • THE 
INDIVIDUAL  96•  locis of conitol  The degree to which peopli believe ihey  we ma5ten f rheft own faie.  
• orfi omco$ .tbtheir own, fl&: I t4tt)on$s they believe they have no ofle eKe to bIam@bnt themselves 

�Mpthejs, :nf Internal is mérelikely toqt*lt a dis attsf4ng iob. .••N•. :•••  The impact of locus of control on 
absenceis an interestingone. Jnter nals believe that health Is substantially under their own control through 
proper habits, so they take more responsibility for their health and have better health habits. This leads to 
lower incidences ci sickness and, hence, lower:  We shouldn’t expect.a.ny clear relationship between 
locus of.coztroi and turnover. The reason is that there are opposing forcçs.at .WQrJL “On the one hand, 
internals tend to take action and thus might be expected to quit jobs more Feachly. On the other hand, 
they tend to be mor’successfdl on the job and more satisfied, factors asociatedwjth 
less.indMduaFNrnovèr.”°  1. ;1  INCREASE YOUR SE1.r-RWAnNESS: How McHIAvctL!AN ARE 
Ynu’;0]  Instructions: For each stament, tine the number that most closely resembles your dttilud&  1  
The best way Ic handle peopl.e is to tc[I them what  they want to hear.  2. When you ask someone to do 
something for you,  it is best to give he real reason icr wanting a rather  than giving reasons that might 
carry more weight.  3. Anyone who completeiy trusts anyone else is asking  for trouble.  4. It is hord to 
get ahead witboul cutting corners here  and there.  5. It is safest tc assume that alL people have a vicious  
streak, and it will came out when they ore given  a chance.  6. One should take action only when it is 
morally right.  7. Most peoØe are basically good and kind.  8. There is no excus far lyipg to someone else.  
9. Most people more easily lorgel the death of their father  than the loss of their property.  10. Generally 
speaking, peoplc won’twork hord unless  they’re forced to do so.  Source: Ft Chrtie and F. 1. G&s, 
Studies in Mcichkwellionism. © Acodernc Press 1970. Repdnledbypermiss.on.  Scoring Key: j  To obtain 
your Mcxli score, add the number you h0 crcled on que5tions , 3, 4, 5, 9, and 10. For tie aika 
coJrquestor)s, reverSe the numbers you have checked: S becomes 1,4 is 2, 2 is 4, and isS. Told your ten 
numbers to Find your score, Tfiç h9heryour score, tli more Machiavellian you ore. Among a random 
sample of Amerkan adults, the rotinnal average wai 25.  5   ,  Statement .  DisagreE .  Aglee  A Lot  .A  
little Neutral AUttIá HA Lot   1  2  3  4 5   1  2  3  . 4c 5  1  2  3    2  3 4 5  1  2  3  5.   1,  2  •  4   1  2  3  4   
1 •  2  .“,1I.  . 5.   1  2. .  3  4  •  2.  * 3  4 5   CHAPTER 3 • FOUNDATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL 
BEHAVIOR ______ .91  The overall evidence indicates that internals generally perform better on  their 
jobs, but that conclusion should be moderated to reflect differences in  jobs. Internals search more 
actively for information before making a decision,  are more motivated to achieve, and make a greater 
attempt to control their environment,  Externals, however, are more compliant and willing to follow 
directions.  Therefore, internals do well on sophisticated tasks-which includes  most managerial and 
professional lobs—that require complex information processiag  and learning. Additionally, internals are 
more suited to jobs that require  initiative and independence of action. In contrast, externals should do  
Instructions: Answer each of the foflowing questions frankly and bonestfy. Next to each question write a 
1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 depending on which statement best describes you:  1 This statement describes you very 
often,  2 = This statement describes you fairly often.  3 = This stotemeni describes you sometimes.  4 this 
statement describes you once in ci great while.  5 this statement describes you practically never  1. How 
often do you have lb0 feeling that there is nothing that you can do well?  2. When you talk in front of a 
class or group of people your own agef bow often do you feel worried or afraid?  — 3. How often do you 
feel that you hove handed yourself well at a social gathering?  4. How often do you have the feeling that 
you con do everything well?  5. How often are you comfortable when starting a conversation with people 
you don’t know?  6. How often do you feel self-conscious?  7. How often do you feel that you area 
successful person?  B. How often are you troubled with shyness?  9. How often do you feel inferior to 
most people you know?  10. How often do you feel that you are a worthless individual?  11. How often 
do you feel conhdent that your success in your future job or career is assured?  12. How often do you feel 
sure of yourseif when among strangers?  _13. How often do you feel confideni that some day people will 
look up to you and respett you? l4. In general, how often do you feel confident about your abilities?  — 
15. How often do you worry about how weI you get along with other people?  16. How often do you feel 



that you disiike yourself?  1 7. How often Jo you feel so discouraged with yourself that you wonder 
whether anytHng is worthwhile?  — 18. How often do you worry obout whether other people like to be 
with you?  — i 9. When you talk in front of a class or a group of people of your own age, how often are 
you pleased wth your performonce  20. How often do you feel sure of yourself when you speak n a class 
discussion?  Source: Developed by AN EgIy ond oclopted from I R. Rebnson and PR. Shover, Measures 
of Social Psychoiogica( Attitudes (km Arbor, Ml: lnsiitute of Socia Research, 1972), pp. 79—80. With 
permssior.  Scoring Key:  Add up your scores Irciv the left coumn for the foowing len lems: 1! 2, 6, 8, 9, 
0, 1 5, 16, 1 7 and 1 8. For the other ten Items, “°  verse your scoring (ie., aS becomes a a 4 becomes a 21.  
The higher your score, the higksr your sell-esteem - ;1  $7- INCREASE YOUR SELF-AWARENESS: 
How’s YOUR SELF-ESTEEM?;0]  96. -PARr TWO • THE INDIVIDLjA  well on jobs that are well 
structured and routine and where success depends  heaviiy on complying with the direction of others.  
Madiavelilanism MACHLkELLL4MSM The personality characteristic of MachiavclLlanlsm Oegr Ia 
which an hidividual isprqnaliç (Mach) is named aftcr.NiccolO Machiavelli, who wrote in the sixteenth 
century moiIltaii emolionul distance, arid belieres about how to gain and manipulate power. An 
individual high in Machiavellianthot ends con iustify means. ism is pragmatic, maina1ns emotional 
distance, and believes that ends can justify means. “If it works, use it” is consistent with a high-Mach 
perspective.  A considerable amount of research has been directed toward relating high- and low-Mach 
personalities to certain behavioral outcomes.5 HighMachs manipulate more, win mote, are persuaded 
less, and persuade others more. than do low-M4chs.52 Yet these high-Mach outcomes are moderated by 
situational factors It has been found that high-Maths flourish (1) when they Interact face ta face with 
others Father than indirectly; (2-) when the sihiltion has a minimum number of rules and regulations, thus 
allowing latitude for improvisation; and (3) where emotional involvement with details irrelevant to 
winning distracts Iow-Machs.53  Should we conclude that high-Machs make good employees? That 
answer depenis on the type of job and whether you wnsider ethical implications in evaluating 
performance. In jobs that require bargaining skills (such as labor negotiation) or where there are 
substantial rewards for winning (as in commissioned sales), high-Machs will be productive. But if ends 
can’t justfty the means, if there are absolute standards of behavior, or if the three situational factors noted 
in the previous paragraph are not in evidence, our ability to predict a high-Mach’s performance will be 
severely curtailed.  SELF-ESTEEM People differ in the degree to which they like or dislike self-esteem 
themselves. This trait is called setf-estecm54  Indh4düols’ degree of r& or dishking for The research on 
self-esteem ($E) offers some interesting insights into orthemselves. ganizational behavior. For example, 
self-esteem is directly related to expectations for SUCCeSS. High-SEs believe they possess more of the 
ability they need in order to succeed at work. Individuals with ifigh SE will t3kê mdre risks in job 
selection and are more likely to choose unconventionai iobs than people with low SE.  The most 
generalizabie finding on self-esteem is that low-SE.s are more susceptible to external influence than high-
SEs. Low-SEs depend on the receipt of positive evaluations from others. Ma result? they are more likely t 
seek approval from others and more prone to conform to the beliefs and behaviors of those they respect 
than are high-SEs. In managerial positions, IowSEs tend to be concerned with pleasing others and, 
therefore, are less likely to take unpopular stands than are high-SEs.  Not surprisingly, self-esteem has 
also been found to he related to job satisfaction. A number of studies confirm that high-SEs are more 
satisfied with their jobs than low-SB.  SELF-MONiTORING A personality trait that has recently received 
increased seif-meititoring attention is caNed self-monitoring.55 It refers to an individual’s ability to ad- A 
personalitytroilthot measuresa - lust his or her behavior to external, situational factors.  individual’s 
abilfty to a just his & her Individuals high in self-monitoring show considerable adaptability in adbeh yiM 
Ia external, situational fudors. justing their behavior to external situational factors. They are highly 
sensitive  to external cues and can behave differently in different situations. High self- monitors are 
capable of presenting striking contradictions between their public  CHAPTER 3 • FOUNDATIONS OF 
INDIViDUAL ncHAvIc  .99  Indicate the degree to which you think the following statements ore true or 
faLse by circkn9 he approprote number; for example, if a statement s always true, you would circle the 5 
next to that statement.  5 Certainly always true  4 = Generally true  3 Somewhat ¶rue, but with exceptions  
2 = Somewhat false, but with exceptions  1 = Generally lake  0 Certainly dways false  1. In socd 
situations, I hove the ability to alter my behavior c, feel th0i  something else is called for, 5 4 3 2 1 0  2. I 



often am able to read people’s true emotions correcily throu9h their eyes. 5 4 3 2 1 0  3. I have the ability 
to contra! the way come across to peop, depending on  the impression I wish to give them. 5 4 3 2 1 0  4. 
In conversations, I am sensitive to even the slightest change in the facial  expression of the person I’m 
conversing with. 5 4 3 2 1 0  5. My powers of ntuitior are quite good when it comes to understanding  
others’ emotions and motives. 5 4 3 2 1 0  6. I can usuaIy tell when others consider a joke in bad taste, 
even though  they may laugh convincingly. 5 4 3 2 1 0  7. When [(eel that the inoge I am portray ig isn’t 
workng, can readily  change it to something that does. 5 4 3 2 1 0  8. I can usually tell when I’ve said 
something inappropriate by reading the  listener’s eyes. 5 4 3 2 1 0  9. I have trouble changing my 
behavior to suit different peope and difcererit  situot ions. 5 4 3 2 1 0  10. I have found that can odust my 
behavior to meet the requirements of any  situation I find niyself in. 5 4 3 2 1 0  11. If someone is lying to 
me, I usuoly know it at once from that person’s  mannerof expression. 5 4 3 2 1 0  12. Even when ñ rnght 
be to my odvon’ioge, I hove difficulty putting up 0  goodfront. 5 4 3 •2 1 0  13. Once I know what the 
situation calls for, it’s easy for me to regulate my  actions accordingly. 5 4 3 2 1 0  Source: R. D. Lennox 
and R. N. Wolfe “Revision of the Sell-Monitoring Scale,’ Journal of Personabiy and Social Psythofogy 
(June 1984), p. 1361. Copyright 984 by the Arnercnn Psycho6coI Ascktion eprinted by permission.  
Scaring key;  re obtain your score1 0dd lap th numbers cirded, except reverse scores For questions 9 ond 
1 2, On those, a circled 5 becomes 00, 4 ‘becomes 1, and so forth. High sell-monitors ore defined as those 
with scores ci proxmateIy 53 or hgher  persona and their private scif. Low self-monitors can’t dtsguise 
themselves this  way. They tend to display tlwir true dispositions and attitudes in every situatio  ji; hence 
there is hLgh b€haviural consistency between who they are and  what they do. ;1  INCREASE YOUR 
SELF-AWAREMSS: ARE You A HIGH SELF-MoNflop’;0]  100+ PART TWO • THE INDiVIOAL  
For each of the following situations, indicate the minimum odds of success you would demand before 
mending that one alternative be chosen over another. try to place yourself in the position of the centtol 
person in each of the situations.  1. Mt B, a 45yea-old accountant, has recently been informed by his 
physician that he has developed a severe heart aimertt. The disease would be suffkiently serious to force 
Mr. B to thonge many of his strongest life habits—reducing his workload, droshca[ly changing his diet, 
giving up favorite leisure-time pursuits. The physidon susgests thai a delicate medical operation could be 
attempted which, ii successful, would completely rdieve the heart condition. But its success could not be 
assured, and in fact, the operation might prove fatal.  Imagine you are advising Mr. B. Listed below ore 
several pDbabilities or odds that the operation will prove successful. Check the /owest probability that 
you would consider acceptable for the operation to be performed.  Place a check here if you tHnk Mr. B 
should not have the operation no matter what the probabflities. The chances are 9 in 1 0 that the operation 
will be a success.  — The chances are 1 in 10 that the opemlion will be a success.  — The chances are 5 
in 10 that the operation wilt be a success.  The chances are 3 in 10 that the operation wilL be a success.  
The chances are 1 in lID that the operation will be a success:  2. Mn D is the captain of College X’s 
lootboll team. College Xis playing its traditionaL ivaI, ColLege Y, in the final game of the season. The 
game is in its ncil seconds, and Mr. D’s team, College X, is behind in the scare. College X ha time to run 
one more play. Mr. 1), the captain, must decide whether it would be best to settle For a tie score with a 
play which would be almost certain to work or; on the other hand, shouid he try a more canipliaiLed and 
risky play which could bring victory if it succeeded, but defeat if not.  Imagine you are advising Mr. D. 
Usted below are several probabiflhios or odds that the risky ploy wi’l work. Check the lowest probability 
that you would consider acceptable For the risky ploy to be attempted.  Place a check here if you think 
Mr. D should not attempt the risky play no matter what Ihe probabilities.  The chances are 9 in 10 that the 
risky play will work.  The chances are 7 in 10 that the risky play will work.  The chances are 5 in 10 that 
the risky play will work.  — The chances ore 3 in 10 that the risky play will work,  — The chances are 1 
in 10 thai the risky play will work.  3. Ms. K is a successful businesswoman who has participated in a 
number of civic activities of considerable valve to the community. Ms. K has been approached by the 
leaders of her political party as a possiMe congressional candidate in th€ next election. Ms. K’s party is a 
minority party in the district, although the party has won occasional elections in the post. Ms. K would 
like to ho?d politicd office, but to do sowouid involve serious financial sacrifice, since the party has 
insuFficient campaign funds. She would also have to endure the attacks of her political opponents in a hot 
campaign.  Imagine you are advising Ms. K. Listed below are sveral probabililues or odds of Ms. K’s 



winning the ehection n her district. Check the Iawqst pmbabiiity that you would consider acceptable to 
make t worthwhile for Ms. K to run for political office.  — Race a check here if you think Ms. K should 
not run for political office no matter what the probabilities. The chances are 9 in 10 that Ms. IC wouid 
win the election.  — The èhances ore 7 in 10 that Ms. K would win the election.  The chances are Sin 10 
thai Ms. K would win the election.  The chances are 3 in 10 that Ms. K would win the election.  The 
chances ore 1 in 10 that Ms. K would win the election.  (continued) ;1  INCPFASF Youp SctF-
AwApNEss: RPE You Rsic TAKER?;0]  ChAPTER 3 • FOUNOALONS OF INOIVIOLAt REHAVIOR  
*101  The research on self-monitodng is in its infancy, so predictions must be guarded. However, 
preliminary evidence suggests that high self-monitors tend to pay closer attention to the behavior of 
others and are more capable of conforming than are low self-monitors.56 We might also hypothesize that 
high s€lf-tnonitors wilt be inure successful in managerial positions where individuals are required to play 
multiple, and even contradicting, roles. The high self-monitor is capable of putting on different “faces” 
for different audiences.  RISK TAKING People differ in their willingness to lake chances. This 
propensity to assume or avoid risk has been shown to have an impact on how long it takes managers to 
make a decision and how much information they require before making their choice. For instance, 79 
managers worked on simulated personnel exercises that required them to make hiring decisions.57 High- 
risk-taking managers made more rapid decisions and used less information in making their choices than 
did the law-risk-taking managers. interestingly, the decision accuracy was the samv for both groups.  
While it is generally correct to conclude that managers in organizations are risk aversive,58 there are still 
individual differences on this dimension.59 As a result, it makes sense to recognize these differences and 
even to considet aligning risk-taking propensity with specific job demands. For instance, a highrisk-
taking propensity may leid to more effective performance for a stock trader in a broker age firm because 
this type of ob demands rapid decision making. On the uther hand, this personality characteristic might 
prove a major obstacle to an accountant who perlorms auditing activities. Thu latter job might be better 
filled by someone with a low-risk-taking propunsity.  4. Ms. L, a 30-year-old research physicist, has been 
given a live-year oppcinrment by a molar university laboratory. As she contemplates the next five years, 
she realizes she might work anti difficult long-term problem whkh, iF a soJution could be found, would 
resolve basic scienflPic issues in [he field and king high scientific honors. If no solution were Found, 
however, Ms. L wouci have tulle to show for ier Five years in the aloraiory, and this would noke ci hard 
for her Ia gel a good job afterward, On tine other band, she could, as most ci her professional associates 
are doing, work on a series of sFiort-torm problems where solutions old be ec*sier to end, b& where the 
problems ore oF lesser scientific importance.  Imagine you are advising Ms. L. Listed below tire several 
probabilities or odds that c sclution would be found lo [he difficult long-term problem that Ms. 1. has in 
mind. Check the /owest proba bility that you would consider cccepiable to make itworthwhie for Ms. L o 
work on the more diFficult long-term problem.  The chances are 1 in  The chances ore 3 in  The chances 
ore 5 in  The chances ore 7 in  The chances ore 9 in  Place a check here if  probcibiiities.  10 fhot Ms. 
[would solve the long-tern probleim  10 that Ms. Iwould solve the long-tern problem.  10 that M. would 
sok’e the long-term problem.  10 that Ms: ( would sdve the long-term problem.  10 that Ms. Lwould sok’e 
the long-term problem.  you think Ms. L should not choose the long-term difficult problem, no matter 
what the  SQurce: Adopted Iitm N. Kogan arid MA, Wclach, Ris& Taking: A Sft’dy in Cognition or4 
PersoiiaBty (New York: Hall, Rinehart and Winston, 1964), pp- 256—61.  5cc ring Key:  The previous 
series o situations Were bcd on a longer 9uestiorncure As such, your results ore meant to indicate a gei-
ierul orieqtotion toward risk rather than o act as a precise measure, To cacuIote your rislc-ldcing scare, 
add up the chances you were willing to take and divide by 4. For any ci the s1tatiors in which you would 
rot take the ri5k reorJless of the probabilities, give yourself a 10. the lower your number, the more risk 
toking you ore.  102.  PART TWO • JHE NDLVIDUAL  lype A personality  Aggressive nvlverneni i a 
cronic, sntesant slmg;Ie to achieve more and more in less otid les3 lime and, it  ncces5ary,aains1 1k 
opposkig efforts of other Things or athir people.  tYPE A PEI1SONAUTY Do you know any people who 
are excessively competitive and always seem to be experiencing a chronic sense of time urgency? If so, 
itts a good bet these people have a Type A pcrsonaIity.° A Type A individual is “aggressively involved in 
a chronic ince.csant struggle to achieve more and more in less and ]ess time, and if required lo do so, 
against the opposing efforts ol other things or other prsons.”61 In the North American culture, such 



characteristics tend to be highly prized and positively associated with ambition and the successful 
acquisition of material goods.  type A’s  I. are always moving, walking, and eating rapidly;  2. feel 
impatient with the rate at which most events take place;  3. strive to think ci dq two or more things 
simultaneousEy;  4. cannot cope with leisure time; and  5. are obsessed with numbers, measuring their 
success in terms of how much of eveiything they acquire.  In contrast to the Type A persona]ity is the 
Type B, who is exactly opposite. Type B’s are “rarely harried hy the desire to obtain a wildly increasing 
number of things or participate in. an endless growing series of events in an ever decreasing amount of 
time/’62  Type B’s  1. never suffer from a sense of time Urgency with its accompanying impatience;  2. 
feel no need to display or discuss either their achievements or accomplishments unless such exposure is 
demanded by the situation ;1  - INCREASE YOUR SELF-AWAR&NESS:,ARE You 4 TYPE A?;0]  
Circle the number on the scale be[ow that best characierizes your behavior for ecsch froit  1. Casual about 
appointments  2. Not competitive  3. Never Feel rushed  4. Take things one at a time  5. Slow doing 
things  6. Express feelings  7. Many interests  12345678  12345678  12345678  12345678  12345678  
12345678  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  Never late  Very competilve Always rushed  fry to do many things at once 
FcisF eoriog, walkng, etc+) sir on Feelings  Few interests ouhde work  Source: Adapfed kcm R.W. 
&rtnar, ‘Short Rating Scale as a �Potentk l Meosur of Pattern A Bthovior/’ Journal afCPironk Diseases 
(June 1969), pp. 87—91. With permisSion.  Personaiily Type  Scoring Key:  rotol your score on the seven 
questions. Now rnultply ii by 3. A toid 0c 120 or more indicates you’re ci lIrrI-cor Type A. Scores below 
90 ndicciies you’re a had-core Type B. The kllowing gwes you morn speciPics:  Points  2Oor more  
106—119  100-105  90-99  A-I-  A  A-  B-’-  Lass than 90 B  CHAPJE3•FOJNDATIQNs OF 
INDIVIDUAL B[IHAVOR —— 4 ]93  3. play for fun and relaxation, rather Wan to exhibit their 
superiority at  any cost; and  4. can relax without guilt.  Type A’s operate under moderate to high levels of 
stress, They subject  themselves to more or less continuous time pressnre, creating for themselves a  life 
of deadlines. These chacacteristics result in some rather specific behavioral  outcomes. For example, Type 
A’s are fast workers. This is because they ernphasize  quantity over quality. In managerial positions, Type 
As demonstrate their  competitiveness by working long hours and, not infrequently, making poor decis  
ons because they make them too fast. Type A’s arc also rarely creative. Because  of their concern with 
quantity and speed, they rely on past experiences  when faced with problems. They will not allocate the 
time that is necessary to  develop unique solutions to new problems. They rarely vary in their responses  
to specific challenges in their milieu; hence their behavior is easier to predict  than that of Type B’s.  Are 
Type A’s or Type B’s more successful in organizations? In spite of the  hard work of Type A’s, the flpe 
B’s are the ones who appear to make it to the  top. Great salespersons are usually Type A’s senior 
executives are usually Type  B’s. Why? The answer lies in the tendency of Type A’s to trade off quality 
of effort  for quantity. Promotions in corporate and professional organizations ‘usually  go to those who 
are wise rather than to those who ate merely hasty, to  those who are tactful rather than to those who are 
hostile, and to those who  are creative rather than to those who are merely agile in competitive strife.”63  
Personality and National Culture  There are certainly no common personality types for a given country. 
You can,  for instance, find high and low risk takers in arnost any culture. Vet a country’s  culture should 
influence the dominant personality characteristics of its populahon.  Let’s build this case by looking at 
two personality attributes: locus of control  and the Type A personality.  In Chapter 2, we introduced a 
“person’s relationship to the environment”  as a value dimension that separates national cultures. We 
noted that North  Americans believe they can dominate their environment whereas people in  other 
societies, such as Middle Eastern countries, believe life is essentially preordained.  Notice the close 
parallel to inLernal and eKternal locus of control, We  should expect a larger proportion of internals in the 
American and Canadian  work force than in the Saudi Arabian or Iranian work force.  The prevalence of 
Type A personalities will be somewhat influenced by  the culture in which a person grows up: Type A’s 
exist in every country, but  there will be more in capitalistic countries where achievement and material  
siLccess are highly valued. For instance, it is estimated that ibout 50 percent of  the North American 
population is Type AP4 This shoukint be too surprising.  The United States and Canada both have a high 
emphasis on hme managerneht  and efficiency. Both have a “doing” ac:ivity orientation, which stresses  
accomplishments And both focus on quantity of life, with its emphasis on acquisition  of money arid 
material goods.  Matching Personalities and Jobs  In the previous discussion of personality attributes, out 



conclusions were often  qualified to recognize that the requirements of the ob moderated the relation-  
lflAa PART TWO • tHE INI3IVIOUAL  Iv-’  ship between possession of the personality characteristic 
and job performance. This concern with matching the job requirements with personality characteristics is 
best articulated in john Holland’s personality—job fit theoryP5 The theory is based on the notion of fit 
between an individual’s personality characteristics and his or her occupational environment. Holland 
presents six personality types and proposes that satisfaction and the propensity to leave a job itpendon the 
degree to which individuals successiully match their personalities to a congruent occupational 
environment.  Each one of the six personality types has a congruent occupational environment. Table 3-4 
describes the six types and their personality characteristics, and gives examples of congruent occupations  
Holland has developed a Vocational Preference Inventory qustionnairé that contains 160 occupational 
titles. Respondents indicate which of these oc’ cupaLions they like or dislike, arid these answers are used 
to form personality profiles. Utilizing this procedure, research strong]y supports the hexagonal diagram in 
Figure 3_2.66 This figure shows that the closer two fields or ortentations are in the hexagon, the more 
compatible they are. Adjacent categories are quite similar those diagonally opposite are highly dissimilar.  
What does all this mean? The theory argues that satisfaction is highest and turnover lowest where 
personality and occupation are in agreement. Social Reabshc PreFers physical Shy, genurne, prsistent 
Mechqrnc dulL prsj operutQr  activities that require siable conforming, assembly4ine worker, brm  skill, 
strength, ari4 prneticol  c.oordinchçn  invest.gattve PreFers Analytical, orginal, cunous, 
BioIogrI,êcnnomL%f,  activities that involve rndepenSent Y rñatheiwctician news  thinking, arganiing 
reporfei  and understanding  Sdc,af Prefers actiwftes Sociable, Friendly, coopew- Social worker, tethcher,  
that invdve helping live understanding counselor clinical  and developiftg others psychologist  
Convenhorwi Prefers Coeforming, efficient Accountant, corpomfe  rue-regulated, prdorly, prachcal 
unimoginaIiv, manarr, bank teller  and unarpbiguous inflexible 61e clerk  octivitiçs  Entscprisipg; P;ehrs 
Selkonhdent, ambitious, .., Inwyer,.reqLe$o$ agØnt,  verbal cictwities where energetic domineering 
public relations speqqlist  there wenopportL.nitius: . . . . nail business martagr  iainfluenáothersond . •:  
oltoinpower .  Artistic: Prefers ambiguous 1mainative, disordeily, Painter, musicion, writer  arid 
unsysteiratic activilles idealistic, ek,otionol, iñl&lordetorator  thai allow creative improctical  personotty-
oh lit theory  Identiflis 6 persnolity types end proposes Unit the fh betweeA personalily type und 
ocuipoonai environment Seieriiines salrsfadion and iuuioer. ;1  and Congruent  Table 34 
Hofland’sTypologyofPersoticiiity Occupations;0]  expression  CHAPTER 3 • FOUNDATIONS OF 
!NDVI)UAL E[flAVIQR  .105  individuals should be in social jobs, conventional people in conventional 
jobs, and so forth. A realistic person in a realistic job is in a mote congruent situation than is a realistic 
person in an inestigativc job. A realistic person in a social job is in the most incongruent situation 
possible. The key points of this model are that (1) there do appear to be intrinsic differences in per’ 
sonality among individuals, (2) there are different types of jobs, and (3) peopk in job environments 
congruent with their personality types should be more satisfied and less likely to voluntarily resign than 
people in incongruent jobs.  Learning  The last topic we introduce in this chapter is learning. It is included 
for the obvious reason that almost ail complex behavior is learned. TI we want to explain and piedict 
behavioy, we riced to understand how people learn.  A flefiniliun at Learning  What is learning? A 
psychologist’s definition is considerably broader than the layperson’s view that wsit!s what we did when 
we went to schooL” In actuality, each of us is continuously going “to school.” Learning occurs all of the 
time. A generally accepted definition of learning, therefore, is any relatively permanent change in 
behavior that occurs as a recu?t of experience. Ironically, we can say that changes in behavior indicate 
learning has taken place and that learning is a change in behavior.  Obviously, the foregcnng definition 
suggests we never S€C someone learning. We can see changes taking place, but not the learning itself. 
The concept is theoretical and, hence, not directly observable:  You have seen people in the. process of 
learning, you have seen people who behave in a particular way as a result of learning and some of you (in 
fact, I guess the majority of you) have learned” at some time in your life. In other words, we infer that 
learning has taken place if an individual behaves, reacts, responds as a result of experience in a manner 
diffeFent from the way he formerly behaved.6’  Our definition has several components that deserve 
clarification. First, learning involves change. This may he good or bad from an organizational point ol 
view. People can learn unfavorable behaviors—to hold prejudices or to restrict their output, for 



eXample—as well as favorable behaviors. Second, the change must be telatively permanent. Temporary 
changes may he only reflexive and fail to represent any ‘earning. Therefore, this requirement rules out 
behavioral changes caused by fatigue or temporary adaptations. Third, our definition is concerned with 
behavior. Learning takes place where there is a change th actions, A change in an individual’s thought 
processes or attitudes, if accompanied by no change in behavior, would not he learning. Finally, some 
form of expenence is necessary for learning.  PART TWO • THE INDiVIDUAL  through observation or 
practice. Or ft may result from an indirect experience, uchas that acquired through reading. The crucial 
test still remains: Does this experience result in a relativeLy permanent change in behavior? If the answer 
is “Yes,” we can say that learning has taken place.  Theories of Learning  how do we learn? Three 
theories have been offered to explain the process by which we acquire patterns of behavior: classical 
conditioning, operant conditioning, and social learning,  classical condicâ’g  A type Qf condfliiiiq whero 
titi iitdividual rqmiids to some stimulus tin would not invariably io4uce such a response.  Figure 3-3  
Source: THE FAR SIDE copyright lc’90& 1991 FAWCRK5.  INC/DiL by UNIVERSAl. PRESS 
SYND1CAT[. Reprirted wilh permissioi All rights reserved.  • CLASSICAL CONDITIONING Classical 
conditioning grew out of experiments to teach dogs to salivate in response to the ringing of a bell, 
conducted at the turn of the century by a Russian physiologist, Ivan Pavlov  A simple surgical procedure 
allowed Pavlov to measure accurately the amount of saliva secreted by a dog. When Paviov presented the 
dog with a piece of meat, the dog exhibited a noticeable increase in salivation. When Pavlov withheld the 
presentation of meat and merely rang a bell, the dog had no salivation. Then Pavlov proceeded to link the 
meat and the ringing of the bell. After repeatedly hearing the bell before getting the food, the dog began 
to salivate as soon as the bell rang. After a while, the dog would salivate merely at the sound of the bell, 
even if no food was offered. In effect, the dog had learned to respond—that is, to salivate—-4o the bell; 
Let’s review this experiment to introduce the key concepts th classical conditioning.  The meat was an 
unconditioned stimdus; it invariably caused the dog to react in a specific way. The reaction that took 
place whenever the unconditioned stimulus occurred was called the unconditioned response (or the 
noticeable increase in salivation, in this case). The bell was an artificial stimulus, or what we call the 
conditioned stimulus. While it was originally neutral, after the bell was paired with the meat (an 
unconditioned stimulus), it eventually produced a response when presented alone. The last key concept is 
the conditioned response. This describes the behavior of the dog salivating in reaction to the bell alone.  
Using these concepts, we can summarize classical  conditioning. Essentially, learning a conditioned re 
sponse involves building up  an association between a con-  Unbeknownst to mosl students of 
psychology, ditioned stimulus and an Un-  Pavlov’s fIrst epeñment was to ring a bell and conditioned 
stimulus. Using  cthsenisdogtotjackFreudsvat the paired stimuli, one corn-  By GARY LARSON  
CHAPTER 3 • FOUNDATIONS OF NDIV]DUA EHAVIQq • 107  pelting and the other one neutral, the 
neutral one becomes a conditioned stimulus  and, hence, takes on the properties of the unconditioned 
stimulus.  Classical conditioning can be used to explain why Christmas carols often  bring back pleasant 
memories of childhoodthe songs being associated with  the festive Christmas spirit and initiating fond 
memories and feeiings of euphoria.  In an organizational setting, we can also see classical conditioning 
operating.  For example, at one manufacturing plant, every time the top executives  from the head office 
were scheduled to visit, the plant management  would clean up the administrative offices and wash the 
windows. This went on  for years. Eventually, employees would turn on their best behavior and look  
prim and proper whenever the windows were cleaned—even in those occasional  instances when the 
cleaning was not paired with the visit from the top  brass. People had learned to assodate the cleaning of 
the windows with the  visit ftom the head office.  Classical conditioning is passive. Something happens 
and we react in a  specific way. It is elicited in response to a specific, identifiabLe event As such it  can 
explain simple reflexive behaviors.. But most behavior—particularly the  complex behavior of individuals 
in organizations—is emitted rather than  elicited. It is voluntary rather than reflexive. For example, 
employees choose to  arrive at work on time, ask their boss for help with problems, or goof off when  no 
one is watching. The learning of these behaviors is better understood by  looking at operant conditioning  
OPERANT CONDITIOMNG Operant conditioning argues that behavior opcrant tonditieiiing  is a 
function of its consequences. People learn to behave to get something they A lype of (ondtiQaing in 
which desired want or avoid something they don’t want. Operant behavior means voluntary loIDntwy 



behavior leadsia n rcwwd or or learned behavior in contrast to reflexive or unlearned behavior. The ten- 
preentsopunishmeni.  dency to repeat such behavior is influenced by the reinforcement or lack of 
reinforcement  brought about by the consequences of the behavior. Reinforcement,  therefore, strengthens 
a behavior and increases the likelihood it will be  repeated.  What Pavlov did for classical conditioning, 
the Late Harvard psychologist  B. R Skinner did for operant conditioning.69 Building on earlier work in 
the  field, Skinner’s research extensively expanded our knowledge of operant conditior  ling, Even his 
staunchest critics, who represent a sizable group, admit his  operant concepts work.  Behavior is assumed 
to be deternined from without—that is, learned—  rather than from within—reflexive or unlearned. 
Skinner aigiied that by creating  pleasing consequences to follow specific forms of behavior, the 
frequency  of that behavior will increase. People will most likely engage in desired behaviors  if they are 
positively reinforced for doing so. Rewards, for example are  most effective if they immediately follow 
the desired response. Additionally,  behavior that is not rewarded, or is punished, is less likely to be 
repeated.  You see illustrations of operant conditioning everywhere. For example,  any situation in which 
it is either explicitly stated or implicitly suggested that  reinforcements are contingent on some action on 
your part involves the use of  operant learning. Your instructor says that if you want a high grade in the  
course you must supply correct answers on the test. A commissioned salesperson  wanting to earn a 
sizable income finds it contingent on generating high  sales in her territory. Of course, the linkage can 
alsd work to teach the individual  to engage in behaviors that work against the best interests of the 
organizatiori  . Assume your boss tells you that if you wifl work overtime during the next  108. PART 
Two • THE INOIVIDUAt  American Express Company uses positive reinforcement to reward 10,000 
employees in its consumer-card and consumer-lending groups. Designed to bring out the best in 
employees the incentive pay plan links employee pay to three corporate goals—customer satisfaction, 
employee productivity, and shareholder wealth creation. Employees are reworded with bonuses.  I  I I  
three-week busy season, you will be compensated for it at the next performance appraisal. However, 
when performance appraisal time comes, you find you are given no positive reinforcement for your 
overtime work. The next time your boss asks you to work overtime, what will you do? You’ll probably 
decline! Your behavior can be explained by operant conditioning: If a behavior fails to be positively 
reinforced, the probability that the behavior will be repeated declines.  social-learning theory  People can 
learn through observation and direct experience.  SOCIAL uL4RMNG Individuals can also learn by 
observing what happens to other people and just by being told about something, as well as by direct 
experiences. So, for example, much of what we have learned comes from watching models—parents, 
teachers, peers, motion picture and television performers, bosses, and so forth. This view that we can 
learn through both observation and direct experience has been called social-learning theory.7°  While 
social-learning theory is an extension of operant conditioning— that is, it assumes behavior is a function 
of consequences—it also acknowledges the existence of observational learning and the importance of 
perception in learning. People respond to how they perceive and define consequences, not to the objective 
consequences themselves.  The influence of models is central to the social-learning viewpoint. Four 
processes have been found to determine the influence that a model will have on an individual. As we 
show later in this chapter, the inclusion of the following processes when management sets up employee 
training programs will significantly improve the likelihood the programs will be successful:  CHAPTER 3 
• FOUNDATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR  •109  1. Attentional processes. People only learn 
from a model when they recognize  and pay attention to its critical features. We tend to be most 
influenced  by models that are attractive, repeatedly available, important  to us, or similar to us in our 
estimation.  2. Retention processes. A model’s influence will depend on how well the  individual 
remembers the model’s action after the model is no longer  readily available.  3. Motor reproduction 
processes. After a person has seen a new behavior by  observing the model, the watching must be 
converted to doing. This  process then demonstrates that the individual can perform the modeled  
activities.  4. Reinforcement processes. Individuals will be motivated to exhibit the  modeled behavior if 
positive incentives or rewards are provided. Behaviors  that are reinforced will be given more attention, 
learned better,  and performed more often.  GB: in the News....  JI)preIlticc%1l ip Programs at Siemens  
Siemens AG, the German electronics giant, has introduced a highly successful apprenticeship program at 
its  Stromberg-Carlson operation in Boca Raton, Florida, that is built largely on social-learning concepts.  



Nineteen Americans were chosen for the two-and-a- half-year program. The first year combines academic 
training at a local community college with hands-on training at the Siemens training center. In the second 
year, apprentices receive on- the-job training at the company’s Lake Mar Florida, manufacturing facility. 
When completed, each apprentice will have earned an associate’s degree in telecommunications 
engineering technology and will be a certified Siemens technician.  The early results from the Boca Raton 
program are highly encouraging. These  both observation and direct experience.  apprentices have posted 
the highest scores worldwide on the corporation’s first-year  apprenticeship final exams, which required 
them to design, build, and evaluate a working electronics project in one day.  Apprenticeships that blend 
learning in the classroom with shop-floor experience have long been a staple of German work force 
training. It is frequently referred to as that country’s  secret to high proi ductivtty. The Boca  Raton 
program demonstrates that German-style apprenticeships can be successfully applied in the United States.  
Based onj.F. McKenna, Siemens’ Yanks Make the Grade,” Industry Week Uanuary 3, 1994), p. 30.  A 
German moister, or expert instructor, and his apprentices illustrate the social learning view that we can 
learn through  110, PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  Shaping: A Managerial Tool  Because learning 
takes place on the job as well as prior to it, managers are concerned with how they can teach employees to 
behave in ways that most benefit the organization. When we attempt to mold individuals by guiding their  
shopaig behavior learning in graduated steps, we are shaping bchávlor.  Splemoticcily reffiforcing exh 
iiccessive Consider the situation in which an employee’s behavior is ignificant1y Stif Phd moves o 
mdlvidual dow ID *0 different from that sought by management. If management only reinforced the  
individual when he or she showed desirable responses, very little reinforcement might be taking place. In 
such a case, shaping offers a logical approach toward achieving the desired behavior.  We shape behavior 
by systematically reinforcing each successive step that moves the individual closer to the desired 
response. If an employee who has chronically been a half hour late for work comes in only 20 mirnites 
late, we can reinforce this improvement. Reinforcement would increase as responses more closely 
approximate the desired behavior.  METhODS rn SIL4PWG BEHAVIOR There are four ways in which 
to shape behavior: through positive reinforcement, negative reinforcement, punishment, and extinction.  
When a response is followed with something pleasant, it is called positive reinforcement. This would 
describe, for instance, the boss who praises an employee for a lob well done. When a response is followed 
by the termination or withdrawal of something unpleasant, it is called negative reinforcement. If your 
college instructor asks a question and you don’t know the answer, looking through your lecture notes is 
likely to preclude your being called on. This is a negative reinforcement because you have learned that 
looking busily through your notes prevents the instructor from calling on you. Punishment is causing an 
unpleasant conditiozi In an attempt to eliminate an undesirable behavior. Giving an employee a two-day 
sUspension from work without pay for showing up drunk is an example of punishment. Eliminating any 
reinforcement that is maintaining a behavior Is called. eginction. When the behavior is not reinforced, It 
tends to gradually be extinguished. College instructors who wish to discourage students from asking 
questions in class can eliminate this behavior in their students by ignoring those who raise their hands to 
ask questions. Hand raising will become extinct when it is invariably met with an absence of 
reinforcement  Both positive and negative reinforcement result in learning. They strengthen a response 
and Increase the probability of repetition. In the preceding IllustratIons, praise strengthens and increases 
the behavior of doing a good job because praiseis delred. The behavior of looking busy is similarly 
strengthened and inacased by its terminating the undesirable consequence of being called on by the 
teacher. Both punishment and extinction, however, weaken behavior and tend to.decrease its subsequent 
frequency.  Reinforcement, whether it is positive or negative, has an impressive record as a shaping tool. 
Our interest, therefore, is in reinforcement rather than in punishment or extinction. A review of research 
findings on the impact of reinforcement on behavior in organizations concluded that  1. Some type of 
reinforcement is necessary to produce a change in behavior.  2. Some types of rewards are more effective 
for use in organizations than others.  CHAPTER 3 • FOUNDATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR  . 
in  3. The speed with which learning takes place and the permanence of its effects will be determined by 
the timing of reinforcement.1’  Point 3 is extremely important and deserves considerable elaboration.  
SCHEDULES OF REINFORCEMENT The two major types of reinforcement scheduks are continuous 
and intermittent. A continuous reinforcement schedule reinforces the desired behavior each and every 



time it is demonstrated. For exanple, in the case of someone who has historically had trouble arriving at 
work on time, every time he is not tardy his manager might compliment him on his desirable behavior. In 
an intermittent schedule, on the other hand, not every instance of the desirable behavior is reinforced, but 
reinforcement is given often enough to make the behavior worth repeating. This latter schedule can be 
compared to the workings of a slot machine, which people will continue to play even when they know it 
is adjusted to give a considerable return to the gambling house. The intermittent payoffs occur just often 
enough to reinforce the behavioc of slipping in coins and pulling the handle. Evidence indicates that the 
intermittent or varied form of reinforcement tends to promote more resistance to extinction than does the 
continuous form.72  An intermittent reinforccmcnt can be of a ratio or interval type. Ratio schedules 
depend on how many responses the subject makes. The individual is reinforced after giving a certain 
number of specific types ot behavior. Interval schedules depend on how much time has passed since the 
last reinforcement. With interval schedules, the individua is reinforced on the first appropriate behavior 
after a particular time has elapsed. A reinforcement can also be classified as fixed or variable. Intermittent 
techniques for administering rewards can, therefore, be placed into four categories, as shown in Figure 3-
4.  When rewards are spaced at uniform time intervals, the reinforcement schedule is of the fixed-interval 
type. The critical variable is time, and it is held constant. This is the predominant schedule for almost all 
salaried workers in North America. When you get your paycheck on a weekly, semimonthly, monthly, or 
other predetermined time basis, you are rewarded on a fixed-interval reinforcement schedule.  If rewards 
are distributed in time so reinforcements are unpredictable, the sthedule is of the variable-interval type. 
When an instructor advises her class of a number of pop quizzes given during the term (the exact number 
of which is unknown to th€ students), and the quizzes will account for 20 percent of the term grade, she s 
using such a variable-interval schedule. Similarly, a series of randomly timed unannounced visits to a 
company office by the corporate audit staff is an example of a variable-interval schedule.  In a fixed-ratio 
schedule, after a fixed or constant number of responses are gWen, a reward is initiated. For example, a 
piece-rate incentive plan is a fixed-ratio schedule—the employee receives a reward based on the number 
of work pieces generated. If the piece rate for a zipper installer in a  dressmaking factory is $5 a dozen, 
the reinforcement (money in  this case) is fixed to the number of zippers sewn into garments.  After every 
dozen is sewn in, the installer has earned another $5.  When the reward varies relative to the behavior of 
the individual,  he or she s said to be reinforced on a variable-ratio Fixed schedule. Salespeople on 
commission are examples of individuals  on such a reinforcement schedule. On some occasions, they 
Variable may make a sale after only two calls on potential customers. On  other occasions, they might 
need to make 20 or more calls to  continuo,n reielfGrcenleht  A srtd bhcor çs reinforted ?lJch acid every 
time it is demoustrtted.  liftermittent reinforcemenl A desired behavior is reinforced often enough Ia male 
the behavior worth repeating, but nol every lure 15 demoftstrated.  fixed-Interval scheckiFe Rewards are 
sjicgad at tjpjforn line iriervais.  yrhhle-interval schedule Rewards are distributed in time s that 
FeiaforcemeMs we unprediciale.  fixed-rcclie schedule  Rewards are initiated after ii fixth or constan umb 
ci respacses.  variable-rati. schedule the reward vahes reLaivs to t behvor at the individuaL ;1  Fgure 3-4  
Schedules of Reinforccmnt ;0]  liervol Ralio  Fixediniewc[j  ;Voiiobbe-inFervc i. Vanobo-rco  11’)a 
PART TWO • THE INDIVIDLJAt  IlL  secure a sale. The reward, then, is variable in relation to the 
number of successful calls the salesperson makes. Figure 3-5 visually depicts the four categories of 
intermittent schedules.  REINFORCEMENT SCHLDULFS AND BEHAVIOR Continuous reinforcement 
schedules can lead to early satiation, and under this schedule behavior tends to weaken rapidly when 
reinforcers are withheld. However, continuous reinforcers are appropriate for newly emitted, unstable, or 
low-frequency responses. In contrast, intermittent reiriforcers preclude early satiation because they don’t 
follow every response. They are appropriate for stable or high-frequency respon ses.  CHAPTER 3 • 
FOUNDATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL BEHAVOR  •113  In general, variable schedules tend to lead to 
higher performance than fixed schedules. For example, as we noted previously, most employees in 
organizattons arc paid on fixed-interval schedules. Rut such a schedule does not clear]y link performance 
and rewards. The reward is given for time spent on the job rather than for a specific response 
(performance). In contrast, vanable-interval schedules generate high rates of response and more stable and 
consistent behavior because of a high correlation between performance and reward and because of the 
uncertainty involved: The employee tends to be more alert because there is a surprise factor.  Some 



Specific Organizational Applications  We have alluded to a number of situations where learning theory 
could be helpful to managers. In this section, we briefly Jook at six specific applications:  reducing 
absenteeism through the use of lotteries, substituting well pay for sick pay, disciplining problem 
employees, developing effective employee training programs, creating mentoring programs for new 
employees, and applying learning theory to sell-management.  USING LOflTRIES TO REDUCE 
ABSENTEEISM Management can design programs to reduce absenteeism utilizing learning theory. For 
example, New York Life insurance Co. created a lottery that rewarded employees for attendance.73 Each 
quarter the names of all those headquarters employees with no absences are placed in a drum. In a typical 
quarter, about 4,000 of the company’s 7,500 employees have their names placed in the drum. The first 10 
names pulled earn a $200 bond, the next 20 earn a $100 bond, and 7C more receive a paid day off. At the 
end of the year, another lottery is held for those wtth 12 months of perfect attendance. Twelve prizes are 
awarded—two employees receive $1,000 bonds and ten more earn five days off with pay.  This lottery 
follows a variable-ratio schedule. A good attendance record increases an employee’s probability of 
winning, yet having perfect attendance is no assurance an employee will be rewarded by winning one of 
the prizes. Consistent with the research on reinforcement schedules, this lottery resulted in lower absence 
rates. In its first ten months of operation, for instance, absenteeism was 21 percent lower than for the 
comparible period in the preceding year.  WELL PAY VS. SICK PAY Most organizations provide their 
salaried employees with paid sick leave as part of the empLoyee’s fringe benefit program. But ironfcally, 
organizations with paid sick leave programs experience almost twice the absenteeism of organizations 
without such programs.74 The reality is that sick leave reinforces the wrong behavior—absence from 
work.  Organizations should have programs that encourage employees to be on the job by discouraging 
unnecessary absences. When employees receive ten paid sick days a year, it is the unusual employee who 
isn’t sure to use them all up, regardless of whether or not he or she is sick. This suggests that 
organizations should reward attendance, not absence.  As a case in point, one Midwest organization 
implemented a well- pay program that paid a bonus to employees who had no absence for any given four-
week period and then only paid for sick leave after the first eight hours of absence.75 Evaluation of the 
well-pay program found that it produced increased savings to the organization, reduced absenteeism, 
increased producti\’ty, and improved employee satisfaction.  - .. - .41•  •SIck ieavepr3gams t  
reiqoiethi.diig beWasior.4:  114. PART TWO • THE NDIVIDUA  Forbes magazine used the same 
approach to cut its health-care costs.76 It rewarded those employees who stayed healthy and didn’t file 
medical claims by paying them the difference between $500 and their medical claims, then doubling the 
amount. So if someone submitted no claims in a given year, he or she would receive $1,000 ($500 x 2). 
By rewarding employees for good health, Forbes cut its major medical and dental claims by over 30 
percent.  EMPLOYEE DISCIPLINE Every manager will, at some time, have to deal with an employee 
who drinks on the job, is insubordinate, steals company property, arrives consistently late for work, or 
engages in similar problem behaviors. Managers will respbnd with disciplinary actions, such as oral 
reprimands, written warnings, and temporary suspensions. Research on discipline shows that the manager 
should act immediately to correct the problem, match the severity of the punishment to the- severity of 
the “crime,” and ensure that the employee sees thelink between the punishment and the undesirable 
behavior. 77 But our knowledge about punishment’s effect on behavior Indicates that the use of discipline 
carries costs. It may provide only a short-term solution and result in serious side effects.  Disciplining 
employees for undesirable behaviors only tells them what not to do. It doesn’t tell them what alternative 
behaviors are preferred. The result is that this form of punishment frequently leads to only short-term 
suppression of the undesirable behavior rather than its elimination. Continued use of punishment, rather 
than positive reinforcement, also tends to produce a conditional fear of the manager. As the punishing 
agent, the manager becomes associated in the employee’s mind with adverse consequences. Employees 
respond by “hiding” from their boss. -Hence the use of punishment can undermine manager—employee 
relations.  The popularity of discipline updoubtedly lies in its ability to produce fast results in the short 
run. Managers are reinforced for using discipline because it produces an immediate change in the 
employee’s behavior. But over the long run, when used without pOsitive reinforcement of desirable 
behaviors, it is likely to lead to employee frustration, fear of the manager, reoccurrences of the problem 
behaviors, and increases in absenteeism and turnover.  DEVELOPING TRAINING PROGRAMS It’s 



estimated that more than 90 percent of all private organizations have some type of systematic training 
program and more than $44 billion a year is spent on training initiatives.78 Can these orl.earrdng theory 
hips-organizations design tróining programs. MatoroI.  which spends $120 miflion a year on training and 
education, conductsits  worldwide programs from Motorola Universily at corporate headquarters  in 
Schaumburg, Illinois. Mat rob says every $1 it invests in training  returns $30 in pradud Wily gains within 
three years. In a recent live-year  period, Motorola cut costs by $3.3 balion by training employees to 
simplify  processes and reduce waste. In the same period, sales per employee  doubled and company 
profits increased 47 percent. The Motorola employee  shown here applies the training she received to her 
job of progromming  robots.  I  ‘p  I  S  CHAPTER 3 • FOUh.DATIONS OF NOIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR 
• 115  ganizations draw from our discussion of learning in order to improve the effectiveness  of their 
training programs? Certainly.  Social-learning theory offers such a guide. It tells us that training should  
oiler a model to grab the trainee’s attention; provide motivational properties;  help the trainee file away 
what he or she has learned for later use; provide opportunities  to practice new behaviors; offer positive 
rewards for accomplishments;  and, lithe training has taken place off the job, allow the trainee some  
opportunity to transfer what he or she has learned to the job.  CREAT[NG MEN1ORENG PROGRAMS 
It’s the unusual senior manager who,  early in his or her career, didn’t have an older, more experienced 
mentor higher  up in the organization. This mentor took the protégé under his or her wing and  provided 
advice and guidance on how to survive and get ahead in the organization.  Mentoring, of course, is not 
limited to the managerial ranks. Union apprenticeship  programs, for example, do the same thing by 
preparing individuals  to move from unskilled apprentice status to that of skilled journeyman. A  young 
electrician apprentice typically works under an experienced electrician  for several years to develop the 
full range of skills necessary to effectively execute  his or her lob.  A successful mentoring program will 
be built on modeling concepts from  social-learning theory. That is, a mentor’s impact comes from more 
than  merely what he or she explicitly tells a protégé. Mentors are role models. Protégés  learn to convey 
the attitudes and behaviors that the organization wants  by emulating the traits and actions of their 
mentors. They observe and then  imitate. Top managers who are concerned with developing employees 
who will  fit into the organization and with preparing young managerial talent for  greater resi onsibilities 
should give careful 4ttention to who takes on mentor-  lag roles, The creating of formal mentoring 
programs—where young individuals  are officially assigned a mentor—allows senior executives to 
manage the  process and increases the likelihood that protêgés will be molded the way top  management 
desires.  SELF-MANAGEMENT Organizational applications of learning concepts are  not restricted to 
managing the behavior of others. These concepts can also be  used to allow individuals to manage their 
own behavior and, in so doing, reduce  the need for managerial control. This is ca]led self-management. 9 
self-marnipiuent  Self-management requires an individual to deliberately manipulate stimuli, Leorniog 
te[hniqucs That allow individuGis interna’ processes, and responses to achieve personal behavioral 
outcomes.  The basic processes involve observing one’s own behavior, comparing the 
exiemqlmanagementwnlrolinessa’y. behavior with a standard, and rewarding oneself if the behavior 
meets the  standard.  So how might self-management be applied? To illustrate, a group of state  
government blue-collar employees received eight hours of training in which  they were taught self-
management skills,8D They were then shown how the  skiils could be used for improving job attendance. 
They were instructed on  how to set specific goals for job attendance, both short term and intermediate  
term. They learned how to write a behavioral contract with themselves and  identify self-chosen 
reinforcers. finally, they learned the importance of selfmonitoring  their attendance behavior and 
administering incentives when they  achieved their goats. The net result for these participants was a 
significant improverTlent  in job attendance.  116+ PART IWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  Summary and 
Implications  for Managers  This chapter has looked at four individual variables: biographical 
characteristics, ability, personality, and learning. Let’s now summarize what we found and consider their 
importance for the manager who is trying to understand organizátional behavior.  BIOGRAPHICAL 
CH.UIACTERISTICS Biographical characteristics are readily available to managers. For the most part, 
they represent data contained in almost every employee’s personnN file. After reviewing the evidence, 
the most important conclusions we can draw are that age seems to have no relationship to productivity; 
older workers and those with lQnger tenure are less likely to resign; and married employees have fewer 



absences, less turnover, and report higher job satisfaction than do unmarried employees.  AMLITY 
Ability directly influences an employee’s level of performance and satisfaction through the ability—job 
fit. Given management’s desire to get a compatible fit, what can be done?  First, an effective selection 
process will improve the fit. A job analysis will provide information about jobs currently being done and 
the abiiities that individuals need to perform the jobs adequately. Applicants can then be tested, 
interviewed, and evaluated to the degree to which they possess the necessary abilities. Second, promotion 
and transfer decisions affecting individuals already in the organization’s employ should reflect the 
abilities of candidates. As with new employees, care should be taken to assess critical abilities that 
incumbents will need in the job and to match those requirements with the organization’s human 
resources. Third, the fit can be improved by fine.tuning the job to better match an incumbent’s abilities. 
Often modifications can be made in the job that, whiLe not having a significant impact on the oh’s basic 
activities, better adapts it to the specific talents of a given employee. Examples of this are changing some 
of the equipment used and reorganizing tasks within a group of employees. A final alternative is to 
provide training for employees. This is applicable to both new workers and present ob incumbents. For 
the latter, training can keep their abilities current or provide new skills as times and conditions change.  
PERSONAUTY A review of the personality literature offers general guidelines that can lead to effective 
job performance. As such, it can improve hiring. transfer, and pLtmotion decisions. Because personality 
characteristics create the parameters for people’s behavicr, they give us a framework for predicting 
behavior. For example, individuals who are shy, introverted, and uncomfortable in sociaL situations 
would probably be ill suited as salespeople. Indiciduals who are submissive and confonning might not be 
effective as advertising “idea” people.  Can we predict which people will be high performers in sales, 
research, or assembly-line work based on th&r personality characteristics alone? The answer is no. But a 
knowledge of an individual’s personality can aid in reducing mismatches, which, in turn, can lead to 
reduced turnover and higher job satisfaction.  CHAPTER 3 • FOUNDATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL 
BEHAVIOR  •117  We can look at certain personality characteristics that tend to be related to job 
success, test for these traits, and use this data to make selection more effective. A person who accepts 
rules, conformity, and dependence and rates low on openness to experience is likely to feel more 
comfortable in, say, a structured assembly-line job, as an admittance clerk in a hospital, or as an 
administrator in a large public agency than as a researcher or an employee whose job requires a high 
degree of creativity.  LEARNING Any observable change in behavior is, by definition, prima facie 
evidence that learning has taken place. What we want to do, of course, is ascertain if learning concepts 
provide us with any insights that would allow us to explain and predict behavior.  Positive reinforcement 
is a powerful tool for modifying behavior. By identifying and rewarding performance-related behaviors, 
management increases the likelihood they will be repeated.  Our knowledge about learning further 
suggests that reinforcement is a more effective tool than punishment. Punished behavior tends to be only 
temporarily suppressed rather than permanently changed, and the recipients of punishment tend to 
become resentful of the punisher. Although punishment eliminates undesired behavior more quickly th4n 
negative reinforcement does, its effect is only temporary and it may Iter produce unpleasant side effects 
such as lower morale and higher absenteeism or turnover. Managers, therefore, are advised to use 
reinforcement rather than punishment.  Finally, managers should expect that employees will look to them 
as models. Managers who are constantly late to work, or take two hours for lunch, or help themselves to 
company office supplies for personal use, should expect employees to read the message they’re sending 
and model their behavior accordingly.  11. PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  For Review  1. Which 
biographical characteristics best predict productivity? Absenteeism? Turnover? Satisfaction?  2. Describe 
the specific steps you would take to ensure that an individual has the appropriate abilities to do a given 
job satisfactorily.  3. What constrains the power of personality traits to precisely predict behavior?  4. 
What behavioral predictions might you make if you knew that an employee had (a) an external locus of 
control? (b) a low Mach score?  (c) low self-esteem? (d) a Type A personality?  S. What is the Myers-
Brlggs Type Indicator?  6. What were the six personality types identified by Holland?  7. How might 
employees actually learn unethical behavior on theft jobs?  8. Contrast classical conditioning, operant 
conditiontng, and socia’ learning.  9. Describe the four types of intermittent reinforcers.  10. What are the 
drawbacks to a manager using discipline with a problem employee?  For Discussion  1. “Heredity 



determines personality.” (a) Build an argument to support this statement. (b) Build an argument against 
this statement.  2. “The type of lob an employee does moderates the relationship between personality and 
job productivity.” Do you agree or disagree with  this statement? Discuss.  3. One day your boss comes in 
and he’s nervous, edgy, and argumentative. The next day he is calm and relaxed. Does this suggest that 
personality traits aren’t consistent from day to day?  4. Learning theory can be used to explain behavior 
and to control behavior. Can you distinguish between the two objectives? Can you give dny ethical or 
moral arguments why managers should not seek control over others’ behavior? Flow valid do you think 
these arguments are?  5. What have you learned about “learning” that could help you explain the behavior 
of students in a classroom if (a) the instructor gives only one test—a final examination at the end of the 
course? (13) the instnictot gives four exams during the term, all of which are announced on the first day 
of class? (c) the student’s grade is based on the results of numerous exams, none of which ate announced 
by the instructor ahead of time?  The Value of Traits hi Explaining Attitudes. and Behavior  e essence of 
trait approaches hi Oil Is that  employees possess stable personality char ãcteristics—such as dependchéy, 
anxiety,  and sodablllt’—that sinif1cantly influiëwe their atitudes toward, and behavioral: reactions to, 
organizational settings. People with particular traits tend to be relatively consistent in thel± attitudes and 
behavior over time and across situations.  Of course, trait theorists recognize that all traits are not equaHy 
powerful. Cardinal traits are defined as being so strong and generalized that they influence every act a 
person. performs. For instance, a person who possesses dominance as a cardinal trait Is domineering in 
virtually all Of his or her actions. The evidence indicates that cardinal traits are reatively rare. More 
typical are prithary traits, These are generally consistent influences on behavior, but they may not show 
up in all situation$So a person may be generally sociable but.not display this primary trait in, say, large 
meetings. Finally, secondary trait are attributes that do nOt form a vital part of the personality but come 
into play only in particular situations. An otherwise assertIve person may be submissive, for example, 
when confronted by his or her boss. For the most part, trait theories have focused on the power of primary 
traits to predict employee attitudes and behavior.  Trait theories do a fairly good lob of meeting the 
average person’s face validity test. That is, they ap pea  to be a reasonably accurate way to describe 
people. Think of friends, relatives, ad ac4üáintances you’ve known for a number of years Do they have 
traits that have remained essentially stable over time? Most of us would answer this question in the 
affirmative. . If Cousin Anne .wa shy and nervous when welastia her têi yeariagowé’d be;suiwised to find 
hé outgoing and retaxed.iiow.  En an organizational context.researchers have found that a petson’s job 
saUsfaëtlon In one given year was a significant predictor of his or her job satisfaction fIve years later, 
even when’ changes in occupational status, pay,: occupation, andemployer were controlled for.* This led 
the researchers to conchide that individuals possess a predisposition toward happiness, which 
significantly affects their lob satisfaction in all types of jobs and organizations.  A final point regarding 
the function of traits In organizations: Managers must have a strong belief in the power of traits to predict 
behavior. Otherwise, they would not bother testing and interviewing :prospective employees. If they 
believed that situations determined behavior, they would hire people almost at randoffi and structure the 
situation properly. But the. eniiloyee selection process in many organizations throughout the 
industrialized world places a great deal of emphasis on how applicants perform in interviews and on tests. 
Pretend you are an interviewer and ask yourself: What am I 1ook1n for in job candidates? If you 
answered with terms like conscientious, hardworking, ambitious, confident, independent, and dependable, 
you’re a trait theorist!  *B. PA. Staw and I. Ross, “Stability In the Midst of Chatige: A Disposi flonat 
Approach to job Attitudes,” Joumcj of .4pplird Psychoiogy (August 1985), pp. 469—80.  1 ea?i4z 
7thTITp?1i. ______________ _____ ________  _ s1counte,J?ojnt 441  J’Z 7J I .1’ r - Th5fl ‘u-ni.* 
_________;0]  The: LimIted Power of• Traits in Organizations  Few people Would dispute the point that 
there are some stable individual.attributes that affeet experience In and reactLons to the workplace. But 
trait theorists go beyond this generality and argue that individual behavior consistencies are widespread 
and account for much of the differences in behavior among people.  Two important prot1ems arise when 
using traits to explain a large proportion of behavior in organizations. First, a substantial amount of 
evidence shows tha organizational settings are strong situations that have a large impact on employee 
attitudes and behavior. Second, a growing body of research indicates that individuals are highly adaptive 
and personality traits. change in response to organizational situations. Let’s elaborate on each of these 



problems.  It has been well known for some time that the effects of traits are likely to be strongest in 
relatively weak situations and weakest in relatively strong situations. Organizational settings tend to be 
strong situations. Why? First, they have formal structures with rules, regulations, policies, and reward 
systems that define acceptable behavior and punish deviant behaviors. Second, they have informal norms 
that dictate appropriate behaviors. These formal and informal constraints lead employees to adopt 
attitudes and behaviors that are consistent with their organi4  zational roles, thus minimizing the ffects of 
persou ality traits.  By argUing that employees possess stable traits which lead to cros-situational 
consistency in their Miltudes and behaviors, trait theorists are imjlying that individuals do not really adapt 
to different situations. But a growing body of evidence indlçatçs that an individual’s traits are changed by 
the organizations that individual participates inThus4ristèad of remaining stable over time, an individual’s 
personality is changed bi a41 the organizations Iii which he or she has taken part If the individual’s. 
peñonality changes as a result of exposure to organizational set.tings, in what sense can that individual be 
said to have traits that persistently and consiste.citly affect his or her reactions to those very settings? 
Moreover; people demonstrate their situational llexiliUty when they change roles as they particip4te in 
different, organizations. Employees often belong to many organizations. Bob is a corporate accountant 
during the day, presides over church meetings two nights a week, and coaches his daughter’s soccer team 
on weekends: Most of us are like Bob; we belong to multiple organizations that often include very 
different kinds of members. We adapt to these different situations. Instead of being the prisoners of a rigid 
and stable personality framework as trait theorists propose, we regularly adjust our behavior and attitudes 
to reflect the requirements of various situations.  Based on A. Dvis-BIake and 1. Preffer, “Just a Mirge 
The Search for Dispositicnal Efkcts In OrganLzation1 Rescardi,’ Academy of Management Review Uu1y 
18c), pp. 385—400.  CHAPTER 3 • FOUNDATIONS OF NDIVIDLJAI. BLHAVQk • 12]  •: Learning 
Aboul Yourself Exercise  How Important is Success to You?  Answer each of the following items as 
honestly as you can by circling the  most appropriate numbeL  Strongly Strongly  Disagree Agree  1. 
when something good happens to  me, I often get the feeling that it  won’t last. 1 2 3 4 5  2. 1 usually feel 
good when I win an  argument. 5 4 3 2 I  3. 1 seldom teL my friends when I  excel at something. 1 2 3 4 5  
4. When my boss or instructor praises  my work, I often fed unworthy. 1 2 3 4 S  5. I like competitive 
sports and games. 5 4 3 2 1  6. 1 have gotten this far in school  largely through luck. 1 2 3 4 S  7. I like 
receiving praise fot a ob  weildone. 5 4 3 2 1  8. 1 like to stay in the background  on group projects. I Z 3 
4 S  9. When a project or job is going well,  I often feel I wUl do something  tomessthingsup. 1 2 3 4 5  
10. I think I have a “winning attitude”  in my approach to new assignments. 5 4 3 2 1  Turn to page A-26 
for scoring directions and key.  &,urce: kM. Steers andJ.5. Bbck (Jrwthationai Behavior, 5th ed. (New 
York: HarperCo]i[ns, 1994), p 553.  Working With Others Exercise  Positive and Negative 
Reinforcement  This ten-step exercise takes approximately 20 minutes.  EiERöISkOVEPViE (StEPS1L4 
I  1. Two volunteers are selected to receive reinforcement from the class  while performing a partkular 
task. The volunteers leave the room.  2. [‘he instructor identifies an obect for the student volunteers to 
locate  when they return to the room. (The obiect should be unobstru  sive but clearly visible to the class. 
Examples that have worked well  122* PART TWO • THE NDVIDIJAL  include a small triangular piece 
of paper that was left behind when a notice was torn off a classroom bulletin board, a smudge on the 
chalkboard, and a chip in the plaster of a classroom wall).  3. The instructor specifies the reinforcement 
contingencies that will be in effect when the volunteers return to the room—lot negative reinforcement 
studentsshoulcl hiss and boo when the first volunteer is moving away from the object, and cheer and 
applaud when the second volunteer is getting closer to the object.  4. The nstructor should assign a student 
to keep a record of the time it takes each of the volunteers to locate the object.  9. The timekeeper presents 
the results on how long it took each volunteer to find the object.  10. The class discusses the following:  a. 
What wa.s the difference in behavior of the two volunteers?  b. What are the implications of this exercise 
to reinforcement schedules in organizations?  Source: Based on an exercise developed by Larry 
Mjcnaelson of the L’niversity o Ok1tlorna. With perrins. cion.  Ethical Dilemma Exercise  Reinforcement 
and Unethical Behavior  An employee’s ethical behavior depends on both his or her values and the ethical 
climate within the organhzation.# Good people can be encouraged to do bad things When their 
organization’s reward system positively reinforces Wrong behaviors. When an organization praises, 
promotes, gives large pay increases, and offtrs other desirable rewards to employees who lie, cheat, and 



tnisiprcsent, its employees learn that unethical behaviors pay off.   f. Li   5. Volunteer 1 is brought back 
into the room and is instructed that   ‘Your task is to locate and touch a particular object in the room and   
the class has agreed to help you. You may not use words or ask ques tions   You may begin.   6. 
Volunteer 1 continues to look for the object until it is found while   the class assists by giving negative 
reinforcement.   4H VOLUNTEER (tPSt$4D’8L! r   7. Volunteer 2 is brought back into the room and is 
histructed that   “Your task is to locate and touch a particular object in the room and   the class has agreed 
to help you. You may not use words or ask ques tions   You may begin.”   8. Volunteer 2 continues to 
look for the object until it is found while   the class assists by giving positive reinforcement.  j  
CLASSREV1Ew   CHAP1E 3 • FOUNOAIIONS O lN1VDlJAl BEHAViOR • 123  Regardless of what 
management says is important, people in organizations  pay attention to how actuaL rewards are handed 
out. This helps explatn  why some college faculty pay little attention to their students and teaching 
UCsponsibilitics.  Despite the importance that all coIege administratocs claim  teaching carries, many 
cofleges ignore good teaching and confer tenure, pmotions,  and other rewards on those who do research. 
Faculty who engage in  research at the expense of their teaching ate not bad people. They are merely  
people whose behavior has b?en shaped by their organizati on’s reward system.  It has been noted that an 
organization’s rewnth can encourage emp1oe  practices which run counter to society’s Ethical norrns** 
For instance, North  American norms encourage Openn€ss, honesty, and candor; yet organizations  often 
reward those employees who resort to secrecy and lying to get their jobs  done. Similarly, following the 
rules is part of North American culture, hut  many organizations give out promotions to those who 
achieve their goals by  disregarding the rules.  In recent years, considerable national attention has focused 
on the corruption  in U.S. college sports programs. Athletes’ high school grades are altered  to allow thorn 
admission. Cash payments are made to slat athletes by college  boosters. Jobs are provided by boosters to 
parents of prized recruits. Athletes are  discouraged by their coaches from taking the English, math, and 
science  courses they need to graduate out of fear that poor grades in these courses wi]i  jeopardize their 
eligibility to play the sport they were recruited for. On what can  these unethical (and sometimes illegal) 
practices be blamed? The pressure on  coaches to win! College presidents want the revenues that come 
from filled are  nas and appearances in postseason competitions, and these are only possible  when teams 
win. So coaches who produce winning teams get rewarded with cxtended  contracts and fat compensation 
packages. Cuacties who lose games—no  matter how successful they may be in “building character”—get 
flred!  Give an example of a work-related situation where you observed unethicai  behavior that was 
encouraged or supported by the organization’s reward  system. What, if anything, could management 
have done to discourage this behavior  or encourage ethical behavior in that situation?  K Trç’.üio, Ethical 
Decision Mikirig in Oraniz.auons: A Penon—Situation ln Icractionist Model’ .lcuJern  y (Jf Mn:qert 
Rrvkw (July l96), pp 601—17; a,,d JR. ‘i reyrilo and 5k Voungblood, Bad Appks ]II  Bad Barrels: A 
Causal AJaJysiNof Ethic& Decision.Makirg Bchvior )ourrJ1C)AppJiedf’Nyrhoog? (Aii’ust  W90), pp. 
37—s5  ‘9. Jansan mu M. A. Von Glinow, Ethkil ArnbLvah±rice and Chganizatiov’al Rewacd Systems,’ 
Aazdcmi UI  Miv:ve,nern Review (OctoLwr 1985k pp li4—22.  Predicting Performance  Mix Maher is 
the new admissions director at a small, hfghly selective New England college. She has a bachelor’s 
degree in education and a recent master’s in ed. urational administration. But she has rio pñor experience 
in college admissions.  Mix’s predecessor, in conjunction with the college’s admission.s coirunittee 
çrnade LLp o. five faculty members), had given the following weights to student selection criteria: high 
school grades (40 percent); Scholastic Aptitude ‘lest (SAT) scores (40 percent); extracurricular jctivities 
and achievements (O per cent); and the quality and creativity of a written theme submitted with the 
application (10 percent).  Alix has serious reserVations about using SAT scores. In their defense, she 
recognizes that the quality of high schools varies greatly, so the level of student performance that receives 
an A” in American history at one school might earn ;1  tC1_SE::;0]  124. PART TWO • THE 
INDIVIDUAL  only a “C’ at a far more demanding school. Arid AIix is aware that the peop’e who design 
the SATs, the Educational Testing Service, argue forcibly that these test scores are valid predictors of 
how well a person will do in college. Yet, Alix has several concerns:  1. The pressure of the SAT exam is 
very great and many students suffer from test anxiety The results, therefore, may not be truly reflective of  
what a student knows.  2, Evidence indicates that coaching improves scores by between 40 and  150 
points. Test scores, therefore, may adversely affect the chances of acceptance for students who cannot 



afford the $500 or 5600 to take test-coaching courses.  3. Are SATs really valid? Or do they discriminate 
against inlnorites, the poor, and those who have had limited access to cultural growth experiences?  As 
Alix ponders whether she wants to recommend changing the college’s selection criteria and weights, she 
is reminded of a recent conversation she had with a friend who is an industrial psychologist with a 
Fortune 100 company. He told her that his company regularly uses intelligence tests to help select from 
among job applicants. For instance, after the company’s recruiten interview graduating seniors on college 
campuses and identify possible hlrees, they give the applicants a standardized intelligence test. Those 
who fail to score at least in the 80th percentile are eliminated from the applicant pool.  Mix thinks that if 
intelligence tests are used by billion-dollar corporations to screen job applicants, why shouldnt colleges 
use them? Moreover, since one of the objectives of a college should be to get its gradu3tes placed in good 
]obs, maybe SAT scores should be given even higher weight than 40 percent in the � election decision. 
After all, she wonders, if SATs tap intelligence and employers want Intelligent job applicants, why not 
make college selection decisions predominantly on the basis of SAT scores? Or should her college 
replace the SAT with a pure intelligence test like the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale?  Questions  1. 
What do you think SATs measure: aptitude, innate ability, achievement potential, intelligence, ability to 
take tests, or something else?  2. If the best predictor of future behavior is past behavior, what should 
coltege admissions directors use to identify the most qualified applicants?  3. if you were Mix, what 
would you do? Why? ;1  VIDEO.  UA SE;0]  Why Do Some People Have  a “Winning” Personality?  It’s 
as American as apple pie. It’s winning. Listen to what a few people have to say on the subject of winning 
and losing.  Jim Otto, former football player: “You show me a good loser, and I’ll show you a loser. And 
that’s the ‘4ay I feel about it.”  James Carville, political consultant: “You know what they say, ‘I’ve won 
and I’ve lost and winning is better!”  John McKissick, the win ningest high school football coach in the 
United States: “Winning is our way of life, it’s the American way of life, and it’s a measure of success in 
any endeavor you choose. Winning is positive, losing is negative, failure is negative.”  CHAPTER 3 • 
FOUNDATONS OF INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR • 125  Grace Little, the number one seller of 
Tupperware in the United States: “1  get letters, a lot, from people around the nation, cards, and lust 
excitement,  general excitement. When I’m at a convention, a lot of people wiLl flock  around me.”  
Natalie Weinstein, an aspiring young gymnast: “On the bulletin board it  says, ‘If you’re not working, 
somewhere, somehow, someone is, and she’ll best  you.’”  What drives these people? Are they different 
from you and me? Mark  DeiZell, a tennis coach, says he can tell the difference between a winner and  
loser. “By their eyes. The intensity, the energy, the excitement they bring to the  drilling like this, or to 
match play, or even the physical conditioning, you can  see the excitement.”  No one goes through life 
without losing. As one coach 50 perfectly noted  after losing the first game in a 25-game season, “At least 
it takes all the pressure  off for an undefeated season!” Even if you’ve never been beaten in competition,  
nature and old age have a way of slowing everyone down. But competitive  people tend to he competitive 
as long as they’re alive. They always want to  be number one. Political consultant Ed Rollins calls it “an 
addiction.”  A common insight made by highly successful and competitive people is  that they don’t learn 
from winning. Regardless of how many wins they have  and how few the losses, it’s the losses they 
learned from and they remember.  tosses stay with you a lot longer than victories do,” says football star 
Emrnitt  Smith. “They stay with you a lot longer than some of the games that you remember  where you 
went out and excelled.”  Questions  1. Do you think “the desire to win” is a personality characteristic? Do  
you think it’s in a person’s genes or is it environmentally determined?  2. To what degree do you think 
winning (or “not losing”) is a cultural  manifestation? is thfs a uniquely American attribute? What other 
cultures  share it? Wh,iI cultural factors might explain its development?  3. “Be careful what ‘LL wish for 
because you might get it.’ People who  value winning over everything are often let down after they get 
their  win. What implications, if any, could this have for understanding employee  behavior?  4. Would 
you want to have employees with a high competitive drive? A  high need to win at any cost? Support your 
position.  Source: ‘W]zIL1Jnj and Loirig, Compelitive Spirit” AflgJi(Iine (Iebruai’ 18. 1994).  176• 
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balls and coinec ctrikcc and [calls eni as they is.” t Second umpire: “Some’s balls and some’s 5t,ike and? 
calls ‘em as I seec ‘fl1. “,  Third wnpire: ‘Some’s baTh and some’s •stnkes but they cii;z t uiothi ji’ till I 
calls ‘em.” -  H. CANTRIL . —,  •1  • 44  4  ictured here is an executive fo,r a large company. From the 
picture, can you tell if he is working or goofing off? Probably not! Yet this executive’s boss makes 
judgments about him all the time. Whether the boss perceives him, in this instance, as “sitting around 
sjaring at a wall’ or as “engaged in deep thinking” will depend on a number of factors. For example, how 
long has the boss known him? What’s  1l  his past performance record? Has he engaged in wili go a long 
way toward shaping theboss’s inter- this practice previously? How do other people in sin- pretation ot the 
executive’s behavior.  liar jobs behave? Answers to questions like these  his example reminds us that we 
don’t see reality. Wcifltetprr what we see and call it reality. You will probably complete an evaluatloll 
form on the course you’re currently taking and the instructor who is teathing•tt. if the class is large 
enough, it’s almost a sure bet there will be some finst OF answers in evaluating your instructor. It’s not 
that unusual for an instrutor to be rated “excellent” by some students and “unsatisfactory” by other 
students in the same class. The instructor’s teaching behavior, of course, Is asonsfant. Even though the 
students see the same instructor, they perceive his oflier effectiveness differently. Apparently, perception 
is like beauty in that it lies uj the eye oftbebeholder.”  — What Is PercOpliofl *  and Why Is It Important?  
Perception can be defined as a process by which individuals organize and interpret their sensory 
impressions. in order to give meaning to their environment. However, as we have noted, what one 
perceives can be substantially different from objective reality. JI need not be, but there Is often 
disagreement. For example, it is possible that all erriployees:ln a firm m•ay• •view it as a great place to 
work—favorable working canditlbns; interesting Job assignments, goodpay, an un4ctst3hding td 
responsible management—but, as most of us knox it is very Unusual to find such agreement.  Why is 



perceØtlon impatant n the study of OR? Simply because people’s behavior is based on their perceptloh of 
what reality is, not on reality itself. The world as it is perceived is the world that is behaviotally 
trñportant.  * Factor  Influencing Perception  How do we explain that individuals may look at the same 
thing yet perceive it differently? A number of factors operate to shape and sometimes distort perception. 
These factors can reside in the petceiver, in the object or target being perceived. or in the context of the 
situation in which the perception Is ffiade.  The Perc&ver ..  When an individual looks at a target and 
attempts to interpret what he or she sees, that interpretation is heavily influenced by personal 
characteristLcs of the indlviduat perceiver. Have you ever bought a new car and then suddenly nottced a 
large number of cars like yours on the road? It’s unlikely that the n’mher of such cars suddenly expanded. 
Rather, your own purchase has influenced your perception so you are now more likely to notice them. 
This is an example  —a  Apiotssbywb4ch4iduakergania  und iie*flthmWsemsoiy iq.sssions in orAr to &v 
inewiiig J thE  viDnnIenL  4  CHArTER 4 • PERCEPTION AND INDIVIDUAL DECISION MAKrNG • 
J33  of how factors related to the perceiver influence what he or she perceives.  Among the more relevant 
personal characteristics affecting perception are alt!tudes,  motives, interests, past experience, and 
expectations.  Sandy likes small classes because she enjoys asking her teachers a lot of  questions. Scott 
prefers large lectures. He rarely asks questions and likes the  anonymity that goes with being lost in a sea 
of bodies. On the first day of  classes this term, Sandy and Scott find themse]ves walking into the 
university  auditorium for their introductory course in psychology. They both recognize  that they will be 
among some 800 students in this dass. But given the different  attitudes held by Sandy and Scott, it 
shouldn’t surprise you to find they interpret  what they see differently. Sandy sulks, while Scott’s smile 
does little to hide  his relief in being able to blend unnoticed into the large auditorium. They both  see the 
same thing, but they interpret it differently. A major reason is that they  hold divergent attitudes 
concernins large classes.  Unsatisfied needs or motives stimulate individuals and may exert a strong  
influence on their perceptions. This was dramatically demonstrated in research  on hunger.1 Individuals 
in the study had not eaten for varying numbers of  hours. Some had eaten an hour earlier; others had gone 
as long as 16 hours  without food. These subjects were shown blurred pictures, and the results indicated  
that the extent of hunger influenced the interpretation of the blurred  pictures. Those who had not eaten 
for 6 horns perceived the blurred images as  pictures of food far more frequently than did those subjects 
who had eaten  only a short time earlier.  This same phenomenon has application in an organizational 
context as  well. It would not be surprising, for example, to find that a boss who is insecure  perceives a 
subordinate’s efforts to do an outstanding job as a threat to his or  he[ own position. Personal insecurity 
can be transferred into the perception  that others are out to “get my job,” regardless of the intention of the 
subordimites.  Likewise, people who are devious are prone to see others as also devious.  It should not 
surprise you that a plastic surgeon is more likely to notice an  imperfect nose than a ptumber is. The 
supervisor who has just been reprimanded  by her boss for the high level of lateness among her staff is 
more likely  to notice lateness by an employee tomorrow than she was last week. If you are  preoccupied 
with a personal problem, you may find it hard to be attentive in  class. These examples illustrate that the 
focus of our attention appears to be influenced  by out interests. Because our individual interests differ 
considerably,  what one person notices in a situation can differ from what others perceive.  Just as 
interests narrow one’s focus, so do one’s past experiences. You perceive  those things to which you can 
relate. However, in many instances, your  past experiences will act to nullify an object’s interest.  Objects 
or events that have never been experienced before are more noticeab  e than those that have been 
experienced in the past. You are more likely  to notice a machine you have never seen before than a 
standard filing cabinet  that is exactly like a hundred others you have previously seen. Similarly, you  are 
more likely to notice the operations along an assembly line if this is the first  time you have seen an 
assembly line. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, women  and minorities in managerial positions were 
highly visible because, hstorica]ly,  these positions were the province of white males. Today, these groups 
are more  widely represented in the managerial ranks, so we are less likely to notice that  a manager is 
female, African-American, Asian-American, or Latino.  Finally, expectations can distort your perceptions 
in that you will see what  you expect to see. If you expect police officers to be authoritative, young pco  
134.  PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  pie to be unambitious, personnel directors to “like people,” or 
individuals holdthg public office to be “power hungry,” you may perceive them this way regardless of 



their actual traits.  The Target  Chaiacteristics in the target that is being observed can affect what is 
perceived. Loud people are more likely to be noticed in a group than quiet ones. So, too, are extremely 
attractive or unattractive individuals. Motion, sounds, size, and other attributes of a target shape the way 
we see it.  Because targets are not looked at in isolation, the relationship of a target  to its background 
influences perception, a does our tendency to group close things and similar things together.  What we see 
depends on how we separate a figure from its general background. For instance, what you see as you read 
this sentence is black letters on a white page. You do not see funny-shaped patches of black and white 
because you recognize these shapes and organize the black shapes  against the white background Figure 4 
1 dramatizes this effect The object on the left may at first look like a beige vase. However, if beige is 
taken as the background, we see two blue profiles. At first observation, the group of objects on the right 
appears to be some  blue modular figures against a beige background Closer inspection will reveal the 
word “FLY” once the background is defined a blue  Objects that are close to each other will tend to be 
perceived together rather than separately. As a result of physical or time proximity, we often put together 
objects or events that are unrelated. Employees in a particular department are seen as a group. If two 
people in a four-member department suddenly resign, we tend to assume their departures were related 
when, in fact, they may be totally unrelated. Timing may also imply dependence when, for example, a 
new sales manager is assigned to a territory and, soon after, sales in that territory skyrocket. The 
assignment of the new sales manager and the increase in sales may not be related—the increase may be 
due to the introduction of a new product line or to one of many other reasons—but there is a tendency to 
perceive the two occurrences as related. -  Persons, oblects, or events that are similar to each other also 
tend to be grouped together. The greater the similarity, the greater the probability we will tend to perceive 
them as a common group. Women, blacks, or members of any other group that has clearly distinguishable 
characteristics in terms of features or color will tend to be perceived as alike in other, unrelated, 
characteristics as well.  The Situation  1’he context in which we see objects or events is important. 
Elements in the surrounding environment influence our perceptions.  I may not notice a 25-year-old 
female in an evening gown and heavy makeup at a nightclub on Saturday night. Yet that same woman so 
attired for my Monday morning management class would certainly catch my attention (and that of the rest 
of the class). Neither the perceiver nor the target changed between Saturday night and Monday morning, 
but the situation is different.  CHAPTER 4 • PERCEPTION AND INDIVIDUAl DECISION MAKING  
+135  fore, will be significantly influenced by the assumptions we make about the person’s internal state.  
Attribution theory has been proposed to develop explanations of the ways in which we judge people 
differently, depending on what meaning we attribute to a given behavior.2 Basically, the theory suggests 
that when we observe an individual’s behavior, we attempt to determine whether it was internally or 
externally caused. That determination, however, depends largely on three factors: (1) distinctiveness, (2) 
consensus, and (3) consistency. First, let’s clarify the differences between internal and external causation 
and then we will elaborate on each of the three determining factors.  Internally caused behaviors are those 
believed to be under the personal control of the individual. Externally caused behavior is seen as resulting 
from outside causes; that is, the person is seen as forced into the behavior by the situation. If one of your 
employees is late for work, you might attribute his late. ness to his partying into the wee hours of the 
morning and then oversleeping. This would be an internal attribution. But if you attribute his arriving late 
to a major automobile accident that tied up traffic on the road this employee regularly uses, then you 
would be making an external attribution.  Distinctiveness refers to whether an individual displays 
different behaviors in different situations. Is the employee who arrives late today also the source of 
complaints 6y coworkers for being a goof-off? What we want to know is if this behavior is unusual or 
not. If it is, the observer is likely to give the behavior an external attribution. If this action is not unusual, 
it will probably be judged as internal.  If everyone who is faced with a similar situation responds in the 
same  way, we can say the behavior shows consensus. Our late employee’s behavior would meet this 
criterion if all employees who took the same route to work  Similarly, you are more likely to notice your 
subordinates goofing off if your boss from the head office happens to be in town. Again, the situation 
affects your perception. The time at which an object or event is seen can influence attention, as can 
location, light, heat, or any number of situational factors. Figure 4-2 summarizes the factors influencing 
perception.  Person Perception: Making  Judgments About Others  Now we turn to the most relevant 



application of perception concepts to OB: the issue of person perception.  Attribution Theory  Our 
perceptions of people differ from our perceptions of inanimate objects like desks, machines, or buildings 
because we make inferences about the actions of people that we don’t make about inanimate objects. 
Nonliving objects are subject to the laws of nature, but they have no beliefs, motives, or intentions. 
People do. The result is that when we observe people, we attempt to develop explanations of why they 
behave in certain ways. Our perception and judgment of a person’s actions, there-  I I  I  I  I  — —  
ottributlcri theory  When individuals obser’e behavior, Ihey altempi Jo determine whether it is internally 
or externally caused.  136+  PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  were also late. From an attribution 
perspective, if consensus is high, you would be expected to give an external attribution to the employee’s 
tardiness, whereas if other employees who took the same route made it into work on time, your 
conclusion as to causation would be internal.  Finally, an observer looks for consistency in a person’s 
actions. Does the person respond the same way over time? Coming in ten minutes late for work is not 
perceived in the same way for the employee for whom it is an unusual case (she hasn’t been late for 
several months) as for the employee for whom it is part of a routine pattern (she is regularly late two or 
three times a week). The more consistent the behavior, the more the observer is inclined to attribute it to 
internal causes.  Figure 4-3 summarizes the key elements in attribution theory. It would  tell us, for 
instance, that if your employee—Kim Randolph—generally performs at about the same level on other 
related tasks as she does on her cunent task (low distinctiveness), if other employees frequently perform 
differently—better or worse—than Kim does on that current task (low consensus), and if Kim’s 
performance on this current task is consistent over time (high consistency), you or anyone else who is 
judging Kim’s work is likely to hold her primarily responsible for her task performance (internal 
attribution).  One of the more interesting findings from attribution theory is that there are errors or biases 
that distort attributions. For instance, substantial evidence suggests that when we make judgments about 
the behavior of other people, we have a tendency to underestimate the influence of external factors and 
overestimate the influence of internal or personal factors. 3 This is called the fundamental attrlwhy a sales 
manager is prone to attribute the  poor performance of her sales agents to laziness rather than the 
innovative product line introduced by a competitor. Individuals tend to attribute their own successes to 
internal factors like abil’ity or effort while putting the blame for failure on external factors like luck. This 
is called the self—serving bias and suggests that feedback provided to employees in performance reviews 
will be predictably distorted by recipients depending on whether it is positive or negative.  Are these 
errors or biases that distort attributions universal across different cultures? While we can’t answer that 
question definitively, some preliminary evidence indicates cultural differences. For instance, a study of 
Korean managers found that, contrary to the self-serving bias, they tended to accept responsibility for 
group failure “because I was not a capable leader” instead of attributing it to group members.4 Attribution 
theory was developed largely in the United States based on experiments with Americans. But the Korean 
study suggests caution in making attribution theory predictions outside the United States, especially in 
countries with strong collectivist traditions.  Frequently Used Shortcuts in Judging Others  We use a 
number of shortcuts when we judge others. Perceiving and interpreting what others do is burdensome. As 
a result, individuals develop techniques  FE trt .w—tjs  r  r4Th, N  I -a  LL. F  fly  —  I —  —  -_  bution 
error and can explain  fundamental attribution error  The tendency to underestimate the  influence of 
external factors and  overestimate the influence of internal faders when making iudgmen about the 
behavior of others.  self-serving bias  The tendency for individuals to attribute their own successes to 
internal factors while putting the blame for Failures on external factors.  CHAPTER 4 • PERCEPTION 
AND INDIVIPUAL DECISION MAKING +137  [he self-serving bias of attribufion heory doesn’t apply 
in all cultures. In :ountries that value collectivism more han individualism, managers take reponsibility 
for group failure rather han blame other people or external octors. An example is Masatochi Ito, ounder of 
.kipan’s Ito-Yokado supernarket chain, shown here bowing out is president of the company he unded, Ito 
exited the firm in the yoke of embarrassing stock-related candals, accepting responsibility for he unethical 
actions of his employees.  for making the task more manageable. These techniques are frequently 
valuable—they allow us to make accurate perceptions rapidly and provide valid data for making 
predictions. However, they are not foolproof. They can and do get us into trouble. An understanding of 
these shortcuts can be helpful toward recognizing when they can result in significant distortions.  



SELECTIVE PERCEPTION Any characteristic that makes a person, object, or event stand out will 
increase the probability it will be perceived. Why? Because it is impossible for us to assimilate everything 
we see—only certain stimuli can be taken in. This explains why, as we noted earlier, you’re more likely 
to notice  GB in the News....  Managers Explain What Has Helped  and Hindered Their Advancement  
IndusWeek magazine surveyed 1,300 middle  managers in medium- sized and large companies with at 
least 500 employees on a number of issues.  Two questions were particularly relevant because they 
address attribution issues: To what do you attribute your success to date? And what do you think has most 
hampered your advancement to even higher levels in your company?  Most managers attributed their 
advancement to their knowledge and on-the-job  accomplishments. More than 80 percent of these middle 
managers ranked these as being the biggest factors in their promotion into management.  When asked 
what most hindered their advancement to even higher levels of management, 56 percent of the managers 
said it was because they hadn’t built relationships with the “right” people. This was followed by 23 
percent saying that they were most hindered by insufficient education, intelligence, or knowledge of their 
business area.  Ihese results are exactly what you’d expect based on attribution theory.  Specifically, 
consistent with the self-serving bias, these managers attributed their success to internal factors (their 
knowledge and on-the-job accomplishments) and placed the blame for their failures on external factors 
(the implied politics in knowing the right people).  Based on DR. Altany, Torn Between  I-lain and 
Horns,” Industry Wek (March  15, 1993), p. 19.  PART TWO • rHE NDVIDUAL  cars like your own or 
why some people may be reprimanded by their boss for doing something that when done by another 
employee goes unnoticed. Since  selictive perception we can’t observe everything going on about us, we 
engage in selective per- People selectively inlerprel wbt they see ception. A classic example shows how 
vested interests can significantly in flu- bused us their inieresis, backgeund, ence what problems we see.  
experience, arid olliludes Dearborn and Simon performed a perceptual study in wbich 23 business 
executives read a comprehensive case describing the organization and activities of a steel company.5 Six 
of the 23 executives were in the sales function, $ n production. 4 in accounting, and B in miscel1aneou 
functlon. Each manager was asked to write down the most important problem he found in the case. 
EigHtythree percent of the sales executives rated sales important; oftly 29 percent of the others did so. 
This, along with other results of the study, led the researchers to conclude that the participants perceived 
aspects oía situation that related specifically to the activities and goals of the unit to whith tly were 
attached. A group’s perception of organizational activities is selectively altered to align with the vested 
interests they represent. In other words, where the stimuli are ambiguous, as in the steel company case, 
perception tends to be influenced more by an individuals base o[ interpretation (that is, attitudes, interests, 
and background) than by the stimulus itself.  But how does selectivity work as a shortcut in judging other 
people? Since we cannot assimilate aU we observe, we take in bits and pieces. But these bits and pieces 
are not chosen randomly; rather, they are selectively chosen according to our interests, background, 
experience, and attitudes. Selective perception allows us to speed—read” others, but not without the risk 
of drawing an inaccurate picture. Because we see what we want to see, we can draw unwarranted 
conclusions from an ambiguous situation. If a rumor is going around the office that your company’s sales 
are down and large layoffs maybe coming, a routine visit by a enior executive from headquarters might be 
interpreted as the first step in management’s identification of people to be fired, when in reality such an 
actiQa may be the furthest thing from the mind of the senior executive.  mao EFFECT When we draw a 
general impression about an individual based on a single characteristic, such as intelligence, soctahility, 
or appearance,  1mb ellen a halo effect is operating. This phenomenon frequently occurs when students  
£rwinq a gen€cd impression about on appraise their classroom instructor. Students may isolate a single 
trait such as irdvidubIbcedonasingIed1cIr&teristk. enthusiasm and allow their entire evaluation to be 
tainted by how they judge  the instructor on this one trait. Thus an instructor may be quiet, assured, 
knowledgeable, and highly qualified, but if his style lacks zeal, he will be rated lower on a number of 
other characteristics.  The reality of the halo effect was confirmed in a classic study where subjects were 
given a list of traits like intelligent, skillful, practical1 industrious, determined, and warm and asked to 
evaLuate the person to whom these traits applied. 6 Based on these traits, the person was judged to be 
wise, humorous, popular, and imaginative. When the same list was modified to substitute cold for warm 
in the trait list, a completely different set of perceptions was obtained. Clearly, the subjects were allowing 



a single trait to influence their overall impression of the person being judged.  ‘[he propensity For the halo 
effect to operate is not random. Research suggests it is likely to be most exfteme when the traits to be 
perceived are ambiguous in behavioral terms, when the traits have moral overtones, and when the 
perceiver is judging traits with which he or she has had limited experience.’  CHAPTER 4 • 
PERCEPTION AND INDIVIDUAL DECIS1ON MAKING  CONTRAST EFFECTS An old adage 
among entertainers who perform in variety shows advises, Never follow an act that has kids or animals in 
it. Why? The common belief is that audiences love children and animals so much, you will look bad in 
comparison. In a similar vein, your author remembers when he was a college freshman required to give a 
presentation in a speech class. I was scheduled to speak third that morning. After both of the first two 
speakers stammered, stumbled, and forgot their lines, I suddenly got a rush of confidence because I 
figured that even though my talk might not go too well, I’d probably get a pretty good grade. I was 
counting on the instructor raising my evaluation after contrasting my speech to those that immediately 
preceded it.  These two examples demonstrate how contrat effects can distort perceptions. We don’t 
evaluate a person in isolation. Our reaction to one person is often influenced by other persons w&ve 
recently encountered.  An illustration of how contrast effects operate is an interview situation in which 
one sees a pool of job applicants. Distortions in any given candidate’s evaluation can occur as a result of 
his or her place in the interview schedule. The candidate is likely to receive a more favorable evaluation if 
preceded by mediocre applicants, and a less favorable evaluation if preceded by strong appIcants.  
PROJECTION It is easy to judge others if we assume they are similar to us. For instance, if you want 
challenge and responsibility in your job, you assume others want the same. Or you’re honest and 
trustworthy, so you take it for granted that other people are equally honest and trustworthy. This tendency 
to attribute one’s own characteristics to other people—which is called projection—can distort perceptions 
made about others.  People who engage in projection tend to perceive others according to what they 
themselves are like rather than according to what the person being observed is really like. When 
observing others who actually are like them, these  +139  contrast ef feds [valuolions of o pmwts 
thoradethtks that are affected by comparins with olher people receny enrounted wñ roAk higher or lower 
on Pbs same the rocterist cs.  prapctiofl  Atirihuling ones own choructertks ta other people.  Figure 4-4  
Diawing by William S[eia; © 981  The New Yorker Magazire.  Reprinled by permissior.  w  “1  do not 
hate you. You’re  projectins.t  4O• ________ - PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  observers are quite 
accurate—not because they are perceptive, but rather because they always judge people as being similar 
to themselves, so when they firially find someone who is, they are naturally correct. When managers 
engage in proiection, they compromise their ability to respond to individual differences. They tend to see 
people as more homogeneous than they really are.  STEREOTYPING When we judge someone on the 
basis of our perception of the group to which he or she belongs, we are using the shortcut called  
stereolypoig stereotyping. F. Scott Fitzgerald engaged in stereotyping in his reported con- Judging 
someone on the basis of one’s versation with Ernest Hemingway when he said, “The very rich are 
different perceplion of the group towhich ihat from you and me.” Hemingway’s reply, “Yes, they have 
more money,” mdiperson belongs. cated that he refused to generalize characteristics about people based 
on their  wealth.  Generalization, of course, is not without advantages. It’s a means of simplifying a 
complex world and it permits us to maintain consistency. It’s less difficult to deal with an unmanageable 
number of stimuli if we use stereotypes. As an example, assume you’re a sales manager looking to fill a 
sales position in your territory. You want to hire someone who is ambitious, hardworking, and who can 
deal well with adversity. You’ve had good success in the past by hiring individuals who participated in 
athletics during college. So you focus your search by looking for candidates who participated in collegiate 
athletics. In so doing, you’ve cut down considerably on your search time. Further, to the extent that 
athletes are ambitious, hardworking, and able to deal with adversity, the use of this stereotype can 
improve your decision making. The problem, of course, is when we inaccurately stereotype.8 All college 
athletes are not necessarily ambitious, hardworking, or good at dealing with adversity, just as all 
accountants are not quiet and introspective.  In organizations, we frequently hear comments that represent 
stereotypes based on gender, age, nationality, and even weight: “Women won’t relocate for a promotion’; 
“men aren’t interested in child care”; “older workers cant learn new skills”; “Asian immigrants are 
hardworking and conscientious”; “overweight people lack discipline.” From a perceptual standpoint, if 



people expect to see these stereotypes, that is what they will perceive, whether it’s accurate or not.  Peggy 
Wine is choir and CEO of Canada’s Royal Oak  Mines. Women like Witte in top management positions  
often suffer from sex-role stereotypes. With determination  and hard work, Witte built a successful gold-
mining  firm from scratch in a male-dominated industry where  old-timers believe that allowing a woman 
logo underground  in a mine brings bad luck. Research studies indicate  that successful managers, male or 
female, share  certain Iraits and skills that lead to their success. Wine  is a skilled miner and first-rote 
metallurgist and helped  devise a new gold-recovery technology in Canada that  makes low-grade ore 
bodies more profitable. She uses  her financial and negotiation skills to acquire old mines  with poor ore 
reserves and transform them into profitable  operations. In this photo, Wifle discusses strategy  with other 
Royal Oak managers.  CHAPTER 4 • PERCEPTION AND INDIVIDUAL DECISION MAKING ______ 
•14]  Obviously, one of the problems of stereotypes is they are so widespread,  despite the fact that they 
may not contain a shred of truth or may be irrelevant.  Theh being widespread may only mean that many 
people are making the same  inaccurate perception based on a false premise about a group.  Specific 
Applicalions in Organizations  People in organizations are always judging each other. Managers must 
appraise  their subordinates’ performances, We evaluate how much effort our coworkers  are putting into 
their jobs. When a new person ioins a department,.he or she is  immediately szed up by the other 
department members. In many cases, these  udgments have important con sequences for the organization. 
Let’s briefly look  at a few of the more obvious applications,  EMPLOYMENt INTERVIEW A major 
input into who is hired and who is rejected  in any organization is the employment interview. It’s fair to 
say that few  people are hired without an interview. Buy the evidence indicates that interviewers  often 
make inaccurate perceptual judgments. Additionally, interrater  agreement among interviewers is often 
poor; that is, different interviewers see  different things in the same candidate and thus arrive at different 
conclusions  about the applicant.  Interviewers generally draw early impressions that become very quickly  
entrenched. f negative information is exposed e’r1y in the interview, it tends  to be more heavily weighted 
than if that same information comes out later,9  Studies indicate that most interviewers’ decisions change 
very little after the  first four or live minutes of the interview, As a result, information elicited early  in the 
interview carriEs greater weight than does infoimation elicited later, and  a ‘good applicant is probably 
characterized more by the absence of unfavorable  characteristics than by the presence of favorable 
characteristics.  Importantly, who you think is a good candidate and who 1 think is one  may differ 
markedLy. Because interviews usually have so little consistent structure  and interviewers vary in terms 
of what they are looking for in a candidate,  judgments of the same candidate can vary widely. If the 
employment interview  is an important input into the hiring decision—and it usually is—-you should  
recognize that perceptual factors influence who is hired and eventually the  quality of an organization’s 
labor force.  PERFORMANCE EXPES’A’I IONS An impressive amount of evidence demOnstrates  that 
people will attempt to validate their perceptions of reality, even  when these perceptions are faulty. This is 
particularly idevant when we consider  performance expectations on the job.  The terms self-fulfilling 
prophecy or pygmalion effect have evolved self -fidhlHktg prophecy  to characterize the fact that people’s 
expectations determine their behavior. Or, in DflB person inawnntely pcrteives a in other words, if a 
manager expects big things from his people, they’re not seond person and ihc resuhing  likely to let him 
down. Similarly, if a manager expects people to perform mini- ttio cause dic second persoi to mally, 
they’ll tend to behave so as to meet these low expectations. Thus the cx- b&vi ways consistent with the 
ongnW pectatiogs become reality. per(&phon.  An interesting illustration of the self-fulfilling prophecy is 
a study undertaken  with 105 soldiers in the Israeli Defense Forces who were taking a 15-week  combat 
command course)1 The four course instructors were toM that uric-  third of the specific incoming trainees 
had high potential one-third had normal  potential, and the rest’s potential was unknown. In reality; the 
trainees  142• PART TWO •ThIE NOIVIDUAL  were randomly placed into these categories by the 
researchers. The results con- firmed the existence of a self-fulfilling prophecy. Those trainees whom 
instructors were told had high potential scored significantly higher on objective achievement tests, 
exhibited more positive attitudes, and held their leaders in higher regard. The instructors of the 
supposedly high potential trainees got better results from them because the instructors expected it!  
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION Although the impact of performance evaluations on behavior is 
discussed fully in Chapter 16, we point out here that an employee’s performance appraisal very much 



depends on the perceptual process.’2 An employee’s future is closely tied to his or her appraisal—
promotions, pay raises, and continuation of employment are among the most obvious outcomes. The 
performance appraisal represents an assessment of an employee’s work. While this can be objective (for 
example, a salesperson is appraised on how many dollars of sales she generates in her territory), many 
jobs are evaluated in subjective terms. Subjective measures are easier to implement, they provide 
managers with greater discretion, and many jobs do not readily lend themselves to objective measures. 
Subjective measures are, by definition, judgmental. The evaluator forms a general impression of an 
employee’s work. To the degree that managers use subjective measures in appraising employees, what the 
evaluator perceives to be “good” or “bad” employee characteristics/behaviors will significantly influence 
the appraisal outcome.  EMPLOYEE EFFORT An individual’s future in an organization is usually not 
dependent on performance alone. In many organizations, the level of an employee’s effort is given high 
importance. Just as teachers frequently consider how hard you try in a course as well as how you perform 
on examinations, so often do managers. And, as illustrated in the opening photograph at the beginning of 
this chapter, assessment of an individual’s effort is a subjective judgment susceptible to perceptual 
distortions and bias. If it is true, as some claim, that “more workers are fired for poor attitudes and lack of 
discipline than for lack of ability,”3 then appraisal of an employee’s effort may be a primary influence on 
his or herfuture in the organization.  EMPLOYEE LOYALTY Another important judgment that managers 
make  about employees is whether they are loyal to the organization. In spite of the  AMP; Inc., a 
producer of electrical and electronic connectn devices,  s implementing its Journey for Excellence 
continuous improvement program  worldwide to impiové quakty and productivity, eliminate waste,  and 
reduce costs. Gaining the commitment of AMP’s 28,000 employees  at 175 faci[ities in 36 countries is 
essential to the program’s success. In  this photo, plant employees at AMP Mexico sign their names to the  
Journey for Excellence, symbolizing their loyalty to the company.  CHAPTER 4 • PERCEPTION ANb 
OECISION MAKING • 143  general decline in employee loyalty noted in Chapter 1, few organizations 
appredate  employees, especially those in the managerial ranks, openly disparaging  the firm. Further, in 
some organizations, if the word gets around that an  employee is looking at other employment 
opportunities outside the firm, that  employee may be labeled as disloyal and cut off from all future 
advancement  opportunities. The issue is not whether organizations are tight in demanding  loyalty, but 
that many do, and that assessment of an employee’s loyalty or  commitment is highly judgmental. What is 
perceived as loyalty by one decision  maker may be seen as excessive conformity by another. An 
employee who  questions atop management decision may be seen as disloyal by some, yet caring  and 
concerned by others. As a case in point, whistle-blowers---individ- wliktle-hlowers uals who report 
unethical practices by their employer to authorities inside lndMdunkwboieporiuiiatdproc1ir  and/or 
outside the organization—typically act out of loyalty to their organiza- by their employen to avthories 
ir*side tion but are perceived by management as troublemakers)4 and/or otcidethe org1iitizallen.  — The 
Link Between Perception  mid Individual Decision Making  Individuals in organizations maRe decisions. 
That is, thiy make choices from decisiQnz  among two or more alternatives, Top managers, for instance, 
determine their Themcinafthokesfromn41gtwDoI organization’s goals, what products or services to offer, 
how best to organize more alternuthes. corporate headquarters, or where to locate a new manufacturing 
plant. M!.ddleand  lower-level managers determine production schedules, select new employees,  and 
decide how pay raises are to be allocated. Of course, making  decisions is not the sole province of 
managers. Noninanagerial em- --  ployees also make decisions that affect their jobs and the organiza- . 1  
tions they work for The more obvious of these decisions might in  elude whether to come to work or not 
on any given day, how much • .•w individu4.In effort to put forward once at work, and whether to comply 
with a re- OrgaO.iZI1iDIISnL4,e quest made by the boss. Additionally, an increasing number of 
çdesio.ni, afl1Hquaityof organizations in recent years have been empowering their nonrnan- ft ilimnal 
chàl aii agerial employees with job-related decision-making authority that .:  historically was reserved for 
managers alone. Individual decision largely. influenni by tIeir making, therefore, is an important part of 
organizational behavior. ..çrceptIins.  But how individuals in organizations make decisions, and the qual-  
ity of their final choices, are largely influenced by their perceptions.  Decision making occurs as a 
reaction to a problem. A discrep- problem  ancy exists between some cflrrerrt state of affairs and some 
desired state, requir- Adiurepancybehueen some wrrenl slole ing consideration of alternative courses of 



action. So if your car breaks down ofalfairsand5e(nedesireilstgte and you rely on it to getto school, you 
have a problem that requires a decision  on your part. Unfortunately, most problems don’t come neatly 
packaged with a  abeI “problem” clearly displayed on them. One person’s problem is another  person’s 
satisfactory state of affairs. One manager may view her divisions 2 percent  decline in quarterly sales to 
be a serious problem requiring immediate action  on her part. In contrast, her counterpart in another 
division of the same  company, who also had a Z percent sales decrease, may consider that quite 
satsfactory.  So the awareness that a problem exists and a decision needs to be  made is a perceptual issue. 
-  Moreover, every decision requires interpretation and evaluation of information.  Data is typically 
received from multiple sources and it needs to be  screened, processed, and interpreted. What data, for 
instance, s reievant to the  144• PART TWO • THE NDIVIDLJAL  decision and what isn’t? The 
perceptions of the decision maker will answer this question. Alternatives wiLl be developed and the 
strengths and weaknesses of each will need to be evaluated. Again, because alternatives don’t come with 
red flags identifying themselves as such or with their strengths and weaknesses clearly marked, the 
individual decision maker’s perceptual process will have a large bearing on the final outcome.  — The 
Optimizing Decision-Making Model  Let’s begin by describing how individuals should behave in order to 
maximize  optimizing model some outcome. We call this the optimizing model of decision making.’5  A 
decision-making model that describes  how individuals should behave in order to Steps in the Optimizing 
Model  maximize some outcome.  Table 4-1 outlines the six steps an individual should follow, either 
explicitly or implicitly, when making a decision.  STEP fl ASCERTAIN THE NEED FOR A DECISION 
The first step requires recognition that a decision needs to be made. The existence of a problem—or, as 
we stated previously, a disparity between some desired state and the actual condition—brings about this 
recognition. If you calculate your monthly expenses and find you’re spending $50 more than you 
allocated in your budget, you have ascertained the need for a decision. There is a disparity between your 
desired expenditure level and what you’re actually spending.  STEP 2: IDENTflY THE DECISION 
CRITERIA Once an individual has determined the need for a decision, the criteria that will be important 
in making the decision must be identified. For illustration purposes, let’s consider the case of a high 
school senior confronting the problem of choosing a college. The concepts derived from this example 
may be generalized to any decision a person might confront.  For the sake of simplicity, let’s assume our 
high school senior has already chosen to attend college (versus other, noncollege options). We know the 
need for a decision is precipitated by graduation. Once she has recognized this need for a decision, the 
student should begin to list the criteria or factors that will be relevant to her decision, For our example, 
let’s assume she has identified the following criteria about the colleges she is considering attending: 
annual cost, availability of financial aid, admission requirements, status or reputation, size, geographic 
location, curricula offering, male—female ratio, quality of social life, and the physical attractiveness of 
the campus. These criteria represent what the decision maker thinks is relevant to her decision. Note that, 
in this step, what  CHArTER 4 • rERcEPTION AND I\IOVIDUM DECSON MAKIJG • 145  is not listed 
is a important as what is. For example, our high school senior did  riot consider factors such as where her 
friends were going to school, availability  of part-time employment, and whether freshmen are required to 
reside on  campus. ‘lb someone else making a college selection decision, the criteria used  might be 
considerably different.  This second step is important because it identifies onLy those criteria the  
decision maker considers relevant. If a criterion is omitted from this list, we  treat it as irrelevant to the 
decision maker,  STEP 3: ALLOCATE WEIGHTS [0 THE CRITERIA The criteria listed in the  previous 
step are not all equally important. It’s necessary, therefore, to weight  the factors listed in step 2 in order 
to prioritize their importance in the decision.  All the criteria are relevant, hut some ace more relevant 
than others.  Flow does the decision maker weight criteria? A simple approach would  merely be to give 
the most important criteria a number—say ten—and then assign  weights to the rest of the criteria against 
this standard. So the result of  steps 2 and 3 is to allow decision makers to use their persona! preferences 
both  to prioritize the relevant criteria and to indicate their relative degree of iniportance  by assigning a 
weight to each. Table 4-2 lists the criteria and weights our  high school senior is using in her college 
decision.  STEP 4: DEVELOP THE ALTERNATIVES The fourth step requires the decision  maker to 
list all the viable alternatives that could possibly succeed in resolving  the problem. No attempt is made in 
this step to appraise the alternatives, only  to list them. To return to our example, let’s assume our high 



schooler has identified  eight potential colleges—---Alpha, Beta, Delta, Gamma, Iota, Omega, Phi,  and 
Sigma.  STEP 5: EVALUATE THE AlTERNATIVES Once the alternatives have been  identified, the 
decision maker must critically evaluate each one. The strengths  and weaknesses ot each alternative will 
become evident when they are compared  against the criteria and weights established in steps Z and 3.  
The evaluation of each alternative is done by appraising it against the  weighted criteria. In our example, 
the high school senior would evaluate each  college using every one of the criteria. To keep our example 
simple, we assume ;1  Table 4-2 Criteria and Weights in Selectian of  a College;0]  AvuIabihty of 
financial aid  School’s reputahon  AnnuaL cost  Curricula offering  Geographic location  Admission 
requiremenis  Qualily of social life  Seboce size  MaIe-Iern&e rallo  Physical attracñveness of the campus  
We1ghts  10  10  8  7  a  5  4  3  2  2  146• PART TWO • THE NDIVIDUAI  a ten means the college is 
rated as “most favorable” on that criterion. Tile results from evaluating the various alternative colleges 
are shown in Table 4-..  Keep in mind that the ratings given the eight colleges shown in Iäble 4-A are 
based on the assessment made by the decision maker. Some assessments can he made in a relatively 
ohjctive Fashion. If our decision maker prefers a smail school, one with an enrollment of 1,000 is 
obviousjv superior to one with 10,000 students. Similarly, if a high maLe—female ratio is sought, 3:1 is 
clearly higher than 2:1. But the assessment of criteria such as reputation, quality of social life, and the 
physical attractiveness of the campus reflects the decision maker’s values, The point is that most 
decisions contain judgments. Ihey are reflected in the criteria chosen in step 2, the weights given to these 
criteria, and the evaluation of alternatives. This explains why tWO people fated with a similar problem—
such as selecting a college—ma)’ look at two totally different sets of alternatives or even look at the same 
alternatives hut rate them ‘ery differently.  Table 4-3 represents an evaluation of eight alternatives only 
against the decision criteria, It does not reflect the weighting done in step 3. If one choice had scored ten 
on ever’ criterion, there would be no need to consider the weights. Similarly, if the weights were all 
equal, you could evaluate each alternative merel by summing up the appropriate column in Table 4-3. For 
instance, Omega College would be highest, with a total score of 84. But our high school senior needs to 
multiply each alternative against its weight. The result of this process is shown in Table 4-4. The 
summation of these scores represents an evaluation of each college against the previously established 
criteria and weights  STEP 6: SELECT 1HE BEST ALTERNATIVE The final step in the optimi/ing 
decision model is the selection of the best alternative from among those enumerated and evaluated. Since 
I,est is defined th terms of highest total score, the  cHArTER 4 • PERCEPTION AND INDIVIDUAL 
DECISION MAKNG  +147  selection is quite simple. l’he decision maker merely chooses the alternative 
that generated the largest total score in step 5. For our high school senior, that means Delta College. 
Based on the criteria identified, the weights given to the criteria, and the dedsion maker’s evahiaflon of 
each college on each of the cr1- teria, Delta College scored highest and thus becomes the best.  
Assumptions ol (be Oplimizing Model  The steps in the optimizing model contain a number of 
assumptions. It’s important to undeistand these assumptions if we’re to determine how accurately the•• 
optimizing model describes actual individual dedsion making.  The assumptions of the optimizing model 
are the same as those that underlie the concept of rationality. Rationality refers to choices that are 
consistent and value maximizing. Rationai,dec[sion making, therefore, implies that the decision maker 
can be fully objective and logical. The individual is assumed to have a clear goal, and all of the six steps 
in the optimizing model are assumed to lead toward the selection of the alternative [hat will maximize 
that goal. Let’s take a closer look at the assumptions inherent in rationality and, hence, the optimizing 
model.  GOAL OkIENIED The optimizing model assumes there is no conflict over the goal. Whether the 
decision involves selecting a college to attend, determining whether or not to go to work today, or 
choosing the right applicantto fill a job vacancy, it is assumed the decision maker has a single well-
defined goal he or she is trying to maximize.  ALL OPTIoNS ARE KNOwN It is assumed the decision 
maker ca’n identify Ii the relevant criteria and can list all viable aLterrwtives. The optimizing  rctioiwilty  
Chokes that are consistent aod value- maximizing. ;1  • Table 4-4 Evaluation otto liege Ajternntives;0]  Ii 
(imd weight)  AITtRHAT1VES  ALPHA BA DELTA GAMMA IOTA OGA PHI S$MA  Colege (allege 
College College College College College Celeqe  Availobility of FinanciaF d(1O)  Schvds reputation (10)  
Ani,ual cost (8)  Cjrricula oFlenng C7)  Geographic locetion 6)...  Admistion requirements 1)  Quolily of 
sociol life (4)  School the (3)  Male-Female catlo 2)  Physical ofltaoiveriess” .0f the compus (2)  Totals  
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fully comprehensive in his or her ability to assess criteria and alternatives.  PREFEU.nJcES ARE CLEAR 
Rationality assumes the criteria and alternatives can be assigned numerical values and ranked in a 
preferential order.  PREFERENCES ARE CONSTANT The same criteria and alternatives should be 
obtained every time because, in addition to the goal and preferences being cleat, it is assumed the specific 
decision criteria are constant and the weights assigned to them are stable over time.  FINAL CHOICE 
WILL MAXIMIZE THE OUTCOME The rational decision maker, following the optimizing model, will 
choose the alternative that rates highest. This most preferred solution will, based on step 6 of the process1 
give the maximum benefits.  Predictions from the Optimizing Model  Using the preceding assumptions, 
we would predict that the individual decision maker would have a clear and specific goal; a fully 
comprehensive set of criteria that determine the relevant factors in the decision; and a precise ranking of 
the criteria, which will be stable over time. We further assume the decision maker will select the 
alternative that scores highest after all options have been evaluated (see Figure 4-5).  In terms of the. 
college selection decision introduced earlier, the optimizing model would predict the high school student 
could identify every factor that might be important in her decision. Each of these factors would be 
weighted in terms of importance. All of the colleges that could possibly be viable options would be 
identified and evaluated against the criteria. Remember, because all alternatives are assumed to be 
considered, our decision maker  might be looking at hundreds of colleges. Also, even if this activity took 
six  1  CHAPTER 4 • PERCEPTION AND INDIVIDUAL DECISION MAKING  +149  From Concepts 
to Skills  Creative Problem Solving  Most of us have unleashed creative potential that we can use whn 
confronted with a decision-making problem. The challenge is to get out of the psychological nflswe all 
get into ard tojearn how to use the creative problem-solving 6kentwe have.  or software maker Mi  Mr 
sosoft, creative problem  olving is vital to success n developing innovaions. The manóger of icrosoft’s 
Windows NT Ieveloprnent team uneashes team members’  :reufive potential by let- :1 ing them throw 
around i deas on a basketball :ouri at company headjuaden. Trained in atribitte listing, team  nembe are 
encouraged to voice crazy ideas, which are never rejected outright and some-  Let’s begin with the 
obvious. People differ in their inherent creativity. Einstein, Picasso, and Mozart were individuals of 
exceptional creativity. What personality characteristics do the exceptionally creative share? Generally 
they are independent, risk taking, persistent, and highly motivated. They’re also nonconformists who can 
be hard to get along with. Additionally, highly creative individuals prefer complex and unstructured 
tasks)6 Disorder doesn’t make them anxious.  How widespread is exceptional creativity? Not very! A 
study of lifetime creativity of 461 men and women found that fewer than 1 percent were exceptionally 
creative.’7 But 10 percent were highly creative and about 60 percent were somewhat creative. This 
suggests that most of us have creative potential, if we can learn to unleash it.  You can use several proven 
techniques to improve your ability as a creative problem  solver. These inclUde attribute listing, lateral 
thinking, and synectics  In attribute listing, what you do is turn off all judgmental processes. You state the 
general charactcristiFs cf the problem and then generate as many ahérnatives as possible. No ideas are 
rejected, no matter how ridiculous they may appear at fIrst glance. In fact, you should specifically try to 
reach for wild and extreme alternatives. Once you’ve completed your extensive list the constraints of the 
problem are imposed so as to leave only viable alternatives.  Creativity can be stimulated by replacing 
traditional vertical thinking with zig zag or lateral thinking. Vertical thinking is highly rational. It’s a 
stepwise process, with each step following the previous step in an unbroken sequence. It must be correct 
at every step. In addition, verticalthinking selects and deals only with what is relevant. In contrast, lateral 
thinking isn’t sequential. Rather than developing a pattern, you try to restructure a.pattern. For example, 
you might tackle a problem from the solution end rather than the starting end, and back into 
variousbeginning states. As a manager, for instance, you could conceptualize what your department might 
look like in terms of tasks, people, 4nd work layout in the year 2010—then back into various scenarios 
about how it got to look like that.  Synectics uses analogies and inverted rationale to make the strange 
familiar and the familiar strange. It operates on the assumption that most problems aren’t new. The 



challenge is to view the problem in a new way. So you have to try to abandon the familiar or routine ways 
you look at things. For instance, most of us think of hens laying eggs. But how many of us have 
considered that a hen is only an egg’s way of making another egg? One of the most famous examples 
Where analogy resulted in a creative breakthrough was Alexander Graham Bell’s observation that it 
might be possible to take concepts that operate in the ear and apply them to his “talking box.” He noticed 
that the massive bones in the ear are operated by a delicate thin membrane. He wondered why, then, a 
thicker and stronger piece of membrane shouldn’t be able to move a piece of steel. Out of that analogy, 
the telephone was conceived.  times result in meaningful projects.  150• PART Two • ThE INDIVIDUAL  
months to complete, the criteria and weights would not vary over time. If the college’s reputation was 
most important in September, it would still be so in March. Further, if Beta College was given a score of 
six on this criterion in September, six months later the assessment would be the same. Finally, since every 
factor that i5 important in the decision has been considered and given its proper weight, and since every 
alternative has been identified and evaluated against the criteria, the decision niaker can be assured the 
college that scores highest in the evaluation is the best choice. There are no regrets because all 
information has been obtained and evaluated in a logical and consistent manner.  — Alternative Decision-
Making Models  Do individuals actually make their decisions the way the optimizing model predicts? 
Sometimes. When decision makers are faced with a simple problem having few alternative courses of 
action, and when the cost of searching out and evaluating alternatives is low, the optimizing model 
provides a fairly accurate description of the decision process.18 Buying a pair of shoes or a new personal 
computer might be examples of decisions where the optimizing model would apply. But many decis[ons, 
particularly important and difficult ones— the kind a person hasn’t encountered before and for which no 
standardized or programmed rules exist to provide guidance—don’t involve simple and well- structured 
problems. Rather, they’re characterized by complexity, relatively high uncertainty (all the alternatives, for 
exampLe, are unlikely to be known), and goals and preferences that are neither clear nor consistent. This 
category of decision would include choosing a spouse, considedng whether to. accept a new job offer in a 
different city, selecting among job appticapts for a vacancy in your department, developing a marketing 
strategy for a flew pr&iuct,. deciding where to build an additional manufacturing plant, and.jletermining 
the proper time to take your small company public by selling stock in it. In this section, we review three 
alternatives to the optimizing model: the satisficing- or bounded rationality model, the implicit favorite 
model, and the intuitive model.  The Salisficing Model  sallsfldng model The essence of the satlsfking 
model is that, when faced with complex probAdedsion-making mode] whew odedsion lems, decision 
makers respond by reducing the problems to a level at which mok hooses the first solotion that is they can 
be readily understood. This is because the information processing cago ,dnoughw;thati satisfndoiyind 
pability of human beings makes it impossible to assimilate and understand all suffkient. the information 
necessary to optimize. Since the capacity of the human mind  for formulating and solving complex 
problems is far too smalL to meet all the requirements for full rationality, individuals operate within the 
confines of  bmimled rotioaarniy bounded rationality. They construct simplified models that extract the 
esIndividveIsmokedeci ioochyconstwtting sential features from problems without capturing all their 
complexity.’9 mdisimpliFied maiiek that exirad the esseniüI viduals can then behave rationally within the 
limits of the simple model.  feoturesfrompnblermwitbiitcopturing How does bounded rationality work for 
the typical individual? Once a olc their complexity. problem is identified, the search for criteria and 
alternatives begins. But the list  of criteria i likely to be far from exhaustive. The decision maker will 
identify a linuted list made up of the more conspicuous choices. These are the choices that ale easy to find 
and tend to he highly visible. In most cases, they will represent familiar criteria and the tried-arid-true 
sohitions. Once this limited set of  CHAPTER 4 • PERCEPTION AND INDIVIDUAl DECISION 
MAKING  alternatives is identified, the decision maker will begin reviewing them. But the review will 
not be comprehensive. That is, not all the alternatives will be carefully evaluated. Instead, the decision 
maker will begin with alternatives that differ only in a relatively small degree from the choice currently in 
effect. following along familiar and well-worn paths, the decision maker proceeds to review alternatives 
only until he or she identifies an alternative that satisfices— one that is satisfactory and sufficient, So the 
satisficer settles for the first solution that is “good enough,” rather than continuing to search for the 
optimum. The first alternative to meet the “good enough” criterion ends the search, and the decision 



maker can then proceed toward implementing this acceptable course of action. This is illustrated in Figure 
4-6.  One of the more interesting aspects of the satisficing model is that the order in which alternatives are 
considered is critical in determining which alternative is selected. If the decision maker were optimizing, 
all alternatives would eventually be listed in a hierarchy of preferred order. Since all the alternatives 
would be considered, the initial order in which they were evaluated would be irrelevant. Every potential 
solution would get a full and complete  .151  I  — —  *  is—  —a  I  152+ PART TWO • THE 
INDIViDUAL  evaluation. But this is not the case with satisficing. Assuming a problem has more than 
one potential solution, the satisficing choice will be the first acceptable one the decision maker 
encounters. Since decision makers use simple and limited models, they typically begin by identifying 
alternatives that are obvious, ones with which they are familiar, and those not too far from the status quo. 
Those solutions that depart least from the status quo and meet the decision criteria are most likely to be 
selected. This may help to explain why many decisions that people make don’t result in the selection of 
solutions radically different from those they have made before. A unique alternative may present an 
optimizing solution to the problem; however, it will rarely be chosen. An acceptable solution will be 
kientified well before the decision maker is requited to search very far beyond the status quo.  Using the 
satisficing model, how might we predict that the high school senior introduced earlier would make her 
college choice? Obviously, she will not consider all of the more than 2,000 colleges in the United States 
or the multitude of others in foreign countries. Based on schools she’s heard about from friends and 
relatives, plus possibly a quick look through a guide to colleges, she will typically select a half-a-dozen or 
a dozen colleges to which she will send for catalogs, brochures, and applications. Based on a cursory 
appraisal of the materials she ‘cceives from the colleges, and using her rough decision criteria,, she will 
look for aschool that meets her minimal requirements. When she finds one, the decision search will be 
over. If none of the colleges in this initial set meet the “good enough” standards, she will expand her 
search to include more diverse colleges. But even following this extended search, the first college she 
uncovers that meets her minimal requirements will become the al ternative of choice.  The Implicit 
Favorite Model  Another model designed to deal with complex and nonroutine decisions is the impkii 
favorite model implicit favorltc model.20 Like the satisficing model, it argues that individA decision-
making model wlieie the uals solve complex problems by simplifying the process. However, 
simplificadecision maker implicitly selects a ‘ion in the implicit favorite mode! means not entering into 
the difficult “evalprefnd ollernative early the deciswn uation of alternatives” stage of decision making 
until one of the alternatives proess and biasei the evubwon of all can be identified as an implicit 
“favorite.” In other words, the decision maker is olber thoiccs. neither rational nor objective. Instead, 
early in the decision process, he or she  implicitly selects a preferred alternative. Then the rest of the 
decision process is essentially a decision confirmation exercise, where the decision maker makes sure his 
or her implicit, favorite is indeed the “right” choice.  The implicit favorite model initially evolved from 
research on job decisions by graduate management student&at the Massachusetts bstitute of Technology. 
Clearly, these students knew and understood the optimizing model. They had spent several years 
repeatedly using It for solving problems and analyzing cases in accounting, finance, management, 
marketing, and quantitative methods courses. Moreover; the job choice decision was an important one. If 
there was a decisiUn where the optimizing model should be used, and a group experienced In using it, 
this should be it. But the researcher found that the optimizing model was not followed. Rather, the 
implicit favorite model provided an accurate description of the actual decision process.  The implicit 
favorite model is outlined in Figure 4-7. Once a problem is identified, the decision maker implicitly 
Ldentifies an early favorite alternative. But the decision maker doesn’t end the search at this point in fact, 
the deci  CHAPTER 4 • PERCEPTION AND INDIVIDUAL DECISION MAKING  4153  sion maker is 
often unaware he or she has already identified an implicit favorite and that the rest of the process is really 
an exercise in prejudice. So more alternatives will be generated. This is important, for it gives the 
appearance of objectivity. Then the confirmation process begins The alternative set will be reduced to 
two—the choice candidate and a confirmation candidate. If the choice candidate is the only viable option, 
the decision maker will try to obtain another acceptable alternative to become the confirmation candidate, 
so he or she will have something to compare against. At this point, the decision maker establishes the 
decision criteria and weights. A great deal of perceptual and interpretational distortion is taking place, 



with the selection of criteria and their weight being “shaped” to ensure victory for the favored choice. 
And, of course, that’s exactly what transpires. The evaluation demonstrates unequivocally the superiority 
of the choice candidate over the confirmation candidate.  If the implicit favorite model is at work, the 
search for new alternatives ends well before the decision maker is willing to admit having made his or her 
decision. In the job search with MIT students, the researcher found he was able to accurately predict 87 
percent of the career jobs taken two to eight weeks before the students would admit they had reached a 
decision.21 This points to a decision process that is influenced a lot more by intuitive feelings than by 
rational objectivity  Recent research provides strong support for several of the primary tenets of the 
implicit favorite model Considerable evidence suggests that individuals frequently make an early 
commitment to one alternative and don’t evaluate  154. PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  the• strengths 
and weaknesses of the various alternatives until after having  madetheir final choice.22• -  Using the 
implicit favorite model, let’s look at how our high school senior might go about choosing which college 
to attend. Early in the process, she will find that one of the colleges seems intuitively right for her. 
However, she may not reveal this to others, nor be aware of it herself. She’ll review catalogs and 
brochures on a numbei of schools, but eventually reduce the set to two. One of these two, of course, will 
be her implied favorite. She’ll then focus in on the relevant factors in her decision. Which college has the 
better reputation? Where will she have the better social life? Which camjxis is more attractive? Her 
evaluations of criteria such as these are subjective judgments. Her assessment, though, won’t be fair and 
impartial. Rather, she’ll distort her judgments to align with her intuitive preference. Since “the race is 
fixed,” the winner is a foregone conclusion. Our high school student won’t necessarily choose the 
optimum alternative, nor can we say her choice will sausfice. Remember, she distorted her evaluations to 
get the results she wanted1 so there is no guarantee her final selection will reflect the assumptions of 
bounded rationality. What we can say is that, if she follows the implicit favorite model, she’ll choose the 
college that was her early preference, regardless of any relevant facts that may have surfaced later in the 
decision process.  The Intuitive Model  intuilin decision making  An unc*ns ous proess sealed out d  sfiId 
experient.  [  H •IntuWon isn’t indepsndeiw of rational analysis.The Iwo  complement each other.  Joe 
Garcia has just committed his corporation to spend in excess of $40 million to build a new plant in 
Atlanta to manufacture electronic components for satellite communication equipment A vice president of 
operations for his firm, Joe had before him a comprehensive analysis of five possible plant locations 
developed by a site ]ncation consulting firm he had hired. This report ranked the Atlanta location third 
among the five alternatives. After carefully reading the report and its conclusions, Joe decided against the 
consultant’s recommendation. When asked to explain his decision, Joe said, “I looked the report over 
very carefully. But In spite of its recommendation, I felt the numbers didn’t tell the whole story. 
Intuitively, I just sensed that Atlanta would prove to be the best bet over the long run.”  Intuitive decision 
making, like that used by Joe Garcia, ha5 recently come out of the closet and into some respectability. 
Experts no longer automatically assume that using intuition to make decisions is irrational or 
ineffective.23 There is growing recognition that rational analysis has been overemphasized and that, in 
certain instances, relying on intuition can improve decision making.  What do we mean by intuitive 
decision making? There are a number of ways to conceptualiie intuition.2” For instance, some consider it 
a form of extrasensory power or sixth sense, and some believe it is a personality trait that a limited 
number of people are born with. For our purposes, we define Intuitive decision making as an unconscious 
process created out of distilled experience. It doesn’t necessarily operate independently of rational 
analysis; rather, the two complement each other.  Research on chess playing provides an excellent 
example of how intuition works;25 Novicethess players and grand masters  were shown an actual, but 
unfamiliar, chess game with about 25 pieces on the board. After five or ten seconds1 the pieces were re  
D moved and each was asked to reconstruct the pieces by position.  On average, the grand master couid 
put 23 or 24 pieces in their cor  CHAPTER 4 • PERCEPTION AND INDIVIDUAL DECISION 
MAKING  .155  Every management deCiSiQn has an element of risk in it. As a result, managers 
frequently try to minimize that risk by seeking additional facts. Good managers, however, learn when 
they have sufficient information to make a decision. They recognize they’ll never have all the facts they 
want. And while the search for additional data Can reduce or eliminate risk or even show a problem 
doesn’t really exist, delays have costs. Opportunities can be missed while waiting for additional 



information. It is analogous to the fearful marksman: “Ready, aim, aim, aim, aim . . .“ He just can’t pull 
the trigger!  If it were possible to have so many facts that the risk element of decision making were totally 
eliminated, the question could be asked:  Why do we need managers? It’s easy to fault decisions  after the 
fact. All of us have 20-20 hindsight. It’s self-evident today that we should have bought Microsoft stock 
back in 1988! Everyone  knows now the error of Coca- Cola executives who, in 1985, decided to 
withdraw Coke’s original formula and replace it with a new formula. The public outcry  F.B.I., which 
planned the attack.  eventually led Coca-Cola’s management to reintroduce the original version as “Coke 
Classic.”  U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno took a lot of flak for her decision to have federal agents 
storm the Branch Davidian compound in Waco, Texas, and the resulting deaths of dozens of peopie. In 
spite of the criticism, she publicly proclaimed, “I had all the information I needed to make.a decision.” 
Whether that was true or not, she exhibited effective management skills in two ways:  (1) she decided she 
had  enough information to make  a decision, and (2) she went  ahead and made the decision.  Decision 
making is not just an analysis of facts. There is a strong element of gut feel in the process, espeH daily 
when it comes to  knowing when you have reached that point where you have sufficient facts on which to 
base a decision with a minimum of risk. This gut feel often separates the effective from the ineffective 
manager.  Source: Sased on I-I. Gittler in Irzdusty Week (January 3, 1994), p,46.  rect squares; the novice 
was able to replace only 6. Then the exercise was changed. This time the pieces were placed randomly on 
the board. Again, the novice got only about six correct, but so did the grand master! The second exercise 
demonstrated that the grand master didn’t have any better memory than the novice. What he did have was 
the ability, based on the experience of having played thousands of chess games, to recognize patterns and 
clusters of  GB inthiNews,..,  Too Many Facts Spoil the Decision  On television newscasts, programs 
such as Nightline, and at news conferences, U.S. Attorney General Janet Rena publicly accepted 
responsibility far her decision to storm the Branch Davidian compound rather than pulling the blame on 
the  156. PAfl TWO • THE INDIVIDu&  pieces that occur on chessboards in the course of games. 
Studies further show that chess professionals can play 50 or more games simuLtaneously, where 
decisions often must be made in only seconds, and exhibit only a moderately lower level of skill than 
when playing one game under tournament conditions, where decisions take half an hour or longeL The 
expert’s experience allows him or her to recognize a situation and draw on previously learned information 
associated with that situation to quickly arrive at a decision choice. The result is that the intuitive decision 
maker can decide rapidly with what appears to be very limited information.  When are people most likely 
to use iñtüitlve decision making? Eight conditions have been identified (1) when a high level of 
uncertainty exists; (2) when there is little precedent to draw on; (3) when variables are less scientifically 
predictable; (4) when “facts” are limited; (5) when facts don’t clearly point the way to go; (6) when 
analytical data are of little use; (7) when there are several plausible alternative solutions to choose from, 
with good arguments for each; and, (8) when fimels limited and there is pressure to come up with the 
right decision.2’  Is there a StandArd model that people follow when using intuition’ mdi victuals seem to 
follow one of two approaches. They apply intiition to either the front ertd or the back erd oithe decision-
making process.27  When Intuitioji is-tW4at the front end, the decision maker tries to avoid 
‘systematically ana1tIflg thtpzoblein, but instead gives intuition free rein. The idea is to tta gflèrqusual 
.pvssibilities and ne options that might not ncrmally emerg&..koti an analysis of past data or traditional 
ways of doing  things. A back-en4 proachto using intuition relies on rational analysis to identif ‘and 
&ldcate weights to decision criteria, as well as to develop and evalnate altërnatWes. Once this is done, the 
decision maker stops the analytical prpcess itErdr ti’steep on the decision” for a day or two before making 
the final choice.  Although intuitive detision making has gained In respectability since the early 1980s, 
don’t expect pEople who use it—especially in North America, Great Britain, and other cultUres where 
rational analysis is the approved way of making decisions—to äclcndwtedge they are doing so. People 
with strong intuitive abilities don’t usually tell their colleagues how they reached their conclusions, Since 
rational analysis is considered more socially desirable, intuitive ability is often disguised or hidden. As 
one top executive commented1 “Sometimes one must dress up a gut decision in data clothes’ to make it 
acceptable or palatable, but this fine-tuning is asually after the fact of the d€cision.”  —. Current Issues in 
Decision Making  We conclude this chapter by reviewing three current issues in decision making:  
improving ethical decision-making; how decision-making styles vary in different countries; and the 



tendency for people to continue to commit resources to a previous decision in spite of evidence thatthe 
original decision was a mistake.  Impraving Ethical Decision Making  No contemporary discussion of 
decision maldng would be complete without inclusion of ethics. Why? Because ethical considerations 
should be an important criterion in organizational decision making. In this section, we,present  
CHAPTER 4 • PERCEPTION AND NJOIVDIJA[ DECFSION MAKING  three different ways to frame 
decisions and look at the factors that shape an individual’s ethical decision-making behavior.  THREE 
ETHICAL DECISLON CRITERIA An individual can use three different criteria in making ethical 
choices.2 The first is the utilitarian criterion, in which decisions are made solely on the basis of their 
outcomes or consequences. The goal of utilitarianism is to provide the greatest good for the greatest 
number. This view tends to dominate business decision making. Lt is consistent with goals like 
efficiency, productivity, and high profits. By maximizing profits, for instance, a business executive can 
argue he is securing the greatest good for the greatest number—as he hands out ____ dismissal notices to 
15 percent of his employees.  Another ethical criterion is to focus on rights. This calls on individuals to 
make decisions consistent with fundaniental liberties and privileges as set forth in documents like the Bill 
of Rights. An emphasis on rights in decision making means respecting and pro_____ tecting the basic 
rights of individuals, such as the right to privacy, to free speech, and to due process. For instance, use of 
this criterion would protect whistle-blowers when they Teport unethical or illegal practices by their 
organi* ation to the press or government agencies on the grounds of their right to free speech.  A third 
criterion is to focus on justice. This requires individuals to impose and enforce rules fairly and 
impartiaLly so there is an equitable distribution of benefits and costs. Linion members typically favor this 
view, it justifies paying people the same wage for a givEn job, regardless of performance differences, and 
using seniority as the primary determination in making layoff decisions.  Each of these three criteria has 
advantages and liabilities. A focus on utilitarianism promotes efficiency and productivity, but it can result 
in ignoring the Fights of sonic individuals, particularly those with minority representation in the 
organization. The use of rights as a criterion protects individuals from injury and is consistent with 
freedom and privacy, but it can create an overly Icgalistic work environment that hinders productivity and 
efficiency. A focus on justice protects the interests of the underrepresented and less powerful, hut it can 
encourage a sense of entitiement that reduces risk taking, innovation, and productivity.  Decision makers, 
particularly in for-profit organizations, tend to feel safe and comfortable when they use utilitarianism. A 
lot of questionable actions can be justified when framed as being in the best interests of ‘the organization” 
and stockholders. But many critics of business decision makers argue that this perspective needs to 
change.3° Increased concern in society about individual rights and social justice suggests the need for 
managers to develop ethical standards based on nonutilitarian criteria. This presents a solid challenge to 
today’s managers because making decisions using criteria such as individual rights and social justice 
thvolves Ear more ambiguities than using utilitarian criteria such as effects on efficiency and profits. This 
helps explain why managers are increasingly finding themselves cuticized for their actions. Raising 
prices, selling products with questionable effects on consumer health, closing down plants, laying off 
large numbers of employees, moving production overseas to cut costs, and s5rniiar decisions can be 
lustifled in utilititian terms. But that may no longer be the single criterion by which good decisions should 
be  ulifltarianisii  Decisions ore made so oslo piavide rhe reiitest good or the greatest noinb&.  
.Uugta,ianisrn domimates business decfrIoi makin.  judged.  158, PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAl  
FACTORS INFLUENCING ETHICAL DECISION-MAKING BEHAVIOR What accounts for unethical 
behavior in organizations? Is it immoral individuals ora work environment that promotes unethical 
activity? The answer is both! The evidence indicates that ethical or unethical actions are largely a 
function of both the individual’s characteristics and the environment in which he or she works.3’  Figure 
4-8 presents a. model for explaining ethical or unethical behavior. stages of moral develci went Stages of 
moral development is an assessment of a person’s capacity to An aassment of a person’s capadily to judge 
what is morally right.32 The higher one’s moral development, the less deudge what is moicily right. 
pendent he or she is on outside influences and, hence, the more he or she will  be predisposed to behave 
ethically. For instance, most adults are at a midlevel of moral development—they’re strongly influenced 
by peers and will follow an organization’s rules and procedures. Those individuals who have progressed 
to the higher stages place increased value on the rights of others, regardless of the majority’s opinion, and 



are likely to challenge organizational practices they believe are personally wrong.  We discusseu locu$ of 
control in Chapter 3. It’s a personality characteristic that taps the extent to which people believe they are 
responsible for the events in their lives. Research indicates that people with an external locusof control 
(i.e., what happens to them in life is due to luck or chance) are less likelyto take responsibility for the 
consequences of their behavior and are more likely to  rely on external influences. Internals, on the other 
hand, are more likely to rely cn their own internal standards of right or wrong to guide their behavior.  
The organizational environment refers to an employee’s perception of organizational expectations. Does 
the organization encourage and support ethical behavior by rewarding it or discourage unethical behavior 
by punishing it? Written codes of ethics, high moral behavior by senior management, realistic 
performance expectations, performance appraisals that evaluate means as well as ends, visible recognition 
and promotions for individuals who display high moral behavior, and visiblepunishment for those who 
act unethically are some examples of an organizational envirDnnient that is likely to foster high ethical 
decision making.  In summary, people who lack a strong moral sense are much less likely to 
make.unethical decisions if they are constrained by an organizational environment that frowns on such 
behaviors. Conversely, very righteous individuals can be corrupted by an organizational environment that 
permits or encourages unethical practices.  Decision Making in Different Cultures  Who makes a 
decision, when it’s made, and the importance placed on rationalit9 vary in organizations around the 
world.33 Therefore, we need to take national culture into consideration when we discuss an individual’s 
approach to decision making.  Our knowledge of power-distance differences, for example, tells us that in 
high-power-distance cultures, such as India, only very senior-level managers make decisions. But in low-
power-distance cultures, such as Sweden, low-ranking employees expect to make most of their own 
decisions about day-to-day operations. Our knowledge that cultures vary in terms of time orientation  
CHAPTER 4 • PERCEPTION AND INDIVIDUAL DECISION MAKING  +159  Yho makes decisions 
in an organization aries from culture to culture. In Inonesia, all decisions are made by top nnogers, 
respectfully called bapok, ghich tranates as “lather.” Indonesia a paternalisc societ)ç where people ire 
very polite, soft-spoken, end influnced by ardent myths that provide nodels for exemplary behavior. In 
InJonesian culture, avoiding confranloion and maintaining harmony are far nore important than working 
quickly md efficiently. Employees shown h9re it the port of Jakarta perform their work, never daring to 
challenge or in- hence the decisions of their bopak.  helps us understand why managers in Egypt will 
make decisions at a much slower and more deliberate pace than their American counterparts. Even the 
assumption of rationality is culturally biased. A North American manager might make an important 
decision intuitively, but he or she knows it is important to appear to proceed in a rational fashion. This 
explains why, in the implicit f’vorite model, the decision maker develops a confirmation candidate. It 
reassures the decision maker that he or she is seeking to be rational and objective by reviewing alternative 
options. In countries such as Iran, where rationality is not deified, efforts to appear rational are not 
necessary.  We can also assess cultural influences in terms of the six steps in the optimizing decision 
model. To illustrate, let’s look at just two of those steps: ascertaining the need for a decision and 
developing alternatives.  Based on a society’s activity orientation, some cultures emphasize solving 
problems; others focus on accepting situations as they are. The United States falls in the former category; 
Thailand and Indonesia are examples of cultures that fall into the latter. Because problem-solving 
managers believe they can and should change situations to their own benefit, American managers might 
identify a problem long before their Thai or Indonesian counterparts would choose to recognize it as such. 
We can also use differences in time orientation to project the type of alternatives that decision makers 
might develop. Because Italians value the past and traditions, managers in that culture will tend to rely on 
tried-and-proven alternatives to problems. In contrast, the United States and Australia are more aggressive 
and now oriented; managers in these countries are more likely to propose unique and creative solutions to 
their problems.  EscaJatlon of Commitment  or “Throwing Good Money After Bad”  A popular strategy 
in playing blackjack is supposed to “guarantee” you can’t  lose: When you lose a hand, double your next 
bet. While this strategy or decision rule may seem innocent enough, if you start with $5 and lose six 
hands in  a row (a not uncommon occurrence for many of us), you’ll he wagering $320  on your seventh 
hand merely to recoup your losses and win 55!  A friend of mine had been dating a woman for about four 
years. Although he admitted things weren’t going too well in the relationship, he informed me  I  t  160. 



PART TWO • THE INDIVlDUA  he was going to marry the woman. A bit surprised by this decision, I 
asked him why He responded, “I have a lot invested in this re1ationship!’  The blackjack strategy and 
marriage decision just described illustrate a pheesciotlon of commitment - nomenon called escalation of 
commitment. Specifically, it is defined as an A ncreased comrililment Ion previous increased conunitment 
to a previous decision in spite of negative information. detichon in spile of fte9tive thiormiflica. It has 
been well documented that individuals escalate commitment to a  failing course of action when they view 
themselves as responsible for the failure 34 That is, they “throw good money after bad” to demonstrate 
their initial decision wasnt wrong and to avoid having to admit they made a mistake.  Maybe the most 
frequently cited example of the escalation of commitment phenomenon was President Lyndon Johnson’s 
decisions regarding the Vietnam War. Despite continued information that bombing North Vietnam was 
not bringing the war any closer to conclusion, his solution was to increase the tonnage of bombs dropped. 
More recently, the premier of Ontario, David Peterson, committed an additional $4 billion to complete the 
Darlington nil- clear plant in spite of evidence that original energy consumption forecasts used to justify 
building the plant were overly optimistic. Peterson became increasingly preoccupied with funds that 
already had been spent to construct the megaproject: tq don’t think anybody can look at a situation with... 
$7 billion in the ground and lust cavalierly write it off.35 But that’s probably what he should have done as 
the finaL price tag ballooned to $14 billion and energy :onsumption diminished.  Escalation of 
commitment has broad implications for managerial decisions in organizations. Many an organization has 
suffered large losses because a manager was determined to prove his or hu original decision was right by 
continuing to commit resources to what was a lost cause from the beginning.  — Summary and 
Implications  for Managers  Perception  Individuals behave in a given manner based not on the way their 
external environment actually is but, rather, on what they see or believe it to be. An organization may 
spend millions of dollars to create a pleasant work environment for its employees. However, in spite of 
these expenditures, if an employee believes his or her job is ousy, that employee will behave accordingly. 
It is the employee’s perception of a situation that becomes the basis on which he or she behaves. The 
employee who perceives his or her supervisor as a hurdle reducer and an aid to help him or her do a better 
lob and the employee who sees the same supervisor as “big brother, closely monitoring every motion, to 
ensure that I keep working” will differ in their behavioral responses to their supervisor. The difference 
has nothing to do with the reality of the supervisor’s actions; the differencE in employee behavior is due 
to different perceptions.  the evidence suggests that what individuals perceive from their work situation 
will influence their productivity more than will the situation itself. Whether a lob is actually interesting or 
challenging is irrelevant Whether a manager successfully plans and organizes the work of his or her 
subordinates and actually helps them structure their work more efficiently and effectively is far iess 
important than how subordinates perceive his or her efforts. Similarly, issues like fair pay for work 
performed, the validity of performance pprais&s,  CJ-1APTE 4 • PERCEPTION AN) INDIVIDLJAr 
DECISION MAKING • 161  and the adequacy of working conditions are not judged by employees in a 
way  that assures common perceptions, nor can we be assllrCd that individuals will  interpret conditions 
about their jobs in a favorable light. Therefore, to be able  to influence productivity, it is necessary to 
assess how workers perceive their  jobs.  Absenteeism, turnover, and job satisfaction are aso reactions to 
the mdivtdual’s  perceptions. Dissatisfaction with working conditions or the belief that  there is a lack of 
promotion opportunities in the organization are judgments  based on attempts to make some meaning out 
of one’s job. The employee’s  conclusion that a job is good or bad is an interpretation. Managers must 
spend  time understanding how each individual interprets reality and, where there is a  significant 
difference between what is seen and what exists, try to eliminate the  distortions, Failure to deal with the 
differences whell individuals perceive the  job in negative terms will result in increased absenteeism and 
turnover and  lower lob satisfaction.  individual Decision Making  Individuals think and reason before 
they act. It is because of this that an urn  derstanding of how people make decisions can be helpful for 
explaining and  predicting their behavior.  Under some decision situations, people follow the optimizing 
model. But  for most people, and most nonroutine decisions, this is probably more the exception  than the 
rule. Few important decisions are simple or unambiguous  enough for the optimizing mode l’s 
assumptions to apply. So we find individuals  looking for solutions that satisfice rather than optimize, 
injecting biases and  preludicec into the decisinn process, and relying on intuition.  The alternative 



decision models we presented can help us explain and  predict behaviors that would appear irrational or 
arbitrary if viewed under optimizing  assumptions. Lets look at a couple of examples.  Employment 
interviews are complex decision activities. The interviewer  finds himself or herself inundated with 
information. Research indicates that interviewers  respond by simplifying the process.36 Most 
interviewers’ decisions  change very little after the first four or five minutes of the interview. In a  half—
hour interview, the decision maker tends to make a decision about the  suitability of the candidate in the 
first few minutes and then uses the test of the  interview time to select information that supports the early 
decision. In so  doing, interviewers reduce the probability of identifying the highest performing  
candidate. They bias their decision toward individuals who make favorable  first impressions.  Evaluating 
an employee’s performance is a complex activity. Decision  makers simplify the process by focusing on 
visible and easy—to--measure criteria?  7 This may explain wily factors such a neatness, promptness, 
enthusiasm,  and a positive attitude are often related to good evaluations. It also explains  why quantity 
measures typically override quality measures. The former category  is easier to appraise. This effort at 
satisficing encourages individuals to  take on visible problems rather than important ones.  What can we 
say regarding ethics? For individuals already employed,  managers can influence only the employee’s 
work environment. So managers  should overtly seek to convey high ethical standards to employees 
through the  actions the managers take. By what managers say, do, reward, punish, and  overlook, they set 
the ethical tone for their employees. When hiring new  162. PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  
employees, managers have an opportunity to weed out ethically undesirable applicants. The selection 
process—for instance, interviews, tests, and background checks—should be viewed as an opportunity to 
learn about an individual’s level of moral development and locus of control. This then can be used to 
identity individuals whose ethical standards might be in conflict with those of the organization or who are 
particularly vulneraMe to negative external influences,  Finally, managers must guard against the 
tendency to escalate commitments to decisions to avoid having to admit they made a mistake. This 
applies to individual managers and to those who report to them. becison making comes with risks and 
sometimes you make the wrong choice. It’s often less costly to admit a decision error when it first 
surfaces rather than escalating commitment to that decision based on unrealistic hopes it may eventually 
prove to have been correct.  — For Review  1. Define perception.  2. what is attribution theory? What are 
its implications for explaining organizational behavior?  3. What factors do you think might create the 
fundamental attribution error?  4. How does selectivity affect perception? Give an example of how 
selectivity can create perceptual distortion.  5. What is stereotyping? Give an example of how 
stereotyping can create perceptual distortion  6 Give some positive results of using shortcuts when 
judging others.  7. What is the optimizing decision-making model? Under what condi’ tions is it 
applicable?  8. Explain the satisficing model. How widely applicable do you think this model is?  9 
Contrast the implicit favorite model to the satisficing model.  10. Describe the three criteria individuals 
can use in making ethical dect sions.  For Discussion  1. “That you and I agree on what we jee suggests 
we have similar backgrounds and experiences.” Do you agree or disagree? Discuss.’  2. In what work-
related situations do you think it is important to be able to determine whether others’ behavior stems 
primarily from internal  or external causes?  3. “For the most part, individual decision making in 
organizations is an irrational process!’ Do you agree or disagree? Discuss.  4. What factoTs do you think 
differentiate good decision makers from poor ones? Relate your answer back to the six-step optimizing 
model.  5. Have you ever increased your commitment to a IMied course of action? If so, analyze the 
follow-up decision to increase your commitment and explain why you behaved as you did.  HIthnew 
employees requires managers to become salespeople. They have to emphasize the positive, even if it 
means failing  to mention the negative aspects in the job. While there is a real risk of setting unrealistic 
expectations about the organization and about the specific job, that’s a risk managers have to take. As in 
dealing with any salesperson, it is the job applicants responsibility to follow the dictum caveat emptor—
let the buyer beware!  why should managers emphasize the positive when discussing a lob with a 
prospective candidate? They have no choic& First there is a dwindling supply of quaLified applicants for 
niany job vacancies; and second, this approach is necessary to meet th competition.  The massive 
restructuring and downsizing of organizations that began in the late 1980s has drawn attention to 
corporate layoffs. What has often been overlooked in this process is the growing shortage of qualified 



applicants for literally millions of jobs. Through the foreseeable future, managers will Tind it increasingly 
difficult to get qualified people who can fill jobs such as legal secretary, nurse1 accountant  salesperson, 
maintenance mechaflic, computer re- pair specialist software programmer, social worker, physical 
therapist, environmental engineer, telecommunications specialist, and airline pilot. But managers will also 
find it harder to gt qualified pcopie to fill entry-level minimum wage jobs. There may be no shortage of 
physical bodies, but finding individuals who can read, write, perform basic mathematical calculations, 
and have the proper work habib to effectively perform these jobs isn’t so easy. There is a growing gap 
between the skills workers have and the skills employers re4uire. So managers need to sell jobs to the 
limited pool of applicants. And this means presenting the job and the organization in the most favorable 
light possible.  Another reason management is forced to emphasize the positive with job candidates is 
because that is what the competition is doing. Other employers also face a limited applicant pool. As a 
result, to get people to loin their organizations, they axe forced to put a positive spin on their descriptions 
of their organizations and the jobs they seek to fill. In this competitive environment, any employer who 
presents jobs realistically to applicants—that Is openly provides the negative aspects of a job along with 
the positive—risks losing most or all of his or her most desirable candidates.  .  When Hiring Employees:  
Emphasize the Positive  egardless of the changing labor market, managers who treat the recruiting and 
hirng of candidates as if the applicants must  he sold on the job and exposed to only positive aspects set 
themselves up to have a work force that is dissatisfied arid prone to high turnover.  Every applicant 
acquires, during the selection process, a set of expectations about the organization and about the specific 
lob he or she hopes to be offeret When the information an applicant receives is excessively inflated, a 
number of things happeri that have potentially negative effects on the organization. First, mismatched 
applicants who would probably become dissatisfied with the job and soon quit are less likely to select 
themselves Out of the search process. Second, the absence of negative information builds unrealistic 
expectations. If hired, the new employee is likely to become quickly disappointed. And inaccurate 
perceptions lead to preinatine resignations. Third, new hires are prone to become disillusioned and less 
committed to the organization when they come face to face with the negatives in the job. Employees who 
feel they were tricked or misled during the hiring process are 1111- likely to be satisfied workers.  To 
increase job satisfaction among employees.and reduce turnover, applicants should be given a realistic 
jobpreview, with both unfavorable and.favorable inforniation, before an offer is made. For example, in 
addition to positive comments, the candidate might be told there are limited opportunities tor talk with 
coworkers during work hours or that erratic fluctuations in workload create considerSble 4tress on 
ethployees during rush periods.  Research indicates that applicants wh&havë been given a realistiô job 
preview hold lower and more realistic expectations about the jbb they’ll be doing and are better preared 
for coping with the lob thd its frustrating elEments. The result is fewer uhexpected resignations by new 
employees. Jn a tight labor rnarket,retaining people is as critlcá[as hiring them in the fltst place. 
Presenting only the positive aspects of a job to a recruit may initially entice him or her to join the 
organizatiOn, but it ma’ be a marriage that both patties will quickly regret.  Information in this argument 
comes from iA. Breaugh, Realisffc Job Previews: A Critical AppnlsaL and Riffire Researth Drecden 
Ac&enly of Màagemntt Review (October 1983), pp. oiz.-19; S.L. Preinack and J.P. Wanous, A Meta-
Analysis of RealistM Job Preview Lxpeiments,” jotmud of ,4pplfrd Psycho’ogy (November 1985), pp. 
706—20; JIM. Meglino, AS. DeNisk, S.A. Youngblood, and IC). Wl]Iiams, “Effects of Realistic Job 
Previews: A Comparison Using an Enhancement and a Reduction Preview,” )ourndt of Applied 
Psyciw1igy (May 19fl), pp. 29—66; and R.J. Vandenberg and V. Scarpel1n The Matching Model:  An 
Examination nf the Processes Underlying Realistic Job Previews,’ Ic’imai ofAppiiedPsdzo(oy (February 
1990), p. 60—57.  When Hiring Employees:  Balance the Positive with the Negative  CHAPTER 4 • 
PERCEPTION AND INDIVIDUAL DECI5ON MAKING + 165  Learning About Yaurself Exercise  
Decision-Making Style Queslionnaire  I PA..i...  Circle the response that comes closest to how you 
usually feel or act. Thert are  no right or wrong responses to any of these items.  1. I am more careful 
about  a. people’s feelings  b. their ñghts  2. I usually get on better with  a. imaginative people  b. realistic 
people  3. It is a higher compliment to be called  a. a person of real feeling  b. a consistently reasonable 
person  4. In doing something with other people, it appeals more to me  a., to do it in the accepted way  b. 
to invent a way of my own  S. I get more annoyed at  a. fancy theories  5. pwpe who do not ike theoñes  



6. It is higher praise to call someone  a. a person of vision  U. a person of common sense  7. 1 more often 
let  a. my heart rule my head  U. my head rule my heart  8. I think it is a worse fault  a. to show too much 
warmth  b. to be unsympathetic  9. 111 were a teacher, I wojd rather teach  a. courses involving theory  b. 
fact courses  I PArnit N  Which word in the foLlowing pairs appeals to you more? Circle a orb.  O. a. 
Compassion  b. Foresight  11. a. justice  h. Mercy  12. a. Production  U. I)esign  166. PART TWO • THE 
INbIVIDUAr  13. a. Gentle  b. Firm  14. a. Uncritical  b. Critical  15. a. Literal  b. Figurative  16. a. 
Imaginative  b. Mailer—of—fact  Turn to page A-26 for scoring directions and key.  Source: Adapted 
from the Myers-Y3riggs Type Indicator and a scale developed by D. HeLiriegel, J. Slocum and R.W. 
Woodman, Orsamzatonal Behavior, 3rd ed. (St. Paul, MN: Wct, 1983) pp. 1Z7-41; aad reproduce J hi J, 
M. rvancevich and M. T. Matteson, Orgath2ational Behavior rnd Maeagernent, 2nd ed. (Homewood, IL 
API/Irwin, 1990), pp. 538—39.  Working With Others Exeràlse  Evaluating Your Interpersonal 
Perception  1. On a piece of paper, write down how you would describe yourself on  the following 
dimensions:  a. Friendliness  ii Mood  c. Sense of humor  d. Career motivation  e. Interpersonal skills  f. 
Desire to be accepted by others  g. Independence  2. Now form groups of three to five members. Evaluate 
each of the other manbers in your group (as best you can) on the same seven dimensions.  3. Going 
around the group so each member gets to participate, describe what each of you have written about 
Member A. After you have all provided your perceptions, Member A will share his or her own self-
perceptions. Then do the same with Member B, and so forth, until all group members have received 
feedback and shared their own impressions.  4. The exercise concludes by each member analyzing the 
similarities and differences between their perceptions of themselves on the seven dimensions and how 
they’Te perceived by the other members of their group.  Ethical Dilemma Exercisá  Five Ethical 
Decisions: What Would You Do?  Assume you’re amiddie manager in a company with about a thousand 
employees. How would you respond to each of the following situations?  CHAPTER 4 • P[RCEPTON 
AND INDVIDUAL OECSION MAI(IMG .167  1. A close business associate has asked you for 
preferential treatment on  an upcoming contract anti has offered you a generous sum of money  for your 
time and trouble. Do you accept his offer?  2. You have the opportunity to steal $100,000 from your 
company with  absolute certainty that you would not be detected or caugflt. Would  you do it?  3. Your 
company policy on reimbursement for meals while traveling on  company business is that you will be 
repaid for your out-of-pocket  costs, not to excecd $50 a day. You don’t need receipts for these 
expenses—the  company will take your word. When traveling, you tend  to eat at fast-food places and 
rarely spend in excess of $15 a day. Most  of your colleagues put in reimbursement requests in the range 
of $40  to $45 a day regardless of what their actual expenses are. How much  would you request for your 
meal reimbursements?  4. Your kids will be going back t’o school next week. You have access to  your 
department’s office supplies. No one would know if you took any  for personal use. Would you take pens, 
pencils, writing pads, or the  like, from the office and give them to your kids?  S. You’ve discovered that 
one of your closest friends at work has stolen a  large sum of money from the company. Would you: Do 
nothing? Go  directly to an executive to report the incident before talking about it  with the offender? 
Confront the individual before taking action?  Make contact with the individual with the goal of 
persuading that person  to return the money?  Several of these sçnerios ar based on DR. Altany, TQrn 
aetween 1{ao and Harms,’ Inthst,v Week (March  ii, j993 pp 15—20.  “I Don’t Make Decisions”  I met 
Ted Kelly for the tirst time at a cocktail party. He was the plant manager ______  at a large chemical 
refinery in town. About ten minutes into our. conversation, ‘  1 as1ed him about his leadership style.  Ted: 
“I don’t make decisions at my plant.”  Author: “You use democratic leadershLp?”  Ted: “No, I said I 
don’t make decisions! My subordinates are paid to make  decisions. No point in my doing their jobs.”  I 
didn’t really believe what I nas hearing. I guess Ted sensed that, so he invited  me to visit his plant. I 
asked him when I could come over. Any time you  Nw, except Mondays between 1 and 3 p.M.  The 
middle of the next week, popped in on Ted unannounced. He had  nc secretary. He was lying on his sofa, 
half asleep. My arrival seemed to jar him  awake. He offered me a seat.  Our conversation began by my 
inquiring exactiy what he did every day.  ‘You’re looking at it. I sleep a lot. Oh yeah. I read the four or 
five memos I get  from head office every week.” I couldn’t believe what I was hearing. Here was a  50-
year-old obviously successful executive telling me he doesn’t do anything.  He could tell I wasn’t buying 
his story.  ‘If you don’t believe what I’m saying, check with my subordinates,” he  told me. He said he 



had six department managers working for him. [asked him  to choose one I could talk with,  ‘No, I can’t 
do that. Remember, I don’t make decisions Here—these arc  the names and numbers of my department 
managers. You call them.”  168. PART TWO • THE INDIVIbUA  I did just that. I picked Peter Chandler, 
who headed up quality control. I dialed his number. I told him that I wanted to talk to him about his 
boss’s leadership style. He said, “Come on over. lye got nothing to do anyway.”  When I arrived at Pete’s 
-office, he was staring out the window. We sat down and he began to laugh. “I’ll bet Ted’s been telling 
you about how he doesn’t make decisions.” I concurred. “It’s all true,” he injected. “I’ve been here for 
almost three years and I’ve never seen him make a decision.”  I couldn’t figure out how this could be. 
“How many people do you have working here?” I asked.  Peter: “About two hundred.”  Author: “How 
does this plant’s operating efficiency stack up against the others?”  Peter: “Oh, we’re number one out of 
the eighteen refineries. This is the oldest refinery in the company, too. Our equipment may be outdated, 
but we’re as efficient as they come.”  Author: “What does Ted Kelly do?”  Peter: “Beats mc. He attends 
the staff meetings on Monday afternoon from ito 3, but other than that, I don’t know.”  Author: “I get it. 
He makes all the decisions at that once-a-week stalt meeting?”  Peter: “No. Each department head tells 
what key decisions he hs made last week. We then critique each other. Ted says nothing. The only thing 
he does at those meetings is listen and pass on ally happenings up at headquarters.”  I wanted to learn 
more, so I went back to Ted’s office. I found him clipping his fingernails. What followed was a long 
conversation in which I learned the following facts:  The twohour weekly staff meeting is presided over 
by one of the department heads. They choose among themselves who will be their leader. It’s a permanent 
position. Any problem that has come up during the week, if it can’t be handled by a manager, will first be 
considered by several of the managers together. Only if the problem Is still unresolved will it be taken to 
the leader. All issues are resolved at that level. They are never taken to Ted Kelly’s level.  The 
performance record at Kelly’s plant is well known in the company. Three of the last four new plant 
managers have come out of Kellys plant. When recommending candidates for a plant management 
vacancy, Ted always selects the department head who presides over the staff meetings, so there is a great 
deal of competition to lead the meetings. Additionally, because of Kelly’s plant record for breeding 
management talent, whenever there is a vacancy for a department manager at Kelly’s plant, the best 
people in the company apply for it.  QuesHons  1. Why does Ted Kelly’s decision—making style work?  
2. Is Ted Kelly abrogating his decision—making responsibilities? Explain.  3. Would you like to work for 
Ted Kelly? Why?  4. Would you want ‘led Kelly working for you? Why?  Source: Based on A. F. 
Car1isI, “MacGiegor,’ Organizatioruil Dyrnrnics (Summer 1976) Pr- 50—62.  CHAPTER 4 • 
P[RCEPTI0N AND INDIVIDUAL DEcISIO MAKING .169  What Do Those Wall Street People Do?  
First tradn: “I think today’s going to he an up day.”  Second trader: “1 suspect the market will be lower 
today.”  Thfrd trader: “At the close of business today, F think that the market will be unchanged from 
yesterday’s close.”  These three quotes support two facts. First, one of these traders is going to  be correct. 
Second, you can’t predict the stock market (aflhough tens of millions of investors try) In April 1994 ABC 
News’s Ted Koppel spent a day trying to figure out what the traders, analysts, and brokers on Wall Street 
were doing. Koppel was particularly interested in getting some insights into predicting market and 
interest rate movements.  Jim Jacobsen, a floor trader, told Koppel:  What’s going to happen today will 
depend upon what’s coming in the future, in the next four hours of the day, not what’s happened in the 
past. Now, none of us, to my knowledge, have the ability to very accurately predict the future in a very 
positive fashion. We act on what we think will happen, but certainly not on what we know will happen or 
if we know what happens, then we have an insider problem, which is a different  a different breed of cat.  
What’s 3acohsen saying? Basically, he’s saying you can’t accurately predict future market movements. 
And if you know something as a result of insider information, that’s illegal.  Dennis Kelly. a vice 
ptesident at a Wall Street firm:  We have a tremendous amount of volatility. Whenever I make a decision 
out of fea( or out of confusion, it tends to be the wrong decision What you’ve got now is a situation where 
sheer emotion is dictating what’s going to happen in the marketplace on a very short-term basis. I don’t 
think there’s anybody in the history of our cou try that can predict accurately interest rates on a short-term 
basis, antI obviously tile stock market as well. So you take all your intuition, all your education, all your 
experience, and put it together, and try to match that with the emotional state of that individual client at 
that point in time.  Noted Wall Street economist Henry Kaufman explains to Koppei his predictions on 



interest rates and the implications for equity markets:  First of all, the volatility that we’ve seen over the 
last week or two is going to continue to reoccur from time to time, probably even with greater magnitude. 
I suspect that over the next three or four years, the direction of interest rates is going to be upwards. The 
long-term govern ment bond, which at the present time is roughly at 6, may go to the 7.25 range, before it 
peaks out in three or four years from now, at perhaps 9 to 10 perccnt, arid short-term interest rates may go 
perhaps up to 7 percent, I think over a period of time, this means bond prices will go down, and as we 
move on over the next three, four years we will diminish the positive prospects for the equity market, and 
they will be under some duress, and in three, four years from now we’ll have somewhat lower equity 
prices than are prevailing today. There’ll be pressure from interest rates, earnings will come under 
pressure, and wc’ll see a cyclical decline, ;1  • Irioso CASE;0]  110. PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  
It’s interesting that while all the experts seem to agree that you can’t pre dict the market’s movements, 
especially in the short term, that doesn’t stop them from making predictions and selling advice to clients. 
Moreover, no mat. ter which way the market moves on any given day, you can pick up the next day’s 
newspaper! turn to the business section, and you’fl see some “expert” confidently explaining why the 
market did what it did yesterday.  Questions  1. Analyze this case using attribution theory.  2. “Comments 
in this case support that decision making on Wall Street is completely intuitive.” Do you agree or 
disagree? Discuss.  Source: A Day in the Life of Wall St:eet, Nightline (April 7, 1994).  — Suggestions 
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prevent you from doing anything you want to do,  V  I  11  tam You Enterprises Inc. is becoming the 
preeminent opera-  tor of unique restaurants in America.’ His restaurants offer  cuisines ranging from 
seafood to Italian and from Greek to  Spanish. And he covers the full range of ambiance—from Ed  
Debevic’s 1950s-style diner to Chicago’s elegant Pump  Room. Lettuce, in fact, has turned dining into 
theater by de velopin  restaurant chains such as Lawrence of Oregano,  Scoozi’s, Need Some Dim Some, 
and Tucci Benucch. Behind  that is law, order, and morals.  Ci  C,  ichard Melman’s Lettuce Enter-  S   
aaaøaa  I   .  .bHrI  s  aa_4_    these restaurants, however, is a cadre of happy, loyal employees. To 
Melrnan’s credit, he has worked hard to inspire his 4,000 employees.  Melman runs Lettuce as lightly as 
McDonald’s, but without the stifling standardization. His restaurants thrive on individuality. Equity 
stakes, exiensive employee training, generous benefits, and expanding promotion opportunities have kept 
the company devoutly entrepreneurial whKe developing employee loyalty that is unusual in an industry 
notorious for high turnover. Employees participate in each concept’s development. Chefs, managers, 
designers, and artists are aLl involved in concocting a ‘history” of each new eatery. Each restaurant also 
has its own set of partners, usually longtime Lettuce employees rewarded with the opportunity of 
ownership.  Melman trusts his workers to be partners because Lettuce has trained them. Nobody is 
promoted unless he or she has prepared a replacement. and many people started at the bottom and rose 
through management. For instance, Luis Garcia started at Tucci Benucch in 1987 as a dishwasher who 
spoke no English. Lettuce adjusted his work schedule so Garcia could take English classes and promoted 
him through a seres of jobs. Today he’s a manager at Tucci.  Far Melman, treating employees well is 
simply good business. “If peop’e are happy and able to make a decent living, you can have teamwork, he 
says. That falls apart when individuals are unhappy.”  Melman right? Do happy workers really make 
better employees? It makes intuitive sense that satisfied workers would be more productive, loyal, and 
committed, but is it true? We answer this and a number of other questions related to values, attitudes, and 
job satisfaction in this chapter.  values  Basic (onwtIoIls uNit a speci& node of conduct or eiicktate of 
existence is persanolly at sodally pelerobk to on opposite o convene mode of coridul or rd-sirne ol 
existeice.  value system  A hierorthy bosod eu o ranking of on ind’iyiduol’1 values io fetms ol their 
intensity.  Values  Is capital punishment right or wrong? How about racial quotas in hiring—are they right 
or wrong? tf a person likes power, is that good or bad? The answers to these questions are value laden. 
Some might argue, for example, that capital punishment is right because it is an appropriate retribution 
for crimes like murder and treason. However, others might argue, just as strongly, that no government has 
the right to take anyone’s life.  Valucs represent basic convictions that “a specific mode of conduct or 
end.state of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or 
end-state of existence.2 They contain a judgmental element in that they carry an individual’s ideas about 
what is right, good, or desirable. Values have both content and intensity attributes. The content attribute 
says that a mode of conduct or end-state ol existence is important. The intensity attribute specifies how 
irnportint it is. When we rank an individual’s values in terms of their intensity, we obtain that person’s 
value system. All of us have a hierarchy of values that forms our value system. This system is identified 
by the relative importance we assign to such values as freedom, pleasure, self-respect, honesty, 
obedience, and equality.  importance of Values  Values are important tu the study of otganiztiona] 
behavior because they lay the foundation for the understanding of attitudes and motivation and because 
they influence our perceptions. Individuals enter an organization with precon  CKAFTE 5 • VALUES. 
ATTITUDES. AND JOB SATISFACTION • ]75  ceived notions of what “ought” and what dought not” 
to be. Of course, these  notions are not value free. On the contrary, they contain interpretations of  right 
and wrong. Further, they Lmply that certain behaviors or outcomes are  preferred over others. As a result, 
values cloud objectivity and rationality.  Values generally influence attitudes and behavior.3 Suppose you 
enter an  organiz3tion with the view that allocating pay on the basis of performance is  right, whereas 
allocating pay on the basis of seniority is wrong or inferior. How  are you going to react if you find the 
organization you have just joined rewards  senioñty and not performance? You’re likely to be 
disappointed—and this can  lead to job dissatisfaction and the decision not to exert a high level of effort,  
since “it’s probably not going to lead to more money anyway.” Would your attitudes  and behavior be 
different if your values aligned with the organization’s  pay policies? Most likely.  Sources of Our Value 
Systems  Where do our value systems come from? A significant portion is genetically determined.  The 



rest is attributable to factors like national culture, parental dictates,  teachers, friends, and similar 
environmental influences.  Studies of twins reared apart demonstrate that about 40 percent of the  
variation in work values is explained by genetics.4 So the values of your biological  patents play an 
important part in explaining what your values will be. Still,  the majority of the variation in values is due 
to environmental factors  When we were children, why did many of our mothers tell us “you  should 
always clean your dinner plate”? Why is it that, at least historically in  North America, achievement has 
been considered good and being lazy has  been considered bad? The answer is that, in every culture, 
certain values have  developed over time and are continuously reinforced. Achievement, peace, 
cooperation,  equity, and democracy are societal values that are considered desirable  in North America. 
These values are not fixed, but when they change, they  do so very slowly.  A significant portion of the 
values we hold are established in our early  years—from parents, teachers, friends, and others. Many of 
your early ideas of  what is right and wrong were probably formulated from the views expressed by  your 
parents. Think back to your early views on such topics as education, sex,  and politics. For the most part, 
they were the same as those expressed by your  parents. As you grew up and were exposed to other value 
systems, you may  have altered i number of your values. For example, in high school, if you  joined a 
social club whose values included the conviction that “every person  should carry a gun,” there is a good 
probability you changed your value system  to align with that of the members of the club, even if it meant 
rejecting your  parents’ value that “only gang members carry guns, and gang members are  bad,  
Interestingly, values are relatively stable and enduring.5 This has been explained  as a result of both their 
genetic component and the way in which  they’re Learned. Concerning this second point, we were told as 
children that  certain behaviors or outcomes were always desirable or always undesirable.  There were no 
gray areas. You were told, For example, that you should be honest  and responsible. You were never 
taught to be just a little hit honest or a litt  e hit responsible. It is this absolute, or black-or-white learning 
of values, when  combined with a significrit portion of genetic imprinting, that more or less assures  their 
stability and endurance.  116+ PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  The process of questioning our values, 
of course, may result in a change. We may decide these underlying convictions are no longer acceptaWe. 
More often, our quesfioning merelyacts to reinforce those values we ho’d.  Types of Values  Can we 
classify values? The answer is: Yes! in this section, we review three approaches to developing value 
typologies.  ALLPORF AND ASSOCIATES One of the earliest efforts to categorize values was made by 
Ailport and his associates.’ They identified six types of values:  1. Theoretical: Places high importance on 
the discovery of tmth through a critical and rational approach  2. Economic: Emphasizes the useful and 
practical  3. Aesthetic: Places the highest value on form and harmony  4. Social: Assigns the highest value 
to the love of people  S. Political: Places emphasis on acquisition of power and influence  6. Religious: Is 
concerned with the unity of experience and understanding of the cosmos as a whole  Allport and his 
associates developed a questionnaire that described a number of different situations and asked 
respondents to preference-rank a fixed set of answers. Based on their replies, the researchers were able to 
rank respondents in terms of the importance they gave to each of the six types of values and to identify a 
value system for each respondent.  Using this approach, it’s been found that people in different 
occupations place different importance on the six value types. For instance, one study compared 
ministers, purchasing agents, and industrial sciendsts. Not surprisingly, religious leaders rated reLigious 
values most important and economic values least important. Economic values, on the other hand, were 
found Tb be of highest importance to purchasing executives.  ROKEACH VALUE SURVEY Milton 
Rokeach created the Rokeach Value Sur vey (RVS).9 The RVS consists of two sets of values, with each 
set containing 18  terrnirwl values individual value items. One set, called terminal values, refers to 
desirable  Desirable end-slates of existence; Ihe goals end-states of existence. These are the goaLs a 
person would like to achieve dur tha a person wcud like to ixhieve during ing his or her lifetime. The 
other set, called instrumental values, refers to  hk or her lilelime. preferable modes of behavior, or means 
of achieving the terminal values. Table  inMrwneohil yams 5-1 gives common examples for each of 
thesesets.  P;eferoble modes ci behavior or means of Several studies confirm that the RVS values vary 
among groups.’° As with achieving ne’s lrminal values. ALlport’s findings, people in the same 
occupations or categories (e.g., corporate  managers, union members, parents, students) tend to hoW 
similar values. For instance, one study comparing corporate executives, members of the steelworkers’ 



union, and members of a community activist group found a good deal of overlap among the three 
groups,’’ hut also some very significant differences (see Table 5-2). The activists had value preferences 
that were quite different from those of the other two groups. They ranked equality as their most important 
terminal value; executives and union members ranked this value 14 and 13, respectively. Activists ranked 
helpful” as their second highest instrumental value. The other two groups both ranked it 14. 1 hese 
differences are important,  - — CHAF’TER 5 • VALUES AtTITuDES AND JOb SAISACIIQbJ • 177  
since executhes, union members, and dtivIstS all have a vested interest in  what COT porati c ,ris do. W 
hei I cnrporati oils a Ti ci .. nt ical stakeholder groups  sat Ii as these [other tWO C omc together in 
negotiations or contend with one  another cJVcr economK and souiI p1)1 it ics, 1he arc likely t ) ht’iii wit 
Ii these  built-in differences iii pt-nut ml value prel cRocus ReM. hing cigrecifleilt on  nv spc’citic issue 
or policy white these personal ‘alLies are irnportantl4’ implitated  might prove to he quite di[icull.  (OS 
IEMPOR4RY WORK WHORlS \‘our mthoi has integrated a number of  I tccnt analyses of work values 
into a four-stage Tuodel th3t attempts to capture  the UniqUe values of different cohorts, or generatiotis in 
the L S. work force.’  l\o assumption is made that this h-aniework would universalk’ apply across all  
cultures.)’4 Table 5-A proposes that employees cdfl be segmented by the era in  which the entered the 
work toRe. Bet J use most people start work hetwec- I  I ic ages of 18 and 23, the eras also (UI tel ate 
closeR with the chronological age  t erTipIc yees.  Vorkeis who grew up intluenced by tilt’ Great 
Depression. World War II.  U.S. lL’adersliip ml ¼Orld manufactunrig, the Andre’s Sisters, and 11w ilci 
In  Hockade entcred the work foRe from the mid—I Ifls through the late lQSOs  helic\iTig in the 
Protestant wrk ethTc. 1ntc hired, tItus’ tended to be oval  to thtir t-inplovur. In terms of the terminal alues 
(‘TI the RVS, tlicse empIoees  170 PART TWO •.THE NDIVIDUAL  lOW  are likely to place the 
greatest importance on a comfortable life and family security.  Employees who entered the work force 
during the l9oOs through the mid-1970s were influenced heavily by John F. Kennedy, the civil rights 
movement, the Beatles, the Vietnam War, and baby-boom competition. They brought with them a large 
measure of the hippie ethic and existential philosophy They are more concerned with the quality of their 
lives than with the amount of money and possessions they can accumulate. Their desire for autonomy has 
directed their loyalty toward themselves rather than toward the organization that employs them. In terms 
ot the RVS, freedom and equality rate high.  Individuals who entered the work force from the mid-1970s 
through the late 1980s reflect the society’s return to more traditional values, but with far greater emphasis 
on achievement and material success. As a generation, they were strongly influenced by Reagan 
conservatism, the defense buildup, dual-  CHAPTER 5 • VALUES, ATTITUDES, AND JOB 
SATISFACTION  career households, and $150,000 starter homes. Born toward the end of the baby-boom 
period, these workers are pragmatists who believe that ends can justify means. They see the organizations 
that employ them merely as vehicles for their careers. Terminal values like a sense of accomplishment 
and social recognition rank high with them.  Our final category encompasses what has become known as 
generation X. Their lives have been shaped by globalization, economic stagnation, the fall of 
communism, MTV, AIDS, and computers. They value flexibility, life  options, and the achievement of 
job satisfaction. Family and relationthips are very important to this cohort. Money is important as an 
indicator of career performance, but they are willing to trade off salary increases, titles, security, and 
promotions for increased leisure time and expanded lifestyle options. In search of balance in their lives, 
these more recent entrants into the work force are less willing to make personal sacrifices for the sake of 
their employer than previous generations were. On the RVS, they rate high on true friendship, happiness, 
and pleasure.  An understanding that individuals’ values differ but tend to reflect the societal valUes of 
the period in which they grew up can be a valuable aid in expJaining and predicting behavior. Employees  
in their thirties and sixties, for instance, are more likely to be conservative and accepting of authority than 
their existential coworkers in their forties. And workers under 30 are more likely than the other groups to 
balk at having to work weekends and more prone to leave a job in midcareer to pursue another that 
provides more leisure time.  Values, hoyalty, and Ethical Behavior  Did a decline in business ethics set in 
sometime in the late 1970s? The iksue is debatable.’5 Nevertheless, a lot of people think so. if there has 
been a decline in ethical standards, perhaps we should look to our four-stage model of work co  .  180. 
PART Two • THE INDIVDLJAL  bert values (see Thble 5-3) for a possible explanation. After all, 
managers consistently report that the actions of their bosses is the most important factor influencing 



ethical and unethical behavior in their organizations)6 Given this fact, the values of those in middle and 
upper management should have a significant bearing on the entire ethical climate within an organization.  
Through the mid-1970s, the managerial ranks were dominated by Protestant work-ethic types (stage I) 
whose loyalties were to their employer. When faced with ethical dilemmas, their decisions were made in 
terms of what was best for their organization. Beginning in the mid-to-late 1970s, individuals with 
existential values began to rise into the upper levels of management. They were soon followed by 
pragmatic types. By the late 1980s, a large portion of middle and top management positions in business 
organizations were held by people from stages 11 and Ill.  The loyalty of existentials and pragmatics are 
to self and careers, respectively. Their focus is inward and their primary concern is with “looking out for 
Number 1/’ Such self-centered values would be consistent with a decline in ethical standards, Could this 
help explain the alleged decline in business ethics beginning in the late 1970s?  The potential good news 
in this analysis is that recent entrants to the woric force, and toinoriow’s managers, appear to be less self-
centered. Since their loyalty is to relationships, they are more likely to consider the ethical implications of 
their actions on others aiound them. The result? We might look forward to an uplifting of ethical 
standards in business over the next decade or two merely as a result of changing values within the 
managerial ranks.  — Attitudes  attitidn Attitudes are evaluative statements—either favorable or 
unfavorable—S-conEvalselivesiatemeitor jdgmenls cerning objects, people, or events. They reflect how 
one feels about something. tonceroing Dbjects, people, or events. When I say “1 like my job,” I am 
expressing my attitude about work.  Attitudes are not the same as va]ues, but the two are interrelated. You 
can see this by looking at the three components of an attitude: cognition, affect, and behavior.17  The 
belief that “discrimination is wrong& is a value statement, Such an cognitive coapoilent of on attitude 
opinion is the cognitive component of an attitude, it sets the stage for the The Ønion or belief segment of 
on more critical part of an attitude—its affective component. Affect is the emo attitude. tional or feeling 
segment of an attitude and is reflected in the statement “1 don’t  affedlve tOnIpOMflt Of an attitude like 
Jon because he discriminates against mlnoritiesY Finally, and we discuss  The emotiooal or Feehag 
segment f this issue at considerable length later in this section, affect can lead to behav wiiiude ioral 
outcomes. The bchavloral component of an attitude refers to an inten behavio ul of en attitude tion to 
behave in a certain way toward someone or something. So, to continue in intentic ioináy our example, I 
might choose to avoid Jon because of my feeling about him.  tow6rd SOftOflOQF sometiiiag. . Viewing 
attitudes as made up of three components---cognitlon, affect, and behavior—4s helpful toward 
understanding their complexity and the potential relationship between attitudes and behaviot But nr 
clarity’s sake, keep in mind that the term attitude essentially refers to the affect pafl of the three 
components  Sources ol Attitudes  Attitudes, l[ke values, are acquired from parents, teachers, and peer 
group members. We aic born with certain genetic predispositions.’8 Then, in our early years, we begin 
modeling our attitudes after those we admire, respect, or  CHAPTER 5 • VALUES ATTrIUDES, AND 
JOB SA1ISFACTQN • 18]  maybe even fear. We observe the way family and friends behave, and we 
shape  our attitudes and behaviur to align with theirs. People also imitate the attitudes  of popular 
individuals and those they admire and respect. If the “right thing” is  to favor eating at McDonald’s, 
you’re likely to ho!d that attitude.  In contrast to values, your attitudes are less stable. Advertising 
messages,  for example, attempt to alter your attitudes toward a certain product or selvice:  If the people at 
Ford can get you to hold a favorable feeling toward their cats,  that attitude may lead to a desirable 
behavior (for them)—your purchase 01 a  Ford product.  In organizations, attitudes are important because 
they affect job behavior.  if workers believe, for exarnpte, that supervisors, auditors, bosses, and time-  
and-motion engineers are all in conspiracy to make employees work harder for  the same or less money, 
then it makes sense to try to understand how these attitudes  were formed, their relationship to actual job 
behavior, and how they  might be changed.  Typos .1 Altitudes  A person can have thousands of attitudes, 
hut 08 focuses our attention ott a  very limited number of job-related attitudes. These lob-related attitudes 
tap  positive or negative evaluations that employees hold about aspects of their  work environment. Most 
of the research in OR has been concerned with three  attitudes: ob satisfaction, job involvement, and 
organizational commitment.’9  jog SATISFACI1ON The term job satisfaction refers to an individual’s 
general  attitude toward his or her job. A person with a high level of job satisfaction  holds positive 
attitudes toward the job; a person who is dissatisfied with his or  her job holds negative attitudes about the 



job. When people speak of employee  attitudes, more often than not they mean job satisfaction. In fact the 
two are  frequenUy used interchangeably. Because of the high importance 08 re  searchers have given to 
job satisfaction, we review this attitude in considerable  detail later in this chapter.  JOB 
INVOLVEMENT Ihe term job invol’vciuent is a more recent addition o6 involvemeit  to the OR 
literature.20 While there isn’t complete agreement aver what the Thedegreelewhkhapmoaidtnhifies term 
means, a workable definition states that job involvement measures the wiihborh&job,ndveIypaIice%in 
degree to which a person identifies psychologically with his or her job and con- i ond conside’s his or her 
perfotmunc sidel5 his or her perceived performance level important to seif-wotth.21 Em- 
im1iortantijeIfworth.  ployees with a high level of job involvement strongly identify with and really  care 
about the kind of work they do.  High levels of job involvement have been found to be related to fewer 
absences  and lower resignation rates2 However, it seems to mote consistently  predict turnover than 
absenteeism, accounting for as much as sixteen percent  of he variance in the former.23  
ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT The third job attitude we discuss is orga- ogoidzotbial 
commitment  nizatlonal commitment. ft’s defined as a state in which an employee iden- The degree 14 
whkh an employee identifies tifies with a particular organiLatiofl and its goals, and wishes to maintain 
mem- with a parikuloroganizalion and its goals, hership in the organizat}orL24 So high /oh involvement 
means identifying with  one’s specific )ob; high vixanhzatiotial conpruitmerit means identifying with 
one’s organization  employing organization.  182• PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  As with job 
involvement, the research evidence demonstrates negative relationships between organizational 
commitment and both absenteeism and turnover.25 In fact, studies demonstrate that an individual’s level 
of rganizational commitment is a better indicator of turnover than the far more frequently used job 
satisfaction predictor, explaining as much as 34 percent of the variance.26 Organizational commitment is 
probab’y a bettec predictor because it is a more global and enduring response to theorgartization as a 
whole than is job satisfaction.27 An employee may be dissatisfied with his or ha particular job and 
consider it a temporary condition, yet not be dissatisfied with the organizaticm as a whole. But when 
dissatisfaction spreads to the organization itself, individuals are more likely to consider resigning.  
Attitudes and Consistency  Did you ever notice how people change what they say so it doesn’t contradict 
what they do? Perhaps a friehd of yours has consistently arued that the quality of American cars isn’t up 
to that of the imports and that he’d never own anything but a foreign import. But his dad gives him a late 
model American-made car, and suddenW they’re nOt so bad. Or, when going through sorority rush, a 
new freshman believes sororities are good and that pledging a sorority is important. If she fails to make a 
sorority, however, she may say, “1 recognized that sorority life isn’t all it’s cracked up to be, anyway!”  
Reseaftjh has generally concluded that people seek consistency  among their attitudes and between their 
attitudes and their behavior.  This means that individuals seek to reconcile divergent attitudes and align 
their attitudes and behavior so they appear rational and consistent. When there is an inconsistency, forces 
are initiated to return the individual to an equilibrium state where attitudes and behavior are again 
consistent. [his can be done by altering either the attitudes or the behavior or by developing a 
rationalization for. the discrepancy.  For example, a recruitei for the ABC Company; whose job it is to 
visit college campuses, identify qualified job candidates, and sell them on the advantages of ABC as a 
place to work, would be in conflict if he personally believes  :j  •Dfd you ‘ever nàtice hoW people change 
what they say so it doesn’t contradict what they do?  CF-IAPIER 5 • VALUES, An ITUDES, AND lOB 
SATiSFACHONI  *183  GB in the News....  How 1)o Tobacco Executives Live  with Thcm5clves?  ow 
do tobacco executive explain their responsibility for a  product that ]<ilIs more than 420,000 Americans a 
year?  How do they reject the overwhelming evidence connecting smoking with lung and throat cancer, 
emphysema, and heart disease? By insisting that direct Causation has not been  proved? These executives 
are quick to point out to critics that their product is legal, they don’t encourage nonsmokers to take up 
smoking, and what they are really promoting 5 freedom of choice.  • Philip Morris is both the Jargest 
tobacco company in  • Amcrica and the largest consumer products compauy in the world. In 1992 it had 
sales of $59 billion and was the largest taxpayer in the United States. it di[ectly employs 161000 people 
worldwide. A New York Times reporter spent time interviewing several Philip Morris executives. One of 
them was Steven C. Parrish, 44, general counsel and senior vice president for external affairs, Philip 
Motris, U.S.A. lie and his wile have a daughter, 11, and a son, 4. For the  record, he does smoke ciga 



rettes.  After graduating from the University of Missouri, Parrish joined a Kansas City law firm and Later 
became a partner in the firm. In his law practice he represented Philip Morris on a highly visible case 
where the tobaco company was sued for contributing to the death of a woman by lung cancer. Soon after 
that case Philip Morris approached Parrish about working for the company full time.  “I took the job 
because  liked being a trial lawyer. I enov the egc rush you get  when you’re up and performing in court. 
And theF&s something about being an in-house lawyer that had always intrigued me. Philip Morris is a 
great company in terms of its business success, its reputation, and all that sort of thing. The people really 
impressed me. And I really like representing the tobacco workers, who run the machinery and make the 
cigarettes. Really good people—the knd T thought I’d represent when I was growing up [in a small 
Missouri town]. I also had always wanted to live on the East Coast . . . 1 didn’t have any qualms about 
joining a tobacco company.  “But i wouldn’t be honest with you if I didn’t tell you that when I see Sam 
Donaldson, for exmpIe, on ThLs Week with David Brinkley, as he did a few months ago, say 1 don’t see 
how an executive with a tobacco company can look himself in the mirror in the morn-  ing1 . . Jt troubles 
me. The day that happened I was sitting on a couch with my wife and kLds. Wed just gotten home from 
church. I love that show, so as soon as we get home I flip it on, and there’s Sam Donaldson saying that. 
And it was upsetting. III could just sit down with Sam Dona]dson—he’s not going to change his attitudes 
about smoking, but doggone, he’d probably reãli2e that I’m not a bad guy. I’ve got two little kids. I worry 
about all the issues that a parent worries about—drugs AIDS, violence, all that stuff.  dobvious1y, one 
way to deal with that is to say: ‘O.K., I’m not going to work for a cigette company. ‘Then tlwy woffldn’t 
be sa9ing those things about me.’ Rut I feel ocd about what [ do, both in  howl go about my job and what 
my role in the coixipany is, so I try not to let it bother me. But anybody would be hurt if somebody says 
you are a. merchant of death and you shoukin’t be able to look yourself in the mirror in the morning. I 
wtsh they wouldn’t say things like that.  “A year or two ago, my daughter came home from school, and 
said, ‘1 have a homework assignment I need you to help me with. Tomorrow we’re going to talk about 
drugs like marijuana, cocaine, arid alcohol. We’re also going to talk about cigarettes and whether they’re 
addictive. I want to know what you think about cigarettes.’ And I told her that a lot of people believe 
cigarette smoking Is addictive but I don’t believe it. And I told her the Surgeon General says some 40 
million people have quit smoking on their own. But if she asked me about the health consequences, I 
would tell her that I certainly don’t think it’s safe to smoke. It’s a risk factor for lung cancer. For heart 
disease. But it’s a choice. We’re confronted with choices all the time. Still, I’d have to tell her that it 
might be a bad idea. I don’t know. But it might be.  “You might say that we ought to do everything we 
can do reasonably to make sure that nobody ever smokes another cigarette. But you wouldn’t say that 
people who work for tobacco companies can’t look themselves in the mirror because they’re somehow 
lesser human beings than people who work for a drug company or a swel company.”  Cased on R. 
Rosenbialt, New V0rA Times  •‘..fagzña (March 20, 994), pp. 34--41.  184• PART TWO. THE 
INDIVID1JAL  the ABC Company has poor working conditions and few opportunities for new college 
graduates. This recruiter could, over time, find his attitudes toward the ABC Company becoming more 
positive. He may, in effect, brainwash himself by continually articulating the merits of working for ABC. 
Another alternative would be for the recruiter to become overtly negative about ABC and the 
opportunities within the firm for prospective candidates. The original enthusiasm that the recruiter may 
have shown would dwindle, probably to be replaced by open cynicism toward the company. Finally, the 
recruiter might acknowledge that ABC is an undesirable place to work, but think that, as a professional 
recruiter, his obligation is to present the positive side of working for the company. He might further 
rationalize that no place is perfect to work at; therefore, his Job is not to present both sides of the issue, 
but rather to present a rosy picture of the company.  Cognitive Dissonance Theory  Can we additionally 
assume from this consistency principle that an individual’s behavior can always be predicted if we know 
his or her attitude on a sublect? If’ Mr. Jones views the company’s pay level as too low, will a substantial 
increase in his pay change his behavior, that is, make him work harder? The answer to this question is, 
unfortunately, more complex than merely a “Yes” or  cognitive dissoname  Any incompatibthty between 
two or more attitudes or between behavior and attitudes.  Leon Festinger, in the late 1950s, proposed the 
theory of cognitive dissonance. 28 This theory sought to explain the linkage between attitudes and 
behavior. Dissonance means an inconsistency. Cognitive dissonance refers to any incompatibility that an 



individual might perceive between two or more of his or her attitudes, or between his or her behavior and 
attitudes. Festinger argued that any form of inconsistency is uncomfortable and that individuals will 
attempt to reduce the dissonance and, hence, the discomfort. Therefore, individuals will seek a stable state 
where there is a minimum of dissonance.  Of course, no individual can completely avoid dissonance. You 
know that cheating on your income tax is wrong, but you fudge the numbers a bit every year, and hope 
you’re not audited. Or you tell your children to brush after  These striking pilot at Canadian Regional 
Airlines daim to love their work. How, then, can they strike their employer and picket for higher wages? 
Group pressure from peers and union offidais contribute toward dissonance reduction, allowing the pilots 
to have a positive attitude toward their work and still engage in picketing.  CHAPTER 5 • VALUES, 
ATTITUDES, AND JOB SATISFACTION •  every meal, but you don’t. So how do people cope? 
Festinger would propose  that the desire to reduce dissonance would be determined by the importance of  
the elements creating the dissonance, the degree of influence the individual believes  he or she has over 
the e1ements, and the rewards that may be involved in  dissonance.  If the elements creating the 
dissonance are relatively unimportant, the  pressure to correct this imbalance will be low. However, say 
that a corporate  manager—Mrs. Smith—believes strongly that no company should pollute the  air or 
water. Unfortunately, Mrs. Smith, because of the requirements of her job,  is placed in the position of 
having to make decisions that would trade off her  companys profitability against her attitudes on 
pollution. She knows that  dumping the company’s sewage into the local river (which we assume here for  
the sake of argument is legal) is in the best economic interest of her firm. What  will she do? Clearly, 
Mrs. Smith is experiencing a high degree of cognitive dissonance.  Because of the importance of the 
elements in this example, we cannot  expect Mrs. Smith to ignore the inconsistency. She can foLlow 
several paths to  deal with her dilemma. Mrs. Smith can change her behavior (stop polluting the  river). 
Or she can reduce dissonance by concluding that the dissonant behavior  is not so important after all 
(“I’ve got to make a living, and in my role as a corporate  decision maker, 1 often have to place the good 
of my company above  that of the environment or society”). A third alternative would be for Mrs.  Smith 
to change her attaude (“There is nothing wrong in polluting the river”).  Still another choice would be to 
seek out more consonant elements to outS  weigh the dissonant ones (“The benefits to society from our 
manufacturing our  products more than offset the cost to society of the resulting water pollution”).  The 
degree of influence that individuals believe they have over the elements  will have an impact on how they 
will react to the dissonance. If they  perceive the dissonance to be an uncontrollable result—something 
over which  they have no choice—fl-they are less likely to be receptive to attitude change. If,  for 
example, the dissonance-producing behavior is required as a result of the  boss’s directive, the pressure to 
reduce dissonance would be less than if the be.  havor was performed voluntarily. Although dissonance 
exists, it can be rationalized  and justified.  Rewards also influence the degree to which individuals are 
motivated to  reduce dissonance. High rewards accompanying high dissonance tend to reduce  the tension 
inherent in the dissonance. The rewards act to reduce disso  nance by increasing the consistency side of 
the individual’s balance sheet.  These moderating factors suggest that just because individuals experience  
dissonance they will not necessarily move directly toward consistency, that is,  toward reduction of this 
dissonance. If the issues underlying the dissonance are  of minimal importance, if an individual perceives 
that the dissonance Is externally  imposed and is substantially uncontrollable by him or her, or if rewards  
are significant enough to offset the dissonance, the individual will not be  under great tension to reduce 
the dissonance.  What are the organizational implications of the theory of cognitive dissonance?  It can 
help to predict the propensity to engage in attitude and behavioral  change. If individuals are required, for 
example, by the demands of their  ob to say or do things that contradict their personal attitude, they will 
tend to  modify their attitude in order to make it compatible with the cognition of what  they have said or 
done. Additionally, the greater the dissonance—after it has  been moderated by importance, choice, and 
reward factors—the greater the  pressures to reduce it.  lfib. PARE Iwo • THE INDIVIDUAL  Measuring 
the A-B Relationship  We have maintained throughout this chapter that attitudes affect behavioL The 
early research work on attitudes assumed they were causally reiated to behavior; that is, the attitudes 
people hold determine what they do. Common sense, too, suggests a relationship. Isn’t it logical that 
people watch television programs they say they like or that employees try to avoid assignments they find 
distasteful?  However, in the late 1960s, this, assumed relationship between attitudes and behavior (A—



B) was challenged by a review of the research.29 Based on an evaluation of a number of studies that 
investigated the A—B relationship, the reviewer concluded that attitudes were unrelated to behavior or, at 
best, only slightly related.30 More recent research has demonstrated that the A—B relationship can be 
improved by taking moderating contingency variables into consideration.  MODERATING VARIABLES 
One thing that improves our chances of finding significant A—B relationships is the use of both specific 
attitudes and specific behaviors.31 It is one thing to talk about a person’s attitude toward “preserving the 
environment” and another to speak of his oi her attitude toward recycling. The more specific the attitude 
we are measuring, and the more specific we are in identifying a related behavior, the greater the 
probability we can show a relationship between A and B. If you. ask people today whether they are 
concerned about.preserving the environment, most will probably say “Yes.’ That doesn’t mean, however, 
that they separate out recyclable items from their garbage. The correlation between a question that asks 
about concern for protecting the ‘environment and recycling may be only 4.20 or so. But as you make the 
question moth specific—by asking, for example, about the degree of personal obligation one feels to 
separate recyclable items—the A—B relationship is likely to reach -ESO or higher.  Another moderator is 
social constraints on behavior. Discrepancies between attitude5 dnd behavior. may occur because the 
social pressures on the indivklual to behave in a certain way may hold exceptional powet32 Group 
pressures, for irutance, may explain why an employee who holds strong antiunion attitudes attends 
prounion organizing meetings.  Still another moderating variable is experience with the attitude in 
question. 33 The A—B relationship is likely to be much stronger if the attitude being evaluated refers to 
something with which the individual has experience. For instance, most of us.will respond to a 
questionnaire on almost any issue. But is my attitude toward starving fish in the Amazon any indication 
of whether I’d donate to a fund to save these fish? Probably not! Getting the views of college students 
with no work experience on job factors that are important in determining whether they would stay put in a 
lob is an example of an attitude response that is unlikely to predict much in terms of actual turnover 
behavior.  SELF-PERCEPTION THEORY While most A—B studies yield positive results 34—that 
attitudes do influence behavior—the relationship tends to be weak before adjustments are made for 
moderating variables. But requiring specificity, an absence of social constraints, and experience in order 
to get a meaningful correlation imposes severe lhnitations on making generalizations about the A—B 
relationship. This has prompted some researchers to take another direction—to look at whether behavior 
influences attitudes. This view,  CNAPT 5 • VALUES, AFTITLJDES, AND JOB SAflSFACTION  •187  
called sclf-perccption theory, has generated some encouraging findings. Let’s briefly review the theory.35  
When asked about an attitude toward some object, individuals recall their behavior relevant to that object 
and then infer their attitude from theft past behavior. So if an €mployee was queried on her feelings about 
being a payroll clerk at Exxon, she would likely think, i’ve had this same job at Exxon as a payroll clerk 
for ten years, so I must like it!” Self-perception theory, therefore, argues that attitudes are used, after the 
fi?ct, to make sense out of an action that has already occurred rather than as devices that precede and 
guide action.  Self-perception theory has been well supported.36 While the traditional attitude—behavior 
relationship is generally positiv€, it is also weak. In contrast, the behavior—attitude relationship is quite 
strong. So what can we conclude? It seems were very good at finding reasons for what we do, but not so 
good at doing what we find reasons for.37  An Application: Attitude Surveys  The preceding review 
should not discourage us from using attitudes to predict behavior. In an organizational context, most of 
the attitudes management wouhi seek Lo inquire about would be ones with which employees have some  
Ii the attitudes in question are specifically stated, management should obta information that can be 
valuable in guiding their decisions relative to thes cmpLoyecs. But how does management get 
information about emplox te al 1 udes? The most popular method is through the use of attitude survt,s...H  
Fablc 5-4 illustrates what an attitude survey might look like. Typically, attitude surveys present the 
empovce with a set of statements or questions. Ideally, the items are tailored to obtain the specific 
information that management desires. An attitude score is achieved by summing up responses to 
individual  seIf-perceptlou theory Attitoiles are thed alter the Fact to make Sense DIJI of an udion that has 
akeady oc4urred.  iitlh.de surveys  Elidling rspanses From enipoyees tlvough questiminaires abQul how 
ihey feel thaut lhr o6s, wcck groups, sopeivisecs nnd/or ihe or9onhictc.  I . ..  Afá\wereac1T of the 
foIlowig stafetnens us’hg the falFowing rating jcolG ‘  5t. Stronglyogree 43  4ZAgree .,  3Undecidd : : . .. 



. j  2 Disogeé . . -  Strongly drscgree  Stitei_t — it  1 ThJs company is a pretty goo&pface to Woi*  2 I 
eOn et ahetiJ in tht tQrnpay if I make the effort  3 This company’s wage rq!es are compelitwe witit those 
of othec oipân1es ..4  4, Employee prowofion.decision4 are bandied Fatrly . .‘  5 I understand the vorio& 
frlnge benefits [he company offers. . .  6. Myob rnqkes the bot vse of my abiIites. . . .  7. My wok load is 
challenging iutrot burdensome; : -  8 1 have trust and confldencs in my boss. . . .  9. t feel Free to tel my 
boss what think  10. I know what my boss expects of me. —  188. PART TWO • THE NDVDuAL  
questionnaire items. These scores can then be averaged for job groups, departments, divisions, or the 
organization as a whole.  Results from attitude surveys frequently surprise management. For instance, 
Michael Gilliland owns and operates a chain of 12 food markets.39 He and his management team 
developed a ten-item job satisfaction questionnaire, which they administer to all employees twice a year. 
Recently Gilliland was surprised to find the worst complaints coming from employees at the store with 
the best working conditions and the most benefits. Careful analysis of the results uncovered that, although 
the manager at this store was well liked, employees were frustrated because he was behind on their 
performance reviews and had failed to fire a particularly unproductive employee. As one of Gilliland’s 
associates put it, “We’d assumed it would be the happiest store, but it wasn’t.”  A corporatewide attitude 
survey at TIP Exploration revealed that employees were unhappy with the way their direct superiors 
managed them.4° In response, management introduced a formal upward appraisal system that allows the 
company’s 12,000 employees to evaluate their boss’s managerial performance. Now managers pay a lot 
more attention to the needs of their employees because their employees’ opinions play an important part 
in determining the manager’s future in the organization.  From Concepts to Skills  Changing Attitudes  F 
‘‘IL ‘I F F’, I F ‘F F ,F, ,  IL IF?’ ‘1  LiF “‘F’  F’ FF (F ç  1P • ti ‘, F •, ii  FI1  I F FF  r ‘t p a •  I I F (ci F 
F i  I 1F’F  U ‘I I ft hi ei La  ‘F I’FL( L’ ‘i ‘‘HFI ‘Ft  F ‘F’t it 1FF, t’Fl4  F’F “F ‘ Jt ‘‘d ,i’ V  F Ft F t’F’I 
F4 ‘F F F •F  FF1 I’ ‘c  F I ‘i I’9,’j’ ‘ 1 F’  ‘F ‘FLU tU I F’ F 1  F L FILFL, F, F t F F “F  F, F’ F F  ‘F ‘ 
F,F , ‘ ‘F F  F F F F F  F’’ Fl ‘F I  FL FF ‘F  CHAPTER 5 • VALUES, ATTITUDES, AND JOB 
SATISFACTION  .189  Using attitude surveys on a regular basis provides managers with valuable 
feedback on how employees perceive their working conditions. Consistent with our discussion of 
perceptions in Chapter 4, the policies and practices that management views as objective and fair may be 
seen as inequitable by employees in general or by certain groups of employees. That these distorted 
perceptions have led to negative attitudes about the job and organization should be important to 
management. This is because employee behaviors are based on perceptions, not reality. Remember, the 
employee who quits because she believes she is underpaid—when, in fact, management has objective 
data to support that her salary is highly competitive—is just as gone as if she had actually been underpaid. 
Tire use of regular attitude surveys can alert management to potential problems and employees’ intentions 
early so that action can be taken to prevent repercussions.42  Attitudes and Work Force Diversity  
Managers are increasingly concerned with changing employee attitudes to reflect shifting perspectives on 
racial, gender, and other diversity issues. A cpmment to a coworker of the opposite sex that iS years ago 
might have been taken as a compliment can today become a career-limiting episode.43 As such, 
organizations are investing in training to help reshape attitudes of employees.  In 1993 a survey of U.S. 
organizations with 100 or more employees found that 47 percent of them sponsored some sort of diversity 
training.44 Some examples: Police officers in Escondido, California, receive 36 hours of diversity 
training each year. Pacific Gas & Electric Co. requires a minimum of four hours of training for its 12,000 
employees. The Federal Aviation Administration sponsors a mandatory eight-hour diversity seminar for 
its Western-Pacific-region employees  What do these diversity programs look like, and how do they 
address attitude change?45 They almost all include a self-evaluation phase. People are pressed to examine 
themselves and to confront ethnic and cultural stereotypes they might hold. Then participants typically 
take part in group discussions or panels with representatives from diverse groups. So, for instance, a 
Hmong man might describe his family’s life in Southeast Asia, and explain why they  r ,,/ Meridian 
Rancorp inc provides diversay training to sensihze em  ployees to the needs of disabled co-workers and 
bank customers. In 4ki J one training exercise, employees who are not disabled (such as the  employee 
shown here), sit in a wheelchair and try to maneuver  through an ohst&le course. In other exercises, 
employees try to reed through a pair of eyeglasses smeared with petroleum eily and listen to audio tapes 
with plugged ears. These exercises allow employees to experience what it might be like to have a 



disability and help to dispel cnmmon myths and stereotypes assodated with disabilities.  190k PART 
TWO • THE I4DIVIDUAL  resettled in California; or a lesbian night describe how she discovered her 
sexual identity, and the reaction of her friends and family when she came out.  Additional activities 
designed to change attitudes include arranging for people to do volunteer work in community or social 
service centers in order to meet face to face with individuals and groups from diverse backgrounds and 
using exercises that let participants feel what it’s like to be different. For exani pie, when participants see 
the film Eye of the Beholder, where people are segregated and stereotyped according to their eye color, 
participants see what it’s like to he judged by something they have no control over.  Job Satisfaction  We 
have already discussed ob satisfaction briefly—earlier in this chapter as well as in chapter 1. We want to 
dissect the concept more carefully here. How do we measure job satisfaction? Are most workers today 
satisfied with their lobs? What determines job satisfaction? What is its effect on employee productivity, 
absenteeism, and turnover nites? We answer each of these questions in this section.  Measudng Job 
Safislacbon  We previously defined ob satisfaction as an individual’s general attitude toward his or her 
job. This definition is clearly a very broad one.41’ Yet this is inherent in the concept Remember, a 
person’s job is more than just the obvious activities of shuffling papers, waiting on customers, or driving 
a truck. Jobs require interaction with coworkers and bosses, following organizational rules and policies, 
meeting performance standards, living with working conditionc that are often less than ideal, and the 
like.47 This means an employee’s a5se5S ment of how satisfied or dissatisfied he or she is with his or her 
job is a complex summation of a number of discrete job elements. How, then, do we measure the 
concept?  The two most widely used approaches arc a single global rating and a summation score made 
up of a number of job facets. The single global rating method is nothing more than asking individuals to 
respond to one question, such as “AN things considered, how satisfied are you with your job?” 
Respondents then reply by circling a number between 1 and S that corresponds with answers from “l-
iighly Satisfied” to “Highly Dissatisfied.” The other approach—a summation of job facets—is more 
sophisticated. It identifies key elements in a job and asks for the employee’s feelings about each, typical 
factors that would be included are the nature of the work, supervision, present pay, promotion 
opportunities, and relations with coworkers.4 These factors are rated on a standardized scale and then 
added up to create an overall job satisfaction score.  Is one of the foregoing approaches superior to the 
other? Intuitively, it would seem that summing up responses to a number of jc’b factors would achieve a 
more accurate evaluation of job satisfaction. The research, however, doesn’t support this intuition This is 
one of those rare in5tance$ in which simplicity Wins out over complexity. Comparisons of one-question 
global ratings with the more lengthy summation-of-job-factors rnethodindicat€ that the former is more 
valid. The best expanation for this outcome is that the concept of job satisfaction is inherently so broad, 
the single question actually becomes a more inclusive measure.  ChAPTER 5 VALUES, ATTITUDES, 
AND jOB SATISFACTION  +191  The Status of Job Satisfaction  in the Workplace Today  Are 
American workers satisfied with their jobs? The answer to this question, based on numerous studies, 
seems to be “Yes.” Moreover, the numbers are Surprisingly constant over time. Let’s take a closer Jook at 
What we know.  Regardless of what studies you choose to look at, when employees are asked if they are 
satisfied with their jobs, the results tend to be very similar: Between 70 and 80 percent of American 
workers report they are satisfied with their jobs.° Older workers report the highest satisfaction (92 percent 
for those age 65 and over), but even young people—under age 25—report high levels of satisfaction (73 
percent).1  While there was some concern in the late 1970s that satisfaction was declining across almost 
all occupational groups.52 recent reinterpretations of these data anti additional longitudinal studies 
indicate that job satisfaction levels have held steady for decades—through economic recessions as well as 
prosperous times.53  These resuh don’t mean that people arc satisfied with all aspects of their job. A.s 
Tb]e S-S illustrates, fewer than haLf of employees report they are satisfied with advancement 
opportunities, recognition, and pay.  How does one explain these generally positive results? Taken 
literally, we can say that whatever it is people want from their jobs, they seem to be getting it and have 
been for quite some time, at least if we believe what people say in job satisf1iction surveys. But if we dig 
a little deeper, we might question this literal interpretation. For instance, based on our khowledge of 
cognitive dissonance theory, we might expect employees to resolve inconsistencies between 
dissatisfautaon with their jobs and their staying with those jobs by not reporting the dissatisfaction. Also, 



when employees are asked whether they would again choose the same work or whether they would want 
their children to follow in their footsteps, typically less than half answer in the affirmative.54 So maybe 
employees aren’t as satisfied with their jobs as the numbers would suggest. ;1  Table 5-5 Responses on 
Dimensions of Jab  Sotisfaclion;0]  The following represenh the pecentc*ge of workers esponding they 
were satisfed  when asked: How satisFied are you with these aspects of your job:  PERCENTAG! 01 
flAYING TUfT WiRE SATiSFIED  Dlmon*n ti9$4 l98tj.: 1990 •. 1992  Type aiwork . . . . •. 78 ... 
B0.*i+.77 79  Coworkers . .76 77::Z’. 77 76  Benefits . : 81 . 77 74 71  Being treoted with respect ond 
fairness 64 62 .60 :58  Job security 63 64 . 59 58  Chances to cor,lribute ideas 54 55.. 56. .54  Pay . 57 50 
.. 47 46  Recognition For perFormance . .. . 44 . 48 45 . 39  AdvclncementoppcFturities . . . 33 . 36 . . 34 
27  1990,  Source: IrIleFflOlioflol Su-vey Rseorth Carp., Enpktyn &iidaction Surveys, Chcago 1984 98B,  
1992. As reporied in INC. (Ncvembe’ I 992, p. 102.  192• PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  Another 
explanation for the high stability of job satisfaction findings over time can be attributed to genetics.55 
Analysis of satisfaction data for a selected sample of individuals over a 50-year period found that 
individual results were consistently stable over dine, even when these people changed the employ€r for 
whom they worked and their occupation. It may well be that many of the work-related variables we think 
cause lob satisfaction aren’t that important. Rather, most individuals’ disposition toward life—positive or 
negative—is established by adolescence, holds over time, tarries o’er into their disposition toward work, 
and—at least among Americans—is generally upbeat.  What Determines Job Satisfaction?  We now turn 
to the question: What work-related variables determine job satisfaction? An extensive review of the 
literature indicates that the more important factors conducive to job satisfaction are mentally challengipg 
work, equitable rewards, supportive working conditions1 and supportive colleagues.56  MENTALLY 
CHALLENGING WORK Employees tend to prefer jobs that give them opportunities to use their skills 
and abilities and offer a variety of tasks, freedom, and feedback on how well they are doing. These 
characteristics make work mentally challenging. Jobs that have too little challenge create boredom, but 
too much challenge creates frustration and feelings of failure. Under conditiuis of moderate challenge, 
most employees will experience pleasure and satisfaction. 57  EQUITABLE REWARDS Employees 
want pay systems and promotion policies that they perceive as being just, unambiguous, and in line with 
their expectations. When pay is seen as fair based on job demands, individual skill level, and community 
pay standards, satisfaction is likely to result. Of course, not everyone seeks money. Many people 
willingly accept less money to work in a preferred location or in a less demanding job or to have greater 
discretion in the work they do and the hours they work. But the key in linking pay to satisfaction is not 
the absolute amount one is paid; rather, it is the perception of fairness. Similarly, employees seek fair 
promotion policies and practices. Promotions provide opportunities for personal growth, more 
responsibilities, and increased social status. Individuals who perceive that promotion decisions are made 
in a fair and just manner, therefore, are likely to experience satisfaction from their jobs.58  SUPPORTIVE 
WORKING CONDITIONS Employees are concerned wLth theiT work environment for both personal 
comfort nid facilitating doing a good job Studies demonstrate that employees prefer physical 
surroundLngs that are not dangerous or uncomfortable. Temperature, light, noise, and other 
environmental factors should not be at either extreme—for example, having too much heat or too little 
light. Additionally, most employees prefer working relatively close to home, in clean and relatively 
modern facilities, and with adequate tools and equipment.  SUPPORTIVE COLLEAGUES People get 
more out of work than merely money or tangible achievements. For most employees, work also fills the 
riced for social interaction, Not surprisiigly, therefore, having friendly and supportive coworkers leads to 
increased job satisfaction. The behavior of one’s boss  CHAPTER 5 • VALUES, ATTITUDES AND JOB 
SATISFACTION  .193  ERonna Adams says she felt like “Queen for a Day” on  i her 20th-year 
anniversary with Walgreen’s. While she was having a celebratory lunch, ca-workers prepared a  giant 
surprise party for Ronna, a bookkeeper. Research indicates that supportive colleagues like Ranno’s leads 
to increased job satisfaction. In on industry noted for high lurnover, supportive colleagues contribute to 
keeping  Waigreen’s resignofions low, One-third of Woigreen’s employees have five or more years of 
company servke and  Lj percent have over 15 years.  also is a major determinant of satisfaction. Studies 
generally find that employee  satisfaction is increased when the immediate supervisor is understanding  
and friendly, offers praise for good performance, listens to employees’ opinions,  and shows a personal 



interest in them.  DON’T FORGETFUL PERSONALITY—JOB FIT In Chapter 3, we presented 
Holland’s  personality—job fit theory. As you remember, one of Holland’s conclusions  was that high 
agreement between an employee’s personality and occupation results  in a more satisfied individual. His 
logic was essentially this: People with personality  types congruent with their chosen vocations should 
find they have the  right talents and abilities to meetthe demands of their jobs; are thus more likely  to be 
successful on those jobs; and, because of this success, have a greater probahility  of achieving high 
satisfaction from their work. Studies to repliëate Holland’s  conclusions have been almost universalTy 
supportive.59 Its important,  therefore, to add this to ourlist of factors that determine fob satisfation:  The 
Effect of Job Satisfaétion  on Employee Performance -  Managers’ interest in fob satisfaction tends to 
center on its effect on employee  performance..Researchers’have recognized this interest, sowefind a 
large number  of studies that have been designed to assess the impact of job satisfaction  on employee 
productivity, absenteeism, and turnover, Let’s look t the c&rrent  state of our knowledge.  
SATISFACTION AND PRODUCTIVITY A number o.f reviews were done in the  1950s and l960s 
covering dozens of studies that sought to establish the relationship  between satisfaction and 
productivity)° These reviews could find no  consistent relationship. in the 1990s, though the studies are 
far from unambiguous,  we can !nake some sense out of the evidence.  The early views on the 
satisfaction—performance relationship can be. essentially  summarized in the statement “a happy worker 
is a productive  194. PART TWO • THE INDIVOUA  worker.” Much of the paternalism shown by 
managers in the 1930s, 1940s, and l9SOsr—forming company bowling teams and credit unions, having 
company picnics, providing counseling services for employees, training supervisors to be sensitive to the 
concerns of subordinates—was done to make workers happy. But belief in the happy worker thesis was 
based more on wishful thinking than hard evidence. A careful review of the research indicates that if there 
is a positive relationship between satisfaction and pmductivit the correlations are consistently low--In the 
vicinity of +O.14.6 However, introduction of moderating variables has improved the relationship.62 For 
example, the relationship is stronger when the employee’s behavior is not constrained or controlled by 
outside factors. An employee’s productivity on machine-paced jobs, for instance, is. going to be much 
more influenced by the speed of the machine than his ‘or her level of satisfaction. Similarly, a 
stockbroker’s productivity is largely constnined by the general movement of the stock market. When the 
market is moving up and volume is high, both satisfied and dissatisfied brokers are going to ring up lots 
of corn- missions. Conversely, when the market is in the doldrums, the level of broker satisfaction is not 
likely to mean much. Job level also seems to be an Important moderating variable. The satisfaction—
performance correlations are stronger for higher level employees. Thus we might expect the relationship 
to be more relevant for individuals in professional, supervisory, and managerial positions.  Another point 
of concern in the satisfaction—productivity issue s the direction of the causal arrow. Most of the studies 
on the relationship used research designs that could not prove cause and effect. Studies controlled for this 
possibility indicate the more valid conclusion is that productivity leads to satisfaction rather than the other 
way around.63 If you do a good job, you intrinsically feel good about it. Additonal1y, assuming the 
organization rewards productivity, your higher productivity should increase verbal recognition, your pay 
level, and probabilities for promotion. These rewards, in turn, increase your level of satisfaction with the 
job.  The most recent research provides renewed support for the original satisfaction—performance 
relationship.64 When satisfaction and productivity data is gathered for the organization as a whole, rather 
than at the individual level, we find that organizations with more satisfied employees tended to be more 
effective than organizations with less satisfied employees. If this conclusion can be reproduceckin 
additional studies, it may well be that the reason we haven’t gotten strong support for the SdtiSfaCtlofl 
cause5 productivity thesis is that studies have focused on individuals rather than the organization and that 
individual- level measures of productivity don’t take into consideration all the interactions and 
comptexities in the work process.  SATISFACTION AND ABSENTEEISM We find a consistent 
negative relationship between satisfaction and absenteeism but the correlation is moderate— usually less 
than 0.40.65 While it certainly makes sense that dissatisfied employees are more likely to miss work, 
other factors have an impact on the relationship and reduce the correlation coefficient. For example, 
remember our discussion of sick pay veüus well pay in Chapter 3. Organizations that provide liberal sick 
leave benefits are encouraging all their employees—including those who are highly satisfied—to take 



days off. Assuming you have a reasonable number of varied interests, you can find woçk satisfying and 
yet still take off work to enjoy a three-day weekend, tan yourself on a warm summer day, OF watch the 
World Series on television if those days come free with no penalties. Also, as with productivity, outside 
factors can act to reduce the correlation.  CHAPTER 5 • VALUES! ATTITUDES, AND JOB 
SATISFACTION  •195  An excellent illustration of how satisfaction directly leads to attendance,  where 
there is a minimuth impact from other factors, is a study done at Sears,  RoebuckP Satisfaction data were 
available on employees at Sears’s two headquarters  in Chicago and New York. Additionally, it is 
important to note that  Sears’s policy was not to permit employees to be absent from work for avoidable  
reasons without penalty. The occurrence of a freak April 2 snowstorm in  Chicago created the opportunity 
to compare employee attendance at the  Chicago office with attendance in New York, where the weather 
was quite nice.  The interesting dimension in this study is that the snowstorm gave the  Chicago 
employees a built-in excuse not to come to work. The storm crippled  the city’s transportation, and 
individuals knew they could miss work this day  with no penalty. This natural experiment permitted the 
comparison of attendance  records for satisfied and dissatisfied ‘employees at two locations—one  where 
you were expected to be at work (with normal pressures for attendance)  and the other where you were 
free to choose with no penalty involved. If satisfaction  leads to attendance, where there is an absence of 
outside factors, the  more satisfied employees should have come to work in Chicago while dissatisfied  
employees should have stayed home. The study found that, on this April 2  day, absenteeism rates in New 
York were just as high for satisfied groups of  workers as for dissatisfied groups. But in Chicago, the 
workers with high satisfaction  scores had much higher attendance than did those with lower satisfaction  
levels. These findings are exactly what we would have expected if satisfaction  is negatively correlated 
with absenteeism.  SATISfACTION AND TURNOVER Satisfaction is also negatively related to  
turnover, but the correlation is stronger than what we found for absenteeism.67  Yet, again, other factors 
such as labor market conditions, expectations about alternative  job opportunities, and length of tenure 
with the organization are important  constraints on the actual decision to leave ones current job.68  
Evidence indicates that an important moderator of the satisfaction—  turnover relationship is the 
employee’s level of performance.69 Specifically,  Increased job satisfanion has helped Kay Hirci, owner 
of Studio 904 hair salons, reduce turnover. Because they are paid in commissions and tips, stylsis in 
highly individualistic and tend to guard their dients. Iiiroi has her stylists work as empowered teEms and 
pays them a salary—no tips or coenmissiens—plus benefits such as medical and dental cãveruge, paid 
vacation, and sick days. Each Monday Hiral doses her salons and trains stylists in new styles and 
techniques, how to work in teams, and how to dativE exceptional service. She pasts doijç weekly, and 
monthly financial results and di trthutes 25 percent of her profits to employees as bonuses every two 
weeks. Stylists ore happy because they’re not competing with co-workers the salons’ dient hose of 4,500 
is growing by 170 a month, and Hiral says stylists don’t pass through Studio 904 “like it was a revolving 
door.”  196• PARr TWO • THE NDIVIDUA -  level of saUsfaction is less important in predicting 
turnover for superior performers. Why? The organization typically makes considerable efforts to keep 
these people. They get pay raises, praise, recognition, increased promotional opportunities, and so forth. 
Just the opposite tends to apply to poor performers. Few attempts are made by the organization to retain 
them. There may even be subtle pressures to encourage them to quit. We would expect, therefore, that job 
satisfaction is more important in influencing poor performers to stay than superior performers. Regardless 
of level of satisfaction, the latter are more likely to remain with the organization because the receipt of 
recognition, praise, and other rewards gives them more reasons for staying.  Consistent with our previous 
discussions regarding the stability of an individual’s job satisfaction level over time, we shouldn’t be 
surprised to find that a person’s general disposition toward life also moderates the satisfaction— turnover 
relationship.70 Specifically, some individuals generally gripe more than others and such individuals, 
when dissatisfied with their jobs, are less likely to quit than those who are more positively disposed 
toward life. So if two workers report the same level of job dissatisfaction, the one most likely to quit is 
the one with the highest predisposition to be happy or satisfied in general.  How Employees Can Express 
Dissatisfaction  One final point before we leave the issue of job satisfaction: Employee dissatisfaction can 
be expressed in a number of ways.71 For example, rather than quit, employees can complain, be 
insubordinate, steal organizational property, or shirk a part of their work responsibilities. Figure 5-1 offers 



four responses that differ from one another along two dimensions: constructiveness/destructiveness and 
activity/passivity. They are defined as follows:7Z  exit Exit: Behavior directed toward leaving the 
organization. Includes lookDissatisfadion expressed through behavior ing for a new position as well as 
resigning.  direded toward leaving the organization.  CHAPTER S • VALUES, ATTITUDES? AND JOB 
ATISfACTION • 191  Volcc: Actively and constructively attempting to improve conditions. In- voice  
eludes suggesting improvements, discussing problems with superiors, and Diwilishdion exwessad lirough 
aclive  some forms of union activity, and crlruoive aliempis to iimçrove  Loyalty: Passively but 
optimistically waiting for conditions to improve. (OfldiIiQRS.  Includes speaking up for the organization 
in the face of external criticism b alty  and trusting the organization and its management fo “do the right  
thing.”  wailing ioi wnditlois io imprew&  Neglect: PassveIy allowing conditions to worsen. Includes 
chronic absenteeism  or lateness, reduced effort, and increased error rate.  Dicsatisfochcin expressed 
ñw.gh ,ifln’ing  Exit and neglect behaviors encompass our performance variables—pro- conditátoworsa 
ductivity, absenteeism, and turnover. But this model expands employee  response to include voice and 
loyalty, constructive behaviors that allow individuals  to tolerate unpleasant situations or to revive 
satisfactory woTking conditions.  It helps us undeRstand situations, such as those sometimes found  
among unionized workers, where low job satisfaction is coupled with low  turnover.73 Union members 
often express dissatisfaction through the grievance  procedure or through formal contract negotiations 
These voice mechanisms  allow the union members to continue in their obs while convincing themselves  
they are acting to improve the situation.  Summary and Implications  for Managers  why is it important to 
know an individual’s values? Although they don’t have  a direct impact on behavior, values strongly 
influence a person’s attitudes. So  knowledge of an individual’s value system can provide insight into his 
or her  attitudes.  Given that peoples values differ, managers can use the Rokeach Value  Survey to assess 
potential employees and determine it their values align with  the dominant values of the organization. An 
employee’s performance and  satisfaction are likely to be higher if his or her values fit well with the 
organization.  For instance, the person who places high importance on imagination,  independence, and 
freedom is likely to be poorly matched with an organization  that seeks conformity from its employees. 
Managers are mote likely  to appreciate, evaluate positively, and allocate rewards to employees who  fit 
in, and employees are more likely to be satisfied if they perceive they do  fit. This argues for management 
to strive during the selection of new employ  ees to find ob candidates who not only have the ability, 
experience, and  motivation to perform, but also a value system that is compatible with the  
organization’s.  Managers should be interested in their employees’ attitudes because attitudes  give 
warnings of potential problems and because they influence tehavior.  Satisfied and committed employees, 
for instance, have lower rates of  turnover and absenteeism. Given that managers want to keep 
resignations and  absences down---especially among their more productive employees—they will  want to 
do those things that will generate positive job attitudes.  Managers should &so he aware that employees 
will try to reduce cognitive  dissonance. More important, dissonance can be managed. If employees are  
198+ FART Two • THE SJDVDIJA  required to engage in activities that appear inconsistent to them or 
ate at odds with their attitudes, the pressures to reduce the resulting dissonance are lessened when the 
employee perceives the dissonance is externally imposed and is beyond his or her control or if the 
rewards are significant enough to offset the dissonance.  — For Review  1. Contrast the Protestant work 
ethic, existential, pragmatic, and generation X typoogies with the terminal values identified in the 
Rokeach  Value Survey.  2. Contrast the cognitive and affective components of an attitude.  3. What is 
cognitive dissonance and how is it related to attitudes?  4. what is self-perception theory? Flow does it 
increase our ability to predict behavior?  S. what contingency factors can improve the statistical 
relationship between attitudes and behavior?  6. What role do genetics and personality play in determinng 
an individual’s lob satisfaction?  7. Are happy workers productive workers?  8. What is the relationship 
between job satisfaction and absenteeism? Turnover? Which is the stronger relationship?  9. How can 
managers gut employees to more readily accept working with colleagues who are different from 
themselves?  10. Contrast exit, voice, loyalty, and neglect as employee responses to job dissatisfaction  — 
For Discussion  1. “Thirty-five years ago, young empoyces we hired were ambitious, conscientious, 
hardworking, and honest, Today’s young workers don’t have the same values.” Do you agree or disagree 
with this manager’s comments? Support your position.  2. Do you think there might be any positive and 



significant relationship between the possession of certain personal values and successful career 
progression in organizations like Merrill Lynch, the AFL-CIO, and the city of C]eveIands police 
depaitment? Discuss.  3. “Managers should do everything they can to enhance the job satis faction of their 
empioyees.’ Do you agree or disagree? Support your  position.  4. Discuss the advantages and 
disadvantages of using regular attitude surveys to monitor employee job satisfaction  S. Most people 
indicate thcy’r€ reasonably satisfied with their jobs. Why? How might you go about deterTnining if such 
satisfaction is  reaL or only apparent?  tion is not solely a psychological phenc  stress that results from 
dissatisfaction a -  creases bUC:S. susccptibility.tQ heart attacks and like. For managers,. this means that 
even if sati bOh didn’t lead to less voluntary tutno’c  setite, thegoal of a htlsfied’work force nt  tillable 
because it woukL rducrtnedic  the praitature loss, of valued employee  heart disease or strokes, - .  Our 
final point insupport of job saUsfaçtion’sthi portance is the splnóff effectihat johatIsfaçt has for society as 
..i wholt When’ employees. happy with their jdbs, it improves their the off tTh  lob. In contrast, the 
dlssatisfledeniployee.carrk that negative attitude home. In wealthy. countrfl such as the United States, 
Canada, Great Britat1 Australia, or japan. doesn’t management hvt sponsibility to provide jobs from 
whick empic can receive high satisfaction? Some benefits ol satisfaction accrue to every dtizen in society, 
Sai fled emplàyees are more likely to be satWied. zens. These people will hold a more positive attiti 
toward life in general and make for a society of mi psychologically healthy people.  mc evidence Is 
impressive. Job satisfaction is in portant. For managemerfl; a satisfied work f oU translates into higher 
productivity thie to fwer 41 ruptions caused by absenteeism or good emplGye quitting, as well as into 
lower medical and life lnMg-J 4Z’*?’. anEe costs. Additionally, there are benefits for society.’ “‘ in 
general. Satisfaction on the job carries pvc: to. tljq, employee’s off-the-job hours. So the goal of high foil’ 
satisfaction for employees.can be defended In terms of both dollars and cents and social responsibIlity. ;1  
h” Point i ;0]  g:  The ImPortance of High JobSatisfacifon  cimportance of job satisfaction is.obvious. 
Manager should be concerned with the level of job satisfaction in their organizations for at ‘east three 
reasons: (1) there is clear evii dence that dissatisfied employees skip wotk more often. and are more likely 
to resign; (2) it has been demonstrated that satisfied employees have better health and live longer; and (3) 
satisfaction on the lob carries over to the employee’s life outside the lob.  We reviewe’J the evidence 
between satisfaction and withdrawal behaviors in this chapter. That evidence was fairly dear. Satisfied 
employees have lower rates of both turnover and absenteeism. IF we consider the two withdrawal 
behaviors separately, however, we can be more confident about the influence of satisfaction on turnover. 
Specifically, satisfaction is strongly and consistently negatively related to an employee’s decision to leave 
the organization. Although satisfaction and absence are also negatively related, conclusions regardkig the 
relationship shouki be more guarded.  An often overlooked dimension of job satisfaction is its 
relationship to employee health. Several studies have shown that employees who are dissatisfled with 
their jobs are prone to health setbacks ranging from headaches to heart disease. Some research even 
Indicates that job satisfaction is a better predictor of length of life than is physical condition or tobacco 
use. These studies suggest that dissatisfac  Few issues have been more blown out of pro. portionthanthe 
Importance of job:satisfaction t wotic. Let’s look closely at the evidence.  No consistent relationship 
indicates that satisfaction leads to productivity. And, after• all, isn’t producttv ’ity the name of the game? 
Organizations are not altruistic institutions. Management’s obligation is to use efficiently the resources 
that it has available. It has no obligation to create a satisfied work force if the costs exceed the benefits. 
As one execulive put It, “1 don’t care if my people are happy or noV Do they produce?”  It would be 
naive to assume that satisfaction alone would have a major impact on employee behavior. As a case in 
point, consider the issue of turnovet Certainly a nualbeF of other factors have an equal or greater impact 
on whether an employee decides to remain with an organization or take a job somewhere else—length of 
time on the oh, financial situation, and availability of other jobs, to name the most obvioUs. If I’m 55 
years old, have been with my company 25 years, perceive few other opportunities in the job market, and 
have no other source of income besides my job, does my unhappiness have much impact on my decision 
to stay with the organization? No!  Did you ever notice who seems to he most concerned with improving 
employee job satisfaction? It’s usually college professors and researchers!  They’ve chosen careers that 
prQvide thernwithcon.. siderable freedom and opportunities for personal growth They place a very high 
value on job �satisfaction. The problem is that they impo e their values on others Because job satisfaction 



is tmportant to them, they suppose it’s Important to everyone. To a Jot of people, a job is merely the 
means to get te money they need to do the things they desire dusing their nonworlung hours Assuming 
you work 40 hours a eek and sleep 8 hours a night, you still  have 70 hours or more a week tQ achieve 
Lu! filiment ‘ and satisfaction in off the job actwities So the ffiiportance of job satisfaction may be 
oversold when you recognize there are other sources,—outslde the job—where the dissatisfied employee 
can find satisfaction. .  A final point against overemphasizing job satisfaction: Consider the is$ue in a 
cOntingeñc framework Even if satisfaction was significantlyrelatedio performance, it’s unlikely the 
relationhipwôü1d hold consistently across all segments Of the wØrk force. In [act, evidence demonstrates 
that peoplediffer in terms of the importance that work pIays:th their lives. To some, the job is their central 
life ifltetest. But for the majority of people, their primary interests are off the job. Non-job-oriented 
people erid not to be emotionally involved with their work. This relative indifference allows them to 
accept frustrat’. ing conditions at work more willingly. Importantly, the majority of the work force 
probably falls into this non-job-oriented category So while job satisfaction might be important to lawyers, 
surgeons, and other professionals, it may be irrelevant to the aver- age worker because he or she is 
generally apathetic about the job’s frustrating elements.  Job Salisfáctlon Has Been Overemphasized  
CHAPTER 5 • VALUES ATTJuDES., AND JOB SATISFACTION • 201  Learning About Yourself 
Exercise  What Do You Value?  Below are 16 items. Rate how important each one is to you on a scale of 
0 (not  important) to 100 (very important]. Write the number on the line to the left of  each item.  Not 
important Somewhat important Very important  0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100  1. An enjoyabie, 
satisfying job.  2. A high-paying job.  3. A good marriage.  4. Meeting new people; social events.  5. 
Involvement in community activities.  6. My religion.  7. Exercising, playing sports.  8. intellectual 
deve1opment  9. A career with chaflenging opportunities.  10. Nice cars, clothes, home, etc.  11, 
Spending tne with family.  12. Having several close friends.  13. volunteer work for not-for-profit 
organizations, like the cancer society.  14. Meditation, quiet time tc think, pray, etc.  15. A healthy, 
balanced diet.  16. Educational reading, TV, self-improvement programs, etc.  Turn to page A-fl for 
scoring directions and key.  Source: RN. Lussier, Human Relwious 1!! Oranizo.Uons: A SkUl 
tsilrllzgAppraach, 2nd d. (I-Icmewood IL:  RiLbald 0. liwin, 1993) With perltiss]on.  Working With 
Others Exercise  Assessing Work Attitudes  Objective  To compare attitudes ahoLlt the work force.  Timc  
Approximately .30 minutes.  Proccdtire  Answer the following five questions:  1. Generally, American 
workers (pick one)  a. are highly motivated and hardworking  b. try to give a fair day’s effort  c. will put 
forth effort if you make it worthwhile  d. try to get by with a Low level of effort  e. are lazy and/or pnory 
motivated  2C2• PART TWO • THE INDIVDLJAI  2. The people I have worked with (pick one)  a. are 
highly motivated and hardworking  b. try to give a fair day’s effort  c. will put forth effort if you make it 
worthwhile  d. try to get by with a low level of effort  — a are lazy and/or poorly motivated  3. Compared 
to foreign workers, American workers are (pick one)  — a. more productive  b. equally productive  c. less 
pxoductive  4. Over the past twenty years, American workers have (pick on& a. improved in overall 
quality of job performance  — b. remained about the same in quality of job performance  c. deteriorated 
in overall quality of job performance  S. if you have a low opinion of the U.S. work force, give the one 
step (or action) that could be taken that would lead to the most improvement.  frSS4  1. Break into groups 
of three to five members each. Compare your answers to the five questions.  2. For each question where 
one or more members disagree, discuss why each member chose his or her answer. -  3. After this 
discussion, members are free to change their original answer. Did any in your group do so?  4. Your 
instructor will provide data from other sthdent attitude responses to these questions, then lead the class in 
discussing the implications or  accuracy of these attitudes.  Source: Based on D, R. Brown, DeaLing with 
Student Conceptions and MiscGrlcepftons Aboul Worker Attitudes and Productivity’ Jouma of 
Mrwiigement Educudon (May 1991)! pp. 259—64.  • Ethical Dilemma Eercl  Dissatisfaction and 
Whistle-blowing  As briefly introduced in Chapter 4, whistIehlowing refers to disclosing illegal, immoral, 
or illegitimate practices to authorities inside and/or outside the organization. Most cases described in the 
media involve someone who informs an outsider—a newspaper reporter, a government official, a public 
pressure group—about an assumed injustice, irresponsible action, or violation of law engaged in by an 
organization or by an employee of an organization. For instance, several engineers at Morton Thiokol 
complained, wrote memos, and “blew the whistle” to draw attention to design flaws in the 0-rings that 



went into the space shuttle Challenger. Their cries were ignored and the result was the tragic loss of seven 
astronauts. When an MIT scientist exposed false research data in a scientific article coauthored by a 
Nobel laureate, she was fired  CHAPER 5 • VAWES, AtTFTLJDFS, AND JOB SATISFACTION 
_______ • 203  from her job. these examples of whistle. blowing illustrate it is an actWe, but  risky and 
controversial, response to thssatisfaction.  What makes whistle-blowing risky and controversial? First are 
the possiNe  negative repercussions for the whistle-blower, who is often punished for  tarnishing the 
orgariizationts reputation or embarrassing some key people in  the organization. That punishment can be 
as extreme as being fired and bLack-  bailed, making it almost impossible for the whistle—blower to find 
another job  in the industry. Second is the question olthe whistle-blowers motives. Is he or  she acting 
altruistically, that is, strictly to benefit others without regard to  repercussions or retaliation? Or does the 
whistlebIower intend to gain personal  rewards? For instance, an employee at Singer Corp. was awarded 
$7.5 million  by a court for providing evidence that a unit of Snger cheated the Pentagon  out of $77 
million.  Do you think whistle-blowing reflects disloyalty to the organization?  Would you ever blow the 
whistle if you were aware of an illegal or unethical  practice by your employer? What kind of actions 
would you consider worth  blowing the whistle over?  Binney & Smith  Biriney & Smith (L3&S) operates 
a plant in Lindsay, Ontario, to prodticc crayons. Their Crayola brand is familiar to almost every 
preschooler and young grade schooier in North America.  In 1992 the production goals for the Lindsay 
plant were doubled, to 4 million 1 6-stick boxes of assorted color crayons, Little more than a year earlier, 
the plant produced about a quarter of that volume. Maybe somewhat surprisingly, employees have been 
very receptive to these muc]i higher production goals. These employees, most of whom have been with 
the company for at least ten years, indicate they’re more exdiled about their lobs and more satisfied with 
their working lives than ever before.  Workers at B&S traditionally knew their own jobs well, and many 
of these jobs were repetitive and unchallenging. For instance, one job is to inn the machine that glues 
labels to crayon sticks----1?2 labels per Lninute. The lab& gluing machine operator was an expert at his 
lob but knew little about the other jobs in the plant. But to get the increased production, management 
redesigned the label gluing machine operators job and almost everybody else’s too.  Workers in the 
Lindsay plant now do their jobs in teams and are er]uuuraged to learn the lobs of everyone else on their 
team. i’eain members reguarly rotate lobs to increase their skills and reduce boredom. These teams have 
taken on the responsibility for solving their work problems. And employees in the plant now also have 
taken charge of tracking prod uction, changing layouts as needed to solve quality problems. and 
conceiving and implementing cost reduction ideas like recycling waste.  Employees reeeve no financiaL 
or n]dteriEll rewards for accepting these new changes. What they do get is increased recognition, the 
opportunitY to learn new tasks, an greater control over lher work. The results have been extremely 
encouraging for both employees and nanagement. liniployces have increased job satisfaction and sell—
esteem. Awl the pIan has more than ;1  CASEINCIDENT ;0]  204. PART rwo • THE INDIYDUAt  
doubled its profit in the first year of these new changes. Additionally, employees at Lindsay now have 
greater job security than they had before because the plant has eliminated the 15 to 25 percent cost 
disadvantage Lt previously Ia bored under compared to the company’s sister plants in the United States.  
Questions  1. How does the B&S experience in its Lindsay plant compare with the evidence on the 
satisfaction—productivity relationship described in  this chapter? Explain why it might conflrm or 
contradict the research.  2- B&S’s historical turnover rate has been very low. Why do you think that is? 
Shouldn’t a plant with boring and repetitive iobs like gluing 172 labels a minute on crayon sticks have 
high absenteeism and turnover?  3. Explain why, in spite of tremendously high new production goals, 
B&S employees seem more satisfied with their jobs than ever.  Source: Based cnJ. Wells “Winning 
Co1rnjrs/ Rcpcvt on Bi&ness Magdzthe (July 1992); cited in S.P. Rob- bins and R, Stuart-Kotze, 
Uan2gnncnt: Ca pzcrd Ian Fr;urrh EMtion (Scarborough, Ontario: I’rentict Hall Canada, 1994), p. 449. ;1  
VIDEO CASE;0]  Between Two Worlds  Karen Gunn is a full-time mediator of cultural differences. She 
works for the Korean American Community Services agency and her job is to try to improve relations 
between Koreans and African Americans in Chicago’s inner city.  Karen was hired by Korean merchants 
to try to change the negative attitudes and stereotypes that many Koreans and African Americans have 
about each other. And it’s no easy job. A great number of animosities have developed between these two 
groups.  According to African Americans. Korean businesspeople look down on blacks. They believe that 



Koreans think all blacks are criminals, that they’re poor, and that they steal. “They follow you all through 
the stores,” says a black woman, “like you’re going to steal something, and I think it’s uncalled for.” 
Gunn found that some blacks believe the Korean merchants even have some secret source of funding, or 
that they were wealthy in Korea. For the most part, this isn’t true. The reality is that most of the Korean 
merchants had limited hinds when they arrived in the United States.  Part of the problem between the two 
groups Is cultural differences. in the Korean culture, “You don’t look a person in the eye. You don’t 
smile. Expressions, emotions are not something that are readily hown, not at all,” says Gunu. Also, 
Koreans don’t like to touch people lhey don’t know well. So, for instance, Koreans may seem standoffish 
when giving change. ‘Blacks interpret these behaviors as being rude.”  Gunn (herself an African 
American) points out, however, that part of the resentment of blacks toward Korean merchants is just the 
fact that they aren’t black. “Refore the Korean merchant, it was the Jewish merchant. Before it was the 
Jewish merchant, it was someone else. To constantly have your community run by someone else is a sign 
of dependence upon others, as if you can’t do it  CHARTER 5 • VAtUES, ATTITUDES! AND JOB 
SAUSIACTION  [or yourselves. And a lot of people take offense at that because we can do it by 
ourselves or for ourselves.’  What is Karen Gtinn doing to try to change attitudes? “I’m asking them to 
respect each other enough to sit down and listen to the other” Her goal is gentle persuasion, to make sure 
Korean merchants treat black customers with respect. She inspects the quality of merchandise, the servke, 
and things like a merchant’s exchange policy to ensure it is equitable and within the law. She’s trying to 
educate each group about their differences and encouraging them to be a little bit more tolerant.  Karen 
Gunn’s work seems to be making a difference. Says a Chicago alderman, “The gap was wide, and it’s 
closer together now. On a scale of 1 to 10, the gap was at 10 in the l9SOs. Now it’s like S or 4.”  
Questions  1. How were the negative attitudes described here formed?  2. Does cognitive dissonance 
apply to this situation? Explain.  3. What specific suggestions, in addition to what Karen is already doing, 
would you make to help Karen change the attitudes of Korean and  African Americans about each other?   
Lincoln Electric is a Cleveland-based firm that employs about 2,400 people and generates 90  percent of 
its sales from manufacturing arc-welding equipment and supplies. Founded in 1895, the company’s leg:.. 
endary profit-sharing incentive system and resultant productivity record are the envy of the manufacturing 
world’  Factory workers at Lincoln receive piece-rate wages with no guaranteed minimum hourly pay, 
After working for the firm  When someone says, t,Ifl not the money, it’s the principle,”..  —
ANONYMOUS  I for two years, employees begin to participate in the yearend bonus plan. Determined 
by a formula that considers the company’s gross profits, the employees’ base piece rate, and merit rating, 
it may be the most lucrative bonus system for factory workers in American manufacturing. The average 
size of the bonus over the past 55 years has been 95.5 percent of base wages!  The company has a 
guaranteed employment policy, which it put in place in 1958. Since that time, it has not laid off a single 
worker. In return for job security, however, employees agree to several things. During slow times, they 
wifl accept reduced work periods. They also agree to accept work transfers, even to lower paid jobs, if 
that is necessary to maintain a minimum of 3D hours of work per week.  You’d think the Lincoln Electric 
system would attract quality people, and it does. For instance, the company recently hired four Harvard 
MBAs to fill f iihire management slots. But, consistent with company tradition, they started out, like 
everyone else, doing piecework on the assemly line.  Lincoln Electric’s profit-sharing incentive system 
has provided positive benefits for the company as well as for its emp’oyees. One company executive 
estimates that Lincoln’s overall productivity is about double that of its domestic competitors. The 
company has earhed a profit every year since the depths of the I 930s Depression and has never missed a 
quarterly dividend. And Lincoln has one of the lowest employee turnover rates in U.S. industry.  Lincoin 
Electric has successfully integrated employment security, financial incentives, job flexibility, and high 
productivity standards into a system that motivates its employees. Most organizations haven’t been so 
successful. This may explain why the concept of motivation is probably the most researched and 
discussed topic in the organizational sciences.  A cursory look at most organizations quickly suggests that 
some people work harder than others. Who among us, for instance, hasn’t seen an individual with 
outstanding abilities outperformed by someone with clearly inferior talents? Why do some people appear 
to be highly motivated, while others are pot? We try to answer this latter question in this and the 
following chapter.  Maybe the place to begin is to say what motivation isn’t. Many people incorrectly 



view motivation as a personal trait—-that is, some have it and others don’t. in practice, some managers 
label employees who seem to lack motivation as lazy. Such a label assumes an individual is always lazy 
or is lacking in motivation. OUT knowledge of motivatiofl tells us this just isn’t true. What we know is 
that motivation is the result of the interaction of the individual arid the situation. Certainly, individuals 
differ in their basic motivational drive. But the same employee who is quickly bored when pulling the 
[ever on his drill TCSS may pull the lever on a slot machine in Las Vegas for hours on end without the 
slightest hint of boredom. You may read a complete novel at one sitting, yet find it difficult to stay with a 
textbook for more than 20 minutes. It’s not necessarily you—it’s the situation. So as we analyze the 
concept of motivation, keep in mind that level of motivation varies both between individuals and within 
individuals at different times.  We define motivation as the willingness to exert high levels (if effort 
toward organizational goats, conditioned by the effort’s ability to satisfy Sonic individual need, While 
general :motivation is concerned with effort toward any  CHAPTER 6 • BASIC MOTIVATION 
CONCEPTS  goal, we narrow the focus to organizational goals in order to reflect our singular  interest in 
work-related behavior The three key elements in our definition are  effort, organizational goals, and 
needs.  The effort element is a measure of intensity. When someone is motivated,  he or she tries hard. 
But high levels of effort are unlikely to lead to favorable job  performance outcomes unless the effort is 
channeled in a direction that benefits  the organization.2 Therefore, we must consider the quality of the 
effort as  well as its intensity. Effort that is directed toward, and consistent with, the organization’s  goals 
is the kind of effort we should be seeking. Finally, we treat  motivation as a need-satisfying process. This 
is depicted in Figure 6-1.  A need, in our terminology, means some internal state that makes certain  
outcomes appear attractive. An unsatisfied  need creates tension that  stimulates drives within the 
individual.  These drives generate a search behavior  to find particular goals that, if  attained, will satisfy 
the need and  lead to the reduction of tension.  So we can say that motivated  employees are in a state of 
tension. To  relieve this tension, they exert effort.  The greater the tension, the higher  the effort level. If 
this effort successfully  leads to the satisfaction of the  need, tension is reduced. But since we  are 
interested in work behavior, this tension reduction effort must also be directed  toward organizational 
goals. Therefore, inherent in our definition of motivation  is the requirement that the individual’s needs be 
compatible and consistent with  the organization’s goals. Where this does not occur, we can have 
individuals exerting  high levels of effort that actually run counter to the interests of the organization.  
This, incidentally, is not so unusual. For example, some employees regularly  spend a lot of time talking 
with friends at work in order to satisfy their social  needs. There is a high level of effort, only it’s being 
unproductively directed.  Early Theories of Motivation  The 1950s were a fruitful period in the 
development of motivation concepts.  Three specific theories were formulated during this time, which, 
although  heavily attacked and now questionable in terms of validity, are probably still  the best known 
explanations for employee motivation. These are the hierarchy  of needs theory, Theories X and 1’, and 
the motivation-hygiene theory. As  you’ll see later in this chapter, we have since developed more valid 
explanations  of motivation, but you should know these early theories for at least two  reasons: (1) they 
represent a foundation from which contemporary theories  have grown, and (2) practicing managers 
regularly use these theories and their  terminology in explaining employee motivation.  hierarchy of needs 
theory  Hierarchy of Needs Theory There is a hierarchy of five needs—  physiological, safely, social, 
esteem, and  It’s probably safe to say that the most well-known theory of motivation is Abra- self-
actuaiization—and as eoth need is  ham Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.3 He hypothesized that within every 
sequentiallycalishedlhenexlneed  human being there exists a hierarchy of the following five needs. 
bewmes dominani need  Some internal slate ihat makes certain outcomes appear attractive.  1. 
Physiological: Includes hunger, thirst, shelter, sex, and other bodily needs  2. Safety: Includes security 
and protection from physical and emotional harm  3. Social: Includes affection, belongingness, 
acceptance, and friendship  4. Esteem: Includes internal esteem factors such as self-respect, autonomy, 
and achievement; and external esteem factors such as status, recognition, and attention  S. Self-
actualization: The drive to become what one is capable of becoming; includes growth, achieving one’s 
potential, and self-fulfillment  As each of these needs becomes substantially satisfied, the next need 
becomes dominant. In terms of Figure 6-2, the individual moves up the steps of the hierarchy. From the 
standpoint of motivation, the theory would say that although no need is ever fully gratified, a substantially 



satisfied need no longer motivates. So if you want to motivate someone, according to Maslow, you need 
to understand what level of the hierarchy that person is currently on and focus on satisfying those needs at 
or above that level.  Maslow separated the five needs into higher and lower orders. Physiological and 
safety needs were described as  lower order and social, esteem, and self-actualization as  higher order 
needs. The differentiation between the two orders was made on the premise that higher order needs are 
satisfied internally (within the person), whereas the order needs are predominantly satisfied externally (by 
pay, union contracts, and tenure, for example). In fact, the natural conclusion to be drawn from Maslow’s 
classification is that in times of economic plenty, almost all permanently employed workers have their 
lower order needs substantially met.  Maslow’s need theory has received wide recognition, particularly 
among practicing managers. This can be attributed to the theory’s intuitive logic and ease of 
understanding. Unfortunately, however, research does not generally validate the theory. Maslow provided 
no empirical substantiation, and several studies that sought to validate the theory found no support for it.4  
Old theories, especially ones that are intuitively logical, apparently die hard. One researcher reviewed the 
evidence and concluded that “although of great societal popularity, need hierarchy as a theory continues 
to receive little empirical support.”5 Further, the researcher stated that the “available research should 
certainly generate a reluctance to accept unconditionally the implication of Maslow’s hierarchy.”6 
Another review came to the same conclusion.7 Little support was found for the prediction that need 
structures are organized along the dimensions proposed by Maslow, that unsatisfied needs motivate, or 
that a satisfied need activates movement to a new need level.  Theory X and Theory Y  Douglas 
McGregor proposed two distinct views of human beings: one basically negative, labeled Theory X, and 
the other basically positive, labeled Theory Y.8 After viewing the way in which managers dealt with 
employees, McGregor concluded that a manager’s view of the nature of human beings is based on a 
certain grouping of assumptions and that he or she tends to mold his or her behavior toward subordinates 
according to these assumptions.  sell-acidulation  The drive to become what one is capable of becoming.  
lower-order needs  Needs that ore said led externally; physiological and safety needs.  higher-order needs  
Needs that are satisfied internally; social, esteem, and self-actualation needs.   The assumption that 
employees dislike work, ore lazy, dislike responsibility, and must be werced to perform.  ThnqY  The 
assumption that employees like work, ore ueative, seek resporisibilily, and can exercise self-direction,  
According to Theory X, the four assumptions held by managers are as  follows:  1. Employees inherently 
dislike work and, whenever possible, will attempt  to avoid it.  2. Since employees dislike work, they 
must be coerced, controlled, or  threatened with punishment to achieve goals.  3. Employees will avoid 
responsibilities and seek formal direction whenever  possible.  4. Most workers place security above all 
other factors assoEiated with  work and will display little ambition,  In contrast to these negative views 
about the nature of human beings,  McGregor listed four positive assumptions, which he called Theory Y:  
1. Employees can view work as being as natural as rest or play. -  2. People will exercise self-direction 
and self-control if they are committed  to the objectives.  3. The average person can learn to accept, even 
seek, responsibility.  4. The ability to make innovative decisions is widely dispersed throughout  the 
population and is not necessarily the sole province of those in  management positions.  What are the 
motivational implications if you accept McGregor’s analysis?  The answer is best expressed in the 
framework presented by Maslow. Theory  X assumes that lower order needs dominate individuals, 
Theory Y assumes  that higher order needs dominate individuals. McGregor himself held to the  belief 
that Theory Y assumptions were more valid than Theory X. Therefore, he  proposed such ideas as 
participative decision making, responsible and challenging  jobs, and good group relations as approaches 
that would maximize an  employee’s job motivation.  gary Tjosvold (center), chief executive ,fficer of 
Mary ‘Lint, believes in Theory (She says, “Those of us who run a busiiess realize the employees have the 
tiast power.” Her company of 600 em3loyees provides residential social ser,ices for people with 
disabilities. Tjosvold ises employee teams to service cusIbmers and gives team members deciion-inaking 
responsibility. For example, he quality-assurance team directs its win activity, draws up its own budgets 
md schedules, and decides its own discilinary actions. Tjosvold trusts her emoyees to implement 
programs that uicet the company’s high standards. Her employees respond by accepting respon;ibihty and 
exercising sell-direction.  216.  PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  Untortunately. no evidence confirms 
that either set ot assumptions is alid or that aepting 1 iwory Y assumptions ni Id alteri rig one’s actions 



ac— wrdinglv ;•viil lead to Inure motivated workers. As tvill become evident later in this chapter, either 
Theory X or Theory V assumptions may he appropriate in a particular situation.  Motivation-Hygiene 
Theory  motivation-hygiene theory The motivation-hygiene theor3 was proposed by psychologist 
Fredtrick  nIrink factors are related to job J-Ierzberg.’ in the belief that an individuals relation to his or her 
work is a basic  satisfadion,whileextnnsicf&torsare one and that his or her attitude toward this work can 
very well determine the  ossodaledwith dissatisfaction. individual’s success or failure, lierzberg 
investigated the question, ‘what do  pple want from their jobs? He asked people to describe, in detail, 
situations when the’ felt exceptionally good and bud about their jobs. These responses were tabulated and 
categorized. Factors affecting job attitudes as reported in 12 investigations conducted by Herzherg are 
illustrated in Figure b-3.  From the categorized responses, lleribvrg concluded that the replies people gave 
when the’ felt good about their jobs were significantly different From  CHAPTER 6 • BASIC 
MorivArroN CONCEPTS  .217  the replies given when they felt bad. As seen in Figure 6-3, certain 
characteristics tend to be consistently related to job satisfaction (factors on the right side of the figure), 
and others to job dissatisfaction (the left side of the figure). Intrinsic factors, such as achievement, 
recognition, the work itself, responsibility, advancement, and growth, seem to be related to job-
satisfaction. When those  questioned felt good about their work, they tended to attribute these 
characteristics to themselves, On the other hand, when they were dissatisfied, they tended to cite extrinsic 
factors, such as company policy and administration, supervision, interpersonal relations, and working 
conditions.  The data suggest, says Herzberg, that the opposite of satisfaction is not dissatisfaction, as was 
traditionally believed. Removing dissatisfying characteristics from a jOb does not necessarily make the 
job satisfying. As illustrated in Figure 6-4, Herzberg proposes that his findings indicate the existence of a 
dual continuum: The opposite of “Satisfaction” is “No Satisfaction,” and the opposite of “Dissatisfaction” 
is “No Dissatisfaction.”  According to Herzberg, the factors leading to job satisfaction are separate and 
distinct from those that lead to job dissatisfaction. Therefore, managers who seek to eliminate factors that 
create job dissatisfaction can bring about peace, but not necessarily motivation. They will be placating 
their work force rather than motivating them. As a result, such characteristics as company policy and 
administration, supervision, interpersonal relations, working conditions, and salary have been 
characterized by Herzberg as hygiene factors. When  they are adequate, people will not be dissatisfied; 
however, neither will they be satisfied. If we want to motivate people on their jobs, Herzberg suggests 
emphasizing achievement, recognition, the work itself, responsibility, and growth. These are the 
characteristics that people find intrinsically rewarding.  The motivation-hygiene theory is not without its 
detractors, The criticisms of the theory include the following:  1. The procedure that Herzberg used is 
limited by its methodology. When things are going well, people tend to take credit themselves. 
Contrarily, they blame failure on the external environment.  2. The reliability of Herzberg’s methodology 
is questioned. Since raters have to make interpretations, it is possible they may contaminate the findings 
by interpreting one response in one manner while treating another similar response differently.  3. The 
theory, to the degree it is valid, provides an explanation of job satisfaction. It is not really a theory of 
motivation.  4. No overall measure of satisfaction was utilized. In other Words, a person may dislike part 
of his or her job, yet still think the job is acceptable.  5. The theory is inconsistent with previous research. 
The motivation-hygiene theory ignores situational variables.  6. l-{erzberg assumes a relationship 
between satisfaction and productivity. But the research methodology he used looked only at satisfaction, 
not at productivity. To make such research relevant, one must assume a high relationship between 
satisfaction and productivity.’0  Regardless of criticisms, Flerzberg’s theory has been widely read, and 
most managers are familiar with his recommendations. The increased popularity  hygiene factors  Those 
Fadors—such as company polky and administration, supervision, and salary—that when adequate in a jot, 
placate workers. When these factors ore adequate, people will not be dissatisFied.  w  S  PART IWO • 
tRE INDIVIDUAL  LIU ‘V  GB in the News....  Thanks for the Recognition,  but Where’s the Money?  
jrlot to. the late 1980s, pay raises we±e as pdictable and constant  as ø:ath21.oP*tr.as—. theycöme wery 
Veäi’fl4ot anymore! Raises are being replaced by one-shot bonuses or stock. Arid praise that used to 
show up in•.a paycheck is increasingly delivered, in the unbankable form of plaques, theater tickets, and 
thank you notes from the boss. Federal Express, for instance, sent out over50,000 of such notes in one 
recent year.  As traditional raises grow fewer and farther between, or even disappear altogether.  



“attaboys” are taking their place. In a 1993 survey of 3200 companies, it was found that noncash 
recognition rewards•were being used by 60 percent of the firms, up from 20 perc€nt in 1988. This same 
survey, also shQwe that 14 percent.of the companies were using one-shot bonuses instead of annual 
raises. These bonuses save companies’ Inone’ because they rio not become part of the emp oyee’s 
permanent wage base.  Why is recognition increasingly replacing the annual pay increase? Fierce  
competition from low-wage countries means companies have to keep costS in line. And one way to do 
that is to curtail pay raises or at least link them to increases In productivity .. Another key factor has been 
the slow growth in job formation. The supply- demand imbalance has created a buyer’s market, so 
employers are less concerned about losing good people if they don’t hand out annual pay increases.  
Based on J, Fitrman, When Will You Get a Raise?,’ Fortune OnlY 12 1993), pp. 34—36.  since the mid-
1960s of vertically expanding jobs to aliow workers greater responsibility in planning and controlling 
their work can probably be Largely attributed to Herzberg’s findings and recommendations.  
Contemporary Theories of Motivation  The previous theories are wefl Irnown but unfortunately have not 
held up well under close examination. However, all is not lost.” A number of contemporary theories have 
one thing in common: Each has a reasonable degree of valal sup- porting documentation. Of course, this 
doesn’t mean the theories we are about to introduce are unquestionably right. We call them contemporary 
theories not because they necessarily were developed recently, but because they represent the current state 
of the art in explaining employee motivation.  ERG Theory  ERG ihecry  ‘There arc three groups of core 
needs:  xstence, relatedness, wd rowih.  Clayton Alderfer of Yale University has reworked Maslow’s need 
hierarchy to align it more closely with the empirical research. His revised need hierarchy i labeled ERG 
theory.’2  Alderfer argues that there are three groups of core needs—existence, relatedness, and giowth—
hence the label ERG theory. The existence group is curlcerned with providing our basic material 
existence requirements. It includes  the items that Maslow considered physiological and safety needs. ihe 
second  CHAPTER 6 • BASIC MOTWATION CONCEPTS +219  group of needs are those of 
relatedness—the desire we have for maintaining important  interpersonal relationships. These social and 
status desires requite interaction  with others if they are to be satisfied, and they align with Maslow’s  
social need and the external component of Maslow’s esteem classilication. Flna)ly,  Alderter isolates 
growth needs—an intrinsic desire for personal development.  These include the intrinsic component from 
Maslow’s esteem category  and the characteristics included under self-actualization.  Besides substituting 
three needs for five, how does Alderfer’s LUG theory  differ from Maslow’s? In contrast to the hierarchy 
of needs theory, the ERG theory  demonstrates that (1) more than one need may be operative at the same  
time, and (2) if the gratification of a higher level need is stifled, the desire to  satisfy a lower level need 
increases.  Maslow’s need hierarchy is a rigid steplike progression. ERG theory does  not assume a rigid 
hierarchy where a lower need must be substantially gratified  before one can move on. A person can, for 
instance, be working on growth  even though existence or relatedness needs are unsatisfied; or all three 
need  categories could be operating at the same tLme.  ERG theory also contains a frustration-regression 
dimension. Maslow,  you’ll remember, argued that an individual would stay at a certain need level  uHtil 
that need Was satisfied. ERG theory counters by noting that when a  higher order need level is frustrated, 
the individual’s desire to increase a lower  level need takes place. Inability to satisfy a need for social 
interaction, for instance,  might increase the desire for more money or better working conditions.  So 
frustration can lead to a regression to a lower need.  in summary, ERG theory argues, like Maslow, that 
satisfied lower oider  needs lead to the desire to satisfy higher order needs; but multiple needs can be  
operating as motivators at the same time, and frustration in attempting to satisfy  a higher level need can 
result in regression to a lower level need.  ERG theory is more consistent with our knowledge of 
individual differences  among people. Variables such as education, family background, and cultural  
environment can alter the importance or driving force that a group of  needs holds for a particular 
individual. The evidence demonstrating that people  in other cultures rank the need categories 
differently—for instance, natives  of Spain and Japan place social needs before their physiological 
requirements’  3—would be consistent with the ERG theory. Several studies have supported  the ERG 
theory,’4 but there is also evidence that it doesn’t work in some  organizations)5 Overall, however, ERG 
theory represents a more valid version  of the need hierarchy.  McCIelIand’s Theory of Needs  You’ve 
got one beanbag and five targets set up in front of you. Each target is  progressively farther away and, 



hence, more difficult to hit. Target A is a cinch.  It sits almost within arm’s reach of you. If you hit it, you 
get $2. Target B is a bit  farther out, but about 80 percent of the people who try can hit it. It pays $4.  
Target C pays $8, and about half the people who try can hit it. Very few people  can hit Target D, but the 
payoff is $16 if you do. Finally, Target E pays $32, but  it’s almost impossible to achieve. Which target 
would you try for? If you selected  C, you’re likely to be a high achiever, Why? Read on.  In Chapter 3 
we introduced the need to achieve as a personality characteristic,  it is also one of three needs proposed by 
David McClelland and his  associates as being important in organizational settings for understanding  vfla 
PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  LW  Mclellaiid’s theory of needs  Achievement, power, and 
aFfiliation are three important needs that help to  understand motivation.  achievement need  The drive to 
excel, to achieve in relation to a set of standards, to strive to succeed.  power need  The desire to make 
others behave in away that they would not otherwise have behaved in.  offihtion need  The desire for 
friendly and close  interpersonal relationships.  motivation’6 McCIeJland’s theory of needs focuses on 
three needs:  achievement, power, and affiliation. They are defined as follows:  • Need for achievement: 
The drive to excel, to achieve in relation to a set of standards, to strive to succeed  • Need for power: The 
need to make others behave in a way they would not have behaved otherwise  • Need for affiliation: The 
desire for friendly and close interpersonal relationships  Some people have a compelling drive to succeed. 
They’re striving for personal achievement rather than the rewards of success per se. They have a desire to 
do something better or more efficiently than it has been done before. This drive is the achievement need 
(nAc,. From research into the achievement need, McClellarid found that high achievers differentiate 
themselves from others by their desire to do things better.1’ They seek situations where they can attain 
personal responsibility for finding solutions to problems,  taa where they can receive rapid feedback on 
their performance so they can tell easily whether they are improving or not, and where they can set 
moderately challenging goals. High achievers are not gamblers; they dislike succceding by chance, They 
prefer the challenge of working at a problem and accepting the personal responsibility for success or 
failure rather than leaving the outcome to chance or the actions of others. Importantly, they avoid what 
they perceive to be very easy or very difficult tasks. They want to overcome obstacles, but they want to 
feel their success (or failure) is due to their own actions. This means they like tasks of intermediate 
difficulty.  High achievers perform best when they perceive their probability of success as being 0.5, that 
is, where they estimate they have a 50-50 chance of success. They dislike gambling with high odds 
because they get no achievement  High achievers do well in sales positions because their iobs provide 
them with freedom, personal responsibility for outcomes, immediate feedback on their performance, and 
the opportunity to take on moderate risks. Schering-Plough selects salespeople, such as the woman shown 
here, who take on the challenging task of selling pharmaceuticals in a highly competitive and rapidly 
changing industry.  •H19h achievers avoid what they perceive to be very easy or very difficult tasks.  
CHA?TER 6 • BASIC MOTIVATION CONCEPTS  satisfaction from happenstance success. Similarly, 
they dislike low odds (high probability of success) because then there is no challenge to their skills. They 
like to set goals that require stretching themselves a little. When there is an approximately equal chance 
of success or failure, there is the optimum opportunity to experience feelings of accomplishment and 
satisfaction from their efforts.  The need for power (riPow) is the desire to have impact, to be influential, 
and to control others. Individuals high in nPow enjoy being in charge, strive for influence over others, 
prefer tobe placed into competitive and status-oriented situations, and tend to be more concerned with 
prestige and gaining influence over others than with effective performance.  The third need isolated by 
McClelland is affiliation (nAffi. This need has received the least attention from researchers. Affiliation 
can be likened to Dale Carnegie’s goals—the desire to be liked and accepted by others. Individuals with a 
high affiliation motive strive for friendship, prefer cooperative situations rather than competitive ones, 
and desire relationships invohiing a high degree of mutual understanding.  How do you find out if 
someone is, for instance, a high achiever? There are questionnaires that tap this motive,18 but most 
research uses a projective test in which subjects respond to pictures.’9 Each picture is briefly shown to the 
subject and then he or she writes a story based on the picture. As an example, the picture may show a 
male sitting at a desk in a pensive position, looking at a photograph of a woman and two children that sits 
at the corner of the desk. The subject will then be asked to write a story describing what is going on, what 
preceded this situation, what will happen in the future, and the like. The stories become, in effect, pro 



jective tests that measure unconscious motives. Each story is scored and a subjects ratings on each of the 
three motives is obtained.  Relying on an extensive amount of research, some reasonably well-supported 
predictions can be made based on the relationship between achievement need and job performance. 
Although less research has been doneon power and affiliation needs, there are consistent findings here, 
too.  First, as shown in Figure 6-5, individuals with a high need to achieve prefer job situations with 
personal responsibility, feedback, and an intermediate degree of risk. When these characteristics are 
prevalent, high  achievers will be strongly motivated. The evidence consistently  demonstrates, for 
instance, that high achievers  are successful in entrepreneurial activities such as running  their own 
businesses and managing a self-contained  unit within a large organization.2°  Second, a high need to 
achieve does not necessarily  lead to being igood manager, especially in large organizations.  People with 
a high achievement need are  interested in how well they do personally and not in  influencing others to 
do well. High-nAch salespeople  do not necessarily make good sales managers, and the  good general 
manager in a large organization does not  need to achieve.2’  Third, the needs for affiliation and power 
tend to, be closely related to managerial success. The best managers are high in their need for power and 
low in their need for affiliation.22 In fact, a high-power motive may be a requirement for managerial 
effectiveness.2 Of course, what is the cause and what is the effect is arguable. It has been suggested that a 
high-power need may  +221  I dv  ii F  —S  —S  typically have a high  222. PART IWO • THE 
INDIVIDUAL  occur simply as a function of one’s level in a hierarchical organization.24 The latter 
argument proposes that the higher the level an individual rises to in the organization, the greater is the 
incumbent’s power motive. As a result, powerftil positions would be the stimulus to a high-power motive.  
Lastly, employees have been successfully trained to stimulate their achievement need. Trainers have been 
effective fn teaching individuals to think in terms of accomplishments, winning, and success; and then 
helping them to learn how to act in a high achievement way by preferring situations where they have 
personal responsibility, feedback, and moderate risks. So lithe lob calls for a high achiever,management 
can select a person with a high nAch  or develop its own candidate through achievement training.25  
Cognitive Evaluation Theory  In the late 1960s one researcher proposed that the introduction of extrinsic 
rewards, such a pay, for work effort that had been previously intrinsically rewarding due to the pleasure 
associated with the content of the work itself would tend to decrease the overall level of motivation.2 This 
proposal—which  ogqUtlve evalu.tion theorir has come to be called the cognitive evaluation theory—has 
been extenAflom ling extiinsk rewards for behaviDr sivety researched, and a large number of studies 
have been supportive.2’ As we that had been previously intrinikdly show, the major implications for this 
theory relate to the way in which people rewarded lends to deueos the overall are paid in organizations.  
level o mobvahon. Historically, motivation theorists have generally assumed that intrinsic  motivations 
such as achievement, responsibility, and competence are independent of extrinsic motivators like high 
pay, promotions, good supervisor relations, and pleasant working conditions. That is, the stimulation of 
one would not affect the other. But the cognitive evaluation theory suggests otherwise. It argues that 
when extrinsic rewards are used by organizations as payoffs for superior performance, the intrinsic 
rewards, which are derived from individuals doing what they like, are reduced. In other words, when 
extrinsic rewards are given to someone.for performing an interesting task, it causes intrinsic interest in the 
task itself to decline.  Why would such an outcome occur? The popular explanation is that the individual 
experiences a loss of control over his or her own behavior so the previous intrinsic motivation diminishes. 
Further, the elimination of extrinsic rewards can produce a shift—from an external to an internal 
explanation—in an itidividual’s perception of causation of why he or she works on a task. If you’re 
reading a novel a week because your English literature instructor requires you to, you can attribute your 
reading behavior to an external source. However, after the course is over, if you find yourself continuing 
to read a novel a week, your natural inclination is to say, ‘I must enjoy reading novels, because I’m still 
reading one a week!”  If the cognitive evaluation theory is valid, it should have major implications for 
managerial practices. It has been a tmism among compensation specialists for years that if pay or other 
extrinsic rewards are to be effective motivators, they should be made contingent on an individual’s 
performance. But, cognitive evaluation theorists would argue, this will only tend to decrease the internal 
satisfaction that the individual receives from doing the job. We have substituted an external stimulus for 
an internal stimulus. In tact, if cognifive evaluation theory is correct, it would make sense to make an 



individual’s pay noncontingent on performance in order to avoid decreasing intrinsic motivation.  
CHAPT.R , • BASC MOThVATION CONCEPTS  •223  We noted earlier thai the cognitive evaluation 
theory has been supported  in a number of sludies. Yet it has also met with attacks, specifically on the  
methodology used in thec studies28 and in the interpretation of the findings.29  But where does this 
thcory stand today? Can we say that when organizations  use extrinsic motivators like pay and promotions 
to stimulate workers’ performance  they do So at the expense of reducing intrinsic interest and motivation  
in the work being dune? [he answer is not a simple Yes or “No.”  While further research is needed to 
clarify some of the current ambiguity,  the evidence does lead us to conclude that the interdependence of 
extrinsic  and intrinsic rcwards is a real phenomenon.iD But its impact on employee motivation  at work, 
in contrast to motivation in general, maybe considerably less  than originally thought. First, many of the 
studies testing the theory were done  with students, not paid organizational employees. The researchers 
would observe  what happens to a studsit’s behavior when a reward that had been allorated  is stopped. 
This is interesting, hut it does not represent the typical work  sduation. In the real world, when extrinsic 
rewards are stopped, it usually  means trw individual is no longer part of the organization. Second, 
evidence  indieates that very high intrinsic motivation levels are strongly resistant to the  detrilne,]ttl 
impacts oi extrinsic rewards.3’ Even when a job is inherently inter  esting [here stil exits powerful norm 
for extrinsic payment?2 At the other  e\treme on dull tasks extrinsic rewards appear to increase intrinsic 
motivati  n,33 Iheretore, the theory may have limited applicability to work organizations  beeduse riiost 
luw-Irvel jols are not inherently satisfying enough to foster  high intrinsic interest and many managerial 
and professional positions offer  intrinsic reward. Cogn5tive evaluation theory may be relevant to that set 
of orc  rani7ational jobs that faiR in between—those that are neither extremely dull  nor extremely 
interesting.  Figure 6-6  Source: Drzwrg by leo Culurn as was  - eprinted thi The friarvc,rJ Busirr. Rvfew.  
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theory that specific and difficult goals lead to higher performance.  Gene Broadwater, coach of the 
Hamilton High School cross-country team, gave his squad these last words before they approached the 
line for the league championship race: ‘Each one of you is physically ready. Now, get out there and do 
your best. No one can ever ask more of you than that.”  You’ve heard the phrase a number of times 
yourself: “just do your best. That’s all anyone can ask for.” But what does “do your best’ mean? Do we 
ever know if we’ve achieved that vague goal? Would the cross-country runners have recorded faster times 
if Coach Broadwater had given each a specific goal to shoot for? Might you have done better in your high 
school English class if your parents had said, “You should strive for 85 percent or higher on all your work 
in English” rather than telling you to “do your best”? The research on goal- setting theory addresses these 
issues, and the findings, as you will see, are impressive in terms of the effect of goal specificity, 
challenge, and feedback on performance.  In the late 1960s Edwin Locke proposed that intentions to work 
toward a goal are a major source of work motivation.34 That is, goals tell an employee what needs to be 
done and how much effort will need to be expended.3 The evidence strongly supports the value of goals. 
More to the point, we can say that specific goals increase performance; that difficult goals, when 
accepted, result in higher performance than do easy goals; and that feedback leads to higher performance 
than does nonfeedback.36  Specific hard goals produce a higher level of output than does the generalized 
goal of “do your best.” The specificity of the goal itself acts as an internal stimulus. For instance, when a 
trucker commits to making 12 round-trip hauls between lbronto and Buffalo, New York, each week, this 
intention gives him a specific objective to reach for. We can say that, all things being equal, the trucker 
with a specific goal will outperform his counterpart operating with no goats or the generalized goal of ‘do 
your best.”  If factors like ability and acceptance of the goals are held constant, we can also state that the 
more difficult the goal, the higher the level of performance. However, it’s logical to assume that easier 
goals are more likely to be accepted. But once an employee accepts a hard task, he or she will exert a high 
level of effort until it is achieved, lowered, or abandoned.  People will do better when they get feedback 
on how well they are progressing toward their goals because feedback helps identify discrepancies be-  
Detroit Edison involves its electric utility employees in setting goals.  Under its goals, measures, and 
targets (GMT) program, each company  unit defines team and invididual goals, performonce measures,  
and specific expectations to ensure that a employees work toward  the some results, Detroit Edison 



rewards employees financially for  their contributions in meeting broad organizational goals such as  
customer satisfaction and specific gods such as reducing power  plant production costs. Shown here is an 
employee-generated, coslreduction  project. Employees replaced boiler tubes at a company  power plant, 
saving Detroit Edison about $228,000 over the lowest  bid by on outside contractor and reaping financial 
rewards for  employees.  CHAPTER 6.BASIC MOTVATION CONCEPTS ____ _____ • ‘25  tween 
what they have done and what they want to do; that is, feedback acts to  guide behavior. But all feedback 
is not equally potent. Self-generated feedback—where  the employee is able to monitor his or her own 
progress—has  been shown to he a more powerful motivator than external1y generated feedback.  -  If 
employees have the opportunity to participate in the setting of their  own goals, will they try harder? the 
evidence is mixed regarding the superiority  of participative over assigned goals.38 in some cases, 
participatively set goals  elicited superior performance; in other cases, individuals performed best when  
assigned goals by their boss. But a major advantage of participation may be in  increasing acceptance of 
the goal itself as a desirable one to work toward.39 As  we noted resistance is greater when goa’s are 
difficult, If people participate in  goal setting, they are more likely to accept even a difficult goal than if 
they are  arbitrarily assigned it by their boss. The reason is that individuals ale more  committed to 
choices in which they have a part. Thus, although participative  goals may have no superior]ty over 
assigned goals when acceptance is taken as  a given, participation does increase the probability that more 
difficult goals  will be agreed to and acted upon.  Are there any contingencies in goal-setting theory or 
can we take it as a  universal truth that difficult and specific goals will alwiys lead to higher performance?  
In addition to feedback, three other factors have been found to influence  the goals—performance 
relationship: goal commitment, adequate self-  efficacy, and national culture. Goal-setting theory 
presupposes that an  individual is cornnjitted to the goal, that is, determined riot to lower or abandon  the 
goal. This is most likely to occur when goals are made public, when the individual  has an internal locus 
of control, and when the goals are self-set rather  than assigned.4° Self-efficacy refers to an individual’s 
belief that he or she is self-effkwy  capable of performing a task,1 The higher your self-efficacy, the more 
confi- The individuursbeI’f thol hc ershe is dence you have in your ability to succeed in a task. So, in 
difficult situations, wpable of perfrniinq o osk  we find that people with low self-efficacy are more likely 
to lessen their effort  or give up altogether whereas those with high self-efficacy will try harder to  master 
the challenge.42 In addition, individuals high in self-efficacy seem to respond  to negative feedback with 
increased effort and motivation; those low in  self-efficacy are likely to lessen their effort when given 
negative feedback.43  Lastly, goal-setting theory is culture bound. Its well adapted to countries like  the 
United States and Canada because its key components align reasonably  well with North American 
culturcs. It assumes subordinates will be reasonably  independent (not too high a score on power 
distance), that managers and subordinates  will seek challenging goals (Low in uncertainty avoidance), 
and that  performance is considered important by both (high in quantity of life). So  don’t expect goal 
setting to necessarily lead to higher employee performance in  countries such as Portugal or Chile, where 
the opposite conditions exist.  Our ovcrafl conclusion is that intentions—as articulated in terms of hard  
and specific goals—are a potent motivating force. Under the proper conditions,  they can lead to higher 
performance. However, no evidence supports the idea  that such goals are associated with increased ob 
satisfaction,44  Reinforcement Theory  A counterpoint to goal-setting theory is reinforcement theory The 
former reinforcemeiit theory  is a cognitive approach, proposing Ihat an individuals purposes direct his or 
HchaviDrisafuncticp aFitbAequenes. her action. In reinforcement theory, we have a behavioristic 
approach, which  226. PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  argues that reinforcement conditions behavior. 
The two are cLearly at odds philosophically. Reinforcement theorists see behavior as being 
environmentally caused. You need not be concerned, they would argue, with internal cognitive events; 
what controls behavior are reinfoicers—any consequence that, when immediately following a response, 
increases the prohability that the behavior will be repeated.  Reinforcement theory ignores the inner state 
of the individual and concentrates solely on what happens to a person when he or she takes some acflon. 
Because it does not concern itself with what initiates behavior, it is not, strictLy speaking, a theory of 
motivation. But it does provide a powerful means of analysis of what controls behaviot, and it is for this 
reason that it s typicaHy considered in discussions of motivation.45  We discussed the reinforcement 
process in detail in Chapter 3. We showed how using reinforcers to condition behavior gives us 



considerable insight into how people learn. Yet we cannot ignore the fact that reinforcement has a wide 
following as a motivational device. In its pure form, however, reinforcement theory ignores feelings, 
attitudes, expectations, and other cognitive variables that are known to Impact behavior. In fact, some 
researchers look at the same experiments that reinforcement theorists use to support their position and 
interpret the findings in a cognitive framework.46  Reinforcement is undoubtedly an important influence 
on behavior, but few scholars are prepared to argue it is the only influence. The behaviors you engage in 
at work and the amount of effort you allocate to each task are affected by the consequences that follow 
from your behavior. If you are consistently reprimanded for outproducing your colleagues, you will likely 
reduce your productivity. But your lower productivity may also be explained in terms of goals, inequity, 
or expectancies.  Equity Theory  Jane Pearson graduated last year from State University with a degree in 
accounting. After on-campus interviews with a number of organizations, she accepted a position with one 
of the nation’s largest public accounting firms and was assigned to their Boston office. Jane was very 
pleased with the offer she received: challenging work with a prestigious firm, an excellent opportunity to 
gain important experience. and the highest salary any accounting major at State was offered last year—
$2,950 a month But Jane was the top student in her c]ass; she was ambitious and articulate and fully 
expected to receive a commensurate salary.  Twelve months have passed since Jane joined her employeic 
The work has proved to be as challenging and satisfying as she had hoped. Her employer is extremely 
pleased with her performance; in fact, she recently received a $200- a-month raise. However, Jane’s 
motivational level has dropped dramatically in the past few weeks. Why? Her employer has just hired a 
fresh college graduate out of State University, who lacks the one-year experience Jane has gained, for 
$3,200 a month—$S0 more than Jane now makes! It would be an understatement to describe Jane in any 
other terms than irate. Jane is even talking about looking for another job.  Jane’s situation illustrates the 
role that equity plays in motivation. Employees make comparisons of their job inputs and outcomes 
relative to those of others. We perceive what we get from a job situation (outcome5) in relation to what 
we put into it (inputs), and then we compare our outcome-input ratio with the outcome-input ratio of 
relevant others. [his is shown in Table 6-I. Ii  CHAPTER 6 • BASK MOIhYAIION CONCEPTS  +227  
:0/IA  V/IA  0/IA  Where 0/IA  we perceive our Tatlo to he equal to that of the relevant others with whom 
we  compare ourselves, a state of equity is said to exist. We perceive our situation as  fair—that justice 
prevails, When we see the ratio as unequal, we experience eq uit  tension, J. Stacy Adams has proposed 
that this negative tension state pro vide  the motivation to do something to correct it.47  The referent that 
an employee selects adds to the complexity of equity equity theory  theory. Evidence indicates that the 
referent chosen is an important variable in Individuals coitpere their oI inputs and  equity heory.4 There 
are four referent comparisons an employee can use: *utcameswiili those of others and thej  recponil s asia 
e1iminoi ay Inequities.  1. Self-inside: An employe&s experiences in a different position inside his  or her 
Current organization  2. Self-outside: An employees experiences in a situation or position out sid  his or 
her current organization  3. Otlier-inskle: Another individual or group of ijidividuals inside the em 
ployee’  organization  4. Other-outside; Another individual or group of individuals outside the  
employee’s organization  So employees might compare themselves to friends! neighbors, cowork ers  
colleagues in other organizations, or past ohs they themselves have had.  Which referent an employee 
chooses will be influenced by the information the  employee holds about referents as well as by the 
attractiveness of the refererit.  This has led to focusing on four moderating variables—gender, length of  
tenure, level in the organization, and amount of education or professional ism  49 Research shows that 
both men and women prefer same-sex comparisons.  The research also deruoustrates that women are 
typically paid less than men in  comparable fobs and have lower pay expectations than men fox the same 
work.  So a female who uses another female as a referent tends to result in a lower  comparative standard. 
This leads us to conclude that dn]ployees in jobs that  are not sex segregated will make more cross-sex 
comparisons than those in  jobs which are either male or female doniinated. This also Suggests that if  
women are tolerant of lower pay it may he due to the comparative standard  they use.  Employees with 
short tenure in their current organizations tend to have  little information about others inside the 
organization, so they rely on their  own personal experiences. However, employees with long tenure rely 
more  heavily on coworkers for comparison. Upper-level employees, those in the  professional ranks, and 
those with higher amounts of education tend to be  more cosmopolitan anti have better information about 



people in other or ganizations  Therefore, these types of employees make more other-outside  
comparisons.  Based on equity ihenr when employees perceive an inequity they can be  predicted to make 
OmW ti six choices.0 ;1  Table 64 Equity Theory —;0]  <0/lB.....  =  >0MB  rcprcsent ihe.ernployee;  
RotioCompathoasit.. . Perceptlc.•.  InequIty dye in b&n underrewcjrded  Equity  Inequity due to being 
overrewarded and 0/ID represerts relevant othors.  PART TWO • THE INOtYIDUAL  LW ‘  Change 
their inputs (for example, don’t exert as much effort)  Change their outcomes (for example, individuals 
paid on a piece-rate basis can increase their pay by producing a higher quantity of units of lower quality)  
3. Distort perceptions of self (for example, “1 used to think I worked at a moderate pace but now I realize 
that I work a lot harder than everyone  else.”)  4. Distort perceptions of others (for example, “Mike’s job 
isn’t as desirable as I previously thought it was.”)  S. Choose a different referent (for example, “1 may not 
make as much as my brother-in-law, but I’m doing a lot better than my Dad did wher  he was my age.”)  
6. Leave the field (for example, quit the job)  Equity theory recognizes that individuals are concerned not 
only with the rewards they receive for their efforts, but also with the relationship of this amount to what 
others receive. They  make judgments as to the relationship between their inputs and outcomes and the 
inputs and outcomes of others. Based on one’s inputs, such as effort, experience, education, and 
competence, one compares outcomes such as salary levels, raises, recognition, and other factors. When 
people perceive an imbalance in their outcome—input ratio relative to others, tension is created. This 
tension provides the basis for motivation, as people strive for what they perceive as equity and fairness.  
Specifically, the theory establishes four proposi___________ tions relating to inequitable pay:  
professional athletes, like basebal player Barry Bonds, perceive pay equity by comparing inputs such as 
skill and ability with their performance measures against the input-outcome ratio of other athletes who 
play similar positions. Bonds, who has won the Gold Glove award for three consecutive yeats, excels in 
his position as left fielder for the Son Francisco Giants. He also ranks high in hitting home runs, batting 
runs in, stealing bases, and other offensive play colegories. After signing a six-year, 542 75 million 
contract, Bonds is baseball’s highest-paid player. 01 his pay, Bonds says, “I’m worth it.” Giants owner 
Peter Magowan agrees- He says, “Barry is the best player in the game. If he is the best player, then he has 
to be paid the most.’  1.  2.  absolute amount of  •Equity theory recognizes  that individuals are concerned  
not only with the absolute  amount at rewards for their  efforts, but also with the  relationship of 
thisamont  to what others receive,  I  CHAPTER 6 • BASIC MOTIVATION CONcEPrS • 229  1. Given 
payment by thne, tenewarded employees produce more than equitably  paid employees. Hourly and 
salaried employees generate high  quantity or quality of production in order to increase the input side of  
the ratio and bring about equity.  2. Given payment by quantity of production, oven-ewarded employees 
produce  fewer, but higher quality1 nnjts than equitably paid employees. Individuals  paid on a piece-rate 
basis increase their effort to achieve equity, which  can result in greater quality or quantity. However, 
increases in quantity  only increase inequity, since every unit produced results iii further  overpayment. 
Therefore, effort is directed toward increasing quality  rather than increasing quantity.  3. Given pay flwtfl 
by time, underrewarded employees produce less or poorer  quality of output. Effort is decreased, which 
brings about lower productivity  or poorer quality output than equitably paid subjects.  4 Given payment 
by quantity ;fproduction, underrewarded employees produce  a large number of low-quality units in 
comparison with equitably paid employees.  Employees on piece-rate pay plans can bring about equity 
because  trading off quality of output for quantity results in an increase  in Tewards with little or no 
increase in contributions,  These propositions have generally been supported, with a few minor  
qualifications* First, inequities created by overpayment do riot seem to have a  very significant impact on 
behavior in most work situations. Apparently, people  have a great deaL more tolerance of overpayment 
inequities than of underpayment  inequities, or are better able to rationalize them. Second, not all people  
are equity sensitive. For example, a small part of the working population  actually prefers that their 
outcome-input ratio be less than the referent corn-  parson. Predictions from equity theory are not likely to 
be very accurate with  these so-cal]ed benevolent types.  It’s also important to note that while most 
Tesearch on equity theory has  focused on pay, employees seem to look for equity in the distribution of 
other  organizational rewards. For instance, it’s been shown that the use of high-status  lob titles as well 
as targe and lavishly furnished offices may function as outCOmeS  for some employees in their equity 
equation.52  Finally, recent research has been directed at expanding what is meant by  equity or fairness. 



Historically, equity theory focused on diflrlbutive justice disiributivG justiCe  or the perceived fairness of 
the amoimt and allucaliun of rewards among mdi- PeRched fairness e( 1kw amountond victuals. Hut 
equity should also consider procedural justicc—the perceived aIIc(QlIOI1 DE rewards amag indMduols. 
fairness of the process used to determine the distribution of rewards. The cvi- procedural justice dence 
indicates that distnhutive justice has a greater influence on employee The perceived foirnss of the 9O(CS5 
satisfaction than procedural justice whereas procedural justice tends to affect jodelerminethedisiribulion 
of rends. an employees organizationa’ commitment, trust in his or her boss, and intention  to quit.’4 So 
managers shoutd consider openly sharing information on  how alLocation decisions are made, following 
consistent and unbiased procedures,  and engaging in similar practices to increase the perception of 
procedural  justice And by increasing the perception of procedural fairness, employees  are likely to view 
their bosses and the organization as positive even if  they’re dissatisfied with pay, promotions, and other 
personal outcomes.  In corlclusion, equity theory demonstrates that, for most employees, motivation  is 
influenced significantly by r&ative rewards as well as by absolute rewards.  But some key issues are still 
unclear.54 For instance, how do employees  hand!e conflicting equity signals, such us when unions point 
to other employee  groups who are substantially better oTh while management argues how  230.  PART 
TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  much things have improved? How do employees define inputs and 
outcomes? How do they combine and weigh their inputs and outcomes to arrive at totals? When and how 
do the factors change over time? Yet, regardless of these problems, equity theory continues to offer us 
some important insights into employee motivation.  Expectancy !heory  expectancy theory  The strength 
of a tendency to act in a certain way depends on the strength of an expectation that the act will be 
followed by o given outcome and on the attractiveness of that outcome to the individual.  Currently, one 
of the most widely accepted explanations of motivation is Victor Vroom’s expectancy theory.55 
Although it has its critics,56 most of the research evidence is supportive of the theory.57  Expectancy 
theory argues that the strength of a tendency to act in a certain way depends on the strength of an 
expectation that the act will be followed by a given outcome and on the attractiveness of that outcome to 
the individual. In more practical terms, expectancy theory says an employee is motivated to exert a high 
level of effort when he or she beljeves effort will lead to a good performance appraisal; a good appraisal 
will lead to organizational rewards like a bonus, a salary increase, or a promotion; and the rewards will 
satisfy the employee’s personal goals. The theory, therefore, focuses on three relationships (see Figure 6-
7).  1. Effort—performance relationship: The probability perceived by the individual that exerting a given 
amount of effort will lead to performance.  2. Performance—reward relations hip: The degree to which 
the individual believes that performing at a particular level will lead to the attainment of a desired 
outcome.  3. Rewards—personal goals relationship: The degree to which organizational rewards satisfy 
an individual’s personal goals or needs and the attractiveness of those potential rewards for the 
individual,SB  N  CHAFTR 6 • BASIC MQTIVA11CN CONCEPTS  •23  Expectancy theory helps 
explain why a lot of workers aren’t motivated on their jobs and merely do the minimum necessary to get 
by. This is evident when we look at the theory’s three relationships in a 1itte more detail. We present 
them as cllIL.stkflls employees need to answer in the affirmative if their motivation s to he maximized.  H 
rst, ft çive t? !UfiXIrn11??1 eftVrI will it be recognized in my perfotc n:ancc tipprai.sl? For a lot o 
empioyees. the answer is no. Why? Their skill level may he deficient which means no matter how hard 
they try they’re not likely to be a high performer. The organization’s performunee appraisal system may 
be designed to assess nonperformunee factors like loya1t initiative or courage, which means more effort 
won’t necessarily result in a higher evaluation. Still another possibility is that the employee, rightly or 
wrongly, perceives that her boss doesn’t like her. As a result, she expects to get a poor appraisaL 
regardless of her level of effort, These examples suggest that one possible source of low employee 
motivation is the belief, by the employee, that no matter how hard she works, the likelihood of getting a 
good performance appraisal is low.  Second, if Iget a good peif ormunce eippr&sai, will it lead to 
or,garnzational rewanI ? Many employees see the performance—reward relationship in their ob as. weak. 
The reason, as we elaborate on in Chapters 7 arid 16, is that organizations reward a lot of things besides 
just p&formance. For example, when pa> is allocated to employees based on factors such as seniority, 
being cooperative, or for “kissing up” to the boss, employees are likely to see the performance—re— 
ward relationship as being weak and demotivating.  Last. if l’oi rewarded, are they the rewarth 1 find 



personally attractive? The employee works hard in hope of getting a promotion, hut gets a pay raise 
instead. Or the employee wants a more interesting and challenging job, hut receives only a few words of 
praise. Or the employee puts in extra effort to he relocated to the conipanys Paris office but instead is 
transferred to Chicago. These examples illustrate the impoitance of the rewards being tailored to 
individual ern ployee needs. Unfortunately, many managers are limited in the rewards the)’ can distribute, 
which makes it difficult to individualize rewaids. Moreover, some managers incorrectly assunw that all 
employees want the same thing, thus overlooking the motivational effects of differentiating rewards. In 
either case, employee motivation is submax imized.  In summary, the key to expectancy theory s the 
understanding of an individual’s goals and the linkage betwecn effort and performance, between 
performnance and rewards, and, finally, between the rewards and individual goal satisfaction. As a 
contingency model, expectancy theory recognizes that there is rio universal principle for explaining 
everyone’s motivalions, Additionally, just because we understand what needs a tt5U1] seeks to satisfy 
does not ensure that the individual himself perceives high performance as necessarily leading to the 
satisfaction of these needs.  Referring back to this chapters opening vignette on lincoln Electric, notice 
how this company his successfully applied the key elements from cxpcctaricy theory ‘[lw efforL’-
performance relationship is, strengthened by a clear and obiective sysmem for evaLuating an employee’s 
performance. Lincoln tightly links the appraisal to rewards by basing piece—rate wages and bonuses on 
eriiployce pi’oductivitv and company profits. Finally, because the company’s bonus and security system 
has been in place so long, Ltncolr tends to attract and hire individuals who value the rewards it 
provides——job security, job flexihi lity, and I inca tive tin ancia I be i ietits.  fl .  H ,  C  •Lxpeetancy 
theory helps  i’ explain why alot ol workers !i  areni indtkaled. on their. “:  iobs and m€rely..dothe inin1j  
•J inuni necessary to get by  232+ PART TWO. THE INDIVICUAL  .OB in the Newé,..,.  Does 
expectancy theory work? Attempts to validate the theory have been complicated by methodological, 
criterion, and measurement problems. As a result, many published studies that purport to support or 
negate the theory must be viewed with caution. Importantly. most studies have failed to replicate the 
methodology as it was originally proposed. For example, the theory proposes to explain different levels of 
effort from the same person under different circumstances, but almost all replication studies have looked 
at different people. Correcting for this flaw has greatly improved support for the validity of expectancy 
theory.59 Sonic critics suggest the theory has only limited use, arguing that it tends to be more valid for 
predicting in situations where effort—performance and performance—reward linkages are clearly 
perceived by the individual. ° Since few individuals perceive a high correlation between performance and 
rewards in their jobs, th theory tends to he ideatistic. If organizations actually rewarded individuals for 
performance rather than according to such criteria as seniority, effort, skill level, and job difficulty, then 
the theorys validity might he considerably greater. However, rather than invalidating expectancy theory, 
this criticism can he used in support of the theory, for it explains why a large segment of the work force 
exerts low levels of effort in carrying out their job responsibilities.  Don’t Forget Ability and Opportunity  
Robin and Chris both gniduated lioni college a couple of years ago with their degrees in elenwntary 
education. They each took jobs as first grade teachers, but in different school districts. Robin 
immediateLy confronted a number of   How Do You Motivate American Workers  to improve Quality?  
recent study com  Apared the attitudes and behavior of  motivation: Ask for big  leaps rather than tiny  
steps.  lions for motivation: Get  U.S. workers to feel they  have a personal stake or  American workers 
with their Japanese counterparts on the issue of quality improve-  • Change i a threat to Americans when 
imposed from above hut can be  are achieving things mdividually.  • Americans learn by mal&  rrient. 
The findings were illu- minating, especially in terms of applying total quality  positive if workers feel 
they can control it. 1mph- cations for motivation:  ing mistakes. It doesn’t  work for managers to de man 
that workers get it  management in U.S. organi-  zations. Highlights from the  study include the 
following:  Managers should talk to employees about the gen- eral goaL and get them to  right the first 
time. 1mph- cations for motivation: Be tolerant of mistakes and  • Unlike Japanese workers, Americans 
aren’t inter- ested in incremental im- provements to increase  suggest the changes neces- sary to achieve 
it.  • The Japanese are methodical and rational in their  create mechanisms for  spreading news of mis take 
and the lessons  learned from them.  quality. They want to achieve major break-  lentless drive to improve 
things. Americans are  Bcd ‘Quality; What Motivates I American Workers? Week  throughs. Implications 



for  more emotional.  obstacles on the job: a large class (42 students), a small and dingy classroom, and 
inadequate supplies. Chris’s situation couldn’t have been more different. He had only 15 students in his 
class, plus a teaching aide for 15 hours each week, a modern and well-llghted room, a well-stocked 
supply cabinet, six Macintosh computers for students to use, and a highly supportive principal. Not 
surprisingly, at the end of their first school year, Chris had been considerably more effective as a teacher 
than Robin.  The preceding episode illustrates an obvious but often overlooked fact, Success on job is 
facilitated or hindered by the existence or absence of support resources.  A popular, although arguably 
simplistic, way of thinking about employee performance is as a function of the interaction of ability and 
motivation; that is, performance = f(A x M). If either is inadequate, performance will be negatively 
affected. This helps to explain, for instance, the hardworking athlete or student with modest abilities who 
consistently outperforms his or her more gifted, but lazy, rival. So, as we noted in Chapter 3, an 
individual’s intelligence and skills (subsumed  under the label “ability”) must be considered in addition to 
motivation if we are to be able to accurately explain  and predict employee performance. But a piece of 
the puzzle is still missing. We need to add opportunity to perform to our equation—performance = f(A x 
M x O). Even though an individual may be willing and able, there may be obstacles that constrain 
performance. This is shown in Figure 6-8.  When you attempt to assess why an employee may not be 
performing to the level you believe he or she is capable of, take a look at the work environment to see if 
it’s supportive. Does the employee have adequate tools, equipment, materials, and supplies; does the 
employee have favorable working conditions, helpful coworkers, supportive rules and procedures to work 
under, sufficient information to make job-related decisions, adequate time to do a good job, and the like? 
If not, performance will suffer.  — Integrating Contemporary Theories of Motivation  We’ve looked at a 
lot of motivation theories in this chapter. The fact that a number of these theories have been supported 
only complicates the matter. How simple it would have been if, after presenting half-a-dozen theories, 
only one was found valid. But these theories are not all in competition with one another! Because one is 
valid doesn’t automatically make the others invalid. In fact, many of the theories presented in this chapter 
are complementary. So the challenge is now to tie these theories together to help you understand their 
interrelation ships.  Figure 6-9 presents a model that integrates much of what we know about motivation. 
Its basic foundation is the expectancy model shown in Figure 6-7. let’s work through Figure 6-9.  
Qpportumty to perform High levels of performance ore parlially a function of on absence of obsiades that. 
constrain the employee.  We begin by explicitly recognizing that opportunities can aid or lundur 
individual effort. The individual effort box disc) has another arrow leading into it. ibis arrow flows out of 
the person’s goals. Consistent with goal-setting theory, this goals—effort loop is meant to remind us that 
goals direct behavior.  Expectancy theory predicts that an employee wilL exert a high level of effort if he 
or she perceives a strong relationship between effort and perforinance, performance and rewards, and 
rewards and satisfaction of persona] goals. Each of these relationships, in turn, is influenced by certain 
[actors. For effort to lead to good performance. the individual must have the requisite abi]its’ to perform, 
and the performance appraisal system that measures the mdividual’s performance must be perceived as 
being lair and ob]vctLve. The performance—reward relationship will be strong if the individual perceives 
it is performance (rather than seniority, personal tavorites, or other criteria) that is rewarded. If Lognitive 
evaluation theory were fully valid in the actual workplae, we would predict here that basing rewards on 
performance should decrease the individual’s intrinsic motivation. The linal link in expectancy theory is 
the rewards—goals relationship. ERG theory would come into play’ at this point. Motivation would be 
high to the degree that the rewards an indMdual received for his or her lugb performance satisfied the 
dominant needs consistent with his or her individual goals.  A closer look at Figure 6-9 will also reveal 
that the modeL considers 11w achievement need and reinlorcement and equity tlwi ries. 1 lie high 
achiever is riot motivated by the organi?ation’s ,issessnteflt of his or her pertorTi1nLe Or  ganizational 
rewards, hence the jump from eflort to personal goals for those with a high nAc IL Remember, I ih a 
hievers are internally dr:ven s lung ris the  CHAPTER 6 • BASIC MOTIVATION CONCEPTS  .235  
jobs they are doing provide them with personal responsibility, feedback, and  moderate risks. So they are 
not concerned with the effort—performance, performance—rewards,  or rewards—goal linkages.  
Reinforcement theory enters our model by recognizing that the organization’s  rewards reinforce the 
individual’s performance. If management has designed  a reward system that is seen by employees as 



paying off for good performance,  the rewards will reinforce and encourage continued good performance.  
Rewards also play the key part in equity theory. individuals will compare the  rewards (outcomes) they 
receive from the inputs they make with the outcome—input  ratio of relevant others (O/Ia:O/Ib), and 
inequities may influence  the effort expended.  Caveat Emptor: Motivation Theories  are Culture Bound  
In our discussion of goal setting, we said care needs to be taken in applying this  theory because it 
assumes cultural characteristics that are not universal. This is  true for many of the theories presented in 
this chapter. Most current motivation  theories were developed in the United States by Americans and 
about  Americans.62 Maybe the most blatant pro-American characteristics inherent in  these theories is 
the strong emphasis on what we defined in Chapter 2 as individualism  and quantity of life. For instance, 
both goal-setting and expectancy  theories emphasize goal accomplishment as well as rational and 
individual  thought. Let’s take a look at how this bias has affected several of the motivation  theories 
introduced in this chapteL  Maslow’s need hierarchy argues that people start at the physio]ogical level  
and then move progressively up the hierarchy in this order: physiological,  safety, social, esteem, and self-
actualization. This hierarchy, if it has any application  at all, aligns with American culture. in countries 
like Japan, Greece, and  While managers must he careful in applying nalivation theories across cultures, 
Sernd-based Nestlé, the world’s largest  branded food company, hires high achievers Ia sell its products in 
markets that span the tiobe. Cultural differences aside, Nestlé  4espeople ore motivated by growth,  r —. 
xhlevement, responsibihty, and recognition.  41 lj In Thailand, Nestlé formed the Red Hot Sales  Force 
(shown here) to sell its products to the  ftrnerican style supermarkets and super  itores sprouting up in 
developing nations.  ‘College-educated and fluent in English, the ed Hot team is trained in Western-style  
nanagement practices. Nestlé challenges  hese high achievers to succeed in maintainng profit and market 
share growth as corn,etilfon in Thailand intensifies.  236.  PART TWO • THE INDhVIDLJAL  Mexico, 
where uncertainty avoidance characteristics are strong, security needs would be on top of the need 
hierarcht Countries that score high on quality-ofMe characteristics—Denmark, Sweden, Norway, the 
Netherlands, and Finland—would have social needs on top.63 We would predict, for instance, that group 
work will motivate employees more when the country’s culture scores high on the quality criterion.  
Another motivation concept that clearly has an American bias is the achievement need. The view that a 
high achievement need acts as an internal motivator presupposes two cultural characteristics—a 
willingness to accept a moderate degree of risk (which excludes countries with strong uncertainty 
avoidance characteristics) and a concern with performance (which applies almost singularly to countries 
with strong quantity-of-life characteristics). This corn bination is found in Anglo-American countries like 
the United States, Canada, and Great Britaifl.64 On the other hanct these characteristics are relatively 
absent in countries such as Chile and Portugal.  But don’t assume there aren’t rny cross-cultural 
consistencies. For instance, the desire for interesting work seems important tO almost all workers, 
regardless of their national culture. In a study of seven countries, employees in Belgium, Britain, Israel, 
and the United States ranked “interesting wwk” number one among 11 work goals. And this factor was 
ranked either second or third in Japan, the Netherlands, and Germany.65 Similarly, in a study comparing 
job preference outcomes among graduate students in the United States, Canada, Australia, and Singapore, 
growth, achievement, and responsibility were rated the top three and had identical rankings66 Both of 
these studies suggest some universality to the importance of intrinsic factors in motivation- hygiene 
theory.  Summary and Implications  (or Managers  The theories we’ve discussed in this chapter do not all 
address our four dependent variables. Some, for insta.pce, are directed at explaining turnover; others 
emphasize productivity The theories also thfr iii their predictivç strength in this section; we (1) reylew the 
key motivation thebrles to deterniine:theifr relevance in explatning our dependbnt variables, and (2) 
assess the pred1tlve power of ehch67  NEfl) TREOIUIS We introduced fdir theories thit focused ofl 
needs MaIoWs hierarchy, motivation-hygiene, ERC and Mèclellaiid’s needs tl*ories. The strongest Of 
these is probably the last, particularly regardi.ngthe idationship between achievement and productivity. If 
the other three have any value at all, that value re1tes to explaining and predicting lob satisfaction.,  
GOAL.SRflENG THEORY Few thspute that clear and difficult goals lead to higher levels of employee 
productivity This evidence Leads info conclude that goal-settin.theory . provides orie at the 
:iDore.:.powerful explanations of this dependent variable. The theory, howëe’r ddes-ñot address 
absentçisrn, turn over or satisfaction. . .  REINRIRc.fJSNT THEORY This theory has an impressive 



record for pre dictin factors like quality and quantity of work, persistence of effort, absen  CHAPTER 6 • 
BASIC MOTIVATION CONCEPTS  .237  teeism, tardiness, and accident rates. It does riot offer much 
insight into employee satisfactiod or the decision to quit.  EQUITY THEORY Equity theory deals with 
all four dependent variables. However, it is strongest when predicting absence and turnover behaviors and 
weak when predicting differences in employee productivity.  LxnaANcY THEORY Our final theory 
focused on performance variables. It has proved to offer a relatively powerful explanation of employee 
productivity, absenteeism, and turnovet But expectancy theory assumes that employees have few 
constraints on theit decision discretion. It makes many of the same assumptions as the optimizing model 
about individual decision making (see Chapter 4). This acts to restrict its applicability.  For major 
decisions, like accepting or resigning from a job, expectancy theory ‘iorks well because people don’t rush 
into decisions of this nature. They’re more prone to take the time to carefully consider the costs and 
benefits of all the alternatives. But expectancy theory is not a very good explanation for more typical 
types of work behavior, especially for individuals in lower level jobs, because such jobs come with 
considerable limitations imposed by work methods, supervisors, and company policies. We would 
conclude, therefore, that expectancy theory’s power in explaining employee productivity increases where 
the jobs being performed are more complex and higher in the organization (where discretion is greater).  
Summary  Table 6-2 summarizes what we know about the power of the more well-known motivation 
theories to explain and predict our four dependent variables. Although based on a wealth of research, it 
also includes some subjective judgments. However, it does provide a reasonable guide through the 
motivation theory maze.  L  238. PART TWO • THE INDjV!DuA  For Review  1. Define motivation. 
Describe the motivation process.  2. What axe the implications of Theories X and Y for motivation 
practices?  3. Compare, and contrast Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory with (a) Alderfer’s ERG theory 
and (b) Herzberg’s motivation-hygiene theory.  4. Describe the three needs isolated by McClelIand. How 
are they related to worker behavior?  5. Explain cognitive evaluation theory. Flow applicable is it to 
management practice?  6. Whats the role of self-efficacy in goal setting?  7. Contrast distributive and 
procedural justice.  8. Identify the variables in expectancy theory.  9. Explain the formula Performance = 
x M x 0) and give an  example.  10. What consistencies among motivation concepts, if any, apply cross 
culturally?  For Discussion  1. “The cognitive evaluation theory is contradictory to reinforcement and 
expectancy theories.” Do you agree or disagree? Explain.  2. “Goal setting is part of both reinforcement 
and expectancy theories.” Do you agree or disagree? Explain.  3. Analyze the applIcation of Maslow’s 
and Herzberg’s theories to an African or Caribbean nation where more than a quarter of the population is 
unemployed.  4. Can an individual be too motivated, so his or her performance declines as a result of 
excessive effort? Discuss.  5. Identify three activities you really enjoy (for example, playing tennis, 
reading a novel, going shopping). Next, identify three activities you  really dislike (for example, going to 
the dentist, ‘cleaning the house, staying on a restricted calorte diet). Using the expettancymodel, analyze 
each of your answers to assess why some actMties stimulate your effort while others don’t.  
RlaneyMcs!ivates! ‘1  I 1  ii S I I I I  1 1 1 IL IF ii 111  S F t F F  11 1 11 [  F Li FF F 1  Idli :1 F  II 1 F  
II 1  i r U  II 1 F  F nF 1  1 1 F 1  LU F  c  F 1 F  Fl. F U F  U r F  I I 1 T  F F F  I F F  IL FL  c  K F  LI F  
F III  S II 1 II II  if  N lb Do Sn’t It Ii t - For money to motivate, the marginal differetke  in pay increases 
beiweerf a high perfo1m& and f  Most mployees- Today! averageperioriner must be significant. 
ln1praice, It rarely is. For instance, ahigh- �performii7g exnplQyee  who currently is earning $35,OQO,  
year is given a  Joney can motivate Some people und€r $200-a-month rie. After taxes, that amounts toL  
IVr—wSo the issue isn’t really 4b0u: $35a Wee: But thi,s employe&s $35,000-k4  whether or not money 
cn motLyate. yer èWorker, W1JC i an averaperformer,’is rarely The mort ie1evnt question is: Does 
money nioti- pdsed over at xai iinie !nstead of getting a 7 pervate most employees in the work force today 
to cent raise, he is likely to get half of that4 The net diE- higher performance? The answer to this 
question, ference in their weekly paychecks is prnbably less.  we’ll argue, is “No.” . .. than $20. How 
much motivation is there in know-  For money to motivate an individual’s. per! or- ing that if you work 
really ha±d you’re going to end mance, certaifr conditions must be met. First, up with $Z0 a week more 
than someone whø is:  money must be iniporta,nt to the individual. Second, doing just enough to get by? 
For a large number of money must be perceived by the individual 35 being . people, not much.!  a direct 
reward for performance. Third, th margini1 Our last point relates tO the degree of discretion amount of 



money offered for the performance must that managers have in being able to rewüd high be perceived by 
the individual as being significant performers Where unions exist, that discretion is alFinally, 
management must have the discretion to re- most zero Pay is detennrned through collective bat- ward 
high performers with more money Let’s take a gaining and is allocated by job title and senionty, look at 
each of these conditions. . not level of performanEe.. In nonunionized environ-  Money is not. tmportant 
to. all employees. High .mènts, the orgafiuiaton’s compeusatidn policies will achievers, for instance, are 
intrinsically motivated. : constrain managerial distretion. Each job typicay Money should have little 
impact on these people. has a pay grade. So a systems analyst Ill can earn beSimil4rly, money is relevant 
to those individuals . tween $3,823 aid $4,540 month. No matter how with strong lower order needs; but 
for most of the gpod a job that analyst does, he! boss cannpt.Wy work force, their Lower order needs are 
substantially her mote than $4,540 a month.. Similarly, rio matter satisfied. . . how poorly somedne does 
in that lob, he will earn at  Money would motivate ifemployees perceived least $3425 a month. In most 
organizations, than- a strong Linkage between performance and rewards agers have a very small area of 
discretion within in organizations. Unfortunately, pay increases are which they can reward their higher 
performing em- far more often determined by community pay . ployces. So money might be theoretically 
capableof standards, the national cost-of-living index, and the motivating employees to higher levels of 
perfotorganization’s current and future financial prospects mance, but most managers aren’t given enough 
flex- than by each employee’s level of performance.ibility to do much about if CHAPTER 6 • BASIC 
MOTPVATION CONCEPTS  L  What Motivates You?  For each of the following 15 statements, circle 
the number that most closely agrees with how you feel. Consider your answers in the context of your 
current ob or past work experience.  1. 1 try very hard to improve on my past  performance at work.  2. 1 
enjoy competition and winning.  3. 1 often find myself talking to those around  me about nonwork 
matters.  4. I enjoy a difficult challenge.  5. I enjoy being in charge.  6. I want to be liked by others.  7. I 
want to know how I am progressing  as I complete tasks.  8. 1 confront people who do things I disagree  
with.  9. 1 tend to build close relationships with  co-workers.  10. 1 enjoy setting and achieving realistic 
goals.  11. I enjoy influencing other people to get my way.  12. 1 enjoy belonging to groups and 
organizations.  13. 1 enjoy the satisfaction of completing a  difficult task.  14. I often work to gain more 
control over the  events around me.  15. I enjoy working with others more than  working alone.   Working 
whit Othe SEXuclSe  What flu People Want from Their Jobs?  Each class member begins by completing 
the foilowing questionnaire:  Rate the 12 job factorslisted below according to how important each is to 
you.  1. An interesting job  2. A good boss  3. Recognition and appreciation for the work I do  4. The 
opportunity foi advancement  5. A satisfying personal life  6. A prestigious or status job  7. Job 
responsibility  8. Good working conditions  9. Sensible company rules, regulations, procedures, and 
policies  10. The opportunity to grow through learning new things  11. A job I can do well and succeed at  
12. Job security  This questionnaire taps the two dimensions in Herzberg’s motivation-hygiene theory. To 
determine if hygiene or motivating factors are important to you, place the numbers 1—5 that represent 
your answers below.  Hygiene factors score Motivational factors score   Add up each column. Did you 
select hygienes or inotivators as being most important to you?  Now break into groups of five or six and 
compare your questionnaire results: (a) How similar are your scores? (b) How close did your group’s 
results come to those found by Herzberg? (c) What motivational implications did your group arrive at 
based on your analysis?  Managers are concerned with the subject of motivation because they’re 
concerned with learning how to get the most effort from theft employees Is this ethical? For example, 
when managers link rewards to productivity, aren’t they manipulating employees?  “To manipulate” is 
defined as “a) to handle, manage, or use, especially with skill, in some process of treatment or 
performance; (2) to manage or influence by artful skill; (3) to adapt or change to suit on&s purpose or 
advantage!  Aren’t one or more of these definitions compatible with the notion of managers skillfully 
seeking to influence employee productivity for the benefit of the manager and the organization? If so, 
isn’t that why managers want to become proficient at motivating others?  Do managers have the right to 
seek control over their employeEs? Does anyone, for that matter, have the right to control others? Does 
control imply manipulation? Does manipulation mean merely getting others to do what you want? Does it 
mean making others behave the way you want? Does it connote fraud or deceit?  What do you think?  
Responding to a Labor Shortage: Nissan Motor Compahy has a problem. It can’t find enough people in 



Japan to  fill its factories.  Young people in Japan are rejecting assembly-line work. They see it as  
monotonous, fast paced, and tiring. They’d rather work in a service job- where  the working conditions 
are cleaner and safer. Even among the young people  who do try auto work, as many as 30 percent quit in 
their first year.  The worker shortage has meant long overtime hours, with rn-any employees  working 12-
hour days and on Saturdays. Not only do employees dislike the  long hours, management .has become 
frustrated by the high costs of overtime  and hiring temporary workers.  What can Nissan’s managemeni 
do? Whatever solutions they come up  with, they realize this is no short-term problem. Japans population 
is aging. Its  low birthrate means the pop- -  ulation of 18-year-olds is expected  to drop from roughly  2 
million now to 1.5 million  by the end of the decade. -  Moreover, automakers are  being pressed by the 
Japanese  government to reduce the average  number of hours I  worked to bring Japan more  in line with 
other industrial- I  ized nations. - - -. - - - -  USA Truck, Inc, had a  similar problem to Nissan. ATw& 
keeps valued einplayeeslike experi Thi Arkansas long hauler of enced driver (milan Curry p’ hy treuting  
goods- such as tire fabric and i them fuirly. Curry says of hisy, “11% first  auto parts for companies like I 
dtiss here.” He works long hmñ6oris well corn-  Goodyear and General Mo tor  faced a shortage of truck 
LWore than a Ioi of middle managers his age.  drivers due to high turnover.  When new management took  
over the company in 1989, they decided to address the problem head on. They  went directly to their 600 
drivers and asked them for advice about how the  company could reduce turnover. This became the first 
of regular quarterly  meetings between company management and senior drivers.  244+  PART TWO • 
THE INDIVIDUAL  USA Truck’s new manageme..c got an earful from the drivers. While the pay was 
good (often $50,000 a year or more), the drivers complained about the long hours—70-hour weeks aren’t 
unusual—and spending two to four weeks on the road at a time. When the drivers asked for antilock 
brakes and air-ride suspensions, management installed them. When USA built a drivers’ dormitory at its 
West Memphis, Arkansas, terminal, the drivers suggested putting in private shower stalls instead, of a 
communal bathing area; it was done. Drivers wanted to get home more often from their long, cross-
country trips; so USA added the time a driver had been on the road to the intormation provided to 
dispatchers assigning loads and cut average tours from six to two weeks.  The changes at USA Truck 
have significantly improved morale and cut turnover among drivers. But the jobs are still hard. 
Management demands on- time deliveries because, unlike most long-haul truckers, USA guarantees 
delivery not just to the day but to the hour (and charges a small prnmiurn to shippers for this service). So 
while management has demonstrated increased respect for its employees, it has not let up on its 
expectations from drivers. For instance, drivers who are late just twice in a year are out of a job.  
Questions  Analyze Nissan’s problem using motivation-hygiene theory.  What other theories of 
motivation might provide Nissan management with insights into solving their problem?  3. Contrast USA 
Truck’s approach to the labor shortage problem with Nissan’s approach. Use the motivation theories in 
this chapter to facilitate your analysis.  4. Make a comprehensive list of various actions Nissan might take 
to deal with its labor shortage.  S. Which of the actions listed in question 4 would you recommend they 
pursue? Why?  Based on A. Pvlladc “Aswn4b1yUne Amentiles for Japan’s Auto Workers,” New York 
Times Uuly 20, 1992), p. Al; and RI,. Sulliv3n, wIItIs FIrn Clais Here, Man,” i’ocbes (March 14, 1994), 
pp. 1OZ—4 ;1  VIDEO  CASE;0]  Perks That Come with Being a State Governor  Why would any 
saneperson spend millions of dollars trying to get a four-year job that pays $85,000 a year? That’s what 
candidates for state governorships typically have to spend to get Into, office. Are these candidates crazy? 
Or is there something else—power, other forms of compensation—that motivates these people.  It’s 
estimated that 39 percent of the trips Gov. Douglas Wilder of Virginia took in state transportation 
between 1990 and 1992 were for political or personal reasons.  Forty-five àf SO governors receive! free 
housing. And typically it is not subsistence-level housing. Jim Edgar? governor of Illinois, resides in a 
99-room, 45OO0 square foot mansion, with a staff of 14—courtesy of state taxpayers. Kentucky’s 
governor Brereton Jones Is provided with a mansion and a staff that includes seven housekeepers and 
three chefs.  1,.  2.  CHAPTER 6 • BASIC MOTIVATION CONCEPTS *245  Many governors also use 
theft posttion to approve remodeling of their official  residences. William Donald Schaefer, Maryland’s 
governor, spent $1.7,  million of taxpayers’ money to remodel his state’ mansion. And Schaefer has  17 
state troopers permanently assigned to him at a cost of more than a million  dollars a year.  Some states 
allow their governors to supplement their saiaries with income  (torn speeches. New York’s Mario 



Cuomo iccently made $273r700 in one  year from just giving speeches.  At least 19 states provide 
expense accounts for their governor’s use. in  New Mexico, for instance, the state’s head gets $80,000 to 
cover everything  from official entertainment to personal items.  By far the largest source of extra money 
for the nation’s governors comes  from unspent campaign contributions they can solicit even while in 
office.  Virginia’s Wilder kept $124,500 from his last campaign and.has $900,000 left  over from an 
Inaugural fund that he hasn’t told anyone what he plans to do  with.  Not all states pamper their 
governors. Idaho, for instance, provides little  in terms of perks for its chief executive, Cecil Andrus, 
Idaho’s governor, lives in  his own three bedroom, two bath home; drives himself to work; travels coach  
fare; and has no secufity detail.  Questions  1. Do you think perks provided to governors by state 
taxpayers are moth  vators or hygiene factors? Explain.  2. Using expectancy theory, exp’ain how 
nonfinancial rewards might act  as motivators.  3. What do you think motivates individuals to seek public 
office, even in  cases where they have to spend large sums from their own personal assets  to get elected?  
Source: ‘TheLt Exzllencles,’ Pin!et1nie (September 16, 1993).  246+  AT TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  — 
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FROM  CONCEPT!  ‘to  APPLICITID  —  I  I  L  a  ave you ever heard of the Donnelly Corporation? 
Probably not. But it’s a good bet you use C, one or more of their products. For instance, the rearvieW 
mirror 1n your car was undQubtedY. made by Donnelly, since they con troT more than 90 percent of this 
market. The company is the maior supplier of glass products to automobile manufacturers  What’s 
interesting about the Donnelly Corporation is j  that it has been described as possibly ‘the most 
democratic r  I  — an  It  company in the United States.1 It’s hard to find an organization where rank-and-
file employees have such a direct influence on company policies.  The firm has an elaborate three-tier 
system to resolve differences and set all employee policies and guidelines. At the first level are work 
teams. Everyone at Donnelly, whether in the factory or n an office, belongs to ore. The teams elect 
representatives to serve on the second-tier equity committees. These committees meet monthly to settle 
disputes and interpret personnel polJcies. These committees, in turn, elect members to the Donnelly 
Committee. the third—arid highest—tier. This 5-merpber comm ttee, which includes a representative 
from the corripany’s senior management team, makes final decisions on company policies. It even 
recommends an annual wage and benefits package to the company’s board of directors.  Donnelly 
practices true workplace democracy. Instead of majority rule, alt decisions by these committees must be 
unanimous so as to avoid the formation of divisive groups. Involving all employees in decisions is 
obviously tme consuming. For instance, the  committees recently spent three months studying the 
question of drug testing. But the company is committed to workplace democracy and strongly believes 
the benefits far exceed the costs.  Employee involvement at Donnelly doesn’t stop with only participation 
in decisions. Employees also parlicipate in a company bonus system. Quarterly bonuses are paid to all 
employees once the company’s return on investment reaches 5.2 percent. Over the past seven years, these 
bonuses have ranged from a low of 1 percent to a high of 7 percent.  Donnelly is committed to creating an 
organization that respects and listens to its employees, offers lull participation, provides equity to all, and 
allows everyone to share in the company’s success. And while workplace democracy may intimidate 
managers at more traditional, autocratically run organizations, it certainly works well for Donnelly. 
Although thefr major customers—automakers—have been laying off thousands of employees in recent 
years, Donnelly has grown and expanded. Since 1985, sales have tripled and its work force doubled,  n 
this chapter, we focus on how to apply motivation concepts. We want to link theories to practice. Jt’s one 
thing to be able to regurgitate motivation theoties, but it’s often another to see how,as a manager, you 
could use them.  In the following pages, we review a number of motivation techniques and programs that 
have gained varying degrees of acceptance in practice. For example, we discuss employee involvement 
programs along the lines of the one used at Donnelly. And for each of the techniques and programs we 
review, we specifically address how they build on one or more of the motivation theories coveted in the 
previous chapter.  Management by Objectives  Goal-setting theory has an impressive base of research 
support. But as a manager, how do you make goal setting operational? The best answer to that questiori 
is: Install a management by objectives (MOO) program.  mncigment by objectives (MBO)  A program 
Thai encompasses spedlic Dod purtiapetively set, tot an expicit time ptiod, with fedbak on gaol prc’gresi.  
4.  What Is MUG?  Managemcnt by ubjectives emphasizes participatively set goals that are tangible, 
verifiable, and measurable. It’s not a new idea. In fact, it was priginally proposed by Peter Drucker more 
than 40 years ago as a means of using goals to motivate people rather than to control them.2 Today, no 



introduction to basic management concepts would be complete without a discussion of MBO.  
CHAPTER 7 • MOTIVATION: FROM CONCEPTS TO APPLICATIONS  MBO’s appeal undoubtedly 
lies in its emphasis on converting overall organizational objectives into specific objectives for 
organizational units and individual members. MBO operationalizes the concept of objectives by devising 
a process by which objectives cascade down through the organization. As depicted in Figure 7-1, the 
organization’s overall objectives are translated into specific objectives for each succeeding level (that is, 
divisional, departmental, individual) in the organization. But because lower unit managers jointly 
participate in setting their own goals, MBO works from the bottom up as well as from the top down. The 
result is a hierarchy of objectives that links objectives at one level to those at the next level. And for the 
individual employee, MBO provides specific personal performance objectives. Each person, therefore, 
has an identified specific contribution to make to his or her unit’s performance. If all the individuals 
achieve their goals, then their unit’s goals will be attained and the organization’s overall objectives 
become a reality.  Four ingredients are common to MBO programs: goal specificity, participative decision 
making, an explicit time period, and performance feedback.3  The objectives in MBO should be concise 
statements of expected accomplishments. It’s not adequate, for example, to merely state a desire to cut 
costs, improve service, or increase quality. Such desires have to be converted into tangible objectives that 
can be measured and evaluated. To cut departmental costs by 7 percent, to improve service by ensuring 
that all telephone orders are processed within 24 hours of receipt, or to increase quality by keeping returns 
to less than 1 percent of sales are examples of specific objectives.  Ill  I,  T  —  .253  I  IJ  254. PART 
TWO • THE NDIVIDUAL  The obiectives in MBO are not unilaterally set by the boss and then assigned 
to subordinates. MBO replaces imposed goals with participatively determined goals. The superior and 
subordinate lointly choose the goals and agree on how they will be measured.  Each objective has a 
specific time period in which it is to be completed. Typically the time period is three months, six months, 
or a year. So managers and subordinates not only have specific objectives, but also stipulated time periods 
in which to accomplish them.  The final ingredient in an MBO program is feedback on performance.  
MBO seeks to give continuous feedback on progress toward goals. IdealLy, this is accomplished by 
giving ongoing feedback to individuals so they can monitor and coirect their own actions. This is 
supplemented by periodic managerial evaluations, when progress is reviewed. This applies at the top of 
the organization as well as at the bottom. The vice president of sa1es for instance, has ohectives for 
overall sales and for each of his or her major products. He or she will monitor ongoing sales reports to 
determine progress toward the sales division’s objectives. Similarly, district sales managers have 
objectives, as does each salesperson in the field. Feedback in terms of sales and performance data is 
provided to let these people know how they are doing. Formal appraisal meetings also take place at which 
superiors and subordinates can review progress toward go&s and further feedback can, be provided.  
Linking MBO and Goal-Setting Theory  Goal-setting theory demontrates that hard goals result in a higher 
level of individual performance th4n do easy goals, that specific hard goals result In higher levels 
ofperformanêe than do no goals at allot the genthalized goal of “do your best,” and that feedback on one’s 
performance leads to higher performance. Compare these findings with MBO.  MBO directly advocates 
specific goals and feedback. MBO implies, rather than explicitly states, that goals must be perceived as 
feasible. Consistent with goal setting, MBO would be most effective when the goals are difficult enough 
to require the person to do some stretching.  The only area of possible disagreement between MBO and 
goal-setting theory relates to the issue of participation: MBO strongly advocates it whereas goal setting 
demonstrates that assigning goals to subordinates frequently works just as well. The major benefit to 
usingparticipation, however, is that it appears to induce individuals to establish more difficult goals.  
MBO in Practice  How widely used is MBO? Reviews of studies that have sought to answer this question 
suggest it’s a popular technique. You’ll find MEO programs in many businessF health-care, educational, 
government, and nonprofit organizations.4  MBO’s popularity should not be construed to mean it always 
works. ln a number of documented cases MBO has been implemented but failed to meet management’s 
expectations.5 A close look at these cases, however, indicates that the pro Wems rarely lie with MBO’s 
basic components. Rather, the culprits tend to be factors such as unrealistic expectations regarding results, 
lack of top management commitment, and an inability or unwillingness by management to allocate 
rewards based on goal accomplishment. Nevertheless, MBO provides managers with the vehicle for 



implementing goal-setting theory.  CHAPTER 7 • MOTIVM1ON: FROM CONCLPTS TO 
APPliCATIONS  *255  ..GB in the News...,  Many Managers Still Complain  About a Lack of Clear Job 
Goals  — Behavior Modification  A now classic study took place a number of years ago with Freight 
packers at Emery Air Freight (now part of Federal Express).6 Emery’s management wanted  packers to 
use freight containers for shipments whenever possible because of specific economic savings. When 
packers were queried as to the percentage of shipments containerized, the standard reply was 90 percent. 
An analysis by Emery found, however, that the container utilization rate was only 45 percent. In order to 
encourage employees to use containers, management established a program of Feedback and positive 
reinforcements. Each packer was instructed to keep a checklist of his or her daily packings, both 
containerized and noncontainerized. Ar the end of each day, the packer computed his or her contamer 
utilization rate. Almost unbelievably; container utilization jumped to more than 90 percent on the firsi day 
of the program and held to that level. Emery reported that this simple program of feedback and positive 
reinforcements saved the company $2 million over a three-year period.  This program at ETnery Air 
Freight illustrates thc use of behavior modification, or what has become niore popularly called OB Mod.7 
It represents the application of reinfotcement theory to individuals in the work setting.  OR Mod  A rgror 
where 1anoqers idenhfy perFormance-related employee behaviors and then inpIement on intervention 
strotey o sfrengthen desirrble performance behaviors und weahn ondeskable behaviors.  Arecent survey 
of U.S. managers by industry Week provides some interesting Insights into the prévalertce of job goals.  
First the good news. Overall, 75 percent of those surveyed said “yes,” they have clear goals for their jobs. 
The bad news is that negative re sponses increased at each lower managerial level. Among top managers, 
80 percent said they have clear goals. The number drops to 70 percent among middle managers and falls 
to iust 61 percent for supervisors.  Clarity of performance standards also tends to fail off as the level of 
management moves down, Sixty-one  percent of senior managers say they have clear performance 
standards in their jobs. Only 53 and 51 percent of middle-level managers and supervisors, respectively, 
thought they had clear per-’ formance standards.  Two other findings from the survey seem relevant, since 
they are key elements of MPO. When asked to rate their immediate managers on a I to 7 scale (negative 
to positive), the use of participative methods rated 4.62 and providing feedback on performance rated 
4.27.  To the degree these results are applicable to managerial ranks in general, it certainly appears there 
is considerable  room for Improvement in prçvidlng managers With clear goals and performance 
standards and feedback on performance. In addition, if these are the results obtained when managers are 
surveyed, what would the responses have been if operating employees had been polled? For example, if 
goal clarity declines with level in the organization, it seems reasonable to Conchide that thaybe 50 percent 
or more of rank-and- file employees perceive an absence of clear job goals.  Based on D.W. sonmer and 
M.  FrolirxNn, ‘Americien Management  (Still) MiSkig Some $sio,h 1ndrfly  Wgek(JutyZO, 992), pp. 
36—37.  256• PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  What Is GB Mud?  rFonoe “a  b,e4coaF  S  H  iltIit 3  
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• a  evaluation of performance improvement.8  Everything an employee does on his or her job is not 
equally important in terms of performance outcomes. The first step in OB Mod, therefore, is to identify 
the critical behaviors that make a significant impact on the employee’s lob performance. These are those 
5 to 10 percent of behaviors that may account for up to 70 or 80 percent of each employee’s performance. 
Using containers whenever possible by freight packers at Emery Air Freight is an example of a critical 
behavior.  The second step requires the manager to develop some baseline performance data. This is 
obtained by determining the number of times the identified behavior is occurring under present 
conditions. In our freight packing example at Emery, this would have revealed that 45 percent of all 
shipments were containerized.  The third step is to perform a functional analysis to identify the behavioral 
contingencies or consequences of performance. This tells the manager the antecedent cues that emit the 
behavior and the consequences currently maintaining it. At Emery Air Freight, social norms and the 
greater difficulty in packing containers were the antecedent cues. This encouraged the practice of packing 
items separately. Moreover, the consequences for continuing this behavior, prior to the OB Mod 
intervention, were social acceptance and escaping more demandingwork.  Once the functional analysis is 
complete, the manager is ready to develop and implement an intervention strategy to strengthen desirable 
performance behaviors and weaken undesirable behaviors. The appropriate strategy will entail changing 



some element of the, performance—reward linkage—structure, processes, technology, groups, or the 
task—with the goal of making high-level performance more rewarding. In the Emery example, the work 
technology was altered to require the keeping of a checklist, The checklist plus the computation, at the 
end of the day, of a container utilization rate acted to reinforce the desirable behavior of using containers.  
The final step in OB Mod is to evaluate performance improvement. In the mery intervention, the 
immediate improvement in the container utilization rate demonstrated that behavioral change took place.  
The typical OB Mod program, as shown in Figure 7-2, follows a five-step problem-solving model: (1) 
identification of performance-related behaviors; (2) measurement of the behaviors; (3) identification of 
behavioral contingencies; (4) development and implementation of an intervention strategy; and (5)  
CHAPTER 7 MoTvArIoN: FROM CONCEPTS TO APPLICATIONS +251  That it rose to 90 percent 
and held at that level further indicates that learning  took place. That is, the employees underwent a 
relatively permanent change in  behavior.  Idnldng OR Mod and Reinforcement Theory  Reinforcement 
theory relies on positive reinforcement, shaping, and recognizing  the impact of different schedules of 
reinforcement on behavior. 08 Mod  uses these concepts to provide managers with a powerful and proven 
means for  changing employee behavior.  DR Mod in Practice  GB Mod has been used by a number of 
organizations to improve employee pro.  ductivity and to reduce errors, absenteeism, tardiness, and 
accident rates.9 Organizations  like General Electric Weyerhauser, the city of Detroit, Dayton-  Hudson 
Stores, and Xerox report impressive results using OB Mod)° For  instance, a few years back, frustrated by 
customer complaints, Xerox’s top management  changed the basis for its executive bonus plan from 
traditional quotas  to long-term customer satisfaction.1’ The company now surveys 40,000 customers  
worldwide every month to determine the percentage who are satisfied  with Xerox products and service, 
At the start of each year, top management  looks at the previous year’s results and develops a goal. In 
1989 the target was  86 percent. Each succeeding year the goal has gone up; it is now 100 percent.  Seattle 
Pacific Supply Co., an apartment supply firm with only ii employees,  has used OB Mod to significantly 
improve employee performance.’2  Every day the company books 55,500 in sales, all employees receive 
an extra  half hour’s pay. If daily sales hit $15,000, everyone gets another six hours of  wages. The 
previous year’s sales provide the basis for Pacific’s bonus targets.  Paid out once a month, the bonuses 
accrue daily and in a typical month  amount to an extra 20 hours of salary for each employee. Since 
Pacific scrapped  its monthly incentive program in favor of this daily performance appraisal,  company 
sales have increased more than 50 percent, turnover has dropped to  almost zero, and daily sales targets 
have been hit four out of five days a week.  Convex Computer Corporation, a Texas-based supercomputer 
manufacturer  with 1,200 employees, reinforces employee accomplishments through  recognition.t’ On a 
quarterly basis, the company’s vice president of operations  recognizes individuals who have been 
nominated by their managers as having  gone “above and beyond the call of duty.” Annually, individual 
employees may  nominate their peers for the Cuslomer Service Award, which recognizes such  categories 
as risk taking, innovation, cost reduction, and overall customer service.  And at the departmental level, 
recognition takes the form of team or departmental  T-shirts, coffee mugs, banners, and pictures. 
Supervisors use movie  tickets, Friday afternoon bowling get-togethers, paid time off, and cash awards  to 
acknowledge such achievements as three months of defect-free assembly,  five years of perfect 
attendance, and completing a project ahead of time.  08 Mod has also proven effective in sports 
organizations. Researchers, for  instance, helped a midwestern university hockey team win more games 
by significantly  increasing the number of legal body blocks or hits by team members.  14 These legal hits 
are crucial for winning.collegiate games because they  give the offense more total time with the puck, 
more shots on goal, and, usually,  more goals. Over a two-year period, using 08 Mod techniques, the 
team’s  258. PART rwo • ri-it INDIVIDUAL  mean hit rate increased 141 percent and its win-loss-tie 
record went from 13-21-2 to 23-15-2.  The philosophy behind OB Mod additionally appears to be 
affecting  many managers in the way they relate to their employees—in the kind and  quantity of 
feedback they give, the content of performance appraisals, and the  type and allocation of organizational 
rewards.  Despite the positive results that OB Mod has demonstrated, it is not without its critics.15 Is it a 
technique for manipulating people? Does it decrease an employee’s freedom? If so, is such action on the 
part of managers unethical? And do nonmonetary reinforcers like feedback, praise, and recognition get 
stale after a while? WIlt employees begin to see these as ways for management to increase productivity 



without providing commensurate increases in their pay? There are no easy answers to questions such as 
these.  — Employee Involvement Programs  As described at the begirming of this chapter, the Donnelly 
Corporation uses committees of elected representatives to make all key decisions affecting Donnelly 
employees. At a General Electric lighting plant in Ohio, work teams perform many tasks and assume 
many of the responsibilities once handled by their supervisors. In fact, when the plant was faced with a 
recent decline in the demand for the tubes it produces, the workers decided first to slow production and 
eventually to lay themselves off. Marketing people at IJSAA, a large insurance company, meet in a 
conference room for an hour every week to discuss ways in which they can improve the quality of their 
work and increase productivity. Management has implemented many of their suggestions. Childress 
Buick, an automobile dealer in Phoenix, allows their salespeople to negotiate and finalize deals with 
customers without any approval from management. The laws of Germany, France, Denmark, Sweden, 
and Austria require compa3M involves employees by letting  them see how the products they  make are 
used by customers. At a  3M medical and surgical products  plant, oIl 750 employees, from  production-
line workers to senior  executives, participate in a program  called Pulse. Employees (shown here  with 
name tags) put on scrubs and  watch how doctors and nurses in operating  rooms of local hospitals use the  
surgical tapes, drapes, prep solutions,  and other products 3M employees  make. This face-to-face 
interaction  with customers increases employee  commitment to 3M’s goal of delivering  products that 
completely satisfy  customers.  Companies have elected jepreentatives from their employee groups as 
members of their board of directors. The common theme through the examples just cited is that theyall 
illustrate employee involvement programs. In this section, we clarify what we mean by employee 
involvement, describe some of the various forms it takes, consider the motivational implications of these 
programs, and show some applications.  What Is Employee Involvement?  Employee involvement has 
become a convenient catchall term to cover a variety of techniques. For instance, it encompasses such 
popular ideas as employee participation or participative management, workplace democracy, 
empowerment, and employee ownership. Our position, although each of these ideas has some unique 
characteristics, is they all have a common core—that of employee involvement.  So what specifically do 
we mean by cniployee Involvement? We define it as a participative process that uses the entire capacity 
of employees and is designed to encourage increased commitment to the organization’s success. The 
underlying logic is that by involving workers in those decisions that afect them and by increasing their 
autonomy and control over their work lives, emplOyees will become mote motivated, more committed to 
the organization, more productive, and more satisfied with their jobs.  Does that mean participation and 
employee involvement are synonyms for each other? No. Participation is a more limited term. It’s a 
subset within the larger frame work of employee involvement. All of the employee involvement programs 
we describe include some form of employee participation, but the term pclrticipatiQn, per se, is too 
narrow and limiting.  Examples ci Employee Involvement Programs  In this section we review four forms 
of employee involvement: participative management, representative participation, quality circles, and 
employee stock ownership plans.   PARTICIPATIVE MANAGEMENT The distinct characteristic 
common to all parikipative management programs is the use of joint decision making. That is, 
subordinates actually share a significant degree of decision-making power with their immediate superiors.  
Participative management has, at times1 been promoted as a panacea for poor morale and low 
productivity. One author has even argued that participative management is an ethical imperative.’9 But 
participative management is not appropriate for every organization or every work unit. For it to work, 
there must be adequate time to participate, the issues in which employees get Involved must be relevant to 
their interests, employees must have the ability (intelligence, technical knowledge, communication skills) 
to participate, and the organization’s nilture must support employee involvement.20  Why would 
management want to share its decision-making power with subordinates? There are a number of good 
reasons. As jobs have become more complex, managers often don’t know everything their employees do. 
So participatThn allows those who know the most to contribute. The result can be better decisions. The 
interdependence in tasks that employees often do today also requires consultation with people in other 
departments and work units. This  ee  Ali(pecissthsadfl (lIp ef a4oyea rind enceerege insed cmimlrneiifb 
di&  orqwafioWnaca  p&4a liv. meagimlit A prtGSS yAw. soboidinoir ib.rs a sigM&md — of dedsin*iig 
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committees, and group meetings to resolve issues that affect them jointly. Participatton additionally 
increases commitment to decisions. People are less likely to undermine a decision at the time of its 
implementation if they shared in making that decision. Finally, participation provides intrinsic rewards fin 
employees. It can make their jobs more interesting and meaningful.  Dozens of studies have been 
conducted on the participation—performance relationship. The findings, however, are mixed.21 When the 
research is looked  I at carefully, it appears that participation typically has only a modest influence on 
variables such as employee productivity, motivation, and job satisfaction. Of course, that doesn’t mean 
the use of participative management can’t be beneficial under the right conditions. What it says, however, 
is that the use of participation is no sure means for improving employee performance.  
REPRESENTATIVE PARTICIPATION Almost every country in Western Europe reptesenlntlve 
partldpatbn has some type of legislation requiring companies to practice representatlvc Works pwlidpele 
in orgânizGlional participation, That is, rather than participate directly in decisions, workers dedion 
making thioh a small group f are represented by a smal! group of employees who actually participate 
Repre. representative employees. sentative participation has been called “theniost widely legislated forari 
of employee involvement around the world.”22 The goal of representative participation is to redistribute 
power within an organization, putting labor on a more equal footing with the interests of management and 
stockholders.  The two most common forms that representative pahiclpatiob takes are wodi, wvrdls works 
counciZs and board representatives?3 Works councils Unk emp]oyees Gioups of nominated or eleded 
employees with management. They are groups of nominated or elected employees that 
vihoewsiheconwltedw1en management mdst be consulted when management makes decisions involving 
personnel. makes decisions invelving personnel. For example, in the Netherlands, if a Dutch company is 
taken over by another  firm, the former’s works council must be informed at an early stage and if the 
council objects, it has 30 days to seek a court injunction to stop the takeover.24  had represeatotives 
Board representatives are employees who sit on a company’s boaTd of di- A form of represnteiive 
purticipohon; rectors and represent the interests of the firm’s employees. In some countries, employees s 
on a wmponys board of large companies may be legally required to make sure employee representatives 
direttors end reçcesenl the inleresis of the have the same number of board seats as stockholder 
representatives.  hnnieinproyeis. The overall influence of representative participation on working 
employees seems to be minimal?5 For instance, the evidence suggests that works councils arc dominated 
by management and have little impact on employees or the organization. And while this form of 
employee involvement might increase the motivation and satisfaction of those individuals who are doing 
the representing, little evidence indicates that this trickles down to the operating employees who they 
represent Overall, ‘The greatest value of representative participation is symbolic. If one is interested in 
changing employee attitudes or in improving organiiational performance, representative participation 
would be a poor choice.”  QUALITY CIRCLES “Probably the most widely discussed and undertaken 
formal style of employee involvement is the quality circle.’ The quality circle concept is frequently 
mentioned as one of the techniques Japanese firms utilize  quelity cirde that has allowed them to make 
high-quality products at low costs. Originally AworkgroupoFemployeeswhojn1 begun in the United 
States and exported to Japan in the 1950s, the quality cirie$w y lo dLsts1hcir quokty problems, cle 
became quite popular in North America and Europe during the l9BOs.Th  innshgole causes, 
recommendsoluiion What is a quality circle? It’s a work group of eight to ten employees oril take 
rorrertve actions, and supervisors who have a shared area of responsibility. lhey meet regularly—  
typically once a week, on company  time and on company premises—to  discuss their quality problems, 
investigate  causes of the problems,  recommend solutions, and take corrective  actions, They take over 
the  responsibility for solving quality  problems, and they generate and  evaluate their own feedback. But  
management typically retains control  over the final decision regarding  implementation of recommended  
solutions. Of course, it is not presumed  that employees inherently  have this ability to analyze and  solve 
quality problems. Therefore,  part of the quality circle concept includes  teaching participating employees  
group communication  skills, various quality strategies, and  measurement and problem analysis  
techniques. Figure 7-3 describes a  typical quality circle process.  Do quality circles improve employee  
productivity and satisfaction?  A review of the evidence indicates  they are much more likely to  
positively affect productivity. They tend to show little or no effect on employee  satisfaction; and while 



many studies report positive results from quality circles  on productivity, these results are by no means 
guaranteed.29 The failure of  many quality circle programs to produce measurable benefits has also led to 
a  large number of them being discontinued.  One author has gone as far as to say that although quality 
circles were the  management fad of the 1980s, they’ve “become a flop.”30 He offers two possible  
explanations for their disappointing results. First is the little bit of time that  actually deals with employee 
involvement. “At most, these programs operate  for one hour per week, with the remaining 39 hours 
unchanged. Why should  changes in 2.5 percent of a person’s job have a major impact?”3’ Second, the  
ease of implementing quality circles often worked against them. They were  seen as a simple device that 
could be added on to the organization with few  changes required outsice the program itself. In many 
cases, the only significant  involvement by management was funding the program. So quality circles 
became  an easy way for management to get on the employee involvement bandwagon.  And, 
unfortunately, the lack of planning and top management commitment  often contributed to quality cftcle 
failures.  £MPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP PlANS The final employee involvement approach  we 
discuss is employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs).32 employee stoi ownership pkns  Employee 
ownership can mean a number of things from employees own- (ESOPs)  ing some stock in the company 
where they work to the individuals working in ompanyistablisbed benefit plans nwliich the company 
owning and personally operating the firm. Employee stock own- employcesacquiresiockasparloflheir 
ership plans arc company-established benefit plans in which employees ac- benefds.  “F  t I  7  r b rM m1’  
262.  PART Two • THE INDIVIDUAi  quite stock as part of theirbenefits. Approximately 20 percent of 
Polaroid, for example, is owned by its employees. Fifty-five percent of United Airlines is owned by its 
employees. Avis Corporation and Wthrton Steel are 100 percent owned by their employees.33  In the 
typical ESOP, an employee stock ownership trust is created. Cornpan es contribute either stock or cash to 
buy stock for the trust and a1ocate the stock to empioyees. While employees hold stock in their company, 
they usually cannot take physical possession of their shares oi sell them as long as they’re still employed 
at the company.  • The research on ESOPs indicates that they increase employee satisfaclion. In addition, 
they frequently result in higher performance. For instance, one study compared 45 ESOI’s against .238 
conventional Companies.34 The ESOP5 outperformed the conventional firms both in terms of 
employment and sales growth.  ESOPs have the potential to increase employee job satisfaction, and work 
motivation. But for this potential to be realized, employees need to psycholàgica]ly experience 
ownership.35 That is, in addition to merely having a financial stake in the company, employees need to 
be kept regularly informed on the status of the business and also have the opportunity to exercise 
influence over the business. When these conditions are met, “employees will be more satisfied  kunswick 
(&poration creates a serse of finondal ownership  among its employees by muking every eligible 
empleyee a hureholder.  Under Rrtnswitk’s (SOP, the company iiukes annual con  Irihufians to u rusI for 
€ligihhe employees iF) the form of common  shares of the firm. Each year Drvnswick celekates the 
specbi sbtuc  of empLoyee-owners durin Employee Ownership Week with a  stiles oi events arid dislnys 
surh us the poster shown here.  CHAPTER 7 • MOTIVATION: FgOM CONCEPTS TO 
APPLICATIONS .263  with their lobs, more satisfied with their organizational identification, motivated 
to come to work, and motivated to perform well while at work.”36  Linking Employee Involvement 
Programs  and Mofivalion Theories  Employee involvement dniws on a number of the motivation 
theories discussed in Chapter 6. For instance, Theory Y is consistent with participative management; 
Theory X aligns with the more traditional autocratic style of managing people. In terms of motivation-
hygiene theory, employee involvement programs corfld provide employees with intrinsic motivation by 
increasing opporturdties for growth, responsibility, and invoLvement lathe work itself. Similarly, the 
opportunity to make and implement decisions, and then seeing them work   *   “i’m not  only a 
reservation agent, I’m an owner!”   famous  ads that made of its see-  “We’re No.  harder” Since be- Avis 
pist  tOchange that ad “Now we’re  still try  ..  became an  12,500 employ- owners. With employeE own-  
Eompany has  temal mcasures.of service. iality set records..Fo exam- pfr, on-timc arrlv1s of air-. ptrt buse 
rose ftbrn 93 per- FEfit to 9percerIt  Ser1ce-relafed cu’stvmt - compläfnwwere.Hsing at the -,  - time of 
t’heemployee buyout but droppeá3s percent after-S the ESOFwas in place. ..  . i Avis has put tpgether a, 
structure to convert em- . ployee motivation into higher productivity The essence of that structure is.  
sales force could use aitiflter, cal charge card insteadi$ . - Amertcan. Express whemfent,  ‘ lag Avis cars 



on the rôà. - -. lvhich saved the tra$aØJnjç fee paid teAmerican E?ce5q ‘iiWeliâs the tonceSsioiYfee-.  . 
‘Avis pays to the airpotfpr everypai4 rental.  Ernfiloyecs don’t jiiit;thak& suggetUbhs—hey 
foUoW.up,&. Says the company’s Pert Lauderdale district tháther, “In many cases people get -. prices on 
materials for some  1  I  force into a team. Em-  has proven  eff&tive in rnoti-  employee participation 
groups. These groups corn- prise iepresentatives from each class ot wofker from  - idea they’ve had and 
come  - back to the committee and say, ‘Hey, should we do it?’ And we makethe decisign as   to provide 
mechanics to rental agents.  customer ser- � They ineetat lea t monthly  - at.eacrr Ayls:locatkon. Out of  
Avis is on a these groupmeetins have  prominent secu- cOme a niunber of ideas, An  the rental car 
employee4n Reno, Nevada,  a group- We’re not sitting :. there as managers and.mployees. We’re sitting 
thete as  : : a oup• •of employees in Ecrt Lauderdale, asking how we can provide better seryltøY   ESOP 
has re-  suggested sating.aside cars  ,   their morale  for nonsmokers Another    and set- first year after an 
ESOP, all in-  thought renters might appre- date tips oil local traffic laws. A sales staffer suggested the  
Based on P Kirkpatr ck How the çorjc Rub Avü &tter, Fortwle (Decembec 5, i9B8), pp. 103—14.    264• 
PART iWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  out, can help satisfy an employee’s needs for responsibility, 
achievement, recognition, growth, and enhanced self-esteem. So cmpoyee involvement is compatible with 
ERG theory and efforts to stimulate the achievement need.  Employee Involvement Programs in Practice  
Germany, France, Holland, and the Scandinavian countries have firmly estatlished the principle of 
industrial democracy in Europe, and other nations, including Japan and Israel, have traditionally practiced 
some form of representative participation for decades. Participative management and representative 
participation were much slower to gain ground in North American organizations. But nowdays, employee 
involvement programs that stress participation have become the norm. While some managers continue to 
resist sharing decision-making power, the pressure is on managers to give up their autocratic de cision-
making style in favor of a more participative, supportive, coachlike role.  What about quality circles? 
Flow popular are they in practice? The names of companies that have used quality circles reads like a 
Who’s Who of corporate America: Hewlett-Packard, Digital Equipment, Westinghouse, General Electric? 
Texas Instruments, Inland Steel, Xerox, Eastman Kodak, Polaroid, Procter & Gamble, Control Data, 
General Motors, Ford, IBM, Martin Marietta, Motorola, American Airlines, TRW.37 But? as we noted, 
the success of quality circles has been far from overwhelming. They were popular in the 1980s, largely 
because they were easy to implement. In the 1990s many organizations have dropped their quality circles 
and replaced them with more comprehensive team-based structuxes (which we discuss in Chapter 9).  
And what about ESOPs? They have become the most popular form of employee ownership. They’ve 
grown from just a handful in 1974 to around  10,000 now, covering more than 10 million employees. 
Many well-known companies, including Anheuser-Busch, Lockheed, Procter & Gamble, and Polaroid, 
have impiernented ESOPs,38 But so too have many not-so-well.known companies. Phelps County Bank, 
in Rolla, Missouri, for instance, employs only 55 people. While the bank’s ESOP has been in place fof 13 
years, the average employee’s ownership balance exceeds $70,000. Connie Beddoe, a teller who annually 
earns less than $20,000, has managed to save almost three times that amount through her ESOP after 
seven years at the bank.39  Variable’Pay Programs  Rogan Corporation, a small manufacturer of plastic 
knobs, set up a program seven years ago to cut its labor costs.4C Management set a specific goal for labor 
costs as a.percentage of sales. When costs drop below this goat, employees get to keep the difference. In 
the most recent year of the program, employees got 17 percent added to their annual salaries as a bonus.  
For over 25 years, Nucor Steel has had an incentive compensation plan in place that pays bonuses to 
employees based on the company’s profitability.4 Oniginally intended to provide workers with an 
additional 15 to 20 percent to their base salaries, actual bonus payouts have been as high as 80 to 150 
percent of base.  P. Roy Vagelos, CEO of pharmaceutical giant Merck & Co., took an 11 pe cent 
reduction in salary and bonus In 1993.42 This is because his pay package is closely tied to his company’s 
performance, and Merck’s profits fell by 11 percent in 1993.  CHAPTER 7 • MQTIVATIQN FROM 
CONCEPTS TO APPLICATIONS  .265  Bob Baker is no CEO. Fit’s just a petroleum geologist at Tn-C 
Resources, a small oil exploration firm.4 But like Vagelos at Merck, Baker’s pay is also tied to 
performance, in this case discovering profitable oil and gas sites. In 1993 Baker helped Tn-C find nearly 
40 profitable gas sites on a 140,000-acre ranch in southern Texas. He got a $7,500 bonus for each of the 
dozen sites he was primarily responsible for discovering, plus 0.25 percent of the revenue from all 40 



wells. Including performance incentives from about 45 other still-producing wells he had previously 
discovered, Baker earned about $150,000 in 1993. That’s more than triple his base salary of $48,000.  
The common thread in each of the previous examples is that they all illustrate variable-pay programs.  
What Axe Variable-Pay Programs?  sation from more traditional programs is that instead of paying a 
person only for time on the job or seniority, a portion of an employee’s pay is based on some individual 
and/or organizational measure of performance. Unlike more traditional base-pay programs, variable pay 
is not an annuity. There is no guarantee that just because you made $60,000 last year you’ll make the 
same amount this year. With variable pay, earnings fluctuates up and down with the measure of 
performance.44  - It is precisely the fluctuation in variable pay that has made these programs attractive to 
management. It turns part of an organization’s fixed labor costs into a variable cost, thus reducing 
expenses when performance declines. Additionally, by tying pay to performance, earnings recognizc 
contribution rather than being a form of entitlement. Low performers find, over time, that their pay 
stagnates; high performers enjoy pay increases commensurate with their contribution.  Four of the more 
widely used of the variable-pay programs are piece-rate wages, bonuses, profit sharing, and gain sharing. 
Piece-rate wages have been around for nearly a century. They  Piece-rate plans, wage incentives, profit 
sharing, bonuses, and gain sharing are all forms of variable-pay programs. What differentiates these forms 
of compen variable-pa  programs  A portion of on employee’s pay is based on some individual and/or 
organizational measure of pcrformorne.  Canada’s Mogna International, a supplier at 4,000 automotive 
parts, is one of the growing number of firms giving bonuses to lower-ranking employees. Magno’s 
founder Frank Stronach r&enfly added a proviso to the company’s constitution staling that each 
production worker share equally in 10 percent of pretax profits every year. The bonus incentive motivales 
Mogno’s nonunion work force to design, build, and produce components that help the company retain its 
preferred supplier status For every major automaker in North America. As Chrysler’s largest components 
supplier, Magna developed the car seat shown here.  266• PART TWO • THE NDIViDUAL.  piece-rote 
pay plains have long been popular as a way to compensate production workers. In pieceWor4 s are paid 
axed sum fa each un rate pay plans, workers are paid a fixed sum for each unit of production corn- of 
Producholl CCAlPhftd. pleted. When an employee gets no base salary and is paid only for what he or  she 
produces, this is a pure piece-rate plan. People who work ballparks selling peanuts and soda pop 
frequently aue paid this way. They might get to keep 25 cents for every bag of peanuts they sell. If they 
sell 200 bags during a game, they make $50. If they sell only 40 bags, their take is a mete $10. The harder 
they work and the more peanuts they sell, the more they earn. Many organizations use a modified piece-
rate plan, where employees earn a base hourly wage plus a piece-rate differential. So a legal typist might 
be paid $6 an hour plus 20 cents per page. Such modified plans provide a floor under an employee’s 
earnings while still offering a productivity incentive.  Bonuses can be paid exdusively to executives otto 
all employees. For instance, annual bonuses in the millions of dollars are not uncommon in American 
corporations. Robert A. Watson, for example, received a $10 million incentive bonus in 1993 for his 
success in dismantling Westinghouse’s financial operation.45 Increasingly, bonus plans are taking on a 
larger net within organizations to include lower ranking employees. Additionally, these plans tend to 
combine individual, group, and organizationwide performance variables. At AT&T, for instance, the 
biggest piece of an individual’s bonus is based on overall corporate p&formance. But at Scott. Paper, 
approximately 70 peitent Is tied to the performance of an individual’s department or division, with the 
remainr ing 30 percent linked to individual success Bonuses amounting to 10 to 25 percent of base salary 
are not unusual at Scott.  profit-sharing plans Profit-sharing plan5 are organizationwide programs that 
distribute Organhationwide qn iat distribute compensation based on some established fprmula designed 
around a coincQmpensallon bedonsoneesiabIished pany’s profitability. These can be direct cash outlays 
or, particularly in the case loTnula designed around a (impany’s of top managers, allocated as stock 
options. When you read abàut executives prahtab’lity. like Michael Eisner, the CEO at Disney, earning 
over $200 million in one year,  almost all of this comes from cashing in stock options previbuSly granted 
based. on company profit performance.  The variable-pay program that has gotten the most attention jfl 
recent gáihariiig years is undoubtedly galnsharlng.47 This Is a formula-based group Incentive An 
incentive plan where improvements in plan. Improvements in group productivlt)—frOifl one period to 
another— degrc ip produdMty deteiinines iha IGtOl termine the total amount of money allocated. Andthe 



division of productivity anuunt of money that is ocfld. savings can be split between the company and 
employees in any pumber of  ways, but so.so is fairly typical.  Isn’t gainsharing the same thing as profit 
sharing? The3?re similr but not the same thing. Dy focusing on productivity gains rather than profits, 
gain- sharing rewards specific behaviors that are less influenced by external factors. Employees in a 
gainsharing plan can receive incentive awards even when the organization isn’t profitable.  Do variable-
pay programs work? Do they increase motivation and productivity? The answer is a qualified “yes.” 
Gainsharing, for example, has been found to improve productivity in a majority of cases and often has a 
positive impact on employee attitudes. An American Management Association study of 83 companies 
who used gainsharing also found, on average, that grievances dropped 83 percent, absences fell 84 
percent, and lost-time accidents decreased by 69 percent.4° The downside of variable pay, from an 
employee’s perspective, is its unpredictability. With a straight base salary, employees know what they’ll 
be earning. Adding in merit and cost of living, they can make fairly accurate predictions about what 
they’ll be maldng next year and the year after. They can  CHAF1EP 7 e MOTIVATION: PROM 
CONCEPTS TO APPLICATIONS • 267  finance cars and homes based on reasonably solid assumptions. 
That’s more  difficult to do with variable pay. Your group’s performance might slip this year  or a 
recession may undermine your company’s profits. Dependin,g how ypur  variable pay is determined, 
these can cut your pay. Moreover, people begin to  take repeated annual performance bonuses for granted. 
A 15 or 20 percent  bonus, received three years in a row, begins to become expected in the fourth  year. If 
it doesn’t materialize, management will find itself with some disgruntied  employees.  hinklng Variable-
Pay Programs  and Expectancy Theory  Variable pay is probably most compatible with expectancy theory 
predictions.  Specificairy, individuals should perceive a strong relationship between their  performance 
and the rewards they receive if motivation is to be maximized. If  rewards are allocated completely on 
nonperformance factors—such as seniority  or lob title—then employees are likely to reduce their effort.  
The evidence supports the importance of this linkage, especially for operative  employees worktng under 
piece-rate systems. For example, one study of  400 manufacturing firms found that those companies with 
wage incentive  plans achieved 4310 64 percent greater productivity than those without such  plans.49  
Group and organizationwide incentives reinforce and encourage employees  to sublimate personal goals 
for the best interests of their department or the  organization. Group-based performance incentives are 
also a natural extension  for those organizations that are trying to build a strong team ethic, By linking  
rewards to team performance, employees are encouraged to make extra efforts  to help their team 
succeed.  Variable-Pay Programs in Practice  Variable pay is a concept that is rapidly replacing the annual 
cost of  living raise. One reason, as just cited, is its motivational power—but  don’t ignore the cost 
implications. Bonuses, gainsharing, and other  variable-based reward programs avoid the fixed expense of 
perma nen  salary boosts. ieplactng the annual cost ci  Pay for performance has been in vogue for 
compensating man- livingraise.  agers for more than a decade. The new trend has been expanding  this 
practice to nonmanagerial employees. in 1989, 44 percent of  companies had pay-for-performance plans 
for employees other than senior  management. That had increased to 51 percent by l991.°  A 1993 survey 
of 382 medium-size and large companies found that approximately  three-quarters use variable pay to 
boost productivity.51 Another  survey found that 1.4 percent of U.S. companies used performance-based  
bonuses to completely replace the annual raise in 1993, and that increased to  21 percent in 199452  
Gainsharing’s popularity seems to be narrowly focused among large  unionized manufacturing 
companies.53 It s currently being used in about  2,000 companies including such major firms as Bell & 
Howell, American Safety  Razor, Champion Spark Plug, Cincinnati MUacron, Eaton, Firestone Tire,  
Hooker Chemic&, and Mead Paper.54  Among firms that haven’t introduced performance-based 
compensation  programs, common concerns tend to surface55 Managers fret over what should  268. 
PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  Mayflower Trans4t was the first company in the moving industry to 
join the trend of tying nonmonageriol employee pay to peifonnance. In 1989, Mayflower introducedo 
pay-forpe&rmance planfor its von operaton who we independent contractors. Operators are rated on 
safety on-lime deIiverç claims, and customer salisfaclion, which is gauged directly from customer 
evaluations on survey forms, ibis approach to compensation has signifkontly contributed to iniwoved 
customer satisfaction by motivating operators to give customers exceptional seivice during the stressful 
moving process.  constitute performance and how it should be measured. They have to overcome the 



historical attachment to cost of living adjustments and the belief they have an obligation to keep all 
employees’ pay in step with inflation. Other  barriers include salary scales keyed to what the competition 
is paying, traditional compensation systems that rely heavily on specific pay grades and relatively narrow 
pay ranges, and performance appraisal practices that produce inflated evaluations and expectations of full 
rewards. Of course, from the employees’ standpoint, the major concern is a potential drop in earnings. 
Pay. for performance means employees have to share in the risks as well as the re ....O  in the News.s I   
(.ainsharing %‘(;V fl flhiii’ipooi   ings have changed  earned an extra $2,700 a  In the plan’s first four   a 
lot in the last few  year through gainsharing.  years, Benton harbor’s pro-   years at the  Whirlpool 
Corporation fac-  This lifted their average corn- pensation to more than  ductivity has surged more than 
19 percent and the   tory in Benton Harbor,  $26,400.  number of parts rejected has   Michigan. 
“Productivity used  When the plan went into  sunk to a world-class 10 per   to be a dirty word around  
effect in 1988, things were in  million from 837 per mIllion.   here,” says the union presi-  pretty bad 
shape. Productiv-  Moreover, this was achieved   dent of Machinists Local  ity in the plant was ex-  with 
no regular wage or cost   1918. “People thought they’d  tremely low and employees  of living increases. 
Yet, be-   have to work harder without  didn’t seem to care. “If a ma-  cause of gainsharing, the as’-   
getting anything for it”  chine broke, you just sat  erage worker’s pay at the fac The   were wrong. Thanks  
down” until someone came  tory actually increased nearly   to improved productivity  along sooner or 
later and  12 percent.   at this aging tooling and  fixed it, says Bill Bonfoey, a    plating plant—defined in 
terms of output per hour of work—each of the plant’s  31-year Whirlpool veteran.  .  Workers hid inferior 
parts,  he adds, so “an inspector  Based on ft. Wartzman, “A Whirlpool Facto Raises Productivity—and 
Pay of  workers,”  wards of their employer’s business. This, incidentally, explains why flu Pont’s  fiber 
division dropped its variable-pay pLan,introduced in 1989, the division’s 20,000 workers agreed to 
smaller than average annual raises in exchange for the oppoTtunity to receive performance bonuses that 
might add an additional  12 percent to their saLaries. First-year bonuses amounted to only 3 percent  and 
disappeared completely the next year. Employee morale sunk to new  lows so management scuttled the 
plan in 1991 and raised salaries by 4 percent.  Skill-Based Pay Plans  Organizations hire people for their 
skills, then typically put them in jobs and  pay them based on their job title or rank. So the director of 
corporate sales  earns $120,000 a year, the regional sales managers make $75,000, and the district  sales 
managers get $60,000. But if organizations hire peopLe because of  their competencies, why don’t they 
pay them for those same competencies?  Some organizations do.  Workers at American Steei & Wire can 
boost their annual salaries by up to  $12,480 by acquiring as many as 10 skills. At AT&T’s Universal 
Card service  ueHter in Jacksonville, Florida, the best paid customer representatives have rotated  through 
four to six trouble-shooting assignments over two or three years,  becoming adept at solving any billing, 
lost card, or other problem a credit card  holder runs into. New employees at a Quaker Oats’s pet food 
plant in Topeka.  Kansas, start at $8.75 an hour, but can reach a top rate of $14.50 when they  master 10 
to 12 skills like operating lift trucks and factory computer controls.  Salomon Brothers, a major brokerage 
firm, is using a skills-based pay system to  turn narrowly trained and independent specialists into well-
rounded product  experts and to encourage them to he team players.57  What Are Skill-Based Pay Plans?  
SkilL-based pay is an alternative to job-based pay. Rather than having an individual’s  oh title define his 
or her pay category, ski11-baed pay (sometimes shiII-baied pay  called competency-based pay) sets pay 
levels on the basis of how many skills Pay leveis arc hased n hew nwriy skils employees have or how 
many jobs they can do.58 For instance, at the Polaroid employees have orhowmany jobsthey Corporation, 
the highest pay you can earn as a machine operator is $14 an eO do.  hour. But the company has a skill-
based pay plan. So if machine operators can  broaden their competencies to include additional skills like 
material accounting,  rilaintenance of equipment, and quality inspection, they can earn up to 10  percent 
more. If they can learn some of their supervisor’s skills, they can earn  even more.  What’s the appeal of 
skill-based pay plans? From management’s perspec  five, it’s flexibility. Filling staffing needs is easier 
when employee skills are interchangeable.  This is particularly true in the 1990s as many organizations 
cut  the size of their work force. Downsizing requires more generalists and fewer  specialists. Skill-bawd 
pay encourages employees to acquire a broader range of  skills. But there are other benefits to skill-based 
pay. It facilitates communicahon  across the organization because people gain a better understanding of 
others’  jobs. It lessens dysfunctional “protection of territory” behavior. Where  skill-based pay exists, 



you’re ]ess likely to hear the phrase, “It’s not my jobl”  Skill-based pay additionally helps meet the needs 
of ambitious employees who  confront minimal advancement opportunities. Ihese people can increase 
their earnings and knowledge without a promotion in job title. Finally, skill-based pay appears to lead to 
performance improvements. A broad-based survey of Fortune 1000 firms found that 60 percent of those 
with skill-based pay rated their plans as successftfl or very successful in increasing organizational 
performance; only 6 percent considered them unsuccessful or very unsuccessful.6°  What about the 
downside of skill-based pay? People can “top out,” learning all the skills the program calls for them to 
learn. This can frustrate employees after they’ve become challenged by an environment of learning, 
growth, and continual pay raises. Skills can become obsolete. When this happens, what should 
management do? Cut employee pay oi continue to pay for skills that are no longer relevant? There is also 
the problem created by paying people for acquiring skills for which there may be no immediate need. 
This happened at lOS Financial Services.6’ The company found itself paying people more money even 
though there was little immediate use for their new skills, IDS eventually dropped its skill-based pay plan 
and replaced it with one that equally balances individual contribution and gains in work-team 
productivity. Finally, skill- based plans don’t address level of performance. They deal only with the issue 
of whether someone can perform the skill. For some skills—such as checking quality or leading a team—
level of performance may be equivocal. While it’s possible to assess how well énlployees perform each of 
the skills and combine that with a skill-based plan, that is not an inherent part of skill-based pay.  Linking 
SkllbBased Pay Plans  to Motivation Theories  Skill-based pay plans are consistent with several 
motivation theoriesc Because they encourage employees to learn, expand their skills, and grow, they are 
consistent with ERG theory. Among employees whose lower order needs are substantially satisfied, the 
opportunity to experience growth can te a motivator.  Paying people to expand their skill levels is also 
consistent with research on the achievement need. High achievers have a compelling drive to do things 
better or more efficiently. By learning new skills or improving the skills they already hold, high achievers 
will find then- iobs more challenging.  There s also a link between reinforcement theory and skill-based 
pay. Skill-based pay encourages employees to develop their flexibility, to continue to learn, to cross-train, 
to be generalists rather than specialists, and to work cooperatively with others in the organization. To the 
degree that management wants employees to demonstrate such behaviors, skill-based pay should act as a 
reinforcer  Skill-based pay may additionally have equity implications. When employees make their input-
outcome Comparisons, skills may provide a fairer input criterion For determining pay than factors such as 
seniority or education.  To the degree that employees perceive skills as the critical variable in job 
performance, the use of skill-based pay may increase the perception of equity and help optimize 
employee motivation.   Skill-Based Pay in Practice  A number of studies have investigated the use and 
effectiveness of skill-based pay. The overall conclusion, based on these studies, is that skill-based pay is 
expanding and that it generally leads to higher employee performance and satisfaction.  employees of 
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter company, shown here in a company lab testing parts for on Apache 
helicopter, helped develop md implement a skill-based pay sysiem that mys them for what they can do, 
what they ¼now, and what they can contribute. To receive a may increase, employees must learn and 
demon IS Sate a new skill that meets specific quality and  line standards and that is directly related to 
their jab. The skill-based plan benefitsemploytes by giving them control of the process that determines 
their compensation. II benefits manigers by giving them a better sense of employes’ abilities, enabling 
them to develop lifogres o paths for individual workers. For McDonnell Douglas, replacing its automatic 
wage progression with skill based pay has contributed to sigithcant productivity improvements.  The 
Fortune 1000 study mentioned earlier found a significant increase in skill-based pay plans between 1987 
and 1990. In 1990, 51 percent of large U.S. corporations used skill-based pay with at least some 
employees, an increase  of more than 25 percent in just three years. But in the typical company that 
adopted skill-based pay, it applied to less than 20 percent of employees.  Another study, covering a 
broader range of organizations, confirmed this trend.  Among the 1,800 companies polled, 10 percent 
were using skill-based pay in 1993; however, 25 percent were expecting to have such a plan in place 
within a year. A survey of 27 companies that pay employees for learning extra skills found 70 to 88 
percent reported higher job satisfaction, product quality, or productivity.  Some 70 to 75 percent cited 
lower operating costs or turnover. Additional research has discovered some other interesting trends, The 



increased use of skills as a basis for pay appears particularly strong among organizations facing 
aggressive foreign competition and those companies with  shorter product life cycles and speed-to-market 
concerns65 Also, skill-based pay is moving from the shop floor to the white-collar work force, and 
sometimes as far as the executive suite, Skilled-based pay appears to be an idea whose. time has come. As 
one expert noted, “Slowly, but surely, we’re becoming a skill-based society where your market value is 
tied to what you can do and what your skill set is, In this new  world where skills and knowledge are what 
really counts, it doesn’t make sense  to treat people as jobholdes. It makes sense to treat them as people 
with specific  skills and to pay them for those skills.”67  — flexible Benefits  Todd Evans and ‘Allison 
Murphy both work for Pepsico, but they have very different  needs in teryns.of fringe benefits. Todd is 
married, has three young chil  712• PART TWO • TR NbIvDuAL  dren, and a wife who is at home full 
time. Allison, too, is married, but her husband hac a high-paying job with the federal government, and 
they have no children. Todd is concerned about having a good medical plan and enough life insurance to 
support hisfamily if he wasn’t around. ln contrast, Allison’s husMand already has her medical needs 
covered on his plan, and life insurance is a low priority for both her and her husband. Allison is more 
interested in extra vacation time and long-term financial benefits like a tax-deferred savings plan.  What 
Are flexible Benefits?  flexible benefits flexible benefits allow employees to pick and choose from among 
a menu of Employees lallor their benefit progrom to benefit options. The idea is to allow each employee 
to choose a benefit package med th* personal needs by picking ond that is individually tailored to his or 
her own needs and situation. It replaces thoosthg from a inenv of kneLl OPtIOnS, the traditional 
“oñe.benefit-plan-fits-all” programs that have dominated organizations for more than 50 years.68  The 
average organization provides fringe benefits worth approximately 40 percent of an employee’s salary. 
Buttraditional benefit programs were designed for the typical employee of the 195Os----a male with a 
wife and two children at home. Less than 10 percent of employees now fit this stereotype. Twenty-five 
percent of today’s employees are single, and a third are part of two- income families without any children. 
As such, these traditional programs don’t meet the needs of today’s more diverse work force. Flexible 
benefits, however, do meet these diverse needs. An organization sets up a flexible spending account for 
each employee, usually based on some percentage of his or her salary, and then a price tag is put on each 
benefit. Options might include inexpensive medical plans with high deductibles; expensive medical plans 
with low or no deductibles; hearing, dental, and eye coverage; vacation options; extended disability; a 
variety of Savings and pension plans; life insurance; college tuition reimbursement plans; and extended 
vacation time. Employees then sele n benefit options until they have spent the dollar amount in their 
account  Unking Flexible Renef its and Expectancy Theory  Giving all employees the same benefits 
assumes all employees have the same needs. Of course, we know this assumçtion is false. So flexible 
benefits turn the benefits’ expenditure into a motivator.  Consistent with expectancy theory’s thesis that 
organizational rewards should be linked to each individual employee’s goals, flexible benefits 
individualize rewards by allowing each employee to choose the compensation package that best satisfies 
his or her current needs. That flexible benefits can turn the tradittonal homogeneous benefit program into 
a motivator was demonstrated at one company: Eighty percent of the organization’s employees changed 
their benefit packages when a flexible plan was put into effect.69  flexible Benefits In Practice  In 1991 
about 38 percent of large U.S. companies had flexible benefits programs)’° Flexible benefits are even 
becoming routinely available in companies with fewer than SO employees.’1  let’s look at the benefits 
and drawbacks, For employees, flexibility is attractive because they can tailor thcir benefits and leve’s of 
coverage to their own needs. The ma]or drawback, from the employee’s standpoint, is that the costs of 
individual benefits often go up, so fewer total benefits can be pin-  CHAPTER 7 • MOTIVATION: 
FROM CONCEPTS TO APPLICATIONS  *273  chased72 For example, low-risk employees keep the 
cost of medical plans low  for everyone. As they are allowed to drop out, the high-risk population 
occupies  a larger segment and the cost of medical benefits go up. from the organization’s  standpoint, the 
good news is that flexible benefits often produce savings.  Many organizations use the introduction of 
flexible benefits to raise  deductibles and premiums. Moreover; once in place, costly increases in items  
like health insurance premiums often have to be substantially absorbed by the  employee. The bad news 
for the organization is that these plans are more cumbersome  for management to oversee, and 
administering the programs is often  expensive.  Comparable Worth  Is it fair that two people do jobs that 



are equally demanding, require the same  amount of education and training, and have similar 
responsibilities, yet one receives  significantly less pay than the other? Of course not! But such situations  
are actually not that uncommon, with women being the ones earning the  lesser amounts. What’s the 
source of this inequity? Some economists would  argue it merely reflects the market forces of supply and 
demand. Aflother interpretation—and  one gaining an increasing audience—is that these differences  are 
the result of gender-based wage discrimination.  It is not unusual for female-dominated jobs (i.e., 
elementary school  teacher, nurse, librarian) to pay less than male-dominated jobs (i.e., truck driver,  
lumberjack, chef), even though they are of equal or greater comparable  value. This inequity has 
stimulated considerable interest in the concept of  comparable worth.  What Is Camparable Worth?  
Comparable worth holds that jobs equal in value to an organization should comparable worth  be equally 
compensated, whether or not the work content of those jobs is sim- A doctrine that holds that lobs equal 
in  ilar. ‘ That is, if the positions of secretary and draftsman (historically viewed as value to an 
Orgaflizoliol) should be equally female and male jobs, respectively) require similar skills and make 
comparable compensotedwhetherornotthework  demands on employees, they should pay the same, 
regardless of external mar- content of those ohs IssImIlor. ket factors. Specifically, comparable worth 
argues that jobs should be evaluated  and scored on four criteria: skill, effort, responsibility, and working 
conditions.  274. PARr TWO THE NIIVIL)LJA  The criteria should be weighted and given points, with 
the points then used to value and compare iobs.  Comparable worth is a controversial idea. It assumes that 
totally dissimilar jobs can be accurately compared, that pay rates based on supply and demand factors in 
the job market are frequently inequitable and discriminatory, and that job classes can be identified and 
objectively rated.  Comparable Worth and Equity Theory  Comparable worth expands the notion of 
“equal pay fo equal work” to include jobs that are dissimilar but of comparable value. As such, it is a 
direct application of equity theory.  As long as women in traditionally lower paid female-dominated jobs 
compare themselves solely to other women in female-dominated jobs, they are  _____ unlikely to 
perceive gender-based pay inequities. But when other I referents are chosen, inequities often become 
quickly evident. This  is because so-called women’s jobs have been historically devalued.  • oinparabie 
worth Take the following case. You went to a university for six years,  r n4 ‘h no! f earned a master’s of 
library science degree, and over the past four  0 LOll 0 years have taken on increased responsibilities as a 
reference librarian  equaI pay for eq ual work” for a public library in the city of Seattle. Your current pay 
is $2,460 a  Z; to include Jobs that are month. Your younger brother also works for the city of Seattle, but  
E dissimilar but ol coparabIe as a driver on a sanitation truck. He’s a highschool graduate withno  value 
college education and has also held his job for four years. He makes  • $2,625 a month. If you were that 
librarian, wouldn’t you be likely to  compare your pay to your brother’s and to conclude you are being  
underpaid?  To the degree that job classes reflect historical gender discrimination and create pay 
inequities, comparable worth provides a potential remedy And job classes in the United States do reflect 
gender discrimination! For instance, a study of state workers in Washington gave clerical supervisors 
more points than chemists, although the chemists were paid 41 percent more; and gave retail clerks higher 
points than truck drivers, but the drivers earned 30 percent more.74 For women in these discriminated job 
classes, the application of the comparable worth concept should reduce inequities and increase work 
motivation.  Comparable Worth in Practice  Women earn, on average, about 75 cents for each dollar that 
men earn. Part of this difference can be explained in market terms. For instance, the average number of 
years of professional job preparation is 4.2 for males and 0.4 for females. Males also have, on average, 
.12.6 years pf job seniority compared to only 2.4 for females.15 Yet even after objective differences are 
accounted for, a good portion of the variance remains. It is this variance that comparable worth is 
addressing.  In the United States, the comparable worth Issue has been almost exclusively related to jobs 
in thefl public sector. Twenty states have specifically enacted legislation or adopted policies aggressively 
implementing comparable worth standards in the state civil service. A number of other states are currently 
examining their work forces for gender-based pay inequities.76 In the private sector, the most important 
and visible activity is currently taking place in Ontario, Canada.  CHAPTER 7 • MOTIVATIQN FROM 
CONCEPTS TO APPLICATIONS  The province of Ontario (which has a population of over 9 million) 
passed the Pay Equity Act in 1987. It defined male and female job classes, established criteria by which 
they were to be valued, and mandated equality of pay between classes of comparable worth in both the 



public and the private sectors. Because of the projected cost to Canadian employers, the law provided a 
five-year phase-in period.  The impact of this legislation cannot be underestimated. For instance, retailer I 
Eaton Co. has 15,000 employees in 580 jobs within Ontario. Evaluating and comparing these jobs 
required four full-time employees and cost the company several million dollars a year in salary 
adjustments.77 A regional distributor in Canada pays its “pickers”—mostly men—about $30,000 a year 
for filling orders by picking warehouse stock from bins. Female typists in nearby offices do jobs that are 
equally demanding but are paid only $18,000. Their salaries will be increased to at least $30,000.78  
Ontario may be merely the first of many provinces in Canada to adopt a private sector comparable worth 
law, Other provinces in Canada are moving in a similar direction.  Because of the high costs associated 
with correcting pay inequities, business firms don’t look favorably on the notion of comparable worth. 
When comparable worth legislation is introduced, business executives typically organize and lobby hard 
against it. Their arguments focus on the importance of allowing market forces to determine pay levels. 
Advocates of comparable worth counter with statistics showing that cultural forces and societal pay 
systems have created gender-based discrimination in certain job classes and that only legislation can 
provide a near-term solution to the problerri.  Special Issues in Motivation  Various groups provide 
specific challenges in terms of motivation. In this section we look at some of the unique problems faced 
in trying to motivate professional employees, temporary workers, and the diverse work force.  Motivating 
Protessinnals  The typical employee of the 1990s is more likely to be a highly trained professional with a 
college degree than a blue-collar factory worker. These professionals receive a great deal of intrinsic 
satisfaction from their work. They tend to be well paid. So what, if any, special concerns should you be 
aware of when trying to motivate a team of engineers at Intel, a software designer at Microsoft, or a group 
of CPAs at Price Waterhouse?  Professionals are typically different from nonprofessionals.79 They have a 
strong and long-term commitment to their field of expertise. Their loyalty is more often to their 
profession than to their employer. To keep current in their field, they need to regularly update their 
knowledge. And their commitment to their profession means they rarely define their workweek in terms 
of 8 to 5 and five days a week.  So what motivates professionals? Money and promotions typically are 
low on their priority list. Why? They tend to be well paid and they enjoy what they do. In contrast, job 
challenge tends to be ranked high :hey like to tackle problems and find solutions. Their chief reward in 
their job is the work itself. Professionals also value  •275  nd prfloi G $ I S IyDJiI cii lie pnoclly  c piole’s 
ii als  276. PART TWO • TI-H INDIVIDUAL  support. They want others to think what they’re working 
on is important. While this may be true for all employees, because professionals tend to be more focused 
on their work as their central life interest, nonprofessionals typically have other interests outside of work 
that can compensate for needs not met on the job.  The preceding description implies a few guidelines to 
keep in mind if you’re trying to motivate professionals. Provide them with ongoing challenging projects. 
Give them autonomy to follow their interests and allow them to structure their work in ways they find 
productive. Reward them with educational opportunities—training, workshops, attending conferences—
that allow them to keep current in their field. And ask questions and engage in other actions that 
demonstrate to them you’re sincerely interested in what they’re doing.  Motivating Temporary Workers  
We noted in Chapter 1 that one of the mote comprehensive changes taking place in organizations is the 
addition of temporary or contingent employees. As downsizing has eliminated millions of “permanent” 
jobs, an increasing number of new openings are for part-time, contract, and other forms of temporary 
workers, In 1994, 25 percent of all working Americans were temporaries. fly 2000, fully half will be 
temps. These contingent employees don’t have the. security or stability that permanent employees have. 
As such, they don’t identify with the organization or display the commitment that other employees do. 
Temporary workers also arc typically provided with little oi no health care, pensions, or similar 
benefits,8°  There is no simple solution for motivating temporary employees. For that small set of temps 
who prefer Lhe fteedom of their temporary Qatus—some students, working mothers, seniors—the Lack 
of stability may not be an issue. Additionally, temporariness might be preferred by those highly 
compensaled doctors, engineers, accountants, and financial planners who don’t want the demands of a 
stable job. But these arc the exceptions. For the most part, temporary employees are so involuntarily.  
What will motivate involuntarily terriporary employees? An obvious answer is the opportunity for 
permanent status. In those cases where permanent employees are selected from the pool of temporaries, 



temporaries will often work hard in hopes of becoming permanent. A less obvious answer is the 
opportunity for training. The ability of a temporary employee to find a new job is largely dependent on 
his or her skills. If the employee sees the job he or she is doing for you can help develop salable skills, 
then motivation is increased. From an equity standpoint, you should also consider the repercussions of 
mixing permanent and temporary workers where pay differentials are significant.  When temps work 
alongside permanent employees who earn more, and get benefits too, for doing the same job, the 
performance of temps is likely to suffer. Separating such employees or converting all employees to a 
variable-pay or skill-based pay plan might help lessen this problem.  Motivating the Diversified Work 
Force  Not everyone is motivated by money. Not everyone wants a challenging job. The needs of women, 
singles, immigrants, the physiolly disabled, senior citizens, and others from diverse groups are not the 
same as a white American male with three dependents. A couple of examples can make this point clearer.  
CHAPflR 7 • M01IVATIQN FROM CONCEPTS TO APPliCATIONS .277  Employees who are 
attending college typically place a high value on flexible  work schedules. Such indivkluais may be 
attracted to organizations that offer  flexible work hours, job sharing, oz temporary assignments. A father 
may prefer  to work the midnight to 8A.M. shift in order to spend time with his children  during the day 
when his wife is at work,  If you’re going to maximize your employees’ motivation, you’ve got to  
understand and respond to this diversity. How? The key word to guide you  should be flexibility. Re 
ready to design work schedules, compensation plans,  benefits, physical work settings, and the like, to 
reflect your employees’ varied  needs. This might include offering child care, flexible work hours, and job 
sharing  for employees with family responsibilites. Or flexible leave policies for immigrants  who want to 
occasionally make extensive return trips to their homelands.  Or work teams for employees who come 
from countries with a strong  cotlectivist orientation. Or aiiowing employees who are going to school to 
vary  their work schedule from semesier to semester.  Summary and Implications  br Managers  Weve 
presented a number of motivation theories and applications in this and  the previous chapter. While it’s 
always dingerous to synthesize a large number  of complex ideas into a few simple guidelines, the 
following suggestions  summarze the essence of what we know about motivating employees in  
organizations.  RECOGNIZE INDIVIDUAL DIITERENCE5 Emp’oyees have different n€eds.  Don’t 
treat them all alike. Moreover, spend the time necessary to understand  what’s important to each 
employee. This will allow you to individualize goals,  ki’eJ of participation, and rewards to align with 
individual nerds.  USE GOALS AND FEEDBACK Employees should have hard, specific goals, as  well 
as feedback on how weLl they ate faring in pursuit of those goals.  ALlOW EMflOYLFS TO 
PARTICJPS[E IN DECISIONS THAT AFFECT THtM Employees  can contribute to a number of 
decisions that affect them: setting work  goals, choosing their own fringe benefit packages, solving 
productivity and  quality problems, and the like. This can increase employee productivity, cornmitmeiit  
to work goals, motivation, and job satisfaction.  lANK REWARDS TO PERFORMANCE Rewards 
should be contingent on per  formance. Importantly, employees must perceive a dear linkage. Regardlçss 
of  how closeLy rewards are actually correlated to performance criteria, if individuals  perceive this 
correlation to be low, th result will be low perfoimance, a decrease  in ob satisfaction, and an increase in 
turnover and absenteeism statistics,  CHECK THE SYSTEM FOR EQUITY Rewards should also he 
perceived by employees  as equating with the inputs they bring to the job. At a simplistic level,  this 
means that experiencc, skills, abilities, effort and other obvious inputs  should explain differences in 
performance and, hence, pay, job assignmcnts,  and other obvious rewards.  *  278• PART TWO • TIE 
iNDIVIDUAL  For Review  1. Relate goal-setting theory to the MBO process. How are they similar? 
Different?  2. How does OB Mod influence employee motivation?  3. Explain the roles of employees and 
management in quality circles.  4. What are the pluses of variable-pay programs from an employee’s 
viewpoint? From management’s viewpoint?  S. Contrast job-based and skill-based pay.  6. What 
motivates profession al employees?  7. What motivates temporary employees?  8. What can you do as a 
manager to increase the likelihood your employees will exert a high level of effort?  r For Discussion  1. 
How might a college instructor use OB Mod to improve learning in the classroom?  2. Identify five 
different criteria by which organizations can compensate employees. Based on your knowledge and 
experience, do you think  performance is the criterion most used in practice? Discuss.  3. “Performance 
can’t be measured, so any effort to link pay with performance is a fantasy. Differences in performance are 



often caused by the system, which means the organization ends up rewarding the circumstances. It’s the 
same thing as rewarding the weatherman for a pleasant day.” Do you agree or disagree with this 
statement? Support your position.  4. What drawbacks, if any, do you see in implementing flexible 
benefits? (Consider this question from the perspective of both the organization  and the employee.)  5. 
“The competitive marketplace acts as an efficient means of ensuring that pay equity is achieved.” Do you 
agree or disagree with this statement? Support your positiOn.  6. Your text argues for recognizing 
individual differences. It also suggests paying attention to members of diversity groups. Is this 
contradictory?  Discuss.  jj li, and one last point,” said the dkec to of human resources to the new  hiree. 
“We treat salary information as  a private matter around here. What you make is your business and no one 
else’s. We consider it grounds for termLnation if you teJI anyone what you make.”  This, policy of pay 
secrecy is the norm in most’organizations, although in the majority of cases, it’s communicated 
informally. ‘I’he message trickles down and new employees quickly learn from theiF .boss and peels not 
to inquire about what otli& people make or to openly volunteer their own salary. However, in some 
companies, pay secrecy is a formal policy. For instance, at GM’s Electronic Data Systems (EDS) Corp. 
unit, new hirees sign a form acknowledging several policies, one of which states that employees are 
allowed to disclose their salaries, but if such disclosure leads to disruption, they can be fired. It doesn’t 
take a genius to predict this policy effectively stifles discussion of pay at EDS.  For those raised in 
democratic societies, it maybe tempting to surmise sonething inherently wrong with pay secrecy. On the 
other hand, if it’s wrong, why do the vast majority of successful corporations in democracies follow the 
practice? There are a number of logical reasons why organizations practice pay secrecy and why they are 
likely to continue to do so.  First, pay is privited information to both the organization and the individual 
employee. Organi2a- tions hold many things privileged—manufacturing processes, product formulas, 
new-product research, marketing strategies—and U.S. courts have generally supported the argument that 
pay rightly belongs’ in this category. Salary information has bees held to be confidential and the property 
of management. Emn ployees who release such data can he discharged for willful misconduct. Moreover, 
most employees want  their pay kept secret.Thy are as comfortabk44 cissing their specific pay as they are 
prov1dlngdt- tails of their sex life to strangers. Employees ban a right to privacy, and this includes 
ensuring their pay Is kept secret  Second, pay secrecy lessens the opportunity for  comparisons among 
employees and the exposut o( - - perceived inequities N pay system will ever be perceived as fair by 
everyone One person’s “merit” Is another person’s “favoritism “ Knowledge of what other employees are 
making only highlights perceived inequities and causes disruptions  Third, pay differences are often 
perfectly lusUfltd, yet only for subtle, complicated or difficUlt toexplain reasons For instance, people 
doing similar jobs were hired under different market tonditlons Or two managers have similar titles, 
although one supervises 10 people while the other supervIses 21) Or one person earps more today than a 
cOwofker because of responsibilities held or !ontnbutlQfls made to the organization in a different job 
several yeats  earlier. ‘‘ ‘H’ .,:,:,.‘ H Fourth, pay secrecy saves embarrassing underpaId u  and 
underperforuiing employees By definition, half of an organization’s work force is going to be blthv 
average What kind of organization would be so told and insensitive as to publicly expose those Ih’.’the. 
lower half of the performance ‘distribution?. :,/‘:  Finally, pay secrecyghres managers mote freedcm in 
administering pay because every pay differential doesn’t have to be explained. A ‘policy’of openness 
encourages managers ,to’ minimize differences’ and allocate pay more evenly. Since employee’ 
performance in an organization tends to follow a normal distribution, only through pay secrecy can 
anagers feel comfortable in giving large rewards to high performers and little or no rewards €o low 
performers.  Based bn J. So’omon, ‘i-lush Money,’ WI11 Street Journal (April iS,  1990), pp. R22.-R24; 
and K. Tracy,-M. Renard, and G. Young, “Pay Secrecy: mt !ffects of Open and Secret Pay Policies cm 
Satisfaction and  Performance” in A. Head and \V.P. Ferris (eth.), Proceedir’j of tht 2Sth  Amn’E 
Alee’tins f the &stern Aaidemy of Warrageiiwnt Øzlartford, CT,  May l99I, pp. 248—51.  me Case for 
Pay Secrecy  Qpen pay policies, make good se,ne. They already exist for employees of most public 
institutions ‘and for top executives in all publicly, held éorporations. A few. private sector companies 
have: also seen the benefits. th3t can ac crue from making the pay of all employees public knowledge. For 
instance, the computer maker NeXT Inc. has lists of all itsemployees’ salaries.hanging in company offices 
ior anyone to consult.  Why do open pay policies make good sense? We can articulate at least five 



reasons.  First, such pay policies. open communication and build trust. As an. executive at NeXT stated, 
“Anything less than openness does&t establish the same level of trust. If the organization can be open 
about such a sensitive, issue as pay, it makes employees ‘believe management can be trusted about other 
concerns that are nqt so sensitive. In addition.:if an organizatio& 5 pay system is fair..and. equitable, 
employees report. greater satisfaction with. pay and with pay differentials where pay is opem  Second, an 
employee’s right to privacy needs to be balanced against his or her right to know. Laws to protect: an 
employee’s tight to know have become more popular in recent years, especially in the area of hazardous 
working conditions.. The case can be made that the right to a free flow of information in cludes the tight 
to know what others in one’s orgauizatiOfl earn.  Third, pay secrecy is often s1.lppoLted by organizations 
not to pre’vent embarrassment of employees, btil to prevent embarrassment of management. Pay 
openness threatens exposing system inequities caused by a poorly developed and administered pay 
system. An open pay system Fiat only says to em-  are I air, but is itself a mechantm fqr increasing 
fairness. When tmeJriequities creep into an open pa’y system, they are much more llkel9 to be quickf4’:. 
identified and corrected than whdñ they occur in pay secrecy syswms. Employees will provide the checks 
and halances on nianagexnnI: .  Fourth, what management cälU 1edom’ in ad- :. - ministering pay Is 
really a euphemisi7or “eontrojç Pay secrecy allows management to stzbstitute ta.. - voritism for 
perfoiEance criteria’ in pay aliccatioos To the degree we believe organizations bàuld ie- - ward good 
performance rather than good politicaiC skills, open. pay policies take power and controb. away from’ 
managers. When pay levClS and changes are public knowledge, organizational politics is less likely to 
surface.  Finally, and maybe most importantly, pay secrecy obscures the connection between. pay and 
performance. Both equity and expectancy theories €mpha size the desirability of linking iewards to 
perfoEmance. To ma*imize motivation1 employees should know how the qrganization defines and’ 
measute performance, and the rewards attached to- differing -. leve’s of performance. Unfortun4tely, 
when pay in-’ formation is kept secret, employees make inaccurate perceptions Even more unfortunately, 
those maccu- H racies tend to work against increasing rrotivation. Specifically,, research has found that 
people overestimate the pay of their peers: and their subordinates and underestimate the pay’of their 
superiors. So where pay is kept secret, actual difrences’tend to be discounted, which reduces the 
motivatiotial ben-’ efits of linking pay to performance;  Based on EE. LinvieT III. Sectecy About 
Managefflent Comptnsatkc’p’ Are Therc Hidden CoSH?’ Oesanizationul Bèkavar and Unman 
Perfirmance (May 1967), pp. 1SZ—89; 1. SC4OTDDn, ‘hush Meney,” Wall Street (ozumil KApril 18, 
]9O), pp. I{22—R24; and K.’ Tracy, M.RenArd, and,G., Yrnrig, ‘Tay Secrecy; The Effects o( Open and 
5ecrtt Paypoilcies on Sat,’, ishctioa and.Pem1orrnance, in A. I-lead and Wi’. Perils (eds.), Proceedrn s of 
the 28th An,nw( Meetitag of the Faslem Atade’of Management (Hait[ord, CF. May 1991) pp. 248—Si.  
Let’ Make Pay  Informa ion Open 10111!  ployees that management be1ives its pay policies  CHAPTER 
7 • MOTIVATION FROM CONCEPTS TO APPLICATIONS .281  Learning About Yourself Exercise  
How Equity SensitiVe Are You?  The following questions ask what you’d hkc your relationship to be 
with any  organization For which you might work. For each question, divide 10 points between  the two 
answers (A and B) by giving the most points to the answer that  is most hke you and the fewest points to 
the answer least like you. You can, if  you like, give the same number of points to both answers. And you 
can usc  zeros if you’d like. Just be sure to use all 10 points on each question. Place your  points in the 
blank next to each letter.  In any organization where I might work:  1. It would b€ more important for me 
to:  A. Get from the organization  B. Give to the organization  2. It would be more important for me to:  
— A. Help other.s  — B. Watch out for my own good  3, 1 would be more concerned about:  A. What I 
receive from the organization  B. What I contrthute to the organization  4. The hard work I would do 
should:  A. Benefit the organization  13. Benefit rn  5. My personal philosophy in dealing with the 
organization would be;  —- A. If you don’t look out for yourself, nobody else will  13. It’s better to give 
than to receive  Turn to page A-28 for scoring directions and key.  Source: Courtesy of pf. Edward W. 
MiLes, Georgb Statc Univrnity, and Dean Richard C. Huscmn, Uni.  versty of Central florida. With 
permission.  i: Working .WkhOthersExOrclse  Goal-Setting Task  Purpose This exercise will help you 
learn how to write tangible, veriftable,  measurable, and relevant goals as might evoLve from an  MBO 
program.  time Approximately 20 to 30 minutes.  Instructions 1. Break into groups of three to five.  2. 
Spend a few minutes discussin8 your class tnstructor’s job.  What does he or she do? What defines good 



performance?  What behaviors wilL lead to good performance?  282. PART TWO • THE INDIVIDUAL  
3. Each group is to develop a list of five goals that, although not established paiticipatively with your 
instructor, you believe might be developed in an MBO program at your college. Try to select goals that 
seem most critical to the effective performance of your instructor’s job.  4. Each group will select a leader 
who will share his or her group’s goa1s with the entire c1ass. For each group’s goals, class discussion 
should focus on their (a) specificity, (b) ease of measurement, (c) importance, and (d) motivational 
properties.  flMc Dilemma tcercise•  Are American CEOs Paid Too Much?  Critics describe the 
astronomical pay packages given to American CEOs as “rampant greed.’ They note, for instance, that 
during the 1980s, CEO compensation jumped by 212 percent while factory workers saw their pay 
increase by just 53 percent. During the same decade, the average earnings per share of the Standard & 
Poor’s 500 companies grew by only 78 percent. In 1993 the average salary and bonus for a chief 
executive of a major U.S. corporation was $3,841,273. That was 149 times the average factory worker’s 
pay of $25,317!  While the CEO average was undoubtedly skewed by people like Michael Eisner at 
Disney ($203 million), Sanford Weill at Travelers ($53 million), and Joseph Hyde Ill at Autozone ($32 
million), high levels of executive pay seems to be widespread in the United States. For instance, a survey 
examined the compensation of the two highest paid executives at 361. large U.S. corporations: A record 
number5O1 of these 722 executives—earned more than $1 million in pay during 1993.  How do you 
explain these astronomical pay packages? Some say this represents a classic economic response to a 
situation in which the demand is great for high-quality top executive talent and the supply is low. Other 
arguments in favor of paying executives $1 million a year or more are the need to compensate people for 
the tremendous responsibilities and stress that go with such jobs, the motivating potential that seven- and 
eight-figure annualincomes pro vide to senior executives and those who might aspire to be, and the 
influence of senior executives on the company’s bottom line.  Executive pay is considerably higher in the 
United States than in most other countries. American CEOs typically make two or three times as much as 
their counterparts in Europe and Asia. In 992, for instance? the 20 highest paid U.S. chief executives of 
publicly traded companies earned 167 percent more than their German counterparts and 820 percent more 
than their Japan ese counterparts. Critics of executive pay practices in the United States argue that CEOs 
choose board members they can count on to support ever-increasing pay for top management. If board 
members fail to play along, they risk losing their positions, their fees, and the prestige and power inherent 
in board incrnbership.  CHAPTER 7 • MOIHVATION: FP.OM CONCEPTS TO APPLICATiONS +283  
Is high compensation of U.S. executives a problem? If so, does the blame  for the problem lie with CEOs 
or with the shareholders and boards that knowingly  allow the practice? Are American CEOs greedy? Are 
these CEOs acting unethically?  What do you think?  Sc’urce:J. Castro, ‘How’s Your I’ay?V’ Time (April 
15, 1991), pp. 40—41fM. Perinings, “E2fecutive Reward  Synenisr A Cross-National Comparison” 
Journal u[Munnyernen! Sru1ies (March 1993) pp. 261—80; R.  Morais, G. £isenstodt, and S. Kirhen, 
“The Global Boss’ Pay; Whew (and How) the Money ls, Forbes (June  7, 1993) pp 9048; andJ.A- Byrne, 
“That Fye.Popping ExrciIive Pay,’ Thisine5s Week (April 25, [994), pp.  52—58.  “What Am I Going to 
Do About Stella McCarthy?”  Jim Murray had worked as a cost accountant at Todd Brothers Chevrolet 
for nearly three years. When his boss retired in the spring of 1994, Ross Todd the company’s president, 
asked Jim to take over the accounting department. As the company controller, Jim supervises four people: 
SeHa McCarthy, Judy Lawless, Tina Rothschild, and Mike Sohal.  Six months have passed since Jim took 
over his new job. As he expected, Judy, Tina and Mike have been easy to ‘work with. All have been in 
their jobs for at least four years. They know their obs backward and forward. And they require very little 
of Jim’s time.  Stella McCarthy, unfortunately, is a completely different story. Steila was hired about 
three months before Jim got his promotion. Her age and education aren’t significantly different from his 
other three employees—she’s in her early 30s with an undergraduite degree in accounting. But in recent 
weeks she has become his number one headache.  Stella’s ob is to handle general accounting records. She 
also acts as the accounting department’s Jink to the service department. Sella provides advice and support 
to service on anything having to do with credit, cost control, the computer system, and the like.  The first 
sign of a problem began three weeks ago. Stella called in sicl on both Monday and Tuesday. When she 
showed up for work on Wednesday morning, she looked like she hadn’t slept in days. Jim ca1ed her into 
his office and, in an informal manner, began trying to find out what was going on. Stella was open. She 



admitted she hadn’t been ill. She called in sick because she didn’t have the emotional strength to come to 
work. She volunteered that her marriage was in trouble. Her husband had a serious drinking problem but 
wouldn’t seek help. He had lost his third job in as many months on that last Friday. She was concerned 
about her children and her finances. Stella has a 7- year-old son from a previous marriage and twin 
daughters who are 3. Jim tried to conso’e Stella. He encouraged her to keep her spirits up and reminded 
her that the compans health plan provides six free sessions of counseling. He suggested she consider 
using them,  Since that initial encounter, little seems to have changed with Stella. She’s used up three 
more days of sick leave. When she comes to the office, it’s clear her mind is somewhere else. She is 
spending an inordinate amount of time on the telephone, and Jim suspects it’s almost all related to 
personal matters. Twice in the past week, Jim has noticed Stella crying at her desk.  Yesterday was the 
third working day of the new month. Stella should have completed the closing of !ast month’s books 
yesterday, an important part of her job. This morning, soon after Steib urhved, Jim a5ked her where the 
closing numbers were. Stella got up and, with teats welling in her eyes, went to the ;1  CASE  
INCIDENT;0]  284• PART rwo • THE NDIVIDUAI  ladies’ room. Jim saw last month’s books on 
Steila’s desk. He opened them up. They were incomplete. Stella had missed her deadline, and Jim wasn’t 
sure when he would have the final figures to give to Ross Todd.  Questions  1. Do any motivation 
techniques appear relevant to helping Jim deal with Stella? If so, what are they?  2. From an ethical 
perspective, how far do you think Jim should go in dealing with Stella’s personal problems?  3. If you 
were Jim, what would you do? ;1  VIDEO  cAsi;0]  Executive Compensation As a Motivator  It’s a basic 
tenet of most contemporary motivation programs: Link rewards to performance. How, then, has it 
happened in recent years that dozens of executives’ paychecks have gone up while their companies profits 
have gone down?  The answer seems to be lack of CEO accountability. Shareholders, who actually own 
the company, by law have no direct say in how much their chief executive is paid. Thç decision lies with 
the company’s board of directors. But the typical board is made up of individuals handpicked by the 
CEO. As such, there are few checks and balances to prevent excessive compensation of CEOs.  Among 
the top 30 corporations in the United States, the average CEO compensation is now more than $3 million. 
But is $3 million too much for running a company with 100,000 or more enp]oyees? Is it too much when 
baseball players earn $5 million, singers make $30 million, or a movie producer lilce Steven Speilberg 
pulls down more than $170 million?  A study of the largest 1,000 companies in corporate America found 
that only 4 percent of the difference in executive pay could be attributed to differences in performance. 
This seems to support the premise that performance has little bearing on executive compensation. what, 
then, is it related to? Some argue that it’s based substantially on the industry in which the firm operates. 
The entertainment industry, for example, pays considerably more than the util. ity industry. Others 
suggest that pay is a function of organization size: Larger companies pay mote than smaller ones. Still 
others claim that compensation is purely a function of a CEO’s power and control of his or her hoard. 
Those with the most power get the most bucks.  Questions  1. Can you make an argument, in terms of 
motivation, to justify increases in CEO pay when his or her organization’s profits decline?  2. How would 
you structure a CEO’s compensation to maximize both executive motivation and shareholder interest?  3. 
Shou’d there he a ratio—say 20:1 or 30:1—-between a CEO’s pay and the lowest paid employee in his or 
heT company that defines an upper limit tO any executive’s compensation?  4. How do you think 
excessivc CEO compensation affects low4evel employees in terms of motivation?  Source: Th is’s 
Ompaid Lxu lives’ Nightline (April 7, 1992}.  CHAPTER 7 • MOT!VATION. FROM CONCEPTS JO 
APPLJCATONS  .285  Suggestions for Further Reading  aArcks, PA., “Emp!oye Invoivernent: A 
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jobs into one of two categories. For entry-level jobs, I look for people who show promise and are 
trainable. I can then mold them Into the type of employee we want here. For experienced workers and 
managers, I’m more concerned with the fit between them and us..Their attitudes and ways of doing things 
are established so I need to be sure they fit well with our organization. For example, I’m currently 
interviewing candidates to fill the position of production manager. I’m looking for four things in this 
position. First, they have to have the ability to do the functional task. Second, they need raw talent. By 
that I mean they have to show me evidence they can successfully apply their ability. Third, I want some 
evidence of professional ambition. And fourth, I look atpeople,’s personal dynamics. Will they fit into our 
culture? Personality wise, the kind of people I want here are those with enthusiasm, team players—I don’t 
want any heroes— and individuals committed to growth.”  ‘40f course, like everyone, I’ve made some 
mistakes in hiring,” Rob admitted. “1 had to let one person go recently. He was late a lot. He lacked 
motivation. I had hired Dan right out of high school and I thought I could shape him into a real good 
employee. He was OK for about six months. Then the problems started. He wanted to leave at exactly 5 
p.M. to be with his friends. He was resistant to new technologies.. I encouraged him to take advantage of 
our training  F CHAPTER7’  Before you can understand others, you need to understand yourself. With 
that  in mind, Rob Parico was asked to describe his strengths and weaknesses. “On the  positive side, I’m 
very opportunistic. I’m good at exploiting opportunities. I’m a positive persun. I’m realistic Broad—
mjndt’d. I can deal with different opinions arid change my mind when I need to. I’m alsq driven to 
succeed.” When asked to identify his faults, Rob sai4 .1 take too much responsibility for other people’s 
performàik and happiness. I want to provide my people with safety ned. SàmeUmes people perform best 
when they work without a net. Nurturing is good, but too much isn’t. This tendency creates pidblems 
when I delegate assignments. On one side, sometimes I don’t provide enough instructions with my 
delegation. This is particul?xly a problem with younger project leaders. On the other side, I’m frequently 
paranoid when I delegate something. I’m afraid that it’ll get screwed up. I worry a lot. I think this reflects 
the fact thaf I’m not always lOU percent sure of myself. I go through phases of Insccuntv. (feel overly 
responsible for people. Friends describe me as having confidence without arrogance. But I have a lot of 
re- sponsibility here and r probably worry too much about people making mistakes and screwing things 
up.”  Our discussion with Rob then turned to the topics of selecting new employees, his decision-making 
style, his views on motivation, the importance he places on measuring employee attitudes, and ethical 
dileiTirnas in his job.  PART TWO • THE INDIVb1tAi  opportunities, but he wasn’t interested. I talked 
with him about these problems on a monthly basis. I even talked with Hank; whé Dan sort of modeled 
himself after. Hank told me that Dan lacked motivation and was hurting company morale. This confkmEd 
to niethat Dan didn’t fit ut So I let him go. In anothei instance, I hired a woman as my financial assistant 
who did marvelously in thi interview,’ had good references, and exactly the experience I was Looking 
for; But Anne vas just lethargic. She was slow, iñaçcurate,, and her productivity wa .unsàtisfaciory. I had 
to fire het Interestingly,.! went back to 4nne’s original file and reviewed her application referencesf and 
my internew notes Nothtn suggested she wouldn’t be a top pexfdmeT.. Sothetlmes.yoJstcah’tpredic#.  
how an employee is going to turn owl” I —4.gL ..> 1’  “This discussion of hinng makes a goad sgue tdt)i 
tlc c d9dsiOn make Ing 1 consIder myself very rational I’m a fact.based’4è1slon th1káiti,i thm I think 
characterize my decsion making FJ1&ti rirt 1iutfrG$tis&pthers may not agree with you but T’xn open to 
Wfttta you sell intjui5gbsiuon$ believe in others giving me input But we don’t make dcclstó4bt qjinite4 
around here Second, I follow what I call my 12-&)ur rule ‘3 rieier riish big de clsions that have a lasting 
impact If peoplsk me right after) 9rosal wh4  H jmgthito do, I’ll say.’I don’t know yet.tl.ke ttcsleep 
ojfrnedkdslon an& then make a commitment.”  Motivafing employees is a key issue for most managers 
andROb is no except non “1 may be wrong, but I think money i Ls of a factor in the ‘90s than i was In 
thèJ9SOs..Now quality of work lifç is a prime mQtitator. At otx place. no one earns less than $25,000 a 
yen So everyone has tbes basic financiaL  • néeth met Let me quality my earlier commEnt. Far peopwtn 
the $25,000 tel  • fl2,000 range, money thatters. It’s less important for people.who make ovei. $35,000. 
And today, with so many dual-career couples, people just aen’t going. to jump through hoops In order to 
get an extra $1,000 or $Z.000 salary in-  • crease. A1o keep in mind that times have changed.. The 10 
pctcent annual costof-1ivin raise is becoming extinct We rely more on annual bonuses based on 
N•company.:ai.icl personal performance. Last year, for. instance, bonuses tanged  • from 1 td:10 percent 



of a persbn’ssálary. Additionally, I lock fQr creative ways to motivate people. As: an.example, I gave one 
person two days Off with pay as a reward.for an outstanding job. Most people appreciate recognitioil, so I 
use  • that; one employee got a writeup in a local papez.for her success in fund-raist lnj ftn charity. I put 
that article u.on the wall in the lunchroom. I also try ta. modify work schedules toteflect.iidividul 
differences: I work with my single parents tagive them leaves and schedules, that help them meet their 
personal nèeds Ql1.yeah, and we give alt employees., ten holidays a. year. Only six of them.areü’versally 
takw.by everybody. The, other four are floating days. Individuals can choose which holidays they want to 
take: Some takç Martin Luther King Day as their holiday. One former military guy takes Veteran’s Day. 
Several of dur Jewish empldytes take Rosh Hashanab and/or Yam Kippur.  “The most recent màtivation 
problem I had to confront was with an emilôyee, Jim, who felt he was being inequitably treated relative to 
another worker. Jim is exempt from overtime, but:he was putting in extra hours. An other cowàrker was 
also putting in extra hours but was earning overtime pay of tithe-and-ahalf. I didn’t think Jim’s complaint 
was justified. His basic pay was higher than his coworker. And he seemed to downplay that he had 
recently received project-specific bonuses that reflected the long hours he had been putting in.”  290•  1$’  
PART TWOS THE INDIVIDUAL +291  MI. Aslett doesn’t use attitude surveys. Rob talked about three 
means by  which he keeps track of employee attitudes. “1 tap employee attitudes informally.  There are 
two people who regularly come into my office, talk with me,  and give nrc feedback on what people are 
thinking and saying. These people  are very open with me. They speak their mind. And they’re pretty 
accurate at  tapping into the mood.” Rob gets formal feedback on attitudes through project  debriefings 
and performance reviews. Mostprojëctsat Aslett are done in teams.  At the completion of a project, he 
debriefs the grOup. “i have to admit I.don’t  get that much out of these debriefings,” says Rob, “but it’s a 
good motivating  tool It gives people a feeling of contributing” Finally, Rob uses the feedback  from 
performance reviews and evahiatiens to monitor how employees feel  about factors such as supervision, 
their job, and the organization itself  When Rob was asked to identify ethical dilemmas he’s faced, he 
mentioned  two. A publisher wanted him to publish a book Rob felt was Othious1y out-  dated Since he 
would be the editor of wcord, he didn’t want to be associated  with such a project A second had to do 
with laying off a full time employee  and then rebifing someone to fill that slot but ona temporary basis. I-
lewasn’t  sure whether such a decision, which made good business sense, was ethically  appropriate.  
Questions  1. To what, degree do you think a manager like Ro should feel responsible  for an employee’s 
performance and happiness?  2. What do you think of the four criteria Rob used in the selection of a  
production manager? What personality characteristics, if any, do you  think might be related to success in 
this iob?  3. How well did Rob handle his problems with Dan?  4. What pluses does Rob’s. “lZJ,our rule.” 
provide?How about negatives?  5. What theories can help explain Rob’s motivation practices? Do you  
have any suggestions on how he might additionally motivate his work  force?  6. What do you think of 
the means by which Rob keeps tabs on employee  attitudes?  7. is it unethical to fire a full-time employee 
and replace him or her with  a temporary? What obligations, if any, does an employer have to a 
permanent  employee?  I  I  FOIJNIJI ‘j  OF 010FF  13••Ie 4  One ;f the Ir ulv , ernat KaNe hilt a’( )ut w( 
‘rk group I that I lu cu fl make 2 2 5. t3fcnuv.i, the aIO haw the cdfNwititV o tnakin 2 -f- 2 — .  S.c.l{.  T  
I he pulp and paper products in- t dustry n Canada has been under cost pressures since the mid-1980s. 
One particular player in this industry, MacMillan Oloedel Ltd. (MacBlo). has responded by closing mills, 
shutting down machines, and cutting its work force down from 25 000 to 13,000. These effols at 
downsizing have helped MacBlo, but the company still continues to post annual losses.’  fl3 l?i IF]  it you 
think these cutbacks at MacSb haven’t set weP with the company’s unions, you’d be right. In fact, the 
company and its unions have a long history ci antagonism. Three times during the 1980s, union locals hit 
the company with wildcat strikes. Each time the company sued the offending iocal and won cash awards 
and workplace concessions. The re gional vice president of one union—the Communications, Energy, and 
Paperworkers Union of Canada— says, There is viola great trust relationship here.”  MacBIos 
management, led by CEO Robert Find- lay (see photo on p. 293), is trying to change its labor r&atioris 
climate by getting workers more involved in company decision making. tts woodlands and mill managers 
now share detailed financial data and production plans in regubr meetings witn workers. Joint union—
management committees ha.e been created  to solicit suggestions for improving productivity. And some 
division managers are even taking union representatives along on sales trips so they can see, firsthand, the 



industry’s competitive conditions.  Management’s efforts to improve relations with its union members 
haven’t met with a great deal of success. Union leaders openly question management’s motives. They 
claim that joint committees just dupe union members into making suggestions that increase productivity 
at the cost of jobs- And they use examples like the company’s plan in March 1993 to discontinue bus 
service at one of the mills, which precipitated a one-day wildcat strike by 725 oggers, as evidence that the 
company just doesn’t care about its employees-  he labor—management problems at MacMillan Bloedel 
illustrate the importance of understanding groups in the workplace. The behavior of individuals in groups 
is something more than the sum total of each acting in his or her own way. In other words, when 
Individuals are in groups, they act differently than they do when they’re alone- So, for instance, the 
employee who would individually accept change and cooperate with management might become 
beltigerent and try to hinder that change if he or she is a union member and the union seeks to maintain 
the status qua  Union members are just one example of a work group. As we show in this chapter 
organizations are made up of a number of formal and informal groups. An understanding of these groups 
is critical top1a1nlng organizational behavior.  — Defining and Classifying Groups  9r0I  Two or inor 
ividuals, intøtadig and inttrdepndent who hove coma together to ithieve particular objedives.  formal gaip  
k designcld wk groep delkiad by the &gonirntioi’s slnjdure.  iifoimrl grop  A group iht is reitho! lormlly 
5tructirod  s orgiinizationally delernilned; appears  in rcsponsc to Ihe nod for sodal contact.  A group is 
defined as two or more individuals, interacting and interdependent, who have come together to achieve 
particular objectives. Groups can be either formal or informal. By format groups, we mean those defined 
by the organizations structure, with designated work assignments establishing tasks. in formal groups, the 
behaviors that one should engage in are stipulated by and directed toward organizational goals. The three 
members making up an airline flight crew are an example of a formal group. In contrast, Informal groups 
are alliances that are neither formally structured nor organizationally determined, These groups are 
natural formations in the work environment that appear in response to the need for social contact. Three 
employees from different departments who regularly eat lunch together are an example of an informal 
group.  It’s possible to subclassify groups as command, task, interest, or friendship groups.2 Command 
and task groups are dictated by the formal organization, whereas interest nd friendship groups are 
informal alliances.  CHAPTEPe.FOUNDAT!ONS OF GROUP BEfrIAVIQR - • 295  A command group 
is determined by the organization chart. It is corn- tonmioid çoip posed of the subordinates who report 
directly to a given manager. An elemen- A moiap and h or her tary school principal and her 12 teachers 
form a command group, as do the di- imrriediet sàrihnates. rector of postal audits and his five inspectors.  
Task groups, also organizationally determined, represent those working task group  together to complete a 
job task. However, a task group’s boundaries are not lim- Those vvorking rogther ‘ ited to its immediate 
hierarchical superior. It can cross command relationships. ton4IeIeI job tusk For instance, if a college 
student is accused of a campus crime, it may require  communication and coordination among the dean of 
academic affairs, the  dean of students, the registrar, the director of security and the student’s adviser.  
Such a formation would constitute a task group. It should be noted that  all command groups are also task 
groups, but because task groups can cut  across the organization, the reverse need not be true.  People 
who may or may not be aligned into common command or task  groups may affiliate to attain a specific 
obiective with which each’ is concerned.  This is an intcrcst group. Employees who band together to have 
their vaca- interest groiq  tion schedule altered, to support a peer who has been flied, or to seek increased 
Those working ivg&Aer to attaii fringe benefits represent the formation of a united body to further their 
corn- a spedik objeclive with vAikh mon interest. ouch is concerned.  Groups often develop because the 
individual members have one or more  common characteristics. We call these formations friendship 
groups. Social frIendship grwp  ai!iances, which frequently extend outside the work situation, can be 
based on hose bioub1 egether becaca similar age, support for ‘4Big Red” Nebraska football, having 
attended the same they shore oie ii more cmmon coLkge, or the holding of similar political views, o name 
just a few such char- thornthr1sirs.  actetistics.  Informal groups provide a very important service by 
satisfying their  members social needs. Because of interactions that result from the close proximity  of 
work stations or task interactions, we find workers playing golf together,  riding to and from work 
together, lunching tqgether, and spending  their breaks around the water cooler together. We must 
recognize that these  types of interactions among individuals, even though informal, deeply affect  their 



behavior and performance.  No single reason explains why individuals join groups. Since most people  
belong to a number of groups, it’s obvious that different groups provide different  benefits to their 
members. Table 8-1 summarizes the most popular reasons  why people join a group.  Stages of Group 
Development  For 20 years or more, we thought most groups follow a specific sequence in  their 
evolution and that we knew what that sequence was. But we were wrong.  Recent research indicates no 
standardized pattern of group development. in  this section, we review the better known fivestage model 
of group develop,meht,  and then the recently discovered punctuated-equilibrium model.  The Five-Stage 
Model  From the rni&.1960s, it was believed groups pass through a standard sequence  of five stages.3 
As shown in Figures-i; these five stages have been bbeled forming,  storming, forming, performing, and 
adjourning. The1iristogeingroup  The first stage, iorming, is characterized by a great deal of uncertainty 
devebpmn thawdcrired by about the group’s purpose, structure, and leadership. Members are testing the 
muhucrtqity.  QAa PART THREE • THE GROUP  i_tv —  waters to determine what types of behavior 
are acceptable. ibis stage is corn- storming hCII members have begun to think of theinselt es as part of a 
group.  The second stage in group deteIopmen I lit %torffiiflg stage is one of mtragroup conflict. 
Members at ce pt the excharacterized by iniragroup conflict. stem e of the gwup, but resist thu constraints 
the group imposes on individual— itv. Further, there is conflict ovee who will control the group. When 
this stage is tomplete. a rclativelv clear hienahy of leadership exists within the group.  I he third stage is 
one in which close relationships develop ai id the grc’u p utormiug demonstrates cohesiveness. 1 here is 
now a strong sense of group identity and The third stageingroupdevelopnient, camaradeñc. [his norming 
stage is complete when the group structure solidicharacterized by close relationships and fits dT Hi the 
group has assim ilattd a common set of expectatil ns ot wh.it decohesiveness. i W orrect member I wh is 
H r.  performing 1 he frurth stage is performiHg. 1 he structure at this point is fully 
funcThefourthstageingroupdevelopment, tioniI arid accepted. Group energ has moved from getting to 
know and tinwhenihegroupisfullyluncHonal. deistand each othur to performing the task at hand.  
CHAPTER 8 • FOUMDATIONS OF GfOUP BEHAVIOR  +297  For permanent work groups, 
performing is the kst stage in their develop merit. However, for temporary committees, teams, task forces, 
and similar groups that have a limited task to perform, there is an adjourning stage. In this stage, the 
group prepares for its disbandment. High task performance is no ‘onger the group’s top priority. Instead, 
attention is directed toward wrapping up activities. Responses of group members vary in this stage. Some 
are upbeat, basking in the group’s accomplishments. Others may be depressed over the loss of 
camaraderie and friendships gained during the work group’s life.  Many interpreters of the five-stage 
model have assumed a group becomes more effective as it progresses through the first four stages, While 
this assumption may be generally true, what makes a group effective is more complex than this model 
acknowledges. Under some conditions, high levels of conflict are conducive to high group performance. 
So we might expect to find situations where groups in Stage II outperform those in Stages ill or IV. 
SimilarLy, groups do not always proceed dearly from one stage to the next. Sometimes, in fact several 
stages go on simultaneously, as when groups are storming and performing at the same time. Groups even 
occasionally regress to previous stages herefore, even the strongest proponents of this model do not 
assume all groups follow its five-stage process precisdy or that Stage IV is always the most preferable.  
Another problem with the five-stage model, in terms of understanding work-related behavior, is that it 
ignores organizational context.4 For instance, a study of a cockpit crew in an airliner found that, within 
ten minutes, three strangcrs assigned to fly together for the first time had become a high-performirig 
group. What allowed for this speedy group development was the strong or ganizationa context 
surrounding the tasks of the cockpit crew. This context provided the rules, task definitions, information, 
and resources needed for the group to perform. ‘[hey didn’t need to develop plans, assign roles, determine 
and allocate resources, resolve conflicts, and set norms the way the five-stage model predicts. Since much 
group behavior in organizations takes phce within a strong organizational context, it would appear the 
five-stage development model may have limited applicability in our quest to understand work groups.  
The Punctuated-Equilibrium Model  Studies of rnbie than a dozen field arid aboratory task force groups 
confirmed that groups don’t develop in a universal sequence of stages.’ But the timing of when groups 
form and change the way  they work s highly consistent. Specifically,  it’s been found that (1) the first 
___________  meeting sets the group’s direction;  (2) the first phase of group activity is  one of inertia; 



(3) a transition takes  place at the end of the first phase,  which occurs exactly when the group  has used 
up half its allotted time; (4)  the transition riitiates major changes;  (5) a second phase of inertia follows 
the  transition; and (6) the group’s last  meeting is characterized by markedly  accelerated activity. These 
findings are  shown hi Pigure 8-2.  aJiDurIIing  The FiiaI e in group deveIopmnF for temporary grups, 
chtrueerimd by Cfltelfl with wrapping up ethilies inihi thon Isk perlermonce, ;1  flgvrc t-2  The 
Punctisatod-Equilibrium Model;0]  298. PARr THREE • THE GROUP  The first meeting sets the group’s 
direction. A framework of behavioral patterns and assumptions through which the group will approach its 
project emerges iii this first meeting. These lasting patterns can appear as early as the first few seconds of 
the group’s life.  Once set, the group’s direction becomes written in stone and is unlikely to be 
reexamined throughout the first half of the group’s life. This is a period of inertia—that is, the group 
tends to stand still or become locked into a fixed course of action. Even if it gains new insights that 
challenge initial patterns and assumptions, the group is incapable of acting on these new insights in Phase 
1.  One of the more interesting discoveries made in these studies was that each group experienced its 
transition at the same point in its calendar—precisely halfway between its first meeting and. its official 
deadline—despite the fact that some groups spent as little as an hour on their project while others spent 
six months. It was as if the groups universally experienced a midlife crisis at this point. The midpoint 
appears to work like an alarm clock, heightening members’ awareness that their time is limited and they 
need to get moving.  This transition ends Phase I and is characterized by a concentrated burst of changes, 
dropping of old patterns, and adoption of new perspectives. The transition sets a revised direction for 
Phase 2.  Phase 2 is a new equilibrium or period of inertia. In this phase, the group executes plans created 
during the transition period.  The group’s last meeting is characterized by a final but st of activity to fln 
ish its work.  We can use this model to describe some of your experiences with student teams created for 
doing group term projects. At the first meeting, a basic timetable is established. Members size up one 
anothet They agree they have nine weeks to do their project. The instructor’s requirements are discussed 
and debated. Prom that point, the group meets regularly to carry out its activities. About four or five 
weeks into the project, however, problems are confronted. Critidsin begins to be taken seriously. 
Discussion becomes more open. The group reassesses where it’s been and aggressively moves to make 
necessary changes. If the right changes are made, the next four or five weeks find the group developing a 
first-rate project. The group’s last meeting, which will probably occur just before the project is due, lasts 
longer than the others. In it, all final Issues are discussed and details resolved.  In summar> the 
punctuated-equilibrium model characterizes groups as exhibiting lçrig periods, of inertia interspersed with 
brief revolutionary changes trlggeredpnrnah1y by their members’ awareness of time and deadlines. Or, to 
use the terMinology o the five-stage group development model, the group begins by combining the 
forming and forming stages, then goes through a period of low performing, followed by storming, then a 
petiod of high performing, and:, finally, adjourning.  — Sociometry: Analyzing Sioup InteracUon  
Shirley Goldman knew the formal work groups in the branch bank she managed. The tellers made up one 
group, the loan processors another, administrative support personnel still another, and the task force she 
had created for suggesting ways to improve Customer Service was a €ourth. What Shirley didn’t feel as 
confident about were the informal groups in her branch. Who were in these  CHAPTER 8 • 
FOUNDATIONS OF GROUP BEI-IAV!OR • 799  groups? Who were their informal leaders? How might 
these groups be affecting  communication in the bank or creating potential conflicfs? To get answers to  
these questions, Shirley decided to use a technique she learned in business  school. Called socionletry, it’s 
an analytical tool for studying group inter- sodometry  actions.6 An on&ylical tethnique br studyiug 
group  Sociometry seeks to find out who people like or dislike and whom they iJlterGttiOIlS.  would or 
would not wish to work with. How do you get that information?  Through the use of interviews or 
questionnaires. Fox instance, employees  might be asked (1) Who, within the organization, would you 
like to associate  with in the process of carrying out your job? or (2) Name several organ ization  
members with whom you would like to spend some of youi free tima  This information can then be used 
to create a codograni, a diagram that sociograin  giaphica] ly maps the preferred social interactions 
obtained from the interviews A diagram that grnphkolly maps the or questionnaires. Before we actually 
work through an example, let’s define profaned soda iIeraclions obianE from some key terms you need to 
know when discussing and analyzing a so- IntIeWSOrqu5t1DnI1reS. ciogram:7  • Social networks. 



Specific set of linkages among a defined set of mdi- sQdal netwarks  viduals. A sptdcic set 1 Ibges mot a 
dfind  CIn5ters. Groups that exist within social networks. of individuals  Prescribed clusters. Formal 
groups like departments, work teams, &ters  task forces, or committees. Groups that existwithin so(idI 
networks.  • Emergent clusters. Informal, unofficial groups. presciibvl clusten  • Coalitions. Cluster of 
individuals who temporarily come together to Forniol groups Ike departments, work  achieve a specific 
purpose. teams, task forces, or committees.  • Cliques. More permanent informal groupings that involve 
friend- emergent dusters  ship. Informal, unoHical groups.  • Stars. Individuals with the most linkages in a 
network. cooritions  • Liaisons. Individuals who connect two or more clusters but are not 
Aclusterolindiviiuáwhote’npororily  members of any cluster, came together to chiee a specilit  • Bridges. 
Individuals who serve as a linking pin by belonging to two purpose.  or more clusters, cliques  • Isolates. 
Individuals who aren’t connected to the network. Relalfveiy permanent informal groups that  Shirley 
Goldman ha5 just completed a sociometric survey of the 11 peo- ndvefrendsip. pie who work in her Bank 
of America branch in Sacramento, California. She slims  has had each employee fill out a questionnaire 
identifying with whom they Ind’widua)swithhemostflnagesino would like to spend more time. Now 
Shirley has translated those preferences network.  into the simplified sociogram shown in Figure 83. Each 
empioyee is shown as  a circle. l’he arrow from B to A means B chose A. The two-headed arrow C0fl 
InIidudls in a social network who connect nectLng A and D means both chose each other. two or mQr 
(fusion bt ore lot members  What information can Shirley deduce from this sociogram? A is the star. F of 
OIl ducftr,  is an isolate. D is a bridge. There don’t appear to be any liaisons. In addition to  the four 
prescribed clusters, two emergent clusters seem to exist. And without Individuals in a soCial network 
wtio serve more information, Shirley can’t tell if these emergent clusters are coalitions or ,s linking pins 
by belorqin ft two or flare cliques. clusters.  So what, if anything can Shirley do with this information? It 
can help isokies  her predict communication patterns. For astance, 0 is likely to act as an fl Individuals wh 
ore nt conneded to a formation conduit between the tellers and the administrative support group. social 
network.  Similarly Shirley shouldn’t be surprised that F is out of the gossip loop and  tends to reLy 
almost exclusively on formal corn inunication to know what’s happening  in the branch. If Shirley was 
going on vacation and needed to pick  300.  PART THREE • THE GROUP  soTfleOne to temporarily run 
the hranch. a good choice might he A, since this person seems to be veIl liked. When conflicts OCCUr 
between the teLers and adTrllnistrative support group, a bridge Like D might be the best person to help 
resolve them.  Be-fore we leave the topic of suciometrv, some research relating to turnover, conflict, anti 
dWersitv should he briefly mentiored. FITSt, turnover is likely to he linked u’ eTnetgent clustercY 
Employees who p ceive themselves as members of common (lusters tend to act in comnert—thev’re 
likely to stay or quit as a group. Second, stroTig interpersonal relationships between members tends to be 
associated with lower conflict levuls. So since members of emergent clusters tent! to interact more with 
each other, there should be less conflict among these members. Finally. women and minorities tend to 
form coalitions and cliques, and are less likely than their tshite male counterparts to become liaisons or 
bridges.’0  — Toward Explaining Work Group Behavior  Why are some group eftorts more successful 
than others? [he answer to that question is nmplex. hut it ,ncludes variabLes such as thu ability if the 
group’s members, the 5)70 ot the group, the level of conflict, and the interna pressures on members to 
conlorm to the groups ronns. Figuie H-4 presents the major components that detei mine group 
perIorTmincc dUd satisfac:ioni1 It tan help  CHAPTER 8 • FOUNDATIONS OF GROUP BEHAVIOR  
.301  such things as intelligence and motivation of members. It also has an internal structure that defines 
member roles and norms. These factors—group member resources and structure—determine interaction 
patterns and other processes within the group. Finally, the group process—performance/satisfaction 
relationship is moderated by the type of task the group is working on. In the following pages, we 
elaborate on each of the basic boxes identified in Figure 8-4.  External Conditions Imposed on the Group  
To begin understanding the behavior of a work group, you need to view it as a subsystem embedded in a 
larger system.’2 That is, when we realize groups are a subset of a larger organization system, we can 
extract part of the explanation of the group’s behavior from an explanation of the organization to which it 
belongs.  Organization Strategy  An organization’s overall strategy, typically put into place by top 
management, outlines the organization’s goals and the means for attaining these goals. It might, for 
example, direct the organization toward reducing costs, improving qua]ity, expanding market share, or 



shrinking the size of its overall operations. The strategy an organization is pursuing, at any given time, 
will influence the power of various work groups, which, in turn, will determine the resources the 
organization’s top management is willing to allocate to it for performing its tasks. To illustrate, an 
organization that is retrenching through selling off or closing down major parts of its business is going to 
have work groups with a shrinking resource base, increased member anxiety, and the potential for 
heightened intragroup conflict)3  Authority Structures  Organizations have authority structures that define 
who reports to whom, who makes decisions, and what decisions individuals or groups are empowered to 
make. This structure typically determines where a given work group is placed in the organization’s 
hierarchy, the formal leader of the group, and formal relationships between groups. So while a work 
group might be led by someone  you sort out the key variables and their interrelationships.  Work groups 
don’t exist in isolation. They are part of a larger organization. A research learn in Dow’s plastic products 
division1 for instance, must live within the rules and policies dictated from the division’s headquarters 
and Dow’s corporate offices. So every work group is influenced by external conditions imposed from 
outside it. The work group itself has a distinct set of resources determined by its membership. This 
includes  ‘rr  1*’  —a— H —-a —a  302. PART THREE • THE GROUP  who emerges informally from 
within the group, the formally designated leadet—appointed by management—has authority that others in 
the group don’t have.  Formal Regulations  Organizations create rules, procedures, policies, and other 
forms of regulations to standardize employee behavior. Because McDonald’s has standard operating 
procedures for taking orders, cooking hamburgers, and filling soda containers1 the discretion of work 
group members to set independent standards of behavior is severely limited. The more formal regulations 
that the organization imposes on all its employees, the more the behavior of work group members will be 
consistent and predictable.  Organizational Resources  some organizations are large and profitable, with 
an abundance of resources. Their employees, for instance, will have modern high-quality tools and 
equipment to do their jobs- Other organizations aren’t as fortunate, When organizations have limited 
resources, so do their work groups, What a group actually accomplishes is, to a large degree, determined 
by what it is capable of accomplishing. The presence or absence of resources such as money, time, raw 
materials, and equipment—which are allocated to the group by the organization—has a large bearing on 
the group’s behavior.  Personnel Selection Process  Members of any work group are, first, members of the 
organization of which the group is a part. Members of a cost-reduction task force at Boeing first had to be 
hired as employees of the company. So the criteiia an organization uses in its selection process will 
determine the kinds of people that will be in its work groups.  Perlormance Evaluation and Reward 
System  Another organizationwide vanable that affects all employees is the performance evaluation and 
reward system. 14 Does the organization provide employees with challenging, specific performance 
objectives? Does the organization reward the accomplishment of individual or group objectives? Since 
work groups are part of the larger organizational system, group members’.behavior will be influenced by 
how the organization evaluates performance and what behaviors are rewarded.  Organizational Culture  
Every organization has an unwritten culture that defines standards of acceptable and unacceptable 
behavior for employees. After a few months, most employees under5tand their organization’s culture. 
They know things like how to dress for work, whether rules are rigidly enforced, what kinds of 
questionable behaviors are sure to get them into trouble and which are likely to be overlooked, the 
importance of honesty and integrity, and the like. While many organizations have subcultures—often 
created around work groups—with an additional or modified set of standards, they still have a dominant 
culture that conveys to all employ€es those values the organization holds dearest. Members  CHAPTEh B 
• FOUNDATIONS O GROUP BEHAVIOR ________ • 3Q3  of work groups have to accept the 
standards implied in the organization’s dominant  culture if they are to remain in good stancling  Physical 
Work Setting  Finally, we propose that the physical work setting imposed on the group by external  
parties has an important bearing on work group behaviott5 Architects,  industrial engineers, and office 
designers make decisions regarding the size and  physical layout of an employee’s work space, the 
arrangement of equipment iiluminat  ion levels, and the need for acoustics to cut down on noise 
distractions.  These create both barriers and opportunities for work group interaction. It’s obviously  a lot 
easier for employees to talk or goat *,ff if their work stations are  close together, there are no physical 
barriers between them, and their supervisor  is in an enclosed office 50 yards away.  Gioup Member 



flasources  A group’s potential level of performance depends, to a large extent, on the resources  its 
members individually bring to the group. in this section, we look at  two resources that have received the 
greatest amount of attention: abilities and  personality characteristics.  Abilities  Part of a group’s 
performance can be predicted by assessing the task-relevant  and intellectual abilities Df its individual 
members. Sure, it’s true we occasionally  read about the athletic team composed of mediocie players who, 
because  of excellent coaching, determination, and precision teamwork, beat a far more  talented group of 
players. But such cases make the news precisely because tlwy  represent an aberration. As the old saying 
goes, “The race doesn’t always go to  the swiftest nor the battle to the strongest, but that’s the way to 
bet.” A group’s  performance is not merely the summation of its individual members’ abilities.  However, 
these abilities set parameters for what members can do and how effectively  they will perform in a group.  
What predictions can we make regarding ability and group performance?  Fiist, evidence indicates that 
individuals who hold crucial abilities for attaining  the group’s task tend to be more involved in group 
activity, generally contribute  more, are more likely to emerge as the group leaders, and are more satisfied  
if their talents are effectively utilized by the group.16 Second, intellectual  ability and task-relevant ability 
have both been found to be related to overafl  group performance.’7 However, the correlation is not 
particularly high, suggesting  that other factors, such as the size of the group, the type of tasks being  
performed, the actions of its leader, and level of conflict within the group, also  influence performance.  
Personality Characteristics  A great deal of research has explored the relationship between personality 
traits  and group attitudes and behavior. The general conclusion is that attributes  tending to have a 
positive connotation in our culture tend to be positively related  to group productivity, morale, and 
cohesiveness. These include traits such  as sociability, self-reliance, and independence. In contrast, 
negatively evaluated  304. PART THREE • ThE GROUP  characteristics such as authoritarianism, 
dominance, and unconventionality tend to be negatively reLated to the dependent variables. These 
personality traits affect group performance by strongly influencing how the individual will interact with 
other group members.  Is any one person3lity characterisfic a good predictor of group behavior? The 
answer to that question is “No.t’ The magnitude of the effect of any single characteristic is small, but 
taking personality characteristics together, the consequences for group behavior are of malor significance.  
— Group Structure  Work groups are not unorganized mobs. They have a structure that shapes the 
behavior of members and makes it possible to explain arid predict a large portion of individual behavior 
within the group as well as the performance of the group itself. What are some of these structural 
variables? They include formal leadership, roles, norms, group status, group size, and composition of the 
group.  Formal Leadership  Almost every work group has a formal leader. He or she is typically identified 
by titles such as unit or department manager, supervisor, foreman, project leader, task force head, or 
committee chair. This leader C3fl play an important part in the group’s success, so much so, in fact, that 
we have devoted an entire chapter to the topic of leadership. In Chapter 11, we review the research on 
leadership and the effect of leaders on individual and group performance variables.  Roles  role  A set of 
expecied behavior patterns onribuied to samene ocupyinq a given psithn IA U sacrnlunil.  Shakespeare 
said, “All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely players.” Using the saute metaphor, all 
group members are actors, each playing a role. By this term, we mean a set of expected behavior patterns 
attributed to someone occupying a given position in a social unit. The understanding of roLe behavior 
would be draniatically simplified if each of us chose one role and played it out regularly and consistently. 
Unfortunately, we are required to play a number of diverse roles, both on and off our jobs. As we see, 
one. of the tasks in understanding behavior is grasping the role a person is currently playing.  For 
example, Bill Patterson is a plant manager with Electrical Industries, a large electrical equipment 
manufacturer in Phoenix. He has a number of roles he fulfills on that job—for instance, Electrical 
Industries employee, member of middle management, electrical engineer, and the primary company 
spokesperson in the community. Oft the lob, Bill Patterson finds himself in still more roles: husband, 
father, Catholic, Rotarian, tennis player, member of the Thunderb rd Country Club, and president of his 
howeowneis’ association. Many of these roles are compatible; some create conflicts. For instance, how 
does Bill’s religious involvement influence his managerial decisions regarding layoffs, expense account 
padding, and providing accurate information to government agencies? A recent offer of promotion 
requires Bill to relocate, yet his family very much wants to stay in Phoenix. Can the role demanØs of his 



job be reconciled with the demands of his husband and father roles?  CHAPTER 8 • FOUNDATIONS OF 
GROUP BEHAVIOR  .305  ‘[he issue should be clear: Like Bill Patterson, we all are required to play a 
number of roles, and our behavior varies with the role we are playing. Bill’s behavior when he attends 
church on Sunday morning is different from his behavior on the golf course later that same day. So 
different groups impose different role requirements on individuals,  R0u IDENTITY Certain attitudes and 
actual behaviors consistent with a role create the role identity. People have the ability to shift roles rapidly 
when they recognize that the situation and its demands clearly require major changes. For instance, when 
union stewards were promoted to supervisory positions, it was found their attitudes changed from 
prounion to promanagement within a few months of their promotion. When these promotions had to be 
rescinded later because of economic difficulties in the firm, it was found the demoted supervisors had 
once again adopted their prounion attitudes.19  ROLE PERCEPTION One’s view of how one is supposed 
to act in a given situation is a role perception. Based on an interpretation of how we believe we are 
supposed to behave, we engage in certain types of behavior.  Where do we get these perceptions? We get 
them from stimuli all around us—friends, books, movies, television. Many current law enforcement 
officers learned their roles from reading Joseph Wambaugh novels or watching Dirty Harry movies. 
Tomorrow’s lawyers will be influenced by the actions of attorneys in the O.J. Simpson double-murder 
trial. Of course, the primary reason that apprenticeship programs exist in many trades and professions is 
to allow beginners to watch an expert, so they can learn to act as they are supposed to.  ROLE 
EXPECTATIONS Role expectations are defined as how others believe you should act in a given 
situation. How you behave is determined to a large extent by the role defined in the context in which you 
are acting. The role of a U.S. senator is viewed as having propriety and dignity, whereas a football coach 
is seen as aggressive, dynamic, and inspiring to his players. In the same context, we might he surprised to 
learn the neighborhood priest moonlights during the week as a bartender because our role expectations of 
priests and bartenders tend to be considerably different. When role expectations are concentrated into 
generalized categories, we have role stereotypes.  In the workplace, it can be helpful to look at the topic 
of role expectations through the perspective of the psychological contract. An unwritten agree-  role 
identity  Certain attitudes and behaviors consistent with a role.  role perception  An individual’s view of 
how he or she is supposed to act in a given situation.  role expectations  How others believe a person 
should act in a given situation.  psychological contract  An unwritten agreemeni that sets out what 
management expects from the employee, and vice versa,  ‘flier mc, a research-based, global health care 
company, expects employes to be “port of the cur? by helping to improve the quality of people’s ives, 
both on and off the job. In the research laboratory, Pfizer expects its ;cientists to discover and develop 
innovotiveproducts that help people enjoy healthier and more productive lives. hi the community, this 
scientist assumes the role of an educator, conducting seminars for high school students about careers in 
science and math,  306. PART THREE • TE GPOUP  mont exists between employees and their employer. 
This psychological contract sets out mutual expectations—what management expects from workers, and 
vice versa.20 In effect, this contract defines the behavioral expectations that go with every role. 
Management is expected to treat employees justly, provide acceptable working conditions, clearLy 
communicate what is a fair day’s work, and give feedback on how well the employee is doing. Employees 
are expected to respond by demonstrating a good attitude, following directions, and showing loyalty to 
the organization.  What happens when role expectations as implied in the psychological contract are not 
met? If management is derelict in keeping up its part of the bargain, we can expect negative repercussions 
on employee performance and satisfaction. When employees fail to live up to expectations, the result is 
usually some form of disciplinary action up to and including firing.  The psychological contract shouLd 
be recognized as a “powerful determiner of behavior in organizations.”2 ft points out the importance of 
accurately communicating role expectations. In Chapter 17, we discuss how organizations socialize 
employees in order to get them to play out their roles in the way management desires,  ROLL 
CONFLICT When an individual is confronted by divergent role exr&e coiillict pectations, the result is 
role conflict. It exists when an individual finds that 4suotioninwhkhonincliviiunIis compliance with one 
role requirement may make more difficuft the complitoniroired by divergent role xpectolioris. pe with 
another, At the extreme, it would include situations in which two or  more role expectations are mutually 
contradictory.  Our previous discussion of the many roles Bill Patterson had to deal with included several 



role conflicts—for instance, Bill’s attempt to reconcile the expectations placed on him as a husband and 
lather with those placed on him as an executive with Electrical Industries. The former, as you will 
remember, emphasizes stability and concern for the desire of his wife and children to remain in Phoenix. 
Electrical Industries, on the other hand, expects its employees to be responsive to the needs and 
requirements of the company. Although it might be in Bill’s financial and career inteTests to accept a 
relocation, the conflict comes down to choosing between famny and career roLe expectations.  All of us 
have faced and will continue to lace role conflicts. The critical issue, from our standpoint, is how conflicts 
imposed by divergent expectations within the organization impact on behavior, Certainly they increase 
internal tension and frustration. There are a number of behavioral responses one may engage in. For 
example, one can give a formalized bureaucratic response. The conf]ict is then resolved by relying on the 
rules, regulations, and procedures that govern organizational activities. For instance, an employee faced 
with the conflicting requirements imposed by the corporate controller’s office and his own plant manager 
decides in favor of his immediate boss—the plant manager Other behavioral responses may include 
withdrawa’, stalling, negotiation, or, as we found in our discussion of dissonance in Chapter 5, redefining 
the facts or the situation to make them appear congruent.  AN EXPEJUMENE ZThflAItDO’$ 
SIMULATED PJUSON One of the more illuminating role experiments was done by Stanford University 
psychologist Philip Zimbardo and his associates.22 They created a “prison” in the basement of the 
Stanford psychology building; hired at $15 a day two dozen emotionally stable, physically healthy, law-
abiding students who scored “normaL average” on extensive personality tests; randomly assigned them 
the role of either “guard” or “prisoner”; and established some basic rules. The experimenters then stood 
back to see what would happen.  CHAPTER 8 • FOUNDATIONS OF GROUP BEHAVIOR  •307  At the 
start of the planned two-week simulation, there were no measurable  differences between those 
individuals assigned to be guards and those chosen  to be prisoners. Additionally, the guards received no 
special training in how  to be prison guards. They were told only to “maintain law and order” in the  
prison and not to take any nonsense from the prisoners: Physical violence was  forbidden. To simulate 
further the realities of prison life, the prisoners were allowed  visits from relatives and friends. But while 
the mock guards worked  eight-hour shifts, the mock prisoners were kept in their cells around the clock  
and were allowed out only for meals, exercise, toilet privileges, head-count  Lineups, and work details.  It 
took the “prisoners” little time to accept the authority positions of the  guards, or the mock guards to 
adjust to their new authority roles, After the  guards crushed a rebellion attempt on the second day, the 
prisoners became increasingly  passive. Whatever the guards dished out, the prisoners took. ‘l’he  
prisoners actually began to believe and act as if they were, as the guards constantly  reminded them, 
inferior and powerless. And every guard, at some time  during the simulation, engaged in abusive, 
authoritative behaviot For example,  one guard said, “I was surprised at myself I made them call each 
other  names and clean the toilets out with their bare hands. I practically considered  the prisoners cattle, 
and I kept thinking: ‘I have to watch out for them in case  they try something.” Another guard added, “1 
was tired of seeing the prisoners  in their rags and smelling the strong odors of their bodies that filled the 
cells. I  watched them tear at each other on orders given by us. They didn’t see it as an  experiment, It was 
real and they were fighting to keep their identity. But we  were always there to show them who was 
boss.”  The simulation actually proved too successful in demonstrating how  quickly individuals learn 
new roles. The researchers had to stop the experiment  after only six days because of the pathological 
reactions that the participants  were demonstrating. And remember, these were individuals chosen 
precisely  for their normalcy and emotional stability.  (ds :ai.5Ferd. UniEerwy pbs:; m5 cnwLu i  n ‘dror 
roP ¶*  :*hi:V...hr.rt hnm p flIlis: UAftdEthflUt flAy 1i: iH’  308. PART THREE • TH.E GROUP -  
What should you conclude Iron this prison simulation? The participants in this prison simulation had, like 
the rest of us, learned stereotyped conceptions of guard and prisoner roles from the mass media and their 
own personal experiences in power and powerlessness relationships gained at home (parent—child), in 
school (teacher—student), and in other situations. This, ifien, alTowed them easily and rapidly to assume 
roles very different from their inherent personalities. In this case, we saw that people with no prior 
personality pathology or training in theft roles could execute extreme forms of behavior consistent with 
the roles, they were playing.  Norms  Did you ever notice that goffers don’t speak while their partners are 
putting on the green or that employees don’t criticize their bosses in public? Why? The answer is; Norms!  



norms All groups have established norms, that is, acceptable standards of beAc pioblestonthrds f behavioi 
within a havior shared by the group’s members. Norms tell members what they ought qrDUp that are 
sh&ed by the gra’J9’s and ought not to do under certain circumstances. Front an individual’s 
standnwnben. point, they tell what is expected of you in certain situations. When agreed to  and accepted 
by the group, norms act as a means of Influencing the behavior of group members with a minimum of 
external controls. Norms differ among groups, communities, and societies, but they all have them?3  
Formalized norms are written up in organizational manuals setting out rules and procedures for 
employees to follow. By far, the majority of norms in organizations are informal. You don’t need 
someone to tell you that throwing paper airpbnes or engaging in prolonged gossip sessions at the water 
cooler are unacceptable behaviors when the “big boss from New York” is touring the offlee. Similarly, 
we all know that when we’re in an employment interview discussing what we didn’t like about our 
previous job, there are certain things we shouldn’t talk about (difficulty in getting along with coworkers 
or our supervisor), but it’s very appropriate to talk about other things (inadequate opportunities for 
advancement or unimportant and meaningless work). Evidence suggests that even high school students 
recognize that in such ‘interviews certain answers are more socially desirable than others24  COMMON 
CLASSES 01 NORMS A work group’s norms are like an individual’s fingsrprints—’-each is unique. Yet 
there are still some common classes of norms that appear in most work groups?5  Probably the most 
widespread norms deal with performance-related processes. Work groups typically provide their members 
with explicit cues on how hard they should work, how to get the lob done, their level of output, 
appropriate communication channels, and the like. These norms are extremely powerful in affecting an 
individual employee’s performance—they are capable of significantly modifying a performance 
prediction that was based solely on the employee’s ability and level of personal motivation.  A second 
category of norms encompasses appearance factors, This includes appropriate dress, loyalty to the work 
group or organization, when to look busy, and when it’s acceptable to goof off. Some organizations have 
formal dress codes. However, even in their absence, norms frequently develop to dictate the kind, of 
clothing that should be worn to Wbxk. Presenting th4 appearance of ‘oyalty is important in many work 
groups and organizations. For instance, in many organizations, especial]y.among professional employees 
and  CHAPTER 8FO1JNDATIQNS or GROUP E[1AvIOR •309  those in the executive ranks, it is 
considered inappropriate to be openly looking  for another job.  Another class of norms concerns informnl 
social arran’enerfl-s. These  norms come from informa work groups and primarily regulate social 
interactions  within the group. With whom group members eat lunch, friendships on  and off the lob 
social games, and the like, are influenced by these nbrms.  A final category of norms relates to allocation 
ofresourt-es. These norms can  originate in the group or in the organization and cover pay, assignment of 
difficult  lobs, and allocation of new tooLs and equipment.  TIlE (S HOW” AND “WHY” OF NORMS 
How do norms develop? Why are  they enforced? A review of the research allows us to answer these 
questions.26  Norms typically develop gradually as group membes learn what behaviors  are necessary 
for the group to function effectively. Of course, critical events  in the group might short-circuit the 
process and act quickly to solidify new  norms. Most norms develop in one or more of the following four 
ways (1) Lxp  flcit statements made by a group member, often the group’s supervisor or a powerful  
member. The group leader might, for instance, specifically say.that no per..  sonal phone calls are allowed 
during wori<ing hours or that coffee breaks are to  be kept to ten minutes. (2) Critical events in the 
group’s history. These set important  precedents. A bystander is injured while standing too clO5e to a 
machine  and, from that point on, members of the work group regularly monitor each  Other to ensure that 
no one other than the operator gets within 5 feet of any  machine. (3) Primacy. The first behavior pattern 
that emerges in a group frequently  sets group expectations. Friendship groups of students often stake out  
seats near each other on the first day of class and become perturbed if an outsider  takes “their” seats in a 
later c’ass. (4) Carry-over behaviors from past sit isations.  Group members bring expectations with them 
from other groups of  which they have been members. This can explain why work groups typically  prefer 
to add new members who are similar to current ones in background and  experience. This is likely to 
increase the probability that the expectations they  bring are consistent with those already held by the 
group.  But groups don’t establish or enforce norms for every conceivable situation.  The norms the group 
will enforce tend to he those that are important to  it. But what makes a norm important? (H If it 



facilitates the gronp’s survival.  Groups don’t liRe to fail, so they look to enforce those norms that 
increase their  chances for success. This means thcy’ll try to protect themselves from interference  from 
other groups or individuals. (2 if it increises the predictability of group  members behaviors. Norms that 
increase predictability enable group members  to anticipate each other’s actions and to prepare 
appropriate responses, (3 If it  reduces ernburrass&rg interpersonal probietns fbr group members. Norms 
are important  if they ensure the satisfaction of their members and prevent as much interpersonal  
discomfort as possible. (4) I/it UUOWS Inetnbc’TS to express the central  values of the group and ckrØy 
what is distinctive about the group’s identity. Norms  that encourage expression of the group’s values and 
distinctive identity help  solidify and maintain the group.  CONFORMITY As a member of a group, you 
desit€ acceptance by the  group. Bwause of your desire for acceptame, you are susceptible to conforming  
to the group’s norms. Considerable evidence shows that groups can place  strong pressures on individual 
members to change their attitudes and behaviors  to conformto the group’s starldard.Z  310. PART 
THREE • THE GROUP  Do individuals conform to the pressures of all the groups they belong to? 
Obviously not, because people belong to many groups and their norms vary. In some cases, they may 
even have contradictory norms. So what do people do? They conform to the important groups to which 
they belong or hope to belong. The important groups have been referred to as reference groups and are 
characterized as ones where the person is aware of the others; the person defines himself or herself as a 
member, or would like to be a member; and the person feels the group members are significant to him or 
her.28 The implication, then, is that all groups do not impose equal conformity pressures on their 
members.  The impact that group pressures for conformity can have on an mdi. vidual member’s 
judgment and attitudes was demonstrated in the now classic studies by Solomon Asch.29 Asch made up 
groups of seven or eight people, who  and were asked to compare two cards held by the experimenter. 
One card had one line; the other had three lines of varying length. As shown in Figqre 8-5, one of the 
lines on  the three-line card was identical to the line on the one-line card. Also as shown in Figure 8-5, the 
difference in line length was quite obvious; under ordinary conditions, subjects made fewer than 1 percent 
errors. The object was to announce aloud which of the three lines matched the single line. But what 
happens if the members in the group begin to give incorrect answers? Will the pressures to conform result 
in an unsuspecting subject (USS) altering his or her answer to align with the others? That was what Asch 
wanted to know. So he arranged the group so that only the USS was unaware the experiment was fixed. 
The seating was prearranged: The IJSS was placed so as to be the last to announce his or her decision.  
The experiment began with several sets of matching exercises. All the subjects gave the right answers. On 
the third set, however, the first subject gave an obviously wrong answer—for example, saying “C” in 
Figure 8-5. The next subject gave the same wrong answer, and so did the others until it got to the 
unknowing subject. He knows “B” is the same as “X,” yet everyone said “C.” The decision confronting 
the USS is this: Do you publicly state a perception that differs from the preannounced position of the 
others in your group? Or do you give an answer that you strongly believe is incorrect in order to have 
your response agree with that of the other group members? -  The results obtained by Asch demonstrated 
that over many experiments and many trials, subjects conformed in about 35 percent of the trials; that is, 
the subjects gave answers they knew were wrong but that were consistent with the replies of other group 
members.  What can we conclude from this study? The results suggest that group norms press us toward 
conformity. We desire to be one of the group and avoid being visibly different. We can generalize further 
to say that when an individual’s opinion of objective data differs significantly from that of others in the 
group, he or she is likely to feel extensive pressure to align his or her opinions to conform with that of the 
others.  Status  While teaching a college course on adolescence, the instructor asked the class to list things 
that contributed to status when they were in high school. The list was long and included being an athlete 
or a cheerleader and being able to cut  conformity  Adjusting one’s behavior to align with the norms of 
the group.  sat in a classroom  CHAPTER 8 • FOUNDATIONS OF GROUP BEHAVIOR •311  class 
without getting caught. Then the instructor asked the students to list  things that didnt contribute to status. 
Again, it was easy for the students to create  a long list: getting straight As, having your mother drive you 
to school, and  so forth. Finally, the students were asked to develop a third list—those things  that didn’t 
matter one way or the other. There was a long silence. At last one  student in the back row volunteered, 
“In high school, nothing didn’t matter.”30  Status—that is, a socially defined position or rank given to 



groups or status  group members by others—permeates society far beyond the walls of high A soially 
defined position or rank given to school. It would not be extravagant to rephrase the preceding quotation 
to groups or group members by others.  read, “In the status hierarchy of life, nothing doesn’t matter.” We 
live in a class-  structured society. Despite all attempts to make it more egalitarian, we have  made little 
progress toward a classless society. Even the smallest group develops  roles, rights, and rituals to 
differentiate its members. Status is an important factor  in understanding human behavior because it is a 
significant motivator and  has major behavioral consequences when individuals perceive a disparity 
between  what they believe their status to be and what others perceive it to be.  FORMAL AND 
ENFORMAL STATUS Status may be formally imposed by a  group—that is, organizationally imposed 
through titles or amenities. This is  the status that goes with being crowned “the heavyweight champion of 
the  world” or receiving the “teacher-of-the-year” award. We are all familiar with  the trappings of high 
organizational status—large offices with impressive  views, fancy titles, high pay, preferred work 
schedules, and so on. Whether or  not management acknowledges the existence of a status hierarchy, 
organizations  are filled with amenities that are not uniformly available and, hence,  carry status value. 
More often, we deal with status in an informal sense. Status  may be informally acquired by such 
characteristics as education, age, gender,  skill, and experience (see Table 8-2). Anything can have status 
value if others in  the group evaluate it as status conferring. Keep in mind that informal status is  not 
necessarily less important than the formal variety.  312. PART THREE • TH GROUP  In his classic 
restaurant study, William F. Whyte demonstrated the importance of status.31 Whyte proposed that people 
work together more smoothly if high-status personnel customarily originate action for lower status 
personnel. He found a number of instances in which the initiating of action by lower status people created 
a conflict between formal and informal status systems. In one instance he cited, waitresses were passing 
their customers’ orders directly on to countermen—which meant that low-status servers were initiating 
action for high-status cooks. By the simple addition of an aluminum spindle to which the order could be 
hooked, a buffer was created between the lower status waitresses and the higher status countermen, 
allowing the latter to initiate action on orders when they felt ready!  Whyte a]so noted that in the kitchen, 
supply men secured food supplies from the chefs. This was, in effect, a case of low-skilled employees 
initiating action to be taken by high-skilled employees. Conflict was stimulated whcn supply men, either 
explicitly or implicitly, urged the chefs to “get a move on.” However, Whyte observed that one supply 
man had little trouble with the chefs because he gave the order and a5kcd that the chef call him when it 
was ready, thus reversing the initiating process. In his analysis, Whyte suggested several changes in 
procedures that aligned interactions more closely with the accepted status hierarchy and resulted in 
substantial improvements in worker relations and effectiveness.  STATUS AND NORMS Stitus has been 
shown to have some interesting effects on the power of norms and! pressures to conform. For instance, 
high- status members of groups often are given more freedom to deviate from norms than are other group 
members.32 High-status people also are better aNe to resist conformity pressures than their lower status 
peers. An individual who is highly valued by a group but who doesn’t much need or care about the social 
rewards the group provides is particularly able to pay minimal attention to conformity norms.U  The 
previous findings explain why many star athletes, famous actors, top- performing salespeople, arid 
outstanding academics seem oblivious to appearance or social norms that cQnstrain their peers. As high-
status individuals, they’re given a wider range of discretion. But this is true only as long as the high-status 
person’s activities aren’t severely detrimental to group goal achievement. 34  STATUS EQUITY It is 
important for group members to believe the status hieraichy is equitable. When inequity is perceived, it 
creates diseqtnhbrium that results in various types of collective behavior.35  The concept of equity 
presented in Chapter 6 applies to status, People expect rewards to be proportionate to costs incurred, If 
Dana and Anne are the two finalists for the head nurse position in a hospital, and it is clear that Dana has 
more seniority and better preparation for assuming the promotion, Anne will view the selection of Dana 
to be equitable. However, if Anne is chosen because she is the daughter-in-law of the hospital director, 
Dana will believe an injustice has been committed.  The trappings that go with formal positions are also 
important elements in maintaining equity. When we believe there is an inequity between the perceived 
ranking of an individual and the status accoutrements that person is given by the organization, we are 
experiencing status incongruence. Examples of this kind of incongruence are the more desirable office 



locaEiQri being held  CHAPTER 8 • FOUNDATIONS OF GROUP BEHAVIOR  +313  — Do you think 
Ws fair that firms lay off employees end mandate  companywide cost-reduction programs yet own 
expensive jets for top managers’ business trips? Of all executive perks, travel on “royal barge? such as 
Cunadair’s $19 million Challenger 601 shown here carries the highest stotus. Firms owning private 
aircraft believe the status of traveling in a corporate jet is congruent with top ex&utives’ formal positions. 
They contend private jets are essential for conducting global business and increase executives’ secarit 
flexibiht efficient use of time, and responsiveness to domestic and foreign customers.  by a lower ranking 
individual and paid country club membership being provided  by the company for division managers but 
not for vice presidents. Pay incongruence  has long been a problem in the insurance industry, where top 
sales  agents often earn two to five times more than senior corporate executives. As a  result it is very 
hard for insurance companies to entice agents into management  positions. Our point is that employees 
expect the things an individual  has and receives to be congruent with his or her status.  Groups generally 
agree within themselves on status criteria and, hence,  there is usually high concurrence in group rankings 
of individuals. However,  individuals can find themselves in a conflict situation when they move between  
groups whose status criteria are different or when they join groups  whose members have heterogeneous 
backgrounds. For instance, business executives  may use personal income or the growth rate of their 
companies as determinants  of status. Government bureaucrats may use the size of their budgets.  
Professional employees may use the degree of autonomy that comes with their  job assignment. Blue-
collar workers may use years of seniority. Academics may  use the number of grants received or articles 
published. In groups made up of  heterogeneous individuals or when heterogeneous groups are forced to 
be interdependent,  status differences may initiate conflict as the group attempts to  reconcile and align 
the differing hierarchies. As we see in the next chapter, this  can be a particular problem when 
management creates teams made up of employees  from across varied functions within the organization.  
Size  Does the size of a group affect the group’s overall behavior? The answer to this  question is a 
definite “Yes,” but the effect depends on what dependent  variables you look at,36  The evidence 
indicates, for instance, that smaller groups are  faster at completing tasks than are Larger ones. However, 
if the group .  is engaged in problem solving, large groups consistently get better  marks than their smaller 
counterparts. Translating these results into j  specific numbers is a bit more hazardous, but we can offer 
some pa- 4  rarnetcrs. large groups—with a dozen or more members—are good  for gaining diverse input. 
So if the goal of the group is fact finding, ]  larger groups should be more effective. On the other hand, 
smaller iii  groups are better at doing something productive with that input.  •Large groups are good for 
gaining diverse Input, but smaller graups are better at doing something productive with that input.  .314. 
PART TI-fREE • TH GQUP  Groups of approximately seven members, therefore, tend to be more 
effective for taking action:  One of the most important findings [elated to the size of a group has been scid 
Iuiling labeled social loafing. Social loafing is the tendency for individuals to cx- The tende&y for 
individvuls lo epnd less pend less effort when working collectively than when working individually. It 
eifortwhenworkinqcoUeiveIyihwiwhem, directly ëhallenges the logicthat the productivity of the group as 
a whole working individually, should at least equal the sum of the productivity of each individual in that  
group.  A common stereotype about groups is that the sense of team spirit spurs individual effort and 
enhances the group’s overall productivity. In the late 1920s, a German psychologist named Ringelmann 
compared the result5 of individual and group performance on a rope-pulling task.37 He expected that the 
groups effort would be equal to the sum of the efforts of individuals within the group. That is, three 
people pulling together should exert three times as much pull on the rope as one person, and eight people 
should exert eight times as much pull. Ringelmann’s results, however, did not confirm his expectations. 
Groups of three people exerted a force only two-and-a-half times the average individual performance. 
Groups of eight collectively achieved less than four times the solo rate.  Replications of Ringelmann’s 
research with similar tasks have generally supported his findings.38 Increases in group size are inversely 
related to individual peiformance More may be better in the sense that the total productivity of a group of 
four is greater than that of one or two people, but the individual productivity of each group member 
declines.  What causes this social loafing effect? It may be due to a belief that others in the group are not 
carrying their fair share. If you see others as lazy or inept, you can reestablish equity by reducing your 
effort. Another explanation is the dispersion of responsibility. Because the results of the group cannot be 



attributed to any single person, the relationship between an individual’s input and the group’s output is 
clouded. Fn such situations, individuals may be tempted to coast on the group’s efforts. In other words, 
there will be a redpctton in efficiency where individuals think the%r contribution cannot be measured.  
The implications for OB of this effect on work groups are significant. Where managers utilize collective 
work situations to enhance morale and teamwork, they must also provide means by which individual 
efforts can be identified. If this is not done, management must weigh the potential losses in productivity 
from using groups against any possible gains in worker satisfac tion.39 However, this conclusion has a 
Western bias. Its consistent with individualistic cultures, like the United States and Canada, that are 
dominated by self-interest. It is not consistent with collective societies where individuals are motivated by 
in-group goals. For instance, in studies comparing employees from the Unfted States with employees 
front the People’s Republic of China and Israel (both collectivist societies), the Chinese and Israelis 
showed no propensity to engage in social loafing. In fact, the Chinese and Israelis actually performed 
better in a group than when working alone.40  The research on group size leads us to two additional 
conclusions:  (1) groups with an odd number of members tend to be preferable to those with an even 
number; and (2) groups made up of five or seven members do a good job of exercising the best elements 
of both small and large groups1 Having an odd number of members eliminates the possibility of ties 
when votes are Liken. And groups made up of five or seven members are large enough to form ma-  
CHAPTER • FOUNDAiQNS OF GROUP BEHAVIOR • 315  jority and allow for diverse input, yet 
small enough to avoid the negative outcomes  often associated with large groups, such as domination by a 
few members  1 development of subgroups, inhibited participation by sortie members,  arid excessive 
time taken to reach a decision.  Composition  Most group activitiçs require a variety of skills and 
knowledge. Given this requirement,  it would be reasonable toconc1ude that heterogeneous groups—  
those corpposed of dissimilar indivlclijals—would be more likely to have diverse!  abilitiand information 
and should be mor effective. Research studies  generally substantiate this conclusion.4Z  When a group is 
heterogeneous in terms of gender, personalities, opinions,  abilities, skills, and perspectives, there is an 
increased probability that the  group will possess the needed characteristics to complete its tasks 
effectively.43  The group may be more conflict laden and less expedient as diverse positions  are 
introduced and assimilated, but the evidence generally supports the conelusion  that heterogeneous groups 
perform more effectively than do those that  are homogeneous.  But what about diversity created by racial 
or national differences? The evidence  indicates that these elements of diversity interfere with group 
processes,  at least in the short term.14 Cultural diversity seems to be an asset on tasks that  call for a 
variety of viewpoints. But culturally heterogeneous grOups have more  difficulty in learning to work with 
each other and solving problems. The good  news is that these difficulties seem to dissipate with time. 
While newly formed  culturally diverse groups underperform newly formed culturally homogeneous  
groups, the differences disappear after about three months. The reason is that it  takes diverse groups a 
while to learn how to work through disagreements and  different approaches to solving problems.  An 
offshoot of the composition issue has recently received a great deal of  attention by group researchers. 
This is the degree to which members of a group  share a common demographic attribute, such as age, 
gender, race, educational  level, or length of service in the organization, and the impact of this attribute  
on turnover. We call this variable group demography. gioq dsmogcØy  We discussed individual 
demographic factors in Chapter 3. Here we con- Tl&greichnwmbecsofcirup sider the same type of 
factors, but in a group context. That is, it is not whether drnri wminademogrphtaIIrIbuIe, a person is male 
or female or has been employed with the organization a year such age, educaNooI livel, or rather than ten 
years that concerns us now, but rather the individual’s attribute length of sicvicc IA 0W OpnIZOtWU, 
11011 in relationship to the attributes of others with whom he or she works. Let’s the Impaci 01 Ibis 
olirilute on turnover. work through the logic of group demography, review, the evidence, and then  
consider the implications.  Groups and organizations are composed of cohorts, which we define as cchorts  
individuals who hold a common attribute. For instance, everyone born in 1960 Indiyidualswho, 
aspartofagroup holilo is of the same age. This means they also have shared common experiences. Peo- 
wmmon onriht’te.  pIe born in 1960 have experienced the women’s movement but not the Korean  
conflict. People born in 1945 shared the Vietnam War, but not the Great  Depression. Women in 
organizations today who were born before 1945 matured  prior to the women’s movement and have had 



substantially different ex  periences from women born after 1960. Group demography, therefore, suggests  
that such attributes as age or the date that someone joins a specific work group  or organization should 
help us predict turnover. Essentially, the logic goes like  316. PART THREE • THE GROUP  this: 
Turnover will be greater among those with dissimilar experiences because communication is more 
difficult. Conflict and power struggles are more likely, and more severe when they occur. The increased 
conflict makes group membership less attractive, so employees are more likely to quit. Similarly, the 
losers in a power struggle are more apt to leave voluntarily or be forced out.  Several studies have sought 
to test this thesis, and the evidence is quite encouraging.45 For example, in departments or separate work 
groups where a large portion of members entered at the same time, there is considerably more turnover 
among those outside this cohort. Also, where there are large gaps between cohorts, turnover is higher. 
People who enter a group or an organization together, or at approximately the same time, are more likely 
to associate with one another, have a similar perspective on the group or organization, and thus be more 
likely to stay. On the other hand, discontinuities or bulges in the group’s date-of-entry distribution is 
likely to result in a higher turnover rate within that group.  The implication of this line of inquiry is that 
the composition of a group may be an important predictor of turnover. Differences per se may not predict 
turnover. But large differences within a single group will lead to turnover. If everyone is moderately 
dissimilar from everyone else in a group, the feelings of being an butsider are reduced. So it’s the degree 
of dispersion on an attribute, rather than the level, that matters most.  We can speculate that variance 
within a group in respect to attributes other than date of entry, such as social background, gender 
differences, and levels of education, might similarly create discontinuities or bulges in the distribution 
that will encourage some members to leave. To extend this idea further, the fact that a group member is a 
female may, in itself, mean little in predicting turnover. In fact, if the work group is made up of nine 
women and one man, we’d be more likely to predict that the lone male would leave. In the executive 
ranks of organizations, however, where females are in the minority, we would predict that this minority 
status would increase the likelihood that female managers would quit.  These members of Pepsi-(ola 
lnternalional% markefing team in Great Britain share a common demographic attribute. They’re all 
young. Pepsi’s plan is to dramatically increase its international soft drink sales. Ta execute its plan, Pepsi 
is banking on youthful cohorts who hove a passion for change, can embrace risk, act quickly, innovate 
constantly, and aren’t afraid to break the rules of soft drink marketing. Shafi Saxena (seated center) left a 
marketing fob she held for four years to join the Pepsi team. “1 wonted to work in a faster-moving place,’ 
she says. At 28, Saxena oversees Pepsi’s new Max cola in Great Britain.  CHAPTER • ICUNOATIONIS 
OF GROUP BEHAVIOR  .317  Leslie Meltzer Aronzon a Los Angeles investment broker, remembers 
the incident well. It was right after she and four colleagues had been in an intense negodating session with 
an important client. As they were walking along discussing their potential responses, the conversation 
came to an abrupt halt. Aronzon’s asociates had all veered off and disappeared into the men’s room. 
When the men came out of the rest roqm, “they had decided what we should do.” The incident again 
reminded Aronzon that she was a  woman in a mostly male profession.  “A lot of guys in my office hang 
out together on weekends and share information. They even call each other with tips,” Aron.zon said. 
“They don’t discriminate  against me consciously, but they do discriminate.”  Paul Muniz, a claims 
processor for a LosAngeles insurance firm, notices how people of similar backgrounds tend to congregate 
together at work. “My best friends at work tend to be other people from Mexico. You see L.atinos 
clustering together, Vietnamese people together, black people together.” Muniz says that he and his 
friends speak Spanish to one another because “we feel wecan express ourselves better in Spanish. But 
11w to be careful not to overdo it, because sometimes people who don’t speak Spanish think we’re saying 
something important that they should be in on.”  Workplace tliques are perfectly natural and usually 
understandable, but inherently exclusive. And despite today’s emphasis on diversity aware-  ness, they are 
phenomena that corporate America can- not control  It can be like: high school all over again;except that 
at work, people break into. cliques according to age; marital status, gender, race, and position rather than 
looks, athletic ability, and popularity witft the opposite sex.  Still, cliques can affect you.. as deeply at the 
workplace as they did in high school; determining not only your• ‘unch crowd and your access to gossip, 
but such critical matters as your:assignrnents, promotions, and salary. And:...::  unlike high school 
cliques, :  winch thankfully disintegrate at graduation, Mice crowds don’t meet such neat and convenient 



ends.  Based oii S Christian, Out of the ‘In’ Crowd,” Los 4ngeIs rmes (May 16, 1994), p. IL-?.  Group 
Processes  The next component of our group behavior model considers the processes that go on within a 
work group—the communication patterns used by members for information exchanges, group decision 
processes, leader behavior, power dynamics, conflict interactions, and the like. Chapters 10 througtk 13 
elaborate on many of these processes.  Why are processes important to understanding work group 
behavior? One way to answer this question is to return to the topic of social loafing. We found that I + 1 + 
1 doesn’t flecessarily add up to 3. In group tasks where each members contribution is not clearly visible, 
there is a tendency for individuals to decrease their effort. Social Loafing, in other words, illustrates a 
process loss as a result of using groups. But group processes can also produce positive results. That is, 
groups. can create outputs greatei than the sum of their inputs. Figure 8-6 fllustrates how group processes 
cin impact on a groups actual effectiveness.46  ..oB in th News....  Work Force Diversity and Cliques  
318.  PART THREE • THE GROUP  synergy Synergy is a term used in biology which refers to an action 
of two or An action of two or more substances that more substances that results in an effect different from 
the individual summaresults in an effect that is different from tion of the substances. We can use the 
concept to better understand group the individual sumrnahon of the processes.  substances. Social loafing, 
for instance, represents negative synergy. The whole is less  than the sum of the parts. On the other hand, 
research teams are often used in research laboratories because they can draw on the diverse skills of 
various individuals to produce more meaningful research as a group than could be generated by all of the 
researchers working independently. That is, they produce positive synergy. Their process gains exceed 
their process losses.  Another line of research that helps us better understand group processes is the social 
facilitation effect.47 Have you ever noticed that performing a task in front of others can have a positive or 
negative effect on your performance? For instance, you privately practice a complex springboard dive at 
your home pool for weeks. Then you do the dive in front of a group of friends and you do it better than 
ever Or you practice a speech in private and finally get it down perfect, but you bomb when you have to 
give the speech in public.  The social facilitation effect refers to this tendency for performance to improve 
or decline in response to the presence of others. While this effect is  not entirely a group phenomenon—
people can work in the presence of others and not be members of a group—the group situation is more 
likely to provide the conditions for social facilitation to occur. The research on social facilitation tells us 
that the performance of simple routine tasks tends to be speeded up and made more accurate by the 
presence of others. Where the work is more complex, requiring closer attention, the presence of others is 
likely to have a negative effect on performance.48 So what are the implications of this research in terms 
of managing process gains and losses? The implications relate to learning and training. People seem to 
perform better on a task in the presence of others if that task is very well learned, but poorer if it is nOt 
well learned. So process gains will be maximized by training people for simple tasks in groups and 
training people for complex tasks in individual private practice sessions.  — Group Tasks  imagine, for a 
moment, two groups at a malor oil company. The job of the first is to consider possible location sites for a 
new refinery. The decision is going to affect people in many areas of the company—production, 
engineering, marketing, distribution, personnel, purchasing, real estate development, and the like—so key 
people from each of these reas will need to provide input into the decision. The job of the second group is 
to coordinate the building of the refinery after the site has been selected, the design finalized, and the 
financial arrangements completed. Research on group effectiveness tells us that management would be 
well advised to use a larger group for the first task than for the  S  Jr  4 $ I  CHAPTER • 
FOUNDATiONS OF GROUP BEHAVIOR • 319  second.49 The reason is that large groups facilitate 
pooling of information. The  addition of a diverse perspective to a problem-solving committee typically 
resuits  in a process gain. But when a group’sAask is coordinating and implementing  a decision, the 
process loss created by each additional members presence is  likely to be greater than the process gain he 
or she makes. So the size—performance  relationship is moderated by the group’s task requirements.  The 
preceding conclusions can be extended The impact of group  processes on the group’s performance and 
member satisfaction is also mDderated  by the tasks the group is doing. The evidence indicates that the 
complexity  and interdependence of tasks influence the group’s effectiveness.50  Tasks can be 
generalized as either simple or complex. Complex tasks are  ones that tend to be novel or nonroutine. 
Simple ones are routine and standardized.  We would hypothesize that the more complex the task, the 



more the  group will benefit from discussion among members on alternative work methods.  If the task is 
simple, group members don’t need to discuss such alternatives.  They can rely on standardized operating 
procedures for doing the job.  Similarly, if there is a high degree of interdependence among the tasks that  
group members must perform, they’ll need to interact mwe. Effective communicatidn  and mininial levels 
of conflict, therefore, should be more relevant to  group performance when tasks are thterdependent.  
These conclusions are consistent with what we know about information-  processing capacity and 
uncertainty.51 Tasks that have higher uncertainty—  those that are complex and interdependent—require 
more information processing.  This, in turn, puts more importance on group processes. So just  because a 
group is characterized by poor communicatton, weak leadership,  high levels of conflict, and the like, it 
doesn’t necessarily mean it will be low  performing. If the group’s tasks are simp’e and require little 
interdependence  among members, the group still may be effective.  Group Decision Making  The 
belief—characterized by furies—that two heads are better than one has  long been accepted as a basic 
component of North American and many other  countries’ legal systems. This belief has expanded to the 
point that, today,  many decisions in organizations are made by groups, teins, ot committees. In  this 
section, we review grou5 decision making.  Groups vs. the Individual  Decision-making groups may be 
widely used in organizations, but does that  imply group decisions are preferable to those made by an 
individual alone? The  answer to this question depends on a number of factors. Lcts begin by looking  at 
the advantages and disadvantages that groups afford.SZ  AD VANTM; ES ø GROUPS Individual and 
group decisions each have their  own set of strengths. Neither is ideal for all situations. The following 
identifies  the major advantages that groups offer over individuals in the making of decisions:  1. More 
complete mforina tiun arid knowledge. By aggregating the resources  of several indivkhials, we bring 
inure input into the decision process.  320. PAfl THREE • THE GROUP  2. Increased diversity of views, 
In addition to more input, groups can bring heterogeneity to the decision process.•This opens up the 
opportunity  for more approaches and alternatives to be considered.  3. Increased acceptance of a solution. 
Many decisions fail after the final choice has been made because people do not accept the solution. 
However, if people who will be affected by a decision and who will be instrumental in implementing it 
are abie to paxticipate in the decision itself, they will be more likely to accept it and encourage others to 
accept it This translates into more support for the decision and higher satisfaction among those required to 
implement it.  4. Increased Iegitbiacy. North American and many other capitalistic soci eties value 
democratic methods. The group dedsion-making process is consistent with democratic ideals and, 
therefore, may be perceived as being more legitimate than decisions made by a single person. When an 
individual decision maker fails to consult with others before making a decision, the decision maker’s 
complete power can create the perception tht the decision was made autocratically and arbitrarily.  
DISADVANTAGES OE GROUPS Of course, group decisions are not without drawbacks. Their major 
disadvantages include the 1o1lowing  1. Time consuming. It takes time to assemble a group. The 
interaction that takes place once the group is in place is frequently inefficient. The resuit is that groups 
take more time to reach a solution than would be the case if an individual was making the decision. This 
can limit man agen)ent’s ability to act quickly and decisively when necessary.  2. Pressiwes to conform. 
As noted previously, there are social pressures in groups. The desire by group members to be accepted 
and considered an asset to the group can result in squashing any overt disagreement,. thus encouraging 
conformity among viewpoints.  3. Domination by the few. Group discussion can be dominated by one or 
a few members. If this dominant coalition is composed of low- and  medium.ability members, the group’s 
overall effectiveness ii1l suffer.  4. Ambiguous responsibility. Group members share responsibility, but 
who s actually accountable for the final outcome? In an individual dedsion, it is clear who is responsible. 
In a group decision, the responsibility of any single member is watered down.  EFFECTIVENESS AND 
EFFICIENCY Whether groups are more effective than individuals depends on the criteria you use for 
defining effectiveness. In terms of accuracy, group decisions tend to be more accurate. The evidence 
indicates that, on the average, groups make better quality decisions than individuals.53 However, if 
decision effectiveness is defined in terms of speed, individuals are superior. If creativity is important, 
groups tend to be more effective than individuals. And if effectiveness means the degree of acceptance 
the final solution achieves, the nod again goes to the group.54  But effectiveness cannot be considered 
withou also assessing efficiency. In terms of efficiency, groups almost always stack up as a poor second 



to the individual decision maker. With few exceptions, group decision making con sumes more work 
hours than if an individual was to tackle the same problem alone. The exceptions tend to be those 
instances where, to achieve comparable quantities of diverse input, the single decision maker must spend 
a great deal of time reviewing files and talking to people. Because groups can include mcmbers from 
diverse areas, the time spent searching for information can be reduced. However, as we noted, these 
advantages in efficiency tend to be the exception. Groups are generally less efficient than individuals. In 
deciding whether to use groups, then, consideration should he given to assessing whether increases in 
effectiveness are more than enough to offset the losses in efficiency.  suMI.usv Groups offer an excellent 
vehicle lot performing many of the steps in the decision-making process. They are a source of both 
breadth and depth of input for information gathering. [t the group is composed of individuals with diverse 
backgrounds, the akernatives generated should be more extensive and the analysis more critical. When 
the final solution is agreed on, there are more people in a group decision to support and implement it. 
These pluses, however, can be more than offset by the time consumed by group decisions, the internal 
conflicts they create, and the pressures they generate toward conformity. Table 8-3 briefly outlines the 
group’s assets and Liabilities. It allows you to evaluate the net advantage or disadvantage that would 
accrue in a given situation when you have to choose between an individual and a group decision.  Two 
by-products of group decision making have received a considerable amount of attention by researchers in 
OB. As we’ll show, these two phenomena have the potential to affect the group’s ability to appraise 
alternatives objectively and arrive at quality decision solutions.  The first phenomenon, called groupthink, 
is related to norms. It describes situations in which group pressures for conformity deter the group from 
critically appraising unusual, minority, or unpopular views. Groupthink is a disease that attacks many 
groups and can dramatically hinder their erformance. The second phenomenon we review is called 
groupshift. It indicates that in discussing a given set of alternatives and arriving at a solution, group 
members tend to exaggerate the initial positions they hold. In some situations, caution dominates, and 
there is a conservative shift. More often, however, the evidence indicates that groups tend toward a risky 
shift. Let’s look at each of these phenomena in more detaN.  GROUI’EHINK A number of years ago I 
had a pectiliar experience. During a faculty meeting, a motion was placed on the floor stipulating each 
faculty member’s responsibilities in regard to counseling students. The motion received a second, and the 
floor was opened for questions. There were none. After about 15 seconds of silence, the chairperson 
asked it he could “call for the question” (fancy terminology for permission to take the vote). No 
objections were voiced. When the chair asked for those in favor, a vast maority of the 32 group think 
faculty members in attendance raised their hands. The motion was passed, and the chair proceeded to the 
next item on the agenda.  Nothing in the prncess seemed unusual, but the storys not over. About 20 
minutes following the end of the meeting, .a professor came roaring into my office with a petition, The 
petition said that the motion on counseung students had been rammed through and requested the 
chairperion to replace the motion on the next month’s agenda for discussion and a vote. When I asked this 
professor why he had not spoken up less than an hour earlier.he gave me a fnistrted look. I-fe then 
proceeded to tell me that in talking with people after the meeting, he realized there actually had been 
considerable opposition to the motion. He didn’t speak up, he said, because he thought he was the only 
one opposed. Conclusion: The faculty meeting we had attended had been attacked by the deadly 
groupthink Jisease.”  Have you ever felt like speaking up in a meeting, classroom, or iiiforma group, but 
decided against it? One reason may have been shyness. But you may have been a victim of groupthink, 
the phenomenon that occurs when group nienibers become so enamored of seeking conc1rrence, the norm 
for consensus overrides the realistic appraisal of alternative courses of action and the full expression of 
deviant, minority, or unpopular views. it describes a deterioration in an individual’s mental efficiency, 
reality testing, and moral judgment as a resuit of group pressures. We have all seen the symptoms of the 
groupthink phenomenon:  1. Group members rationalize any resistance to the assumptions they have 
made. No matter how strongly the evidence may contradict their basic assumptions, niembers behave so 
as to reinforce those assumptions continually.  2. Members apply direct pressuies on those who 
momentarily express doubt about any of the group’s shared views or who que5tion the validity of 
arguments supporting the alternative favored by the majority.  3. Those members who have doubts or 
hold differing points of view seek to avoid deviating from what appears to be group consensus by keeping 



silent about misgivings and even minimizing to themselves the importance of their doubts.  4. There 
appears to be n illusion of unanimity. If someone doesn’t speak, it’s assumed he or she is in full accord. n 
other worrs, abstention becomes viewed as a EYes” vote.56  In studies of historic American Iàreign 
policy decisions, these symptoms were found to prevail when government policymaking groups failed—
unpreparedness at Pearl Harbor in 1941, the U.S. invasion of North Korea, the Bay of Pigs iasczo, and the 
escalation of the Vietnam War. Importantly, these four groupthink characteristics cOuld not be found 
where group policy decisions were successful-.—the Cuban missile crisis and the formulation of the 
Marshall Plan.5’  Groupthink appears to be closely aligned with the conclusions Asch drew in his 
experments with a lone dissenter. Individuals who hold a position different from that of the dominant 
majority are under pressure to suppress, withhold, or modify their true feelings and beliefs, As members 
of a group, we find it more pleasant to be n agreement—to be a positive part of the group—than to be a 
disruptive force, even if disruption is necessary to improve the effectiveness of the group’s decisions,  
Are all groups equally vulnerable to. groupthink? The evidence sLiggests not, kesearchers have focused 
in on three tnuderatin varihls—tlw grOtIj3’S  CHAPTER B • FOLJNIDATIONS OF GROUP 
BEHAVIOR • 323  cohesiveness, its leader’s behavior, and its insulation from outsiders—but the  
findings have not been consistent.52 At this point, the most valid conclusions  we can make are these: (1) 
highly cohesive groups have more discussion and  bring out more information, but it’s uncleir whether 
such groups discourage  dissent; (2) groups with impartial leaders who encourage member input generate  
and discuss more alternative solutions; (3) leaders should avoid expressing  a preferred solution early in 
the group’s discussion because this tends to limit  critical analysis and significantly increase the 
likeiihood the group will adopt  this sdution as the final choice; and (4) insulation of the group leads to 
fewer  alternatives being generated and evaluated.  GROuPSHWI In comparing group decisions with the 
individual decisions  of members within the group, evidence suggests that there are differences.59 In  
some cases, the group decisions are more conservative than the individual decisions.  More often, the shift 
is toward greater risk.6C  What appears to happen in groups is that the discussion leads to a significant  
shift in the positions of members toward a more extreme position in the  direction toward which they 
were already leaning before the discussion. So  con servative types become more cautious and the more 
aggressive types take  on more risk. The group discussion tends to exaggerate the initial position of  the 
group.  The groupshift can he viewed as actually a special case of groupthink. The  decision of the group 
reflects the dominant decision-making norm that develops  during the group’s discussion. Whether the 
shift in the group’s decision is  toward greater caution or more risk depends on the dominant 
prediscussion  norm.  The greater occurrence of the shift toward risk has generated several explanations  
for the phenomenon.61 It’s been argued, for instance, that the discussion  creates familiarization among 
the members. As they become more  comfortable with each other, they also become more bold and 
daring. Another  argument is that our society values risk, we admire individuals who are willing  to take 
risks, and group discussion motivates members to show they are at least  as willing as their peers to take 
risks. The most plausible explanation of the  shift toward risk, however, seems to he that the group 
diffuses responsibility.  Group decisions free any single member from accountability for the group’s  final 
choice. Greater risk can be Laken because even if the decision fails, no one  member can be held wholly 
responsible.  So how should you use the findings on groupshift? Recognize that group  decisions 
exaggerate the initial position of the individual members, the shift  has been shown more often to be 
toward greater risk, and whether a group will  shift toward greater risk or caution is a function of the 
members’ prediscussion  inclinations.  Group Decision-Making Techniques  The most common form of 
group decision making takes place in face-to-face  Interacting groups. But as our discussion äf groupthink 
demonstrated, in- terutIlng groqs  teracting groups often censor themselves and pressure individual 
members to- TypicoPgrouhemembersintvact ward conformity of opinion. Brainstorming, nominal group 
and Delphi tech- with each odicrfrne-to4oe.  niques, and electronic meetings have been proposed as ways 
to reduce many of  the problems inherent in the traditional interacting gtoup. We discuss each in  this 
section.  324.  PART THREE • THE GROUP  kainstorndng BRAINSTORMING Brainstorming is meant 
to overcome pressures for An idea-generation process that specifically conformity in the interacting group 
that retard the development of creative alencourages any and all alternatives, while ternatives.62 It does 
this by utilizing an idea generation process that specifically wititholding any critiasm of those encourages 



any and all alternatives while withholding any criticism of those aLalternatives. ternatives.  In a typical 
brainstorming session, a half dozen to a dozen people sit around a table. The group leader states the 
problem in a clear manner so it is understood by all participants. Members then free-wheel as many 
alternatives as they can in a given length of time. No criticism is allowed, and all the alternatives are 
recorded for later discussion and analysis. That one idea stimulates others and that judgments of even the 
most bizarre suggestions are withheld until later encourages group members to “think the unusual.”  
Brainstorming, however, is merely a process for generating ideas. The  next three techniques go further 
by offering methods of actually arriving at a preferred solution.63  nominal group tedinique NOMINAL 
GROUP TECHNIQUE The nominal group technique restricts  A group decision-making method in 
which discussion or interpersonal communication during the decision-making  individual members meet 
face-to-facelo process, hence the term nominal. Group members are all physically present, as  pool their 
judgmentsinosystematic but in a traditional committee meeting, but members operate independently.  
indeirnndent fashion. Specifically, a problem is presented and then the following steps take place:  1. 
Members meet as a group but, before any discussion takes place, each member independently writes 
down his or her ideas on the problem.  2. This silent period is followed by each member presenting one 
idea to the group. Each member takes his or her turn, going around the table, presenting a single idea until 
all ideas have been presented and recorded (typically on a flip chart or chalkboard). No discussion takes 
place until all ideas have been recorded.  3. The group now discusses the ideas for clarity and evaluates 
them.  4. Each group member silently and independently rank-orders the ideas. The final decision is 
determined by the idea with the highest aggregate  ranking.  Office furniture maker Haworth Inc. is using 
brainstorming in applying  for the Malcolm Baldrige Notional Quality Award. To ensure that the creative  
process flows uninterrupted and without criticism, llaworth has group members  write their ideas on index 
cards that are tacked on a bulletin board.  The group facibtator moves the cards around in organizing and 
reorganizing  new and old ideas. llawarth finds that the use of mobile cards enhances the  brainstorming 
process because it increases employee motivation to participate  and continually stimulates other new 
ideas.  CHAPTER 9 • FOUNDATIONS OF GROUP BEHAVIOR  +325  The chief advantage of the 
nominal group technique is that it permits the  group to meet formally hut does not restrict independent 
thinking, as does the  interacting group.  DELPHI TECHNIQUE A more complex and time-consuming 
alternative is  the Delphi technique. It is similar to the nominal group technique except it DelpMtechidqe  
does not require the physical presence of the group’s members. In fact, the Del- A group decision method 
in which phi technique never allows the group’s members to meet face to face. The fol- individual 
members, acting separateI lowing steps characterize the Delphi technique. 
pooltheirjudgmentsinasysternaticand  independent fashion.  1. The problem is identified and members are 
asked to provide potential  solutions through a series of carefully designed questionnaires.  2. Each 
member anonymously and independently completes the first  questionnaire.  3. Results of the first 
questionnaire are compiled at a central location,  transcribed, and reproduced.  4. Each member receives a 
copy of the results.  S. After viewing the results, members are again asked for their solutions.  The results 
typically trigger new solutions or cause changes in the original  position.  6. Steps 4 and S are repeated as 
often as necessary until consensus is  reached.  Likethe nominal group technique, the Delphi technique 
insulates group  members from the undue influence of others. Because it doesn’t require the  physical 
presence of the participants, the Delphi technique can be used for decision  making among geographically 
scattered groups. For instance, Sony could  use the technique to query its managers in Tokyo, Brussels, 
Paris, London, New  York, Toronto, Rio de Janeiro, and Melbourne as to the best worldwide price for  
one of the company’s products. The cost of bringing the executives together at  a central location is 
avoided. Of course, the Delphi technique has its drawbacks.  Because the method is extremely time 
consuming, it is frequently not  applicable where a speedy decision is necessary. Additionally, the method 
may  not develop the rich array of alternatives as the interacting or nominal group  technique does, Ideas 
that might surface from the heat of face-to-face interaction  may never arise.  ELECTRONIC 
MEETINGS The most recent approach to group decision making  blends the nominal group technique 
with sophisticated computer technology.  64 It’s called the electronic meeting.  IBM uses electronic 
meetings to bring people from diverse backgrounds in the company together.  More than 7,000 IBMers 
have taken part in these meetings. Other organizations making wide use of the electronic meeting include 



public relations giant Hill & Knowlton, Marrioti Corporation. and Westinghouse Electric.  O’La PART 
THREE • THE GROUP  tJLU W  Once the technology is in place, the concept is simple. Up to 50 people 
sit around a horseshoe-shaped table, empty except for a series of computer terminals. Issues are presented 
to participants and they type their responses onto their computer screen. Individual comments, as well as 
aggregate votes, are displayed on a projection screen in the room.  The major advantages of electronic 
meetings are anonymity, honesty, and speed. Participants can anonymously type any message they want 
and it flashes on the screen for all to see at the push of a participant’s board key. It also allows people to 
be brutally honest without penalty. And it’s fast because chitchat is eliminated, discussions don’t digress, 
and many participants can “talk” at once without stepping on one another’s toes.  Experts claim that 
electronic meetings are as much as 55 percent faster than traditional face-to-face meetings. Phelps Dodge 
Mining, for instance, used the approach to cut its annual planning meeting from several days down to 12 
hours. Yet there are drawbacks to this technique. Those who can type fast can outshine those who are 
verbally eloquent but poor typists; those with the best ideas don’t get credit for them; and the process 
lacks the information richness of face-to-face oral communication. But although this technology is 
currently in its infancy, the future of group decision making is very likely to include extensive use of 
eectronic meetings.  SUMMARY EVALUATING EFFLaIVENESS How do these various techniques 
stack up against the traditional interacting group? As we find so often, each technique has its own set of 
strengths and weaknesses. The choice of one technique over another will depend on what criteria you 
want to emphasize. For instance, as Table 8-4 indicates, the interacting group is good for building group 
cohesiveness, brainstorming keeps social pressures to a minimum, the uelphi technique minimizes 
interpersonal conflict, and electronic meetings process ideas fast, So the best technique is defined by the 
criteria you use to evaluate the group.  a  CHAPTER 8 • FOUNDATIONS OF GROUP BEHAVIOR  
+327  Groupmeetings have El reputation for inefficiency. For instance, noted  economist John Kenneth 
Gaibraith has said “Meetings are indispensable when you don’t want to do anything.”  When yOure 
responsible for conducting a meeting, what can you do to make it more ëfficientând effective? Follow 
these 12 steps:  1. Prepare a meeting agenda. An agenda defihe what you hope to accomplish at the 
meeting. Tt should state the meeting’s purpose; whowilibein attendance; what, if any; preparation is 
required of each participant; a detailed list of items to be covered; the specific time and location of the 
meeting; and a specific ending time.  2. Distribute the agenda in advance. Participants should have the 
agenda enough ahead of time so they can adequately prepare for the meeting.  3. Consult with participants 
betOre the meeting. An unprepared participant can’t contribute to his or her (till potential. It is your 
responsibility to ensure that members are prepared. so check with them ahead of time.  4. Get participants 
logo over the agenda. The first thing to do at the meeting is to have participants review the agenda make 
any changes, then approw the final agenda.  S. Fstab!ish specific time parameters. Meetings should begin 
on time and have a specific time for completion. It IS Your responsibilIty to specify these time paranwter 
Mid to hold to them,  6. Maintain tOcuseri discussion. It is your responsibility to give direction to the 
discussion; to keep it focused on the issues; and to minimize interruptions, disruptions, and irrelevant 
comments.  7. Encourage and support participation of all thenthers. Toinaximze the efftctiveness of 
problem-oriented meetings, each participant must be encouraged to contribute. Quiet or reserved 
personalities need to be  • drawn out so their ideas can be heard.  8. Maintain a baluaced style. The 
effective  • group leader pushes when necessary and is passive when need be.  9. Encoirnge the clash of 
ideas. You need to en-  • courage different points of view, critical thinking, and constructive 
disagreement.  10. Discourage the clash of personalities. An effective meeting is characterized by the 
critical assessment of ideas, not attacks on people. When running a meting, you must quickly intercede to 
stop personal attacks or other forms of verbal insult,  ii. Be atl eflèctive listener. You need to listen with 
intensity, empathy, objectivity, and do whatever is necessary to get the full intended meaning from each 
participant’s comments.  12. Sri proper closure. You should close a meeting by summarizing the groups 
accomplishments; clarifying what actions, if any need to follow the meeting; and allocating follow-up 
assignments. ft any deci sioris are made, you also need to detemiine who will be responsible for 
communicating and implementing them.  Should Management Seek  Cohesive Work Groups?  It is often 
implied that effective work groups are cohesive. In this secLioii, we want to deterHiiile whether 
cohesiveness, is ti gFoIi{) cliiractcrist c, is desirable. More specifically, should nuinageiicnt actively seek 



to create work groups tiat  -. em. • -: ‘).  JVr!n! oq4ctztoJW1s Conducting a Group Meeting  are highly 
cohesive?  328. PART THREE • THE GROUP  Intuitively, it would appear that groups in which [here is 
a lot of internal disagreement and a lack of cooperative spirit would be relatively less effective at 
completing their tasks than would groups in which individuals generally agree and cooperate and where 
members like each other. Research to test this intuition has focused on the concept of group cohesiyenes, 
defined as the  D6greetowhithgroupmenibersare degree to which members are attracted to one another 
and are motivated to otlracled 10 eacFi other and are niDtiYeled stay in the roup.65 In the following 
pages, we review the factors that have to Stoy A die groUp. been found to influence group cohesiveness 
and then look at the effect of cohesiveness on group productivity.66  Determinants of Cohesiveness  What 
factors determine whether group members will be attracted to one another? Cohesiveness can he affected 
by such factors as time spent together, the siverity of initiation, group size, the gender makeup of the 
group, external threats, and previous successes.  TIME SPENT TOGETHER if you rarely get an 
opporwnity to see ot interact with other people, you’re unlikely to be attracted to them. The amount of 
time people spend together, therefore, influences cohesiveness. As people spend more time together, they 
become more friendly. They naturally begin to talk, respond, gesture, and engage in other interacfions. 
These interactions typically kad to the discovery of common interests and increased attraction.67  The 
opportunity for group members to spend time together depends on theft physical proximity. We would 
expect more close relationships among members who are located close to one another rather than far 
apart. People who live on the same block, ride in the same car pool, or share a common office are more 
likely to become a cohesive group because the physical distance between them is minimal. For instance, 
among clerical workers in one organization, it was found that the distance between their desks was the 
single most important determinant of the rate of interaction between any two of the clerks.6  SEVEk1TY 
OF INITIAflON The more difficult it is to get into a group, the more cohesive that group becomes. The 
competition to be accepted into a good medical school results in first-year medical school classes that are 
highly cohesive. The common initiation rites—apphcations, test taking, interviews, and the ong wait for a 
final decision—all contribute to creating this cohesiveness.  GROUP SIZE If group cohesiveness tends to 
increase with the time membets are able to spend together, it seems logical that cohesiveness should de 
crease as group size increases, since it becomes more difficult for a nember to interact with all the other 
members. This is generally what the research indicates. 69 As a group’s size expands, interaction with all 
members becomes more difficult, as does the ability to maintain a common goal. Not surprisingly, too, as 
the group’s size increases, the likelihood of cliques forming also increases. The creation of groups within 
groups tends to decrease overall cohesiveness.  GENDER OF MEMBERS A consistent finding in recent 
studies is that women report greater cohesion than men.’0 For example, in one study, all-female and 
mixed-sex six-person personal growth groups rated themselves higher on cohesion than did members of 
all-male groups+ n another study,  CHAPTER 8 • FOUNDATIONS OF GROUP BEHAVOR  +329  
female intercollegiate basketball players reported higher group cohesion than their male counterparts.’2 
Just why this occurs is not evident, A reasonable hypothesis, however, is that women are less competitive 
and/or more cooperative with people they see as friends, tlleagues, or teammates than men are, and this 
results in greater group bonding.  EXTERNAL ThREATS Most of the research supports the proposition 
that a group’s cohesiveness will increase if the group comes under attack from extErnal sources.’3 
Managernerit threats frequently bring together an otherwise disarrayed union. Ffforts by management to 
redesign unilaterally even one or two jobs or to discipline one or two employees occasionally grab local 
headlines because the entire work force walks out in support of the abused few. These examples illustrate 
the kind of cooperative phenomenon that can develop within a group when it is attacked from outside.  
While a group generally moves toward greater cohesiveness when threatened by externaL agents, this 
does not occur under all conditions. If group members perceive that their group may not meet an attack 
well, then the group becomes less important as a source of security, and cohesiveness will not necessarily 
increase. Additionally, if members believe the attack is directed at the group rnere)y because of its 
existence and that it will cease if the group is abandoned or broken up, there is likely to be a decrease iii 
cohesiveness.74  PREVIOUS SUCCESSES It a group has a history of successes, it builds an esprit de 
corps that attracts and unites members. Successful firms find it easier to attract and hire new employees 
than unsuccessfulones. The same holds true for successful research teams, well-known and prestigious 



universities, and winning athletic teams The recent successes of firms like Fidelity Investments and 
Microsoft make it easier for these companies to recruit “the best and the brightest.” People who harbor 
ambitions of attending a top ten graduate school of business need to recognize that the success of these 
schools attracts ]arge numbers of candidates—many have 20 or more applicants for every vacancy.  
Ellects ul Cohesiveness an Group Productivity  The previous section indicates that, generally speaking, 
group cohesiveness is increased when members spend time together and undergo a severe initiation, when 
the group size s smalL and predominantly female, when external threats exist, and when the group has a 
history of previous successes. But is increased cohesiveness always desirable from the point of view of 
management? That is, is it related to increased productivity?  Research has generally shown that highly 
cohesive groups are more effective than those with less cohesiveness,7 but the relationship is more 
complex than merely allowing us to say high cohesiveness is good. Rrst, high cohesiveness is both a 
caLse and an outcome of high productivity. Second, the relation. ship is moderated by performance-
related norms.  Cohesiveness influences productivity and productivity influences cohesiveness. 
Camaraderie reduces tension and provides a supportive environment for the successful attainment of 
group goals. But as already noted, the success- hi! attainment of group goals, and the mmhers’ Ieelthgs of 
having been a part of a successful unit, can serve to enhance tln commitment of members. Basketball 
coaches, for example, are famous for their devotion to teamwork. They believe that if tie team is going to 
win games, its members have to learn to  33O PART THREE • THE GROUP  play together. Popular 
coaching phrases include “There are no individuals on this team” and “We win together, or we lose 
together.” The other side of this view is that winning reinforces camaraderie and leads to increased 
cohesiveness; that is, successful performance leads to increased intermember attractiveness and sharing.  
More important has been the recognition that the relationship of cohesiveness and productivity depends 
on the performance-related norms established by the group76 The more cohesive the group, the more its 
members will follow its goals. If performance-related norms are high (for example, high output, quality 
work, cooperation with individuals outside the group), a cohesive group will be more productive than a 
less cohesive group. But if cohesiveness is high and performance  norms are low, productivity will be 
low. If cohesiveness is low and performance norms are high, productivity increases, but less than in the 
high cohesiveness, high norms situation. Where cohesiveness and performance-related norms are both 
low, productivity will tend to fall into the low to moderate range. These conclusions are summarized in 
Figure 8-7.  — Summary and Implications  for Managers  We’ve covered a lot of territory in this chapter. 
Since we essentially organized our discussion around the group behavior model in Figure 8-4, let’s use 
this model to summarize our findings regarding performance and satisfaction.  Performance  Any 
predictions about a group’s performance must begin by recognizing that work groups are part of a larger 
organization and that factors such as the organization’s strategy, authority structure, selection procedures, 
and reward system can provide a favorable or unfavorable climate for the group to operate within. For 
example, if an organization is characterized by distrust between management and workers, it is more 
likely work groups in that organization will develop norms to restrict effort and output than will work 
groups in an organization where trust is high. So managers shouldn’t look at any group in isolation. 
Rather, they should begin by assessing the degree of support that external conditions provide the group. It 
is obviously a lot easier for any work group to be productive when the overall organization of which it is 
a part is growing and it has both top management’s support and abundant resources. Similarly, a group is 
more likely to be productive when its members have the requisite skills to do the group’s tasks and the 
personality characteristics that facilitate working well together.  A number of structural factors show a 
relationship to performance. Among the more prominent are role perception, norms, status inequities, the 
size of the group, its demographic makeup, the group’s task, and cohesiveness.  There is a positive 
relationship between role perception and an employee’s performance evaluation.77 The degree of 
congruence that exists be-  I  toheiwernn  Lw  I F ‘<I’  14  I —  CHAPTER 8 • FOUNDATIONS OF 
GROUP BFHAVOR •331  tween an employee and his or her boss in the perception of the employee’s job  
influences the degree to which that employee will be judged as an effective performer  by the boss. To the 
extent the employee’s role perception fulfills  the boss’s role expectations, the employee will receive a 
higher performance  evaluation.  Norms control group member behavior by establishing standards of right  
and wrong. If managers know the norms of a given group, it can help explain  the behaviors of its 



members. Where norms support high output1 managers  can expect individual performance to be 
markedly higher than where group  norms aim to restrict output. Similarly, acceptable standards of 
absenteeism  will be dictated by the group norms.  Statis inequities create frustration and can adversely 
influence productivity  and the willingness to remain with an organization. Among those individuals  who 
are equity sensitive, incongmence is likely to lead to reduced motivation  and an increased search for 
ways to bring about fairness (i.e., taking  another job).  The impact of size on a group’s performance 
depends on the type of task  in which the group is engaged. Larger groups are more effective at fact-
finding  activities. Smaller groups are more effective at action-taking tasks. Our knowledge  of social 
loafing suggests that if management uses larger groups, efforts  should be made to provide measures of 
individual performance within the  group.  We found the group’s demographic composition to be a key 
determinant  of individual turnover. Specifically, the evidence indicates that group members  who share a 
common age or date of entry into the work group are less prone to  resign.  The primary contingency 
variable moderating the relationship between  group processes and performance is the group’s task. The 
more complex and interdependent  the tasks, the more inefficient processes will lead to reduced  group 
performance.  Finally, we found that cohesiveness can play an important function in influencing  a 
group’s level of productivity. Whether or not it does depends on  the group’s performance-related norms.  
Satisfaction  As with the role perception-S-performance relationship, high congruence between  a boss 
and employee about the perception of the employee’s job shows a  significant association with high 
employee satisfaction.78 Similarly, role conflict  is associated with iob-induced tension and job 
dissatisfaction.79  Most people prefer to communicate with others at their own status level  or a higher 
one rather than with those below them.8° As a result, we should expect  satisfaction to be greater among 
employees whose job minimizes interaction  with individuals who are lower in status than themselves.  
The group size—satisfaction relationship is what one would intuitively ex  pect: Larger groups are 
associated with lower satisfaction+ As size increases,  opportunities for participation and social 
interaction decrease, as does the ability  of members to identify with the group’s accomplishments. At the 
same  time, having more members also prompts dissension, conflict, and the formation  of subgroups, 
which all act to make the group a less pleasant entity to be a  part of.  PART THREC • TH GROUP  For 
Review  1. Compare and contrast command, task, interest, and friendship groups.  2. What might 
motivate you to oin a group?  3. Define sod ometry and explain its value to managers.  4. What is the 
relationship between a work group and the organization of which it is a part?  s. what are the implications 
of Zimbardo’s prison experiment for OB?  6. How do norms develop?  7. what are the implications of 
Whyte’s restaurant study for OB?  8. How are status and norms related?  9. How can a group’s 
demography h&p you predict turnover?  10. What is groupthink? What’s its effect on decision-making 
quality?  — For Discussion  1. How could you use the punctuated-equilibrium model to better understand 
group behavior?  2. Identify five roles you play. What behaviors do they require? Are any of these roles in 
conflict? If so, in what way? How do you resolve these conflicts?  3. “High cohesiveness in a group leads 
to higher group productivity.” Do you agree or disagree? Explain.  4. What effect, if any, do you expect 
that work force diversity has on a group’s performance and satisfaction?  S. If group decisions 
consistently achieve better quality outcomes than those achieved by individuals, how did the phrase TMa 
camel is a horse designed by a committee” become so popular and ingrained in our culture?  It’s time to 
take small groups seriously, that is, to use groups, rather than individuals, as the basic building blocks for 
an organization. I propose we should design organizations from scratch around small groups rather than 
the way we have traditionally done it-—around individuals.  Why would management want to do such a 
thing? At least seven reasons can be identified. First, small groups seem to be good for people. They can 
satisfy important membership heeds. They can pr 0- vide a moderateiy wide range of activities for 
individual members. They can provide support in times of stress and crisis. They are settings in which 
people can learn not only cognitively but empiricaNy to be reasonably trusting and helpful to one another. 
Second, groups seem to be good problem-finding tools. They seem to be useful in promoting innovation 
and creativity. Third, in a wide variety of decision situations, they make better decisions than individuals 
do. Fourth, they are great tocis for implementation. They gain commitment from their members so group 
decisions are likely to be wiLlingly carried out. Fifth, they can control and discipline individual members 
in ways that are often extremely difficult through impersonal quasi-legal disciplinary systems. Sixth, as 



organizations grow large, small groups ap pear to be useful mechanisms for fending off many of the 
negative effects of large size. They help prevent communication lines from growing too long, the 
hierarchy from growing too steep, and the individual from getting lost in the crowd. There is also a 
seventh, but altogether different, kind of argument for taking groups seriously Groups are natural p1w-  
nomena and facts of otganizalional life They can be created, but their spontaneous development cannot be 
prevented.  Operationally, how would an organization that was truly designed around groups function? 
One answer to this question is merely to take the things that organizations do. with individuals and apply 
them to groups. The idea would be to ralse the level from the atom ta the molecule and select groups 
rather than individua!s, train groups rathet than individuals, pay groups rather than individuals, promote 
groups rather than individuals, fire groups rather than individuals, and so on down the list of activities 
that organizations have traditionally car ried.on in order to use human beings in their organizations.  In 
the past, the human group has been primarily used for patching and mending organizations that were built 
around the individual. The time has come for management to discard the notion that individ uais are the 
basic building blocks of organizations and to redesign organizations around groups. Tmportantly, a 
number of organizations seem to be moving in this direction. Peters and Waterman, for instance, in their 
search for high.performing organizations, found that “small groups are, quite simply the basic 
organizational building blocks of excellent companies. * Similarly, hundreds of major companies, 
including Saturn Corp., Federal Express, and Microsoft, have essentially designed their current operation 
S around small groups.  They would be. frustrated in job situation whei’e their tontributlon is commingled 
and  Des ned Around honiogenized with the caêt buttons of others.  I. . . . . . - - Mnericans want to be 
hired based on their indiuavidual talents. They want to be evaluated on their  inthvidUL fortsTh aIo want 
to be rewarded ndprompItons büed ontheir mdihe argprnent that organization can and  but 15aP3- 
whtrneifr±e:boe nd%uboMlnates; They are tahstic.coiqih1esiiicethe United States, ca4wis- . not kefêcepta 
gici%rdecisiOn on such issues tralla, Geran, and the United ICngdout Qi b1 as Wage increases It S 
lowing (p3fs& dlredly relates to the Uiite& Støes har4IS t ±ag6e thàtthQrduId be comfortable in 
ánd4theEfCn workers, although it is probably gen- a sØteiik&uisoI IfltheIr pronotiorior erahzablto other 
economically advarice4capira1ls- ternIitfoiôuId be’the perforrnanee of their tic countries. In fact, given 
the recent political -...  changes in Eastern Europe and the increasiiig ac.cep- one at the- best exampla of 
how fully the inditance of profit-iTiotWated businesses, the qkse fOr he *ridual ÔthIe has petmeat& the 
American psyche is thdividuaEy oriented organization may lie applica- thegeneraliack of enthusiasm that 
college students ble throiigioüt the wbrld. . display tiwaxdgrOüp tetm.papeE rot years I’ve ofAmerja was 
budt’on the ethic of the indvidua1. feted st(dEnts Øieeptioh.tq:wx1teiriñ papers mdi-  This ethic, has been 
pounded into Americans from ct thethbers oflnal1 .goup. I tell the birth. TIW resuit is that It is déeply 
embedded in the cias thW &ivdo the paper àlone1 in which case I psyche qf every American. They 
strongly iLuc pdi- would eXjett- around.. Or individual achievement. They praise competition. ben they 
can. do the papertin gmdp, but I’d expect the in teamsports, they want to identity individuals for Ienfl to-
expand commensurately. The only qiiality recognlttcn. Sure, they enloy group interaction. fler I statels 
that we can’t do both. The class has to They like being part of a team, espedally a wirwing decide whether 
they want to da Individual or group team. But It is one tiing to � be a member of a Work paper , and 
everyone has-to abide by that decision. I group whlle.mthintaining a strong individuai iden- can tell you 
that I have nver had a class where the tity and another to sublimate one’s identity to that 
majodt3voluntari1y chose the group-paper option! of the group. The latter is inconsistent with the Val- 
But I’m not surprised. Isn’t this consistent with the ties of American life. stereotype of the ndividualist1c 
American, nOtiThe American worker likes a clear link between vated by his or her seifInterest? Of 
someone who  his or her individual effort and a visible outcome. It wants to rise or fall based on Jiis or 
her own work is not happenstance that the United States, as a na- perfomnce? Ye& Is this a futute full-
time employee don, has a considerably larger proportion of Ugh whocwotddbe satisfied, and reach his or 
hei lull pro- achievers than exists in socialistic countrte. Amer- ductive Capacit) in a group-centered 
organization? I ica breeds achievers, and arhievers seek personal re- don’t think so.  CHAPIER • 
FOUNDATIONS OF GROUP B[HAVOR • 335 124 Learning About •Yourse1iercise  Are You Ilttracted 
to the Grou?  Most of us have had experience writing a term paper. Sonic of these have been  individual 
assignments. That is, the instructor expected each student to hand  in a separate paper and your grade was 



determined solely by your own effort  and contribution, But sometimes instructors assign group term 
papers, where  students must work together on the project and share in the grade.  Think back to your 
most recent experience in doing a group term papet  Now envision yourself at about the halfway point in 
the completion of that  group assignment. Using your mind-set at this halfway point, answer the fol  
lowing 20 questions. This questionnaire measures your feelings about that  work group.  Agree Disagree  
1. I want to remain a member of this group.  2.Ilikemygroup.  3. I look forward to coming to the group.  4. 
1 don’t care what happens in this group.  5. I feel involved in what is happening in my group.  6. If I 
could drop out of the group now, [would.  7. 1 dread comingto this group.  8. 1 wish it were possible for 
the group to end now.  9. 1 am di..satislied with the group.  10. If it were possible to move to another 
group at  thistime,lwould.  11. 1 feel included in thegroup.  12. spite of individual differences, a feeling of  
urn exists in mygroup.  13. Compared to other groups I know of, I feel my  group ishetterthan most.  14. I 
do not feel a part of the group’s activities. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  15. 1 feel it would make a difference to the 
group if  Iwerenothere.  15. If I were told my group would not meet today,  Iwouidfeelbad.  17. I feel 
distant from the group.  18. It makes a difference to me how this group  turnsout.  19. 1 feel my absence 
wouid not matter to the group.  20. 1 would not fee! bad if I had to miss a meeting of this group.  The 
Paper Tower Exercise  Step 1 Organize the class into groups of five to eight people.  Step 2 Each group 
will receive one 1Z-inch stack of newspapers and one roll of masking tape from your instructor. The 
groups have 20 minutes to plan a paper tower that will be judged on the basis of three criteria:  height, 
stability, and beauty. No physical work is allowed during this  planning period.  Step 3 Each group has 
thirty minutes for the actual construction of the paper tower.  Step 4 Each tower will be identified by a 
number assigned by your instructor. Each student is to individually examine all the paper towers. Your 
group is then to come to a consensus as to which tower is the winner. A spokesperson from your group 
should report its decision and the criteria the group used in reaching it.  Step S In your small groups, 
discuss the following questions:  a. What percentage of the plan did each member of your group 
contribute?  b. To what degree did your group follow the five-step group devel. opment model?  c. Did a 
single leader emerge from the group? If so, who? Why do you think this person became the leader?  d. In 
groups, someone typically assumes a task-oriented role, concerned with “getting the job done”; another 
takes a human relations role, making encouraging, friendly, and supportive comments. Did these roles 
emerge in your group? Did these roles aid or hinder the group’s effectiveness?  e. How did the group 
generally respond to the ideas that were expressed?  f. List specific behaviors exhibited during the 
planning and building sessions that you felt were helpful to the group.  g. List specific behaviors 
exhibited during the planning and building sessions that you felt were dysfunctional to the group.  Step 6 
Di5cuss the following questions with the entire class:  a. How did the groups’ behavior differ?  b. What 
characterized the most effective groups?  c. i-low could the behavior of the ess effective groups be 
improved?  Should You Agree with Your Boss When You Don’t?  The Asch conformity studies point up 
a related dilemma that many employees face: whether it is ethical to outwardly agree with your boss 
when, in actuality, you think he or she is wrong.  There is an old adage: The boss isn’t always right, but 
(s) he’s always the boss. The underlying message is you don’t argue with your superior because that 
superior has authority over you. But what about when you know the boss is acting unethically? Would 
openly agreeing with the boss in those circumstances mean compromising your personal standards of 
integrity? What about merely suppressing your disagreement? That might be more politically astute, but 
would it mean you lack moral character?  The norms of conformity can be very strong in an organization. 
Tndivid uals who openly challenge long-condoned but questionable practices may be labeled as disloyal 
or lacking in commitment to the organization. One perspective argues that conformance with group and 
organizational norms bonds people together. Such conformity facilitates cooperation and cohesiveness 
and contributes to standardizing behavior. These are qualities that can enhance organizational 
effectiveness. An opposite argument can be made that the suppression of dissent and the appearance of 
conformity dont improve organizational effectiveness, but rather plant the seeds for ‘ater hostilities and 
conflicts.  (1) What should you do when you disagree with your boss about an ethical issue? (2) IF you 
were the boss, would you want your employees to openly disagree with you? If so, how would you want 
them to express their views? (3) What can organizations do to avoid encouraging individuals to 
unethically conform but, at the same time, encourage cohesiveness and commitment?  Games People Play 



in the Shipping Department  The Science Fiction Book Club (SFBC) sells a large list of science fiction 
books, at discount prices, entirely by mail order. In 1994 the club shipped over 370,000 books and 
generated revenues of $6.4 million. Anyone familiar with the mail-order business realizes it offers 
extremely high profit potential because under careful mahagement, inventory costs and overhead can be 
kept quite low. The biggest problems in mail-order businesses are filling orders, shipping the 
merchandise, and billing the customers. At SFEC, the Packing and Shipping (P&S) Department employs 
eight Full-time people  Ray, 44 years old, has worked in P&S for seven years.  e Al, 49, has worked in 
P&5 for nine years.  • R.J., 53, has worked in P&S for 16 years. He was head of the department for two 
years back in the early 1980s, but stepped down voluntarily because of continuing stomach problems that 
doctors attributed to supervisory pressures.  Peat!, 59, was the original employee hired by the founder. 
She has  been at SFBC for 25 years and in P&S for 21 years. ;1  CASE  INCIflENT;0]  338. PART 
THREE • THE GROUP  + Margaret, 31, is the newest member of the department. She has been 
employed less than a year.  • Steve, 27, has worked in P&S for three years. He goes to college at nights 
and makes no effort to hide that he plans on leaving P&S and  probably SFBC when he gets his degree 
next year.  • George, 46, is currently head of P&S. i-Ic has been with SFBC for ten years, and in P&S for 
six.  • Gary, 25, has worked in P&S for two years.  The jobs in a shipping department are uniformly dull 
and repetitive. Each person is responsible for wrapping, addressing, and making the bills out on anywhere 
horn 100 to 200 books a day. Part of George’s responsibilities are to make allocations to each worker and 
to ensure that no significant backlogs occut However, George spends less than 10 percent of his time in 
supervisory activities. The rest of the time he wraps, addresses, and makes Out bills just like everyone 
else.  Apparently to deal with the repetitiveness of their jobs, the department members have created a 
number of games they play among themselves. They seem almost childish, but it is obvious the games 
mean something to these people. Importantly, each is played regularly. Some of the ones we describe are 
played at least once a day. All are played a minimum of twice a week.  “The Stamp Machine Is Broken” 
is a game that belongs to Al. At least once a day Al goes over to the postage meter in the office and 
unplugs it. He then proceeds loudly to attempt to make a stamp for a package. “The stamp machine is 
broken again,” he yells. Either Ray or Gary, or both, will come over and spend 30 seconds or so trying to 
“fix” it, then “discover” that it’s unplugged. The one who finds it unplugged then says, ‘Al, you’re a 
mechanical spastic,” and others in the office join in and laugh.  Gary is the initiator of the game “Steve, 
There’s a Call for You.” Usually played in the late afternoon, an hour or so before everydne goes home, 
Gary will pick up the phone and pretend there is someone on the line. “Hey, Steve, it’s for you,” he’ll yell 
out. “It’s Mt Big [the president of SFBC]. Says he wants you to come over to his office right away. 
You’re going to be the new vice president!” The game is an obvious sarcastic jab at Steve’s going to 
college and his frequent comments about someday being a big executive.  RJ., although 53 years old, has 
never married and lives with his mother. The main interests in his life are telling stories, showing pictures 
of last year’s vacation, and planning for this year% trip. Without exception, everyone finds Rj.’s vacation 
talk boring. But that doesn’t stop Pearl or George from setting him up several times a week. “Hey R.J., 
can we see those pictures you took last year in Oregon again?” That question always gets Rj. to drop 
whatever lie’s doing and pull 75 to 100 pictures from his top drawer. “Hey, R. J., what re you planning 
todo on your vacation this year?” always gets It J. ‘s eyes shining and invariably leads to the unfolding of 
maps he also keeps in his top drawer.  Georg&s favorite game is “What’s It Like to Be Rich?” which he 
plays with Pearl. Pearl’s husband was a successful banker and died a half dozen years ago. He left her 
very well off financially. Pearl enjoys everyone knowing she doesn’t have to work, has a large lovely 
home, buys a new car every two years, and includes some of the city’s more prominent businesspeople 
and politicians among her friends. George wu1 mention the name of some big shot in town1 and Pearl 
never fails to take the bait. She proceeds to tell how he is a close friend of hers. George might also bring 
up money in some context in order to  CHAPTER 8 • FOUNDATIONS OF GROUP BEHAVIOR • 339  
allow Pearl to complain about high taxes, the difficulty in finding good hous  keepers, the high cost of 
traveling to Europe, or some other concern of the affluent.  Questions  1. Analyze the group’s interactions 
using the group behavior model.  2. How do these games affect the department’s performance?  3. Are 
these games functional? Dysfunctional? Expiath.  The Prima Donna  They drive the people they have to 
work with nuts. They’re pampered, they’re spoiled, and they seem to always have to be the center of 



attention. Who are they? They’re opera’s main attraction—the prima donna.  The firing of prima donna 
Kathleen Battle by the Metropolitan Opera in New York City brought the public’s attention to how 
difficult prima donnas can be to work with.  Battle was notorious for her arrogance and difficult behavior. 
According to the Met’s general manager, Battle arrived late for rehearsals that had been rescheduled for 
her in the first place, she left early, and she demanded that other singers leave the stage when she was 
singing. Newsweek’s music critic Tim Page tells how Battle “insisted on being moved horn hotel to hotel. 
At one of the hotels she moved because she thought somebody was looking at her funny. At another one 
they served her some spaghetti with some peas in it, and it turns out that she doesn’t like peas. After she 
sang in San Francisco, members of the San Francisco chorus had 1-shirts made up saying, ‘I Survived the 
Battle.’”  While Battle has gotten a lot of attention for her behavior, she’s not unique in her profession. 
Opera stars are notorious for being temperamental. For instance, Luciano Pavarotti was fired by the Lyric 
Opera of Chicago for missing 26 of 41 performances. in another instance, a Philadelphia opera director 
made the grave mistake of advertising one of his tenors as “the greatest tenor alive.” All of his other 
tenors immediately canceled for that season. Even 3everiy Sills, by all accounts one of the nicest people 
in the world of opera, had her difficult moments. “1 was at La Scala,” says Sills. WIJ kept asking to have 
my costume color changed, and the designer had agreed to it. And the woman who was head of the 
dressmaking department, who wears one of those great big scissors on a black ribbon, for some reason 
didn’t want to go through the extra work of changing the costume. And Tasked her and asked her, and she 
wouldn’t pay attention. So, for the costume parade, they march it in front of the lights. It was still the 
same bad color. So I went over to her, I took the gown and folded it up in lithe pieces, took her great big 
scissors, and I cut it in four ways. And I said, ‘Here. Now make me a new costume.”  What makes these 
people behave this way? Singer Lisa Gasteen thinks it’s the pressure of being out front. ‘The 
responsibility of singing front roles is really huge. it’s important to be at your best when you’re 
performing, and that is a huge pressure.” Battle’s former agent, Peter 0db, thinks it relates to the quest for 
perfection. “I think Kathleen encountered some difficulties because she is incredibly difficult and 
demanding in search of perfection in her art, in the same way that Michael Jordan would have been in 
trying to hit 50 points in a basketball game.” After all, opera is a business where even a small mistake can 
be perceived as failure, and success is defined as nothing less than perfection.  Questions  1. Does the job 
shape the personality or do certain personalities go into opera?  2. and other opera stars’ behavior can 
be.explained in terms of playing roies.’ Discuss.  3. CEOs are under pressure. Similarly, Garth Brooks 
and Whitney 1-bus- ton sing in front of tens of thousands and ate expected to perform without mistakes. 
What, if anything, differentiates these people from opera stars?  The Boeing Co.  senior management 
team has decided the future of aircraft design lies with replacing the firm’s historical military-style 
hierarchy with self-regulating, cross-disciplinary work tean,s.1  As a case in point, the planning and 
development of Boeing’s new 777-200 twin jet revolved around an internal collaboration of designers. 
production experts. maintenance people, customer service personnel. finance specialists, and even airline 
customers. Grouped into small teams of eight or ten, they were charged with the task of refining and 
meshing all aspects of the aircraft program right from the start. The intention was to have each team 
consider the aircraft as a whole and to act quickly on ideas, free from chain-cf-command second guessing.  
Boeing’s past practice was to develop a plane sequentially, starting at the tail arid working forward to the 
nose. First, suggestions would come from the designers, then the production people, then customer-
support personnel, and so on. In the process, refinements snowballed. Worse, development costs soared 
just before the plane went into production as last-minute ‘fixes were made. The inefficiencies of this 
system resulted in reduced productivity and increased costs.  By using teams on the 777 project, the 
company was able to ‘front-load” development costs. That is, t was able to get the bUgs out of the aircraft 
before it  ever got into production. For instance, the novel folding wingtips on the new 777 had one 
ignificant shortcoming: Airlines that wanted a traditional öontinuous wing couldn’t get one. The cmpàny 
initially said that the best it could offer was a wing with foFdable tips locked in pLace. Under the old 
Booing way, the airlines would have had to acce the accompanyirtg weight penalty. That’s because a 
bureaucratic chasm separated workers who designed parts from those who made them. However, working 
closely with shop experts. 777 engineers devised a way to build the continuous wing on the sane tool used 
to make the foldable wing—without disrupting the pt’e duction work flow. Airline representatives ended, 



up contributing more than 1 ,000 de&gfl changes. Similarly, Roeing’s in*house maintenance 
expertsoffered hundreds of ideas that helped make the 777 cheaper to operate and faster to service.  
oeing’s top management team believes the use of teams will allow the company to produce better 
products, faster, and at lower costs. They have decided to use the teamwork approach on the 737X, a 
passenger et scheduled for delivery in 1997; and Boeing’s defense group is using teams to design and 
build the F-11 fighter that is being planned for delivery to the U.S. Air Force in 2003.  — Why Have 
Teams Become So Popular?  Twenty years ago, when companies like Volvo, Toyota, and General Foods 
introduced teams into their production processes, it made news because no one else was doing it. Today, 
it’s just the opposite. It’s the organization that doesn’t use teamsthat has become newsworthy. Pick up 
almost any business periodical today and you’ll read how teams have become an essential part of the way 
business is being done in companies like General Electric, AT&T Hewlett-Packard, - Motorola, Apple 
Computer, Shiseido, Federal Express, Chrysler, Saab, 3M Co., John Deere, Texas Instruments, Australian 
Airlines, Johnson & Johnson, Dayton Hudson. Shenandoah Life Insurance Co., Florida Power & Light, 
and Emer-. son Electñc. Even the world-famous San Diego Zoo has restructured its native habitat zones 
around cross-departmental teams.  How do we explain the current popularity of teams? The evidence 
suggests that teams typically outperform individuals when the tasks being done requite multiple skills, 
judgment, and experience.2 As organizations have restructured themselves to compete more effectively 
and efficiently, they have turned to teams as a way to better utilize employee talents. Management has 
found that teams are more flexible and responsive to changing events than are tndition&l departments or 
other forms of permanent groupings. Teams have the Capability to quickly assemble, deploy, refocus, and 
disband.  But don’t overlook the motivational properties of teams. Consistent with our discussion in 
Chapter 7 of the role of employee involvement as a motivator, teams facilitate employee participation in 
operating decisions. For instance, some assembly-line workers at John Deere are part of sales teams that 
call on GustomersA These workers know the products better than any traditional salesperson; and by 
traveling and speaking with farmets, these hourly workers develop new skills and become more involved 
in their jobs. So another explanatiorijor the popuIadty of teams is that they are an effective means for 
management to democratize their organizations and increase ernpêyee motivation  — Teams vs. Groups: 
What’s the Difference?  Groups and teams are not the same thing. In this sect)on, we define and clarify 
the difference between a work group and a work team.4  In the last chapter, we defined a group as two or 
more individuals, interacting and interdependent, who have come together to achieve particular   08_inthe 
News.... I  Bnilding Teamwork in the Clinton Administration  I H  .  :   One of the first things Bill Clinton 
did when he took over the U.S. presidency was to have his key adrninistra- tive group go through some 
team-building exercises,  At Clinton’s first cabinet   asked by thc facilitators to talk about sigrdficant per- 
sonal events they haØn’t mentioned in their resumes, Clinton got ‘the ball rolling by saying he had been 
fat as a boy, and the Uther kids had teasedjiim.  people toward coordinated team1 This lnit ii tëam-buuld- 
ing experience vasfdllowed up by anotheri mrmonths later, tben regu at sessions every six mont] [S after 
that.  Using profes lonalfacilitaton to make g4up rneçtmgs,  .  !  •  rneetLng, which took place at a retreat 
in the ivoods at Camp David, two profes- sional facilitators were  brQught in to help the new cabinet 
members learn to work more effectively with each other; Cabinet members   The object of these team- 
building exercises is to get people to understand how they can use their own per- sonal chancteristits to 
con- tribute to the group. Since these cabinet members will be working closely together  run smoother and 
to facili- tate teamwork Isn’t new in the federal government. The Internal Revenue Service and the army 
have tsed them for years. But this th the first time this has been tiled at the very top level of government.  
•  •  •  .  •  .  were askd to bring their îé- sómés and be prepared to  I -  talk about the passions in   to solve 
numerous problems, Clinton and his staff decided they nreded to leain more  .  on J,M Peru?, •‘usJ ‘Team 
Builders May Become Cenunon lii clinmn Admlnistraffbn$ Wail Stnet   their lives. At the Saturday  •  
about each other and move  . JumaI (March 5, 1993), p. AM.,   night session, they were also   from being 
just a group of     348. PART THREE • THE GROUP  objectives. A work group is a group that interacts 
primarily to share information and to make decisions to help each member perform within his or her area 
of responsibility.  Work groups have no  need or opportunity to engage in collective work that requires 
joint effort. So their performance is merely the summation of each group member’s individual 
contribution. There is no positive synergy that would create an overall level of performance greater than 



the sum of the inputs.  A work team generates positive synergy through cpordinated effort. Their 
individual efforts result in a level of performance that is greater tlan the sum of those individual inputs. 
Figure 9-1 highlights the differences between work groups and work teams.  These definitions help 
clarify why so many organizations have recently restructured work processes around teams. Management 
is looking for that positive synergy that will allow their organizations to increase performance. The 
extensive use of teams creates the potential for an organization to generate greater outputs with no 
increase in inputs. Notice, however, we said “potential.” Nothing inherently magical in the creation of 
teams assures the achievement of this positive synergy. Merely calling a group a team doesn’t 
automatically increase its performance. As we show later in this chapter, successful or high-performing 
teams have certain common characteristics. If management hopes to gain increases in organizational 
performance through the use of teams, it will need to çnsure that their teams possess these characteristics.  
— Types of Teams  Teams can be classified based on their objective. The three most common forms of 
teams you’re likely to find in an organization are problem-solving teams, self-managed teams, and cross-
functional teams (see Figure 9-2).  Problem-Solving Teams  1PLN  ‘—a C  Pr blem solvmg Self managed 
tres rinctionel  If we look back 15 years or so, teams were just beginning to grow in popularity, and the 
form most of these teams took was similar. These were typically composed of 5 to 12 hourly employees 
from the same department who met for a few hours each week to discuss ways of im Wor  roe W rk teams  
• it  • B IIEPEJP  In  ‘kr “I  N  I 4 rnNhr—je  Hfl1  work gasp  Group that interacts primarily to share 
infornmtián and to make decisions to help each member perform within his or her area of responsibihty.  
work team  Group whose individual efforts result in a performance that is groWer than the sum of those 
individual inputs.  CHAPTER 9 • UNDEkSTANDING WORK TEAMS  proving quality, efficiency, and 
the work environment.5 We call these prob1cm-solving teams.  In problem-solving teams, members share 
ideas or offer suggestions on how work processes and methods can be improved. Rarely, however, are 
these teams given the authority to unilaterally implement any of their suggested actions.  One of the most 
widely practiced application of problem-solving teams during the 1980s were quality circles.6 As 
described in Chapter 7, these are work teams of eight to ten employees and supervisors who have a shared 
area of responsibility and meet regularly to discuss their quality problems, investigate causes of the 
problems, recommend solutions, and take corrective actions.  SeIf-Maned Work Teams  Problem-solving 
teams were on the right track, but they didn’t go far enough in getting employees involved in work-
related decisions and processes. This led to experimentations with truly autonomous teams that could not 
only solve problems but implement solutions and take full responsibility for outcomes.  Self-managed 
work teams are generally composed of 10 to 15 people who take on the responsibilities of their former 
supervisors! Typically, this includes collective control over the pace of work, determination of work 
assignments, oranization of breaks, and collective choice of inspection procedures. Fully self-managed 
work teams even select their own members and have the members evaluate each other’s performance. As 
a result, su. pervisory positions take on decreased importance and may even be eliminated. At GE’s 
locomotive-engine plant in Grove City, Pennsylvania, about 100 teams make most of the plant’s 
decisions, They arrange the maintenance, schedule the work, and routinely authorize equipment 
purchases. One team spent $2 million and the plant manager never flinched- At the L-S 
Electrogalvanizing Co., in Cleveland, the entire plant is run by self-managed teams. They do their own 
scheduling, rotate jobs on their own, establish production targets, set pay scales that are linked to skills, 
fire coworkers, and do the hiring. 1 never meet a new employee until his first day on the job,” says the 
plant’s general manager.8  Xerox, General Motors, Coors Brewing, PepsiCo, Hewlett-Packard, 
Honeywell, M&M/ Mars, and Aetna Life are just a few familiar names that have implemented self-
managed work teams. Approximately one in five U.S. employers now use this form of teams, and experts 
predict that 40 to 50 percent of all U.S. workers could be managing themselves through such teams by 
the:  decade’s end.9  Recent business periodicals have been chock full of articles describing successful 
applications of s&f-managed teams. Texas Instruments’s defense group gives self-directed teams credit 
for helping it win the MalcoLm flaldrige National Quality Award and for allowing it to achieve the same 
level of sales with 25 percent fewer employees.’0 Aid Association for Lutherans, one of the largest 
insurance and financial service companies in the United States, claims that self- managed teai’ns were 
primarily responsible for helping increase employee satisfaction and allowing the company to increase 



business volume by 50 percent ovet a four-year period while cutting work force staff by 15 percent.’1 The 
My’s Grand Ice Cream plant in Fort Wayne, Indiana, introduced self-managed teams in 1990, and 
attributes to them the piant’s 39 percent reduction in costs and 57 percent increase in productivity.’2 
Whole Foods Market, a health food  .349  problem-selvieg eis Groups ol 5 Ia 12 employees From the 
some deporimeid who meM fir a law hours eadi weal to kcuss ways of improvkg quably, effldeiicy mid 
hit work anvireamem.  sell-managed work leami Greups oF ID to 15 people who tdw an responsib1i1ie of 
thel lamer wpervors.  .  - V tc.’t.-’ç  • I eamkhan?ome aft4  -,  business WbeIid6ne.  - , - . :‘i  350.  PART 
THREE • THE GROUP  When the San Diego Zoo reorganized  exhibits into biadiniatic zones  that 
integrate animals and plants in  cageless areas resembling their native  habitat, it also changed the way  
employees work. Instead Di operating  the new exhibits the traditional  way—where keepers tend the 
animals  and gardeners tend the  plants—the zoo formed self-managed  teams and gave members  loint 
responsibility for operating and  maintaining their exhibit. The Tiger  River exhibit shown here is self-  
managed by a team of mammal and  bird specialists, horticulturalists,  and maintenance and construction  
workers. Self-managed teams are  helping the zoo achieve twa of its  key goals enriching the visitor’s 
experience  and improving employees’  quality of work life.  chain, claims self-managed teams are the 
main reason it doubled sales between 1989 and 1992, and is able to achieve a 3.7 percent operating 
margin compared to the average supermarket chain’s 2.6)  In spite of these impressive stories, a word of 
caution needs to be offered here. Some organizations have been disappointed with the results from self- 
managed teams. For ipstance, employees at Douglas Aircraft Co., which has been undergoing large 
layoffs, have revolted against self-managed teams. They’ve come to view cooperating with the team 
concept as an exercise in assisting one’s own executioner.14 The overall research on the effectiveness of 
self-managed work teams has not been uniformly positive)5 For example, individuals on these teams do 
tend to report higher levels of job satisfaction. However, counter to conventional wisdom, employees on 
self-managed work teams seem to have higher absenteeism and turnover rates than do employees working 
in traditiona] work structures. The specific reasons for these findings are unclear, which implies a need 
for additional research.  Cross-Functional Teams  cross-functional teams  Employees from about the same 
hierarchical level, but From different work areas, who come together to accomplish a task.  Our 
description ‘of the Boeing Company’s development efforts on the 777, at the opening of this chapter, 
illustrates the latest application of the team concept. This is the use of cross-functional teams. They are 
made up of employees frornahout the same hierarchical level, but from different work areas, who come 
together to accomplish a task.16  Many organizations have used horizontal boundary-spanrnng groups for 
years. For example, IBM created a large task force in the 1960s—made up of employees from across 
departments in the company—to develop the highly suc I  pt  I  I L  CHAPTER 9 • UNDERSTANDING 
WORK TEAMS  +351  cessful System 360. And a task force is really nothing other than a temporary 
cross-functional team. Similarly, committees composed of members from across departmental lines are 
another example of cross-functional teams.  But the popularity of cross-discipline work teams exploded in 
the late 1980s. All the major automobile manufacturers—including Toyota, Honda, Nissan, BMW, GM, 
Ford, and Chrysler—have turned to these forms of teams in order to coordinate complex projects. For 
example, the Neon, Chrysler’s ground-breaking subcompact, was developed completely by a cross-
functional team, The new model was delivered in a speedy 42 months and for a fraction of what any other 
manufacturer’s small car has cost.’7  Motorola’s Iridium Project illustrates why so many companies have 
turned to cross-functional teams,18 This project is developing a huge network that will contain 66 
satellites. “We realized at the beginning that there was no way we could manage a project of this size and 
complexity ip the traditional way and still get it done on time,” says the prolect’s general managet For the 
first year and a half of the project, a cross-functional team of 20 Motorola people met every morning. 
This has since been expanded to include diverse expertise from people in dozens of other companies as 
well, such as McDonnell Douglas, Raytheon, Russia’s Khrunichev Enterprise, Martin Marietta, 
Scientific- Atlanta, and General Electric.  In summary, cross-functional teams are an effective way to 
allow people from diverse areas within an organization (or even between organizations) to exchange 
information, deviop new ideas and solve problems, and coordinate complex projects. Of course, cross-
functional teams are no picnic to manage.’9 Their early stages of development are often very time 
consuming as members learn to work with diversity and complexity. It takes time to build trust and 



teamwork, especially among people from different backgrounds, with different experiences and 
perspectives. Later in this chapter, we discuss ways managers can help facilitate and build trust among 
team members.  task force  Temporary cross-functional team.  committees  Groups mode up of members 
from across deporimental lines.  r 3I K  ,Lb 1  I:  (3 ,‘ (L(  ;  p  p  IL N>  352. PART THREE • TH 
GROUP  Linking Teams and Group Concepts:  Toward Creating High-Peitormance Teams  In the 
previous chapter, we introduced a number of basic group concepts. Let’s now build on that introduction 
and look at how our knowledge of group processes can help us create more effective or high-performance 
teams.2°  Size at Work Teams  The best work teams tend to be small. When they have more than about 
10 to 12 members, it becomes difficult for them to get much done. They have trouble interacting 
constructively and agreeing on much. Large numbers of people usually can’t develop the cohesiveness, 
commitment, and mutual accountability necessary to achieve high perfonnance. So in designing effective 
teams, managers should keep them to under a dozen, if a natural working unit is larger and you want a 
team effort, consider breaking the group into subteams.  Abilities of Members  To perform effectively, a 
team requires three different types of skills. First, it needs people with tedinicczi expertise. Second, ft 
needs people with the problem- solving 011(1 decison-making skills to be able to identify problems, 
generate alternatives, evaluate those alternatives, and make competent choices. Finally,   •..DB Inthe 
News....  Just Bccausc You’re Big,  You Don’t Have to Be Slow  e computer busi- ness lives and dies  on 
new products produced in ever-shorter cy- des. To survive in the indus- try, companies must continu- ally 
develop innovative  products and do so at light- fling fast speed. One corn- pany that has learned how to 
do this successfully is  Hewlett-Packard.  One of H-P’s recent tn- umphs is something called the 
Kittyhawk Personal Stor- age Module. Weighing 1 ounce, and about the size of a matchbox, this tiny disk 
drive is powerful enough to  store the equivalent of 20 long novels.  H-P brought the Kittyhawk hi market 
in only 10 months, comparedwith the more tnt- ditional cycle time of about two yeats. And the secret to 
this speedy development process? Teams!  A tightly knit group of ten H-P engineers and marketers 
locked themselves up in a trailer separate from H-P’s disk drive division in Boise, Idaho. Realizing they 
could- n’tbreak the time barrier by doing everything alone, the team forged an unprece dented number of 
partner-  ships. AT&T’s microelectronics group designed the Kittyhawk’s circuitry. Read-Rite produced 
the head that reads and writes data. Citizen Watch of Japan helped design the manufacturing process—
and today makes the Kittyhawk for H-P. Cootdinating the entire protect by using a team cut through the 
bureaucratit ted tape that traditionally hinders large cornpanies and allowed for di- verse input and quick 
decision making.  BaU on L Grant ‘Sx Companies That Aic WLnning the Ra’e,” Los ANgeles TiIICS 
(January 17, 193], p. Dl.   CHAPTER • UNDERSTANDING WORK TEAMS •353  teams need people 
with good listening, feedback, conflict jesolution, and other  interpersonal skills.  No team can achieve its 
performance potential without developing all  three types of skills. The right mix is crucial. Too much of 
one at the expense of  others will result in tower team performance. But teams don’t need to have all  the 
complementary skills in place at their beginning. It’s not uncommon for  one or more members to take 
responsibility to learn the skills n which the  group is deficient, thereby allowing the team to reach its fun 
potential.  Allocating Roles and Promoting Diversity  hi Chapter 3, we demonstrated that people differ in 
terms of personality traits  and that employee performance is enhanced when individuals are put into  jobs 
that are compatible with their personalities. WeN, the same thing is true  with regard to filling positions 
on a work team. Teams have different needs and  people should be selected for a team based on their 
personalities and -preferences.  High-performing teams properly match people to various roles. For 
example,  the basketball coaches that continually win over the long term have learned  how to size up 
prospective players, identify their strengths and weaknesses, and  then assigi? them to positions that best 
fit with their skills and allow them to  contributc most to the overall teamts performance. They recognize 
that winning  teams need a variety of skills—for example, ball handlers, power scorers, three-  point 
shooters, and shot blockers. Successful teams have people to fill all the key  roles and have selected 
people to play in these roles based on their skills and  preferences.  One stream of research has identified 
nine potential team roles that people  prefer to play. Let’s briefly describe each and then consider  their 
irnp]ications in creating high-performance teams.  eREATOR-INNOVATOI1S These are people who are 
usually imaginative and  good at initiating ideas or concepts. They are typically very independent and 
preicr  to work at their own pace in their own way and very often in their own time.  EXPLORER-



PROMOTERS ExpLorer-Promoters like to take new ideas ahd  champion their cause- They are good at 
picking up ideas from Creator-Innovators  and finding the resources to promote these ideas. Their primary 
weakness is that they may not always have the patience and control skills to en5ure the ideas are followed 
through in detail.  AssEssoR-DEVELopERS These individuals have strong analytical skills. They’re at 
their best when given several different options to evaluate and analyze before a decision is made.  
rIlRIJsrER-ORGAMZERS Thruster-Organizers Uke to set up operating procedures to turn ideas into 
reality and get things done. They set goals, establish plans organize people, and establish systems to 
ensure deadlines are met.  CONCLUDER-PRODUCERS Like Thruster-Organizers, Concluder-Producers 
are also concerned with results. Only their role focuses on insisting that deadlines are kept and ensuring 
that all commitments are followed through on. They take pride iii producing a regular output to a 
standard.  cownoILER-rNspEcroRs These are people with a high concern for establishing and enforcing 
rules and regulations. They are good at examining details and making sure that inaccuracies are avoided. 
They want to check all the facts and figures; they want to make sure the “l’s are dotted” and the ‘Vs are 
crossed.”  UPHOLDERS-MAINTAINERS These people hold stiong convictions about the way ththgs 
should be done. They’U defend and fight the team’s battles with outsiders while, at the same time, 
strongly supporting internal team members. Upholders-Maintainers are important because they provide 
team stability.  REPORnR-ADVISERS Reporter-Advisers are good listeners and don’t tend to press their 
point of view on others. They tend to favor getting more information before making decisions, As such, 
they perform an important role in encouraging the team to seek additional information, before making 
decisions and discouraging the team from making hasty decisions.  LINKERS The last role overlaps the 
others. It can be played by any of the previous eight. Linkers try to understand all views. They are 
coordinators and integrators. They dislike extremism and try to build cooperation among all team 
members. They recognize the various contributions that other team members can make and try to 
integrate people and activities despite the differences that my exist.  Although if forced to, most people 
can perform in any of these roles, most have two or three roles they strongly prefer. Managers need to 
understand the individual strengths that each person can bring to a team, select members with this fri 
mind, and allocate work assignments that ft with mernfrzs’ preferred styles. By matching individual 
preferences with team role demands, managers increase the likelihood that the team members will work 
well together The researchers who developed this framework argue that unsuccessful teams have an 
unbalanced portfolio of individual talents, with too much energy being expended in one area and not 
enough in other areas.  Havbg a Commitment to a Common Purpose  Does the team have a meaningful 
purpose that all members aspire to? ibis pun pose is a vision. it’s broader than specific goals. Effective 
teams have a common  CHAPTER 9 • UNDERSTANDING WORK TEAMS  .355  and meaningful 
purpose that provides £tirection, momentum, and commitment  for members.  The development team at 
Apple Computer that designed the Macintosh,  for example, were almost religiously committed to 
creating a user-friendly machine  that would revolutionize the way people used computers. Production  
teams at Saturn Corp. are driven and united by the common purpose of building  an American automobile 
that can successfully compete in terms of quality  and price with the best of Japanese cars.  Members of 
successful teams put a tremendous amount of time and effort  into discussing, shaping, and agreeing on a 
purpose that belongs to them both  collectively and individually. This common purpose, when accepted 
by the  team, becomes the equivalent of what celestial navigation is to a ship captain—  it provides 
direction and guidance under any and all conditions.  Establishing Specific Coals  Successful teams 
translate their common purpose into specific, measurable, and  realistic performance goals. Just as we 
demonstrated in Chapter 6 how goals lead  individuals to higher performance, goals also energize teams. 
These specific  goals facilitate clear communication. They also help teams maintain their focus  on getting 
results. Thermos Corp., for example, created a cross-functional team  in the fall of 19?O with the specific 
task 0 designing and building an innovative  barbecue grill.22 They agreed to create a new grill that 
looked like a handsome  piece of furniture, didn’t require pollutants like charcoal lighter, and cooked  
food that tasted good. The team also agreed on a rock solid deadline. They  wanted to have their grill 
ready for the big National Hardware Show in August  1992. So they had a little less than two years to 
plan, design, and build their new  product. And that’s exactly what they did. They created the Thermos 
Thermal  Electric Grill, which has since won four design awards and become one of the  most successful 



new product launches in the company’s history.  How did Thermos succeed in developing its new electric 
grill? Credit goes to  • Thermos CEO Monte Peterson, shown here (front) with the lifestyle team that  
created the product. First, Peterson shared with employees his broad vision of product innovation, a 
vision that Inspired employees to commit to developing a  product completely different from 
competitors’. Then Peterson challenged employees by setting a specific goal: develop in Iwo years eed-
lakmy*  use, nonpolluting grill that gives food a barbequed flavoQs.mflr*lded the leadership ant stiucture 
to achieve his vision by forminqiiUbbhaflddàfunctional lifestyle team from marketing, manufacturing, 
and enghieering. The L_team replaced a bureaucratic structure organized by function.  356. PART 
THREE • THE GROUP  Leadership and Structure  Goals define the team’s end targets. But high-
performance teams also need leadership and structure to provide focus and direction. Defining and 
agreeing on a common approach, for example, assures that the team is unified on the means for achieving 
its goals.  Team members must agree on who is to do what and ensure that all members contribute equally 
in sharing the workload. Additionally, the team needs to determine how schedules will be set, what skills 
need to be developed, how the group will resolve conflicts, and how the group will make and modify 
decisions. Agreeing on the specifics of work and how it fits together to integrate individual skills requires 
team leadership and structure. This, incidentally, can be provided directly by management or by the team 
members themselves as they fulfill Explorer-Promoter, Thruster-Organizer, Concluder-Producer, 
Upholder- Maintainer, and Linker roles.  Social Loaling and Accountability  We learned in the previous 
chapter that individuals can hide inside a group. They can engage in ‘“social loafing” and coast on the 
group’s effort because their individual contributions can’t be identified. High-performing teams 
undermine this tendency by holding themselves accountable at both the individual and team level.  
Successful teams make members individually and lointly accountable for  the team’s purpose, goals, and 
approach. They are clear on what they are individually responsible for and what they are jointly 
responsible for.  Appropriate Performance Evaluation and Reward Systems  How do you get team 
members to be both individually and jointly accountable? The traditional individually oriented evaluation 
and reward system must be modified to reflect team performance.23  Individual performance evaluations, 
fixed hourly wages, individual incentives, and the like, are not consistent with the development of high-
performance teams. So in addition to evaluating and rewarding employees for their individual 
contribution, management should consider group-based appraisals, profit sharing, gain sharing, small-
group incentives, and other system modifi_ ________ — cations that reinforce team effort and 
commitment.  Developing High Mutual Trust  High-performance teams are characterized by high mutual 
trust among mem hers. That is, members believe in the integrity, character, and ability of each other. But 
as you know from personal relationships, trust is fragile. It takes a long time to build, can be easily 
destroyed, and is hard to regain.24 Also, since trust begets trust and distrust begets distrust, maintaining 
trust requires careful attention by management.  DIMENSIONS OF TRUST Recent research has 
identified five dimensions  that underly the concept of trust (see Figure 93)25  + Integrity: Honesty and 
truthfulness  • Competence: Technical and interpersonal knowledge and skills  l’lFeg ‘5  CHAPTER 9 • 
UNDERSTANDrNG WOR< TEAMS .357  • Consistency: Reliability, predictability, and good udgment 
in han- trust  dung situations Qroderisfic of bigh-petformanre learns  • Loyalty: Willingness to protect and 
save face for a person whsremembersbelieveiatheiwegrity,  cbradu, ud abiy ol eadi other.  • Openness: 
Willingness to share ideas and information freely  Integrity  In terms of trust among team members, it’s 
been found that the impor- Ronecly and truthfobiess.  tance of these five dimensions is relatively 
constant: integrity > competence  > loyalty > consistency > openness.2 Moreover, integrity and 
competence xproiwi knowl4  are the most critical characteristics that an individual looks for in 
determining  anoth&’s trustworthiness. Integrity seems to be rated highest because “without  a perception 
of the other’s Imoral character and ‘basic honesty,’ other dimen- Consistency  sions of trust were 
meaningless.”27 The high tanking of competence is probably Reliability, prsdktcbWily, and good  due to 
the need for peer interaction by team members in order to successfully gmeuut in ñandlfog siluations.  
complete their job responsibilities. loyoLty  Wflhin!ness to protert and save lace for a  HOW DO YOU 
BUiLD TRUST? Managers and team leaders have a signifi- persot  cant impact on a team’s trust climate. 
As a result, managers and team leaders opeire  need to build trust between themselves and team members. 
The following WillitsstDshareideasancNnhnnation  summarizes ways you can build trust.28 freely.  



Demonstrate yau’re working for others’ interests as well as your own. All of us  are concerned with our 
own self-interest. But if others see you using them, your  iob, or the organization for your personal goals 
to the exclusion of your team,  department, and organizalion’s interests, your credibility will be 
undermined.  Be a team player. Support your work team both through words and ac tions  Defend the 
team and team members when they’re attacked by outsiders.  This will demonstrate your loyalty to your 
work group.  Practice openness. Mistrust comes as much from what people don’t know  as from what 
they do know. Openness leads to confidence and trust, So keep  people informed, explain your decisions, 
be candid about problems, and fully  disclose relevant information.  Be fair. Before making decisions or 
taking actions, consider how others  will perceive them in terms of objectivity nd fairness. Give credit 
where it’s  due, be objective and impartial in performance evaluations and pay attentbrt  to equity 
perceptions in reward distributions.  Speak your feelings. Managers and leaders who convey only hard 
facts  come across as cold and distant. By sharing yoUr feelings, others will see youas  real and human. 
They will know who you are and will increase their respect for  you.  Show cons stency in the basic 
values that guide your decision making. Mistrust  comes from not knowing what to expect. Take the time 
to think about your  values and beliefs. Then let them consistently guide your decisions. When you  know 
your central purpose, your actions will follow accordingly, and you’ll  project a consistency that earns 
trust.  Maintain confidences. You trust those you can confide in and rely on. So if  people tell you 
something in confidence, they.needtQ feel assured you won’t  discuss it with others or betray that 
confidence. Itpeople perceive you as some  one who leaks personal confidences or someone who can’t be 
depended on,  you woiYt be perceived as trustworthy.  Demons trate competence. Develop the admiration 
and respect of others by  demonstrating technical and professional ability and good business sense. Pay  
particular attention to developing and displaying your communicatiOn, team  building, and other 
interpersonal skills.  358• PART THREE • THE GROUP  Turning Individuals mm Team Players  To this 
point, we’ve made a strong case for the value and growing popularity of teams. But many people are not 
inherently team players. They’re loners or pen- pie who want to be recognized for their individual 
achievements. There are also a great many organizations that have historically nurtured individual 
accomplishments. They have created competitive work environments where only the strong survive. If 
these organizations adopt teams, what do they do about the selfish, “I-got-to-look-out-for-me” employees 
they’ve created? And finally, as we discussed in Chapter 2, countries differ in terms of how they rate on 
individualism and collectivism. Teams fit well with countries that score high on collectivism. But what if 
an organization wants to introduce teams into a work population that is made up largely of individuals 
born and raised in a highly individualistic society? As one writer so aptly put it in describing the role of 
teams in the United States, “Americans don’t grow up learning how to function in teams. In school we 
never receive a team report card or learn the names of the team ofsailors who traveled with Columbus to 
America.”29 This limitation would obviously be just as true of Canadians, British, Australians, and others 
from highly individualistic societies.  The Challenge  The previous points are meant to dramatize that one 
substantial barrier to using work teams is individual resistance. An employee’s success is no longer 
defined in terms of individual performance. To perform well as team members, individuals must be able 
to communicate openly and honestly; to confront differences and resolve conflicts; and to sublimate 
personal goals for the good of the team. For many employees, this is a difficult—sometimes impossible—
task.  The challenge of creating team players will be greatest where (1) the national culture is highly 
individualistic, and (2) the teams are being introduced  How can organizations turn individuals  into team 
players? NASA knows how. Developing  team players lakes hme and training.  Astronauts ore high-
achieving individuals  who undergo an extremely competitive selection  process to become astronauts. 
But  when they become part of a shuffle crew,  astronauts must work harmoniously with  other crew 
members to achieve their missfon’s  goal. NASA shapes astronauts into  team players by training them to 
work  together—including brushing their teeth  together—every day for a year or two  before their shuttle 
mission. By stressing  that the mission’s success depends on  effective teamwork, NASA teaches 
astronauts  how to compromise and make decisions  that benefit the entire team.  CHAPTER 9 • 
UNDERSTANDING WORK TEAMS • 359  into an established organization that has historically valued 
individual  achievement. l’his describes, for instance, what faced managers at AT&T, Ford,  Motorola, 
and other large LJ.S,-hased companies. These firms prospered by hiring  and rewarding corporate stars; 



and they bred a competitive climate that encouraged  individual achievement and recognition. Employees 
in these types of  firms can be oltecl by this sudden shift to the importance of team p]ay.3° One  veteran 
employee of a large company, who had done very well by working  alone, described the experience of 
joining a team: “I’m learning my lesson, I  just had my first negative performance appraisal in 20 
years.”31  In contrast, the challenge for management is less demanding when teams  are introduced where 
employees have strong cotlectivist values—such as in  Japan or Mexico—or in new organizations that use 
teams as their initial form  for structuring work. Saturn Corp., for instance, is an American organization  
and owned by General Motors. But the company was designed around teams  from its inception. 
Everyone at Saturn was initially hired with the knowledge  they would be working in teams. nd the ability 
to be a good team player was  a basic hiring qualification that all new employees had to meet.  Shaping 
Team Players  The following summarizes the primary options for managers who are trying to  turn 
individuals into team players.  SELECTION Some people already possess the interpersonal skills to be 
effective  team players. When hiring team members, in addition to the technical  skills required to fill the 
job, care should be taken to ensure that candidates can  [-ulfill their team roles as well as technical 
requirements.  But many ob candidates don’t have team skills.’rhis is especially true for  those socialized 
around individual contributions. When faced with such candidates,  managers basically have three 
options. The candidates can undergo  training to “make them into team players.” [f this isn’t possible or 
doesn’t  work, the other two options are to transfer the individual to another unit  thiri the organization 
without teams (if this possibility exists), or not to hire  the candidate. In established organizations that 
decide to redesign jobs around  teams, it should be expected that some employees will resist being team 
players  and may be untrainable. Unfortunately! such people typically become casualties  of the team 
approach.  TRAINING On a more optimistic note, a large proportion of veople raised  on the importance 
of individual accomplishment can be trained to become  team players. Training specialists conduct 
exercises that allow employees to experience  the satisfaction that teamwork can provide. They typically 
offer workshops  to help employees improve their problem-solving, communication, negotiation,  conflict 
management, and coaching skills. Employees also learn the  tive-stag. group development model 
described in ChapterS At Bell Atlantic, for  example, trainers focus on how a team goes through various 
stages before it finally  gels. And employees are reminded of the importance of patience—because  teams 
take longer to make decisions than if employees were acting alone.32  Emerson Electric’s Speciality 
Motor Division in Missouri, for instance, has  achieved remarkable success in getting its 650-member 
work force not only to  accept, but to welcome, team trajning.S3 Outside consultants were brought in  to 
give wdrkers practical skills for working in teams. After less than a year, employees  have enthusiastically 
accepted the value of teamwork.  36O PART THREE • IHE GROUP —  REWARDS The reward system 
needs to be reworked to encourage cooperative efforts rather than competitive ones. For instance, Martin 
Marietta’s Space Launch Systems Company has organized its 1,400 employees into teams. Rewards are 
structured to return a percentage increase in the bottom line to the team members based on the 
achievement of the team’s perfornance goals.  Promotions, pay raises, and other forms of recognition 
should be given to individuals for how effective they are as a collaborative team member. This doesn’t 
mean individual contribution is ignored, but rather that it is balanced with selfless contributions to the 
team. Examples of behaviors that should be rewarded include training new colleagues, sharing 
information with teammates, heiping resolve team conflicts, and mastering new skills that your team 
needs but in which it’s deficient.  Lastly, don’t forget the intrinsic rewards that employees can receive 
from teamwork. Teams provide camaraderie. It’s exciting and satisfying to be an integral part of a 
successful team. The opportunity to engage in personal devel opment and to help teammates grow can be 
a very satisfying and rewarding experience for employees.  — Contemporary Issues in Managing Teams  
in this section, we address four issues related to managing teams: (I) How are federal laws undermining 
efforts to implement teams in unionized organizat ons? (2) How do teams facilitate the adoption of total 
quality management? (3) lArhat are the impjications of work force diversity on team performance? and 
(4) How does management reenergize stagnant teams?  Teams and Labor Law  Histoitcally, the 
relationship between labor and management was built on conflict. The interests of management and labor 
were seen as basically at odds. each treating the other as the enemy.  But times have changed. 
Management has hecome increasing’y aware that successfW efforts to increase productivity, improve 



quality, and lower costs require employee involvement and commitment. Similarly, labor unions have 
come to recognize that they can help their members more by cooperating with management than by 
fighting them.  Ironically, current U.S. labor laws, passed in an era of mistrust and antagonism between 
management and labor, have become barriers to these parties putting their differences aside and becoming 
cooperative partners. As a case in point, the National Labor Relations Act was passed in 1935 to 
encourage collective bargaining and to balance workers’ power against that of management. That 
legislation also sought to eliminate the then widespread practice of firms setting up company unions [or 
the sole purpose ‘of undermining efforts of outside unions to organize their employees. So the law 
prohibits employers from creating or supporting a “labor organization,” Ironically, these outmoded labor 
laws are now working against management—labor cooperation. Specifically, they are making it difficult 
for companies to establish employee work teams,’14  Recently, the National Labor Relations Board 
(NLRB), the federal agency that rules on labor disputes, decided Hgains two firms—Electromation, Inc., 
a small Indiana electrical components manufacturer, and a Du Pont chemical plant in New Jersey—that 
had set up worker committees and.empowered them  CHAPTER 9 • UNDERSTANDNG WORK 
TEAMS  to handle issues like pay and plant safety. Thç .NLRB ruled that in both instances management 
dominated the formation and operation of the teams, which met the broad definition of labor 
organizations and thus behaved as company-mn unions. For instance, in the Electromation case, the 
NLRB found that managenent clearly dominated the teams: Management had proposed them, defined 
their purpose, limited their authority, and helped determine their makeup.  The current Legal environment 
doesn’t outlaw work teams in the U.S. per se. What it does is require management to give its work teams 
independence. When work teams become dominated by management, they are likely to be interpreted as 
“sham unions”—groups that perform some functions of labor unions but are controlled by management.  
What team behaviors would indicate that the team is not dominated by management? Some examples 
might include choosing team methbers through secret ballot elettions, giving teams wide latitude in 
deciding what issues to deal with, permitting teams to meet apart from management, and specifying that 
employee teams are not susceptible to dissolution by management whim. The key theme the NLRB seems 
to be conveying is that where work teams are introduced, they must truly have the power to make 
decisions and act independent of management.  Table 9-2 suggests some key questions that might indicate 
a team violates national labor law.  Teams and Total Quality Management  One of the central 
characteristics of total quality management (TQM) is the use of teams. But why are teams an essential 
part of TQM?  The essence of TQM is process improvement, and employee involvement is the linchpin 
of process improvement. In other words, TQM requires management to give employees the 
encouragement to share ideas and act on what they suggest. As one author put it, “None of the various 
TQM processes and techniques will catch on and be applied except in work teams. All such techniques 
and processes require high levels of communication and contact, response and adaptation, and 
coordination and sequencing. They require, in short, the environment that can be supplied only by 
superior work teams.”35  Teams provide the natural vehicle for employees to share ideas and to 
implement improvements. As stated by Gil Mosard, a TQM specialist at McDonnell  Dyes management 
dominaie the teams b’conIroIIing their .f&motiori, setting their goqb or ecidin9 how they opéraIe .•..  • 
Does the team address issues affecting other, nonleorn, employees?  • Does the learn deal with 
IraditionoL bargarning issues such as wages and working conditions?  • Does the learn deal with any 
supervisorst managers, or executives on any issue?  Source: Based Qn A, Bern.t&n, “Making rec,mwork 
Wok—apd Appcosñg Linde San, Business Week January 25, 1993). p. lOT.  *361 ;1  Table 9-2 When 
Teams Are Illegal in the United  States;0]  An affirmative answer to any erie of the following questions 
could mean a team  viorate&national labor Law: . .  •  362.  PART THREE • THE GROUP  Alliedsignal 
initiated its total quality program -  by changing from a department-oriented organization  to one 
governed by cross-functional  teams focused on satisfying customers. During  the first phase of its quality 
effort, the company  trained teams to identify, design, implement,  and measure process improvements. It 
then  asked teams to find ways to drastically reduce  the cycle times of their work processes. One  
Aerospace/Automotive team reduced the time  lakes to produce and deliver aircraft brake linings  from 90 
days to 30 days. Here, members of  the team inspect an assembly used to make the  brake linings.  
Douglas, “When your measurement system tells you your process is out of control, you need teamwork 



for structured problem-solving. Not everyone needs to know how to do all kinds of fancy control charts 
for performance tracking, but everybody does need to know where their process stands so they can judge 
if it is improving!’36 Examples from Ford Motor Co. and Amana Refrigeration, Inc. illustrate how teams 
are being used in TQM programs.37  Ford began its TQM efforts in the early 1980s with teams as the 
primary organizing mechanism. “Because this business is so complex, you can’t make an impact on it 
without a team approach,” noted one Ford manager. In designing their quality problem-sotving teams, 
Ford’s management identified five goals. The teams should (1) be small enough to he efficient and 
effective; (2) be properly trained in the skills their members will need; (3) be allocated enough time to 
work on the problems they plan to address; (4) be. given the authority to resolve the problems and 
implement corrective action; and (5) each have a, designated “champion” whose job it is to help the team 
get around roadblocks that arise.  At Amana, cross-functional task ‘forces made up of people from 
different levels within the company are used to deal with quality problems that cut acrdss departmental 
lines, The various task forces each have a unique area of problem solving responsibility. For’ instance, 
one handles in-plant products, another deals with items that arise outside the production facility, and still 
another focuses its attention specifically on supplier problems. Amana claims the use of these teams has 
improved vertical and horizontal communication within the company and substantially reduced both the 
number of units that don’t meet company specifications and the number of service problems in the field.  
CHAPTER 9 UNDERSTANDiNG WORK TAM5  +363  e Pueblo, Colorado, plant of Unisys  Corp.’s 
Government Systems Group makes printed circuit card assemblies, computers, and information 
processing systems for the Department of Defense and other government agencies. Opened in 19S6, and 
now employing 550 people, the plant was recently recognized for being one of the highest performing 
manufacturing facilities in the United States.  The plant won accolades for the speed with which it was 
able to build the Weasel Attack Signal Processor, the computer aboard the F-4 Wild Weasel aircraft that 
knocks out surface-to-air missile launchers. The original contract called for the plant to deliver these 
computers to the Air Force in 18 months, But wkh the Persian Gulf War imminent, the Air Force wanted 
that shaved to 12 months.  Employee work teams at the Pueblo plant immediately  began looking for 
ways tocut time. Teams were sent to vendors 1 facilities to help them shorten their lead times. Special 
teams were formed to cut assembly time in half. Still other teams were set up to trim test time. The plant 
ended up beating the Air Force deadline. They delivered the computers in a remarkable nine months  
Since the Gulf War, the plant has continued to demonstrate ongoing improvements in productivity. It has 
cut the cycle time for its pñnted circuit card assemblies from four weeks to only six or seven days. Over 
the last three years it has trimmed its work-in- process inventory by 71 percent, total inventory by 60 
percent, and total costs by 50 percent. And productivity has soared 55 percent.  Management attributes a 
large part of the plant’s success to strong communications among employees, the  Teams and Work Force 
Diversity  Managing diversity on teams is a balancing act (see Table 9-3). Diversity lypically provides 
fresh perspectives on issues but it makes ft more difficult to unify the team arid reach agreements.  •...OB 
in the News :  A Look at One of America’s Best Perfonuing  Manufach:Hng Plants  use of teams, and 
employee involvement.  Open communication contributes to the feeling of “family” that visitors to the 
plant quickly sense—a feeling that helps explain the plant’s low turnover rate of 10.8 percent (8 percent 
below the industry average) and why only six employees chose to take advantage of the company’s 
lucrative early retirement plan. “People like to work here,” sums up Pamela White, a senior subcontract 
administrator. “They like the empowerment and ownershipwe have!’  Today the Pueblo plant has 93 
teams, which employees are allowed to form with.out management approval. The goal of Melvin Murray, 
the plant’s manager, is to have the plant completely run by self-managing teams by 1998  Bascd on W.[1. 
Miller, “Unisys Ccrp., namby Wek (October 18, 1993) pp. 3—34.  364• PART THREE • THE GROUP  -
J  The strongest case for diversity on work teams is when these teams ate engaged in problem-solving and 
decision-making tasks3S Heterogeneous teams bring multiple perspectives to the discussion, thus 
Increasing the likelihood that the team will identify creative or unique solutions. Additionally, the lack of 
a common perspective usually means diverse teams spend more time discussing issues, which decreases 
the chances that a weak alternative will be chosen. However, keep in mind that the positive contribution 
that diversity makes to decision-making teams undoubtedly declines over time. As we pointed out in the 
previous chapter, diverse groups have more difficulty working together and solving problems, but this 



dissipates with tUne. Expect the value-added component of diverse teams to increase as members become 
more familiar with each other and the team becomes more cohesive.  Studies tell us that members of 
cohesive team have greater satisfaction, lower absenteeism, and lower attrition horn the group.39 Yet 
cohesiveness is likely to be lower on diverse teams.4° So here is a potential negative of diversity:  It is 
detrimental to group cohesiveness.’ But again referring back to the last chapter, we found that the 
relationship between cohesiveness and group productivity was moderated by performance-related norms. 
We suggest that if the norms of the team are supportive of diversity, then a team can maximize the value 
of heterogeneity while, at the same time, achieving the benefits of high cohesiveness.4’ This makes a 
strong case for team members to participate in diversity training.  Reinvigorating Mature Teams  Just 
because a team is performing well at a given point in time is no assurance that it will continue to do so,42 
Effective teams can become stagnant. Initial enthusiasm can give way to apathy. Time can diminish the 
positive value from diverse perspectives as cohesiveness increases.  In terms of the five-stage 
development model introduced in the previous chapter, teams don’t automatically stay at the “performing 
stage.” Familiarity breeds apathy. Success can lead to complacency. And maturity brings less openness to 
novel ideas and innovation.  Mature teams are particularly prone to suffer from groupthink. Members 
begin to believe they can read everyone’s mind so they assume they know what everyone is thinking. As 
a result, team members become reluctant to express their thoughts and less likely to challenge each other.  
______ CHAPTER 9 • UNrJERSrANCING WORK TEAMS • 365  Another source of problems for 
mature teams is that their early successes  are often due to having taken on easy tasks. It’s normal for new 
teams to begin  by taking on those issues and problems they can handle most easily. But as  time passes, 
the easy problems become solved and the team has to begin to  confront more difficult issues. At this 
point, the team has typically developed  entrenched processes and routines, and members are reluctant to 
change the  ‘perfect” system they’ve already worked out. The results can often be disastrous.  Internal 
team processes no longer work smoothly. Communication bogs  down. Conflicts increase because 
problems arc less likely to have obvious solutions.  And team performance can drop dramatically.  What 
can be done to reinvigorate mature teams? We offer four suggest  Ons: (1) Prepare members to deal with 
the problems of matufl’. Remind team  members that they’re not unique—.all successful teams have to 
confront maturity  issues. They shoffldn’t feel let down or lose their confidence in the team  concept when 
the initial euphoria subsides and conflicts surface. (2) Offer refre3  her training. When teams get into ruts, 
it may help to provide them with refresher  training in communication, conflict resolution, team 
processes, and  similar skills. 11th can help members regain confidence and trust in one another,  (3) 
Offer advanced training. The skills that worked with easy problems  may be insufficient for more difficult 
ones. So mature teams can often benefit  from advanced training to help members devdop stronger 
problem-solving1 interpersonal,  and technical skills. (4) Encourage teams to treat their development as  
con.ctant learning experience. Like TQM, teams should approach their own devehipment  as part of a 
search for continuous improvement. Teams should look  for ways to improve, to confront member fears 
and frustrations, and to use  conflict asa learmrig opportunity.  Summary and Implications  for Managers  
Few trends have influenced employee jobs as much as the massive movement  to introduce teams into the 
workplace. The shift from working alone to working  on teams requires employees to cooperate with 
others, share information,  confront thlferences, and sublimate personal interests for the greater good of  
the team.  High-performing teams have been found to have common characteristics.  They tend to be 
smali. They contain people with three different types of skills:  technical, problem-solving and decision-
making, and interpersonal. They  properly match people to various roles. These teams have a commitment 
to a  common purpose, establish specific goals, and have the leadership and structure  to provide focus 
and direction. They also hold themselves accountable at  hot Ii the individual and team level by having 
weLl-designed evaluation and reward  systems. Hnally, highperforming teams are characterized by high 
mutual  trust among members.  Because individualistic organizations and societies attract and reward 
individual  accomplishment, it is more diffftult to create team players in these environments.  To make the 
conversion, management should try to select individuaLs  with the interpersonal skills to be effective 
team players, provide training  to develop teamwork skills, and reward individuals for cooperative efforts.  
366• PART THREE • THE GROUP  Once teams are mature and performing effectively, management’s 
job isn’t over. This is because matu[e teams can become stagnant a,jcl complacent.  Managers need to 



support mature teams with advice, guidance, and training if these teams are to continue to improve.  For 
Review  1. Why did Boeing adopt teams to design the 777-200 twin jet?  2. How can teams increase 
employee motivation?  3. Contrast seif-managed and crcss-fltnthonal teams.  4. What are probkrn -solving 
teams?  5. List and describe the nine potential team roles.  6. How do high-performing teams minimize 
social loafing?  7. How do high-performing teams minimize groupthink?  8. What are the five dimensions 
that underlie the concept of trast?  9. How are federal laws undermining efforts to implement teams in the 
United States?  10. Contrast the pros arid cons of havirig diverse teams.  For Discussion  1. Don’t teams 
create conflict? Isn’t conflict bad? Why, then, would management support the concept of teams?  2. Are 
there factors in the Japanese society that make teams more acceptable in the workplace than in the United 
States or Canada? Explain.  3. What problems might surface on teams at each stage in the five-stage 
group development model?  4. Flow do you think member expectation might affect team perforfiance?  S. 
WoMld you prefer to work alone or as part of a team? Why? How do you think your answer compares 
with others in your class?  e value of teams is now well known. Let’s summarize the primary benefits that 
experts agree can result from the introduction of  workteams.*.*.  Increased ethployee motivation. Work 
teams enhance eniployee,involvement. They typically make jobs more interesting. They help employecs 
meet their social fleeds.. They also create social pressures on slackers to exert higher levels of effort in 
order to remain in the. team’5 good graces. Consistent with the research on social facilitation, individuals 
are likely to perform betterwhen they’re in the presence of other people.  Higher levels of productivity. 
Teams have the potential to create positive synergy. In recent years; the introduction of teams in most 
organizations has been associated with cuts in staff. What managem2nt has done is to use the positive 
synergy to get the same Or greater output from fewer people. This translates into higher levels of 
productivity.  Increased employee satisfaction. Employees have a need for affiliation. Working in teams 
can help meet this need by increasing worker interactions and cre ating camaraderie among team 
members. Moreover? people who are part of a satisfying team climate cope better with stress and enjoy 
their jobs more.  Common commitment to goals. Teams encourage individuals to sublimate their 
individual goals for those of the group. The process of deveIopng a common purpose, committing to that 
purpose, and agreeing on specific goals—combined with the social pressures exerted by the team—result 
In a high unity of commitment to team goals.  Improved communication. Self-managed teams create 
interpersonal dependencies that require memben to interact considerably more than when they work on 
jobs alone. Similarly, cross-functional  teams ,crcat? interfun.ctional dependencies, and incteasE 
àrahizat1onal-wide conthUnicatton.  Expanded job skills. The impleffléntatlan of teams almost always 
comes with expanded’ ob training. Through this training, employees build their techniàal, decision-
making, and interpemcnal skiRt  H Qrgirniiàtionäl flexibility. Teams focus on prdcésses ratherthari 
functions. They ehcóuragê cross trainso members can do ech other’s 1obs, and expansion àf skills. It’s 
not’unusqal for compensation an team tO be based on the ñUmbé if skiits..a member has acquired. This 
expansion, of skills increases organizational. flexibility. Work can be reorganized and workers allocated, 
as needed, to meet changing conditions.  Does the introduction of teams always achieve these benefits? 
No For instance, a study by Ernst & Young fOund that forming teams to investigate and improvE 
products and processes led to measmable iniprovemeñt only in organizations that were performing. . 
poorly, in their markets th terms of profit, productivity, and quality. In medium-performing companies, 
the study found, bottom-line results were unaffected by team activities. In high:performing companies, 
the introduction of new team-based work systems actually lowered perforn’ ‘nce.  There are obviously 
contingency factors that influeflce the acceptance and, success of teams. Some exmples’rnight he tasks 
that benefit from combining multiple skills; when the market will pay a premium for improved qualfty at 
innovation; with employees who value continual learning and enoy complex tasks; and where 
management—employee relations already have a strnng basis of mutual trust. Nevertheress, we can’t 
ignore the reality that the team movement currently has ttemendous momentum and reflects 
management’s belief that teams crn be successful in a wide range of settings.  .  The Value of Teams  ThE 
Tyranny of a Team Ideology  F1 elicfs about the .beneflts of teams have I achieved an unquestioned place 
ip the study of organizations.. Teams, It’s argped, are able to satisfy everything at once: .indiviuat needs 
(for sociability, self-actüthzation, job participation); organizational needs (for productiviiy flexibility, 
effectiveness); and even society’s needs for alleviating the malaise of alienation and other by-products of 



modern industrial society. We need to step back and take a harder look at teams and the assumptions that 
underlie the team ideology.The following.assesses four of those assumptions.  iitature teams are task-
Oriented and have successfully minimized the negative influences of other pvup jbrces. Thsk-orierited 
teams still experience antitask behav ior, and indeed have much in common with other types of groups. 
For instance, theyoften suffer from infighting over assignments and decision outcomes, low participation 
rates, and member apathy.  Individual, group, and orgaiiizañonai goals can all be integrated into common 
team goals. Contrary to what team advocatçs assume; people arc not so simply motivated by the 
sociability aUd self-actualization supposedly offered by work teams. These teams uffer from 
competitiveness, conflict, and hostility. And rarely do team members support and help one another as 
difficult ideas and issues are worked through. Additionally, Contrdry to the. notion that teams increase ob 
satisfaction, the evidence suggests that individuals experience substantial and continuing stress as team 
members. Rarely isthe team experience satisfying. Moreover, certain types of workers and certain types 
of work are better suited to solitary work situations, andindividuals withpartlcular work styles will never 
perform well on a team: For the hard-driving, competitive person who thrives on individual achievement, 
the cult of the team player is likely to produce only frustration and stress;  Participative or shared 
leadership is always effective. The team ideology oversimplifies the requirement  for leadership. It 
domiplars the impottance of 1eadership by sggest1s that high-performin tms can dispense with, or ignore, 
leadershl concerns. It assunies flat the team’s commltrpent ta $tinwon goal unifrs alt team.atLou ad thus 
reducSth nced for iacl%rslflp. GtOai:prbce%s theorists 4re.ün?ni- monØ4flh1group will e1jitrience phasá 
fMezitIfy1n Mtfr, Jedlnçàdwork4n thgtat1ciis with authoaty. ThE• ttant envimrnnEnt drives, out Recipes 
-for effective teamS rate them on the quality o decision making, cttaimunication, cohesion, clarity and 
acceptance of goats, acceptance of minority views, and qther criteria. Such recipes betray the fact that 
teams art made up of people with self-interests who a&preaid tt mâkë deàIs reward (avorites, puhish 
enatuiè arid engage in shfiilai’ behaviors to furtherthöge stlMnterests. The result Is that teams are political 
entitles; where members play power games and engag&in coriflict1 Neither training nor organzationâ1 
actiOns will altet the intrinsically political nature of teath  The argument here has been that the tqam 
ideolog% up4er the baçner of ),enefits for all, ignores that teams are frçquently used to cathouflage 
coercion under tbe pretense of maintaining cohesicn; conceal conflict unckr the guise of. consensus; 
convert confornilty into a semblance of creativity; delay action in the supposed intprests of consultation; 
legitimize lack of lea4eishlp; and disguise expedient arguments and personal.agendas. Teams do not 
necessarily provide. fulH4Iment of individual needs, nor do they necessarily contribute to individual 
satisfaction and perforpance or organizational effectiveness. On the contrary, it is likely that the 
infatuatloii with teams and making every employee part of a team results In organizations not getting the 
best performance from many of their members.  Based an A. SinciMy, The Tynnny of a Team Ideology,” 
O,n,in1tio, swthes VoL 13 Na 4 (1992), pp 611—26. ;1  :.U. r..:E•4. ‘. ri.  counterPoint ‘  .. .:i L ;0]  
CHAPTER 9 • IJND€RSTANDIIJG WORK tEAMS  LearninflboutYourseli Exercise  •369  Do Others 
See Me as Trustworthy?  To get some insight into how others may view your trustworthiness, complete 
this questionnaire. First, however, identify the person who will be evaluating you (e.g., a work colleague, 
friend, supervisor, team leader).  Use the following scale to score each question:  1. 1 can be expected to 
play fair.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  2. You can confide in me and know I will keep  what’s told to me in 
confidence.  3 I can be counted on to tcll the truth.  4. 1 would never intentionally misrepresent my  point 
of view to others.  5. If I promise to do a favor, I can be counted on  to carry out that promise.  6. 1(1 have 
an appointment with someone, I can  be counted on to show up promptly.  7. If I’m lent money, I canbe 
counted on to pay  it back as soon as possible.  Turn to page A-28 for scoring directions and key.  
SDurce; Based on C. jchnsen-George and W.C, Swap, “Measurement of Specific Interpersona] Trust: 
Constwciion ani VaLidation 01 a Scale to Assess Trust in SpeLi& Other,” Journal ofPnsonuli4’ and 
Social Psydwlvgy (Decenth 1982), pp. 1306—17.  Working with Others Exercise  Team Experience 
Exercise  1. Form into groups of four or five.  2. Each person in the group will share a positive experience 
he or she has had while participating on a team.  3. After step 2 15 complete, each peison in the group will 
share a negative experience he or she has had while participating Dfl a team.  4. Group members will 
now.analyze the shared responses:  a. What common characteristics, if any, do you see when members 
described positive experiences? Negative experiences?  h What implications can th group draw from 



these shared experiences for the design of teams? For making teams more effective?  Strongly Disagree  
Strongly Agree Score  370.  PART THREE • THE GROUP ;1  CA S  INCIDENT;0]  
E1hIcaLDftemmaercis.c J•”V  Do I Have to Be a Team Player?  After earning his bachelor’s degree in 
economics from Princeton, Todd Donnelly took a job with the British Broadcasting Company (BLIC) in 
London. He was assigned to the business group in rife news division: His job was to provide producers 
and newspeople with research material for their on-air stories. Todd took the ob knowing it wasn’t how 
he wanted to spend his whole professional careet But he thought the job would be interesting, he’d gain 
some valuable business experience, and he’d get the opportunity to spend a few years in Europe.  During 
his third year at the BBC, Todd dEcided it was time to go back to school, get his MBA, and move into the 
fast track. He ‘applied and was accepted at the Harvard Business School.  The two years Todd spent at 
Harvard were demanding but exciting. He flourished in Harvard’s compefitive environment Todd relished 
the opportunity to analyze complex cases and argue the merits of his conclusions with his classmates. 
When graduation day came, Todd ranked in the top 10 percent of his class.  During his last semester at 
Harvard, Todd interviewed with a number of companies. In spite of several highly attractive offers from 
managEment consulting firms, Todd decided he wanted to get into the production side of a business. 
When Ford Motor Co. offered him a job in inventory management, Todd accepted.  “I’d been with Ford 
about four months when my boss told me that I was being assigned to a cross-functional team that would 
look at ways we could reduce inventory costs,” Todd began. “This team would essentially be a permanent 
body. The other team members came from supplier relations, cost accounting, transportation, and 
production systems. Let me be honest with you. 1 was definitely upset with this decision,  ‘I’m not a team 
kind of guy. I didn’t join clubs in high school. I was on the track team and I did well, but track is an 
individual sport. We were a team only in the stnse that we ±ode together in the same bus to away meets. 
In college, I avoided the whole fraternity thing. Some people call me a loner. I don’t think that’s true. I 
can work well with others, but I hate meetings and committees, They waste so much time. And anytime 
you’re working with a group, you’ve got all these cliffeient personalities ,th4t you have to adjust for. I’m 
an independent operator. Give me a job and I’ll do it. I work harder than anyone I know. But I don’t want 
my performance to be dependent on the other people in my group. They won’t work as hard as I will. 
Someone is sure to try to shiric some of their responsibilities. I just don’t want to be a team player.)’  
Does Todd have a choice? Should his boss give him the option of joining the inventory cost reduction 
team? Or in the 1990s, should everyone be ex pected to be a team player? Is it unethical for a manager to 
require an employee to do his or her job as part of a team? What do you think?  XEL Communications  
.XEL Communications is a small fish in a big pond. The company employs 180 people and manufactures 
custom circuit boards. It competes against the likes of Noithern Telecom and AT&T.  Bill Sanko and his 
partners bought the company from GTE Corp. And GTE is its major ctLstomer. But Bill wants to cut 
down his dependence on GTE.  CRAPPER 9 • UNDERSTANDING WORK TEAMS • 37J  He needs to 
sell more to the Baby Bells and to big industrial customers that operate  their own phone systems.  Bill’s 
problem is that to compete successfully for new business he has to  dramatically improve XEL’s agility. 
Re wants lightning turnaround of orders,  quicker than any big company could manage. He wants speedy 
response to  customer needs. All done with close attention to cost. Unfortunately,. XEL is  not designed 
for speed or flexibility. Its costs are also too high to give the firm  a competitive advantage.  For example, 
on th€ shop floor, it takes XEL eight weeks to get a produ’ct  through the production cycle—from start-
up to finished product. This process  ties up a lot of money in inventory and frustrates customers who 
want quick  delivery. Sanko believes high-performing teams could cut production time  down to four days 
or less. The company’s stnicture is also burdensome. Line  workers report to supervisors, who report to 
unit or departmental managers,  who report on up the ladder to Sanko and a crew of top executives. This 
high  vertical structure delays decision making and increases expenses. “If a hardware  engineer needs 
some software help, he goes to his manager,’ Sanko says. “The  manager says, ‘Go write it up.’ Then the 
hardware manager takes the software  manager to lunch and they talk about it.”  Sanko has decided to 
reorganize his company around self-managed  teams. He thinks a well-designed team structure can help 
him better satisfy his  customers by cutting cycle time from eight weeks down tQ four dars, significantly  
improve quality, cut assembly costs by 25 percent, and reduce inventory  costs by 50 percent. Ambitious 
goals? You bet! But Bill Sanko thinks it’s possible.  Moreover, achieving these goals might be necessary 



if his company is to  Survive.  Questions  1. Describe in detail the steps you think Satko should take in 
planning  and implementing self-managed teams.  2. What problems should Sanko be on the lookout for?  
Source: Based on 1. Case, What the Experts Forgot to Mention,” INC (September 993), pp. 66—78.  
Assembly Line Teams at Square D  Square D is a manufacturer of electrical equipment. Their Lexington, 
Kentucky, plant introduced teams in 1988 in order to improve quality, speed orders, and increase 
productivity.  Every day begins with a team meeting at the Lexington plant. The 800 employees are 
divided into 20- to 30-person self..managed teams. Each team is like its own little factory within the 
factory. Team members contiol their own work and make decisions without checking with management. 
The teams are fully responsible for their pioducts, frOm start to finish.  The decision by management to 
introduce teams in 1988 wasn’t made in a vacuum. Management recognized that employees would need 
training in order to effectively convert from a system where people did narrow, specialized tasks on an 
assembly line and never saw the finished product they were working on. That tr&rling has included 
exercises to help employees learn how to work as  vart of a team, solve problems, handle new technology, 
and service customers better. The plant continues to spend 4 percent of its payroll on training. ;1  
VIDEO;0]  372*  PART THREE • THE GROUP  The results at Lexington are impressive. Employees no 
longer have to wait for maintenance personnel when equipment breaks down. They’ve been trained in 
maintenance and can fix their own machines. Employees exhibit newfound pride in their work and greater 
commitment to doing a goDd job. And management is pleased with the 75 percent reduction in the 
rejection rate and the ability to process orders in an average of 3 days versus 6 weeks under the old 
system.  Questions  1. Not all efforts to introduce teams are successful. Is there anything in the case of 
Square D that sqggests why this program is doing so wel I?  2. What is there about team processes that 
can explain how self-managed teams could dramatically cut rejection rates and processing time  from 
what had existed previously with high specialization?  Source: ‘AssembLy Line Teams Are Better 
iraLned and More EFFicient, World News Tonight (Fcbruaiy Z4, 1993).  — Suggestions for Further 
Reading  ANCONA, xc., and OF. cALDWEL, “Bridging the Boundary; Fx. ternaL Activity and 
Performance in Organizational Teams,” ,4dmh,istrative Science Quarterly (December 1992), pp.  634—
65,  BANTZ, c.., ‘Cultural Diversity and Group Cross-CuItura Team Researth,” Journal of Applied 
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literally mean  the difference between life and death? They dd on January 25, 1990 On that date, a 
communication breakdown between the pilots on Avianca Flight 52 and the air traffic controllers at New 
York’s Kennedy airport resulted in a crash that killed 73 people.1  At 7:40 P.M. on January 25, Flight 52 
was cruising  at 37,000 feet above the southern New Jersey coast. The  I  I  I  I wanr to snake that very 
clear.  G. l{nlsL  I,  I.  1  aircraft had enough fuel to Jast nearly Iwo hours—a healthy cushion, since the 
plane was Less than half an hour from touchdown. Then a series of delays began. First, atS P.M., the 
controllers at Kennedy told Flight 52 it would have to circle in a holding pattern because of heavy traffic. 
At 8:45, the Avianca copilot advised Kennedy they were “running low on luel.” The controller at 
Kennedy acknowledged the message, but the plane was not cleared to land until 9:24. In the interim, the 
Avianca crew relayed no information to Kennedy that an emergency was irnminent, yet the cockpit crew 
spoke worriedly among themselves about their dwindling fuel suppNes.  Flight 52’s first attempt to land 
at 9:24 was aborted. The plane had come in too low and poor visibility made a safe landing uncertain. 
When the Kennedy controllers gave Flight 52’s pilot new instructions for a second attempt, the crew 
again told them they were running low on fuel. But the pilot told the controllers that the newly assigned 
flight path was “OK.” At 9:32, Iwo of Flight 52’s engines lost power. A minute later, the other two cut 
off. The plane, out of fuel, crashed on Long Island at 9:34  P.M.  When investigators reviewed cockpit 
tapes and talked with the controllers involved, they learned a communication breakdown caused this 
tragedy. A closer look at the events of that evening help to explain why a simple message was neither 
clearly transmitted nor adequately received.  First, the pilots kept saying they were “running low on fuel.” 
Traffic controllers told investigators it is faitly  comnunkalion  The trapsference mid understanding of  
meaning.  +  common for pilots to use this phrase. In times of delay, controllers assume everyone has a 
fuel problem. However, had the pilots uttered the words ‘luel emergency,” thecontrollers would-twve 
been obligated to direct the jet ahead of all others and clear it to [and as soon as possible. As one 
controller put it, it a pilot declares an emergency, all rules go out the window and we get the guy to the 
airport as quickly as possible.” Unfortunately, the pLIots of Flight 52 never used the word emergency, so 
the people at Kennedy never understood the true nature of the pilots’ problem.  Second, the vocal tone of 
the pilots on Flight 52 didn’t convey the severity or urgeAcy of the fuel problem to the air traffic 
controllers. Many of these controllers are trained to pick up subtle tones in a pilots voice in such 
situations. While the crew of Flight 52 expressed considerable concern among themselves about the fuel 
problem, their voice tones in communicating to Kennedy were cool and professional.  Finally, the culture 
and traditions of pilots and airport authorities may have made the pilot of Fright 52 reluctant to declare an 
emergenr’. A pilot’s expertise and pride can be at stake in such a situation. Deciaration of a formal 
emergency. requires the pilot to complete a wealth of paperwork. *loreover, if a pilot is found negligent 
in calculating how much fuel was needed for a flight, the Federal Aviation Administration can suspend 
his license. These negative reinforcers strongly discourage pilots from calling an emergency. 4.r  he 
Avianca Flight 52 tragedy demonstrates the importance of good communication to any group’s or 
organization’s effectiveness. In fact, research indicates that poor communication is probably the most 
frequently cited source of interpersonal conflict? Because individuals spend nearly 70 percent of their 
waking hours communicating—writing, reading, speaking, listening— it seems reasonable to conclude 
that one of the most inhibiting forces to successful group performance is a lack of effective 
communication.  No group can exist without communication: the transference of meaning among its 
members. ft is only through transmitting meaning from one person to another that information and ideas 
can be conveyed. Communication, however, is more than merely imparting meaning. It must also be 
understood. In a group where one member speaks only German and the others do not know German, the 
individual speaking German will not be fully, understood. There fore, communication must include both 
the transference and the understand in of learning. -  An idea, no matter how great, is useless until it is 
transmitted and understood by others. Perfect communication, if there were such a thing, would exist 
when a thought or an idea was transmit- i, ted so the mental picture perceived by the receiver was exaEtly 
the same as that envisioned by the sender. Although elementary in theory, perfect communication is never 
achieved in practice, for reaSons WC expand on later.  Before making too many generalizations 
concerning cornmunication and problems in communicating effectively, we need to review briefly the 
functions that communication performs and describe the corn-  munication process  Functions of 



Communication  Communication serves four major functions within a group or organization:  control, 
motivation, emotional expression, and information. Cbmmunication acts to control member behavior in 
several ways. Organizations have authority hierarchies and formal guidelines that employees are required 
to follow, When employees, for instance, are required to first communi founder  of Home Depot keep 
employ- is informed and inspired during five lreakfast with Bernie & Arthur koadcasts. During the 
shows, Chief Executive Bernard Marcus (shown here) rnd hesideni Arthur Blank speak di‘ecily to all 
employees, briefing them n new developments, sharing sales ,nd profit resuhs and taking call-in 
questions. Home Depot’s whures based on candid, face-to-face communication. Marcus and Blank spend 
up to 40 patent of their time in stores talking with employees, who are encouraged to express differences 
of opinion without fear of being fired or demoted.  * Idea, no matter how great, is useless until it is 
transmltted and uftderstood by others.  cate any job-related grievance to their immediate boss, to follow 
their ob description, or to comply with company policies, communication is performing a control 
[unction. But informal communication also controls behavior. When . work groups tease or harass a 
member who produces too much and makes the rest of the group look bad), they are informally 
communicating with, and controlling, the member’s behavior.  Communication fosters motivation by 
clarifying to employees what is to be done, how well they are doing, and what can be done to improve 
performance flit’s subpar. We saw this operating in our review of goal-setting and reinforcement theories 
in Chapter 6. The formation of specific goals, feedbaëk on progress toward the goals, and reinforcement 
of desired behavior all stimulate motivation and require communication.  For many employees, their work 
group is a primary source for social interaction. The communication that takes place within the group is a 
fundamental mechanism by which members show their frustrations and feel[ngs of satisfaction. 
Communication, therefore, provides a release for the emotional expression of feelings and for fulfillment 
of social needs.  The final [unction that communication performs relates to its role in facilitating 
decisionruaking. It provides the ipforma:ion that individuals and groups need to make decisions by 
transmitting the data to identify and evaluate alternatIve choices.  No one of these four functions should 
be seen as being more important than the others.. For groups to perform effectively, they need to maintain 
some form of control over members, stimulate members to perform, provide a means for emotional 
expression, and make decision choices. You can assume almost every communication interaction that 
takes place in a group or organization.  performs one or more of these four functions...’  The 
Cummuáication Process  comIIIuA.catIon process  The ieps between o source and a receiver tht result in 
th iransFernce cifil.  undrsianding f T1Onifl9.  enoding  (anv&iiig a cDmspqnIcaIr&! t1essce ynibdir 
farm.  Communication can be thought of as a process or flow Communication problems occur when there 
are dçviations or blockages in that flow. In this section, we describe the process in terms of a 
communication model, consider how distortions can disrupt the process, and introduce the concept of 
communication apprehepsion as another potential disruption.  A Cdmmuni cation Mattel  - .  Betrne 
mmtmlcatioacan take place, a purpose, expressed as a message to be con,’veyed, s needed t passes bet 
Weenha sc,iftce (the stnaer) and a receiver The medage i encoded (converted to symbolic Mm) and is 
passed by way of some rnedlüth (chnñet).to the receiver, who retranslates (decodes) the rnes$age.initiated 
by thesènder. The resu]t is a transference.of meaning from one person to another.4. . . .  Figure 10-2 
depicts the comaunléstlon process. This model is nwde up of seven parts (1) the communikation source;. 
çZ) encoding, (3) the message, (4) the channel, (5) decodings (6) the iecejyer, and (7) feedback.  The 
spice init1atesa message by eflcoØng a.thought. Four conditions have. bêen..descrlbed that affect the’ 
encddtdme5age: kiil, attitudes, knowled,g , and the .sodal-cnlturalsystem. . . . .  My success in 
communicating to you depends on my wntug skills, if the ‘authors Of textbooks’are without the re4Isite 
writing skilrs, their messages will  CHAPTER 10 • COMMUNICATION • 379  not reach students in the 
form desired. One’s total communicative success includes  speaking, reading, listening, and reasoning 
skills as well. As we discussed  in Chapter 5, our attitudes influence our behavior. We hold predisposed 
ideas  on numerous topics, and our communications are affected by these attitudes.  Further, we are 
restricted in our communicative activity by the extent of our  knowledge of the particular tOpic. We 
cannot communicate what we don’t  know, and should our knowledge be too extensive, it’s possible our 
receiver will  not understand our message. Clearly, the amount of knowledge the source  holds about his 
or her subject will affect the message he or she seeks to transfer.  And, finally, just as attitudes influence 



our behavior, so does our position in the  social-cultural system in which we exist. Your beliefs 
andvalues, all part of your  culture, act to influence you as a communicative source.  The message is the 
actual physical product from the source encoding. message  “When we speak, the speech is the message. 
When we write, the writing is the What is communicated. message. When we paint, the picture is the 
message. When we gesture, the  movements of our arms, the expressions on our faces are the message.”5 
Our  message is affected by the code or group of symbols we use to transfer meaning,  the content of the 
message itself, and the decisions we make in selecting and  arranging both codes and content.  The 
channel is the medium through which the message travels. Tt is channel  selected by the source, who must 
determine which channel is formal and The medium through which  which one is informal. Formal 
channels are established by the organization communication message travels. and transmit messages that 
pertain to the job-related activities of members.  They traditionally follow the authority network within 
the organization. Other  forms of messages, such as personal or social, follow the informal channels in  
the organization.  The receiver is the object to whom the message is directed. But before the  message can 
be received, the symbols in it must be translated into a form that  can be understood by the receiver. This 
is the decoding of the message. Just decoding  as the encoder was limited by his or her skills, attitudes, 
knowledge, and Retranslating a sender’s communication social-cultural system, the receiver is equally 
restricted. Just as the source must message.  be skillful in writing or speaking, the receiver must be 
skillful in reading or listening,  and both must be able to reason. One’s knowledge, attitudes, and cultural  
background influence one’s ability to receive, just as they do the ability to  send.  The final link in the 
communication process is a feedback ioop. “If a fee4back loop  communication source decodes the 
message that he encodes, if the message is The final link in the communication put back into his system, 
we have feedback.”6 Feedback is the check on how processputsshemessagehackintothe successful we 
have been in transferring our messages as originally intended. It system as a check against determines 
whether understanding has been achieved, misundentandings.  380+ PART MREE • THE GROUP  
.*ioffien: ;4  1Jomnate1 mOsi o & sven cornponePs ih th fr&essSdel bye the  potential to create distortion 
and, therefore, impinge on th goat of communicating perfectly. These sorces of distortion explain why the 
message that is de. coded by the receiver is rarely the exact message the sender intended.  If the encoding 
is done carelessly, the message decoded by the sender will have been distorted. The message itself can 
also cause distortion. The poor choice of symbols and confusion in the content of the messagé are 
frequetü problem areas. Of course, the channel can distort a communication if a poor one is selected or if 
the noise level is high. The receiver represents the final potential source for distortion. 1-ils or her 
prejudices, knowledge, perceptual skills, attention span, and care in decoding are all factors that can.result 
in interpreting the message somewhat differently than envisioned by the sender.  Communication 
Apprehension  Another major roadblock to effective communication is that some people—an 
coinmupication prehenion estimated S to 20 percent of the populatton’—suffer from debilitating coin- 
Undue lension ani anxfety oboul Qrql munivation apprehension or anxiety. Although lots of peoplE dread 
speakcopirnnicatioll, iitIen tommunirmion, or ing in front of a group, communication apprehension is a 
more serious probbell. lem because it affects a whole category of communication techniques. People  who 
stiffer from it experience undue tension and anxiety in oa1 communication, written communication, or 
both.8 For example, oral apprehensives may find it extremely difficult to talk with others face to face or 
become extfemely anxious when they have to use the telephone. As a result; they may rely on memos or 
letters to convey messages when a phone call would not only be faster but more appropriate.  Studies 
demonstrate that oralcommunkation apprehensives avoid situations requiring them to engage in oral 
comthunication.9 We should expect to Find ome self-selection in jobs so such individuals don’t take 
positions, such as teacher, where oral communication is a dominant requirement.1° But almost all jobs 
require some oral communication. And of greater concern is the evidence that high-oral-communication 
apprehensives distort the communication demands of their lobs in order to minimize the need for 
communicatioa11 So we need to be aware of a et of people in’organizations who severely limit their oral 
communication and rationalize this practice by telling themselves that more communi’cation isn’t 
necessary for them to do their job effectively.  Communication Fundamentals -.  A working knowledge of 
communication requires a basic understanding of some fundamental concepts. In this section, we review 
those concepts. Specifically, we look at the flow patterns of communicatton, compare formal and in- 



formal communication networks, describe the importance of nonverbal cornmunication, consider how 
individuals select communication channels, and summarize the malor barriers to effective 
communication.  Direction of Communication  Communication can flow vertically or laterally. The 
vertical dLmension can be further divided into downward and upward directions.’2  CHAPTER 10 • 
COMMUNICATION  .381  DOwNwARD Communication that flows from one level of a group or 
organization  to a lower Level is a downward communication.  When we think of managers 
communicating with subordinates, the  downward pattern is the one we usually think of. It is used by 
group leaders  and managers to assign goals, provide lob instructions, inform underlings of  policies and 
procedures, point out problems that need attention, and offer  feedback about performance. But downward 
communication doesn’t have to  be oral or face-to-face contact. When management sends letters to 
employees’  homes to advise them of the organization’s new sick leave policy, it is using  downward 
communication.  upw,uw Upward communication flows to a higher level in the group or  organization. It 
is used to provide feedback to higher-ups, inform them of  progress toward goals, and relay current 
problems. Upward communication  keeps managers aware of how employees feel about their jobs, 
coworkers, and  the organization in general. Managers also rely on upward communication for  ideas on 
how things can be improved.  Some organizational examples of upward communication are performance  
reports prepared by lower management for review by middle and top  management, suggestion boxes, 
employee attitude surveys, grievance procedures,  superior—subordinate discussions, and informal gripe 
sessions where employees  have the opportunity to identify and discuss problems with their boss  or 
representatives of higher management.  For example, Federal Express prides itself on its computerized 
upward  communication program.’3 All 68,000 employees annually complete climate  surveys and 
reviews of management. This program was cited as a key human  resources strength by the Malcom 
Baldrige National Quality Award examiners  when Federal Express won the honor.  LATERAL When 
communication takes place among members of the  same work group, among members of work groups at 
the same level, among  managers at the same level, or among any horizontally equivalent personnel,  we 
describe ii as lateral communications.  Why would there be a need for horizontal communications if a 
group  or organization’s vertical communications are effective? The answer is that  horizontal 
communications are often necessary to save time and facilitate  f op managers of Reliable Cartop 
Company aggressively seek employee feedS hack They distribute a questionnaire to their 117 employees, 
asking them for  ther views of company wages, benefits, work poriaes, and working environment !1 Each 
month, ExecutIve Vice President John Mooney (right) puts on a uniform and  pends the day with a driveç 
listening to problems, complaints and ideas for tin rovement Reliable pays attention to the smallest details 
on employees’ minds  cjresident George Engudo (center) says, “iliose little things hove to be heard’  1*.  I  
L  382• PART THREE • THE GROUP  coordination. In some cases, these lateral relationships are 
formally sanctioned. Often, they are informally created to short-circuit the vertical hierarchy and expedite 
action. So lateral communications can, from management’s viewpoint, be good or bad. Since strict 
adherence to the formal vertical structure for all communications can impede the efficient and accurate 
transfer of information, lateral communications can be beneficial. In such cases, they occur with the 
knowledge and support of superiors. But they can create dysfunctional conflicts when the formal vertical 
channels are breached, when members go above or around their superiors to get things done, or when 
bosses find out that actions have been taken or decisions made without their knowledge.  Formal vs. 
Informal Networks  coinmunkation networks Communication networks define the channels by which 
information  channels by which inFocmoon flows, flows. These channels are one of two varieties—either 
formal or informal. for-  formal networks mal networks are typically vertical, follow the authority chain, 
and are urn Task-relate communications that follow ited to task-related communications. In contrast, the 
infonnal network—  the authority chain, usually better known as the grapevine—is free to move in any 
direction, skip  - authority levels, and is as likely to satisfy group members’ social needs as it is to 
in.or...... neiwer facilitate task accomplishments.  The communication grapevine.  FORMAL SMALL-
GROVP NETWORKS Figure 10-3 illustrates three common small-group networks: the chain, wheel, and 
all channel. The chain rigidly follows the formal chain of command. The wheel relies on the leader to act 
as the central conduit for all the group’s communication. The all-channel network permits all group 
members to actively communicate with each othet  As Table 10-1 demonstrates, the effectiveness of each 



network depends on the dependent variable you are concerned about. For instance, the structure of the 
wheel facilitates the emergence of a leader, the all-channel network is best if you are concerned with 
having high member satisfaction, and the chain is best if accuracy is most important. s? Table 10-1 leads 
us to the, conclusion that no single network is best for all occasions.  CHAPTER 10 • 
COMMUNICATION • 383  THE INFORMAL NETWORK The previous discussion of networks 
emphasized  formal communication patterns, but the formal system is not the only  communication 
system in a group or between groups. Now let’s turn our attention  to the informal system, where 
information flows along the well-known  grapevine and rumors can flourish.  The grapevine has three 
main characteristics)4 First, it is not controlled  by management. Second, it is perceived by most 
employees as being more believable  and reliable, than formal communiqués issued by top management.  
Third, it is largely used to serve the self-interests of those people within it.  One of the most famous 
studies of the grapevine investigated the communication  pattern among 67 managerial personnel in a 
small manufacturing  firm.15 The basic approach used was to learn from each communication recipient  
how he first received a given piece of information and then trace it back to  its source. It was found that, 
while the grapevine was an important source of  information, only 10 percent of the executives acted as 
liaison individuals, that  is, passed the information on to more than one other person. For example,  when 
one executive decided to resign to enter the insurance business, 81 percent  of the executives knew about 
it, but only 11 percent transmitted this information  on to others.  Two other conclusions from this study 
are also worth noting. Information  on events of general interest tended to flow between the major 
functional  groups (that is, production, sales) rather than within them. Also, no evidence  surfaced to 
suggest that members of any one group consistently acted as liaisons;  rather, different types of 
information passed through different liaison  persons.  An attempt to replicate this study among 
employees in a small state government  office also found that only a small percentage (10 percent) acted 
as liaison  individuals.16 This is interesting, since the replication contained a wider  spectrum of 
employees—including rank and file as well as managerial personnel.  However, the flow of information 
in the government office took place  within, rather than between, functional groups. It was proposed that 
this discrepancy  might be due to comparing an executive-only sample against one  that also included 
rank-and-file workers. MnagersA for example might feel  greater pressure to stay informed and thus 
cultivate others outside their immediate  functional group. Also, in contrast to the findings of the original 
study,  the replication found that a consistent group of individuals acted as liaisons by  transmitting 
information in the government office.  Is the information that flows along the grapevine accurate? The 
evidence  indicates that about 75 percent of what is carried is accurate)7 But what conditions  foster an 
active grapevine? What gets the rumor mill rolling?  384, PART THREE. THE GROUP  It is frequently 
assumed that runmxs sttt because they make titl11ating gossip. Such is rarely the case. Rumors ha* at 
least four pufposes: to structure and reduce anxiety; to make sense of limited or fragmented infdrination; 
to serve as a vehicle th organize group members, and possibly outsiders, into coalitions; and to signal a 
sender’s status (‘I’m an insider and, with respect to this rumor you’re n outsider”) or power (“1 have the 
power to make you into an insider”).’8 Research indicates that rumors emerge as a lesponse to situations 
which are important to U5, where there is ambiguity, and under conditions that arouse anxiety.19 Work 
situations frequently contain these three elements, which explains why rumors flourish in organizations. 
The secrecy and competition that typically prevail in large organizations—around such issues as the 
appointment of new bosses, the telocation of offices, and the realignment of work assignments—create 
coHditions that encourage and suctain rumors on the grapevine. A rumor will persist either until the 
wants and expectations creating the uncertainty underlying the rumor are fulfilled or until the anxiety is 
reduced.  What can we conclude from this discussion? Certainly the grapevine is an important part of any 
group or organization’s communication network and well worth understanding.2° It identifies for 
managers those confusing issues that employees consider important and anxiety provoking. It acts, 
therefore, as both a filter and a feedback mechanism, picking up the issues that employees consider 
relevant. Maybe mote important, again from a managerial perspective, it seems possible to analyze 
grapevine information and to predict its flow, given that only a small set of individuals (around 10 
percent) actively passes on information to more than one other person. By assessing which liaison 
individuals will consider a given, piece of inforMation’ to be relevant, we can improVe our ability to 



explain and predict the pattern of the grapevine.  Can management entirely eliminate rumors? No! What 
management should do, however, is minimize the negative consequences of rumors by limiting their 
range and impact. Table 10-2 offers a few suggestions for minimizing those negative consequences.  
Nonverbal Communications  Anyone who has ever paid a visit to a singles bar or a nightclub is aware 
that communication need not be verbal in order to convey a message. A gtance, a stare, a smile, a frown, a 
provocative body movement—they all convey meaning. This example illustrates that no discussion of 
communication would be ;1  Table 7 -2 Suggestions for jeducing the Negative Consequences  of 
Rumors;0]  1 Announce timetables For making impcrtant decisions,  2 ExpLain decisions and behaviors 
that rroy appear inconsistent or secretive  3 Emphasize the downside, as weLl as the upside, ci current 
bc,siers and fufure plans  4. Openly discins.worst case. ossibiI.ities—itis almost hever as anxiety 
provoking as the unspoken fantasy. .. ... . .  Source: Adapted bm 1. Hinclthorn, Manoging Rnnrs,” in L. 
hirschhocn frd.)1 Cutting Hack (San Frcnciscx. jcssey-Bass, 1983) pp. 54—56. With penissior.  
CHAPTER 10 • COMMUNICATrON  .385  complete without a discussion of nonverbal 
communications. This includes body movements, the intonations or emphasis we give to words, facial 
expressions, and the physical distance between the sender and receiveL  The academic study of body 
motions has been labeled kinesics. It refers to gestures, facial configurations, and other movements of the 
body. But it is a relatively new field, and it has been sub jectito far more coniecture and populauzing than 
the research findings support. Hence, while we acknowledge that body movement-is an important 
segment of the sttidy.ofconimunication and behavioi conclusions must be necessarily guarded. 
Recognizing this qualification, let us briefly consider the ways in which body motions convey meaning:  
It has been argued that every body.movement hasa meaning and no movement is accidental. For example, 
through body language,  tWJ say, “Help me, Im lonely. Take me, I’m available. Leave inc alone, Pm 
depressed.” And rarely do we send our messages consciously. We act but our state of being with 
nonverbal body language. We lift one eyebrow for disbelief. We rub our noses for puzzlement. We clasp 
our arms to isolate ourselves ox to protect ourselves. We shrug put shoulders for indiffer ence, wink one 
eye for intimacy, tap our fingers for impatience, slap our forehead for forgetfulness. While we may 
disagree with the specific meaning of these movements, body language adds to and often complicates 
verbal communication:A body positiot or movement does nOt by itself have a prec5se or universal 
meaning, but when it islinked with spoken language, it gives fuller meaning to a sender’s message.  If you 
read the verbatim minutes of a meeting, you could not grasp the impact of what was said in the same way 
you could if you had been there or saw the meeting on video. Why? There is rio record of nonverbal 
communication. The emphasis given to words or phrases is missing. To illustrate how INtOnations can 
chan8e he meaning of a message, consier the student in class who asks the instmcçWa qtesIvn The 
instructor rept(ê “Wipt do QU mean by that?” The studtrIêrectibn will be diffétejit depeitdlng on the tene 
of the instructors response. A soft, smooth tone creates a different meaning from an intonation that is 
abrasive with strong emphasis placed on the last word.  The facial expression of the instructor will also 
convey meaning. A snarled face says something different from a smile. Facial expressions, along with 
intonations, can show arrogance, aggressiveness, fear, shyness, and other characteristics that would neytr 
be communicated if you read a transcript of what had been said.  The way individuals space themselves in 
terms of physical distance also has meaning. What is considered proper spacing largely depends on 
cultural norms. For example, what is ‘businesslike” distance in some European countuies would be 
viewed as Intimate” in many parts of North America. If someone stands closer to you than is considered 
appropriate, it may indicate aggressiveness or sexu& interest, If farther away than usual, it may mean 
disinterest or displeasure with what is being said.  It is important for the receiver to be alert to these 
nonverbal aspects of communication. You should took for nonverbal cues as well as listen to the literal 
meaning of a sender’s words. You should particularly be aware of contradictions between the messages. 
The boss may say she is free to talk to you about that raise you have been seeking, but you may see 
nonverbal signals that suggest this is not the time to discuss the subject. Regardless of what is being said,  
iwnid c.iak.Jn Messqes coiw.yed ilnihWy moynenis, thb infreations o einphs W ve tfi WoiJ% hal 
.qiessions, wid the phfli tiijn between lit sander wiilrgeiyer.  kliezlcs  The study of body mohair.  an 
individual who frequently glances at her wristwatch is giving the message she would prefer to terminate 
the conversation. We misinform others when we express one emotion verbally, such as trust, but 



nonverbally communicate a contradictory message that reads, “1 don’t have confidence in you.” These 
contradictions often suggest that “actions speak louder (and more accurately) than words.”  Choice of 
Communication Channel  Why do individuals choose one channel of communication over another—for 
instance, a phone call instead of a face-to-face taljc? One answer might be anxiety! As you will 
remember, some people are apprehensive about certain kinds of communication. Wtat about the 80 to 95 
percent of the population who don’t suffer from this problem? Is there any general insight we might be 
able to provide regarding choice of communication channel? The:answer is a qualified “Yes.” A model of 
media richness has been developedto explain channel selection among managers.23  Recent research has 
found that channels differ in their capacity to convey information. Some are rich in that they have the 
ability to (1) handle multiple cues simultaneously, (2) facilitate rapid feedback, and (3) be very personal. 
Others are lean in that they score low on these three factors. 4s Figure 10-4 illuschannel richness trates, 
face-to-face talk scores highest in terms of channel richness because it The amount of infonnalion that can 
be provides for the maximum amount of information to be transmitted during a transmitted during a 
communkatioli communication episode. That is, it offers multiple information cues (words, episode. 
posture, facial expressions, gestures, intonations), immediate feedback (both  verbal and nonverbal), and 
the personal touch of being there. Imperonal written media such as bulletins and general reports rate 
lowest in richness.   The choice of one channel over another depends on whether the message  is routine 
or nonroutjne. The former types of messages tend to be straightforward  and have a minimum of 
ambiguity. The latter are likely to be complicated  and have the potential for misunderstanding. Managers 
can communicate routine  messages efficiently through channels that are lower in richness. However,  
they can communicate non routine messages effectively only by selecting rich  channels.  The media 
richness model is consistent with organizational trends and  practices during the past decade. Ills not just 
coincidence that more and•more  senior managers have been using meetings to facilitate communication 
and  regularly leaving the isolated sanctuary of their executive offices to manage by  walking around. 
These executives are relying on richer channels of communication  to transmit the more ambiguous 
messages they need to convey. The past  decade has been characterized by organizations closing facilities, 
imposing  large layoffs, restructuring, merging, consolidating, and introducing new products  and services 
at an accelerated pace—aU nonroutirte messages high in ambiguity  and requiring the use of channels that 
can convey a large amount of in-  formation. It is not surprising, therefore, to see the most effective 
managers  • expanding their use of rich channels,  Barriers to Lilective Cammunication  We conctude our 
discussion of communication fundamentals by reviewing SCVeral  of the more prominent barriers to 
effective communication of which you  should be aware.  FILTERING Filtering refers to a sender 
manipulating information soft ffilaiiig  will be seen more favorably by the receiver, For example, when a 
manager tells A sender’s awmuIdonofinfacnaNm’sa her boss what she feels her boss wants to hear, she 
filtering information. th,tRwiIlbeiesqnwefaoroblyhyIw Doñ.this happen niuch in organizations? Sure! As 
informatioii is passed recesnr.  seniOr exectives it has to be.condensed and synth.?sized by underlings so  
those on top don’t become overloaded with information, The personal interests  and perceptitins of what 
is important by those doing the synthdsizing.a  going to result.in filtering. As a former group vice 
president of Generaj Mdto  describtd It, the filtering of coruthunications through levels at GM. made. 
))mpossible  .forsenior managers to get obiective information because “lower-level  sped4lists. . . 
provided information in such a way that they would get the answer  they wanted, 1 know. I used to be 
down below and do it”  The major determinant of filtering is the numbei of levels in an organizatLon’&  
strucftire. The more vertical levels in the organization’s hierarthy, the  more Opportu.nitis for filtering.  A 
SEIECEIVE pncEP’floN We have mentioned selective perception.,.before  th this book. Rpeais again 
because the rèeJvçrs in the corntnunication  process sele&ively. see and bear based on their 
needs,,motivations, experience  background, and other personal characteristics. Receiyers also project 
their in-S  terêsts and expectations intotommunications as they decode them. The employmeñt  tcrviewer 
who expects a female lob apphcant to put her family  ahead: of her career is likely to see that in kmale 
applicants, regardless of  whether theapphcants feel that way or not. As we said in Chapter 4, we don’t  
see reality; rather, we interpret what we see and call it reality.  Frciin Concepts to Skills  I ff. I ItLIhI1X  I 
t  I  H HJ 1  IT F  1 I  t I  4L4 t  I  T  1i F I  I 1  I  I  H.  F 1 F  CHAPTER 10 • COMMUNICATION • 389  
p1 In TI 1 LI 1kjk is I”, ‘co.kluLof 0 011  C, I’ k M ,wiic1( otliin listen o that  S +$1 ‘ii’L’ Li L(, ‘i’LC’i 
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ii ii Vil ii P U it  EMOTIONS How the receiver feels at the time of receipt of a communication  message 
will influence how he or she interprets it. Phe same message received  when you’re angry or distraught is 
likely to be interpreted differently  when you’re in a neutral disposition. Extreme emotions—such as 
jubilation or  depression—are most likely to hinder effective communication. In such instances,  we are 
most prone to disregard our rational and objective thinking  processes and substitute emotional 
judgments.  LANGUAGE Words mean different things to different people. “The meanings  of words are 
not in the words; they are in us.”26 Age, education, and cultural  background are three of the more 
obvious variables that influence the language  a person uses and the definitions he or she gives to words. 
Rap artist  Snoop Doggy Dogg and political analyst/author William F. Buckley, Jr., both  speak English. 
But the language each uses is vastly different from the other. In  fact, the typical person on the street 
might have difficulty understanding either  of these individuals’ vocabulary.  In an organization, 
employees usually come from diverse backgrounds  and, therefore, have different patterns of speech. 
Additionally, the grouping of  employees into departments creates specialists who develop their own 
jargon  or technical language. In large organizations, members are also frequently  widely dispersed 
geographically—even operating in different countries—and  individuals in each locale will use terms and 
phrases that are unique to their  area -  The existence of vertical levels can also cause language problems- 
For instance,  differences in meaning with regard to words such as incentives and  390. PART THREE • 
THE GROUP  quotas have been found at different levels in management. Ibp managers often speak about 
the need for incent4ves and quotas, yet these terms imply manipulation and create resentment among 
many lower managers.  The point is that while you and I speak a common language—English— our 
usage of that language is far from uniform. If we knew how each of us modified the language, 
communication difficulties would be minimized. The problem is that members in an organization usually 
don’t know how others with whom they interact have modified the language. Senders tend to assume the  
words and terms they use mean the same to the receiver as they do to them, This, of course, is often 
incorrect, thus creating communication difficulties.  In Practict Effective Employee  Communication In 
Leading Companies  Undergoing Dramatic Changes  As we’ve noted throughout this book, organizations 
around the world are re— structuring in order to reduce costs and improve competitiveness. Almost all 
Fortune 100 companies, for instance, have scaled bock the size of their labor force in the last five years 
through attrition and layoffs.  A recent study looked at employee communications programs in ten leading 
companies that had successfully undertaken major retructunng programs. 27 The companies were chosen 
because they had developed reputationc for having excellent internal communication programs. The 
authors were interested in seeing if there were some common factors that determined the effectiveness of 
these firms’ employee communications. The authors specifically chose companies that had undergone 
restructuring and reorganization because they believed the true test of a firth’s communication 
effectiveness was how well it worked in times of major organizational change.  The authors foind eight 
factors related to the effectiveness of employee communications in these ten firms. Since the companies 
studied came from a variety of industries and organizational settings, the authors propose that these eight 
characteristics should apply to many types of organizations.  Let’s take a look at these eight factors 
because they provide some research- based guidance to managers in helping decide how best to 



communicate with employees.  The CEO Must Be Committed to the Importance  of Communication  The 
most significant factor in a successful employee-communications program is the chief executive’s 
leadership. He’or she must be philosophically and be— haviorally committed to the notion that 
communicating with employees is essential to the achievement of the organization’s goals. If the 
organization’s senior executive is committed to communication through his or her words and actions, it 
trickles down to the rest of the organization.  In addition to espousing a philosophical commitment to 
employee communications, the CEO must be a skilled and visible communications role model and be 
willing to personally deliver key messages The CEOs in this study spent a significant amount of their 
time talking with employees, responding to questions, listening to their concerns, and conveying their 
vision  CHAPTER 10 • COMMUNICATION  .391  of the company. importantly, they tended to do this 
in person. They didn’t delegate this task to other managers. By personally championing the cause of good 
communication, they lessen employee fears about changes that are being implemented and set the 
precedent for other managers to follow.  Managers Match Actions and Words  Closely related to CEO 
support and involvement is managerial action. As we’ve noted previously, actions speak louder than 
words. When the implicit messages that managers send contradict the official messages as conveyed in 
formal communications, the managers lose credibility with employees. Employees will listen to what 
management has to say regarding changes being made and where the company is going. But these words 
must be backed up by matching actions.  Commitment to Two-Way Communication  Ineffective 
programs are dominated by downward communication. Successful programs balance downward and 
upward communication.  How does a firm promote upward communication and stimulate employee 
dialogue? The company that displayed the highest commitment to two- way communication used 
interactive television broadcasts that allowed employees to call in questions and get responses from top 
management. Company publications had question-and-answer columns and employees were encouraged 
to submit questions. The company developed a grievance procedure that processed complaints quickly. 
Additionally managers were trained in feedback techniques and then were rewarded for using them.  
Emphasis on Face-to-Face Communication  In tinies of uncertainty and change—which characterize 
major restructuring efforts—employees have lots of fears and concerns. Is their job in jeopardy? Will they 
have to learn new skills? Is their work group going to be disbanded? Consistent with our previous 
discussion of channel richness, these messages are nonroutine and ambiguous. The maximum amount of 
information can be transmitted through face-to-face conversation. Because the firms in this study were all 
undergoing significant changes, their senior executives got out and personally carried their messages to 
operating employees. Candid, open, face-  Ed Clark, president and CEO of Canada [rust shows his 
commitment to cornrnunication by personally visiting Cl’s 400 branch locations. His philosophy is that 
you can’t s in on office and tell people what to do. He frequently holds pizza and ginger alesessions with 
employees. Clark’s approachable style nd ability to explain complex issues without talking down to 
listeners has earned him the loyalty of employees.  392k PART THREE • TH€ GROUP  to-face 
communication with employees presents executives as Living, breathing people who understand the 
needs and concerns of the workers.  Shared Responsibility for Employee  Communications  Top 
management provides the big picture—where the company is going. Supervisors link the big picture to 
their work group and to individual employees. Every manager has some responsibility in ensuring that 
employees are well informed, with the implications for changes becoming more specific as they flow 
down the organization hierarchy&  People prefer to hear about the changes that might affect them from 
their boss, not from their peers or from the grapevine, This requires top nan ageinent to keep middle and 
lower managers fu[ly apprised of pLanned changes. And it means middle and lower level managers must 
quickly share information with their work group in order to minimize ambiguity.  Dealing with Bad News  
Organizations with effective employee communications arert afraid to confront bad news. In fact, they 
typically have a high bad news to good news ratio. This doesn’t mean these firms have more problems; 
rather, they don’t penalize the bearer of bad news.  All organizations will, at times, have product failures, 
delivery delays, customer complaints, or similar problems. The issue is how coirifortable people feel in 
communicating those problems. When bad news is candidly reported, a climate is created in which people 
aren’t afraid to be truthful and good news gains increased credibility.  The Message Is Shaped lox Its 
Intended Audience  Different people in the organization have different information needs. What is 



important to supervisors may not be so to middle managers. Similarly, what is interestinginformation to 
someone 5n product planning may be irrelevant to someone in accounting.  What information do 
individuals and groups want to know? When do they need to know it? In what form (at home, newsletter, 
E-mail, team meeting) is the best way for them to receive it? Employees vary in the type of information 
they need and the most effective way for them to receive it. Managers need to recognize this and design 
their communication program accordingly.  Treat CommunicatiOn as an Ongoing Process  These leading 
companies viewed employee communications as a critical managemént process. This is illustrated by five 
common activities that these firms engaged in.  MANAGERS CONYEY THE RATIONALE 
IJNDERI.V(NG DECISIONS As change occurs more frequently, and their future becomes less certain, 
employees increasingly want to know the rationale underlying the decisions and changes that are being 
made. Why is this occurnng? 1-low will this affect me?  As the historical social contract that traded 
employee loyalty for job security has eroded, employees have new expectations from management.2 In  
CHAPTER 13 • COMMUNICATION  John Davis s a vice president at Re:Memher Data Services. His 
company sells data processing systems to credit unions, and Davis runs the department known as 
Conversions and Training in Re:Meinber’s Memphis office, Once a sale is made, Davis’s goup converts 
the customer’s database to the new system and then trains the customer’s employees.  Until 1989, when 
Re:Memher bought it, Davis’s office was owned by a large Minneapolis firm that prided tself on keeping 
its empioyees in the dark. Davis would learn about a new lob when ft latded on his desk, deadline 
attached. He never knew which prespects were being courted or what the salesper son was promising 
them or how m&rly jobs he and his colleagues would be faced with in the next month or three. Nor did 
Davis know how much money his department made or lost or, indeed, how the office tse1f was  When 
Re:Member came in, Davis was made a vice president and thereby gained access to all the information he 
needed. But the frustrating experience of vorking in the dark stuck with him. What would happen, he 
wondered, if every employee knew as much as he knew now—about upcoming jobs, about how the 
departrneth was doing, even about how much they themselves con÷ tributed to the business? Davis 
decided to let this kind of information permeate his office: He introduced open- book management.  Davis 
developed a detaJed cost accounting systeth. ‘Tirequired cch employee to keep a record of time spent on 
each job, materials costs, travel and entertainment, and so un. F-fe had the com puter track each 
employee’s time, daily biling, salary costs, and expenses. Then he explained to his employees that each of 
them would now be responsible foT his or her own profitability. Every  month, Davis would provide his 
12-person staff with printouts showing how much the company made or lost on each job. Every person 
would also get a printout showing how much money he or she had made or lost for the company that 
month.  The new system made some people nervous at first because they feared It would be found out 
they weren’t making any money for the  • firm. But gradually those fears subsided. And with their 
newiound Information, employees began coming up  • with ways their group could generate revenues, cut 
costs, and expand their skills to improve their individual accounts. In the first year of the program, Davis 
found that eMployee-initiated ideas saved the company $37,000. In addition, he believes he has made his 
office? more exciting and challenghg place towork. •a  hast&1 ouj, Case, Tht Open-Rook Managers (NC, 
(5cptembr 1990), pp.  1o4I3.  .393  times of permanent employment, comprehensive explanations of 
management  decisions werent as criticalfor employees because no matter what the  changes, their jobs 
were relatively secure. Rut under the new covenant, with  workers assuming ‘a much greater 
responsibility for thetr own careers, employees  feeL a need [or more information so they carl make 
inteiligent career decisions.  Employees arc looking for something from management to make up the  
difference between what they used to have guaranteed and what they have  now. One of those things is 
information.  TiMELINESS TS vrrAL It’s important for managers to communicate what  they know, 
when they know it. Employees don’t want to be treated as children,  _____ ___ OR in the NeWs ...• 
______  .)pen-Book Ntnagencn  dthng:  PART THREE • THE GROUP  parceled out bits of information 
piece by piece or kept from information for fear it might be misconstrued. Give people the facts as soon 
as they become available. This lessens the power of the grapevine and increases management’s 
credibility. The cost of not communicating in a timely manner is disaffection, anger, and loss of trust.  
COMMVNICATE coNTmuULY Communication should be continual, particularly during periods of 
change or crisis. When employees need information and it’s not forthcoming, they’ll fall back on informal 



channels to fill the void, even if those channels provide only unsubstantiated rumors: In those 
organizations where management strives to keep the information continually flowing, employees are also 
more forgiving of the occasional error or omission.  LINK ThE BIG PICTURE WITH THE LIEf 11 
ncruiU! Truly effective communication does not occur until employees understand how the big picture 
affects them and their jobs. Changes in the economy, among competitors in the industry, or in the 
organization as a whole must be translated into implications for each location, department, and employee. 
This responsibility fails most directly on employees’ direct supervisor.  DON’T DICTATE THE WAY 
PEOPLE SHOULD FEEL ABOUT TUE NFWS Employ  ees don’t want to be told how they should 
interpret and feel about change. Trust and openness is not enhanced by claims like ‘These new changes 
are really exciting!” or ‘4You’re going to like the way the department is being restructured!” More often 
than not, these attempts to sway opinion only provoke antagonistic responses.  It’s more effective to 
communicate, “who, what when, where, why, and how” and then let employees draw their own 
conclusions  — Current Issues in Communication  We close this chapter by addressing four current 
issues: Why do men and women often have difficulty communicating with each other? What are the 
implications of the politically correct movement on communications in organizations? How can 
individuals improve their cross-cultural communications? And how is electronics changing the way 
people communicate with each other in organizations?  • Communication Barriers Between Women and 
Man  •Men u laIk lo emphas[ze  stain whereas noe usi it [  to C re ale co liec tion.  b  provides us with 
some important insights into and women in terms of their conversational been able to explain why gender 
often creates  Research by Deborah Tannen  the differences between men  styles.29 In particular, she has  
oral communication barriers.  The.esserice of Tannen’s research is that men use talk to emphasize status 
whereas women use it to create connection. Tannen states that communication is a continual balancing 
act, juggling the conflicting needs for intimacy and independence. Intimacy emphasizes closeness and 
commonalities, Independence emphasizes separateness and differences. But here’s the kick: Women 
speak and hear a language of connection and intimacy; men speak and hear a language of status and 
independence. So, for many men, conversations  .Jrdt,J  CHAPTER 10 • COMMUNICATION •395  
Kathy Knight (left), president of market research firm BA!, deals with power struggles and  1k 
communication differences between men and women by instilling in her employees the value of direct, 
honest communication. Knight encourages honesty by assuring employees they are not at risk in losing 
face or their lob by admitting mistakes. She focuses on mutual understanding rather than assigning blame 
ai giving apologies. When a conflict arises, Knight tells the  employees involved to confront each other 
directly instead of discussing it with twelve other larkers at lunch.  are primarily a means to preserve 
independence and maintain status in a hierarchical  social order, For many women, conversations are 
negotiations for  closeness in which peokle try to seek and give confirmation and support. A few  
examples will illustrate Tannen’s thesis.  Men frequently complain that women talk on and on about their 
problems.  Women criticize men for not listening. What’s happening is that when  men hear a problem, 
they frequently assert their desire for independence and  control by offering solutions. Many women, 
however, view telling a problem as  a means to promote closeness. The women present the problem to 
gain support  and connection, not to get the male’s advice. Mutual understanding iS symmetrical.  But 
giving advice is asymmetrical—it sets the advice giver up as more  knowledgeable, more reasonable, and 
more in ?ontrol. This contributes to distancing  men and women in their efforts to communicate.  Men are 
often more direct than women in conversation. A man might  say, “I think you’re wrong on that point.” A 
woman might say, “Have you  looked at the marketing department’s research report on that point?” (the 
implication  being that the report will show the error). Men frequently see female  indirectness as “covert” 
or “sneaky,” but women are not as concerned as men  with the status and oneupmanship that directness 
often creates.  Finally, men often criticize women for seeming to apologize all the time.  Men tend to see 
the phrase “I’m sorry” as a weakness because they interpret the  phrase to mean the woman is accepting 
blame, when he knows she’s not to  blame. The woman also knows she is not to blame. The problem is 
that women  typically use “I’m sorry” to express regret: “1 knOw you must feel bad about  this; I do, 
too,”  “Politically Correct” Communication  What words do you qse to describe a colleague who is 
wheelchair bound? What  terms do you use in addressing a female customer? I-low do you communicate  
with a brand-new client who is not like you? The right answers can mean the  difference between losing a 



client, an employee, a lawsuit, a harassment claim,  or a  Most of us are acutely aware of how our 
vocabulary has been modified to  reflect political correctness. For instance, most of us have cleansed the 
words  handicapped, Hind, and ehierly from our vocabulary, and replaced them with  terms like 
physically challenged, visually inpatred, and senior. The Los Angeles  394+ FART THR • THE GROUP  
Times, for instance, allows its journalists to use the term old age but cautions that the onset of old age 
varies from person to person, so not all 75-yèar-olds  are necessarily old.3’ .  We must be sensitive to 
others’ feelings: Certain words can and do stereotype, intimidate, and insult individuals. In an increasiniy 
divesse work force, we must be aware of how words might offaid others; But thereis a downside to 
political correctness. It’s shrinking our vocabulary and inakingit more difficult for people to 
communicate. To i[Iustrate youpróbably know what thsewo terms mean: death and wUmer;. But both of 
these wotds hate beenfouñd4o offend one or more groups. They’ve been replaced with terms like ,iegati4 
patient-care outcome and people of gendé# jhe problem is thatthese terms are much less likely to convey 
a uniform rnéksugethan the wQrds they replated. You know what death means; I know what dqth means; 
but can you be sure that “negative-patient-care outcome” will be cQnsistently defihedas synonymrnis 
with death? No The phrase could aisorbean a longer tay’thán expected in the hospital or notification that 
your insurance company won’t pay your hospital bill.  Some critics, for humor’s sake, enjoy carrying 
political correctness to the extreme. Even those of U5 with thinning scalps, who aren’t too thrilled at 
being labeled bald, have to smirk when we’re referred to as “follically challenged.” But our concern here 
is with how politically correct language is contributing a new barrier to effective communicatioH.  Words 
are the primary means by which people wmmunicatc. When we eliminate words from usage because 
they’re polillcafly incorrect, we reduce our options for conveying messages in the clearest and most 
accurate form. For the most part, the larger the vocabulary used by a sender and a receiver, the greater the 
opportunity to transmit messages accurately. By removing certain words from our vocabulary, we make it 
harder to communicate accurately. When we further replace these words with new terms whose meanings 
are less well understood, we have reduced the likelihood that our messages will be received as we had 
intended them.  We must be sensitive to how our choice of words might offend others. But we also have 
to be careful not to sanitize our language to the point where it clear’y restricts clarity of communication. 
There is no simple solution to this dilemma. However, you should be aware of the trade-offs and the need 
to find a proper balance.  Cross-Cultural Communication  Effective communication is difficult under the 
best of conditions. Cross-cultural factors clearly create the potential for increased comminication 
problems.  One author has identified four specific problems related to language difficulties in cross-
cultural communications. 3Z  First, there are anier.s caused by semantics. As we’ve noted previously, 
words mean different things to different peop]e. This is particularly true for people from different national 
cultures. Some words, for instance, don’t translate between cultures. Understanding the word sisu will 
help you in communicating with people from Finland, but this word is untranslatable into English. It 
means something akin to ‘guts” or “dogged persistence. Similarly, the new capitalists in Russia may have 
difficulty communicating with their British or Canadian counterparts because English terms such as 
efficiency, ftee market, and regulation are not directly translatable into Russian,  CHAPTER 10 • 
COMMUNICATION .397  Second, there are baniers caused by word connotations. Words imply 
different  things in different languages. Negotiations between Americans and Japanese  executives, for 
instance, is made more difficult because the Japanese word  hai translates as :yes,” but its connotation 
may be “yes, I’m listening,” rather  than “yes, 1 agree.”  Third are barriers caused by tune differences. In 
some cultures, language is  formal, in others it’s informaL in some cultures, the tone changes depending  
on the context: people speaking differently at home, in social situations, and at  work. Using a personal, 
informal style in .a situation where a more formal style  is expected can be embarrassing and off-putting.  
Fourth, there are barriers caused by differences among perceptions. People  who speak different 
languages actually view the world in different ways. Eskimos  perceive snow differently because they 
have many words for it. Thais perceive  “no” differently than Americans because the former have no such 
word  in their vocabulary.  When communicating with people from a different culture, what can you  do 
to reduce misperceptions, misinterpretations, and misevaluations? Following  these four rules can be 
helpful:33  1. Assume differences until similarity is proven. Most of us assume that others  are more 
similar to us than they actually are. But people from different  countries often are very different from us. 



So you are far less  likely to make an error if you assume others are different from you  rather than 
assuming similarity until difference is proven.  2. Emphasize description rather than interpretation or 
evaiuaton. Interpreting  or evaluating what someone has said or done, in contrast to description,  is based 
more on the observer’s culture and background  than on the observed situation. As a result, delay 
judgment until  you’ve had sufficient time to observe and interpret the situation from  the differing 
perspectives of all the cultures involved.  3. Practice empathy. Before sending a message, put yourself in 
the recipient’s  shoes. What are his or her values, experiences, and frames of reference?  What do you 
know about his or her education, upbringing,  and badground that can give you added insight? Try to see 
the other  person as he or she really is.  4. Treat your interpretations as a working hypothesis. Once 
you’ve developed  an explanation for a new situation or think you empathize with someone  from a 
foreign culture, treat your interpretation as a hypothesis  that needs further testing rather than as a 
certainty. Carefully assess  the feedback provided by recipients to see if it confirms your hypothesip.  For 
important decisions or communiqués, you can also check with  other foreign and home country 
colleagues to make sure your interpretations  are on target.  Electronic Communications  Until the last 10 
or 15 years, there were very few technological “breakthroughs”  that significantly affected organizational 
communications. Early in  this century, the telephone dramatically reduced personal face-to-face 
communication.  The popularization of the photocopy machine in the late 1960s  sounded the death knell 
for carbon paper and made the copying of documents  faster and easier. But since the early 1980s, we’ve 
been subjected to an onslaught  of new electronic technologies that are largely reshaping the way we  
communicate in organizations.34 These include pagers, facsimile machines,  398+  PART THREE • THE 
GROUP  video conferencing, electronic meetings, E-mail, cellular phones, voice messaging, and 
palm.sized personal communicators.  Electronic communications no longer make it necessary for you to 
be at your workstation or desk to be available. Pagers, cellular phones, and personal communicators allow 
you to be reached when you’re in a meeting, during your lunch break, while visiting in a customer’s 
office across town, or during a golf game on Saturday morning. The line between an employee’s work 
and non- work life is no longer distinct. In the electronic age, all employees can theoretkally be on call 24 
hours a day.  Organizational boundaries become less relevant as a result of electronic communications. 
Why? ‘Because networked computers—that is, computers interlinked to communicate with each other—
allow employees to jump vertical levels within the organization, work full time at home or someplace 
other than an organizationally operated facility, and carry on communications with people in other 
organizations. The market researcher who wants to discuss an issue with the vice president of marketing 
(who is three levels up in the hierarchy), can bypass the people in between and send an E-mail message 
directly. And in so doing, the traditional status hierarchy, largely determined by level and access, 
becomes essentially negated. Or that same market researcher may choose to live in the Cayman Islands 
and work at home ‘via telecommuting rather than do his or her job in the company’s Chicago office. And 
when an employee’s computer is linked to suppliers’ and customers’ computers, the boundaries 
separating organizations, becomes further blurred. Hundreds of suppliers, for instance, are linked into 
Wal-Mart’s computers. This allows people at companies like Levi Strauss to be able to monitor Wal-
Mart’s inventory of Levi leans and to replace merchandise. as needed, and clouds the distinction between 
Levi and Wal-Mart employees.  While the telephone allowed people to transmit. verbal messages 
instantly, it’s only been very recently that this same speed became available for the written word. In the 
mid-1960s, organizations depended almost completely’ on interoffice memos for internal on-site 
messages, and wire services and the post office for external messages. Then came overnight express 
delivery and fax machines. Tod ay, with almost all organizations having introduced E-mail and an 
increasing number providing their employees with access to the  Sitting in on office moving papers 
around and stuffing information in drawers is not Jay (hint’s idea of creative work. So the chairman of 
(hint/flay advertising agency is using electronic communications to change the way employees work. He 
gave employees cellular phones and E-mail-equipped notebook computers, freed then from a nine-to-five 
work schedule, and replaced individual work areas with open, common areas and meeting rooms. He 
installed lax machines, a central file server that manages the agency’s shored information resources, ónd 
computerized editing rooms with communication sofiware that instantly transfers words, pictures, sound, 
and video to any (biat.Day office in the world. (hint’s vision is to create on agency without boundaries so 



employees can spend more time in clients’ offices preparing ads for accounts that quickly change their 
products and images. (hint is shown here using his laptop at home to answer his E-mail messages.  I  S  I I  
- 4  I  CHAPTER 10 • COMMLJNICAIHON • 399  internet, written communications can be transmitted 
with all the speed of the  telephone.  Electronic communications have revolutionized both the ability to 
access  other people and to reach them almost instantaneously. Unfortunately this access  and speed has 
come with some costs. Electronic mail, for instance, doesn’t  provide the nonverbal communication 
component that the face-to-face meeting  does. Nor does E-maü convey the emotions and nuances that 
come  through from verbal intonations in telephone conversations. Similarly, it’s  been noted that 
meetings have historically served two distinct purposes: fulfilling  a need for group affiliation and serving 
as a forum for completing task  world5 Video conferences and e]ectronic meetings do a good job at 
supporting  tasks but don’t address affiliation needs. For people with a high need for social  contact, a 
heavy reliance on electronic communications is liKely to lead to  lower job satisfaction.  Summary and 
Implications  tar Managers  A careful review of this chapter finds a common theme regarding the 
relationship  between communication and employee satisfaction: the less the uncertainty,  the greater the 
satisfaction. Distortions, ambiguities, and incongruities  all increase uncertainty and? hence, have a 
negative impact on satisfaction.36  The less distortion that occurs in communication, the more that goals,  
feedback and other management messages to employees will be received as  they were intended.3’ This, 
in turn, should reduce ambiguities and clarify the  group’s task. Extensive use of vertical, lateral, and 
informal channels will increase  communication flow, reduce uncertainty, and improve group 
performance  and satisfaction. We should also expect incongruities between verbal and  nonverbal 

�communiqués to increase uncertathty and reduce satisfaction.  Finding  in the chapter further suggest 
that the goal of perfect communication  is unattainable. Yet evidence demonstrates a positive relationship 
between  effective communication (which includes factors such as perceived trust,  perceived accuracy, 
desire for interaction, top management receptiveness, and  upward information requirements) and worker 
productivity.38 Chdosing the  correct channel, being an effective listener, and utilizing feedback may, 
therefore,  make for mote effective communication. But the human factor generates  distortions that can 
never be fully eliminated. The communication process represents  an exchange of messages, but the 
outcome is meanings that may or  may not approximate those the sender intended. Whatever the sender’s 
expectations,  the decoded message in the mind of the receiver represents his or her  reality. And it is this 
reality that will determine perforthance, along with the individuals  level of motivation and his or her 
degree of satisfaction. The issue of  motivation is critical, so we should briefly review how 
communication is central  in determining an individual’s degree of motivation.  You will remember from 
expectancy theory that the degree of effort an indivictual  exerts depends on his or her perception of the 
effort—performance,  performance—reward, and reward—goal satisfaction linkages. If ndividuals are  
not given the data necessary to make the perceived probability of these linkages  high, motivation will 
suffer. If rewards are not made clear, if the criteria for  determining and measuring performance are 
ambiguous, or if individuals are  not relatively certain their effort will lead to satisfactory performance, 
then  400+ PARr THREE • THE GROUP  effort will be reduced. So communication plays a significant 
role in determining the level of employee motivation.  A final Implication from the communication 
literature relates to predicting turnover. The use of realistic job previews acts as a communication device 
for clarifying role expectations (see the “Counterpoint” in Chapter 4). Employees who have been exposed 
to a realistic job preview have more accurate information about that Job. Comparisons of turnover rates 
between organizations that use the realistic job preview versus either no preview or only presentation of 
positive job Information show that those not using the realistic preview have, on average, almost 29 
percent higher turnover.19 This makes a strong case for managers to convey honest and accurate 
information about a job to applicants during the recruiting and selection process.  — For Review  1. 
Describe the functions that communication provides within a group or organization. Give an example of 
each.  2. Contrast encoding and decoding.  3. Describe the communication process and identify its key 
components. Give an example of how this process operates with both oral  and written messages.  4. 
Identify three common small-group networks and give the advantages of each.  S. What is kinesics? Why 
is it important?  6. What characterizes a communication that is rich in its capacity to convey information?  
7. What conditions stimulate the emergence of rumors?  8. Describe how political correctness can hinder 



effective communication.  9. LIst four specific problems related to language difficulties in crosscultural 
communication.  10. What are the managerial implications from the research contrasting male and female 
communication styles?  — For Discussion  1. “Ineffective communication is the fault of the sender.” Do 
you agree or disagree? Discuss.  2. What can you do to improve the likelihood your communiqués will be 
received and understood as you intend?  3. How might managers use the grapevine for their benefit?  4. 
Using the concept of channel richness, give examples of messages best conveyed by E-mail, by face-to-
face communication, and on the  company bulletin board.  5. Why do you think so many people are poor 
listeners?  e Johari Window (named after its creators, Joseph Luft and Harry Ingram) is a popular model 
used by training specialists for assessing and categorizing communication styles. The essence of the 
model is the belief that mutual understanding improves perceptual accuracy and communication.  The 
model classifies an individual’s tendencies to facilitate or himler interpersonal communication along two 
dimensions: exposure and feedback. Exposure is defined as the extent to which an individual openly and 
candidly divulges feelings, experiences, and information when trying to communicate. Feedback is the 
extent to which an individual successfully elicits exposure from others. As shown in Figure 10-A, these 
dimensions translate into four “windows”—open, blind, hidden, and unknown. The open window is 
information known to you as well as others. The blind window encompasses certain things about you that 
are apparent to others but not to yourself. This is the result of no one ever telling you or because you’re 
defensively blocking them out, The hidden window is information known  by you and unknown by. 
others. It encompasses those things or feelings that we’re aware of but don’t share with others for feat 
they’ll think less of us or possibly use the information against us And the unknown window includes 
feelings, experience, and Information that neither you nor others are aware of  While there is no 
substantive body of reseatch to support the following conclusion, the Jofiari Window model argues for 
more open cominumcatlon on the assumption that people undeistand each other better when the amoUnt 
of informàtión In dii open area increases. If you accept this conclusion, how would you increase the open 
area? According to Luft and Ingram, through disclosure and feedback. By increasing self-disclosure, you 
reveal your inner feelings and experiences. In addition, the evidence suggests that self-disclosure 
encourages others to be similarly forthcoming and open. So disclosure breeds more disclosure. When 
others provide feedback on their insights into your behavior, you reduce your blindwlndow.  While 
advocates of the Johari Window encDuragè a climate of openness, where individuals self-dIsclose freely 
with each other, they recognize conditions where guarded communication may be appropriate. These 
include transitory relationships, where one party has violated trust in the past, in competitive situations, or 
where the culture of the organization doesn’t support openness. Although critics might argue that one or 
more of those onditions just about covers almost all communIcation situations in organizations, 
proponents of the Johari Window are more optlrnistic.They see openness, authenticity, and honestyto be 
valued qualities in interpersonal relationships. And while they don’t say so directly, they imply it’s in the 
self-interest of individuals to try to expand the size of the open window by increasing self-disclosure and 
by being willing to listen to feedback from others even if it’s unflattering.  Based on J, Luft, Group 
Processes, 3rd ed. (Palo Alto CA: May- field, 1984), pp. 11—20; and j. Hall, “Communication 
Revisited,” California Management Review (Fall 1973), pp. 56—67.  The Case for Mutual  
Understanding:  The Johari Window  Known by tIE Unknown by elf  Kiownb H  ihr  —  V  Untoown  I  
The Case tar AinbigUs  rn communicalian  e argumept for mutual understanding and openness, while 
honorable: is incredibly naive. it assumes communicators actually  want to achieve mutual 
understandingandthat openness is the, prefetred means toward::that end. Unfortunately, that argument 
overlooks a very basic fact: It’s often in the senders and/or receive?s best interest to keep communication 
anbigious.  Lack of communication seems to have replaced original sirt as the explanation for the ills of 
the world. We’re continually hearing that problems would go away if we could “lust communicate 
better.” Some: of the: basic ass-Limptions undetlying this view need to be looked at carefully.  One 
assumption is the way In which, poor communication resembles original sin: Both tend to.get tangled up 
with control of the sita4tion. If one. defines compunication as mutual understanding,: this does not imply 
control for either paifl and certainly not, for both. However,, equating good coinmunication with’ control 
appears in the assumption that better communication will necessarily reduce strife and conflict. ‘Each 
incltvidual’s definition of better communication, like his or het definition of virtuous conduct, becomes 



that of having the other party accept his 0r:her views,•which would reduce conflict at that party’s 
expense. A better understanding th the situation might serve only to underline the differences rather than 
to resolve them. Indeed, many of the techniques thought of as poor communication. were apparently 
developed with the aim of bypassir g or avoiding confrontation.  Another assumption associated with this 
view is that when a conflict has existed for a long time and shows every sign ofcontinuing, lack of 
communication must be one of the basic problems. Usually, if the situation is examined more carefully, 
plenty of  coinmurlicationwill be found; th,c problem Is; again, one of equating communication with 
agreement. : : -. , :::.: H:  Still a third aswption, somewhat .relate4: bvt less the eqaatior hr : Ebmniuild. 
tion with control, is that it is always in the Interest of at least one. of the parties to an interactjon, and 
often of both, to attain, maximum clarity as inva5- tired by some ifibre or less, objective tañdard.’Aside 
from the difficulty of setting up this ‘standard— whose standard?, and doesn’t this :ve :him or her control 
of the situation?—there are some: sequences, and perhaps many of them, in hich it is in the m terests 
bf:both parties to leave the situation,as fuzzy and uwlefined a$: possible. This Is notably true. ip 
culturally or personally sensitive and taboo areas 1* voWing prejudices, preconceptions, arid so on, but.it 
can also be true when the area is merely a new onç that could be seriotsly distorted by using old 
deflnitioris and old solutions.  Too often we: fprget that keeping: sommunictions fuzzy cuts down on 
questions, permits fasteg decision making, minimizes objections, re4uces ow position, mkes it easier to 
deny one’s earlier sta* ments, preserves freedom to change..one’s nind, helps to preserve mystique and 
hide insecurities, al lows one to say several things at the same time, peE mits’: one to say “No” 
diplomatically,: and helps ,tq avoid confrontation and anxiety.  If you want to ‘see the fine art of 
ambiguous corn::. mUiictiPflup;cJp.s alJ ygu have to :40 is wajehia teleistu rntervIe4 jta pohtlcianivho 
Ismnn4g ‘f offl& The :i *ftts t&  information; the politician tries to retain multiple  poØbk Interpretations. 
Such ambiguous communi’catlons:alJLoW the politician to approach, his: or her  idea! image of being 
“all things to aif people.”  Based ot CO. Kursh, ‘The Benefits at Poor Comrpunicaticn, Th Psychoanalytic 
Rekfew (Suffimer-Fall 1971), pp. 189—208; sad EM. Elsenberg and MG, Wit’ten, “Reconsldedng 
Openness in Organizational Coirnnunicatin,’ Academy of Ucuiqemiit Rs’iew (July 19&1), pp. 418—26. ‘  
C[IAPTEk IC • COMMIJNICATIQJ • 4Q3  ‘i’ Learning About: Yourself EXerciSe  Listening Sell-
Invenlory  Go through this 15-Item questionnaire twice. The first time, mark the yes or no  box next to 
each question. Mark a truthfully as you can in’ light of your behavior  in recent meetings or gatherings 
you have attended. The second time,  mark a plus (+) next to your answer if you are satisfied with that 
answer, or a  minus () next to the answer if you wish you could, have answered that ques lio  differently.  
Yes No -4-or—  1. I frequently attempt to listen to several  conversations at the same time.  2, 1 like 
people to give me only the facts  and then let me make my own interpretations.  3. 1 sometimes pretend to 
pay attention to people.  4. 1 consider myself a good judge of nonverbal  communications.  5. 1 usually 
know what another person is going to  say before he or she says it.  6. 1 usually end conversations that 
dontt  interest me by diverting my attention from  the speaker.  7. 1 frequently nod, frown, or whatever to 
let the  speaker know how I feel about what he or  she is saying.  8. 1 usnaily r&spond immediately when 
someone  has finished talking.  9. 1 evaluate what is being said while it is being  said.  10. 1 usually 
formulate a response while [he other  person is still talking.  11. The speaker’s delivery style frequently 
keeps  me from listening to content.  12. 1 usually ask people to clarify what they have  said rather than 
guess at the meaning.  13. 1 make a concerted effort to understand other  people’s point of view.  14. 1 
frequently hear what I expect to hear rather  than what s said.  15. Most people feel that I have understood 
their  point of view when we disagree.  Turn to page A-28 For scoring directions and key.  Smitce: £.C. 
Glenn nd F.A. Pond Listening SeIf-lnvcntury,” Superriw Moani:et (January 99). i’P  12—IS. With 
penhision.  404* PART THREE • THE GROUP  Waricing With Others: Exercise  An Absence ci 
Nonverbal Communication  This exercise will help you see the value of nonverbal communication to 
interpersonal relations.  1, The class is to split up into pairs (Party A and Party B).  2, Party A is to select 
a topic from the following list;  a. Managing in the Middle East is significantly different from managing 
in North America.  b. Employee turnover in an organization can be functional.  c. Some conflict in an 
organization is good.  d. Whistle-blowers do more harm than good for an organization.  e. Bureaucracies 
are frustrating to work in.  f. An employer has a responsibility to provide every employee with an 
interesting and challenging job.  g. Everyone should register to vote.  h. Organizations should require all 



employees to undergo regular tests for AIDS.  I. Organizations should require all employees to undergo 
regular drug tests.  j. Individuals who have majored in business or economics make better employees than 
those who have majored in history or English.  3. Party B is to choose his or her position on this topic (for 
example, arguing against the view that “some conflict in an organization k  good”). Party A now must 
automatically take the opposite position.  4. The two, parties have ten minutes in which to debate their 
topic.  The catch is that individuals can only! communicate verbally. They may not use gestures, facial 
movements, body movements, or any other nonverbal communication. It may help for each party to sit on 
his or her hands to remind them of their restrictions.  5. After the debate is over, the class should discuss 
the following:  a- How effective was communication during these debates?  b. What barriers to 
communication existed?  c. What purposes does nonverbal communication serve?  iL Relate the lessons 
learned in this exercise to problems that might occur when communicating on the telephone or through E-
mail.  Ethical Dilemma Exercise  Is It Wrong to Tell a Lie?  When we were children, our parents told us, 
“It’s wrong to tell a lie.” Yet we all have told lies at one time or anothet If most of us agree that telling 
lies is wrong, how do we justify continuing to do it? We often differentiate between “real lies” and “little 
white lies”—the latter being an acceptable, even necessary, part of social interaction. Since lying is so 
closely intertwined with interpersonal communication, let’s look at a specific dilemma that managers regu  
CHAPTER 10 • COMMUNICAT!ON  larly confront: Does a sound purpose justify intentionally 
distorting inforrnation?  You have iust seen your division’s sales report for last month. Sales are down 
considerably. Your boss, who works 2,000 miles away in another city, is unlikely to see last monttcs sales 
figures. You’re optimistic that sales will pick up this month and next, so your quarterly number will be 
acceptable. You aZso know your boss is the type of person who hates to hear bad news, You’re having a 
phone conversation today with your boss. He happens to ask, in passing, how last month’s sales went. Do 
you tell him the truth?  A subordinate asks you about a rumor she’s heard that you’ department and all its 
employees will be transferred from New York to Dallas. You know the rumor is true, but you would 
rather not let the information out just yet. You’re fearful it could hurt departmental morale and lead to 
premature resignations. What do you say to your employee?  These two incidents illustrate dilemmas that 
managers face regarding evasion, distortion, and outright lying to others. Is it unethical to purposely 
distort communications to get a favorable outcome? Is distortion acceptable, but lying not? What about 
so-called little white lies that really don’t hurt anybody? What do you think?  Affinity Groups on Apple’s 
Electronic  Message System  Electronic mail is a way of life at Apple Computer Inc. Not only do 
managers use it for sharing information and marketing directors use it to facilitate product introductions, 
but E-mafl also provides a lifeline for seven groups of Apple employees.  These are the so-called affinity 
groups—gays and lesbians, Latinos, Asians, African-Americans, women, Vietnamese, and devotees of 
jewish culture—.that use Apple’s AppleLink electronic message system to spread the word about 
meetings, seminars, and community events. This is all done with compkte approval and support of 
Apple’s top management.  Apple Computer isn’t the only company to utilize its E-mail system to 
strengthen ties among affinity groups. Pacific Gas & Electric, Lotus Development Levi Strauss, and 
Pacific Bell also encourage employees who are members of affirHty groups to use E-mail as a 
communication tool.  There are no objective statistics on how widespread the use of E-mail by affinity 
groups is. However, worldwide, E-mail practitioners number at least 45 million. Approximately two-
thirds of these practitioners have access to networks that reach beyond their immediate circ!e of 
colleagues, thus making Email an effective way for people with similar interests to maintain links across 
companies and national borders.  On the p!us side, the use of E-mail by affinity groups facilitates 
communi cation, strengthens social contacts, and promotes workplace diversity. However, it can also 
build animosity among out-group members. Antigay employees at Pacific Gas & Electric, for instance, 
have used their system to communicate offensive messages toward gay and lesbian colleagues.  Questions  
1. Is the use of E-mail by affinity groups an examp’e of formal or inforinal communication? Explain. ;1  
CASE  INCIDENT;0]  406.  FART THREE • THE GROUP ;1  VIDEO.  CASE;0]  2. “Apple’s program 
to encourage affinity groups linked by E-mail doesn’t tmprove organizational communication. It merely 
buHds communication bankers between groups.” Do you agree or disagree? Defend your position.  3. liE 
you were a senior manager at Apple with the authority to approve an affinity group’s access to the 
company’s E-mail system, how would you respond to request for E-mail access by employee groups 



piomoting (a) animal rights; (b) the Republican party; c) prolife issues; or (d) the rights of white males?  
Based on M. Gtcves, An Affinity for 6-Mail,” Lox Angeles Times (May 16, 1994), pp. 9, 30.  Politically 
Correct Speech  Dr. Leonard ,Jeffries was chair of the black studies department at the City University of 
New York (CIJNY) for 20 years. Then, in 1991, he gave a speech in Albany, New York. In that speech, 
he claimed, among other things, that Jews had helped finance the slave trade and that theie is a conspiracy 
among Jews in Hollywood to systematically destroy black people. These remarks caused an uproar, and 
Jeffries was removed from his chair position by administrators at  CUNY.  Jeffties sued. i-fe asserted his 
removal was a blatant attack on his right to free speech. The university’s position claimed he was 
incompetent tn his administrative position and that was the reason for their action.  Marry objective 
evaluators of Jeffries’s speech concluded it.was racist. However, not all felt this justified CUNY’s action. 
Isn’t an individual allowed, they asked, to say things others may not agree with or that others may find 
offensive?  rree speech is of absolutely no value if it applies only to concepts or points of view that are 
popular to begin with. The inherent value of free speech is that it affords those who hold unpopular 
opinions an equal right to be head.  Frederick Starr, president of Oberlin College, says, ‘The issue is the 
protection of the university. Frankly, we have to be willing to tolerate some pretty outrageous th[ngs and 
really offensive things from time to tine, in order to protect the freedom that has to go on to protect the 
genuinely unpopular but maybe insightful view.”  Thomas Jefferson once argued we have nothing to fear 
from irresponsible speech if others are free to point out its errors. The question is: Should academic 
freedom give shoddy scholars or racists a place to hide?  Leon Botstein, president of Bard College, 
believes even racist views have a place on college campuses. He believes Jeffries’s speech was racist, but 
that Jeffries should be put under serious scrutiny for the arguments behind his remarks rather than for the 
remarks themselves. “The university is precisely the place for people to express their prejudices and have 
the opportunity to have those prejudices heard, discerned, and defeated and taken apart.”  Supporters of 
Jeffries believe he is being unfairly treated. He should be allowed to say what he wants and not be 
penalized for the content of his speech. Critics wonder if he isn’t arguing Iota double standard, where 
biacks can make racist comments with no penalty while racist comments by whites should not be 
allowed,  CHAPTER 10 • COMMUNCA1ION • 407  Questions  1. Do you think “free speech” extends to 
expressing racist remarks?  2. How does “political correctness” cloud critical discussion hi this case?  3. 
“Professors should feel free to express controversial ideas without fear of  retaliation. That’s the essence 
of what a university is about.” If this is  true, does it extend to a professor’s roles outside that ot the 
university?  Stujce: Offensive Speech Is There a Double Standard?” Nightline (May 12. 1993).  — 
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1981), pp. 823-34.  II  lEADERSHIP  I  I I  - I -  j  I  I  I  *  ii El’  El” 14 cr  El  ci a  IL  Lead, follow, or 
get out of the way!.  ANONYMOUS  /  ne person can make a differ-  ence John Whitley (pictured above) 
is living proof that an effective leader can remake an organization.1  Whitley is the warden at Louisiana 
State Penitentiary in Angola. He oversees an operation that’s akin to a small town. The prison covers 28 
square miles and has its own fire and sanitation departments, a cemetery, a community swimming pool, 
and even a post office with its own ZIP code. Angola has  I  /  El   LIJJcJCI I J  —  aaaaa   a staff of 1,545 
to handle the prison’s 5,200 inmates. Whitley was brought in to head up Angola En the  spring of 1990. 
He taced an awesome task. The prison had a long history of vioerce and prisoner discontent. Murders, 
suicides, arid escape attempts were common. The mood among inmates could be summed up in a word; 
hopelessness. And morale among the staff was low. Trying to. control an inmate population composed of 
mostly lifers made working at Ango?a tough.  In less than three years, Whitley turned Angola around. 
The number of stabbings, hangings, and escape attempts have dropped dramatically. The ten. sion and 
uneasiness has lifted. In fact it’s hard to find a Whitley detractor, even among the prisoners. “The 
wardens pretty cool people,” says Curtis Kyles, one of 35 inmates on death row. “He sees people as 
individuaLs, not throwaways.” One objective measure of the effect Whitley has had is the. number. of 
formal complaints filed with slate prison authorities. They’ve dropped from 50 a month to fewer than 10.  
What did John Whitley do that had such a positive influence on this prison? What leadership qualities did 
he bring to Angola that previous wardens hadn’t? The answer seems to be decency and fairness. He is 
almost universally described in terms such as open-minded, impartial, and considerate. In a closed 
society, where authorities re the keepers and prisoners are the kept, Whitley has changed the rules.  He 
essentially considers himself the prisoners’ advocate within the system. He demands that his staff treat 
inmates as people, with feelings and needs. And when Whitley makes a mistake, he admits it. As one liter 
noted, Wardens just don’t do that,” To help prisoners make better use of their free time, Whitley has 
added basic reading and college-level computer and paralegal courses. To encourage good conduct, he 
has offered concrete rewards: increased visitation, telephone, and TV privileges.  One of the best 
illustrations of Whitley’s leadership style was his reaction to the state legislature’s strict deadline of 
October 1991 for inmates to challenge their convictions. Whitley, alone of Louisiana’s 12 prison wardens, 
helped inflates beat the cutoff. He authorized the prison print shop to run off 5,000 appeal applications. 
He then instructed the prison radio station to hold a question-and-answer program, brought in a lawyer to 
field questions, and or dered all inmates to listen.  Don’t condude that because Whitley is humanis tic he’s 
soft on crime or wants to caddie prisoners. He favors the death penalty and believes executions would 
serve as a deterrent if they were carried out more swiftly. And if prisoners don’t act responsib!y, he has 
no qualms about enacting penalities. Curse a guard, forfeit your canteen privileges. Throw a meal tray in 
the cafeteria, lose your radio.  John Whitley has demonstrated at Angola,. leaders can make a difference. 
In this chapter, we look at the various studies on leadership to determine what makes an effective leader 
and what differentiates leaders from non- leaders. But first let’s clarify what we mean by the term 
leadership.  — What Is Leadership?  Few terms in OW inspire less agreement on definition than 
leadership. As one expert put it, “There are almost as many definitions of leadership as there are persons 
who have attempted to de(ine the concept.”  While almost everyone seems to agree that 



leadership.involves an influence process, differences tend to center around whether leadership must be 
noncoercive (as opposed to using authority, rewards, and punishments to exert influence over followers) 
and whether it is distinct from management.3 The latter issue has been a particularly heated topic of 
debate in recent years, with most experts arguing that leadership and management are different.  
CHAPTER II • LEADERSHIP •4]3  For instance, Abraham Zaleznik of the Harvard Business School 
argues  that leaders and managers are very different kinds of people.4 They differ in  motivation, personal 
history, and how they think and act. Zaleznik says that  managers tend to adopt impersonal, if not passive, 
attitudes toward goals,  whereas leaders take a personal and active attitude toward goals. Managers  tend 
to view work as in enabling prQcess involving some combination of peoØle  and ideas interacting to 
establish strategies and make decisions. Leaders  work from high-risk positions—indeed, they are often 
temperamentally disposed  to seek out risk and danger, especially when opportunity and reward appear  
high. Managers prefer to work with people; they avoid solitary activity because  it makes them anxious. 
They relate to people according to the role they  play in a sequence of events or in a decision-making 
process. Leaders, who are  concerned with ideas, relate to people in more intuitive and empathic ways.  
John Kotter, a colleague of Zaleznik at Harvard, also argues that leadership  is different from 
management, but for different reasons.5 Management, he  proposes, is about coping with complexity. 
Good management brings about  order and consistency by drawing up formal plans, designing rigid 
organization  structures, and monitoring results against the plans. Leadership, in contrast,  is about coping 
with change. Leaders establish direction by developing a  vision of the future; then they align people by 
communicating this vision and  inspiring them to overcome hurdles. Kotter sees both strong leadership 
and  strong management as necessary for optimum organizational effectiveness. But  he believes that 
most organizations are underled and overmanaged. He claims  we need to focus more on developing 
leadership in organizations because the  people in charge today are too concerned with keeping things on 
time and on  budget and with doing what was done yesterday, only doing it S percent better.  So where do 
we stand? We use a broad definition of leadership, one that  can encompass all the current approaches to 
the subject. Thus we define lead- leadership  ership as the ability to influence a group toward the 
achievement of goals. The The ability to influence a group toward the source of this influence may be 
formal, such as that provided by the possession achievement of goals.  of managerial rank in an 
organization. Since management positions come with  some degree of formally designated authority, a 
person may assume a leadership  role simply because of the position he or she holds in the organization.  
But not all leaders are managers; nor, for that matter, are all managers  leaders. Just because an 
organization provides its managers  with certain formal rights is no assurance they will be able to lead 
effectively.  We find that nonsanctioned leadership—that is, the ability  to influence that arises outside the 
formal structure of the organization—is  as important or more important than formal influence. In  other 
words, leaders can emerge from within a group as well as by  formal appointment to lead a group.  — 
Transition in Leadership Theories  The leadership literature is voluminous, and much of it is confusing 
and contradictory.  In order tà make our way through this forest, we consider four approaches  to 
explaining what makes an effective leader. The first sought to find  universal personality traits that leaders 
had to some greater degree than nonleaders.  The second tried to explain leadership in terms of the 
behavior a person  engaged in. Both approaches have been described as “false starts,” based on  their 
erroneous and oversimplified conception of leadership,6 The third used  414. PART THREE • THE 
GROUP --  contingency models to explain the inadequacies of previous leadership theories in reconciling 
and bringing together the diversity of research findings. Most recently, attention has returned to traits, but 
from a different perspective. Researchers are now attempting to identify the set of traits that people 
implicitly refer to when they characterize someone as a leader. This line of thinking proposes that 
leadership is as much style—projecting the appearance of being a leader—as it is substance. In this 
chapter, we present the contributions and tim. itations of each of these four approaches, introduce and 
review a number of contemporary issues related to applying leadership concepts, and conclude by 
considering the value of the leadership literature for practicing managers.  — Trait Theories  trait theories 
of leadership  Theories that sought personality, social, physkal, or intelletuol traits thai differentiated 
leaders from nonleaders.  When Margaret Thatcher was prime minister of Great Britain, she was regularly 
singled out for her leadership. She was described in terms such as confident, iron-willed, determined, and 



decisive. These terms are traits and, whether Thatcher’s advocates and critics recognized it at the time, 
when they described her in such terms they became trait theorist supporters.  The media has long been a 
believer in trait theories, They identify people like Thatcher, Ronald Reagan, Nelson Mandela, Ted 
Turner, Barbara Jordan, and Jesse Jackson as leaders, and then describe them in terms such as 
charismatic, enthusiastic, and courageous. Well, the media isn’t alone. The search for personality, social, 
physical, or intellectual attributes that would describe leaders and differentiate them from nonleaders goes 
back to the 1930s and research done by psychologists.  Research efforts at isolating leadership traits 
resulted in a number of dead ends. For instance, a review of 20 different studies identified nearly 80 
leadership traits, but only 5 of these traits were common to 4 or more of the investigations. 7 If the search 
was intended to identify a set of traits that would always dfffercntiate leaders from followers and effective 
from ineffective leaders, the search failed. Perhaps it was a bit optimistic to believe there could be 
consistent and unique traits that would apply universally to all effective leaders, no matter whether they 
were in charge of the Louisiana State Penitentiary in Angola, the Mormon Tabernacle Choir, General 
Electric, Ted’ Malibu Surf Shop, the Brazilian National soccer team, or Oxford University.  If, however, 
the search was intended to identify traits that were consistently associated with leadership, the results can 
be interpreted in a more im Wha  traits characterize leaders like Nelson Mondela? Research studies 
indicuTu si traits ore consistently assoriaed with Jeudership: ambition and energy, the desire to lead, 
honesty and integrity, self-confidence, intelligence, and job-relevant knowledge. Possessing these traits 
helped Mandela succeed in achieving his vision of ending apartheid in South Africa. Recognized 
worldwide as a courageous and enthusiastic leader, Mandela won the Nobel reace Prize for his efforts in 
creating national unity.  CHAPTB 11 • LEADEkSHI • 415  pressive light. For example, six traits on 
which leaders tend to differ from non-  leaders are ambition and energy, the desire to lead, honesty and 
integrit self-  confidence, intelligence, and job-relevant knowledge.8 Additionally, recent research  
provides strong evidence that people who are high self-monitors—that  is, are highly flexible in adjusting 
their behavior in different situations—are  much more likely to emerge as leaders in groups than low self-
monitors.9 Overall,  the cumulative findings from more than half a century of research lead us  to 
conclude that some tratts increase the likelihood of success as a leader, but  none of the traits guarantee 
success.C  Why hasn’t the trait approach proven more successful in explaining leadership?  We can 
suggest at least four reasons. it overlooks the needs of followers,  it generally fails to clarify the relative 
importance of various traits, it doesn’t  separate cause from effect (for example, are leaders self-confident 
or does success  as a leader build self-confidence?), and it ignores situational factors. These  limitations 
have ed researchers to look in other directions. Although there has  been some resurgent interest in traits 
during the past decade,’’ a major movement  away from traits began as early as the 1940s. Leadership 
research from  the late 1940s through the mid-1960s emphasized the preferred behavioral  styles that 
leaders demonstrated.  Behavioral Theories  The inability to strike “gold” in the trait “mines” led 
researchers to took at the  behaviors that specific leaders exhibited. They wondered if there was some- 
behaylord theories of leadersldp thing unique in the way effective leaders behave. Does this suggest 
autocratic behavior is a preferred style for all leaders? In this section, we look at four different behavioral 
theories in order to answer that question. First, however, let’s consider the  practical implications of the 
behavioral approach.  If the bthavioral approach to leadership were successful, it would have implications 
quite different from those of the trait approach. If trait research had been successful, it would have 
provided a basis for selecting the “right” person  to assume formal positions in groups and organizations 
requiring leadership.  In contrast, if behavioral studies were to turn up critical behavioral determinants of 
leadership, we could train people to be leaders. The difference between trait and behavioral theories, in 
terms of application, lies in their underlying  assumptions. If trait theories were valid, then leadership is 
basically inborn: You either have it or you don’t. On the other hand, if there were specific behaviors that 
identified leaders, then wç could teach leadership— we could design programs, that implanted these 
behavioral patterns in individuals who desired to be effective leaders. This was surely a more exciting 
avenue, for it meant the supply of leaders could be expandeth. If training worked, we could have an 
infinite supply of effective leaders.  The most comprehensive and replicated of the behavioral theories 
resulted from research that began at Ohio State University in the late 1940’s. These researchers initiating 
structure The extent to which a leader is likely to define and structure his or her role and those of 



subordinates in the search for goal attainment.  The extent to which a leader is likely to have oh 
relationships characterized by mutual trust respect for subordinates ideas, and regard for their feelings.  
Army drill instructors exemplify ibdividuals who are high in initiating structure. In boot camp, they give 
orders continuously and structure recruits’ activities from sunrise to bedtime. Emphasis on task 
accomplishment takes precedence aver the recruits’ personal needs because much learning must be 
condensed into a short period and accepting authority and obeying orders is critical to the Army operating 
efficiency.  sought to identify Jndependent dimensions of leader behavior. Beginning with over 1,000 
dimensions, they eventually narrowed the list into two categories that substantially accounted for most of 
the leadership behavior described by subordinates. They called these two dimensions initiating structure 
arid consideration.  Initiating strycture refers to the extent to which a leader is likely to define and 
structure his or her iole and those of subordinates in the search for goal attainment. It includes behavior 
that attempts to organize work, work relationships, and goals. The leader characterized as high in 
initiating structure could be described in terms such as “assigns group members to particular tasks,” 
“expects workers to maintaih definite standards of performance,” and “emphasizes the meeting of 
deadlines.” Robert Crandall and Paul Kazarian exhibit high initiating structure behavior.  Consideration is 
described as the extent to which a person is likely to have lob relationships that are characterized by 
mutual trust, respect for subordinates’ ideas, and regard for their feelings. He or she shows concern for 
followers’ comfort, well-being, status, and satisfaction. A leader high in consideration could be described 
as one who helps subordinates with personal problems, is friendly and approachable, and treats all 
subordinates as equals. The current chairman of Southwest Airlines, Herb Kelleher, rates high on 
consideration behavior. I-Us leadership style is very people oriented, emphasizing friendliness and 
empowerment.  Extensive research, based on these definitions, found that leaders high in initiating 
structure and consideration (a “high-high” leader) tended to achieve high subordinate performance and 
satisfaction more frequently than those wijo rated low on either consideration, initiating structure, or both. 
However, the “high-high” style did not always result in positive consequences. For example,  • leader 
behavior characterized as high on initiating structure led to greater rates of grievances, absenteeism, and 
turnover and lower levels of job satisfaction for workers performing routine tasks, Other studies found 
that high consideration was negatively related to performance ratings of the leader by his or her supenor. 
In conclusion, the Ohio State studies suggested that the “high-high” style generally resulted in positivc 
outcomes, but enough exceptions were found to  indicate that situational facthrs needed to be integrated 
into the theory.  University at Michigan Studies  Leadership studies undertaken at the University of 
Michigan’s Survey Research  Center, at about the same time as those being done at Ohio State, had 
similar  research objectives: to locate behavioral characteristics of leaders that appeared  to be related to 
measures of performance effectiveness.  The Michigan group also came up with two dimensions of 
leadership behavior  that they labeled employee oriented and production oriented.14 eniployse-orlenled 
leader  Employed-oriented leaders were described as emphasizing interpersonal rela elTipirsizes 
intepersanal tions; they took a personal interest in the needs of their subordinates and accepted individual 
differences among members. The production-oriented lead-predictianiented lender ers, in contrast, tended 
to emphasize the technical or task aspects of the job: Their main concern was in accomplishing their 
group’s tasks, and the group aspects of the joS. members were a means to that end.  The conclusions 
arrived at by the Michigan researchers strongly favored  the leaders who were employee-oriented in their 
behavior. Employee-oriented  leaders were associated with higher group productivity and higher job 
satisfaction.  Production-oriented leaders tended to be associated with low group productivity  and lower 
lob satisfaction.  The Managerial Grid  A graphic portrayal of a two-dimensional view of leader5hip style 
was developed  by Blake and Mouton. They proposed a Managerial Grid based on the Managerial Grid  
styles of concern for people” and “concern for production,” which essentialLy Aaiae-by-lIirM ai&ñx 
ovilining eightyone represent the Ohio State dimensions of consideration and initiating structure different 
leadüship styles. or the Michigan dimensions of employee oriented and production oriented.  The grid, 
depicted has 9 possible positons along each axis, creating 81 different positions in which the leader’s 
style may  fall. The grid does not show results produced but, rather, the dominating factors  in a leader’s 
thinking in regard to getting results-  Based on the findings of Blake and Mouton, managers were found 
to perform  best under a 9,9 style, as contrasted, for example, with a 9,1 (‘authority  type) or 1,9 (country 



club type) style) Unfortunately, the grid offers a better  framework for conceptualizing leadership style 
than for presenting any tangible  new information in clarifying the leadership quandary, since there is 
little  substantive evidence to support the conclusion that a 9,9 style is most effective  in all situations.’7  
Scandinavian Studies  The three behavioral approaches we’ve just reviewed were essentially developed  
between the late 1940s and early 1960s. These approaches evok’ed during  a time when the world wis a 
far more stable and predictable place. In the belief  that these studies fail to capture the more dynamic 
realities of today, researchers  in Finland and Sweden have been reassessing whether there are only  two 
dimensions that capture the essence of leadership behavior.Th l’heir basic clevelopment-Grlented leader 
premise is that in a changing world, effective leaders would exhibit develop- 
onewhQvu€exrinenirnicn,cecking ment-oriented behavior. These ate leaders who value experimentation, 
seek wyj ideas and geeiitinq Oh1 new ideas, and generate and implement change. implemenhngclwiigt.  
PART THREE • THE GROUP  418.  EDT instance, these Scandinavian researchers went hack and 
1ooked at the urigiial Ohk State data. 1 hv lound I hat the Ohio State people included LIe— Vt Iupmeiit 
items sud’. as “pushes new ways of doing things. ‘ongii iatcs new apprcaclies to problems.’ and 
‘encourages members to start fle’.s’ activities.” But these items ,.it the time. didnt explain mutt toward 
effettive leadership. It could he, the S andinavian researchers proposed, that this was because developmg 
new ideas and implementing char’gu wa’n’t critical in thnce Sac. In today’s dynamic environment, ibis 
ma no longer be true. So Ihc- Scandinavian researchers have beet] condiating new studies looking to See 
if there is a third dimension—development orientation—that is related to leader ettcc:iVePQsS.  The earl 
evident C is positive. U sing samples of leaders in J:j nlind and ,weden, the researchers-have Found 
strong support tor tIeveIoprnen-Drieflted leader behavior as a separate and nt lupenden t ci m ension. I hat 
is, the previous hehivic ral approathes that focused in on only two behaviors may not appro priatel  
capture leadership in the 1990s. Moreover, while initial conclusions  CHAPTER ii • LEADERSHIP • 419  
need to be guarded without more confirming evidence, it also appears that  leaders who demonstrate 
development.oriented behavior have more satisfied  subordinates and are seen as more competent by 
those subordinates.  Summary ol Behavioral Theories  We’ve described the most important of the 
attempts to explain leadership in  terms of the behavior exhibited by the ]eadet In general, researchers 
have had  modest success in identifying consistent relationships between patterns of  leadership behavior 
and group performance. What seems to be missing is consideration  of the sitvational factors that 
influence success or failure. For exampie,  Robert Crandall and Herb Kelleher have both been effective 
leaders of airlines,  yet their styles ale aimost diametrically opposed. How can that be? The  answer is that 
American and Southwest are very different companies, operating  in different markets with very different 
labor forces. The behavioral theories  fail to take this into account. Jesse Jackson is certainly an effective 
leader of  black causes in the 1990s, but would his style have been equally effective in the  1890s? 
Probably not Situations change and leadership style! need to change  with them. Unfortunately, the 
behavioral approaches don’t recognize changes  in situations.  Contingency Theories  Bob Knight, the 
men’s head basketball coach at Indiana University, consiitently  uses an intense, task-oriented leadership 
style that intimidates players,  officials, the media, and university administrators. But his style works with 
the  Indiana teams he recruits. Knight has one of the most impressive win-loss  records of any active 
major college basketball coach. But would this same style  work if Bob Knight was counsel.general of the 
United Nations or project manager  for,a group of Ph.D. software designers at Microsoft? Probably not! 
Observations  such as this have directed researchers to look at more adaptive approaches  to leadership.  It 
became increasingly clear to those who were studying the leadership  phenomenon that the predicting of 
leadership success was more complex tIan  isolating a few traits or preferable behaviors. The failure to 
obtain .consistent:re  suits led to a focus on situational influences. The relationship between leadership  
style and effectiveness suggested that under condition a, style x would be  appropriate whereas style y 
would be more suitable for condition ft. and style z  for condition c. But what were the conditions a, b, c, 
and so forth? It was ne .  thing to say that leadership effectiveness was dependent on the situation and  
another to be able to isolate those situational conditions.  No shortage of studies has attempted to isolate 
critical situational factors  that affect leadership effectiveness. For instance, popular moderating variables  
used in the development of contingency theories inctude the degree of structure  in the task being 
performed, the quality of leader-member relations the leader’s  position power, subordinates role clarity, 



group norms, information availability,  subordinate acceptance of leader’s decisions, and subordinate 
maturity.’9  Several approaches to isolating key situational variables have proven  more successful than 
others and, as a result, have gained wider recogniflon. We  consider five of these: the fled Icr model, 
Hersey and Blanchard’s situatiOnal  theory, leader-member exchange theory, and the path-goal and 
leader-participation  models.  420.  PART THREE • THE GROUP  ....OB in the News...,  jack Crousliore: 
From Tough Guy to Crcarn Puff  Jack Croushore used to be a “tough guy.” During a 26-year career in the 
steel industry, he built a reputation as a hard- nosed boss. He took no guff. When workers got out of line, 
he didn’t hesitate to hand out disciplinary sJips  pay.  “1 was a very strict disciplinarian  for 18 years,” 
recalls  Croushore, now president  and CEO of CP  Industries Inc., in McKeesport,  Pennsylvania, a  
manufacturer of seamless  pressure vessel,s for storing  and transporting gasses. “1  probably gave out 
more  slips than anybody. I was  very critical of the work  force—even the foremen  and general foremen 
who  worked for me.”  did them down there—because they don’t work. I’m  going to try new things.” 
Those new things included a very different leadership style. Croushore traded in his autocratic approach 
for a trusting, participative style. His, new guiding principle became the Golden Rule, “Usually, when I 
get into a situation, I think about how I would feel and how I would want to be treated if I were in that  
Jock Craushore learned that situational Faders iii- person’s place.” He avoids fluence leadership 
effectiveness. He improved his disciplinary actions, trusting relationship with employees by replacing his 
auto- that most workers will do cratic leadership style with a participative approach. the right thing. He 
encour age  his employees to take responsibility and make decisions on their own. He has even 
empowered teams of hourly workers to ovetsee the hiring and development of new employees.  The 
“new” Jack Croushore doesn’t penalize employees for absenteeism or insubordination. “We don’t require 
anybody to do anything,” he asserts. “You can’t make people do things they don’t want to do. There 
aren’t enough supervisors, and there Isn’t enough time in the day.” What’s more, Croushore contends, 
disciplinary actions tend to be counterproductive, especially in a union atmosphere. The grievance, 
process takes up valuable time of workers, foremen, and plant management. Productivity suffers and 
morale goes down the tubes.  Jack Croushore’s revised leadership style has worked. The labor force at 
Christy (which is now CP Industries) has shrunk through attrition, and productivity has soared. In 1992 an 
hourly work force of just 89 people generated 20 percent more reventies than a 159-person work force 
had in 1984.  and suspensions without  All that changed in 1984. He was working for U.S. Steel, and he 
had just panicipated in the closing of the company’s National Works plant, where he had spent 18 years. 
According to Croushore, he had done “everything I was asked to do at N.’tional Works [as plant 
manager], and, in the end, I couldn’t keep the plant open. I followed all the rules. I did what they said 
would work. And, in the end, they said, “We’re going to shut it down.” Six hundred workers lost their 
jobs.  The first comprehensive contingency model for leadership was developed by Fred Fiedier?° The 
fledler contingency model proposes that effective group performance depends on the proper match 
between the leader’s style of interlated three situational criteria-—leader-member relations, task strucre, 
and tail prekuad co-wai’ker ILPE) posltion’power—that he believes can be manipulated so as to create th 
proper qeesliennok.  match with the behavioral orientation of the leader. In a sense, the HeWer An 
inliiimenI thai parports to masure model is an outgrowth of trait theory, since the LEt questionnaire is a 
simple psychological test. However, Fiedler goes significantly beyond trait and behavioral approaches by 
attempting to isolate situations, relating his personality  measure to his situational classification, and then 
predicting leadership effectiveness as a function of the two.  This description ot the Fiedler model is 
somewhat abstract. Let’s now look at the model more closely.  IDENUFYING LEADERSHIP STYLE 
Fiedler believes a key factor in leadership  success is the individual’s basic leadership style. So he begins 
by trying to find  out what that basic style is. Fiedler created the LPC questionnaire for this purpose.  It 
contains 16 contrasting adjectives (such as pleasant—unpleasant, efficient—inefficient,  open—guarded, 
supportive—hostile). The questionnaire then  asks the respondent to think of all the coworkers they have 
ever had and to describe  the one person they least enjoyed working with by rating him or her on a  scale 
of ito 8 for each of the 16 sets of contrasting adjectives. Fiedler believes  that based on the respondents’ 
answers to this LPC questionnaire, he can determine  their basic leadership style. lithe least preferred 
coworker is described  in relatively positive terms (a high LPC score), then the respondent is primarily  
interested in good personal relations with this coworker. That is, if ybu essentially  describe the person 



you are least able to work with in favorable terms,  Fiedler would label you relationship oriented. In 
contrast, if the least preferred  coworker is seen in relatively unfavorable terms (a low LPC score), the 
respond.nt  is primarily interested in productivity and thus would be labeled task oriented.  About 16 
percent of respondents score in the middle range.2’ Such mdi-  victuals cannot be classified as either 
relationship or task oriented and thus fall  outside the theory’s predictions. The rest of our discussion, 
therefore, relates to  the 84 percent who score in either the high or low range of the LPC.  Fiedler assumes 
that an individual’s leadership style is fixed. As we show  in a moment, this is important because it means 
that if a situation requires a  task-oriented leader and the person in that leadership position is relationship  
oriented, either the situation has to be modified or the leader removed and replaced  if optimum 
effectiveness is to be achieved. Fiedlet argues that leadership  style is innate to a persan----you can’t 
change your style to fit changing situations!  DEFINING THE SITUATION After an individual’s basic 
leadership style has  been assessed through the LPC, it is necessary to match the leader with the situation;  
Fiedler has identified three contingency dimensions that, he argues, define  the key situational factors that 
determine leadership effectiveness. These  422• PART THREE • THE GROUP  4  Bob Knight, the highly 
successful baskeiball  coach at Indiana University, generally  confirms Fieclier’s beef that a person’s  
leadership style is fixed. Knight’s intense,  task-oriented style seems unvarying. He  regubily argues with 
referees and once  threw a chair across the hoar to protest  coil. In one season hebenchid all his  starters in 
a key conference game because  they weren’t practicing intensely enough.  He even kicked his own son 
off the team  for a rules infraction.  leader—member relations  The degree of confidence, trust, and  
respect subordinates have in their leader.  task structure  The degree to which job assignments ore 
procedurized.  position power  Influence derived from one’s formal siruciural position in the organization; 
includes power to hire, fire, discipline, promote, and give salary increases.  I. Leader—member relations: 
The degree of confidence, trust, and respect subordinates have in their leader  2. Task structure: The 
degree to which the job assignments are procedurized (that is, structured or unstructured)  3. Position 
power: The degree of influence a leader has over power variables such as hiring, firing, discipline, 
promotions, and salary increases  So the next step in the Fiedler model is to evaluate the situation in terms 
of these three contingency variables, Leader—member relations are either good or poor, task structure is 
either high or low, and position power is either strong or weak.  Fiedler states the better the leader—
member relations, the more highly structured the job, and the stronger the position power, the more 
control or influence the leader has. For example, a very favorable situation (where the leader would have 
a great deal of control) might involve a payroll manager who is well respected and whose subordinates 
have confidence in her (good leader—member relations), where the activities to be done—such as wage 
computation, check writing, report filing—are specific and clear (high task structure), and the job 
provides considerable freedom for her to reward and punish her subordinates (strong position power). On 
the other hand, an unfavorable situation might be the disliked chairman of a voluntary United Way fund- 
raising team. In this job, the leader has very little control. Altogether, by mixing the three contingency 
variables, there are potentially eight different situations or categories in which a leader could find him or 
herself.  MATCHING LEADERS AND SITUATIONS With knowledge of an individual’s  LPC and an 
assessment of the three contingency variables, the F’iedler model  proposes matching them up to achieve 
maximum leadership effectiveness.22  are leader—member relations, task structure, and position power. 
They are defined as follows:  Based on Fiedler’s study of over  1,200 groups, in which he compared  
relationship- versus task-  oriented leadership styles in  each of the eight situational categories,  he 
concluded that task-  oriented leaders tend to perform  better in situations that were  very favorable tO 
them and in situations  that were very un favorable  (see Figure 11-2). So Fiedler  would predict that when 
faced  with a category I, II, Ill, VII, or  VIII situation, task-oriented  leaders perform better. Relationship-
oriented  leaders, however, perform better in moderately favorable  situations: categories IV  through VI.  
Given Fiedler’s findings,  how would you apply them?  You would seek to match leaders and situations. 
Individuals’ LPC scores would  determine the type of situation for which they were best suited. That 
“situation”  would be defined by evaluating the three contingency factors of  leader—member relations, 
task structure, and position power. But remember  that Fiedler views an individual’s leadership style as 
being fixed. Therefore,  there are really only two ways in which to improve leader effectiveness.  First, 
you can change the leader to fit the situation—as in a baseball game,  a manager can reach into his 



bullpen and put in a right-handed pitcher or a  left-handed pitcher, depending on the situational 
characteristics of the hitter.  So, for example, if a group situation rates as highly unfavorable but is 
currently  led by a relationship-oriented manager, the group’s performance could be improved  by 
replacing that manager with one who is task oriented. The second alternative  would be to change the 
situation to fit the leader. That could be done  by restructuring tasks or increasing or decreasing the power 
of the leader to  control factors such as salary increases, promotions, and disciplinary actions.  To 
illustrate, assume a task-oriented leader is in a category IV situation. If this  leader could increase his or 
her position power, then the leader would be operating  in category Ill and the leader—situation match 
would be compatible for  high group performance.  Li,ALUATI0N As a whole, reviews of the major 
studies uudertaken to test  the overall validity of the Fiedler model lead to a generally positive conclusion.  
That is, considerable evidence supports at least substantial parts of the model.23  But additional variables 
are probably needed if an improved model is to fill in  some of the remaining gaps. Moreover, problems 
with the LPC and the practical  use of the model need to be addressed. For instance, the logic underlying  
the LPC is not well understood and studies have shown that respondents’ LPC  scores are not stable.24 
Also, the contingency variables are complex and difficult  for practitioners to assess. It’s often difficult in 
practice to determine how  good the leader—member relations are, how structured the task is, and how  
much position power the leader has.2  424+ ART THREE • THE GROUP  COGNITIVE RESOURCE 
THEORY: AN UPDATE ON FIEDLER’S CONTINGENCY MODEL In 1987, Fiedler and an associate, 
Joe Garcia, reconceptualized the former’s original theory26 to deal with “some serious oversights that 
need to be addressed. 2? Specifically, they are trying to explain the process by which a leader  coØlive 
reiorce theory obtains effective group performance. They call this reconceptualization cogniA theo.y of 
loadersljip Iliot states that ii tive resource theory.  lcoderoboinseffe(lilegrouppeffnrflwncE They begin by 
making two assumptions. First, intelligent and competent by, First, making effeclive pLans, deoions, 
leaders formulate more effective plans, decisions, and action strategies than 
aMstrategies,widthencomrnuufralinq less intelligent and competent leaders. Second, leaders communicate 
their them ihrnugh diadive behavior, plans, decisions, and strategies through directive behavior. Fiedler 
and Garcia  then show how stress and cognitive resources such as experience, tenure, and intelligence act 
as important influences on leadership effectiveness.  The essence of the new theory can be boiled down to 
three predictions:  (1) directive behavior results in good perfonnance only if linked with high intelligence 
in a supportive, nonstressful leadership environment; (2) in highly stressful situations, there is a positive 
relationship between job experience and performance; and (3) the intellectual abilities of leaders correlate 
with group performance in situations the leader perceives as nonstressful.  Fiedler and Garcia admit that 
their data supporting cognitive resource theory are far from overwhelming. And the limited number of 
studies to test the theory have, to date, generated mixed results.28 Clearly, more research is needed. Yet, 
given the impact of Fiedlers original contingency model of leadership on organizational behavior, the new 
theory’s link to this earlier model, and the new theory’s tntroduction of the leader’s cognitive abilities as 
an important influence on leadership effectiveness, cognitive resource theory should not be dismissed out 
of hand.  Kersey and Blanchard’s Situational Theory  Paul Hersey and Ken Blanchard have developed a 
leadership model that has gained a strong following among management development specialists?9 This  
sitotponth leadership theory model—callecl situational leadership theory—has been used as a malor 
Aøiitingencytheorythatfouseson training device at such Fortune 500 companies as BankAmerica, 
Caterpillar, lollowers’ reodinss. IBM, Mobil Oil, and Xerox; it has also been widely accepted in all the 
military  services.0 Although the theory has undergone limited evaluation to test its validity, we include it 
here because of its wide acceptance and its strong intuitive appeal  Situational leadership is a contingency 
theory that focuses on the followers. Successful leadership is achieved by selecting the right leadership 
style, which Hersey and l3lanchard argue is contingent on the level of the followers’ readthess or 
maturity. Before we proceed, we should clarify two points: Why focus on the foljowers? What is meant 
by the term readiness?  The emphasis on the followers in leadership effectiveness reflects the reality that 
it is they who accept or reject the leader. Regardless of what the leader does, effectiveness depends on the 
actions of his or her followers. This is an important dimension that has been overlooked or 
underemphasized in most leadership theories. The term readhwss, as defined by 1-lersey and Blanchard, 
refers to the extent to which people have the ability and willingness to accomplish a specific task.  



Situational leadership uses the same two eadership dimensions that Fiedler identified: task and 
relationship behaviors. However, Hersey and Blanchard go a step farther by considering each as either 
high or low and then corn-  CHAPTER 11 • LEADERSHIP  .425  bining them into four specific leader 
behaviors: telling, selling, participating, and delegating. l’hey are described as follows:  • Telling (high 
task—low relationship). The leader defines roles and tells people what, how, when, and where to do 
various tasks. It emphasizes  directive behavior.  • Selling (high task—high relationship). The leader 
provides both directive behavior and supportive behaviot  • Participating (low task—high relationship). 
The leader and follower share in decision making, with the main role of the leader being facilitating and 
communicating.  • Delegating (low task—low relationship). The leader provides little direction or 
support.  The final component in Hersey and Blanchard’s theory is defining four  stages of follower 
readiness:  Ri. People are both unable and unwilling to take responsibility to do  something. They are 
neither competent nor confident.  R2. People are unable but willing to do the necessary job tasks. They 
are  motivated but currently lack the appropriate skills.  R3. People are able but unwilling to do  what the 
leader wants.  R4. People are both able and willing to do  what is asked of them.  Figure 11-3 integrates 
the various components  into the situational leadership model. As  followers reach high levels of 
readiness, the  leader responds by not only continuing to decrease  control over activities, but also by 
continuing  to decrease relationship behavior as well. At  stage Ri, followers need clear and specific 
directions.  At stage R2, both high-task and high-  relationship behavior is needed. The high-task  
behavior compensates for the followers’ lack of  ability, and the high-relationship behavior tries  to get 
the followers psychologically to buy into  the leader’s desires. R3 creates motivational problems  that are 
best solved by a supportive, nondirective,  participative style. Finally, at stage 114,  the leader doesn’t 
have to do much because followers  are both willing and able to take responsibility.  The astute reader 
might have noticed the  high similarity between Hersey and Blanchard’s  four leadership styles and the 
four extreme “corners”  in the Managerial Grid. The telling style  equates to the 9,1 leader; selling equals 
9,9; participating  is equivalent to 1,9; and delegating is  the same as the 1,1 leader. Is situational 
leadership,  then, merely the Managerial Grid with one  major difference—the replacement of the “one 
style for all occasions” contention with the recommendation that the “right” style should align with the 
readiness of the followers? Hersey and Blanchard say “No.”31 They argue that the grid emphasizes 
concern for production and people, which are attitudinal dimensions. Situational leadership, in contrast, 
emphasizes task and relationship behawor. In spite of Hersey and Wanchard’s claim, this is a pretty 
minute differentiation. Understanding of the situational leadership theory is probably enhanced by 
considering it as a fairly direct adaptation of the grid framework to reflect four stages of follower 
readiness.  Finally, we come to the critical question: Is there evidence that support situational leadership 
theory? As noted earlier, the theory has received litt’e attention from researchers, but on the basis of the 
research to date, conclUsions must be guarded. Some researchers provide partial support for the theocy 
others find no support for its assumptions. As a result, any enthusiastic endorsement should be cautioned 
against.  Leader-Member Exchange Theory  For the most part, the leadership theories we’ve coveied to 
this point have largely assumed that leaders treat all their subordinates in the sarhe manner. But think 
about your experiences in groups. Did you notice that leaders often act very differently toward different 
subordinates? Did the leader tend to have favorites Who made up his or her “in” group? If you answered 
“Yes” to both these questions, you’re acknowledging what George Graen and his associates have 
observed, which creates the foundation for their leader—member exchange theory.3 Ieder-m.w rntdwi’ge 
(LMX) The leader—member exchange (LMX) theory argues that because of theory time pressures, aders 
establish a special relationship with a small group Of Leaders ueale hi-goups wd eut1row, their 
subordInates. These individuals make up the in-group—they are tnisted, ondwbedinates with hi-group 
slidvsd get a disproportionate amount of the Jeader’s attention, and are more likely to howo higher 
perfoimonce, receive special privileges. Other subordinates fall into the...out-group. They get turnover, 
less of the leader’s time, fewer of the preferred rewards that the leader controls, I eir superior, and have 
superi&-.subordinate relations based on formal authority interactions  The theory proposes that early in 
the history of the interaction between a leader and a given subordinate, the leader implicitly categorizes 
the subordinate as an ‘In” or an “out” and that relationship is relatively stable over time.36 Just precisely 
how the leader chooses who fails into each category is unclear, but•there isevldence that leaders tend to 



choose in-group members because they have personal characteristics (for example, age, gender, attitudes) 
that are similar to the leader, a higher level of competence than out-group members, and/or an extroverted 
personality LMX.theory predicts that subordinates with tn-group status wiLt have higher performance 
ratings, less turnover, and greater satisfaction with their superior.  Research to test LMX theory has been 
generally supportive. More specfically, the theory and research surrounding it provide substantive 
evidence that leàd€rs do differentiate among subordinates; that these disparities are far from random, and 
that in-group and out-group status are related to employee performance and satisfaction.39  Path-Goal 
Theory  Currently, one of the most respected approaches to leadership is the path-goal theory. Developed 
by Robert House, path-goal theory is a contingency model of leadership that extracts key elements from 
the Ohio State leadership research on initiating structure and consideration and the expectancy theory of 
motivation 40  The essence of the theory is that it’s the leader’s job to assist his or her followers in 
attaining their goals and to provide the necessary direction and/or support to ensure their goals are 
compatible with the overall objectives of the group or organization. The term path-goal is derived from 
the belief that effective leaders clarify the path to help their followers get from where they are to the 
achievement of their work goals and make the lourney along the path easier by reducing roadblocks and 
pitfalls.  According to path-goal theory, a leader’s behavior is acceptable to subordinates to the degree 
that it is viewed by them as an immediate source of satisfaction or as a means of future satisfaction. A 
leader’s behavior is motivational to the degree it (1) makes subordinate need satisfaction contingent on 
effective performance, and (2) provides the coaching, guidance, support, and rewards that are necessary 
for effective performance. To test these statements, House identified four leadership behaviors. The 
directive leader lets subordinates know what is expected of them, schedules work to be done, and gives 
specific guidance as to how to accomplish tasks. This closely parallels the Ohio State dimension of 
initiating structure. The supportive leader is friendly and shows concern for the needs of subordinates. 
This is essentially synonymous with the Ohio State dimension of consideration. The participative leader 
consults with subordinates and uses their suggestions before making a decision. The achievement-
oriented leader sets challenging goals and expects subordinates to perform at their highest level, In 
contrast to Fiedler’s view of a leader’s behavior, House assumes that leaders are flexible. Path-goal theory 
implies that the same leader can display any or all of these behaviors depending on the situation.  Path-
goal theory proposes two classes of situational or contingency variables that moderate the leadership 
behavior—outcome relationship: those in the environment that are outside the control of the subordinate 
(task structure, the formal authority system, and the work group) and those that are part of the personal 
characteristics of the subordinate (locus of control, experience, and perceived ability). Environmental 
factors determine path-goal theory. The theory that a leader’s behavior is acceptable to suhocdinates 
insofar as they view it as a source of either immediate or future satisfaction.  the type of leader behavior 
required as a complement if subordinate outcomes are to be maximized; personal characteristics of the 
subordinate determine how the environment and leader behavior are interpreted. So the theory proposes 
that leader behavior will be ineffective when it is redundant with sources of environmental structure or 
incongruent with subordinate characteristics.  The following are some examples of hypotheses that have 
evolved out of path-goal theory:  • Directive leadership leads to greater satisfaction when tasks are 
ambiguous or stressful than when they are highly structured and well laid out,  • Supportive leadership 
results in high employee performance and satisfaction when subordinates are performing structured tasks.  
• Directive leadership is likely to be perceived as redundant among subordinates with high perceived 
ability or with considerable experience.  • The more clear and bureaucratic the formal authority 
relationships, the more leaders should exhibit supportive behavior and deemphasize  directive behavior.  • 
Directive leadership will lead to higher employee satisfaction when there is substantive conflict within a 
work group.  • Subordinates with an internal locus of control (those who believe they control their own 
destiny) will be more satisfied with a participative  style.  • Subordinates with an external locus of control 
will be more satisfied with a directive style.  • Achievement-oriented leadership will Increase 
subordinates’ expectancies that effort will lead to high performance when tasks are ambiguously 
structured,  Research to validate hypotheses such as these is generally encouraging.41 The evidence 
supports the logic underlying the theory. That is, employee performance and satisfaction are likely to be 
positively influenced when the leader  compensates for things lacking in either the employee or the work 



setting.  However, the 1eader who spends time explaining tasks when those tasks are already  clear or 
when the employee has the ability and experience to handle  them without interference is likely to he 
ineffective because the employee will  see such directive behavior as redundant or even insulting.  What 
does the future hold for path-goal theory? Its framework has been  tested and appears to have moderate to 
high empirical support. We can, however,  expect to see more research focused on refining and extending 
the theory  by incorporating additional moderating variables.  Leader-Participation Model  Back in 1973, 
Victor Vroom arid Phillip Yetton developed a Lcadcr-partkipa- Ieader-porti4ahen mohl  tion modeL that 
related leadership behavior and participation to decision A Ieadmhip theory thn prevides a set of 
making.42 Recognizing that task structures have varying demands for routine 
njhst*determinetheformaadoinountol and nonroutine activities, these researchers argued that leader 
behavior must paitI(Ipative de6sion ineking i different adjust to reflect the task structure. Vroom and 
Yetton’s model was normative— siluotions.  it provided a sequential set of rules that should be followed 
(or determining the  Form and amount of participation desirable in decision making, as dictated by  
different types of situations. The model was a complex decision tree incolporating  seven contingencies 
arid five alternative leadership styles.  More recent work by Vroom and Arthur Jago has resulted in a 
revision of  this model.” The new model retains the same S alternative leaderthip styles  but expands the 
contingency vatiables to 12, 10 of which are answered along a  5-point scale. The 12 variables.  The 
model assumes that any of five behaviors may be feasible in a given  situation: Autocratic I (Al), 
Autocratic II (All), Consultative I (CI), Consultative  II (CII), and Group 11 (GIl):  • Al. You solve the 
problem or make a decision yourself using information  available to you at that time.  • All. You obtain 
the necessary information from subordinates and then  decide on the solution to the problem yourself. 
You may or may not  tell subordinates what the problem is when getting the information  from them. The 
role played by your subordinates in making the decision  is clearly one of providing the necessary 
information to you  rather than generating or evaluating alternative solutions.  • Cl. You share the 
problem with relevant subordinates individually, getting  their ideas and suggestions without bringing 
them together as a  group- Then you make the decision, Which may or may not reflect  your subordinates’ 
influence.  • CII. You share the problem with your subordinates as a group, collectively  obtaining their 
ideas and suggestions. Then you make the deci  cion that may or may not reflect your subordinates’ 
influence.  • Gil. You share the probLem with your subordinates as a group. Together  you generate and 
evaluate alternatives and attempt to reach an  agreement (consensus) on a solution.  Vroom and Jago have 
developed a computer program that cuts through  the complexity of the new model. But managers can 
still use decision trees to  select their leader style if there are no shades of gray (that is, when the status of  
a variable is clear cut so a “Yes” or ’No” response will he accurate), there are no  critically severe time 
constraints, and subordinates are not geographically dispersed. Figure 11-6 illustrates one of these 
decision trees.  Research testing of the original leader—participation model was very encouraging.  
Because the revised model is new, its validity still needs to be assessed. But the new model is a direct 
extension of the 1973 version and it’s also consistent with our current knowledge of the benefits and costs 
of participadon. So, at this time, we have every reason to believe that the revised model provides an 
excellent guide to help managers choose the most appropriate leadership style in different situations.  
Two last points before we move on. First, the revised leader—participation model is very sophisticated 
and complex, which makes it impossible to describe in detail in a basic OR textbook. But the variables 
identified in Table 11-1 provide you with some solid insights about which contingency variables you 
need to consider when choosing your leadership style.  Second,; the 1eader-participation model confirms 
that leadership research should be directed at the situation rather than the person. It probablV makes more 
sense to talk about autocratic and participative situations than about autocratic and participative leaders. 
As did House in his path-goal theory, Vroom, Yetton, and Jago argue against the notion that leader 
behavior is inflexible. The leader-participation model assumes the leader can adjust his or her style to 
different situations.  The cartoon in Figure 11-7 proposes adjusting the individial to the toat, rathei than 
vice versa. Ir t&rms of leadership, we can think of “coat”. as analogous to “situation” If an individual’s 
leadership style range is very narrow, as Fiedler proposes, we arerequired to place that individual into the 
appropriat& size situation if he or she is to lead successfully. But there is another possibility:  If House 
and Vroom-Yetton-Jago are right, the individual leader has to assess the situation that is available and 



adjust his or her style accordingly. Whether we should adjust the situation to fit the person or fix the 
person to fit the situation is an important issue. The answer is probably that it depends on the leadei—
specifica!ly, on whether that person rates high or low on self- monitoring.” As we know, individuals 
differ in their behavioral flexibility. Some people show considerable ability to adjust their behavior to 
external, situational factors; they are adaptable. Others, however, exhibit high levels of consistency 
regardless of the situation. High self-monitors are generally able to adjust their leadership style to suit 
changing situations.  Sometimes Leadership Is Irrelevant!  In keeping with the contingency spirit, we 
want to conclude this section by offering this notion: the belief that some leadership style will always be 
effective regardless of the siIuaton may not be true. Leadership may not always be important. Data from 
numerous studies collectively demonstrate that, in many situation s, whatever behaviors leaders exhibit 
are irrelevant. Certain individual, job, and organizational variables can act as substitutes for leadership or 
neutralize the leader’s effect to influence his or her subordinates. Neutralizers make it impossible for 
leader behavior to make any difference to subordinate outcomes. They negate the leader’s influence. 
Substitutes, however, make a leader’s influence not only im possible but also unàecessary. They act as a 
replacement for the leader’s influence. For instance, characterstics of subordinates such  as their 
experience, training, “professional” orientation, or indifference toward organizationdl rewards can 
5ubstitute for, or neutralize the effect of, leadership. Experience and training, for instance, can repLace 
the need for a leader’s support or ability to create structure and reduce task ambiguity. Jobs that are in-  
•IIie belfej4hat some IédefihiØtyIa will always. :bflfIectift regardless at  nI De  F ______  CHAPTER 11 
• LEADERSHIP • 433  herently unambiguous and routine or are intrinsically satisfying may place  fewer 
demands on the leadership variable. Organizational characteristics like  explicit formalized goals, rigid 
rules and procedures, and cohesive work groups  can replace formal leadership (see Table 11-2).  This 
recent recognition that leaders don’t always have an impact on subordinate  outcomes should not be that 
surpristhg. After all, we have introduced  a number of variables—attitudes, personality, ability, and group 
norms, to  name but a few—that have been documented as having an effect on employee  performance 
and satisfaction. Yet supporters of the leadership concept have  tended to place an undue burden on this 
variable for explaining and predicting  behavior. It is too simplistic to consider subordinates as guided to 
goal accomplishments  solely by the behavior of their leader. It is important, therefore, to  recognize 
explicitly that leadership is merely another independent variable in  our overall OB model. In some 
situations, it may contribute a lot to explaining  employee productivity, absence, turnover, and 
satisfaction, but in other situations,  it may contribute little toward that end.  — Looking for Common 
Ground:  What Does It All Mean?  The topic of leadership ceriainly doesn’t lack For theories. But from 
an  overview perspective, what does it all mean? Let’s identify commonalities  among the leadership 
theories and determine what, if any, practical value the  theories hold for application to organizations.  
Careful examination discloses that the concepts of “task” and “people”—  often expressed in more 
elaborate terms that hold substantially the same  meaning—permeate most of the theories.47 The task 
dimension is called just  that by Fiedler, but it goes by the name of “initiating structure” for the Ohio  
State group, “directive leadership” by path-goal supporters, “production orien  434, PART THREE • THE 
GROUP  tation” by the Michigan researchers, and Econcern :Lot’ptóduction” by Blake and Mouton. The 
people dimension gets similar treatment, going under such aliases as “consideration,” 
“employeeor1ented,” “supportive,” or “relationship-oriented” leadership. With the obvious exception 
posed by the Scandinaviari studies, leadership behavior tends to be reduced to two dimensions—task and 
people—but researchers continue to differ as to whether the orientations are two ends of a single 
continuum (you could be high on one or the other but not both) or two independent dimensions (ybu 
could be high or low on both).  Although one well-known scholar argues that virtually every theory has 
also “wrestled with the question of how much a leader should share power with subordinates in decision 
making,” there is far less support for this contention. The situational leadership theory and the leader-
participation model address this issue, but the task—people dichotomy appears to be far more 
encompassing.  Leadership theorists don’t agree on the issue of whether a leader’s style is fixed or 
flexible. For example, Fiedler takes the former position; Vroom, Yetton, and Jago argue for the latter. As 
previously noted, our position is that both are probably tight—it depends on the leader’s personality. High 
self-monitors ate more likely to adjust their leadership style to changing situations than are low self-



monitors.49 So the need to adjust the situation to the leader in order to improve the leader—situation 
match seems to be necessary only with low self- monitoring individuals.  How should we interpret the 
findings presented so far in this chapter? Some traits have proved, over time, to be modest predictors of 
leadership effectiveness. But knowing a manager possesses intelligence, ambition, self-confidence, or the 
like would by no means assure us his or her subordinates would be productive and satisfied employees. 
The ability of these traits to predict leadership success Is just not that strong.  The early task—people 
approaches (such as the Ohio State, Michigan, and Managerial Grid theories) also offer us little 
substance. The strongest statement one can make based on these theories is that leaders who rate high in 
peGple orientation should end up with satisfied employees. The research is too mixed to make predictions 
regarding employee productivity or the effect of a task orientation on productivity and satisfaction.  The 
most important contribution of the Fiedler model may well be that it initiated a more rigorous search to 
identify contingency variables in leadership. While this mode! is no longer at the cutting edge of 
leadership theories, several of the situational variables that Fiedler originally identified continue to 
surface in more recent contingency theories.  Hersey and Blanchard’s situational leadership theory is 
straightforward, intuitively appealing, and important for its §xplicittecogriition that the subordinate’s 
abilky and motivation are critical tothe leader’s success. Yet, in spite of its wide acceptance by 
practitioners, the mixed empirical support renders the theory, at least at this timer more speculative than 
substantive.  Leader—member exchange theory looks at leadership from a different angle. It focuses on 
in-groups and out-groups. Given the impressive evidence that in-group employees have higher 
performance and satisfaction than out- group members, the theory provides valuable insight for predicting 
leader effect as long as we know whether an employee is an “in” or an “out.”  • Studies testing the 
original Vroorn-Yetton version of the leader-participation model were supportive. Given that the revised 
Vroom-Jago version is a sophisticatedextension of the original model, we should expect it to be even  
CHAPTER Ii • LEADERSHIP  .435  [ommye Jo Doves (right) manages the Levi Strauss sewing plant in 
Murphy, Noah Earolina, where 385 employees produce some 3 million pairs of leans each year. inder 
Levi’s traditional management structure, Doves was a directive leader, givng arders to employees who 
performed one or two tasks and scheduling their  work. To make significant improvements in quality, 
monufacturing casts, and  uick response to customer orders, Levi changed to a team management 
struc‘ure. Employee teams are now cross-trained for 36 tasks and are involved in runJ ling the plant and 
setting production goals and personnel policy. Consistent with  he path goal mode Doves changed from a 
directive to a partiapailve leader as he skills and responsibilities of her employees expanded. TMYou 
can’t lead a team  I y just barking orders,” Daves says.  better. But the complexity of the model is a major 
limitation to its usage. With  S styles and 12 contingency variables, it is difficult to use as a day-to-day 
guide  for practicing managers. Still, leadership and decision making are complex issues  requiring a 
complex process. To hope for some easy hut valid model may  be wishful thinking. The important 
conclusion here seems to be that where we  find leaders who follow the model, we should expect also to 
find productive  and satisfied employees.50  Finally, the path-goal model provides a framework for 
explaining and predicting  leadership effectiveness that has developed a solid, empirical foundation.  It 
recognizes that a leader’s success depends on adjusting his or her style  to the environment the leader is 
placed in, as well as to the individual characteristics  of followers. In a limited way, path-goal theory 
validates contingency  variables in other leadership theories. For example, its emphasis on task structure  
is consistent with the Fiedler contingency model and Vroom and Jago’s  leader-participation model 
(remember their question: Is the problem well structured?).  Path-goal theory’s recognition of individual 
characteristics is also consistent  with 1-lersey and Blanchard’s focus on the experience and ability of  
followers.  The Most Recent Approaches  to Leadership  We conclude our review of leadership theories 
by presenting three more recent  approaches to the subject: an attribution theory of leadership, charismatic  
leadership, and transactional versus transformational leadership. If there is one  theme to the approaches 
in this section, it is that they all deemphasize theoretical  complexity and look at leadership more the way 
the average layperson  views the subject.  Attribution Theory of Leadership  In Chapter 4 we discussed 
attribution theory in relation to perception. Attribution  theory has also been used to help explain the 
perception ol leadership.  Attribution theory, as you remember, deals with people trying to make  sense 
out of cause-effect relationships. When something happens, they want  to attribute it to something. In the 



context of leadership, attribution theory  says that leadership is merely an attribution that people make 
about other in-  436• PART THREE • THE GROUP  dividnals.51 Using the attribution framework, 
researchers have found that people characterize leaders as having such traits as intelligence, outgoing 
personality, strong verbal skills, aggressiveness, understanding, and industriousness.52 Similarly, the 
high-high leader (high on both initiating structure and consider. ation) has been found to be consistent 
with attributions of what makes a good leader)3 That is, regardless of the situation, a high-high leadership 
style tends to be perceived as best. At the organizational level, the attribution framework accounts for the 
conditions under which people use leadership to explain organizational outcomes. Those conditions, are 
extremes in organizational per formance. When an organization has either extremely negative or 
extremely positive performance, people are prone to make leadership attributions to explain the 
performance.54 This helps account for the vulnerability of CEOS when their organizations suffer a major 
financial setback, regardless of whether they had much to do with it. It also accounts for why these CEOs 
tend to be given credit for extremely positive financial results—again, regardless of how much or how 
little they contributed.  cltiibutien theory of leadership One of the more interesting themes in the 
attribution thcory of leadPrepo es that leadership is mcr&y cia ership literature is the perception that 
effective leaders are generally considomibution 1h01 people make aboutother ered consistent or 
unwavering in their decisions.55 That is, one of the explanandividuok tions for why Ronald Reagan 
(during his first term as president) was perceived  as a leader was that he was fully committed, steadfast, 
and consistent in the decisions he made and the goals he set. Evidence indicates that a heroic leader is 
perceived as being someone who takes up a difficult or unpopular cause and, through determination and 
pe1sstencc, ultimately succeeds.56  Charismatic Leadership Theory  charismatic lecdecsl(, Charlmatic 
icadership theory is an extension of attribution theory. it says Followers make ottribuijons of heroic or 
that followers make attributions of heroic or extraordinary leadership abilities extraordinary Iea&ship 
ahtlitieswhea when they observe certain behaviors.57 Studies on charismatic leadership have, they 
thserve ertoio bchav,eis. for the most part, been directed at identifying those behaviors that differentiate  
charismatic leaders horn their nonchansmatic counterparts. Some examples of individuals frequently cited 
as being charismatic Leaders include Franklin D. Roosevelt, John R Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Jr., 
Walt Disney, Mary Kay Ash (founder of Mary Kay Cosmetics), Ross Perot, Steve Jobs (cofounder of. 
Apple Computer), Ted Thrner lee lacocca (former chairman of Chrysler), jan Carlzon (chairman of SAS 
Airlines), and Gen. Norman Schwarzlcopf.  Several authors have attempted to identify personal 
uharacteñstics of the charismatic leader. Robert House (of path-goal fame) identified three: extremely 
high confidence, dominance, arid strong convictions in his Of her beliefs. 58 Warren Bennis, after 
studying 90 of the most effective and successful leaders in the United States, found they had four 
common competencies: They had a compelling vision or sense of purpose; they could communicate that 
vision in clear terms their followers could readily identify with; they demonstrated consistency and focus 
in the pursuit of their vision; and they knew their own strengths and capitalized on them.59 The most 
comprehensive analysis, however, has been completed by Conger and Kanungo at McGill University. ‘° 
Among their conclusions, they propose that charismatic leaders have an idealized goal they want to 
achieve, a strong personal commitment to their goal, are perceived as unconventional, are assertive and 
seLf-confident, and ae perceived as agents of radical change rather than managers of the status quo. 
‘Fable 11-3 summarizes the key characteristics that appear to differentiate charismatic leaders from 
noncharismatic ones.  CHAPTER ii • LEADERSHIP  +431  Attention has recently focused on trying to 
determine how charismatic leaders actually influence followers. The process begins by the leader 
articulating an appealing vision. This vision provides a sense of continuity for followers by linking the 
present with a better future for the organization. The leader then communicates high performance 
expectations and expresses confidence that followers can attain them. This enhances follower self-esteem 
and self-confidence. Next, the leader conveys, through words and actions, a new set of values and, by his 
or her behavior, sets an example for followers to imitate. Finally, the charismatic leader makes self-
sacrifices and engages in unconventional behavior to demonstrate courage and convictions about the 
vision.61  What can we say about the charismatic leader’s effect on his or her followers? An increasing 
body of research shows impressive correlations between charismatic leadership and high performance and 
satisfaction among followers- 62 People working for charismatic leaders are motivated to exert extra 



work effort and, because they like their leader, express greater satisfaction.  If charisma is desirable, can 
people learn to be charismatic leaders? Or are charismatic leaders born with their qualities? While a small 
minority still think charisma cannot be learned, most experts believe individuals can be trained to exhibit 
charismatic behaviors and can thus enjoy the benefits that accrue to being labeled “a charismatic 
leader.”63 For instance, one set of authors proposes that a person can learn to become charismatic by 
following a three-step proces5.64 First, an individual needs to develop the aura of charisma by 
maintaining an optimistic view, using passion as a catalyst for generating enthusiasm, and communicating 
with the whole body, not just with words. Second, an individual draws others in by creating a bond that 
inspires others to follow. And third, the individual brings out the potential in followers by tapping into 
their emotions. This approach seems to work as evidenced by researchers who’ve succeeded in actually 
scripting undergraduate business students to “play” charismatic.65 The students were taught to articulate 
an overarching  438. PART THREE • THE GROUP  goal, communicate high performance expectations, 
exhibit confidence in the ability of subordinates to meet these expectations, and empathize with the needs 
of their subordinates; they learned to project a powerful, confident, and dynamic presence; and they 
practiced using a captivating and engaging voice tone. To further capture the dynamics arid energy of 
clwrisma, the leaders were trained to evoke charismatic nonverbal characteristics: They alternated 
between pacing and sitting on the edges of their desks, leaned toward the subordinate, maintained direct 
eye contact, and had a relaxed posture and animated facial expressions. These researchers found that these 
students could learn how to project charisma. Moreover, subordinates of these leaders had higher task 
performance, task adjustment, and adjustment to the leader and to the group than did subordinates who 
worked under groups led by nonehaiismatic  leadeis. -  One last word on this topic: Charismatic 
leadership may not always be needed to achieve high levels of employee performance. It maybe most 
appropriate when the follower’s task has an ideological componentY This may explain why, when 
charismatic leaders surface, it is more likely to be iii politics, religion, wartime, or when a business firm is 
introducing a radically new product oi facing a life threatening crisis. Such conditions tend to involve 
ideological concerns. Franklin EL Roosevelt offered a vision to get Amerwans out of the Great 
Depression. Steve Jobs achieved unwavering loyalty and commitment from the technical staff he oversaw 
at Apple Computer during the late l9YOs and eariy 1980s by articulating a vision of personal computers 
that would draruatically change the way people lived! Gem “Stormin Norman’ Schwa rzkopf’s blunt, 
passionate style, absolute confidence in his troops, and a vision of total victory over Iraq made him a hero 
in the free world following Operation Desert Storm in 1991. Charismatic leaders, in fact, may become a 
liability to an organization once the crisis and need for dramatic change subside6’ Why? Because then the 
charismatic leade?s overwhelming self-confidence often becomes a liability. He or she is unable to listen 
to others, becomes uncomfortable when challenged by aggressive subordinates and begins to hold an 
unjustifiable be- net in his or her “rightness” on issues. Philippe Kahn’s charismatic style, for instance, 
was an asset during the rapid growth years of software database company Borland International. But 
Borland’s CEO became a liability as the company matured, His dictatorial style, arrogance, and reckless 
decision making have put the company’s future in jeopardy68  Transactional vs. Transtormatianal 
Leadership  The final stream of research we touch on is the recent interest in differentiating 
transformational leaders from transactional leaders.69 As you’ll see, because transformational leaders are 
also charismatic, there is some overlap between  tranwdional leaders this topic and our previous 
discussion of charismatic leadership.  lsaders wio guide or mDtwte their Most of the leadership theories 
presented in this chapter—for instance, follcwers in the direcliDn o eshiblished the Ohio State studies, 
Fiedlers model, path-goal theory, and the leader—particgo by chriWi role ondttsk ipation model—have 
concerned transactional leaders. These kinds of leadrequirements. ers guide or motivate their followers in 
the direction of estabhshed goals by  fraosormatiDnuIladers clarifying role and tack requirements. Rut 
there is another type of leader who  LeaderswhGçrOWde ndividvahzed inspires followers to transcend 
their own seIf-iriterets for the good of the  consideraliaA and in1lle(tuukIimulahion, organization, and 
who is capable of having a profound and extraordinary effect  aidwhopssessthatismo. on his or her 
followers. These are transformational leaders Like Leslie  CHAPTER 11 • LEADERSHIP  .439  Ii  hones  
F F F  ‘F  Wexner of The Limited retail chain and Jack Welch at General Electric. They  pay attention to 
the concerns and developmental needs of individual followers;  they change followers’ awareness of 



issues by helping them look at old  problems in new ways; and they are able to excite, arouse, and inspire 
followers  to put out extra effort to achieve group goals. Table 11-4 briefly identifies and  defines the four 
characteristics that differentiate these two types of leaders.  Transactional and transformational leadership 
should not, however, be  viewed as opposing approaches to getting things done.7° Transformational  
leadership is built on top of transactional leadership—it produces levels of subordinate  effort and 
performance that go beyond what would occur with a  transactional approach alone. Moreover, 
transformational leadership is more  than charisma. ‘The purely charismatic [leader) may want followers 
to adopt  the charismatic’s world view and go no further; the transformational leader  will attempt to 
instill in followers the ability to question not only established  views but eventually those established by 
the leadeL”7’  The evidence supporting the superiority of transformational leadership  over the 
transactional variety is overwhelmingly impressive. For instance, a  number of studies with U.S., 
Canadian, and German military officers found, at  every level, that transformational leaders were 
evaluated as more effective than  their transactional counterparts.72 And managers at Federal Express 
who were  rated by their followers as exhibiting more transformational leadership were  evaluated by 
their immediate supervisors as higher performers and more projnotable.  7 In summary, the overall 
evidence indicates that transformational  leadership is more ‘trongly correlated than transactional 
leadership with lower  turnover rates, higher productivity, and higher employee satisfaction.74  440.  
PART THREE * THE G.FOUP  Herb Kelleher, CEO at Southwest Airlines, began his airline in 1971 
with a clear vision: Southwest would be a short-haul, high-frequency, low-fare, point-to-point carrier. The 
company made money in its second year and has remained profitable every year since—a record 
unmatched  in the U.S. airline industry.  But don’t confuse Herb Kelleher with any of those serious 
executive5 running American? Delta, and other major airlines. No, Herb Kelleher is one of a kind! He’s 
the company hell-raiser, jokester, and cheerleader—all rolled into one. Give him the opportunity and he’ll 
party with employees into the wee hours of the morning; dress up as Elvis or the Easter  Bunny; or lead 
employees in company cheers, His unorthodox style, plus his unconditional commitment to  his 
employees, has created a “family feeling” among Southwest’s work force that translates into employees 
who are willing to pitch in wherever needed, to walk—or fly—the extra mile. Pilots sometimes work the 
boarding gate if things are running slow; ticket agents voluntarily haul luggage if it will help get planes 
into the air faster.  Kelleher has created a band of 12,000 loyalists. Says David Ridley, who arrLved in 
1988 at Southwest to direct marketing and sales after workLng at two more traditional companies, ‘1 was 
pretty dubious at first, having been at places where everyone but tWo or three top people were considered 
commodities. But I have come to appreciate a place where kindness and the human spirit are nurlured.”  
Kelleher’s “1 care” style consistently wins points with employees. According to an  executive at 
Northwest Airlines, 14erb has somehow managed to get union people to identify personally with his 
company.” The following incident captures Kelleher’s unique style of labor relations. A Wall Street 
analyst tel]s of the time he was having lunch in the corn-. pany cafeteria. Kelleher, seated at a table across 
the room with several female employees? suddenly leapt to his feet, kissed one of the women with gusto? 
and began leading the entire crowd in a series of cheers. When the ana’yst asked what was going on one 
of the executives at his table explained that Kelleher had at that moment negotiated a new contract with 
Southwest’s flight attendants.  Based on IC. labich, Is I-tub Kellehei Ameduas Best CW!” Forffint (May 
2, 1994), pp. 44—52. - ________________  Contemporary Issues In Leadership  Do men and women 
rely on different leadership styles? If so, is one style inher.ently superior to the other? Flow is the current 
popularity of empowerment affecting the way managers lead? Since leaders aren’t leaders unless they 
have followers, what can managers do to make employees more effective followers? How does national 
culture affect the choice of leadership style? Is there a biological basis for 1caderhip?  ership.  In this 
section, we briefly address these five contemporary issues in lead-  Gender: Do Males and Females Lead 
Differently?  An extensive review of the literature suggests two conclusions regarding gender  GB in the 
News.,.,  Soutlnvest Airlines’s Charismatic Leader  and leadership.’5 First, the similarities between men 
and women tend to out-  CHAPTER 11 • LEADERSHIP  .441  weigh the differences. Second, what 
differences there are seem to be that women fall back on a more democratic leadership style whereas men 
feel more comfortable with a directive style.  The similarities among men and women leaders shouldn’t 
be completely surprising. Almost all the studies looking at this issue have used managerial positions as 



being synonymous with leadership. As such, gender differences apparent in the general population don’t 
tend to be as evident. Why? Because of career self-selection and organization selection, just as people 
who choose careers in law enforcement or civil engineering have a lot in common, individuals who 
choose managerial careers also tend to have commonalities. People with traits associated with 
leadership—such as intelligence, confidence, and sociability—are more likely to be perceived as leaders 
and encouraged to pursue careers where they can exert leadership, This is true nowadays regardless of 
gender. Similarly, organizations tend to recruit and promote people into leadership positions who project 
leadership attributes. The result is that, regardless of gender, those who achieve formal leadership 
positions in organizations tend to be more alike than different.  In spite of the previous conclusion, studies 
indicate some differences in the inherent leadership styles between women and men. Women tend to 
adopt a more democratic leadership style. They encourage participation, share power and information, 
and attempt to enhance followers’ self-worth. They prefer to lead through inclusion and rely on their 
charisma, expertise, contacts, and interpersonal skills to influence others. Men, however, are more likely 
to use a directive command and control style. They rely on the formal authority of their position for their 
influence base. However, consistent with our first conclusion, these findings need to he qualifie& The 
tendency for female leaders to be more democratic than males declines when women are in male-
dominated lobs. Apparently group norms and masculine stereotypes of leaders override personal 
preferences so women abandon their feminine styles in such fobs and act more autocratically.  Given that 
men have historically held thegreat majority of leadership positions in organizations, it’s tempting to 
assume the existence of the noted diflèrences between men and women would automatically’ work to 
favor men. It doesn’t. In today’s organizations, flexibility, teamwork, trust3 and information sharing are 
replacing rigid structures, competitive individualism, control, and  From Concepts In Skills  I uniiing  I1  
JL  ft  L  h d  d  CHAPTER II • 1LADE5H1P 4 443  secrecy. The best managers listen, motivate, and 
provide support to their people.  And many women seem to do those things better than men. As a specific  
example, the expanded use of cross-functional teams in organizations means  that effective managers 
must become skillful negotiators. The leadership styles  women typically use can make them better at 
negotiating, as they are less likely  to focus on wins, losses, and competition, as do men. They tend to 
treaS negotiafions  in the context of a continuing relationship—trying hard to make the  other party a 
winner in its own and others’ eyes.  Loading Through Empowerment  An important trend has developed 
over the past decade that has immense implications  for leadership. That trend is for managers to embrace 
empowerment,  More specifically, managers are being advised that effective leaders  share power and 
responsibility with their employees.77 The empowering  leader’s role is to show trust, provide vision, 
remove performance-blocking barriers,  offer encouragement, motivate, and coach employees. The list of 
compaflies  that have jumped on the 1empowerment bandwagon” includes such  world-famous 
corporations as General Electric, Intel, Ford! Saturn, Scandinavian  Airline Systems, Harley-Davidson, 
NCR, Goodyear, and Conrail. Many  have introduced empowerment as part of their corporatewide efforts 
in implementing  total quality managment.78  Does this wholesale embracement of shared leadership 
strike you as a bit  strange, given the attention that has been focused on contingency approaches  to 
leadership? If it doe5n’t, it should. Why? Because empowerment proponents  are essentially advocating a 
noncontingent approach to leadership. Directive,  task-oriented, autocratic leadership is out, and 
empowerment is in.  The problem with the current empowerment movement is that it ignores  the extent 
to which leadership can be shared and the conditions facilitating success  of shared leadership. Because of 
factors such as downsizing, higher employee  skills, commitment of organizations to continwius training, 
implementation  of total quality management programs, and introduction of self-managed  teams, no 
doubt an increasing number of situations call for a more empoweiing  approach to leadership. But not all 
situations! Blanket acceptance of empowerment,  or any universal approach to leadership, is inconsistent 
with  the best and most current evidence we have on the subect.  What About Followership?  When 
someone was once asked what it took to be a great leader, he responded,  “Great followers!’ While the 
resjnsçthay have seemed sarcastic, it has some  truth. We have long known thatmany managers can’t lead 
a horse to water.  But, then again, many subordinates carf’ follow a parade.  Only recently have we begun 
to recognize that in addition to having leaders  who can ‘ead, successful organizations need foiiowers who 
can follow.79 In  fact, it’s probably fair to say that all organizations have far more folLowers than  



leaders, so ineffective foLlowers may be more of a handicap to an organization  than ineffective leaders.  
What qualities do effective followers have? One writer focuses on four.8°  1. They manage themselves 
well. They are able to think for themselves.  They can work independently and without close supervision.  
2. They arc committed to a purpuse iutskk thern.sel yes. Effective followers  are committed to 
something—a cause, a product, a work team, an  444.  rART THREE • IHE GROUP  THE FAR SIDE By 
GARY LARSON organization, an idea—in  addition to the care of their own lives. Most peopie like 
working with colleagues who are emotionaLly, as well as physically,  committed to their work.  3. They 
build their competence and focus their efforts  for minimum impact. Effective folIowes master skills that 
will be useftil to their organizations, and they hold higher performance standards  than their job or work 
group requires.  4. They are courageous, honest, and credible. Effective  followers establish themselves as 
independent, critical thinkers whose knowledge and judgment can be trustecL  Figure 118 They hold high 
ethical  THE FAR SIDE copyrighi 1990& T991 orwerks, nc./Oist. standards, give credit  by Uniyersal 
?res Syrdicilc. Reprinledwirh perrnissior AI where credit is due, and  rights ieserved, aren’t afraid to own 
up to  their mistakes,  National Culture as an Added Contingency Variable  One genera) conchision that 
surfaced from our discussion of leadership is that effective leaders don’t use any single style. They adjust 
their style to the situation. While not mentioned explicitly in any of the theories we presented, certainly 
nationaL culture is an important situational factor determining which leadership style will be most 
effective. We propose you consider it as another contingency variaMe.  National culture affects 
leadership style by way of the subordinate. Leaders cannot choose their styles at will. They are 
constrained by the cultural conditions their subordinates have come to expect. For example, a 
manipulative or autocr tic style is compatible with high power distance, and we find high-power- distance 
scores in Arab, Far Eastern, and Latin countries. Power-distance rankings should also be good indicators 
of employee willingness to accept participative leadership. Participation is likely to be most effective in 
such low-power-distance cultures as exist in Norway, Finland, Denmark, and Sweden. Not incidental)y, 
this may explain (1) why a numbet of leadership theories (the mow obvious being ones like the 
University of Michig3n behavioral studies and the leader—participation rnodeh implicitly favor the use of 
a participative or people-oriented style; (2) the emergence of deveiopment-oriented leader behavior found 
by Scandinavian researchers; and (3) the recent enthusiasm in North America with empowerment! 
Remember that most iedership theories were developed by NoTth Americans, using North American 
subjects; and the United States, Canada, and Scandinavian countries all rate below average on power 
distance.  ‘Wefl what d’ya knawi in a foIIowBr, lao!’  CHAPTER II • lEADERSHIP • 445  Is There a 
Biological Basis for Leadership?  is it possible that leader behavior lies in the body’s hormones and in the 
brain’s  neurotransmitters? While this may take the study of leadership out of the behavioral  laboratory 
and into the chemistry lab increasinY evidence _________  + . sal C  indicates that leadership has 
biological roots.  A growing body of research suggests the best leaders are not  necessarily the smartest, 
strongest, or most aggressive of a group but + nereising evidence rather tho5e who are most proficient at 
handling social interactions. jjfl thai leadership has That finding isn’t particularly surprising. However, 
the researchers roots  have found that effective leaders possess a unique biochemical mix- •  hire of 
hormones and brain chemistry that helps them build social  alliances and cope with stress.  Two 
chemicals—serotonin and testosterone-—-have received most of the  attention. Increased levels of the 
former appear to improve sociability and control  aggression- Higher levels of the latter increase 
competitive drive.  Studies with monkeys find that (1) dominant monkeys—the leaders  (whether male or 
feniale)—have a higher level of serotonin than do their subordinates;  and (2) when that Leader is 
removed from the group, the new leader  that takes charge shows a marked increase in levels of serotonin. 
Researchers believe  high levels of serotonin promote leadership by controlling aggressive and  
antisociaL impulses, as well as reducing overreaction to petty or irrelevant  stresses. The direction of 
causation, however, isn’t clear: High levels of serotonin  may stimulate leadership andjor leadership may 
result in a rise in serOtOnin.  Testosterone aso seems to play a role in leadership. Studies with baboons  
finds that leaders experience a sudden rise in testosterone levels when legitimate  threats appear. In 
subordinates, the level of testosterone goes down during a crisis.  But enough about monkeys. How about 
humans? A study in a college fraternity  found males in the highest leadership positions had the highest 
level of  serotanin. Researchers have also found that testosterone levels rise in top tennis  players before 



competitive matches. The high levels seem to make the tennis  players more assertive and motivated to 
win. It’s been found that testosterone  also rises after status-enhancing achievements such as winning a  
promotion or earning a degree, arid women in professional jobs have higher  Levels of the hormone.  The 
step from laboratory to workplace isn’t as far as you might think. The  highly popular antidepressant 
Prozac, for instance, is one of a new class of  drugs called serotonin reuptake inhibitors, It zeros in on one 
neurotransmitter,  serolonin, lifting mood and lessening anxiety by keeping pools of the chemical  
available in the brain for nerve cells to use and reuse. Prozac raises serotonin  and improves the 
sociability of its users. Similarly, patches—similar to those  worn by people trying to quit smoking—are 
now available to help individuals  increase testosterone levels. While we certainly aren’t suggesting that 
individuals  turn to pills or patches as a means to increase their leadership opportunities,  the possibilities 
are nevertheless thought provoking.  Summary and Implications  far Managers  leadership plays a central 
part in understanding group behavior, for it’s the  leader w[Lo usually provides the direction toward goal 
attainment. Therefore,  446• PART THREE • THE GROUP  a more accurate predictive capability should 
be valuable in improving group performance.  In this chapter, we described a transition in approaches to 
the study of leadership—from the simple trait orientation to increasingly complex and sophisticated 
transactional models, such as path-goal and leader-participation models. With the increase in complexity 
has also come an increase in our ability to explain and predict behavior.  A major breakthrough in our 
understanding of leadership came when we recognized the need to include situational factors. Recent 
efforts have moved beyond mere recognition toward specific attempts to isolate these situational 
variables. We can expect further progress to be made with leadership models, but in the last decade, we 
have taken several large steps—large enough that we now can make moderately effective predictions as 
to who can best lead a group and explain under what conditions a given approach such as task oriented or 
people oriented) is likely to lead to high employee performance and satisfaction.  In addition, the study of 
leadership has expanded to include more heroic and visionary approaches to leadership. As we learn more 
about the personal characteristics that followers attribute to charismatic and transformational leaders, and 
about the conditions that facilitate their emergence, we should be better able to predict when followers 
will exhibit extraordinary commitment and loyalty to their leaders and to those leaders’ goals.  Finally, 
we addressed a number of contemporary issues in leadership. We learned, for instance, that male and 
female leadership styles tend to be more alike than different; but that women’s propensity to rely on 
shared leadership is more in line with organizational needs in the I 990s than the directive style often 
preferred by men. Empowered leadership was shown to be increasiçgly popular, but managers should not 
assume that empowering employees is the ideal leadership style for all occasions. Also, consistent with 
the contingency approach, managers should be sure to consider national culture as an important variable 
in choosing a leadership style. Finally, recent evidence on the link between biology and leadership 
suggests the subject of leadership is not the sole province of psychologists and sociologists. In the future, 
improved understanding of the leadership phenomena may increasingly come from chemists or 
pharmacologists  — For Review  1. Trace the development of leadership research.  2. Describe the 
strengths and weaknesses in the trait approach to leadership.  3. What is the Managerial Grid? Contrast its 
approach to leadership with the approaches of the Ohio State and Michigan groups.  4. What was the 
contribution of the Scandinavian studies to the behav •iora theories?  S. How do Hersey and Blanchard 
define readiness? Is this contingency variable included in any other contingency theory of leadership?  6. 
Describe the Ieadcr-participation model. What are its contingency variables?  7 When might leaders be 
irreevant?  CHAFTER 11 • [ADERSHIP • 447  8. Contrast transactional and tranformational leaders.  9. 
Explain why empowerment has become so popular in North America.  10. What characteristics define an 
effective follower?  11. Explain the biological basis for leadership effectiveness.  For Discussion  1. 
Develop an exanpie where you operationaflze the Fiedler model.  2. Contrast the situational leadership 
theory with the Managerial Grid.  3. Develop an example where you operationalize path-goal theory.  4. 
Reconcile Hersey and Man chard’s situational leadership theory,  path—goal theory, and substitutes for 
leadership.  5. What kind of activities could a fufl.time college student pursue that  might lead to the 
perception that he or she is a charismatic leader? In  pursuing those activities, what might the student do 
to enhance this  perception of being charismatic?  crc can be little question that the success of an 
organization, or any group within an organization, depends largely on the quality of its leadership. 



Whether in business, government, education, medicine, or religion, the quality of an organization’s 
leadership.determines the quality of the organization itself. Successfut leaders anticipate change, 
vigorously exploit opportunities., motivate their followers to higher levels of product vity, correct poor 
perfotrnance, and lead the Organization toward its objectives.  The importance relegated to the leadership 
func tion is weti known. Rarely does a week go by that we don’t hear or read about some leadership 
concern; “President Fails to Provide the Leadership America Needs! “The Republican Party Searches for 
New 1eadership1” “Eisner Leads Disney Turnaround!” A review of the leadership literature led ti’o 
academics to conclude that the research shows “a consistent effect for leadership explaining 20 to 45 
percent of the variance on relevant organizational outconis.”  Why is leadership so important to an 
organization’s success? The answer lies in the need for coordination and control. Organizations exist to 
achieve objectives that are either impossible or extremely inefficient to achieve if done by individuals 
acting alone. The organization itself is a coordination and control mechanism. Rules, policies, job 
descriptions, and authority hierarchies are illustrations of devices created to facilitate coordination and 
control. But  leadership, too, contributes toward integrating tailous job activities, coordinating 
communication between organizational subunits, monitoring ctivities, and controlling. deviationsfrom 
standar4:No number of rules and segulatlons can replace the experienced leader who can make rapid and 
decisive decisions  The importance of leadership is not lost on those who staff organizations 
Corporations, government agencies, school systems, and institutions of all shapes and sizes cUmulatively 
sEend hi1liot Of. dol lars every year to recruit,. select, evaluate, and.traln individuals for leadership 
.posiflonsfmObest. evi4 dence however, of the importance organizations place on leadership roles is 
exhibited. in salary schedules Leaders are routinely paid 10,20, or more times the salary of those in 
nonleadership positions. The head of Generai Motors earns more than $1.5 million annually. The highest 
skilled autoworker. in contrast, earns under $50,000 a year. The president of this autoworker’s union 
nakes better than $100,000 a year. Police officers typically make around $30,000 to $45,000 a yeat Their 
boss probably earns 25 percent more, and his or her boss.another 25 percent. The pattern is well 
established. The more responsibility a leader has, as evidenced by his or her level in the organization, the 
more he or she earns. Would organizations voluntarily pay their leaders somuch more than their 
nonleaders if they didn’t strongly believe that leaders make a real difference?  Given tht resources that 
have been spent on studying, selecting, and training lead:  ers, you’d expect there would be over 
whelming evidence supporting the positive effect of leadership on organizational performance But that’s 
not the case  Currently, the two most popular approaches to leadership are contingency models and the 
study of charisma. For the most part, both operate under the naive assumption that through election and 
Job training, leaders can learn to exhibit certain behaviors that, when properly matched to the situation, 
will result in improved employee and organizational performance. There are a number of flaws in this 
assun iption.  First, leaders exist in a social system that constrains theii behavior. They have to Jive with 
role expectations which define behaviors that arc acceptab)e and unacceptable. Pressures to conform to 
the expectations of peers, subordinates, and superiors all limit the range of behaviorsa leader can exhibit.  
Second, organizational rules, procedures, policies, and historical precedents all act to limit a leader’s 
uniJatera] control over decisions and resources. Siring decisions, for instance, must be made according to 
procedures. And budget allocations are typically heavily influenced by previous budget precedents.  
Third, there are factors outside flit organization that leaders can’t control but have a large bearing on 
organizational performance. For example, consider the executive in a home construction firm. Costs are 
largely determined by the operations of the cornmodifies and labor markets, and demand krgely depends 
on interest rates, availability of mortgage money, and economic conditions that are affected by 
governmental policies over which the executive has little control. Or consider the case of school su 
perintendents  They have fiflie control over birthrates and community economic development, both of 
which profoundly affect school system budgets.: While a lea4er may react to problems as they arise 
or.attempt to forecast and anticipate external changes, he or she has little influence over the environment 
On the contrary, the environment typically puts significant limits and constraints on the leader.  Finalli’, 
the trend in recent years is toward leaders playing a smaller and smaller role in organizational activities. 
Important dedsons ace increasingly made by committees, not individuals. Additionally, the widespread 
popularity of employee involvement programs, the empowerment movement, and self- managed work 



teams have all contributed to reducing any specific ‘eader’s influence.  There is a basic myth associated 
with leadership. We believe in attribution—when something happens, we believe something has caused 
it. Leaders play that role in organizations. And the fact that leaders earn higher pay than nonleaders is a 
symbolic gesture which organizations have created to further add to the impression that leaders make a 
difference. So while leaders may not really matter, the belief in leadership does. Although leaders take the 
credit for successes and the blame for failures, a more realistic conclusion would probably be that, except 
in times• of rapid growth, change, or crisis, leaders don’t make much of a difference in art organizatJon ’s 
actual ierformancc But people want to believe that leadership is the cause of perfonnance changes, 
particularly at the extremes.   What’s Your LPC Score?  Think of the person with whom you work least 
well. He or she may be someone you work with now, or may be someone you knew in the past. Heor she 
does not have to be the person you like least well, but should be the person with whom you now have or 
have had the most difficulty in getting a job done. Describe this person as he or she appears to you by 
placing an “x” at that point you believe best describes that person. Do this for each pair of adjectives.  
Pleasant Unpleasant  Friendly Unfriendly  Rejecting Accepting  Helpful FrustTating  Unenthusiastic 
Enthusiastic  Tense Relaxed  Distant Close  Cold Warm  Cooperative Uncooperative  Supportive Hostile  
Boring Interesting  Quarrelsome Harmonious  Self-assured Hesitant  Efficient Inefficient  Gloomy 
Cheerful  Open Guarded   Practicing Ta Be Charismatic  People who are charismatic engage in the 
following behaviors:  1. Project a powerfid, confident, and dpiamic presence. This has both verbal and 
nonverbal components. They use a captivating and engaging voice tone. They convey confidence. They 
aisci talk directly to people. maintaining direct eye contact, and holding their body posture in a way that 
says they are sure of themselves. They speak clearly, avoid stammering, and avoid sprinkling their 
sentences with noncontent phrases such as ‘ahhh” and “you know.”  2. Articulate an overarching goal. 
They have a vision for the futtire, unconventionaL ways of achieving the vision, and the ability to 
communicate the vision to others.  The vision is a clear statement of where they want to go and how  
they’re going to get there. They are able to persuade others how the  achievement of this vision is in the 
others’ self-interest.  They look for fresh and radically different approaches to pioblems. The road to 
achieving their vision is novel but also appropriate  to the context.  They not only have a vision but 
they’re able to get others to buy into it. The real power of Martin Luther King, Jr. was not that he had a 
dream, but that he could articulate it in terms that made it accessible to millions.  3. Communicate high 
performance expectations and confidence in others’ WillUy to meet these expectations. They demonstrate 
their confidence in people by stating ambitious goals for them individually and as a group. They convey 
absolute belief they will achieve their expectations.  4. Are sensitive to the needs of followers. 
Charismatic leaders get to know their followers individually. They understand their individual needs and 
are able to develop intensely personal relationships with each. They do this through encouraging 
followers to express their points of view, being approachable, genuinely listening to and caring about 
their followers’ concerns, and by asking questions so they can learn what is really important to them,  
Now that you know what charismatic leaders do, you get the opportunity to practice projecting charisma.  
a. The class should break into pairs.  b. Student A’s task is to “lead” Student B through a new-student 
orientation to your college. The orientation should last about 10 to 15 minutes. Assume Student B is new 
to your college and is unfah iliar with the campus. Remember1 Student A should attempt to project 
himself or herself as charismatic.  c. Roles now reverse, and Student B’s task is to “lead” Student A in a 
10- to 15-minute program on how to study more effectively for college  exam. Take a few minutes to 
think about what has worked well for you and assume Student B is a new student interested in improving 
his or her study habits. Again, remember that Student B should attempt tO project himself or herself as 
charismatic.  d. When both role plays are complete, each pair should assess how well they did in 
projecting charisma and how they might improve.  Using Drugs To Improve Sociability and Leadership 
Performance  Tim Lightner and a group of friends were sitting around consuming a couple of pizzas one 
afternoon. Tim was comfortable with the group. He felt he had their trust. So when the topic of 
moodiness and depression came up, Tim confided he had been taking the antidepressant drug Prozac for 
nearly three years.  Tim’s friends were surprised. They’d only known him for a little mow than a year—
ever since he had moved to Atlanta From New jersey. The Tim they knew was always friendly and 
outgoing. But Tim told them It hadn’t always been this way. Since early childhood, he’d been quiet and 



shy. Then, three years ago, he read about Prozac. Fle learned that not only did the drug attack depression, 
it also made its users mote outgoing and friendly The side effects from the drUg Were minimal. So Tim 
decided Prone mtght be able to help him become the personable and dynamic individual he always 
wanted tote. He made an appointrnént with a doctor, told that doctor he had long suffered from depression 
(which wasn’t true), and asked to be given Prozac. The doctor agreed, and Tim joined the more than 10 
million people worldwide who use the drug.  Tim confessed to his friends that the drug changed his 
personality. He was more outgoing, more self-confident, more sociable, and more popular. While five 
years ago he had almost no friends, he now has dozens. Before taking Prozac, his career was going 
nowhere. Now, three years later, he’s had two promotions, including last year’s move to Atlanta to 
become his company’s southern regional district manager. Three yeari ago he was a salesman making 
$38,000 a year. Today Tim oversees a staff of 140 and earns $125,000 a year. He attributes au his recent 
successes—from new.friends to new job responsibili- ties—-to Prozac.  Has Tim done anything 
unethical? What do you think?  CASE  INCIDENT;0]  the Case Against “Vision”  Robert j. Eaton had 
big shoes to fill. In July 1993 lie took the post of chairman at Chrysler Corp. that had previously been 
held by “Mr Charisma,” Lee Iacucca.. lacocca had taken over the top spot at Chrysler in 1980, when the 
company was on the verge of bankruptcy. in only a few short years, lacocca had turned Chrysler into a 
money-making machine.  lacoccas style was bold and visionary. He developed several grand strategies 
for Chrysler. To get the company immediate’y profitable, he created a basic compact model—the K car—
andused its platform to create a host of new cars  including the incredibly successful minivan. To fill the 
need for subcompacts,  he began importing cars from Japan and putting Chrysler Corp. nameplates on  
them.  But that was then and this is now. Robert Eaton has joined an impressive  group of chief 
executives who no longer buy the notion that leaders need to  provide grand visions or long-term 
strategies for their companies. In its place,  they are emphasizing the short-term bottom line.  “Internally, 
we don’t use the word vision,” says Eaton. “1 believe in quantifiable  short-term results—things we can 
all relate to—as opposed to some esoteric  thing no one can quantify!’  That view is also being articulated 
by CEOs at Apple Computer, IBM,  Aetna Life & Casualty, and General Motors. When asked for his 
recipe for an  IBM comeback, the recently appointed chairman, Louis V. Gerstner, said, “The  last thing 
IBM needs right now is a vision.”  It appears that, at least among some leaden, grand visions are out of 
tashion.  They’re concentrating on the nuts and bolts of running their businesses.  Questions  1. Isn’t this 
short-term focus likely to hurt their companies in the longer  term?  2. What’s the purpose of a grand 
vision? What takes its place if a company’s  leader doesn’t provide it?  3. Don’t organizations need 
radical new ideas to win in the marketplace?  4. Eaton says his goal for Chrysler is “getting a little bit 
better every single  day.” Is that a viable goal for a real “leader”?  Sonrce Based on 0, Lavin, “Robert 
Eaton Thinks Vison’ Is Overrated and tie’s Not Ak,ne,” W&( Street  JumuI (October 4, 993), p. Al.  
Richard Branson of the Virgin Group  Rirhard Branson is Great Britain’s answer to Ted Turner: brash, 
confident, unconventional, a self-promoter, a bold risk taker, a man with big ideas. Each is a billionaire 
who made his fortune through entrepreneurial activities. Both are also sportsmen. Turner made a 
reputation for himself in sailing. Branson made his in trans-Pacific ballooning.  Branson never graduated 
from high school. but he understood the taste of music consumers. i-fe created Virgin Records and built it 
into a megacorporadon. From there he ventured into producing music videos, running an island hotel, and 
creating an airline. His sale of Virgin Records for nearly a billion dollars gave him the deep pockets to 
pursue his current interest—Virgin Atlantic Airlines.  Virgin Atlantic has only eight 747s, but it has 
redefined transatlantic service. First class is out, replaced by upper class, which includes free limo 
service. Branson’s airline has aggressively sought arid captured a large share of the transatlantic business-
traveler market. He’s gotten it by merging technology and service. He was the first, for instance, to install 
a six-channel video monitor for every seat on his planes. ;1  VIDEO  CASE;0]  454. PART THREE • TH 
GROUP  Branson is a tighter. He won’t be intimidated by bigger foes. As a case in point, he went to court 
and charged British Airways (BA) with dirty tricks like dumping tickets on the market and calling Virgin 
customers at home. In Febwary L993 he won his case—receiving a multimillion dollar settlement and a 
public apology from BA.  Branson has a unique philosophy about business. Counter to current norms, he 
doesn’t put the customer first. Almost 100 percent of running a business is motivating your staff and the 
people around you. And if you can motivate them, then you can achieve anything. And too many 



companies have put shareholders first, customers second, staff way last. If you reverse that and you put 
your staff tint, very quickly you find that the customers come first as weil, and the shareholders come first 
as well.”  Questions  1. Branson’s leadership style is unusual. Describe the aspects of his style that you 
think makt his management philosophy work.  2 Would you call Branson a charismatic leader? Why or 
why not?  3, Would you want to work for Richard Branson? Explain.  4. What effect do you think a 
Branson would have as CEO of Korean Air lines, Air Canada, or Delta Airlines?  Source: “Richard 
8tanson,’ Business W&Ci (November 22, 1992).  CHAflE ii • LEADERSHP  • 4.5  Suggestions for 
Further Reading  BASS, [LM., Bass and StogdiWs Handbook of Leadership Theory, Re- search, and 
Managerial Applications, 3rd ed. (New York: Free Press, 1990).  EDEN, 0., “Leadership and Epectafions: 
Pygmalion Effects and Other Self-Fulfilling Prophecies in Organizations,” Leadership Quart&y (Winter 
1992), pp. 271—305.  csrn, j., “A Meta-Analytlc Review of the Productivity and Satisfaction of 
Democratic and Autocratic leadership,” SmgJl Group Research (August 1994), pp. 384—410.  HousE, 
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ichael Ovitzis widely acknowl- t edged as the most powerful man in show business) How  powerful? 
Time magazine was doing a recent article on him.  When the heads of two film studios and one of Ovitz’s 
own employees were asked by a Time reporter what they thought 1 of him, all three sang his praises. But 
they insisted on anonymity, for tear Ovitz might become upset that they said j anything at all. Almost 
immediately alter the interviews,  Lrhrjr r  — I  I  I  L  I  ower has been described as the last dirty word, It 
is easier for most of us to talk about money or eVen sex than it is to talk about poweL Peop’e who  have it 
deny it, people who want it try not to appear to be seeking  it, and those who are good at getting it are 
secretive about how  they got it.2 But 013 researchers have learned a lot in the past decade or two about 
how people gain and use power in organizations. In this chapter, we present you with’ their findings.  A 
major theme throughout this chapter is that power isa natural process in any group or organization. As 
such, you need to know how it’s acquired and exercised if you’re going to fully understand organizational 
behavior. While you may have heard the phrase “power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts 
absolutely,” power is not necessarily bad. As one author has noted1 most medicines can kill if taken in 
the wrong amount and thousands die each year in automobile accidents, but we don’t abandon chemicals 
or cars because of the dangers associated with them. Rather, we consider danger an incentive to get 
training and information that’)l help us use these forces productively.3 The same applies to power. It’s a 
reality of organizational life and it’s not going to go away. Moreover, by Learning how power works in 
organizations, you’ll be better able to use your knowledge to help you be a more effective manager. -  A 
Definition at Power  power  A capacity thot A has Ia influence Ihc Imhovior of Ssa ibt dues *ings he or 
she would nol alherms€ do.  ilependency  J’c reIaflortshi to A when A psscsses something hat B reçuires.  
Power refers to a capacity that A has to influence th behavior of B, so 13 does something he or she would 
not otherwise do. This definition implies (1) a patential that need not be actualized to be efFective, (2) a 
dependency relationship, and (3) the assumption that 8 has some discretion over his or her own behavior. 
Let’s look at each of these points more closely.  Power may exist but not be used, ft is, therefore, a 
capacity or potential. One can have power but not impose it.  Probably the most important aspect of 
power is that it is a function of tiependency. The greater B’s dependence on A, the greater is A’s power in 
the cc-  further rethinking the wisdom of ther actions, each of the three called Ovitz to confess 
preemptively that he had t&ked to a reporter.  Who is this guy Ovflz? And why is everyone in show 
business scared to death of him?  Michael Qvitz is cofounder and chairman of the Creative Artists 
Agency (CAA). The power he wields becomes self-evident if you consider two facts. First, the key people 
in the entertainment industry—producers, studio executives, heads ol music companies, and the like—
depend on talent to make their films, videos, and compact discs. Second, Ovitz and CAA control most of 
that talent. He represents almost every major movie star, musical artist, and film  director in America. 
That client list includes Dustin Hoffman, Meryl Streep, Robert De Nro, Al Pacino, Eddie Murphy, Robert 
Redford, Robin Williams, Kevin Costner, Whoopi Goldberg, Tom Cruise, Warren Beatty, Barbra 
Streisand, Madonna, Michael Jackson, Eric Clapton, Steven Spielberg, Rob Reiner, Oliver Stone, Martin 
Scorsese, John Hughes, and Francis Ford Coppola. So you want to make a film? You want to scgn a 
major recording artist to your label? You’ve got to come to Ovitz and his agency. When Ovitz talks, the 
people at compaflies like Columbia Rctures, Disney, and MCAIUniversal have no choide but to listen! ...  
• •:  •Power has been described as the Last dirty word  CHAPTER 12 • rowr AND POLITICS  lationship. 
Dependence, in turn, is based on alternatives that B perceives and the importance that B places on the 
alternative(s) that A controls. A person can have power over you only if he or she controls something you 
desire. If you want a college degree and have to pass a certain course to get it, and your cur rent instructor 
is the only faculty member in the college who teaches that course, he or she has power over you. Your 
alternatives are highly limited and you place a high degree o importance on obtaining a passing grade- 
Similarly, if you’re attending college on funds totally provided by your parents, you probably recognize 
the power they hold over you. You’re dependent on them for financial support. But once you’re out of 
school, have a job, and are making a solid in come, your parents’ power is reduced significantly. Who 
among us, though, has not known or heard of the rich relative who is able to control a large number of. 
family members merely through the implicit or explicit threat of “writing them out of the will”?  For A to 
get B to do something he or she otherwise would not do means B must have the discretion to make 
choices. At the extreme, if B’s ob behavior is so programmed he is allowed rio room to make choices, he 



obviously is cow strained in his abflity to do something other than what he is doing. For instance, job 
descriptions, group norms, and organizabonal rules and regula tions, as well as community ‘aWs and 
standards, constrath peopJe’s choices. As a nurse, you may be dependent on your supervisor for 
continued employment. But, in spite of this dependence, youre unlikely to comply with her request to 
perform heart surgery on a patient or steal several thousand dollars from petty cash. Your job description 
and laws against stealing constrain your ability to make these choices.  Contrasting Leadership and Power  
A careful comparison of our description of power with our description of leadership in the previous 
chapter reveals that the two concepts are closely intertwined Leaders use power as a means of attaining 
group goals. Leaders achieve goals, and power is a means of facilitating their achievement.  What 
differences are there between the two terms? One difference relates to goal compatibility. Power does not 
require goal compatibility, merely dependence. Leadership, on the other hand, requires some congruence 
between the goals of the leader and the led. A second difference relates to the direction of influence. 
Leadership focuses on the downward influence on one’s subordinates. It minimizes the importance of 
lateral and upward influence patterns. Power does not. Still another difference deals with research 
emphasis. Leadership research, for the most pait, einphastzes stye. It 5eeks answers to such questions as: 
How supportive should a leader be? How much decision making should be shared with subordinates? In 
contrast, the research on power has tended to encompass a broader area and focus on tactics for gaining 
compliance. It has gone beyond the individual as eeiciser becaue power Can be used by groups as well as 
by individuals to control other individuals or groups.  Bases of PoWer  Where does power come from? 
What is it that gives an individual or a group influence over others? The answer to these questions is a 
five-category classifi  4b4+ — PART THREE • N-IF GROUP ;1  Table 12-1 Measuring gases a! 
Power;0]  Does a person have one or mare of the Ave bases of power? Affirmative responses to We 
Folowihg statements can answer this question: -  • The person can make things difficult for people, and 
you want td-dvoid éHFj him or her ohgmy. [coercive power -  • The person k able to give special beneFts 
or rewards to people, and you find -it advantageous to trade favors wth him or her [reward power]  • The 
persoh hat the iight; considering hi5 or her position and yourjob responsibilities, to expect you to comply 
with legitimate reqUests [Fe9itimate  power] - *  • The person has the experience and knowledge to earn 
your respect and you defer to his orher judgment in some matters.exper pàwer]  • You like the person cmd 
erqoy doing things for him or her [referent powerj  Source: G. V’jIcI.arid CM Falbe, impdrtance of 
Dilfemont Power Soorces ii bawnwordcind Intar Reloiions,’ Journal cii AppUd Psycholy Qune 19-cl), p. 
417. With permission:  cation scheme identified by French and Raven.4 they proposed five bases or 
sources of power: coercive, reward, legitimate, expert, and referent (see ‘table  12-1).  Coercive Power  
oercive power The coercive power base is defined by French and Raven as being dependent Pmer thai is 
bnnd an fear. on fear. One reacts to this power out of fear of the negative results that aught  occur if one 
failed to comply It tests on the application, or the threat of application, of physical sanctions such as the 
infliction of pain, the generation of frustration through restriction of movement, or the controlling by 
force of basic physiological or safety needs.  In the 1930s, when John Dillinger went into a bank, held a 
gun to a teller’s head, and asked for money, he was incredibly successful at getting compliance with his 
request. Flis power base was coercive. A loaded gun gives its holder power because others are fearful 
they will lose something they hoLd dear—their lives.  Of all the bases of power available to alan, the 
power to hurt others is  possibly most often used, most often condemned, and most difficult to  control . . . 
the state relies on its military and legal resources to intimidate nations, or even its own citizens. 
Businesses rely upon the control of economic resources. Schools and universities rely upon their rights to 
deny students foima education, while the church threatens individuals with loss of grace. At the personal 
level, individuals exercise coercive power through a reliance upon physical strength, verbal facility, or the 
ability to grant or withhold emotional support from others These bases provide the individual with the 
means to physically harm, bully, humiliate, or deny love to others.5  At the organizational level A has 
coercive power over B if A can dismiss, suspend, or demote B, assuming F, values his or her job 
Siniilarly, if A can assign B work activities that B finds unpleasant or treat B in a manner B finds 
embarrassing, A possesses coercive power over B.  CHAPTER 12 • POWER AND POOTICS  .465  
Reward Power  The opposite of coercive power is reward power. People comply with the wishes or 
directives of another because it produces positive benefits; therefore, one who can distribute rewards that 



others view as valuable will have power over them. These rewards can be anything another person values. 
In an organizational context, we think of money, favorable performance appraisals, promotions) 
interesting work assignments, friendly colleagues, important information, and preferred work shifts or 
sales territories.  Coercive and reward power are actually counterparts of each other. If you can remove 
something of positive value from another or inflict something of negative value upon him or her, you 
have coercive power over that person. If you can give someone something of positive value or remove 
something of negative value, you have reward power over that person. Again, as with coercive power, 
you don*t need to be a manager to be able to exert influence through rewards. Rewards such as 
friendliness, acceptance, and praise are available to everyone in an organization. To the degree an 
individual seeks such rewards, your ability to give or withhold them gives you power over that individual.  
Legitimate Power  In formal groups and organizations, probably the most frequent access to one or more 
of the power bases is one’s structural position. This is called legitimate power. It represents the power a 
person receives as a result of his or her position in the formal hierarchy of an organization.  Positions of 
authority include coercive and reward powers. Legitimate power, however, is broader than the power to 
coerce and reward. Specifically, it includes acceptance by members of an organization of the authority of 
a position. When school principals, bank presidents, or army captains speak (assum rewor  poWer  
Compliance achieved based on the ability to distribute rewords that others view as valuable.  legitimate 
power  The power a person receives as a result of his or her position in the formal hierarchy of an 
organizalion.  Diversity advocate Ernest Drew, CEO of Hoechst Celanese, is using legitimate and reward 
power to reach his goal of at least 34 percent representation of women and minorities at all levels of his 
company by 2081. Drew travels from plant to plant to discuss the value of a diverse wark force with 
employees. He says, “When the CEO meets with employees, it signals diversity is important.” Under 
Drew’s direction, diversity is one of four perform- once criteria used in determining managers’ salaries 
and bonuses. He requires his top 26 officers to join two organizations in which they.are a minority. Drew 
put the policy in place to help managers break out of their comfort zones arxl give them experience of 
what it’s like to be a minodty  so they learn “that all people are similar” Drew is a board member of 
blackHampton University and  I of SER-Jabs for Progress, a Hispanic association. He  , is shown here 
with students from Hampton.  466.  PART THREE • THE GROUP  Figure 12-1  Scorce Drawing by Leo 
Cullurn hi The New  Yoker, Copyrghi © 1 986 The New Yorker  Mogozins. Reprinted by permisiori.  
expert power  Influence based Gfl sped& skills QF  knowledge.  ref ereiit power  IfIuence besed on 
possssien by on  individud of desirable resourcBs w  peonol roiIs.  ing their directives are viewed to be 
within the authority of their positions), teachers, tellers, and first lieutenants listen and usua]]y comply.  
Expert Power  Expert power is influence wielded as a result of expertise, special skill, cit knowledge. 
Expertise has become one of the most powerful sources of influence as the world has become more 
technologically oriented. As jobs become more specialized, we become increasingly dependent on 
“experts” to achieve goals. So, while it is generally acknowledged that phyidans have expertise and hence 
expert power—most of us folLow the advice our doctor gives us—you should also recognize that 
computer specialists, tax accountants, solar engirieen, industrial psychologists, and ether specialists are 
able to wield power as a result of their expertise.  Referent Power  The last category of influence that 
Eterich and Raven identified was rcferent power. Its base is identification with a person who has desirable 
resources or personal traits. If I admire and identify with you, you can exercise power over me because 1 
want to please you.  Referent power develops out of admiration of another and a desire to be like that 
person. In a sense, then, it is a lot like charisma. If you admire someone to the point of modeling your 
behavior and attitudes after him or her, this person possesses referent power over you. Referent power 
explains why celebri  ____________—— CHAPTER 12 • POWER AND POLIPCL ________________ 
•467  ties are paid millions of dollars to endorse products in commercials. Marketing  research shows that 
people like Bill Cosby, Elizabeth Thylor, and Michael Jordan  have the power to influence your Choice of 
photo processors, perfume, and  athletic shoes. With a little practice, you or I could probably deliver as 
smooth  a sales pitch as these celebrities, but the buying public doesn’t identify with  you andme, in 
organizations, if you are articulate, domineering, physicallyimposing,  or charismatic, you hold personal 
characteristics that may be used to  get others to do what you want.  — Dependency: The Key to. Power  
Earlier in this chapter we said that probably the most important aspect of  power is that it is a function of 



dependence. In this section, we show how an  understanding of dependency is central to furthering your 
understanding of  power itself.  The General Dependency Postulate  Let’s begin wLth a general postulate: 
The greater B’s dependency on A, the greater  the power A iia tver B, Whni you possess anything that 
others require but you  alone control, you make them dependent on you and, therefore, you gain  power 
over them.6 Dependency, then, is inversely proportional to the alternative  sources of suppty. If 
something is plentiful, possession of it will not in  crease your poweL If everyone is intelligen 
intelligence gives no special advantage.  Similarly, among the super rich, money is no longer power. But, 
as the  old saying goes, In the land of the blind, the one-eyed man is king!” If you can  create a monopoly 
by controlling information, prestige, or anything others  crave, they become dependent on you. 
Conversely, the more you can expand  your options, the ltss power you place in the. hands of others. This 
explains, for  example, why most organizations develop multiple suppliers rather than give  their business 
to onLy one. It also exp’ains why so many of us aspire to financial  independence. Financial 
independence reduces the power that others can  have over us.  Joyce Fields provides an example of the 
role that dependency plays in a  worl< group or organiafion.7 In 1975 she took a oh with the Times 
Mirror  Company in its Los Angeles headquarters. Fields moved quickly up the organi  zation adder, 
eventually becoming treasurer of the company. Among her  many accomplishments at Times Mirror has 
been setting up a full-scale cornmercial  paper borrowing program from scratch and negotiating $1 billion 
of  new debt to finance the company’s med]a purchases. In 1988 fields’s husband  was offered a 
promotion to chief financial officer at Paramount Communications  in New York City. The job was too 
good to pass up, so the couple decided  to pack up and move to Manhattan. However, Times Mirror didn’t 
want to lose  Fields to a New York company. So, in a tnbute to her importance, top management  at 
Times Mirror moved the company’s entire treasury oerations across  the country to New York.  What 
Creates Dependency?  Dependency is increased when the resource you contro] is important, scarce,  and 
nonsubstitutabie,  468.  PART THREE • THE GROUP  At Crude Systems Corporation, engineers are 
impoitmi and powerful. The future of Oracle1 a producer of software for corporate databases, depends on 
its engi nears’ technical expertise and inventiveness. Orade plans to become a major player on the 
information highway and is depending on its engineers to develop the software that wiN make the 
communications and computer systems work together. Oracle’s engineers have already designed software 
that makes video on demand a reality, enabling people to see movies at home at any time on their 
interactive 1’Vs. Shown here is Oracle’s video team testing hookups of computers toWs in a company 
laboratory.  C ‘I’  a a  I  IMPORTANCE If nobody wants what you’ve got, it’s not going to create 
dependency. To create dependency, therefore, the thing(s) you control must be perceived as being 
important. It’s been found, for instance, that organizations actively seek to avoid uncertainty.9 We should, 
therefore, expect that those in-. dividuals or groups who can absorb an organization’s uncertainty will be 
perceived as controlling an important resource. For instance, a study of industrial organizations found that 
the marketing departments in these firms were consistently rated as the most powerful.’° It was concluded 
by the researcher that the most critical uncertainty facing these firms was selling their products. ‘this 
might suggest that during a labor strike, the organizations negotiating representatives have increased 
power, or that engineers, as a group, would be more powerful at Intel than at Procter & Gamble. These 
inferences appear to be generally valid. Labor negotiators do become more powerful within the personnel 
area and the organization as a whole during periods of labor strife. An organization such as Intel, which is 
heavily technologically oriented, is highly dependent on its engineers to maintain its products’ technical 
advantages and quality. And, at Intel, engineers are clearly a powerful group. At Procter & Gamble, 
marketing is the name of the game, and marketers are the most powerful occupational group. These 
examples support not only the view that the ability to reduce uncertainty increases a group’s importance 
and, hence, its power but also that what’s important is situational. It varies between organizations and 
undoubtedly also varies over time within any given organization.  scuicrrv As noted previously, if 
something is plentiful, possession of it will not increase your power. A resource needs to be perceived as 
scarce to create dependency.  This can help to explain how low-ranking members in an organization who 
have important knowledge not available to high-ranking members gain power over the high-ranking 
members. Possession of a scarce resource—in this case, important knowledge—makes the high-ranking 
member dependent on  CHAPTER 12 - POWER AND roiirics  .469  the Thw-ranking member. This a’so 



helps make sense out of behaviors of low- ranking members that otherwise might seem illogical, such as 
destroying the procedure manuals that describe how a ob is done, refusing to train people in their jobs or 
even to show others t’xactly what they do? creating specialized language and terminology that inhibits 
others from understanding their jobs, or operating n secrecy so an activity will appear more complex and 
difficult than it really is.  The scarcity—dependency relationship cab further be seen in the power of 
occupational categories. Individuals in occupations in which the supply of personnel is low relative to 
demand can negotiate compensation and benefit packages far more attractive than can those in 
occupations where there is an abundance of candidates. College adninistrators have no problem today 
finding English instructors. The market for engineering teachers, in contrast, is extremely tight, with the 
demand high and the supply limited, The result is that the bargaining power of engirteeling faculty allows 
them to negotiate higher salarLes, lower teaching loads, and other benefits.  NONSUBSTITUI’ABILJTV 
The more a resource has no viable substitutes, the more power control over that resource provides. This is 
illustrated in a concept we call the elasticity of power.  In economics, considerabie attention is focused on 
the elasticity of deinand, which is defined as the relative responsiveness of quantity demanded to change 
in price. This concept can be modified to explain the strength of power.  Elasticity of power is defined as 
the relative responsiveness of power to change in available alternatives. One’s ability to influence others 
is viewed as being dependent on how these others perceive their alternatives.  As shown n Figure 12-2, 
assume there are two individuals. Mt A’s power eiastièity curve is relatively inelastic. This would 
describe, for example, an employee who believed he had a large number of employment opportunities 
outside his current organization. Fear of being fired  would have only a moderate impact on Mr. A, for  he 
perceives he has a number of other alternatives.  Mr. A’s boss finds that threatefling A with  termination 
has only a minimal impact on influencing  his behavior. A reduction in alternatives  (from X to X — 1) 
only increases the power of A’s  boss slightly (A’ to A”). However, Mr. Ii’s curve is  relatively elastic, He 
sees few other ob opportunities.  His age, education, present salary, or lack of  contacts may severely limit 
his ability to find a  job somewhere else. As a result, Mr. B is dependent  on his present organzzation and 
boss. If B  loses his job (Y to Y — 1), he may face prolonged  unemployment, and it shows itself in the 
increased  power of B’s boss. As long as B perceives  his options as limited and B’s boss holds the  poer 
to terminate his employment, B’s boss wiD  hold considerable powef over him. In such a situation,  it is 
obviously important for B to get his  boss to believe his options are considerably  greater than they re&ly 
are. If this is not achieved,  elosikily of power  The elohve rewomivoness of power lo chooges rn nailoble 
altü.iofives. ;1  Figure 12-2  Elasticity of Power;0]  41C+  PART THREE • THE GROUP  GB in the 
News....  The Power of Subordinates  Watch out from belowl Bosses aren’t the only people in 
organizations with poweL Subordinates have. power too. They can effectively. undermine your 
effectiveness and credibility with:. subtle actions like criticizing you to customers, peers, or bosses, or by 
excluding you from important decisions.  A New York adv&tising executive was hired to manage a major 
consumer-products account. He was chosen over Ms. Drew, an internal candi date, who had developed 
the account’s brand strategy. Naively, the new executive assumed Drew, who was now one of his 
employees, would support him during his first big meeting with the client. He assumed wrong. At the 
meeting, he recommended  against creating an extension of the brand. To hls:shock,’ Drew literally 
slumped in her. chair, undermining him openly. Her efforts thunder-,. mine him didn’t end1there She 
continued to defy.he&t ecutive and hurt his 4ility to perform by using her strong ties to the other ageócy 
pev’ pie he needed. One creative director, for instance,, failed to attend a critical iriteting with one of the 
executive’s big uistomers—’and the agency lost the account; Un-” able to gain credibility with his 
colleagues or clients, the. executive was soon shutttecj... to another assignment. He,, quit a year later. And 
Drew? She got a promotion!  This incident illustrates that when a manager take$ a new job or assignment, 
he ‘or she needs to identify subver siv  subordinates early and take steps to win them over. Jndividual5 
who are particularly likely to become subversives. include subordinates. had unsuccessfully ‘.sougltth 
manager’s ob and close allJes.to the person the new manager is replacing. Also keep’ in mind that it may 
be easter for ‘managers to win over subversives than fire them. These Bendict Arnokisoften ha’e formed 
powerful ‘friendships with senior executives who will protect them in a “shoot-out!’ Moreover,these ties 
with senior executives can be used to convey negative informa‘.tion about the.way their manager is 
performing his or her job.  Based on).E, Rigdon, “Look Out Below  for IJeadly’HitS on Yi.it Career,” 



W,iU Srn’njosimai (May 25. 1994) p. RI.  B places  his fate in the bands of his boss and makes himself 
captive to almost  any demands the boss dcvi ses.  Higher education provides an excellent examp’e of 
how this elasticity  concept operates. In universities wh&Ee, there are strong pressures for the faculty to 
publish, we can say a department head’s power over a faculty member is inversely related to that 
member’s publication record. The more recognition the faculty methber receives through publication, the 
more mobile he or the is. That is, since other universities want faculty who are Nghly published and 
visible, there is an increased demand for his or her services. Although the concept of tenure can act to 
alter this relationship by restricting the departmelt l’wad’s alternatives, those faculty members with little 
or no publications have the least  mobility arid are subject to the greatest influence from their super)rs.  
Identifying Where the Power Is  Mike Cisco got a summer job between his lunior anti senior years in 
co[ltge working in the Lab at Phoenix Lutheran Hospital. As a chemistry major, Mike  had never taken 
any courses in management or organizational behavior. But he  CHAPTER 12 • POWER AND 
POLITICS • 47]  had seen pictures of organization charts before. So on that first day at work,  when the 
assistant in the human resources department gave Mike his orientation  and showed him where the lab fit 
on the hospital1s organization chart, he  felt good. The lab ranked fairly high up on the chart.  After about 
a week or so at the hospital, Mike noticed the lab’s manager  didn’t seem to have near the clout that the 
managers of marketing and finance  had. And what puzzled Mike was that all three managers ranked at 
the same  level on the hospital’s organization chart.  Mike’s first theoiy was that the marketing and 
finance managers were  more aggressive individuals. But that dearly wasn’t the case. It was obvious to  
almost everyone at the hospital that Mike’s manager was smarter, more articulate,  and more forceful than 
the other two managers. So Mike was at a loss to  figure out why the marketing and finance managers 
seemed to be considered  more important than his manager.  Mike got his answer over lunch during that 
second week. Traci Chou, a  summer intern in the admissions office who was also working on her 
master’s  in business administration, clarified it for him. “The organization chart is deceptive.  It doesn’t 
tell you where the power is around here,’ Traci stated. “Ten  years ago, the lab was equal to or maybe 
more important than finance or marketing.  But riot anymore. As competition has set in in the health-care 
industry,  hospitals have had to learn how to cut costs, do more with less, and develop  new sources of 
revenue. This has resulted in expanding the power of departments  like finance and marketing around 
here.”  How do you determine where the power is in an organization at any  given point? We can answer 
this question from both the departmental and individual  manager level.  At the departmental level, 
answers to the following questions will give  you a good idea of how powerful that department is: What 
proportion of the  organization’s top-level managers came up through the department? Is the department  
represented on important interdepartmental teams and committees?  How does the salary of the senior 
manager in the department compare with  others at his or her level? Is the department located in the 
headquartets building?  What’s the average size of offices for people working in the department  
compared to offices in other departments? Has the department grown in number  of employees relative to 
other departments? How does the promcflion rate  for people in the department compare to other units? 
Has the department’s  budget a]location been increasing relative to other departments?1t  At the level of 
the individual manager, be on the lookout for certain  symbols that suggest a managef has power.12 These 
include the ability to intercede  favorably on behalf of someone n trouble in the organization, to  get 
approval for expenditures beyond the budget, to get items on the agenda  at major meetings, and to get 
fast access to top decision makers in the organizatk  in.  — Power Tactics  [his section is a Jogical 
extension of our previous discussions. We’ve reviewed  where power comes from. Now we move to the 
topic of power tactics to p.wer tectics  learn how employees translate their power bases into specific 
actions. Recent Ways nwhkh hdiviuoIc:rcnrnt power research indicates’there are standardized ways by 
which powerholders attempt bt into specifidioth.  to get what they want.13  412. PART THREE • THE 
GROUP  When 165 managers were asked to write essays describing an incident in which they influenced 
their bosses, coworkers, or subordinates, a total of370 power tactics grouped into 14 categories were 
identified. These answer5 were condensed, rewritten into a 58-item questionnaire, and given to over 750 
employees. These respondents were not only asked how they went about influencing others at work but 
also the possible reasons for influencing the target person. The results, which are summarized here, give 
us considerable insight into power tactics—how managerial employees influence others and the 



conditions under which one tactic is cS osen over another.’4  The findings identified seven tactical 
dimensions or strategies:  • Reason: Use of facts and data to make a logical or rational presentation of 
ideas  • Friendliness: Use of flattery creation of goodwill, acting humble, and being friendly prior to 
making a request  • Coalition: Getting the support of other people in the organization to back up the 
request  • Bargaining: Use of negotiation through the exchange of benefits or favors  • Assertiveness: Use 
of a direct and forceful approach such as demanding compliance with requests, repeating reminders, 
ordering individuals  to do what is asked, am! pointing out that rules require compliance  • Higher 
authority: Gaining the support of higher levels in the organization to back up requests  • Sanctions: Use of 
organizationally derived rewards and punishments such as preventing or promising a salary increase, 
threatening to  give an unsatisfactory performance evaluation, or withholding a  • promotion  The 
researchers found that employees do nbt rely on the seven tactics equally. However? as shown in Table 
12-2, the most popular strategy was the use of reason, regardless of whether the infhence was directed 
upward or ;1  Table 72-2 Usage of Power Tactics:  From Mast to  Least Popular;0]  :5 — —  When 
Mwmgers When Mit!gers  Influenced Isfluawid  Supirk& Subordinates  Reasoh tason  Coalition 
Assertiveness  Friendliness Friendliness  Bargoinift9 Coolisio  Assertiveness Bargaining  Higher 
authority HigIwr authority  Sanctions  Most Popular  1:  Leot Popular  ‘Sancbsis -is bniitad in the scde 
ihaL measures upward influence.  Source: Reprinted, by pennissiorl of the ptbtkher, frn Paltern, of 
Manogeriul InAoet,ce Shoup Managers.  Joejicions. and Bystandais, ày D. Kpnis Ma’, 
CrgarqzaPor.alimo&cs Winter 1984), p o2. © 1964  Periodicals DMsion, American Management P 
sacirnion, New York, All rights rose,ved.  CHAPflR 12 • FOWR AND POLITICS • 473  downward. 
Additionally, the researchers uncovered four contingency variables  that affect the selection of a power 
tactic: the manager’s relative power, the  manager’s obectives for wanting to influence, the manager’s 
expectation of the  target personts wiflingnes to comply, and the organization’s culture.  A manager’s 
relative power impacts the selection, of tactics in two ways.  First, managers who control resources that 
are valued by others, or who are perceived  to be in positions of dominance, use a greater variety of 
tactics than do  those with less power. Second, managers with power use’ assertiveness with  greater 
frequency than do those with less power. Initially, we can expect that  most managers will attempt to use 
simple requests and reason. Assertiveness is  a backup strategy, used when the target o influence refuses 
or appears reluctant  to comply with the request. Resistance leads to managers using more directive  
strategies. Typically, they shift from using simple requests to insisting their demands  be met. But the 
manager with relatively little power is more likely to  stop tcying to influence others when he or she 
encounters resistance, because  he or she perceives the costs associated with assertiveness as 
unacceptable.  Managers vary their power tactics in relation to their objectives. When  managers seek 
benefits from a superior, they tend to rely on kind words and  the promotion of pleasant relationships; that 
is, they use friendliness. In comparison,  managers attempting to persuade their superiors to accept new 
ideas  usually rely on reason. This matching of tactics to objectives also holds true for  downward 
influence. For example, managers use reason to sell ideas to subor.  dinates and friendliness to obtain 
favors.  The manager’s expectations of success guide his or her choice of tactics.  When past experience 
indicates a high probability of success, inanagefs use  simple requests to gain compLiance. Where success 
is less predictable, managers  are i-nore tempted to use assertiveness and sanctions to achieve their 
objectives.  Finally, we know that cultures within organizations differ markedly—for  example. some are 
warm, relaxed, and supportive; others are formal and conservative.  The organizational culture in which a 
manager works, therefore, will  have a significant bearing on defining which tactics are considered 
appropriate.  Some cultures encourage the use of friendliness, sume encourage reason, and still  others 
rely on sanctions and assertiveness. So the organization itself will influence  which subset of power 
tactics is viewed as acceptable for use by managers.  Power in Groups: Coalitions  Those “out of power” 
and seeking to be “in” will first try to increase their  power individually. Why spread the spoils if one 
doesn’t have to? But if this  proves ineffective, the alternative is to torn a coalition. There is strength in  
mini bers.  The natural way to gain influence is to become a powerholder. Therefore,  those who want 
power will attempt to build a personal power base. But, in  many instances, this may be difficult, risky, 
costy, or impossible. In such cases,  efforts will he made to form a coalition of two OT more “outs’ wo1 
by joining  together, can combine their resources to increase rewards for themselves)5  Historically, blue-



collar workers in organizations who were unsuccessiul  in bargaining on their own behalf with 
management resorted to labor unions  to bargain for them. In recent years, white-collar employees and 
professionals  have increasingly turned to unions afteT fiiiding it difficult to exert power mdividual  ly to 
attain higher wages and greater lob security.  474.  PART THREE • THE GROUP  Individuals had little 
success in attempting to influenc  e loca state, and federal leg islafion to protect  the rights of those 
suffering from AIDS. However,  codlitions like ACTUP hove successfully increased  pubik awareness 
and lobbied for greater dghts  protection.  What predictions can we make about coalition formation?’6 
First, coalitions in organizations often seek to maximize their size. In political science theory, coalitions 
move the other way—they try to minimize their size. They tend to be just large enough to exert the power 
necessary to achieve their objectives. But legislatures are different from organizations. Specifically, 
decision making in organizations does not end just with selection from among a set of alternatives. The 
decision must also be implemented. In organizations, the implementation of and commitment to the 
decision is at least as important as the decision itself. It’s necessary, therefore, for coalitions in 
organizations to seek a broad constituency to support the coalition’s objectives. This means expanding the 
coalition to encompass as many interests as possible, This coalition expansion to facilitate consensus 
building, of course, is more likely to occur in organizational cultures where cooperation, commitment, 
and shared decision making are highly valued. In autocratic and hierarchically controlled organizations, 
this search for maximizing the coalition’s size is less likely to be sought.  Another prediction about 
coalitions relates to the degree of interdependence within the organization. More coalitions will likely be 
created where there is a great deal of task and resource interdependence. In contrast, there will be less 
interdependence among subunits and less coalition formation activity where subunits are largely self-
contained or resources are abundant.  Finally, coalition formation will he influenced by the actual tasks 
that workers do. The more routine the task of a rnup, the greater the likelihood that coalitions will form, 
The more that the work people do is routine, the greater their substitutability for each other and, thus, the 
greater their dependence. To offset this dependence, they can be expected to resort to a coalition. We see, 
therefore, that unions appeal more to low-skill and nonprofessional workers than to skilled and 
professional types. Of course, where the supply Of skilled and professional employees is high relative to 
their demand or where organizations have standardized traditionally nonroutine jobs, we would expect 
these incumbents to find unionization attractive.  CHAPTER 12 • POWER AND POlITICS  .475  Sexual 
Harassment: Unequal Power  in the Workplace  The issue of sexual harassment got increasing 
attention.by corporations and the media in the 1980s because of the growing ranks of Female employees, 
especially in nontraditional work environments. But it was the congressional hearings in the fall of 1991 
in which law professor Anita Hill graphically accused Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas of 
sexual harassment that challenged organizations to reassess their harassment policies and practices)7  
Legally, sexual harassment is defined as unwelcome advances, requests for sexual favors, and other 
verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature. A 1993 Supreme Court decision helped clarify this 
definition by adding that the key lest for determining if sexual harassment has occurred is whether 
comments or behavior in a work environment ‘would reasonably be perceived, and  sexual harassment 
Unwelcome advances, requests For sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of asexual nature.  
A San Francisco jury awarded Rena Weeks SI. I mihion in punmve damages icr sexual lwrcniiiwir a’ a 
against aker & Mckenzie, the world’s largest low firm. Weeks, a secretary in the law firm, testified that 
her boss, a partner in the firm, harassed her with physical touching and lewd comments. After she 
complained to her superiors, Weeks was transferred to another department and her boss was sent to 
counseling. During the trial, other former employees related similar harassment accounts that they 
reported to their superiors. Although Weeks’ boss testified that his behavior wasn’t done with malice or 
an intent to harm, the jury found him guilty and held the low firm responsible for not taking the 
complaints seriously and taking appropriate action. One juror said of the defense’s testimony, “I got the 
feeling of poweç arrogance, and outright lies.” Shown here is Weeks with her lawyers after the trial.  476• 
___________ PART THREE • TI-IF GROUP  is perceived, as hostile or abusive.’8 But there continues to 
he disagreement as to what specifically constitutes sexual harassment. Organizations have made  
considerable progress in the last few years toward limiting overt forms of sexual harassment of female 
employees. This includes unwanted physical touching, recurring requests for dates ¾-hen it is made clear 



the woman isn’t interested, and coercive threats that a woman will lose her job if she refuses a sexual 
proposition. the problems today are likely to surface around mote subtle forms  of sexual harassment: 
unwanted looks or camments; off-color jokes; sexual artifacts 1 like nude calendars, in the workplace; or 
misinterpretations of where the line between “being friendly” ends and “harassment” begins.  Most 
studies confirm that the concept of power is central to understanding sexual harassment.’9 This seems to 
be true whether the harassment comes from a supervisor, a coworker, or even a subordinate.  The 
supervisor—employee dyad best characterizes an unequal power relationship, where position power gives 
the supervisor the capacity to reward and coerce. Supervisors give subordinates their assignments, 
evaluate their performance, make recommendations for salary adjustments and promotions, and even 
decide whether an employee retains his or her job. These decisions give a supervisor power. Since 
subordinates want favorab’e performance reviews, salary increases, and the like, it’s clear supervisors 
control resources that most subordinates consider important and scarce. It’s also worth noting that 
individuals who occupy high-status roles (like management positions) sometimes believe that sexually 
harassing female subordinates is merely an ettension of their right to make demands on lower status 
individuals. Because of power inequities, sexual harassment by one’s boss typically creates the greatest 
difficulty for those who are being harassed. If there are no witnesses, it is her word against his. Are there 
others this boss has harassed and, if so, will they come forward? Because of the supervisor’s control over 
resources, many of those who are harassed areafraid of speaking out for fear of retaliation by the 
supervisor.  While cowotkers don’t have position power, they can have influence and use it to sexually 
hanss peers. In fact, although coworkers appear to engage in somewhat less severe forms of harassment 
than do supervisors, coworkers are the most frequent perpetrators of sexual harassment in organizations. 
How do coworkers exercise power? Most often it’s by providing or withholding information, cooperation 
and support. For example, the effective performance of most lobs requires interaction and support from 
coworkers. This is especially true nowadays as work is assigned to teams. By threatening to withhold or 
delay providing Information that’s necessary for the successful achievement of your-work goals, 
coworkers can exert power over you.  Although it doesn’t get nearly the attention that harassment by a 
supervisor does, women in positions of- power can be subjected to sexual harassment from males whb 
occupy less powerful positions within the organization. This is usually achieved by the subordinate 
devaluing the woman through highlighting traditional gender stereotypes (such as helplessness, passivity, 
lack of career commitment) that reflect negatively on the woman in power. Why would a subordinate 
engage in such practices? To attempt to gain some OWC! over the higher rahking female or to minimize 
power differentials.  The toptc of sexual harassment is about power. It’s about an individuaL controlling 
O[ threatening another individual. It’s wrong. Moreover, it’s illegal. But you can understand how sexual 
harassment surfaces in organizations if you arl&yzc it in power terms.  CHAPTER 12 • POWER AND 
POLITICS  .477  GB in the News....  Many Companies Are Trying Hard  to Stamp Out Sexual 
Harassment  Sexual harassment No subject in recent  memory has stirred so much confusion. Managers 
and employees are asking basic questions such as: Was it all right to say 1 liked her dress? Is it okay to 
ask him out to lunch to talk about that project? Should I just stop touching anybody, even if it’s only a 
congratulatory pat on the back?  One point that all the experts seem to agree on is that sexual harassment 
is not really about sex. it’s about power—more specifically, the abuse of power.  Ninety percent of 
Fortune 500 companies have dealt with sexual harassment complaints. More than a third have been sued 
at least once, and about a quartet have been sued over and over again.  What are organizations doing to 
eliminate sexual ha-  rassment?. Most are taking a three-prong approach. First, they’re establishing formal 
policies that show the company is serious about the problem. Honeywell, for instance, publicizes its 
policy against sexual harassment in a handbook given to every employee and on posters placed in 
conspicuous places. AT&T warns its employees that they can be fired for repeatedly making unwelcome 
sexual advances, using sexually degrading words to describe someone, or displaying sexually offensive 
pictures or oNects at work. Second, organizations are investing fri training. The most effective training 
appears to be workshops where participants get a chance to talk to each other, instead of just listening to a 
lecture or watching a video. In classe5 where men and women are asked to  compare their impressions of 
the same hypothetical situation, real revelations can occur. Finally, organizations are establishing clear 
procedures for handling complaints when they arise. flpicall>’, employers choose an impartial 



ombudsperson, usually in the human resources department, to hear and investigate charges before lawyers 
get involved. When complaints are found to he legitimate, organiza• Dons then are taking “immediate and 
appropiate acDon!’ Depending on the circumstances, this can range from transferring the ha rassed or the 
harasser to a different department, to docking the harasser a couple of weeks’ pay, to firing the guilty 
party outright.  l3asecl an AR. FLsher, Sexual HarassInern: What to Do,” Foau’,e (Augist 23, 1993), pp. 
S4—88.  Politics: Pawn in Action  When people get together in groups, power will be exerted. People 
want to carve out a niche from which to exert influence, to earn awards, and to advance their careers.2° 
When employees in organizations convert their power into action, we describe them as being engaged in 
politics. Those with good political skills have the ability to use their bases of power effectively.21  
Definition  There has been no shortage of definitions for organizationaL politics. Essentially, however, 
they have focused on the use of power to affect decision making in the organization or on behaviors by 
members that are sell-serving and organizationally nonsanctioned.22 For our purposes, we define political 
behavior in organizations as those activities that We not required as part of one’s formal role in the 
organization, hut that influence, or attempt to influence, the distribution of advantriges and disalvantag.s 
within the orgaiiization.23  pollflcal behavior  Those odivities that we nol required as pan of Ofle5 frmai 
role in the orgariizoffon, Ed that inUcne, r attempt ta iMluen, the distribution vf odvantagis arid 
disadyantaes within tha organization.  418. PART THREE • THE GROUP  This definition encompasses 
key elements from what most people mean when they talk about organizational politics. Political behavior 
is outside ones specified job requirements. The behavior requires sorrie attelTipt to use ones powc’r 
bases. Additionally, our definition encompasses eftorts to influence the goals. criteria, or processes used 
br decision making when wp state that politics is concerned with “the distribution of advantages and 
disadvantages within the organi7ation.” Our definition is broad enough to include such varied P flit— kal 
behaviors as withholding key intorinatiun [rum decision maken, whistle- blowing, spreading rumors, 
leaking confidential information about organizational activities to the media, exchanging favors with 
others in the organization for mutual benefit, and lobbyThg on behalf of or against a particular individual 
or decision alternative. fable l2- provides a quick measure to help you assess how political your 
organization is.  A final comment relates to what has been referred to as the “legitimate—illegitimate 
politic& behavior legitimate” dimension in politkal behavior.24 Legitimate political behavNormal 
everyday politics. ior refers to normal everyday politics—complaining to your supervisor, bypassing the 
chain of command, forming coalitions, obstructing organizational policies or decisions through inaction 
or excessive adherence to rules, and de‘eloping contacts outside the organization through one’s 
piotessional activi— illegitimate pohlical behavior ties. However, there are also illegitimate political 
behaviors that violate Extreme politkol behavior thai violates the the implied rules of the game. Those 
who pursue such extreme activities are implied rules oF the game. often described as individuals who 
play hardball. Illegitimate ativitics include  sabotage. whistle—blowing, and symbolic protests such as 
wearing unorthodox dress or Protest buttons and groups ot employees simultaneously calling in sitk.  Ck-
IVTER 12 • POWER AND POliTICS  .479  The vast majority of all organizational political actions are of 
the legitimate variety, ilie reasons are pragmatic: The extreme illegitimate forms of poutica ? behavior 
pose a very real risk of loss of organizational membership or extreme sanctions against those who use 
them and then fall short in having enou&1 power to ensure they work.  The Reality of Politics  Politics is 
a fact of life in organizations. Peop’e who ignore this Ian of life do so at their own peril. But why, you 
may wonder1 must politics exist? Isn’t it possible for an organization to be politics free? if’s possible, but 
most unlikely.  Organizations are made up of inthviduals and groups with different values, goals, and 
intcnsts,25 This sets tip the potential for conflict over resources. Departmental budgets, space allocations, 
project responsibilities, and salary adjustments are ust a few examples of the resources about whose 
allocation organizational members will disagree.  Resources in organizations are also limited, which often 
turns potential conflict into real conflict. If resources were abundant, then aN the various constituencies 
within the organization could satisfy their goals. But because they are limited, not everyone’s interests 
can be pTovided for. Further, whether true or not, gains by one. individual or group are often perceived as 
being at the expense of others within the organization, These forces create a competition among members 
for the organization’s limited resources.  Maybe the most important factor leading to politics within 
organizations is the realization that niost of the facts” used to alLocate the limited resources ar open to 



interpretation. What, for instance, is good performance? What’s an adequate improvement? What 
constitutes an unsatisfactory job? [he manager of any major 1eaue baseball ream knows a .400 hitter is a 
high performer and a .125 hitter a pour performer. You dent need to he a baseball genius to know ‘cti 
should play your .400 hitter and send the .125 hitter back to the minors. But what ii you have to choose 
between players who hit 280 and .290? Then other factors—less objective onesome into play: fielding 
expertise, attitude, potential, ability to perform under pressure, loyalty to the team, and so on. More 
managerial decisions resemble choosing between a .280 and a .290 hitter than deciding between a .125 
hitter and a .400 hitter. It is in this large and am bguous m:ddie ground of organi.ational life—where the 
facts dont speak for themselves—that politics fiourlsh see Table 12-4 on page 480).  FiHaIy, because 
most decisions have to be made in a climate of ambigu. fly—where facts are rarely fully objective and 
thus are open to interpretation— people within organizations will use whatever influence they can to taint 
the facts to support their goals and interests. That, of course, creates the activities we call politicking.  So, 
to answer the earlier qu stion—1snt it possiMe for an organization to be politics free?—-we can say, Yes, 
if all members of that organization hold the sanw goals and interests; if organizational resources are not 
scarce; and if performance outcomes arc completely clear and obiective. But that doesn’t describe the 
organizational world most ot us live InC  Factors Contributing to Political Behavior  Not all groups or 
organizaEions are equally political. In some organizations, fur instance, jol ii cM ng is overt arid N 
rnpanL; in others, politics plays a small role  + olitics s a fact at life i organizations.  -  480• ____ ___- 
PART THREE •THE GROUP  in influencing outcomes. Why is there this variation? Recent research and 
observation have identilied a numbti ol tactors that appear to encourage political behavior. Some are 
individual characteristics, derived from the unique qualities of the people the organization employs; 
others are a result of the organization’s culture or internal environment. Figure 12-A illustrates how both 
individual anti organizational facton can increase political behavior and provide favorable outcomes 
(increased rewards and averted punishrnents for both individuals and groups in the organization.  
INDIVJDUAL FACTORS At the individual level, researchers have identified certain persoi iality traits, 
needs, aid ot licr factoi s that are likely to be related to political behavior. In terms of traits, we find that 
employees who are high self- monitors, possess an internal locus of C ontrol, and have a high need for 
power are more likely to engage in political hchavior2’  1 he high self-monitor is more sensitive to social 
cues. exhibits higher levels of soc;al Lorlformitv. and is more likely to be highly skilled in political 
behavior than the low self-mcmi tor. Individuals with an internal louis of control, because thes’ believe 
thtv tail control their environment, arc TUUIC prone to take a proactive SLuice and attempt to manipulate 
situations in their favor. And, nut surprisingly, the Machiavellian personalit --which is charac tt’rizt’d by 
the will to manipulate and the desire for power—is conitortahlc using poli—  tics as a means to further 
his or her self-interest.  CHAPTER 2 • POWER AND POLITICS .481  L  —  Additionally, an 
individual’s investment in the organization, perceived alternatives,  and expectations of success will 
influence the degree to which he or  she will pursue illegitimate means of political action.27 The more a 
person has  invested in the organization in terms of expectations of increased future benefits,  the more a 
person has to lose if forced out and the less likely he or she is to  use illegitimate means. The more 
alternative job opportunities an individual  has—due to a favorable job market or the possession of scarce 
skills or knowledge,  a prominent reputation, or influential contacts outside the organization—the  more 
likely he or she is to risk illegitimate political actions. Last, if an  individual has a low expectation of 
success in using illegitimate means, it is Unlikely  he or she will attempt them. High expectations of 
success in the use of illegitimate  means are most likely to be the province of both experienced and  
powerful individuals with polished political skills and inexperienced and naive  employees who misjudge 
their chances.  ORGANIZATIONAI. FACTORS Political activity is probably more a function  of the 
organization’s characteristics than of individual difference variables.  Why? Because many organizations 
have a large number of employees with the  individual characteristics we listed, yet he extent of political 
behavior varies  widely.  While we acknowledge the role that individual differences can play in  fostering 
politicking, the evidence more strongly supports that certain situations  and cultures promote politics. 
More specifically, when an organization’s  resources are declining, when the existing pattern of resources 
is changing, and  when there is opportunity for promotions, polilics is more likely to surface.28  In 
addition, cultures characterized by low trust, role ambiguity, unclear  performance evaluation systems, 



zero-sum reward allocation practices, democratic  decision making, high pressures for performance, and 
se]f-serving senior  managers will create breeding grounds for politicking.2  482.  PART THREE • THE 
GROUP  Exhausted by long hours of daily overtime and weekend work, employees at General Motors’ 
Buick City plant in Flint, Michigan, took to policking to rebel against the company’s decision not to hire 
more permanent employees. Following downsizing layoffs that hebed reduce costs and improve 
competitiveness, GM decided that paying existing employees for overtime was less expensive than the 
combined wage, fringe benefit, and training costs of hiring new workers. But employees said excessive 
overtime hours left them no time to spend with their famthes and that they were literally working 
themselves sick. At one point, more than 1,000 of the 11,500 plant employees were out on sick leave. 
Employees decided to strike in cm attempt to force GM to hire more permanent workers to relieve the 
overtime crush. GM seilled after a three-day walkout, promising to hire 779 more full-time workers.  I  I  
—  When organizations cut back to improve efficiency, reductions in resources have to he made. 
Threatened with the loss of resources, people may engage in political actions to safeguard what they have. 
But any changes, especially those that imply significant reallocation of resources within the organization, 
are likely to stimulate conflict and increase politicking.  Promotion decisions have consistently been 
found to be one of the most political in organizations. The opportunity for promotions or advancement 
encourages people to compete for a limited resource and to try to positively influence the decision 
outcome.  The less trust there is within the organization, the higher the level of pQlitical behavior and the 
more likely the political behavior will be of the illegitimate kind. So high trust should suppress the level 
of political behavior in general and inhibit illegitimate actions in particular.  Role ambiguity means the 
prescribed behaviors of the employee are not clear. There are fewer limits, therefore, to the scope and 
functions of the employee’s political actions. Since political activities are defined as those not required as 
part of one’s formal role, the greater the role ambiguity, the more one can engage in political activity with 
little chance of it being visible.  The practice of performance evaluation is far from a perfected science. 
The more organizations use subjective criteHa in the appraisal, emphasize a single outcome measure, or 
allow significant time to pass between the time of an action and its appraisal, the greater the likelihood an 
employee can get away with politicking. Subjective performance criteria create ambiguity. The use of a 
single outcome measure encourages individuals to do whatever is necessary to  CHAPTER 2 • POWER 
AND POLITICS *483  iook good on that measure, but often at the expense of performing well on  other 
important parts of the job that are being appraised. The amount of tkme  that elapses between an action 
and its appraisal is also a relevant factor. The  longer the time period1 the more unlikely the employee 
will be held accountable  for his or her political behaviors.  The more an organization’s culture 
emphasizes the zero-sum or win-lose  approach to reward allocations, the more employees will be 
motivated to engage  in pçliticking. The zero-sum approach treats the reward pie as fixed so any  gain one 
person or group achieves has to come at the expense of another person  or group. If Twin, you must 1ose 
If $10,000 in annual raises i5 to be distributed  among five employees, then any employee who gets more 
than $2,000  takes money away from one or more of the others. Such a practice encourages  making 
others look bad and increasing the visibility of what you do.  In the last 25 years, there has been a general 
move in North America and  among most developed nations toward making organizations less autocratic.  
Managers in these organizations are being asked to behave more democratically.  They’re told they 
should allow subordinates to advise them on decisions  and should rely to a greater extent on group input 
into the decision process.  Such moves toward democracy, however, are not necessarily embraced by all  
individual managers. Many managers sought their positions in order to have  legitimate power so as to be 
able to make unilateral decisions. They fought hard  and often paid high persona[ costs to achieve their 
influential positions. Sharing  their power With others runs directly against their desires. The result is that  
managers—especially those who began their careers in the 1950s and 1960s—  may use the required 
committees, conferences, and group meetings in a superficial  way, as arenas for maneuvering and 
manipulating.  The more pressure that employees feel to perform well, the more likely  they are to engage 
in politicking. When people are held strictly accountable for  outcomes, this puts great pressure on them 
to look good. If a person perceives  his or her entire career is riding on next quarter’s sales figures or next 
month’s  plant productivity report, there is motivation to do whatever is necessary to  make sure the 
numbers come out favorably.  • Finally, when employees see the people on top engaging in political 



behavior,  especially when they dO so successfully and are rewarded for it1 a climate  is created that 
supports politicking. Politicking by top management, in a  sense, gives permission to those lower in the 
organization to play politics by  implying that such behavior is acceptable.  Impression Management  We 
know that people have an ongoing interest in how others perceive and  evaluate them. For example, North 
Americans spend billions of doNars on  diets, health club memberships, cosmetics and plastic surgery—
all intended to  make them more attractive to others.3° Being perceived positively by others  should have 
benefits for people in organizations. It might, for instance, help  ihem initially to get the jobs they want b 
an organization and, once hired, to  get favorable evaluations, superior salary increases, and more rapid 
promotions.  In a political context, it might help sway the distribution of advantages  in their favor.  The 
process by which individuals attempt to control the impression oth- ilipreisiDs manugement  ers form of 
them is called impression management.31 It’s a subfect that lbepotessbywhithindMduiihltemptlo only 
quite recently has gained the attention of 013 researchers.32 oitroltheJntpreonoIhersIocmoftbeit.  AAa 
PART THREE • THE GROUP  From Concepts to Skilit  Politicking  Forget, for a moment, the ethics of 
politick. ing and any negative impressions you may have of people who engage in organizational politics. 
If you Wanted to be m&epoliticaily adept in your organization,, what could yot. do? The following eight 
suggestions are likely to improve your political effectiveness.13  1. Frame arguments in turns of 
organizational goals. Effective politicking requires camoCflaging your self-interest. No matter that your 
objective is self-serving; all the arguments you marshal in support of it must be framed in terms of the 
benefits that will accrue to the orpnization. People whose actions appear to blatantly fwther their own 
interests at the expense of the organization’s are almost universally denounced, are likely to lose 
influence, and often suffer the ultimate penalty of being expelled from the organization.  2. Develop the 
ñgt image. If you know your organization’s culture, you understand what the organization wants and 
values from its employees—in terms of dress, associates to cultivate and those to avoid, whether to 
appear risk taking or risk aversive, the preferred leadership style, the importance placed on getting along 
well with others, and so forth. Then you are equipped to project the appropriate image. Because the 
assessment of your performance is not a fully obiective process, style as well as substance must be 
attended to.  3. Gain conttol oforganizativrw1 resources. The control of organizational resources that are 
scarce and important is a source of power. Knowledge and expertise are particularly effective resources to 
control. They make you more valuable to the organization, and therefore more likely to gain security, 
advancement, and a receptive audience for your ideas.  4. Make yowseif appear indispers able. Since 
we’re dealing with appearances rather than objective facts, you can enhance your power by appearing to 
be indispensable. That is, you don’t have to really be indispensable as long as key people in the 
organization believe you are- If the organization’s prime decision makers believe there is no ready 
substitute for what you ace giving the  organization, they are likely to go to great Lengths to ensure your 
desires are satisfied.  .5. Be vWble. Since performance eviluation has a substantial sub jective component, 
its mi portan  your boss and those in power in the orgiinization be made aware of your contribution. 11 
you are lortuhate enough to have a job that.bringi your accomplishments to the atteption of others, it may 
not be necessary to take direct measures to im crease your visibility. But yourjcb may require you to 
handle activities that are low in visibility, or your specific contribution may be indistinguishable because 
you’re part of a team endeavor. In such cases—without appea ring to be too ring your own horn or creat 
pig the ifliage of a btaggart-you’Ll want to call attention tq yourself by highlighting your successes in 
routine reports, having satisfied customers relay their appreciation to senior executives in your 
organization, being seen at sodal functions being active in your professional associations, developthg 
powerful -. allies who speak positively about your accomplishments, and sithilar tactics. Of course, 
theskilledpolitician actively and successfully lobbies to get those projects that will increase his. or her 
visibility.  6. Develop power-fid allies. It helps to have powerFul people in your,cainp. Cultivate contacts 
with potentially influentiaL people above you, at your oWt level, and hi tht lower ranks. They.can provide 
you with important information that may not be ayailable through normal channels. Additionally, there 
will he times when decisions will he made in favor of those with the greatest support. Having powerful 
allies can provide you with a coalition of support if and when you need it.  7. Avoid “tainted” members. 
Almost every organization has fringe members whose status is questionable.’Their performancc and/or 
loyalty Is suspect. Keep yOur distance from such individuals, Given the. reaiity that effectiveness has a 



large subjective component, your own effEctiveness might be called into question if. you’re rceived as 
being too closely associated with tainted members.  8. Support your boss. Your immediate future is in the 
hands of your current boss. Since he or she evaluates yOur performance, you will typically want to do 
whatever is necessary to have your boss on your side. You should make every effort to help your boss 
succeed, make her look good, support her,if she is undeT siegt, and spend the tine to find out what criteria 
she will be using to assess your effectiveness. Pont undermine your boss. And don’t speak negatively of 
her to others.  CHAPTER 12 • POWER AND PQiTICS •485  Is everyone concerned with impression 
management (IM)? N& Who,  then, might we predict to engage in ]M? No surprise here! lUs our oM 
friend,  the high self-monitor34 [ow seIi-rnorntors tend to present images of themselves  that are 
consistent with their persoriaLiUes, regardless of the beneficiaL or  detrimental effects for them. In 
contrast, high self-monitors are good at reading  situations and molding their appearances and behavior to 
fit each situation.  Given that you want to control the impression others form’ ofyou, what  techniques 
could you use? Table fl-5 summarizes some of the more popular IM  techniques arid provides an example 
of each. ;1  Table 12-5 Impression Mann gement (IMJ loch niques;0]  Agreeing with someone eis&s 
opinion n order o gain his of her opprova). Exornp(s: A mancgr tefl5 hs boss, “You’re obs*tely right on 
your reorganization plan for the western regional office, couldn’t agreewith you more. -  Excuses  
ExpLanatierns of a pfedcament<reating even[amed at minimizing the apparent severity of the 
predcoment. -  Exompte; Soles manager to boss, “We loiled to get the ad in the paper on time, buf no one 
responds to those ads anyway’  Apologies  Admitting responsibility or an undesirable event and 
simultaneously seeking to get a pardon for the chon.  Example: Employee to boss, “I’m sorry made a 
mistake on the report. Please forgive me.”  Acclaiming  Explanation o[ favorabLe events to max;mze the 
desirabLe implications for-oneself.  Example: A s&esperson informs a peer, “The sales in our division 
have nearly tripled  since I was hired.”  Flattery  Complimenting others about jhejr:yirjj in on effort to 
make oneself appear perceptive and ikable.  Exaniple: New sales trainee to peer, You ‘handled th& 
client’s compl&nt so tacifully could never have hand’ed that as wøll as you-did”  Povors  Doing 
sornethin9 nice for someone )o gain that person’s approval  Example: Salesperson to ‘prospective cLient, 
I’ve got two (‘ekets tothe theotertonight  that I cant use Take them Consider to thank you for toking the 
hme to talk with  Association.Enhdncing  or.frotectngore’s image by managing information about people 
and thin9s with which one is .associated  Example: A job applicant says tc on inteMewer, uWhotc 
coincidence. Your bess and [were roommates in cohege.’.  Source: Based on SR.’ Schienker, rnpression 
Manrigerne& (Montcey, CA: Brocrks/CoI, I 98q, WI. Gardner and Mi. Maiinko. impression Manegeineni 
in Oc0nniioiioris,” Journal c,!Mnrrngemeot (June 988, p.332 nô RB. CoIdini, “IndirectIaaics& Irnge 
Manoemen;: Beynnd Basking,” in R.A Giocdone and P R,senfed eds.), hnprcssioa Management !Ji the 
Q(ges,!zo$on HiNsdoI NJ: biboum,  -1989). pp. 45—71.  Conformity  486• _______________ PART 
THREE • THE GROUP  Keep in mind that IM does not imply the impressions people convey are 
necessarily false (although, of course, they sometimes are).3S Excuses and acclaiming, for instance, 
maybe offered with sincerity. Referring to the examples used in Table 12-5, you can actually believe ads 
contribute little to sales in your region or that you are the key to the tripling of your division’s sales. But 
misrepresentation can have a high cost. If the image claimed is false, you may be discredited.36 If you cry 
wolf once too often, no one is likely to believe you when the wolf really comes. So the impression 
manager must be cautious not to be perceived as insincere or manipulative.3’  Are there situations where 
individuals are more likely to misrepresent themselves or more likely to get away with it? Yes—
situations that are characterized by high uncertainty or ambiguity.38 These situations provide relatively 
little information for challenging a fraudulent claim and reduce the risks associated with 
misrepresentation.  Only a limited number of studies have been undertaken to test the effectiveness of IM 
techniques, and these have been essentially limited to determining whether EM behavior is related to job 
interview success. This makes a particularly relevant area of study because applicants are clearly 
attempting to present positive images of themselves and there are relatively objective outcome measures 
(written assessments and typicallys hire—don’t hire recommendation).  The evidence is that IM behavior 
works.39 In one study, for instance, interviewers felt that those applicants for a position as a customer 
service representative who used IM techniques performed better in the interview, and they seemed 
somewhat more inclined to hire these people.4° Moreover, when the researchers considered applicants’ 



credentials, they concluded it was the IM techniques alone that influenced the interviewers. That is, it 
didn’t seem to matter if applicants were well or poorly qualified. If they used IM techniques, they did 
better in the interview.  Another employment interview study looked at whether certain lM techniques 
work better than others41 The researchers compared applicants who  V. Cheryl Womack owns V(V a 
compcny that sells insurance to 8,600  independent truckers. She expects her 10 employees to give 1 10 
percent  to their jobs. They must be willing to come in early frequendy and work  late during a crunch. 
Womack asks employees to write personal mission  statements detailing their gods and to assess their 
progress annually. She  depends on employee suggestions that help customers to fuel her company’s  
growth. When Womack interviews job candidates, she is more interested  in attitudes that relied passion, 
flexibility, and ex(dement than  in job credentials. Suppose you want to work for VCW. Which tediniques  
of impression management would you use to influence Womack to hire 1,  you?  CHA[TER 12 • POWER 
AND POLITICS • 487  used 1M techniques that focused the conversation on themselves (called a 
contrnlling  style) to applicants who used techniques that focused on the interviewer  (referred to as a 
submissive style). The researchers hypothesized that apulicants  who used the controlling style would be 
more effective because of the implicit  expectations inherent in employment intervivws. We tend to 
expect lob applicants  to use self-eHhancernent, self-promotion, and other active controlling  techniques 
in an interview because they reflect self-confidence and initiative.  The researchers predicted these active 
controlling techniques would work better  for applicants than submissive tactics Like conforming their 
opinions to  those of the interviewer and offering favors to the interviewer. The results con-  finned the 
researchers’ predictions. Those applicants who used the controlling  style were rated higher by 
interviewers on factors such as motivation, enthusiasm,  and even technical skills—and they received 
more job offers.  Defensive Behaviors  Organizational politics includes protection of self-interest as well 
as promotion.  Individuals often engage in reactive and protective “defensive” behaviors  to avoid action, 
blame, or change.12 This section discusses common varieties of  defensive behaviors, classified by their 
objective. def?nve hehaviws  aeL1we and proieaive bahaviors to ovoia  AVOIDING ACTION 
Sometimes the best political strategy is to avoid ac— &hon, b1am or (hqIqt  tion. That is, the best action 
is no action! However, role expectations typically  dictate that one at least give the impression of doing 
something. Here are six  popular ways to avoid action:  1. Overconforining. You strictly interpret your 
responsibility by saying  things like, “The rules clearly state . . .“ or °1hi•s is the way we’ve always  done 
it. Rigid adherence to rules, policies, and precedents  avoids the need to consider the nuances of a 
particular case,  2. PQssing the buck. You transfer responsibility for the execution of a task  or decision to 
someone else.  3. Piiiying dumb, This is a form of strategic h&plessness. Vou avoid an un  wanted task by 
fal5ely pleading ignorance or inability.  4. Depersonalization. You treat other people as objects or 
numbers, distancing  yourself from problems and avoiding having to consider the  idiosyncrasies of 
particular people or the impact of events on them.  Hospital physicians often refer to patients by their 
room number or  disease in order to avoid becoming too personally involved with them.  5. Stretchirg and 
smoothing. Stretching efers to prolonging a task so you  appear to be occupied—for example, you turn a 
two-week task into a  four-month job. Smoothing refers to covering up fluctuations in effort  or output. 
Roth these practices are designed to make you appear continually  busy and productive.  6. Stalling. This 
foot-draggillg tactic requires you to appear more or less  supportive publicly while doing little or nothing 
privately.  AVOIDING BLAME What can you do to avoid blame for actual or anticipated  negative 
outcomes? You can try one of the foliowing six tactics:  1. Bnffing. This is a nice way to refer to covering 
your rear. It describes the  practice of rigorously documenting activity to project an image of  competence 
and thoroughness. “I can’t provide that information unless  I get a formal written requisition from you” is 
an example.  488. PART THREE • THE GROUP  2. P1ayng safe. This encompasses tactics designed to 
evade situations that may reflect unfavorably on you. It includes taking on only profrets with a high 
probability of success, having risky decisions approved by superiors, qualifying expressions of udgment 
and taking neutral positions in conflicts.  3. Justifying. This tactic includes developing explanations that 
lessen your responsibility for a negative outcome anther apologizing to  demonstrate remorse.  4. 
Scapegoidng. This is the classic effort to place the blame tar a negative outcome on external factors that 
are not entirely blameworthy. “1 would have had the paper in on time but my computer went down— and 
I lost everything—the day before the deadline.”  5. Misrepresenting. This tactic involves the manipulation 



of information by distortion, embellishment, deception, selective presentation, or obfuscation.  6. 
Escalation of commitment. One way to vindicate an initially poor decision and a failing course of action 
is to escalate support for the decision. By further increasing the, commitment of resources to a previous 
course of action, you indicate that the previous decision was not wrong. When you “threw good money 
after bad,” you demonstrate  confidence in past actions and consistency over time.  AVOIDING 
CHANGE Finally, there are two forms of defensiveness he— quently used by people who feel personally 
threatened by change:  1. Resisting change. This is a catch-all name for a variety of behaviors, including 
some forms of overconforming, stalliHg, playing safe, and misrepresenting.  2. Protecting turf. This is 
defending your territory from encroachment by others. As one purchasing executive commented, “Tell 
the people in  production that it’s our job to talk with vendors, not theirs.”  EFFECTS OF DEFENSIVE 
BEHAVIOR In the short run, extensive use of defensiveness may well promote an individw*l’s self-
interest. lint in the long run, it more often than not becomes a liability. This is because defensive behavior 
frequently becomes chronic or even pathological over time. People who constantly rely on defensiveness 
find that, eventually, it is the only way they know how to behave. At that point they lose the trust and 
support of their peers. bosses, subordinates, and clients. In moderation, however, defensive behavior can 
be an effective device for surviving and flourishing in an organization because it is often deliberately or 
unwittingly encouraged by management.  In terms of the organization, defensive behavior tends to reduce 
effectiveness. In the short run, defensiveness delays decisions, increases interpersonal and intergroup 
tensions, reduces risk taking, makes attributions and evaluations unreliable, and restricts change efforts. 
In the long term, defensiveness leads to organizational rigidity and stagnation, detachment from the 
organization’s environment, an organizational culture that is highly politicized, and low employee morale.  
The Ethics of Behaving Politically  We conclude our discussion of politics by providing some ethical 
guidelines for political behavior. While there are no clear-cut ways to differentiate ethical from unethical 
politicking, there are some questions you should consider.  CHAPTER 12 • POW[R AND POlITICS  
•489  Figure 12-4 illustrates a decision tree to guide ethical actions.43 The first question you need to 
answer addresses self-interest versus organizational goals. Ethical actions are consistent with the 
organization’s goals. Spreading untrue rumors about the safety of a new product introduced by your 
company, in order to make that product’s design team look bad, is unethical. However, there may be 
nothing unethical if a department head exchanges favors with her division’s purchasing manager in order 
to get a critical contract processed quickly.  The second question concerns the rights of other parties. If 
the department head described in the previous paragraph went down to the mail room during her lunch 
hour and read through the mail directed to the purchasing manager—with the intent of “getting something 
on him” so he’ll expedite your contract—she would be acting unethically. She would have violated the 
purchasing manager’s right to privacy.  The final question that needs to be addressed relates to whether 
the political activity conforms to standards of equity and justice. The department head who inflates the 
performance evaluation of a favored employee and deflates the evaluation of a disfavored employee—
then uses these evaluations to justify giving the former a big raise and nothing tothe latter—has treated 
the disfavored employee unfairly.  Unfortunately, the answers to the questions in Figure 12-4 are often 
argued in ways to make unethical practices seem ethical. Powerful people, for example, can become very 
good at explaining self-serving behaviors in terms of the organization’s best interests. Similarly, they can 
persuasively argue that unfair actions are really fair and just. Our point is that immoral people can justify 
almost any behavior. Those who are powerful, articulate, and persuasive are most vulnerable because they 
are likely to be able to get away with unethical practices successfully. When faced with an ethical 
dilemma regarding organizational politics, try to answer the questions in Figure 12.4 truthfully. And if 
you have a strong power base, recognize the ability of power to corrupt. Remember, it’s a lot easier for 
the powerless to act ethically, for no other reason than they typically have very little political discretion to 
exploit.  1  490• PART THREE • THE GPOU[  Summary and Implications  for Managers  If you want to 
get things done in a group or organization, it helps to have power. As a manager who wants to maximize 
your power, you will want to increase others’ dependence on you. You can, for instance, increase your 
power in relation to your boss by developing knowledge or a skill he needs and for which he perceives no 
ready substitute. But power is a two-way street. You will not be alone in attempting to build your power 
bases. Others, particularly subordinates, wilL be seeking to make you dependent on them. The result is a 



continual battle. While you seek to maximize others’ dependence on you, you will be seeking to minimize 
your dependence on others. And, of course, others you work with will be tr5’ing to do the same.  Few 
employees relish being powerless in their ob and organization. It’s been argued, for instance? that when 
people in organizations are difficult, argumentative, and temperamental it may be because they are in 
positions of powerlessness, where the performance expectations placed on them exceed their resources 
and capabilities.44  There is evidence that people respond differently to the various power bases,45 
Expert and referent power are derived front an individual’s personal qualities. In contrast, coercion, 
reward, and legitimate power are essentially organizationally derived. Since people are more likely to 
enthusiastically accept and commit to an individual who they admire or whose knowledge they respect 
(rather than someone who relies on his or her position to reward or coerce them), the effective use of 
expert and referent power should lead to higher employee performance, commitment, and satisfaction. In 
fact, expert power has been found to be the most strongly and consistently related to effective employee 
performance.46 For example, in a study of five organizations, knowledge was the most effective base for 
getting others to perform as desired.47 Competence appears to offer wide appeal, and its use as a power 
base results in high performance by group members. The message here for managers seems to be: 
Develop and use your expert power base! -  The power of your boss may also play a jole in determining 
your job satisfaction. “One of the reasons many of us like to work for and with peopte who are powerful 
is that they are generally more pleasant.—not because it is their native disposition, but because the 
reputation and reality of being powerful permits them more dtscretion and more ability to delegate to 
others.”48  The effective manager accepts the political nature of organizations, fly assessing behavior in a 
political framework, you can better predict the actions of others and use this information to formulate 
political strategies that will gain advantages for you and your work unit.  We can only speculate at this 
time on whether organizational politics is positively related to actual performance. However, there seems 
to be ample evidence that good poiitical skills are positively related to high performance evaluations and, 
hence, to salary irnreases and promotions. We can comment more confidently on the relationship between 
politics and employee satisfaction. The more political that employees perceive an organization to be, the 
lower their satisfaction.49 However, this conclusion needs to be moderated to reflect the employees’ level 
in the organization.5° Lower ranking empLoyees, who Lack the power base and the means of influence 
needed to benefit from the political game, perceive organizationaL politks as a source of frustration and 
indicate  CHArTER 12 • POWER AND POLITICS • 49  lower satisfaction. But higher ranking 
employees, who are In a better position  to handle political behavior and benefit from it, don’t tend to 
exhibit this negative  attitude.  A final thought on organizational politics: Regardless of level In the  
organization, some people are fust significantly more politically astute than are  others. While there is 
little evidence to support or negate the following conclusion,  it seems reasonable that the politically naive 
or inept are likely to exhibit  lower job satisfaction than their politically astute counterparts. The 
politically  naive and inept tend to feel continually powerless to influence those decisions  that most affect 
them. They look at actions around them and are perplexed at  why they are regularly shafted by 
colleagues, bosses and the so-called system.  For Review  1. What is power? Now is it different from 
leadership?  2. Contrast power tactics with power bases. What are some of the key  contingency variables 
that determine which tactic a powerhoicler is  likely to use?  3. Which of the five power bases lie with the 
individual? Which are de  rived from the organization?  4. State the general dependency postulate. What 
does it mean?  5. What’s the “elasticity of power” concept?  6. What is a coalition? When is it likely to 
develop?  7. How are power and politics related?  8. Define political behavior. Why is politics a fact of 
life in organizations?  9 What factors contribute to political activity?  10. Define sexual harassment. Who 
is most likely to harass a female employee:  her boss, coworker, or subordinate?  — Far Discussion  1. 
Based on the information presented inthis chapter, what would you  do as a recent college graduate 
entering a new job to maximize your  power and accelerate your career progress?  2. “More powerful 
managers are good for an organization. It is the powerless,  not the powerful, who are the ineffective 
managers.” Do you  agree or disagree with this statement? Discuss.  3. Youre a sales representative for an 
international software company.  After foui excellent years, sales in your territory are off 30 percent this  
year. Describe three defensive responses you might use to reduce the  potential negative consequences of 
this decline in sales.  4. “Sexual harassment should riot be tolerated at the workplace.” “Workplace  



romances are a natural occurrence in organizations.” Are both of  these statements true? Can they be 
reconciled?  S. Which impression management techniques have you used? What ethical  implications are 
there, if any, in using impression management?  Nick is a talented television camera opera- tot He has 
worked on a number of popuhit television shows—-incJuding Designing Women, L.A. Law, and 
Northern EAposure—over a ten- year period. But he’s had trouble keeping those iobs. While most other 
camera operators and production employees are rehired from one season to the next, Nick seems to never 
get called back for a second year. [t isn’t that Nick isn’t competent. Quite the contrary. His technical 
knowledge and formal éducation are typically more impressive than the direc. tors he works for. Nick’s 
problem is that he frequently disagrees with the camera angles that directors want him to set up, and he 
has no qualms about expressing his displeasure to those directors. He also feels some need to offer 
unsolicited suggestions to directors and producers o” how camera placements and shots can be improved.  
Roy is also a camera operator. Like Nick, Roy.sees directors and producers regularLy making decisions 
he doesn’t agree with. But Roy holds his tongue and does what he’s told. He recently finished his sixth 
straight year as the lead camera operator on one of television’s most successful situation comedies.  Roy 
gets it. Nick doesn’t. Nick has failed to recognize the reality that organizations are political systems. And 
while Roy is secure in his job, Nick’s career continues to suffer because of his poiltica] naiveté.  ft would 
be nice if alL organizations or formal groups within organizations could be described in. such terms as 
supportive, harmonious, obfectivc; trusting, collaborative, or cooperative. A nonpolitical perspçctive can 
lead one to believe that employees will always behave in ways consistent with the mterests of the 
organization and that competence and high performance will always be rewarded. In contrast, a political 
view can explain much of what iThiy eCm to be j-rational behavior n organizations.  4.  It can help to 
explain, for instance, why employees Withhold information, restrict output, attempt to build empires, 
publicize their successes, hide their failures, distort perfbrmance figures to make themselves look bettei 
nd engage in sirnif at activities that appear té be odds Mth the organization’s desire for effectiveness and 
efficiency.  For those who want tangible evidence that It’s a political jungle out there in the 
real:wOrld,féf’s look at two studies. The first analyzed what it takes to get promoted fast in organizations. 
The second addressed the petformänce appraisal process.  As previously described in Chapter 1, Luthans 
and his associates* studied more than 450 managers. They found thatthcse managers engaged in four 
managerial activities: traditional management (decision making, planning, and controlling); 
communication (exchanging routine information and processing paperwork); human resource 
management (motivating, disciplining, managing conflict, staffing, and training); and networking 
(soca1izing, polttickhig, and interacting with outsiders)- Those managers who got promoted fastest spent 
48 percent of their tine networking. The average managers spent most of their efforts on traditional 
management and communication activities and only 19 percent of their time networking. We suggest that 
thi5 provides strong evidence of the importance that social and political skills play in getting ahead in 
organizations.  Longenecker and his associates** held in-depth interviews with 60 upper-level executives 
to find out what went into performance ratings. What they found was that executives frankly admitted to 
de]iberately manipulating formal appraisals for political purposes. Accuracy was not a primary concern of 
these exenitves. Rather, they manipulated the appraisal results in an intentional and systematic man- net 
to get the outcomes they wan’ted.  ‘P. Luthans, kM. Ilodgetti, and S,A. ]Losenkrantz, !&UManJgers 
(Cam. bridge, MA: 13ailingi, 1988).  **(:Q. Longeneck.r. D.A. Gioia, and H.P. SLms Jr., “Behind the 
Mask:  The Politics cLr Employee Appraisal” Academy of Mwiogement Exmjtiv (AiiguO 1987), pp. l83-
94.  It’s a Political JUj Out There!  Corporate Politics:  What You SO Is  What You Get!  Organizational 
behavlox currently appers to be undergoing a period of fascination with workplace politics. Ptoponents 
argue that politics is inevitable in organizations, that power struggles, alliance formations, strategic 
maneuverings, and cutthroat actions are as endemic to organizational life as are planning, organizing, 
leading, and controlling.  But is organizational politics inevitable? A recent study Suggests that it’s more 
myth and interpretation than reality. One hundred and eighty experienced managers (92 men and 88 
women) completed questionnaires for the study. They analyzed a series of decisions and indicated the 
degree to which they thought the decisions were influenced by politics. They also completed a measure 
that assessed political inevitability. This included items such as “Politics is a normal part of any decision-
snaking process” and “Politics can have as many helpful outcomes for the organizations aS harmful 



ones.” Additionally, the questionnaire asked respondents their beliefs about power and control in the 
world at largt lii nally, respondents provided data on their Income, job responsibilities, and years of 
tnanagerial exeri. ence.  The study found that beliefs about politics affected how respondents perceived 
organizational events. Those managers who held strong beliefs in politics’ inevitability tended to see their 
own organization and the decision situations in the questionnaire in highly political terms. Moreover, 
there was evidence suggesting that these beliefs encompass not only beliefs about politics, but also about 
power and control in the world at large Managers who viewed the world as posing difficult and complex  
• problems and ruled by tuck also tended to percelyc events as highly politicized. That is, they perceived  
• Organizatiofls. as part of a disordeily and unprc  • 4*P,le.wodd whçre politics is inevitable.  • 
Urterestiugly, not: all managers saw organizations  as political jungles. It was typically the inexperi:  • 
encédnianagers, with lower incomes and more urnite4. responsibilities, who held this view. The 
researchers.. concluded that because junior managers Often Jack clear, understandings of how 
organizatipns. really work, they tend to interpret events as irrational. It’s through their attempts to make 
sense of theirsituations that these junior managers may cOrn tomake political attributions.  This study 
attempted to determine whether the corporate politica! jungle is myth, reality, or a matter of 
interpretation. The popular press often presents the political jungle as the dominant corporate reality 
where gamesmanship and manipulation are key to survival. However, the findings of this study suggest 
that a manager’s political reality is somewhat mythical in nature, partially constructed thrOugh his or her 
beliefs about politics’ inevitahil fly and about power and control in the world. More specifically, it’s the 
inexperienced managers—-those who likely hold the fewest and least accurate interpretation of 
organizational events—who perceive the extent of organizational politics to be greatest.  So if there is a 
corporate political jungle, it appears to be mostly in the eyes of the young and inexperienced. Because 
they tend to have less unckrstanciing of organizational processes and less power to inllOence outcomes, 
they are more likely to see organizations through a political lens. More experienced and higher ranking 
managers., on the contrary, are more likely to see the corporate political jungle as a myth.    How Political 
Am You?  To determine your political tendencies, answer the following questions. Check the answer that 
best represents your behavior or belief, even if that particular behavior or belief is not present all the time.  
Tme False  1. You should make others feel important through an  open appreciation of their ideas and 
work  2. Because people tend to judge you when they first  meet you, always try to make a good first 
impression.  3. Try to let others do most of the talking, be sympathetic  to their problems, and resist 
telling people they are  totally wrong.  4. Praise the good traits of the people you meet and always  give 
people an opportunity to save face if they are  wrong or make a mistake.  5. Spreading false rumors, 
planting misleading information,  and backstabbing are necessary, if somewhat unpkasant,  methods to 
deal with your enemies.  6. Sometimes it is necessary to make promises you know  you will not or cannot 
keep.  7. It is important to get &ong with everybody, even with  those who are generally recognized as 
windbags, abrasive,  or constant complainers.  8. It is vital to do favors for others so you can call in these  
bUs at times when they will do you the most good.  9. Be willing to compromise, partinilarly on issues 
that are  minor to you, but major to others.  10. On controversial issues, it is important to delay or  avoid 
your involvement if possible.  Turn to page A-29 for scoring directions and key.  Source Ti. Byrries, 
&The Political Behavior lnventoiy.’ With permission.  • Working With Others Exercise  Understanding 
Power Dynamics  1. Creation of groups  Students turn in a dollar bill to the instructor and are divided into 
three groups based on criteria given by the instructor, assigned to their workplaces, and instuucted to read 
the rules and task below. The mbney is divided into thirds, giving two-thirds of it to the top group, one-
third to the middle group, and none to the bottom group.  CHAPTER 12 • POWER AND POLITICS 
______________ •495  2. Conduct exercise  Groups go to their assigned workp’aces and have 30 minutes 
to  complete their tasks.  Rules  a. Members of the top group are f[ee to enter the space of either of  the 
other groups and to communicate whatever they wish, whenever  they wish. Members of the middle 
group may enter the space  of the lower group when they wish but must request permission to  enter the 
top group’s space (which the top group can refuse). Memhers  of the lower group may not disturb the top 
group in any way  unless specifically invited by the top. The lower group does have  the right to knock on 
the door of the middle group and request  permission to communicate with them (which can also be 
refused).  b. The members of the top group have the authority to make any  change in the rules they wish, 



at any time, with or without notice.  Tasks  a. Top Group: To be responsible for the overall effectiveness 
and  learning from the exercise, and to decide how to use its money.  b. Middle Group: To assist the Top 
Group in providing for the overall  welfare of the organization, and to decide how to use its money.  c. 
Bottom Group: To identify its resources and to decide how best to  provide for learning nd the overall 
effectiveness of the organiiation.  3. Debriefing  Each of the three groups chooses two representatives to 
go to the  front of the class and discuss the following questions:  a. Summarize rhat occurred within and 
between the three groups.  b. What are some of the differences between being in the TOp Group  versus 
being in the Bottom Group?  c. What can we learn about power from this experience  d. How accurate do 
you think this exercise is to the reality of resource  allocation dedsions in large organizatons?  Source; 
Thk exercise isadapteci from L, Bohnan nd I.E. LkaL Enhange, Vol.3 No.4 U979). pp. 38—42.  With 
permission.  •EtIiicaI.DII  Ethics in the Use of Power ;1  if;0]  Eercise  Is it true that power corrupts and 
absolute power corrupts absolutely? Or is it that power corrupts, but lack of power corrupts absolutely? 
These concerns beg this question: Is it unethical for organizational members to use power? Many 
contemporary behavioral scientists would argue it isn’t. They note that power is a natura’ part of human 
interactions—”we influence, or try to influence, other people every day under all sorts of conditions”—
that carries into organizational 1ife*  Power really has two faces: one negative and the other positive.** 
The negative side is associated with abuse—when1 fnr example, powerholders cx-  496• PAT THREE • 
THE GROuP  ploit others or use their power to merely accumulate status symbols. The postñve side s 
characterized by a concern for group goals, helping the group to formulate its goals, and providing group 
members with the suppoit they need to achieve those goals.  If you accept that using power s not unethical 
per e, then we should fur-.  ther inquire: Are certam ba.5es of power more. ethca] than others? For 
instance, is reward power always more ethical’y preferable to coercive power? Is expertise preferable to 
legitimate power? What do you think?  [)C McCIe[]and and Dli. Burnharri, “Power Is the Great 
Motivatur” Hannjrd BucMess Review March..  April 1976), pp. 100—10.  bLd. ;1  CASE  INCIDENT;0]  
Damned if You Do; Damnedif You Don’t  Fran Gilson has spent 15year witk the Thompson Grocery 
Company. Starting out as a part-time cashier while attending college, Fran has risen up through the ranks 
of this SO-store grocery store chain. Today, at the age of 34, she is a regional manager, overseeing seven 
stores and earning nearly $80,000 a year. Fran also thinks she’s ready to take on more responsibility. 
About five weeks ago, she was contacted by an executive-search recniiter inquiring about her interest in 
the prnition of vice presid€nt and regional manager fo a national drugstore chain. She would be 
responsible for more than 100 stores in five states. She agreed to meet with the recruiter. This led to two 
meetings with top executives at the drugstore chain. The recruiter taIled Fran two days ago to tell het she 
was one of the two finahsts for the job.  The only person at Thompson who knows Fran is looking at this 
other job is her good friend and colleague, Ken Hamilton. Ken is director of finance for the gtocery chain. 
1t’s a dieam iob,” Fran told Ken. ‘it’s a lot more responsibility and it’s a good company to work for. The 
regional office is just 20 miles from here so I wouldn’t have to move. And the pay is first rate. With the 
pertormance bonus, I could make nearly $200,000 a year. But best of all the job provides terrific 
visibility. I’d be their only female vice president. The job would allow me to be a more vsible.ro]e model 
for young women and give me a bigger voice in opening up doors for women and ethnic minorities in 
retailing management.  Since Fan considered Ken a close friend and wanted to keep the fact that she was 
looking at another job secret, she asked Ken last week if she could use his name as a reference: Said Ken, 
‘Of course. I’ll give you a great recomrnendatjon. We’d hate to lose you here, ut you’ve got a lot of 
talent. They’d be lucky to get someone with your expecience and cnergy. Fran passed Ken’s name on to 
the executive recruiter as her only refurence at Thompson. She made it very clear to the recruiter that Ken 
was the only person at Thompson who knew she was considering another job. Thompson’s top 
management is old fashioned and places a high value on loyalty. If they heard she was tasking to another 
company, it might seriously jeopardize her chances for promotion. But she trusted Ken comp]etey. Its 
against this backdrop that this morning’s incident became more than just a question of sexual harassment. 
It became a full-blown ethical and political dilemma for Fran.  Jennifer Chung has been a financial 
analyst in Ken’s department for five months. Fran met Jennifer through Ken. The three have chatted 
together on a number of occasions down in the coffee room. Fran’s impression of Jenrufet is quite 
positive. In many ways, Jennifer strikes Fran as a lot ]ike she was ten or so  years ago. This morning, Fran 



came to work around 6:30 AM. as she usually  does. It allows her to get a lot accomplished before the 
troops roll in at 8 A.M. At  about 6:45, Jennifer came into Fran’s office. It was immediately evident that  
something was wrong. Jennifer was very nervous and uncomfortable, which  was most unlike her. She 
asked Fran if they could talk, Fran sat her down and  listened to her story.  What lran heard was hard to 
believe, but she had no reason to think Jennifer  was lying. Jennifer said that Ken began making off-color 
comments to her  when they were alone within a month after Jennifer joined Thompson. From  there it 
got progressively worse. Ken would leer at her. He put his arm over her  shoulder when they were 
reviewing reports. He patted her teat Every time one  of these occurrences happened, Jennifer would ask 
turn to stop and not do it  again. But it fell on deaf ears. Ycsterday Ken reminded Jennifer that her six-  
month probationary review was coming up. “He told me that if ! didn’t sleep  with him that I couldni 
expect a very favorable evaluation.” She told Fran that  all she cou’d do was go to the ladies! room and 
cry.  Jennifer said that she had come tD Fran because she didn’t know what to  do or whom ID turn to. sE 
came to you, Fran, because you’re a friend of Ken’s  and the highest ranking woman here. WiLl you help 
me?” Fran had never heard  anything like this about Ken before, About all she knew regarding his 
personal  life was that he was in his late 30s, single, and involved in a long-term relationship.  Questions  
1. Analyze Frans situation in a pureLy legalistic sense. You might want to  talk to friends or relatives who 
are in management or the legal profession  for advice iii ths analysis.  2. Analyze Fran’s dile!n[na in politi 
Cal terms.  3. Analyze Fran’s situation in an ethical sense. What is the ethically right  thing fur her to do? 
Is that also the polItically right thing to do?  4. If you were Fran, what would you do?  9he identity of thhs 
organizdt,Lb md the people described dre disguised br obviQus reasons.  Sexual Harassment in the FBI  
Aftfl nine years with the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Suzanne Doucette decided to call it quits. It 
wasn’t that she wanted to leave, but she says she finally got tired of the sexual harassment he suffered at 
the bureau. By quitting, she hoped to make her protest visible.  In the early years, all FBI agents were 
men. Only in the 1970s did the bureau begin hiring female agents. But today, even though 1,188 of its 
10443 agents are women, the FBI still has El macho culture where men question whether women agents 
can do their job.  Is Doucettes claim valid? There certainly is ample evidence that the FBI has historitally 
discriminated against women and minorities. Internal studies find that 13 percent of female agents say 
they’ve been sexually harassed. In 1991 eight employees were disciplined for harassing i black ageni. In 
1992 the agency admitted it needed to increase agent diversity arid that it planned to aggressively recruit 
black agents. And women appear to have been selectively; kept out of senior administrative positions. 
The highest ranking woman at the FBI. for instance, runs a small office in Anchorage, Alaska.  Doucette 
claims that the agency intensified its harassment of het when she went public with her complaints that the 
agency tolerated sexual harassment. For instance, she says she was put on administrative leave, without 
pay, and denied promotions because she testified in front of Congress. Doucette claims the FBI is overly 
concerned with its image. When an agent tarnishes that image (for example, by claiming sexual 
harassment), the bureau considers t evidence of disloyalty. She says there are two informal norms at the 
FBI. First, don’t embarrass the bureau. Second, admit nothing, deny everything, and make 
counterallegations, Questions  1. How is Doucette exercising power by going public with her resignation?  
2. Are the politics in the FBI any different than one would find in any Large corporation?  3. What can 
senior officials in the FBI do to make the agency Less threatening to women and minorities?  Source: 
‘5ea’aI Harassment in the FBI” Nightline (October 11 1993).  Epiogue: On janliazy 31, 1995 the TBI 
gretd to pry Ms. Doucette $297,500 to settle the suit she filed against the bureau.  Shea & Gould had 80 
partners, 200 lawyers, and offices in New York, Los Angeles. Washington, and Miami.  Shea and Gould 
had complementary talents Shea was known more for his leadership skills than legal prowess; Gould was 
a remarkably talented lawyer. Together they made a formidable team. Their firm grew and prospered in 
the 1970s and 1980s. At its peak, Shea & Gould had 350 lawyers and played a leading role in New York 
politics, banking, real estate, and sports.  A number of lacge- and medium-sized law firms have closed 
their doors in recent years as competition has increased and major clients have been lost. It isn’t totally 
surprising, then, to learn that Shea & Gould’s partners voted to dissolve their firm in Jar’uary 1994. What 
is striking about this dissolution is that it had nothing to do wtb the firm’s finances. Revenue in 1993 was 
$85 million, up from $83 million the year before. The firm, in fact, was still highly prof table for its 
partners. What brought the demise of Shea & Gould was that these partners couldn’t get along with each 



other.  The problems at Shea & Gould began in the mid 1980s, when the founding partners began to cede  
control to younger lawyers. Some partners, accustomed to years of strong leadership by Shea and Gould, 
challenged the new power structure. Cliques and factions formed around legal disciphnes, as well as age 
groups and clients. Lawyers specialzing in securities litigation lobbied for their interests; lawyers who 
worked on legal matters for Big Six accounting firms fought for theirs. Younger partners clustered 
together against older partners. And no one group or aLliance was strong enough to gain contràl over the 
whole firm. As the conflict escalated in December 1993, five partners resigned. A number of others were 
rumored to be actively looking at opportunities at other firms.  In January 1994 the partners gave up the 
fight and voted to dissolve the firm. A well-known consultant to the legal protession concluded that ‘this 
was a firm that had basic and principled ditferences among the partners that were basically 
irreconcilable.” That same consultant also addressed the partners at their last rneetthg: “You don’t have 
an economic problem,” he said. You have a personality problem. You hate each other!”  onflict can be a 
serious problem in any organization. It might not bring about the demise of a firm—as happened at Shea 
& Gould—but it certainly can hurt an organization’s performance as well as lead to the loss of many good 
employees. However, as we show in this chapter, all conflicts aren’t bad. Conflict has a positive side as 
well as a negative. We explain the differences in this chapter and provide a guide to htlp you understand 
how conflicts develop. We also present two other topics in this chapter, both closely related to conflict: 
negotiation and intergroup relations. But let’s begin by clarifying what we mean by conflict.  — A 
Definition of Conflict  There has been no shortage of definitions of conflict.2 But despite the divergent 
meanings the term has acquired, seveTal common themes underlie most definitions. Conflict must be 
perceived by the parties to it; whether or not conflict exists is a perception issue. If no one is aware çf a 
conflict, then it is generally agreed no conflict exists. Additional commonalities in the definitions are 
opposition or incompatibility and some form of interactiort3 These factors set the conditions that 
determine the beginning point of the conflict process.  We can define conflict, then, as a process that 
begins when one patty coudhict  perceives that another party has negatively affected, or is about to 
negatively A proesc ihot begins when on affect, something the first party cares about,4 pony peuteives 
Itiot another  This definition is purposely broad, It describes that point in any ongoing pQcty has 
ngqrrtely offecie4, or activity when an interaction crosses over to become an interparty conflict. It 
isthauttGnqativeIyoHe!, encompasses the wide range of conflicts that people experience in organiza- 
somelbirig thor the irt party tions—incompatibility of goals, differences over interpretations of Facts, 
disagreements based on behavora expectations, and the like. Finally, our defini  tion is fJexible enough to 
rover the fu]] range of conflict levels, from overt and  violent acts to subtle forms of disagreement.  — 
Transitions In Conflict Thought  It is entirely appropriate to say there has been conflict” over the role of 
com  flict in groups and organizations. One schoo? of thought has argued that conflict  must be avoided, 
that it indicates a malfunctioning within the group. We  call thi5 the traditional view. Another school of 
thought, the human relations  view, argues that conflict is a natural and inevitable outcome in any group 
and  that it need not be evil, but rather has the potential to be a positive Force in determining  group 
performance. The third, and most recent, perspective proposes  not only that conflict can be a positive 
force in a group but explicitly argues  that some conflict is absolutely neccssay for a group to perform 
effectively.  We label this third school the interactionist approach. Let’s take a closer look at  each of 
these views.  !he Traditional View  ‘the early approach to conflict assumed all conflict was bad. Conflict 
was  viewed negatively, and it was used synonymously wfth such terms as violence,  •dstruction, and 
irrationality to reinforce its negative connotation. Conflict, by  definition, was harmful and was to be 
avoided.  The traditional view was consistent with the attitudes that prevailed traditional view of wnlhct 
about group behaviot in the 1930s and 1940s. Conflict was seen as a dysfunc- lliebelieftholahonflklk  
tional outcome resulting from poor communication, a lack of openness and hoimful and mt be oide4. trust 
between peop!c, and the failure of managers to be responsive to the needs  and aspintions of their 
employees.  The view that all conflict is bad certainly offers a simple approach to looking  at the behavior 
of people who create conflict. Since all conflict is to be  avoided, we need merely direct our attention to 
the causes of conflict and correct  these malfunctionings in order to improve group and organizational 
performance.  Although research studies now provide strong evidence to dispute  that this approach to 
conflict reduction results in high group performance,  many of us still evaluate conflict situations utilizing 



this butmoded st4ndard.  So, too, do many boards of directors.  The hoard of Suribeatmoster followed the 
traditional approach when  they fired the company’s chairman, Paul Kazarian, in 1993. Three years 
earlier,  Kazarian took over the company when it was in bankruptcy. He sold off losing  businesses, 
restructured the remaining appliance operation, and turned a $40  million loss in 1990 into a $47 million 
profit in 1991. A few days before lie was  fired, the cdmpany reported a 40 percent jump in quarterly 
profits. But Kazarianrs  so-caled crime was that he rubbed a lot of people in the company the  Cilia PART 
THREE • THE GROUP  -‘vu  wrong way. He aggressively confronted managers, employees, and 
suppliers. People complained that his style was abrasive. Kazarian, however, defended his actions as 
necessary: “You don’t change a company in bankruptcy without making a few waves, wasn’t there to be a 
polite manager. I was there to create value for stockholders.”  The Human Relations View  Iwnian 
relations view of conflict The belief that conflict is a natural and inevitable outcome in any group.  
interadionist view of confHct  The belief that conilict is not only o positive force in a group but that it is 
absolutely necessary for a group to perform  effectively.  These employees of ME International, o 
manufacturer of metal grinding balk, illustrate the interactionist view of conflict. The president of ME 
challenged his workers to develop a statement of corporate values. He hired consultant Rob Lebow 
(stand’ ing, center) to maintoin an ongoing minimum level of conflict during the process by encouraging 
employees to express personal beliefs and opinions and openly question and disagree with others’ ideas. 
Such conflict kept employees self-critical and creative, improving their performance in determining a set 
of shored values and in choosing the words that best refled those yalues.  The human relations position 
argued that conflict was a natural occurrence in all groups and organizations. Since conflict was 
inevitable, the human relations school advocated acceptance of conflict. They rationalized its existence:  
It cannot he eliminated, and there are even times when conflict may benefit a group’s performance. The 
human relations view dominated conflict theory from the late 1940s through the mid-1970s.  The 
Interactionist View  While the human relations approach accepted conflict, the interactionist approach 
encourages conflict on the grounds that a harmonious, peaceful, tranquil, and cooperative group is prone 
to becoming static, apathetic, and nonresponsive to needs for change and innovation. The major 
contribution of the interactionist approach, therefore, is encouraging group leaders to maintain an ongoing 
minimum level of conflict—enough to keep the group viable, self-critical, and creative.  Given the 
interactionist view—and it is the one we take in this chapter— it becomes evident that to say conflict is 
all good or bad is inappropriate and naive. Whether a conflict is good or bad depends on the type of 
conflict. Specifically, it’s necessary to differentiate between functional and dysfunctional conflict.  j  ‘4  
CHAPTER 1] • CoNrilci, NEGOTIATION, AND INTEKGROUP BEHAVIOR • 501  — Functional vs. 
Dysfunctional Conflict  The interactionist view does not propose all conflicts are good. Rather, some  
conflicts support the goals of the group and improve its performance; these are  functional, constructive 
forms of conflict. Additionally, there are conflicts fundiciwl €oiefflct  that hinder group performance; 
these are dysfunctional, or destructive forms (cnIlki that wpports the gools of ihø of conflict. The conflict 
among partners at the law firm of Shea & Gould was groupmdimprovesthpeornonce. clearly in the 
dysfunctional category. dysfunctiond confkct  Of course, it is one thing to argue that conflict can be 
valuable for the (cnITId that hinders group performance. group, and another to be able to tell if a conflict 
is functional or dysfunctional.  The demarcation between functional and dysfunctional is neither clear nor  
precise. No one level of conflict can be adopted as acceptable or unacceptable  under all conditions. The 
type and level of conflict that creates healthy and  positive involvement toward one group’s goals today 
may, in another group or  in the same group at another time, be highly dysfunctional.  The criterion that 
differentiates functional from dysfunctional conflict is  group performance. Since groups exist to attain a 
goal or goals, it is the impact  the conflict has on the group, rather than on any individual member, that 
determines  functionality. Of course, the impact of conflict on the individual and  its impact on the group 
aie rarely mutually exclusive, so the ways that individuals  perceive a conflict may have an important 
influence on its effect on the  group. However, this need not be the case ahd when it is not, our focus will 
be  on the group. So whether an individual group member perceives a given conflict  as being personally 
disturbing or positive is irrelevant. For example, a  group member may perceive an action as 
dysfunctional, in that the outcome is  personal]y dissatisfying to him or her. However, for our analysis, 
that action  would be functional [fit furthers the objectives of the group. So while many  people at 



Sunbeam-Oster thought the conflicts created by Paul Kazarian were  dysfunctionat, Kazarian was 
convinced they were functional because they improved  Sunbeam’s performance.  — The Conflict 
Process  The conflict process can be seen as comprising five stages: potential opposi- cc’nffict process  
tion or incompatibility, cognition and personalization, intentions, behavior, r shiges patenid opposilion or  
and outcomes. The process is diagrammed in Figure 13-1 on page 508. incompt1IlIIiIitycIho1Ian&  
penantzoliorc Lnteiitions; Láwior; end  Stage I: Potential Opposition or Incompatibility  The first step in 
the conflict process is the presence of conditions that create  opportunities for conflict to arise. They need 
not lead directly to conflict, but  one of these conditions is necessary if conflict is to arise. For 
simplicity’s sake,  these conditions (which also may be looked at as causes or sources of conflict)  have 
been condensed into three general categories: communication, structure,  and personal variables.6  
COMMUNICATION Susan had worked in purchasing at Bristol-Myers  Squibb for three years. She 
enjoyed her work iii large part because her boss, Tim  McGuire was a great guy to work for. Then Tim 
got promoted six months ago  and Chuck Benson took his place. Susan says her job is a lot more 
frustrating  now. “Tim and I were on the same wave length. It’s not that way with Chuck.  505.  PART 
THREE • THE GROUP  tie tells me something and I do it. Then he tells me I did it wrong. I think he 
means one thing but says something else. It’s been like this since the day he arrived. I don’t think a day 
goes by when he isn’t yelling at me for something. You know, there are some people you just find it easy 
to communicate with. Well, Chuck isn’t one of those!”  Susan’s comments illustrate that communication 
can be a source of conflict. It represents those opposing forces that arise from semantic difficulties, 
misunderstandings, and “noise” in the communication channels. You can relate much of this discussion 
back to our Eomments on communication in Chapter 10.  One of the major myths most of us carry around 
with us is that poor communication is the reason for conflicts: “If we could just communicate with  
______________________________ each other, we could eliminate our differences.” Such a conclusion 
is not unreasonable, given the amount of time each of us spends  ri communicating. But, of course, poor 
communication is certainly  • ne of the major myths f not the source of all conflicts, although there is 
considerable evi tha most o( us carry around dence to suggest that problems in the communication 
process act to with us is that “oor retard collaboration and stimulate misunderstanding.  • A review of the 
research suggests that semantic difficulties, in comniunicatio tribe m?jor sufficient exchange of 
information, and noise in the communica reaso for conflicts tion channel are all barriers to 
communication and potential an _______________ tecedent conditions to conflict. Specifically, evidence 
demonstrates tha semantic difficulties arise as a result of differences in training, selective perception, and 
inadequate information about others. Research has further demonstrated a surprising finding: The 
potential for conflict increases when either too little or too much communication takes place. Apparently, 
an increase in communication is functional up to a point, whereupon it is possible to overcommunicate, 
with a resultant increase in the potential for conflict. So, too much information as well as too little can lay 
the foundation for conflict. Further, the channel chosen for communicating can have an influence on 
stimulating opposition. The filtering process that occurs as information is passed between members and 
the divergence of communications from formal or previously established channels offer potential 
opportunities for conflict to arise,  STRUCTURE Charlotte and Ten both work at the Portland Furniture 
Mart, a large discount furniture retailer. Charlotte is a salesperson on the floor; Ten is  CHAPTER 13 • 
CONFLICT, NG0TIAP0N, AND INTERGROUP BEHAVIOR • 509  the company credit manager. The 
two women have known each other for years  and have much in common; They live wtthin two blocks of 
each other, and  their oldest daughters attend the same middle school and are best friends! In  reality, if 
Charlotte and Ted had different jobs they might be best friends themselves.  But these two women are 
consistently fighting battLes with each other.  Charlotte’s job is to sell furniture and she does a great job. 
But most of her sales  are made on credit. And Ted’s job is to make sure the company minimizes  credit 
losses. So she regularly has to turn down the credit application of a customer  with whom Charlotte has 
just closed a sale. It’s nothing personal between  Charlotte and Ten—the requirements of their jobs just 
bring them into  conflict.  The conflicts between Char]otte and Ten are structural in nature. The  term 
strucwre is used, in this context, to include variables such as size, degree of  specialization in the tasks 
assigned to group members, jurisdictional clarity,  member—goal compatibility, leadership styles, reward 
systems, apd the degree  of dependence between groups.  Research indicates that size and specialization 



act as forces to stimulate  conflict. The larger the group and the more specialized its activities! the greater  
the likelihood of conflict. Tenure and conflict have been found to be inversely  related. The potential for 
conflict tends to be greatest where group members are  younger and where turnover is high.  The greater 
the ambiguity in precisely defining where responsibility for  actions lies, the greater the potential for 
conflict to emerge. Such jurisdictional  ambiguities increase intergroup fighting for control of resources 
and territory.  Groups within organizations have diverse goals. For instance, purchasing  is concerned 
with the timely acquisition of inputs at low prices, marketing’s  goals concentrate on disposing of outputs 
and increasing revenues, quality control’s  attention is focused on improving quality and ensuring that the 
organization’s  products meet standards, and production units seek efficiency of operations  by 
maintaining a steady production flow, This diversity of goals among  groups is a major source of conflict. 
Where groups within an organization seek  diverse ends, some of which—like sales and credit at Portland 
Furniture Mart—  are inherently at odds, there are increased opportunities for conflict.  There is some 
indication that a close style of leadership—tight and continuous  observation with general control of 
others’ behaviors—increases con  flict potential, hut the evidence is not particularly strong. Too much 
reliance  on participation may also stimulate conflict. Research tends to confirm that  participation and 
conflict are highly correlated, apparently becau5e participation  encourages the promotion of differences. 
Reward systems, too, are found  to create conflict when one member’s gain is at another’s expense. 
Finally, if a  group is dependent on another group (in contrast to the two being mutually  independent) or 
if interdependence allows one group to gain at another’s expense,  opposing forces are stimulated.  
PERSONAL VAlUABLES Did you ever meet someone who you took an immediate  disliking to? Most 
of the opinions they expressed, you disagreed with.  Even insignificant characteristics—the sound of their 
voice, the smirk when they  smiled, their personality—annoyed you. We’ve all met people like that. 
When  you have to work with such individuals, there is often the potential for conflict.  So our last 
category of potential sources of conflict is personal factors. As  indicated, they iHclude each person’s 
individual value systems and the personality  chjiracteristics that account for individual idiosyncrasies and 
differences.  510. PART THREE • THE GROUP  The evidence indicates that certain personality types—
for example, individuals who ace htghly authoritarian and dogmatic, and who demonstrate low esteem—
lead to potential conflict. Most important, and probably the most overlooked variable in the study of 
social conflict, is differing value systems.  Value differences, for example, are the best explanation of 
such diverse issues as prejudice, disagreements over one’s contribution to the group and the rewards one 
deservcs, and assessments of whether this particuLar hool< is any good. That John dislikes 
AfricanAmerLcans and Dana believes John’s position indicates his ignorance, that an employee thinks he 
is worth $35,000 a year but his boss believes him to be worth $30,000, and that Ann thinks this book is 
interesting to read while Jennifer views }t as trash are all value judgments. And differences in value 
systems are important sources for creating the potential for conflict.  Stage II: Cognition and 
Personalization  If thu conditions cited in Stage I negatively affect something that one party cares about, 
then the potential for opposition or incompatibility becomes actualized in the 5ecOnd stage. The 
antecedent conditions can only ‘ead to conflict when one or more of the parties are affected by, and aware 
of, the conflict.  As we noted in our definition of conflict, perception is required. Therefore, one or more 
of the parties must he aware of the existence of the anperc&’ted cant lid tecedent conditions. However, 
because a conflict is perceived does not mean wiireness by oe or riore ponies of the it is personalized. In 
other words, “A may be aware that B and A are in serious extence or andiiions hol create disagreement ... 
but it may not make A tense or anxious, and it may have no opprlunities f coufli to arise. effect 
whatsoever on A’s affection toward B. “ It is at the felt level, when mditell conflkt viduals become 
emotionally involved, that parties experience anxiety, tenseErnotio oI involvement ii conf[icl ness, 
frustration, or hostility.  cieuuinq anxiety, tcnstness, fruslr&ion er Keep in mind two points. First, Stage 
IT is important because its where hostility, conflict issues tend to be defined. This is the place in the 
process where the parties decide what the conflict is about.8 And, in turn, this “sense making” is cr11- 
ical because the way a conflict is defined goes a long way toward establishing the sort of outcomes that 
might settle it. For instance, jf I define our salary disagreement as a zerosum situation—that is, if you get 
the increase in pay you want, there will be just that amount less for me—I am going to he far less wifling 
to comprmnzsc than if I frame the conflict as a potential win-win situation (ic., the dollars in the salary 



pool might he increased so both of us could get the added pay we want). So the definition of a conflict is 
important, for it typically delineates the set of possible settlements, Our second point is that emotions play 
a major role in shaping perceptionsY For example, negative emo tions have been found to produce 
oversimplification of issues, reductions in trust! and negative interpretations of the other party’s 
behavior.J(> In contrast, positive feelings have been found to increase the tendency to see potential 
relationships among the elements of a problem, to take a broader view of the situation, and to develop 
mote innovative solutions.1’  Stage III: Intentions  intentiris Intentions intervene between peoplets 
perceptions and emotions and their Cecisonsto &li a gienvsy inn anfhct overt behavior. These intentions 
are decisions to act in a given way)2  Why are intentions separatQd out as a distinct stage? You have to 
infer the other’s intent in order to know how to respond to that other’s behavior. A lot of conflicts are 
escalated merely by one party attributing the wrong intentions to  I  CHAPTER 13 • CONFLICT, 
NEGOTIATION, AND INTERGROUP BEHAVIOR +511  the other pat ty. Additionally, there is 
typically a ::iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiuii great deal of slippage between intentions and behavior,  so that behavior 
does not always accurately  reflect a person’s intentions.  Figure 13-2 represents one author’s effort  to 
identify the primary conflict-handling intentions.  Using two dimensions—cooperativeness  (the degree to 
which one party attempts to satisfy  the other party’s concerns) and assertiveness  (the degree to which 
one party attempts to satisfy  his or her own concerns)—five conflict-  handling intentions can be 
identified: competing  (assertive and uncooperative); collaborating (assertive  and cooperative); avoiding 
(unassertive  and uncooperative); accommodating (unassertive  and cooperative); and compromising 
(midrange  on both assertiveness and cooperativeness).’3  COMPETING When one person seeks to 
satisfy  his or her own interests, regardless of the impact  on the other parties to the conflict, he or she is 
competing. Examples are competing  intending to achieve your goal at the sacrifice of the other’s goal, 
attempting to A desire to satisfy one’s inleresis, convince another your conclusion L correct and theirs is 
mistaken, and trying regardlessof the impact on the other pony to make someone else accept blame fox a 
problem. to the conflict.  CoLLABORATING When the parties in conflict each desire to fully satisfy  the 
concern of all parties, we have cooperation andthe search for a mutually  beneficial outcome. In 
collaborating, the intention of the parties is to solve collaborating  the problem by clarifying differences 
rather than by accommodating various A situation where the parties to a conflict points of view. 
Examples are attempting to find a win-win solution that allows each desire to satisfy fully ihe concerns of 
both parties’ goals to be completely achieved and seeking a conclusion that in- all pares.  corporates the 
valid insights of both parties.  AVOIDING A person may recognize that a conflict exists and want to  
withdraw from it or suppress it. Examples of avoiding are trying to just ignore avoiding  a conflict and 
avoiding others with whom you disagree. The desire to withdraw from or suppress a  conflict.  
AcCoMMODATING When one party seeks to appease an opponent, that  party may be willing to place 
the opponent’s interests above his or her own. In  other words, in order for the relationship to be 
maintained, one party is willing  to be self-sacrificing. We refer to this intention as accommodating. 
Examples acwmmodaling  are a willingness to sacrifice your goal so the other party’s goal can be 
attained, The willingness of one parry in a conflict to  supporting someone else’s opinion despite your 
reservations about it, and for- place the opponent’s interest above his or  giving someone for an infraction 
and allowing subsequent ones, her own.  COMPROMISING When each party to the conflict seeks to give 
up something,  sharing occurs, resulting in a compromised outcome. In compromis- compromisIng  lug, 
there is no clear winner or loser. Rather, there is a willingness to ration the A situation in which each 
party to a conflict object of the conflict and accept a solution that provides incomplete satisfac- is willing 
to give up something. hon of both parties’ concerns. The distinguishing characteristic of compromising,  
therefore, is that each party intends to give up something. Examples might  be willingness to accept a 
raise of $1 an hour rather than $2, to acknowledge  512* PART IHREE • THE GROUP  partial agreement 
with a specific viewpoint, and to take partial blame for an infraction.  Intentions provide general 
guidelines for parties in a conflict situation. They define each party’s purpose. Yet people’s intentions are 
not fixed. During the course of a conflict, they might change because of reconceptualization or because of 
an emotional reaction to the behavior of the other party. However, research indicates that people have an 
underlying disposition to handle conflictsin certain ways.14 Specifically, individuals have preferences 
among the five conflict-handling intentions lust described; these preferences tend to be relied on quite 



consistently; and a person’s intentions can be predicted rather well from a combination of intellectual and 
personality characteristics. So it maybe more appropriate to view the five conflict-handling intentions as 
relatively fixed rather than as a set of options from which individuals choose to fit an appropriate 
situation. That is, when confronting a conflict situation, some people want to win it all at any cost, some 
want to find an optimum solution, some want to run away, others want to be obliging, and still others 
want to split the difference.  Stage IV: Behavior  When most people think of conflict situations, they tend 
to focus on Stage IV. Why? Because this is where conflicts become visible. The behavior stage includes 
the statements, actions, and reactions made by the conflicting parties.  These conflict behaviors are 
usually overt attempts to implement each party’s intentions. But these behaviors have a stimulus quality 
that is separate from intentions. As a result of miscalculations or unskilled enactments, overt behaviors 
sometimes deviate from original intentions’5  It helps to think of Stage IV as a dynamic process of 
interaction. For example, you make a demand on m I respond by arguing; you threaten me; I  threaten you 
back; and soon. Fig ur 13-3 provides a way of visual iz.in conflict behavior. All con _______________ 
flicts exist somewhere along this  continuum. At the lower part of  the continuum, we have conflicts  
characterized by subtle, inØirect,  and highly controlled forms of  tension. An illustration might be  a 
student questioning in class a  point the instructor has just  made. Conflict intensities cscz*  late as they 
move upward along  the continuum until they be com highly destructive. Strikes,  riots, and wars dearly 
fall in this  upper range. For the most part,  you should assume conflicts that  reach the upper ranges of 
the  continuum are almost always  dysfunctional. Functional con flict are typically confined to the ;1  
Figure 13-3  Cc,nfIict Intensity Conlinvuni  -‘7-. -,;0]  Annthilatory Overt efforts Ia deMroy  conflict thu 
other party --  Ag9ressivs physical attcck  Thredis a,d ullimalums  Assertive verbal attacks Overt 
qtesrioning  thaIonng of oIber  - - - Minor disagreamcnt or -  No misundersiandirgs  conflict .  Source. 
Based on $9. Robft5,.Managfñg’Gksank zaiiona? Conflkt A Nqntrad;tionol Appwacb EngIq. wood Cliffs, 
N4: PrenHcs Hall, 1 ??74, pp.93-9l and F. GlosI Dihe Process oF Conflict EscoFalion and he Roles of 
rhfrd Port,e,” in G.BJ. Bomors and R, Pelerson (eds), ConflktMancgernenl and industrial Relations 
Boston KluwerNijhaff, 1902), pp.1 19-40.  lower range of the continuum,  CHAPTER 13 • CONII]CT. 
NEGOTIA1HON, AND N1[RGROUP tHAV1OR • 5]3  If a conflict is dysfunctionaL what can the 
parties do to deescalate it? Or,  conversely, what options exist if conflict is too low and needs to be 
increased?  This brings us to conflict management techniques Table 13-1 lists the cnflktmonagemenI  
major resolution and stimulation techniques that allow managers to control The use of ,esohiioq and 
stimulation techniqe t achi the desired IevM of  canDid. ;1  Table 73-7 Conflict Management Techniques 
r;0]  Conflict Resolution Problem soMng  Techniques  Face-to-Face meeting of the conflicting parties for 
the purpose of identifying the problem and resiving it through open discussion  Creaing n shoced goal 
that cannot be attained without the cooperation of each of the conflicting partes  When a conFlict is 
caused by the scwcity do resource—say,. rnoneyj promobon opppflUnities, office space—expansion ol 
the resource an create:  a win-win soluon.  Superordinote goals  Expdrision of resocJres  Avoidance 
Withdrawel kern, or sopression of, [he conflict.  Smoothing P!ci9ing down of differences while 
emphasizing common interests between the conflicting parties.  Compromise Each party to the conflict 
gives up something of value.  Authoritati7e comrrtond Management uses its formal authority to resolve 
the conflict and then commjnicates its desires to th  ponies involved. -  Aiterrng the humôa.varioble Using 
behavioral change techniques such as human  • relations training to aher attitudes and behaviors that 
cause conflict.  Altering the structural variables Changina the formal organization structure andihe 
interact on patterns of conflicting parfies through jab redesign, transfers, creation of coordncting 
positions, arid the like  Conflict Stimulation Techniques  Communication Using ambbguous or thratenin. 
messages to  • increase conflict levels.  Bringing in outs fdérs Addfng empldyees to a group whose 
background  • values, attitudes, or monageraI styles differ from those of present itembers.  Restructuring 
the organization Realigning work groups, afterng ru!es and  • regulations, increasing interdependence, 
arid  rnakug similar structural changes to disrupt the  status quo.  Appointing a devil’s odvocore 
Designating a critic to purposely argue against the  • majority positions held by the group.  Surce Besad n 
SF’. Robbins, Mcnoging (>gcnizaricoa) CanlUct: A No&raditiawiApprcoch Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 
Frntice-HclI, 974, pp. 59—O.  514. PART THREE • TI-fE GROUP  conflict levels. Notice that several of 
the resolution techniques were earlier described as conflict-handling intentions. This, of course, shouldn’t 



be surprising. Under ideal conditions, a person’s intentions should translate into comparable behayiors,  
Stage V: Outcomes  The action-reaction interplay between the conflicting parties results in consequences- 
As our model (see Figure 13-1) demonstrates, these outcomes may be functional, in that the conflict 
results in an improvement in the group’s performance, or dysfunctional, ift that it hinders group 
performance.  FUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES How might conflict act as a force to increase group 
performance? It is hard to visualize a situation where open or violent aggression could be functional. But 
there are a number of instances where it is possible to envision how low or moderate levels of conflict 
could improve the effectiveness of a group. Because people often find it difficult to think of instances 
where conflict can be constructive, let’s consider some examples and then review the research evidence.  
Conflict is constructive when it improves the quality of decisions, stinwlates creativity and innovation, 
encourages interest and curiosity among group members, provides the medium through which problems 
can be aired and tensions released, and fosters an environment Of self-evaluation and change. The 
evidence suggests that conflict can improve the quality of decision making by allowing all points, 
particularly the ones that are unusual or held by a minority, to be weighed in important decisions,LC 
Conflict is an antidote for groupthink. It doesn’t allow the group passively to rubber-stamp decisions that 
may be based on weak assumptions, inadequate consideration of relevant alternatives, or other debilities. 
Conflict challenges the status quo and therefore furtlwrs the creation of new ideas, promotes reassessment 
of group goals and activities, and increases the probability that the group will respond to change.  For 
examples of companies that have suffered because they had too little functional conflict, you don’t have 
to look further than Sears, Roebuck and General Motors)7 Many of the problems that beset both of these 
companies throughout the 1970s and 1980s can be traced to a lack of functional conflict. They hired and 
promoted individuals who were “yes men” loyal to the organization to the point of never questioning 
company actions. Managers were, for the most part, conservative white Anglo-Saxon maies taised in the 
midwestern United States who resisted change. They preferred looking back to past successes rather than 
forward to new challenges. Moreover, both firms kept their senior executives sheltered in their respective 
Chicago and Detwit headquarters’ offices, protected from hearing anything they didn’t want to hear, and i 
world away from the changes that were dramatically altering the retailing and automobile industries.  
Research studies in diverse settings confirm the functionality of conflict. Consider the following findings.  
The comparison of six major decisions made during the administration of four different U.S. presidents 
found that conflict reduced the chance that groupthink would overpower policy decisions, The 
comparisons demonstrated that conformity among presidential advisers was related to poor decisions, 
whereas an atmosphere of constructive conflict and critical thinking stir- rounded the well-developed 
decisions.’  CHAPTER 13 • CONFLICT NEGOTIATION, AND INTERGROUP BEHAVIOR  .515  The 
bankruptcy of the Penn Central Railroad has been generally attributed to mismanagement and the failure 
of the company’s board of directors to question actions taken by management. The hoard was composed 
of outside directors who met monthly to oversee the railroad’s operations. Few questioned decisions 
made by the operating management, although there was evidence that several board members were 
uncomfortable with many decisions made by them. Apathy and a desire to avoid conflict allowed poor 
decisions to stand unquestioned.19 This, however, should not be surprising, since a review of the 
relationship between bureaucracy and innovation has found that conflict encourages innovative 
solutions,2° The corollary of this finding also appears true: Lack of conflict results in a passive 
environment with reinforcement of the status quo.  Not only do better and more innovative decisions 
result from situations where there is some conflict, but evidence indicates that conflict can be positively 
related to productivity. It was demonstrated that, among established groups, performance tended to 
improve more when there was conflict among members than when there was fairly close agreement. The 
investigators observed that when groups analyzed decisions that had been made by the individual 
members of that group, the average improvement among the high- conflict groups was 73 percent greater 
than was that of those groups characterized by low-conflict conditions.2’ Others have found similar 
results:  Groups composed of members with different interests tend to produce higher quality solutions to 
a variety of problems than do homogeneous groups.22  The preceding also leads us to predict that the 
increasing cultural diversity of the work force should provide benefits to organizations. And that’s what 
the evidence indicates. Research demonstrates that heterogeneity among group and organization members 



can increase creativity, improve the quality of decisions, and facilitate change by enhancing member 
flexibility.23 For example, researchers compared decision-making groups composed of all-Anglo 
individuals with groups that also contained members from Asian, Hispanic, and black ethnic groups. The 
ethnically diverse groups produced more effective and more feasible ideas and the unique ideas they 
generated tended to be of higher quality than the unique ideas produced by the all-Anglo group.  
Similarly, studies of professionals—systems analysts and research and development scientists—support 
the constructive value of conflict. An investigation of 22 teams of systems analysts found that the more 
incompatible groups  516. ________ PART THREE • THE GROUP  were likely to be more 
productive.24 Research and development scientists have been found to be most productive where there is 
a certain amount of intellectual conflict.25  Conflict can even be constructive on sports teams and in 
unions. Studies of sports teams indicate that moderate levels of group conflict contribute to team 
effectiveness and provide an additional stimulus for high achievement.26  • An examination of local 
unions found that conflict between members of the local was positively related to the union’s power and 
to member loyalty and participation in union affairs?7 These findings might suggest that conflict within a 
group indicates strength rather than, as in the traditional view, weakness.  DYSFUNGrIONAL 
OUTCOMES The destructive consequences of conflict on a group or organization’s performance are 
generally well known. A reasonable summary might state the following: Uncontrolled opposition breeds 
discontent, which acts to dissolve common ties, and eventually leads to the destruction of the group. And, 
of course, a substantial body of literature documents how conflict—the dysfunctional varieties—can 
reduce group effectiveness.28 Among the nore undesirable consequences ate a retarding of 
communication, reductions in group cohesiveness, and subordinafion of group goals to the primacy of 
infighting between members! At the extreme, conflict can bring group functioning to a halt and 
potentially threaten the group’s survival.  This discussion has again returned us to the issue of what is 
functional and what is dysfunctional. Research on conflict has yet to clearly identify those situations 
where conflict is more likely to be constructive than destructive. However, growing evidence indicates 
that the type of group activity is a significant factor determining functionality.29 The more nonrouttne the 
tasks of the group, the greater the probability that internal conflict will he constructive. Groups that are 
required to tackle problems demanding new and novel approaches—as in research, advertising, and other 
professional activities—will benefit more from conflict than will groups peTforming highly routine 
activities—for instance, those of work teams on art automobile assemhty line.  CREATING FUNCJIONfl 
CONFLICT We briefly mentioned conflict stimulation as part of Stage IV of the conflict process. Since 
the topic of conflict stimulation is relatively new and somewhat controversial, you might be wondering, If 
managers accept the interactionist view toward conflict, what can they do to encourage functional conflict 
in their organizations?3  There seems tobe general agreement that creating functional conflict is a tough 
ob, particularly in large American corporations. As one consultant put it, “A high proportion of people 
who ge t. the top are conflict avoiders. They ctont like hearing negatives, they don’t like saying or 
thinking negative things. They frequently make it up the ladder in part because they don’t irritate people 
on the way up.” Another suggests that at least 7 out of H) people in American business keep quiet when 
their opinidns are at odds with those of their superinis, allowing bosses to make mistakes even when they 
themselves know better  Such anticonflict cultures may have been tolerable in the past, but riot in today’s 
fiercely competitive global economy. Those organizations that don’t encourage and support dissent may 
not survive the l.990s. Lets look al some of the approaches organizations are taking to encourage their 
people to challenge the system and develop fresh ideas.  Hewlett-Packard rewards dissenters by 
recognizing go-against-the-grain types, or people who stay with the ideas they believe in even when those 
ideas  CHAPTER 13 • CONFLICT, NEGOTATON, AND INTERGROUP 6EHAVIOJ — rUT  V. Jig  
Spectmm Associates is a small, bOt rapidly growing software company. In 1988, the cornpany’s first year 
of operations, revenues were only $404,000. In just five years, Spectrum’s revenues have grown more 
than 6,000 percent to $25 million.  Spectrum’s founders attribute a large part of the company success to 
the way it’sstruètured. The firm is designed to create conflict. All product teams and support groups at 
Spectrum compete against each other for internal resources and outside markets. The founders sincerely 
believe in the free enterprise system and they have tried to create an organization that allows the fittest 
teams to grow and prosper while weaker ones fall by the wayside.  “We’ve kept the company growing by 



making sure nobody gets comfortable” says one of the founders. The company simulates internally what 
all compallies face externally. By setting internal groups against each other, the company simulates “the 
pricing pressure, tile delivery pressure, and the growth  pressure that we encounter in the marketplace.” 
The result is a work force in a perpetual state of readiness. “It keeps us healthy. A little insecurity an be 
very healthy.’  The comptny only hires self-starters. New employees are told that “the company is not 
your parent. It’s lust a facility where you can come and lower your risks significantly became you have 
ben’ efits, you have a base salary But you’re on your own.” Recruits are encouraged to “grow your own 
business” within Spectrum.. lilt Succeeds, you share in the wealth. If it fails, try again.  Spectrum’s 
competitive culture is a shock for some. One employee, for example, said she ‘asn’t prepared to have her 
own colleagues blocking her shots. “It took me a while to realize that meant convincing the salespeople to 
flip work to me instead of to someone else in the organization—that it meant bidding more aggressitely to 
get a job. I had to get in the game.”  But “it’s not a free-for-all” says one cofounder. ‘Yeah people 
compete, but they do it in groups. One individual  is not out there trying to do in anothei person. It’s 
groups vying to be the test.” Reluctant to regulate, the two owners referee squabbles— such as a bidding 
war over a prospective employee—as they arise, but they refuse to formalize boundaries or set rules. 
“Behind it.all there’s a very healthy thing going on, which is a struggle to do. what’s right for the 
customer,” argues one of the founders. “When 1 talk to customers, I can say, ‘Look, what do you warit? 
The best quality, the best price, and the best delivery. It so happens that we’rc oiganized in such a way 
that we can guarantee all that.”  In essence what Spectrum has done is create a bunch of different 
businesses inside their company. And all are competing for the organization’s limited financial and 
human resources. So, in contrast to the typical firm whose competition is with outside companies, 
Spectrum’s people have to compete against products created by its own internal groups.  bsecl on A. 
Murphy, “The Enemy  Within,” INC. (March 1994), pp. 5S—69.  are rejected by management. Herman 
MiNer Inc. an office furniture manufacturer, has a formal system in which employees evaluate and 
criticize their bosses. IBM also has a formal system that encourages dissension. Employees can question 
their boss with impunity, lithe disagreement can’t be resolved, the system provides a third party for 
counsel.  Royal Dutch Shell Group, General Electric, and Anheuser-Busch build devil’s advocates into 
the decision process. For instance, when the policy corn ___ GB in the News....  Spectrum Associates 
Purposely  Builds Conflict into Its Structure  518. PART THREE • THE GROUP  mit tee at Anheuser-
Busch considers a major move, such as getting into or out of a business or making a major capital 
expenditure, it often assigns teams to make the case for each side of the question. Thwprocess frequently 
results in decisions and alternatives that previously hadn’t becn considered.  The governor of Maryland 
stimulates conflict and invigorates his organization by requiring state cabinet officials to swap jobs for 
one month every year, then write reports and suggestions based on their experiences.  One common 
ingrethent in organizations that successfully create functional conflict is that they reward dissent and 
punish conflict avoiders. The president of innovis Interactive Technologies, for instance, fired a top 
executive who refused to dissent. His explanation: l-1e was the ultimate yes-man. In this organization, I 
can’t afford to pay someone to hear my own opinion.’t But the real challenge for managers is when they 
hear news they don’t want to heat The news may make their blood boil or their hopes collapse, but they 
can’t show it. They have to learn to take the bad news without flinching. No tirades, no tight-lipped 
sarcasm, no eyes rolling upward, no gritting of teeth. Rather, managers should ask calm, even-tempered 
questions: Can you tell me more about what happene& “What do you think we ought to do?” A sincere 
“Thank you for bringing this to my attention” is likely to reduce the likelihood that managers will be cut 
off from similar communications in the future.  Negollalion  Negotiation permeates the interactions of 
almost everyone in groups and organizations. There’s the obvious: Labor bargains with management. 
There’s the not so obvious: Managers negotiate with subordinates, peers, and bosses; salespeople 
negOtiate with customers; purchasing agents negotiate with suppliers. And there’s the subtle: A worker 
agrees to answer a colleague’s phone for a few minutes n exchange for some past or future benefit. In 
today’s teambased organizations, where members are increasingly finding themselves having to work 
with colleagues over whom they have no direct authority and with whom they may not even share a 
common boss, negotiation skills become critical,  nqotiotio. We define negotiation as a process in which 
two or more parties ex A process iii which two or more ponies change goods or services and attempt to 



agree on the exchange rate for them.3L exthonc goods or services Wd utlestipi to Note that we use the 
terms negotiatior and bargaining interchangeably.  agree upon the eKchnnge role for Ihern. In this 
section, we contrast two bargaining strategies, provide a model of the negotiation process, consider biases 
that hinder effective negotiation, ascertain the roie of personalily traits on bargaining, review cultural 
differences in negotiation, and take a brief look at third-party negotiations.  Bargaining Strategies  There 
are twO general approaches to negotiation: distributive bargaining and integrative bargaining.32 These 
are compared in Table 13-2.  DJSTRIBUTIVE BARGAINING You see a used car advertised for sale irs 
the  newspaper It appears to be just what you’ve been looking for, You go out to see  the car. It’s great 
and you want it. The owner tells ‘ou the asking price. You  disinibuliye burgoffirng don’t want to pay that 
much. The two of you then negotiate over the price. The  Negoliotionthtseekstodivide up rix negotiating 
strategy you’re engaging in is called distributive bargaining.  omouutoIresurces; o wai-Iose situaiion, Its 
most identifying feature is that it operates under zero-sum conditions. That  CHAPTER 13 • CONFLICT 
NEGOTIATION, AND INTERGROUP BEHAVIOR  •519  is, any gain I make is at your expense, and 
vice versa. Referring back to the used car example, every dollar you can get the seller to cut from the 
car’s price is a dollar you save. Conversely, every dollar more he can get from you comes at your 
expense. So the essence of distributive bargaining is negOtiating over who gets what share of a fixed pie.  
Probably the most widely cited example of distributive bargaining is. in labor—management negotiations 
over wages. t’pically, labor’s representatives come to the bargaining table determined to get as much 
money as possible out of management. Since every cent more that labor negotiates increases 
management’s costs, each party bargains aggressively and treats the other as an opponent who must be 
defeated.  The essence of distributive bargaining is depicted in Figure 13-4. Parties A and B represent two 
negotiators. Each has a target pointthat defines what he or  bargaining, one’s tactics focus on trying to  get 
one’s opponent to agree to one’s specific target point or to get as clo to it as possible. Examples of such 
tactics are persuading your opponent otthe impossibility of getting tohis or her target point and the 
advisability of accçpting a settlement near yours; arguing that your target is fair, but your opponent’s 
isn’t; and attempting to get your opponent to fel emotionally generous toward you and thus accept an 
outcome close to your targetpoint.  INTEGRATIVE BARGAINING A sales repesentative for a women’s 
sportswear manufacturer has just closed a $15,000 order from a small clothing retailer. The sales rep calls 
in the order to her firm’s credit department. She is told the firm can’t approve credit to this customer 
because of a past slow-pay record. The next day, the sales rep and the firm’s credit manager meet to 
discuss the  a  Ia a’a3Chra b t rnata 3aan’ij1 in1gra’iaa_a  ‘ ,  ‘S “t U\  9r  she would like to achieve. Each 
also has a resistance point, which marks the lowest outcome that is acceptable—the point below which 
they would break off negotiations rather than accept a less favorable settlement. The area between 
between these two points makes up each one’s aspiration range. As long as there is some overlap between 
A and B’s aspiration ranges, there exists a settlement range where each one’s aspirations can be met.  
When engaged in distributive  S  j i  ‘1  Th  r  520+  PART THREE • THE GROUP  integrative 
harg&islng  Negotiation that seeks one or more settlements that can create a winwia solution.  • problem. 
The sales rep doesn’t want to lose the business. Neither does the credit manager, but he also 
doesn’twantto get stuck with an Uncollectable  debt. The two openly review their options. After 
considerable discussion, they agree on a solution that meets both their needs: The credit manager will 
approve the sale, but the clothing store’s owner will provide a bank guarantee that will assure payment if 
the bill isn’t paid within 60 days.  This sales—credit negotiation is an example of Integrative bargaining.  
• In contrast to distributive bargaining, integrative problem solving operates under the assumption that 
there exists one or more settlements that can create a win-win solution.  In terms of Intraorganizational 
behavior, all things being equal, integrative bargaining is preferable to distributive bargaining. Why? 
Because the fornier builds long-term relationships and facilitates working together in the future. It bonds 
negotiators and allows each to leave the bargaining table feeling he or she has achieved a victory. 
Distributive bargaining, on the other hand, leaves one party a loser. It tends to build animosities and 
deepen divisions when people have to work together on an ongoing basis.  Why, then, don’t we see more 
integrative bargaining in organizations? The answer lies in the conditions necessary for this type of 
negotiation to succeed. These include parties who are open with information and candid about their 
concerns; a sensitivity by both parties to the other’s needs; the ability to trust one another; and a 



willingness by both parties to maintain flexibility.33 Since these conditions often don’t exist in 
organizations, it isn’t surprising that negotiations often take on a win-at-any-cost dynamic.  The 
Negotiation Process  Figure 13-5 pFovides a simplified model of the negotiation process. It views 
negotiation as made up of.five steps: (1) preparation and planning; (2) definition of ground rules; (3) 
clarification and justification; (4) bargaining and problem solving; and (5) closure and implementation.34  
Nabisco Brands’ management and the Bakery, Confectionary and Tobacco Workers International Union 
have been using integrative bargaining teams to settle work force disputes for several years. It has worked 
so well that Nabisco and the 8(1 recently won the U.S. government’s first annual award for Excellence in 
Industrial Relations.  CHAPTER 13 • CONFLICT, NEGOTIATION, AND INTERGROUP BEHAVIOR 
• 521  PREPARATION AND PLANNING Before you start negotiating, you need to  do your homework. 
What’s the nature of the conflict? What’s the history leading  up to this negotiation? Who’s involved and 
what are their perceptions of  the conflict?  What do you want ftom the negotiation? What areyour goals? 
If you’re a  purchasing manager at Dell Computer, for ins’!ance, and your goal is to get a significant  cost 
reduction from your supplier of keyboards, make sure this goal stays  paramount in your discussions and 
doesn’t get overshadowed by other issues. It  often helps to put your goals in writing and develop a range 
of outcomes—from  “most hopeful” to “minimally acceptable”—to keep your attention focused.  You 
also want to prepare an assessment of what you think the other party  to your negotiation’s goals are. 
What are they likely to ask for? How entrenched  are they likely to be in their position? What intangible 
or hidden interests may  be important to them? What might they be willing to settle on? When you can  
anticipate your opponent’s position, you are better equipped to counter his or  her arguments with the 
facts and figures that support your position.  Use the information you’ve gathered to develop a strategy. 
Like a chess  match, expert chess players have a strategy. They know ahead of time how they  will 
respond to any given situation. As part of your strategy, you should determine  yours and the other side’s 
Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement  (BATNA).35 Your BATNA determines the lowest value 
acceptable to you for a  negotiated agreement. Any offer you receive that is higher than your BATNA is  
better than an impasse. Conversely, you shouldn’t expect success in your negotiation  effort unless you’re 
able to make the other side an offer they find more  attractive than their BATNA. If you go into your 
negotiation having a good idea RATNA  of what the other party’s BATNA is, even if you’re not able to 
meet theirs, you The best alternative to a negotiaie4  might be able to get them to change it. agreement the 
lowest aueptable value to  an individual for a negotiated agreement.  DEFINITION OF GROUND 
RULES Once you’ve done your planning and de velope  a strategy, you’re ready to begin defining the 
ground rules and proce dure  with the other party over the negotiation itself. Who will do the negoti ating  
Where will it take place? What time constraints, if any, will apply? What  issues will negotiation be 
limited to? Will there be a specific procedure to fol lo  if an impasse is reached? During this phase, the 
parties will also exchange  their initial proposals or demands.  ClARIFICATION AND JUSTIFICATION 
When initial positions have been exchanged,  both you and the other party will explain, amplify, clarify, 
bolster,  and justify your original demands. This needn’t be confrontational. Rather, it is  an opportunity 
for educating and informing each other on the issues, why  they’re importar it, and how each arrived at 
their initial demands. This is the  point where you might want to provide the other party with any 
documentation  that helps support your position.  BARGAINING AND PROBLEM SOLVING The 
essence of the negotiation  process is the actual give-and-take in trying to hash out an agreement. 
Concessions  will undoubtedly need to be made by both parties. The “From Concepts to  Skills” box (see 
page 524) on negotiating directly addresses some of the actions  you should take to improve the 
likelihood you can achieve a good agreement.  CLOSURE AND IMPLEMENTATION The final step in 
the negotiation process  is formalizing the agreement that has been worked out and developing any  
Negotfolions that lasted weeks ended when Chrysler Canada Lit’s minivan plant in Ontario, and the 
Canadian Auto Workers signed a new labor-management contract. The union agreed to Chrysler’s goal of 
adding a third daily shift of more than 800 new assembly-line workers. the additional shift moves the 
plant into 7-do 24-hour production, enaWing Chrysler to meet the booming consumer demand for its 
minivans. In return, Chrysler agreed to the union’s proposal of reduced hours without a wage reduction. 
lb accommodate the third shift, Chrysler reduced assemblers’ work day from CIa 714 hours and agreed to 
continue to pay them for an 8- hour day and to increase their $20:48-an-hour wage by one percent.  



procedures necessary for implemention and monitoring. For major negotiations—which would include 
everything from labor-management negotiations, to bargaining over lease terms, to buying a piece of real 
estate, to negotiating a job offer for a senior management position—this will require hammering out the 
specifics in a formal contract. For most caseS, however, closure of the negotiation process is nothing 
more formal than a handshake.  Issues in Negotiation  We conclude our discussion of negotiation by 
reviewing four contemporary issues in negotiation: decision-making biases; the role of personality traits; 
the effect of cultural differences On negotiating styles; and the use of third parties to help resolve 
differences.  DECISION-MAKING BIASES THAT HINDER EFFECTIVE NEGOTIATION  All of us 
have had negotiating experiences where the results have been less than we had hoped for. Why? We tend 
to be blind to opportunities that prevent us from getting as much as possible out of a negotiation. The 
following identifies seven decision-making biases that can blind us-36  1. Irrational escalation of 
commitment. People tend to continue a previously selected course of action beyond what rational analysis 
would recommend. Such misdirected persistence can lead to wasting a great deal of time, energy, and 
money. Time and money already invested are sunk costs. They cannot be recovered and should not be 
considered when selecting futuw courses of action.  2. The mythical fixed pie. Bargainers assume their 
gain must come at the expense of the other party. As noted with integrative bargaining, that  - needn’t be 
the case. There are often win-win solutions- By assuming a  zero-sum game, you preclude opportunities 
to find options that can  allow multiple victories.  3. Anchoring and adjustments. People often have a 
tendency to anchor  their judgments on irrelevant information, such as an initial offer.  Many factors 
influence the initial positions people take when entering  a negotiation. They are often meaningless. 
Effective negotiators don’t  let an initial anchor minimize the amount of information and the  depth of 
thinking they use to evaluate a situation, and don’t give  too much weight to their opponent’s initial offer 
too early in the  negotiation.  4. Framing negohations. People tend to be over!y affected by the way 
information  is presented to them. For instance, in a labor—management  contract negotiation, assume 
your employees are currently making  $15 an hour burthe union is seeking a $4 raise. You are prepared to 
go  to $17. The unibn’s response is likely to he different if you can sixcessfuly  frame this as a $2 an hour 
gain (in comparison to the current  wage) rather than $2 an hour loss (when compared against the  union’s 
demand),  5. Availability of information. Negotiators often rely too much on readily  available 
information while ignoring more relevant data. Things or  events that people have encountered more often 
are usually easy to reinember—they’xe  more ‘4available” in their memory. It’s aiso easier to  remember 
or imagine more vivid events. Information that is easily recalled  because it’s familiar or vivid maybe 
interpreted’as being reliable  when it’s not. So effective negotiators learn to distinguish what’s elnotonally  
familiar to them from what’s reliable and relevant.  6. The winner’s curse. A friend went in to a local 
dealership to buy a new  luxury sports car. The list price was $42,300. My friend estimated that  the 
dealer probably paid around $3SOO0 for the cat My friend was  prepared to go as high as $41,000. but he 
made a initial offer of  $38,000. To his surprise, the dealer accepted his offer. Two hours later  he was 
driving home in his new car. That night he couldn’t sleep. Even  though he had paid $3,000 less than he 
expected, he felt he still may  have paid too much.  My friendexperienced “winner’s curse,” or the regret 
one feels  after closing a negotiation. Because your opponent accepted your  offer, you become concerned 
that you offered too much. This postnegotiation  reaction is not unusual. In most negotiations, one side 
(usia-  ally the seller) has much better information than the other. Yet people  often tend to act in a 
negotiation as if their opponent is inactive nd  ignore the valuable information that can be learned by. 
thinking about  the other side’s decisions. You can reduce the curse by gaining as  nuch information as 
possible and putting yourselr in your opponent’s  shoes.  7. Overconfidence. Many of the previous biases 
can combine to inflate a  person’s confidence in his or her judgment and choices, When people  hold 
certain beliefs and expectations, they tend tC ignore information  that contradicts them. The result is that 
negotiators tend to be overconfident.  This, in turn, lessens the incentive to compromise. Considering  the 
suggestions of qualified advisers or seeking objective assessment  about your position from a neutral 
party are two ways to temper  this tendency.  THE ROLE OF PERSONAUTY TRAITS TN 
NEGOTIATION Can you predict an  opponent’s negotiating tactics if you know something about his 
other personality?  It’s tempting to answer “Yes” to this question. For instance, you might assume  that 
high risk takers would be more aggressive bargainers who make  fewer concessions. Surprisingly, the 



evidence doesn’t support this intuition.37  Overall assessments uf the personality—negotiation 
reiationship finds that  personality traits have no significant direct effect on either the bargaining  process 
or negotiation outcomes. This conclusion is important. It suggests that  you should concentrate on the 
issues and the situational factors in each bargaining  episode and not on your opponent and his or 
hercharacttristics.  From Concepts to Skills  Negotiating  CULTURAL DIFFLRtNCES 11W 
NEGoTIATIONS While there appears to be no significant direct relationship between an individual’s 
personality and negotiation style, cultural background does seem to he relevant. Negotiating styles dearly 
vary between national cultures)4  The Fench like conflict. [hey frequently gain recognition and develop 
their reputations by thinking and acting against others. As a result, the French tend to take a long time in 
negotiating agreements and they aren’t overly 1011- cerned about whether their opponents like or dislike 
them.4’ The Chinese also draw out negotiations hut that’s because they believe negotiations never end. 
Just when you think you’ve pinned down every detail and reached a final sumton with a Chinese 
executive, that executive might smile and start the process all over again. Like the Japanese, the Chinese 
negotiate to develop a relationship and a commitment to work together rather than to tie p evefl’ loose 
end.4’ Americans are known around the world for their impatience and their desire to he liked. Astute 
negotiators from other ountries often turn these charactenistas to their advantage by dragging out 
negotiations and making triendship conditional on the final settlement.  The cultural context of the 
negotiation signilitantly influences the amount arid type of prepaiation for bargaining, the relative 
emphasis on task  CHAPTER 13 • CONFLICT, NEGOTIATION. AND INTERGROUP BEHAVIOR • 
525  VtFSUS interpersonal relationships, the tactics used, and even where the negotiation  should be 
conducted. To further illustrate some of these differences, let’s  look at two studies comparing the 
influence of culture on business negotiations.  The first study compared North Americans, Arabs, and 
Russians. 42 Among  the factors that were looked at were their negotiating style, how they responded  to 
an opponenCs arguments, their approach to making concessions,  and how they handled negotiating 
deadlines. North Americans tried to persuade  by relying on facts and appealing to logic. They countered 
opponents’ arguments  with obective facts.. They made sma]l concessions early in the negotiation  to 
establish a relationship, and usually reciprocated opponents’  concessions. North Americans treated 
deadlines as very important. The Arabs  tried to persuade by appealing to emotion. They countered 
opponents’ argilments  with subjective feelings. They made concessions throughout the barg  iirnrig 
process and almost always reciprocated opponents’ concessions. Arabs  approached deadlines very 
casually. The Russians based their arguments on asserted  ideak. They made few, if any, concessions. 
Any concession offered by an  opponent was viewed as a weakness and almost never reciprocated 
Finally, the  Russians tended to ignore deadlines.  The second study looked at verbal and nonverbal 
negotiation tactics exhibited  by North Americans, Japanese, and Brazilians during half-hour bargaining  
sessions.43 Some of the differences were particularly interesting. For instance,  the l3razi]ians on average 
said “Nc.” 83 times, compared to $ times for  the Japanese and 9 times for the North Americans. The 
Japanese displayed  more than five periods of silence lasting longer than 10 seconds during the 30-  
minute sessions. North Americans averaged 3.5 such periods; the Brazilians had  none, The Japanese and 
North Americans interrupted their opponent about  the same number of times, but the Brazilians 
interrupted 2 to 3 times more  often than the North Americans and the Japanese. Finally, while the 
japanese  and the North Americans had no physical contact with their opponents during  negotiations 
except for handshaking, the Brazilians touched each other almost  five times every half hout  THIRD-
PARTY NEGOTIATIONS To this point, we’ve discussed bargaining in  terms of direct negotiations. 
Occasionally, however, individuals or group representatives  reach a stalemate and are unable to resolve 
their differences through  direct negotiations. In such cases, they may turn to a third party to help them  
find a solution. There are four basic third-party roles: mediator, arbitrator, conciliator,  and consultant.44  
A mediator is a neutral third party who facilitates a negotiated solution by mediator  using reasoning and 
persuasion, suggesting alternatives, and the like. Mediators A Atuirfil third party who focihlateso are 
widely used in labor—management negotiations and in dvii court disputes. notId’soIb11on by tsirig 
reasamng,  The overall effectiveness of mediated negotiations is fairly impressive.  The settlement rate is 
approximately 60 percent, with negotiator satisfaction at ahrnahes.  about 75 percent. Rut the situation is 
the key to whether mediation will succeed;  the conflicting parties must be mo6vated to bargain and 



resolve their  conflict. Additionally, conflict intensity can’t be too high; mediation is most effective  under 
moderate levels of conflict. Finally, perceptions of the mediator  are important; to be effective, the 
mediator must be perceived as neutral and  noncoercive.  An arbitrator is a third party with the authority 
to dictate an a8ree- arbitrator  ntent. Arbitration can be voluntary (requested) or compulsory (forced on 
the 4lhirdpcrtytoo nigoIiahoii*hbaStbe parties by law or contract). . authority lo dklole an ogreenient.  
526. PART THREE • THE GROUr  condUctor  4 Irusted third patty who provides an infrrnpi 
commurüculion link between the netiats and the opponent.  consuternt as negotiator  An imparfial thid 
party, ckilleJ in conflict nionagement, who attempts to faciklate creolive problem solving thrcuh  
cm!Trnnicatio and analysis.  The authority of the arbitrator varies according to the rules set by the 
negotiators. For instance, the arbitrator might be limited to choosing one of the negotiator’s last offers or 
to suggesting an agreement point that is nonbinding, or free to choose and make any judgment he or she 
wishes.  The big plus of arbitration over methation is that it always results in a settlement. Whether there 
is a negative side depends on how heavy-handed the arbitrator appears. If one party is left feeling 
overwhelmingly defeated, that party is certain to be dissatisfied and unlikely to graciously accept the 
arbitrator’s decision. Hence the conflict may resurface at a later time.  A conciliator is a trusted third patty 
who provides an informal communication link btwecn the negotiator and the opponent. This role was 
made famous by Robert Duval in the first Godfather film. As Don Corleone’s adopted son and a lawyer 
by training, Duval acted as an intermediary between the Corleone family and the other mafioso families.  
Conciliation is used extensively in international, labor, family, and community disputes. Comparing its 
effectiveness to mediation has proven difficult because the two overlap a great deal. In practice, 
conciliators typically act as more than mere communication conduits. They also engage in fact-finding, 
interpreting messages, and persuading disputants to develop agreements.  A consultant is a skilled and 
impartial third party who attempts to Facilitate problem solving through communication and analysis, 
aided by his or her knowledge of conflict management. In contrast to the previOus roles, the consultant’s 
role is not to settle the issues but, rather, to improve rtlations between the conflicting parties so they can 
reach a settlement themselves. Instead of putting forward specific solutions, the consultant tries to help 
the parties learn to understand and work with each other. Therefore, this approach has a longer term 
focus: to build new and positive perceptions and attitudes between the conflicting parties.  Ombudsmen 
Proliferate in the Workplace  Many companies — are increasingly .turningto informal problem solvers, 
known as ombudsmen, to reduce tensions and deter litigation in the work force.  Use of ombudsmen at 
medium-sized and large companies more than doubled between 1988 and 1993. About 500 companies,  
most with 500 or more workers, now emp’oy ombudsmen.  The ombudsmen—most of whom aren’t 
lawyers—listen to work complaints ranging from benefits mixups, to Conflicts between workers and 
supèrvisors, to wor&placevio1ence , and then try to help solve the *roblems before they getbut of hand. 
They’re different froth- other staff relationsand.gdevance officials because they’re neutral,:  rather than 
representatives of management. Also, their conversations with employees, and any mediation sessions, 
are confidential unless the  employees involved say otherwise.  Where do these comyanies find their 
ombudsmen. Just look at the person that everybody already goes to for advicès says Eugene Herbert, a 
consulting ombudsman to the International Monetary Fund:  For the most part, the concepts we’ve 
discussed from Chapter 8 on have dealt with intragroup activities. For instance, the previous material in 
this chapter emphasized interpersonal and intragroup conflict as well as interpersonal negotiations. But 
we need to understand relationships between groups as well as within groups. In this section, we focus on 
intergroup relationships. These are the coordinated bridges that link two distinct organizational groups.45 
As we show, the efficiency and quality of these relationships can have a significant bearing on one or 
both of the groups’ performances and their members’ satisfaction.  Factars Affecting Intergroup Relations  
Successful intergroup performance is a function of a number of factors. The umbrella concept that 
overrides these factors is coordination, Each of the following can affect efforts at coordination.  
INTERDEPENDENCE The first overriding question we need to ask is: Do the groups really need 
coordination? The answer to this question lies in determining the degree of interdependence that exists 
between the groups. That is, do the groups depend on each other and, if so, how much? The three most 
frequently identified types of interdependence are pooled, sequential, and reciprocal. 46 Each requires an 
increasing degree of group interaction (see Figure 13-6 on page 528).  When two groups function with 



relative independence but their combined output contributes to the organization’s overall goals, pooled 
interdependence exists. At a firm such as Apple Computer, for instance, this would describe the 
relationship between the product development department and the shipping department. Both are 
necessary if Apple is to develop new prod-  pooled interdependence Where two groups function with 
relalive independerne but their combined output contributes to the organization’s overall goals.  All else 
being equal, Coordination  requirements between groups  linked by pooled interdependence are less  than 
with sequential or reciprocal interdependence.  The purchasing and parts assembly departments  at Apple 
are sequentially interdependent.  One group—parts assembly—depends  on another—purchasing—for its  
inputs, but the dependency is only one way.  Purchasing is not directly dependent on parts  assembly for 
its inputs. In sequential interdependence, if the group that provides the input doesn’t perform its job 
properly, the group that is dependent on the first will be significantly affected. In our Apple example, if 
purchasing fails to order an important component that goes into the assembly process, then the parts 
assembly department may have to stow down or temporarily close its assembly operations.  The most 
complex form of interdependence is reciprocal. In these instances, groups exchange inputs and outputs. 
For example, sales and product development groups at Apple are reciprocally interdependent. 
Salespeople, in contact with customers, acquire information about their future needs. Sales then relays 
this back to product development so they can create new computer products. The long-term implications 
are that if product development doesn’t come up with new products that potential customers find 
desirable, sales personnel are not going to get orders. So there is high interdependence—product 
development needs sales for information on customer needs so it can create successful new products, and 
sales depends on the product development group to create products it can successfully sell. This high 
degree of dependency translates into greater interaction and increased coordination demands.  TASK 
UNCERTAINTY The next coordination question is: What type of  tasks are the groups involved in? For 
simplicity’s sake, we can think of a group’s tasks as ranging from highly routine to highly nonoutine47 
(see Figure 13-7).  Highly routine tasks have little variation. Problems that group members  face tend to 
contain few exceptions and are easy to analyze. Such group activitask ijncertainty ties lend themselves to 
standardle4, operating procedures. For example, manuilie greater the uncertainty in a task, Ihe facturing 
tasks in a tire facbry are made up of highly routine tasks.At the other more wslom the response. 
Conversely, I extreme are nonroutine tasks..These are unstructured activities, with many exuncertainty 
encampsses routine tasks with ceptions and problems that are hard to analyze. Many of the tasks 
undertakçn standardized activities, by marketing research and product development groups are of this 
variety. Of  course, a lot of group tasks fall somewhere in the middle or combine both routine and non- 
routine tasks.  The key to task uncertainty is that nonroutine tasks require considerably more processing 
of information. Tasks with low uncertainty tend to be standardized. Further, groups that do standardized 
tasks do not have to interact much with other groups. In contrast, groups that undertake tasks high In 
uncertainty  sequential interdependence  One group depends on another br its input but the dependency is 
oniy one way.  reciprocil interdependence  Where groups exchange inputs and  outputs.  face problems 
that require custom responses. This, in turn, leads to a need for  more and.better information. We would 
expect the people in the marketing reseaich  department at Goodyear Tire & Rubber to interact much 
more with  other departments and coristituencies—marketing, sales, product design, tire  
dealers,.advertising agencies, and the like—than would people in Goodyear’s  manufacturing group.  
TIME AND GOAL omrw-rmoi.i I-low different are the groups in terms of  their members’ background 
and thinking? This is the third question relevant to  the degree of coordination necessary between groups. 
Research demonstrates  that a vork groupts perceptions of what is important may differ on the basis of  
the time frame that governs their work and their goal orientation48 This can  make it difficult for groups 
with different perceptions to work together..  Why might work groups have different time and goal 
orientations? Top  management historically divided work up by putting common tasks into cornmon  
hinctional groups and assigning these groups specific goals. Then people  were hired with the appropriate 
background and skills tO complete the tasks  and help the group achieve its goals. This differentiation of 
tasks and hiring of  specialists made it easier to coordinate intragrciup activities. But it made it 
increasingly  difficult to coordinate interaction between groups.  To illustrate how orientations differ 
between workgroups, manufacturing  personnel have a short-term time focus. They worry about today’s 



production schedule and this week’s productivity. In contrast, people in research and development focus 
on the long run. They’re concerned about developing new products that may not be produced for several 
years. Similarly, work groups often have different goal orientations. As we noted earlier in the chapter, 
sales typically wants to sell anything and everything. Their goals center on sales volume and increasing 
revenue and market share. Their customers’ ability to pay for the sales they make are not their concern. 
But people in the credit department want to ensure that sales are made only to creditworthy customers. 
These differences in goais often make it difficult for sales and credit to communicate. It also makes it 
harder to coordinate their interactions.  Methods for Managing hitergroup Relations  What coordination 
methods are available for managing intergroup relations? There are a number of options; we identify the 
seven most frequently used in Figure 13-9. These seven are listed on a continuum, in order of increasing 
cost49 They also are cumulative in the sense that succeeding methods higher on the continuum add to, 
rather than are substituted for, lower methods. In most organizations, the simpler methods listed at the 
lower end of the continuum are used in conjunction with the more complex methods listed at the upper 
end. For instance, if a manager is using teams to coordinate intergroup relations, that manager is also 
likely to be using rules and procedures.  RULES AJJ1) PROCEDURES The most simple and least costly 
method for managing intergroup relations is to establish, in advance, a set of tormalized rules and 
procedures that will specify how group memhers are to interact with each other. In large organizations, 
for example, standard operating procedures are likely to specify that when additional permanent staff are 
needed in any department, a ‘request for new staff” form is to be filed with the human resources 
department. Upon receipt of this form, human resources begins a standardized process to fill the request. 
Notice that such rules and procedures minimize the need for interaction and information flow between the 
departments or work groups. The major drawback to this method is that it works well only when 
intergroup activities can be anticipated ahead of time and  when they recur often enough to justify 
establishing rules and procedures for handling them.  Under conditions of high uncertainty and change, 
rules and procedures alone may not be adequate to guarantee effective  coordination of intergroup 
relations.  HIERARCHY If rules and procedures are inadequate, the use of the organization  s hierarchy 
becomes the primary method (or managing intergroup relations.  What this means is that coordination is 
achieved by referring problems  to a common superior higher in the organization. In a college, if the 
chairpersons  for the English and speech communication departments can’t agree on  where the new 
courses in debate will be taught, they can take the issue to the  college dean for a resolution. The malor 
limitation to this method is that it increases  demands on the common superioñ time. If all differences 
were resolved  by this means, the organization’s chief executive would be overwhelmed  with resolving 
intergroup problems, leaving little time for other  matters.  PLANNING The next step up the continuum 
is the use of planning to facilitate  coordination. If each work group has specific goals for which it is 
responsible,  then each knows what it is supposed to do. Intergroup tasks that create  problems are 
resolved in terms of the goals aHd contributions of each  group. In a state motor vehicle office, each of 
the various work groups—testing  and examinations, driving permits, vehicle registration? cashieringF 
and the  like—has a set of goals that defines its area of responsibility and acts to reduce  intergroup 
conflicts. Planning tends to break down as a coordination device  where work groups don’t have clearly 
defined goals or where the volume of  contacts between groups is high.  LIAISON ROLES Liaison roles 
are specialized roles designed to facilitate  communication between two interdependent work units. In one 
organization,  where accountants and engineers had a long history of conflict, management  hired an 
engineer with an MBA degree and several years of experience in public  accounting. This person could 
speak the language of both groups and understood  their problems. After this new liaison role was 
established, conflicts  that had previously made it difficult for the accounting and engiieering departments  
to coordinate their activities were significantly reduced. The major  drawback to this coordination device 
is that there are limits to any liaison person’s  ability to handle information flow between interacting 
groups, especially  where the groups are large and interactions are frequent.  TASK FORCES A task force 
is a temporary group made up of representatives  from a number of departments It exists only long 
enough to solve the  problem it was created to handle. After a solution is reached, task force participants  
return to their normal duties.  Task forces are an excel]ent device for coordinating activities when the  
number of interacting groups is more than two or three. For example, when  Audi began receiving 



numerous complaints about its cars accelerating when  the transmission was put in reverse, even though 
drivers swore their feet were  firmly on the brakes, the company created a task force to assess the problem  
and develop a solution. Representatives from design, production, Legat, and engineering  departments 
were brought together. After a solution was determined,  the task force was disbanded.  T[AMS As tasks 
become more complex, additional problems arise during  the act of execution. Previous coordination 
devices are no longer adequate. If  the delays in decLsions become long, lines of communication become 
ex  532.  PART THREE • THE GROUP  Merck & Co., the world’s largest pharmaceutical company,  
created a human resources fisk force after it acquired Medco  Containment Services Inc., a pharmacy 
benefits management  firm. Pie temporary team worked on a wide range of issies  related to the firrps’ 
cultural managerial, and business integration.  For example, tusk force members shared information  
about compensation and benefits, employee relations, employee  development, management approaches, 
and work environments.  Shown here are task force members Katherine  Harrison of Merck (left) and 
Cynthia Gilhooly of Medco.  tended, and top managers are forced to spend more time on day-to-day 
operations, the next response is to use permanent teams. They are typically formed around frequently 
occurring problems—with team members maintaining a responsibility to both their primary functional 
department and to the team. When the team has accomplished its task, each member returns full time to 
his or her functional assignment.  Boeing uses a cross-functional team to coordinate investigations of air 
crashes. When a Boeing aircraft is involved in an accident, the company immediately dispatches a team 
made up of members from various departments— including design, production, legal, and public 
relations. Whenever an accident occurs, designated members of the team immediately drop their current 
departmental tasks, go directly to the accident site, and join the other team members to begin their 
investigation.  UQTEGR4TING DEPAWIMENTS When intergroup relations become too complex to be 
coordinated through plans, task forces, teams, and the like, organizations may create integrating 
departments. These are permanent departments with members formally assigned to the task of integration 
between two or more groups. Although they’re permanent and expensive to maintain, they tend to be used 
when an organization has a number of groups with conflicting  (WAFTER 13 • CONFLICT, 
NEGOTIATCN, AND INTERGROUP BEHAVIOR • 533  goals, nonroutthe problems, and intergroup 
decisions that have a significant  impact on the organization’s total operations. They are also excelient 
devices to  manage intergroup conflicts for organizations facing long-term retrenchments.  When 
organizations are forced to shrink in size—as has recently occurred in a  wide range of industries—
conflicts over how cuts are to be distributed and how  the smaller resource pie is to be allocated become 
major and ongoing dilemmas.  The use of integrating departments in such cases can be an effective  
means for managing these intergroup relations.  Summary  It may help to put this discussion in 
perspective by considering methods for  managing intergroup relations in terms of effectiveness.  
Researchers state that the effectiveness of intergroup relations can be evaluated  in terms of efficiency and 
quality)9 Efficiency considers the costs to the  organization of transforming an intergroup conflict into 
actions agreed to by  the groups. Quality refers to the degree to which the outcome results in a welt-  
defined and enduring exchange agreement. Using these definitions, the seven  methods introduced in this 
section were presented, in order, from most effident  to least efficient. That is, ignoring outcomes for a 
moment, rules and procedures  are less costly to implement than hierarchy, hierarchy is less costly  than 
planning, and so forth. But, of course, keeping costs down is only one  consideration. The other element 
of effectiveness is quality, or how well the coordination  device works in facilitating interaEtion and 
reducing dysfunctional  conflicts. As we’ve shown, the least costly alternative may not be adequate. So  
managers have a number of options at their disposal for managing intergroup  relations. But since they 
tend to be cumulative, with costs rising as you move  up the continuum in Figure 13-9, the mosi effective 
coordination device will be  the one lowest on the continuum that facilitates an enduring integrative 
exchange.  — Summary and Implications  for Managers  Many people automatically assume that conflict 
s ielated to lower group and  organizational performance. This chapter has demonstrated that this 
assumption  is frequenily incorrect. Conflict can be either constructive or destructive to  the functioning 
of a group or unit. As shown in Figure 13-10 on page 534, lev  els of conflict can he either too high or too 
low. Either extreme hinders peforrixance.  An optimal level is where there is enough conflict to prevent 
stagnation,  stimulate creativity, allow tensions to be released, and initiate the seeds for  change, yet not 



so much as to he disruptive o deter coordination of activities.  Inadequate or excessive levels of conflict 
can hinder the effectiveness of a  group or an organization, resulting in reduced satisfaction of group 
members,  increased absence and turnover rates, and, eventually, lower productivity.  However, when 
conflict is at an optimal level, complacency and apathy shouM  be minimized, motivation should he 
enhanced through the creation of a challenging  and questioning environmeut with a vitality that makes 
work interesting,  anti there should be the amount of turnover needed to rid the organization  of misfits 
and poor performers.  What advice can we give managers faced with excessive conflict and need  to 
reduce it? Don’t assume one conflict-handling intention will always be best!  534k PART THREE • HE 
GROUP  Thu should select an intention appropriate for the situation, The following provides some 
guidelines: 51  • Use competition when quick, decisive action is vital (in  emergencies); on important 
issues, where unpopular actions need implementing (in  cost cutting, enforcing unpopular rules, 
discipline); on issues vital to the organization’s welfare when you know you’re right; and against peopie 
who take advantage of  noncompetitive behavior.  • Use collaboration to find an integrative solution when 
both  sets of concerns are too important to be compromised; when your objective is to learn; to merge 
insights from people with different perspectives; to gain commitment by incorporating concerns into a 
consensus; and to work  through feelings that have interfered with a relationship.  • Use avoidance when 
an issue is trivial, or more important issues are pressing; when you perceive no chance of satisfying your 
concerns; when potential disruption outweighs the benefits of resolution; to  let people cool down and 
regain perspective; when gathering information supersedes immetfite decisions; when others can resolve 
the conflict more effectively; and when issues seem tangential or symptomatk of other issues.  • Use 
accommodation when you find you’re wrong and to allow a better position to be heard, to learn, and to 
show your reasonableness; when issues are more important to others than yourself and to satisfy others 
and maintain cooperation; to build social credits for later issues; to minimize thss when you are 
outmatched and losing; when harmony and stability are especially important; and to allow subordinates to 
develop by learning from mistakes.  • Use compromise when goals are important, but not worth the effort 
of potential disruption of more assertive approaches; when opponents with equal power are committed to 
mutually exclusive goals; to achieve temporary settlements to complex issues; to arrive at expedient 
solutions under time pressure; and as a backup when collaboration or competition is unsuccessful.  
Negotiation was shown to be an ongoing activity in groups and organiza tions  Distributive bargaining 
can resolve disputes but it often negatively at-  CMAPTE1 13 • CONFLICT, NEO0TATION. AND 
INTERGROUP BEHAVIOR • 535  fects one or more negotiators’ satisfaction because it is focused on 
the short  term and is confrontational. Integrative bargaining, in contrast, tends to provide  outcomes that 
satisfy all parties and to build lasting relationships;  Intergroup conflicts can also affect an organization’s 
performance. Em.  phasis at this level, however, has tended to focus on dysfunctional conflicts  and 
methods for managing them. Where organizational performance depends  on effective group relations and 
where there is high interdependence between  groups, management needs to ensure that the proper 
integrative device is put  in place. However, consistent with the interactionist perspective on conflict,  
there is no reason to believe all intergroup conflicts are dysfunctional. Some  minimal levels of conflict 
can facilitate critical thinking between group members,  make a group more responsive to the need for 
change, and provide similar  benefits that can enhance group and organizational performance.  For 
Review  1. What are the disadvantages to conflict? What are its advantages?  2. What is the difference 
between functional and dysfunctional conflict?  What determines functionality?  3. Under what conditions 
might conflict be beneficial to a group?  4. Identify various types of conflict.  5. What are the components 
in the conflict process model? From your  own experiences, give an example of how a conflict proceeded  
through the five stages.  6. How could a manager stimulate confflct in his or her department?  7. What 
defines the settlement range in distributive bargaining?  8. Why isn’t integrative bargaining more widely 
practiced in organizations?  9. What can you do to improve your negotiating effectiveness?  10, How do 
you assess the effectiveness of intergroup relations?  For Discussion  1. Do you think competition and 
conflict are different? Explain.  2. “Participation is an excellent method for identifying differences and  
resolving conflicts.” Do you agree or disagree? Discuss.  3 Assume a Canadian had to negotiate a contract 
with someone from  Spain. What problems might he or she face? What suggestions would  you make to 
help facilitate a settlement?  4, From your own experience, describe a situation you were involved in  



where the conflict was dysfunctional. Describe another example  from your experience where the conflict 
was functional. Now analyze  how other parties in both conflicts might have interpreted the  situation in 
terms of whether the conflicts were functional or dysfunctionaL  5. Discuss the mechanisms for resolving 
intergroup conflicts between  students and faculty on your campus. Are they effective? How could  they 
be improvcd?  We’ve made considerable progress in the last 25 years toward overtoming the negative 
stereotype given to confitet. Most behavioral scientists and an increasing number of practitioners now 
accept that the goal of effective management is not to eliminate conflict. Rather, it’s to create the right 
intensity of conflict so as to reap its functional benetits.  Since conflict can be goad for aE organization; it 
is only logical to acknowledge that thermajt be times when managers will purposely want to increase its 
intensity. Let’s briefly review how stimulat. lug conflict can provide benefits to the organization.  • 
Conflict is a means by which to bring about ratEcat change. it’s an effective device by which 
management can drastically change the existing power structure, current intetaction patterns, and 
entrenched attitudes.  • Conflict facilitates group cohesiveness. Whereas conflict increases hostility 
between groups, external threats tend to cause a group to pulI.to. gether as a unit. Inteigroup conflicts 
raise the. extent to which members identify with their own group and increase feelings of solidarity, 
while, at the same time, internal differences and irritations dissolve.  • Conflict improves group and 
organizational effec. tiveness, The stimulation of conflict initiates the search lot new means and goals and 
cLears the way for innovation. The successful spIntion of a conflict leads to greater effectiveness,  to 
more trust and openness, to greater attraction of members for e&ch othei and to depersonallzatlonof 
future conflicts. In fad, it has been found that as the number of minor disagrEements. increases, the 
number of major  clashes decreases,  • Conflict brings about a slightly hrghes. more con strrsctive level 
of’ tension. This enhances the  chances of solving the conflicts in a way satisfactory to all partiEd 
concerned. When the level of tensioth is ver lo*, the partieflre not sufficiently motivated to do somethitig 
about  a conflict.  These points ärë: clearly not comprehensive. As noted in the chapter, conflict provides 
a number of benefits to an organization. However, groups or organizations devoid of conflict are likely to 
suffer from apathy, stagnation, gxoupthink, and other debilitating diseases. In fact, more organizations 
probably fail because they have too little conflict, not because they have too much... Take a ]ook.at a list 
of large organizations, that have failed or suffered seriôus financial settacks over the past decade pr two. 
You see names like ER Hutton, Sears, General Motors, Western Union, Ginibel’s, Eastern Airlines, IBM, 
Greyhound; and Digital Computer. The common thread through thesecompanies isthat they stagnated. 
Their managements became complacent and unable or unwilling to facilitate change. These organizations 
could have benefited by having had more conflict—the functional kind.  The points presented )Wre were 
influenced by L. Van de V1irt, “Escalajive Intervention in SmaUCroup Conificts,” Journal of AppNed 
Behabra? Sdence’(Winter 1985), pp. 19—36.  Conflictis Goodfoi an Organization  Jtmaybe true that 
conflict Is an inherent part of any group or organization, it may riot be  • possible to elkhinate it 
cOfnpletely. HoWever, just because conflicts exist is no reason to deify them. All conflicts are 
dysfunctional, and it is qne of management’s major responsibilities to keep conflict intensity as low as 
humanly possible. The following points support this case.  • The negative consequences from conflict can 
be devastating. The list of negatives associated with conflict are awesome. The most obvious are 
increased turnover, decreased employee satisfaction, inefficiencies between work units, sabotage, labor 
grievances and strikes, and physical aggression.  Effective managers build teamwork. A good manager 
builds a coordinated team. Conflict works against such an objective. A successful work group is like a 
successful sports team; each member knows his or her roli and supports his or her teammates. When a 
team works well, the whole becomes greater than the sum of the parts. Management creates teamwork by 
mini-  • mizing internal conflicts and facilitating liner na coordination. *  • Competition Is good for an 
orgarnzatzon, but not conflict Competition.and conflict should not be confused with each other Conflict 
[S behavior directed against another party, whereas competition is behavior aimed at obtaining a goal 
without interference from another party Competition is healthy, it’s the source of organizational vitality 
Conflict, on the other  • hand, isdestructive..  • Managers.who accept and stimulate conflict dn’t survive in 
organizations. The whole argument on the value of conflict may be moot as long as the majority of senior 
executives n organi zations yiew conflict from the traditional view. In the traditional view, any confli t 
will be seen as bad. Since the evaluation of a rñán, ager’s performance is made by higher.Ieveiexecutives, 



those managers who do not suc&ed in eliminating conflicts are likely: to bëappraised negatively. This, in 
Wrn, will reduce opportunities for advancement. Any maUgér who aspi?es to màve up in. such an 
environment will be wise to follow the traditidnal view and eliminate any outward ‘r of con flict Failure 
to follow this advice might result in the premature departure of the managtr  All Cunflicis Are 
DstunctionaI!  538+ PART THREE • THL GOJP  :., ‘V Learning About Yourself Exercise  What Is Your 
Primary Conflict-Handling  Intenlion?  indicate how often you rely on each of the following tactics by 
circling the number you feel is most appropriate.  Rarely Always  1. 1 argue my case with my coworkers 
to show the  merits of my position. 1 2 3 4 S  2. 1 negotiate with my coworkers so that a  compromise can 
be reached. 1 2 3 4 5  3. I try to satisfy the expectations of my coworkers. 1 2 3 4 5  4. I try to Lnvestigate 
an issue with my coworkers to  find a solution acceptable to us. 1 2 3 4 5  5. 1 am firm in pursuing my 
side of the issue. 1 2 3 4 5  6. 1 attempt to avoid being put on the spot and  try to keep my conflict with 
my coworkers to  myself. 1 2 3 4 5  7. 1 hold on to my solution to a probLem. 1 2 3 4 5  8. 1 usc give-
and-take so a compromise can be made. 1 2 3 4 5  9. I exchange accurate information with my coworkers  
to solve a problem together. 1 2 3 4 5  10. 1 avoid open discussion of my differences with my  coworkers. 
1 2 3 4 5  11. 1 accommodate the wishes of my coworkers. 1 2 3 4 5  12. 1 try to bring all our concerns 
out in the open  so the issues can be resolved in the best possible  way. 1 2 3 4 5  13. 1 propose a middle 
ground for breaking deadlocks. 1 2 3 4 5  14. 1 go along with the suggestions of my coworkers. 1 2 3 4 5  
15. 1 try to keep my disagreements with my coworkers  to myself in order to avoid hard feelings. 1 2 3 4 
5  Turn to page A-29 for scoring directions and key.  Source: LIiis is an ahbretjatecj version eLi 35-item 
iristrunient dcscribed mM. A, Ratiirn, A Measure of Styles of IindIing Interpersrnial Conflict, Atiidflny 
e(Manage,nenijni:mrd June 19H3), pp. i8—7&.  CHAPTER • CONFLICT, NEGOTIATION, AND 
NTERGRQUP BEHAVIOR • 539  Working With Others Exetcise  A Negotialion Hole Play  This role 
play is designed to help you develop your negotiating skills. The class  is to break into pairs. One person 
will play the role of Terry, the department supervisor.  The other person will play Dale, Terry’s boss.  The 
Terry and Dale work for Nike in Portland, Oregon. Terry su Situation  pervises a research laboratory. 
Dale is the manager of research  and development (R&D). Terry and Dale are former  college runners 
who have worked for Nike for more than six  years. Dale has been Terry’s boss for two years.  One of 
Terry’s employees, Lisa Roland, has greatly impressed  Terry. Lisa was hired 11 months ago. She is 24 
years  old and holds a masteYs degree in mechanical engineering.  Her entry-level salary was $32,500 a 
year. She was told by  Terry that, in accordance with corporation policy, she  would receive an initial 
performance evaluation at six  months and a comprehensive review after one year. Based  on her 
performance record, Lisa was told she could expect a  salary adjustment at the time of the one-year 
evaluation.  Terry’s evaluation of Lisa after six months was very  positive. Terry commented on the long 
hours Lisa was  putting in, her cooperative spirit, the fact that others in the  lab enjoyed working with her, 
and that she was making an  immediate positive contribution to the project she had been  assigned. Now 
that Lisa’s first anniversary is coming up,  Terry has again reviewed Lisa’s performance. Terry thinks  
Lisa may be the best new person the R&D group has ever  hired. After only a year, Terry has rated Lisa 
as the number 3  ranked performer in a department of H.  Salaries in the department vary greatly. Terry, 
for instance,  has a basic salary of $57,000, plus eligibility for a  bonus that might add another $5,000 to 
$8,000 a yeaL The  salary range of the 11 department members is $26,400 to  $51,350. The lowest salary 
is a recent hire with a bachelor’s  degree in physics. The two people that Terry has rated above  Lisa earn 
base salaries of $47,700 and $51,350. They’re both  27 years old and have been at Nike for three and four 
years,  respectively. The median salary in Terry’s department is  $42,660.  Terry’s You want to give lisa a 
big raise. Although she’s young, she  Role: has proven to be an exceUent addition to the department.  
You don’t want to lose her. More importantly, she knows in  general what other peopLe in the department 
are earning  and she thinks she’s underpaid. The company typically  gives oney€ar raises of 5 percent, 
although 10 percent is not  unusual and 20 to 30 percent increases have been approved  540• PART 
TMRF! • IHC GROUP  on occasion. You’d Like to get Terry as large an increase as  Dale will approve.  
Dale’s All your supervisors typically try to squeeze you for a much  Role: money as they can for their 
people, You understand this because you did the same thing when you were a supervisor:  But your boss 
wants to keep a lid on costs. I-fe wants you to keep raises for recent hires generally in the 5 to 8 percent 
range. In fact, he’s sent a memo to all managers and supervisors saying this. However, your boss is also 



very concerned with equity and paying people what they’re worth. You feel assured he will support any 
salary recommendation you make, as Jong as it can be justified. Your goal, consistent with cost 
reduction1 is to keep salary increases as low as possible.  The Terry has a meeting scheduled with Dale to 
discuss Lisa’s  Negotiation: performance review and salary adjustment. Take a couple of minutes to think 
through the facts in this exercise and to prepare a strategy. Then you have up to 15 minutes to con duct 
your negotiation. When your negotiation is complete.. the class will compare the various strategies used 
and pair Outcomes,  Ethical Dilemma Exercise  Is Stimulating Conflict Unethical?  The research 
demonstrates that conflict can, at times, actually improve a group or an organization’s performance. So 
managers may find themselves in situations where the conflict level in their unit is too low and in need of 
stimulation. In spite of this conclusion, North Americans tend to view conflict negatively They prefer 
cooperation to conflict. As a result, they are likely to take a dim view of someone who purposely seeks to 
increase conflict levels, regardless of how good that person’s intentions may be.  These opposing facts—
the positive potential of conflict for organizational performance and the negative view of it held by most 
North Americans—place U.S. and Canadian managers in a difficult position. Do they try to stifle all 
conflicts in order to stay in step with society’s preferences? Or do they ignore sod- eta] norms and do 
what is best for their organizations? Managers who decide in favor of the organization then face another 
ethical issue: Is it wrong to deceive others?  Since employees are likely to negatively interpret any efforts 
to overt]y stimulate conflict, managers may be tempted to mask their intentions. Why? Because managers 
aren’t likely to endear themselves to their staffs by admitting they are “purposely trying to increase 
conflict levels,”  CHAPIEP 13 CONFlICT, NEGOTA1ION, AND INTEPGROUr BEHAVIOR • 541  is 
it unethical to try to increase conflict for organizational ends? Is it  wrong to do so by masking one’s true 
intentions? What do you think?  Tip Says “No Way”  Marc I.attoni is supervisor of an eight-member cost 
accounting department in a large metals fabricating plant in Albuquerque, New Mexico. He was 
promoted about six months ago to his supervisory position after only a year as an accountant, largely 
because of his education: lie has an MBA, whereas no one else in the departnent has a college degree. The 
transition to supervisor went smoothly, and there were hardly any problems until this morning.  The need 
for another cost accountant in the office had been obvious to Marc for over a month. Overtime had 
become commonplace and was putting a strain on department members as well as the department’s 
budget (overtime was computed at time and a half). Marc had his eye on one particular individual in 
production control who he thought would fit his needs quite well. He had talked with the production 
control supervisor and the personnel manager, and the three had agreed a young African-American clerk 
in production named Ralph might be a good candidate to move into cost accounting and help with the 
increased departmental workload. Ralph had been with the company for eight months, shown above 
average potential, and was only six units shy of a bachelor’s degree (with a major in accounting) that he 
was earning at night at the University of New Mexico.  Marc had discussed the cost accounting position 
with Ralph earlier in the week, and Ralph had been enthusiastic. Marc had said that, while he could make 
no promises, he thought he would recommend Ralph for the job. However, Marc emphasized it would be 
a week or so before a final decision was made and the announcement made official.  When Marc came 
into his office this morning, he was confronted by Tip O’Malley, a 58-year-old cost accountant who has 
been at the plant since its opening over 24 years ago. Tip, born and raised in a small town in the Deep 
South, had heard a rumor that Ralph would be coming up and working in the cost department. Pip minced 
no words: “I’ve never worked with a black and I never will.” Tip’s face was red, and it was obvious this 
was an emotionally charged issue for him. His short one-way confrontation closed with the statement: i(J 
have no intention of working in the same department as that fellow.”  Questions  1. What is the source of 
this conflict?  2. Assume you’re Marc. Which conflict-handling intention is most appropriate for this 
situation? Why?  3. Describe, in detail, what you would say to Tip.  4. Do you think your approach has 
permanently resolved this conflict? Explain. ;1  CASE INCIBENT;0]  542.  PART THREE • THE 
GROUP ;1  V III ED CASE;0]  Conflict in the New York City Schools  Joseph Fernandez, chancellor of 
the New York City school systcm, was fired in 1993. in spite of his record for cutting costs and 
improving student performance.  Fernandez was born in New York City. His family was poor. He 
dropped out of high school and joined the Air Force. At sonic point, he managed to turn his life around. 
1-le got his high school diploma and eventually his doctorate in education. Fernandez rose to prominence 



as head of the Miami school system. Based on his success in Miami, New York City lured him away to 
head its school system in 1990.  By most objective standards, Fernandez made improvements in the New 
York system. He cut bureaucracy by 30 percent, math and science test scores of students rose, and 
dropout rates leveled off. But his successes couldn’t offset the controversial stands he took. Some battles 
you confront, and some you wa].k away from. Fernandez apparently chose to take on the wrong battles.  
Fernandez argues that problems in schools today are different than they were 20 or 25 years ago. “We 
have to deal with bias and intolerance, AIDS. We have to deal with children that don’t come from the 
traditional family of two parents. . . plus violence. It’s different from the ‘SOs and the ‘40s, where 
chewing gum or talking out of turn was the big problem. We’re dealing with sonic real serious issues 
now.”  Fernandez’s solution was to confrOnt some of these social issues. For instance, he promoted AIDS 
education, availability of condoms in the schools, and programs that taught first and second grade 
children to’erance for gays and lesbians.  School board members did not look favorably on a lot of what 
Fernandez was trying to do. The ousted chancelior sees the decision in political terms. He thinks the 
board doesn’t want schools to deal with sodaS issues. His critics agree, but add that Fernandez’s 
arrogance was also a major factor in their decision. Fernandez’s response: “Look, I am what I am, I think 
that most people that have worked with me will tell you that I’m impatient and I think that’s a good 
characteristic. 1 don’t think it’s a bad one. I don’t think we can afford to lose another generation of kids.”  
Questions  1. What’s the source of this conflict?  2. If you had been a concerned member of the school 
hoard and wanted to resolve this conflict prior to Fernandez’s firing, what actions might you have taken?  
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Tm a big fan of teams,” says Rob  I Ipanco. “When I came to Aslett, things  I were not organized as well 
as they  could have been. Of course, we were quite a  bit smaller then. I decided to use teams as an  
organizing device for three reasons. First, funcI  I I  1 •  -  1101 lANA:  MANAGING 01101111  1111 
TEAMS  tures.  tional specialization., made teaming easy. I could take the separators or desk-top-
publishing people and group them into common teams very easily. Second, teams allowed me greater 
control. And third, teams are good for the kind of work we do We work around projects I thought cross-
functional teams would be an effective way for us to meet our proj. ect goals.” When asked if he had any 
people who weren’t team players and, if so, how he handled it, Rob said, “1 inheritêdàne guy, Nick, who 
couldn’t work well with others. No one wanted to work with him. I told him he didn’t have to be a team 
member but he had:a responsibility to respect other projects. I isolated him as a team of one! Nick’s .a 
high maintenance person for me. He has a talent I can’t duplicate. He hurts morale when he cops his 
attitude. But I need him.and he’s respected around here for his lob competence.”  On the subject of 
communication, Rob noted that he and his people are making increased use of electronics. Employees use 
an internal network to E-mail messages between each other. Rob works with a consultant in the United 
Kingdom and communicates regularly with him via fax and E-mail as well as the telephone. But Rob is 
not an uncritical supporter of E-mail. “At AT&T I got so much E-mail, I couldn’t read it all. It can 
become a party line with a lot of noise. From my standpoint, I think E-mail works well as a motivation 
tool. I can use it on Monday, for instance, to summarize the previous week’s performance and to set this 
week’s goals.” The UK example also reminded Rob of internal communication problems created by 
employees who come from different culOne of his British employees, for example, has difficulty with the 
looseness and informality of his American peers. He views them as behaving “less than proper.”  On 
leadership, Rob had some insightful comparisons between his managerial roles at AT&T versus Aslett. 
“At AT&T, I had responsibility but no authority because I managed peers. To be effective, I had to rely a 
lot on horse trading. Now I have real authority.” But he’s had some problems adjusting to this authority. 
“I’m friendly by nature. I have trouble creating distance between myself and my staff. This apparently 
confuses people. They’ll say, ‘One minute Rob is my pal and then the next minute he’s asking me where 
the pages are or why I missed a deadline.’ I haven’t figured out how to walk this tightrope very well.” 
Rob also used the topic of leadership to explain his philosophy on empowering employees. “Realistically, 
there are some people I just can’t delegate to. So I practice selective empowerment. But I think it’s 
critical for our people to take the ball and run with it. This is because empowerment is necessary if we’re 
to continue growing. I look at empowerment as an alternative to adding another level of management.”  
While Rob doesn’t consider himself a political animal, he clearly understands the importance of building 
a power base. For example, he noted that selection to the Leadership Continuity Program at AT&T gave 
him the clout to get the transfers he wanted when he wanted them. It also gave him influence  PAfl 
THREE • THE SkOUP  iiith managers above him But ata cost Peers were jealous and it created conflicts  
with them When asked if he did anything to increase his power at AT&T,  he qwckly admitted to 
volunteenng for committees and visible assignments  “EarIy:lnrny cateer at AT&T, a boss told me 
tovolunteer to work with iippe  manasers. 1 asked swhy?I He said, It’ll help at performance appraisal 



time. The  people cjiio will be evaluating you and ranking you against others will know  who ycd art”  
Rob made a point to contrast politicking at Aslett and AT&T “Look, politics  occur everywhere A certain 
amount is appropnate At AT&T, however, it wasmdivid  ilIy oriented People kissed up to their boss to 
improve their personal status—tO  get a promotion or a salary increase At Aslett, politics is inQre team 
directed  k’s used to get attention for a team or to protect the team’s self interest  Rob Is currently in the 
process of developing a company policy on sexual harassment  “I think this is a really important issue I 
took a course on the sublect,  then I held a couple of meetings to talk about what I learned “ Robs plan Is 
to  first set the policy, then conduct employee training sessiops on the subleci,  and finally have everyone 
sign a copy of the sexual harassment policy. Indicating  they understand and accept it  On the topic of 
how Rob handles conflict in his organization, there waS an  obvioi.s linkage back to his decision making 
style “When I see conflicts bubbling  up, I sit back and analyze them 1 don’t do anything nastily I want to  
think before I act You can be too confrontational and make a situation worse  I want to get all the facts So 
I’ll talk privately with each individual involved in  the conflict and ask him or her, ‘What s going on2’ 
Then I validate the in  formation Only then will I bring the parties together and try to find a res  olution:”  
QueStions  1. Evaluate Rob’s solution to the problem of an employee who doesnt  • work well on teams.  
2. Is there a conflict between being “boss” and being frjendly with your.  staff? Discuss.  .3. What do you 
think Rob means when he says empowerment can be an  alternative to adding another Level of 
management?  4 Is team based politicking more functional to an organization than in-  • dividually based 
politicking? What do you think? .. . !: :.,,  S. What do you think of Rob’s conflict-handling orientation?  .x 
•.•  I  . .•-*••  •.t:541  j  FOUNDITn  OF  010AIZII di  4’ I—I—II— ‘I.  The dinosaur’s eloquent lesson is 
that if.sonw bigness is good,  ticon A/S is the third largest hearing aid manufacturer in the world.1 In 
1987, according to  •the Danish firm’s managing director, Lars Kolind, Oticon was aIso one of the 
world’s most conservative and aristocratic companies. ‘We had hardwood paneling on the walls, Jaguars 
in the garage, and the steepest of hierarchies,” says Kolind. But this conservatism and rigid structure was 
contributing to the company’s demise. In 1987 alone, Oticon lost 40 million DKK.  L.  • a:.  0  IF;  A  0  
.na a a ,naa s ..aasvauiii ie  an overabundance of bigness is not necescarily better.  E,A. JOHNSTON  I 
‘C’  Oticon’s competitors were large and aggressiVe. As noted by bne executive, “It would be difficult 
for us to develop chips for dgita! sound processing better than Sny but we had to try to do something 
better.” Management decided “something better” would be to develop a unique organizational structure 
that woud give Oticon a flexibility its competitors didn’t have. Among the changes that were 
implemented were a redesign Df jobs, the elimination of departments, and the creation of flexible work 
spaces.  Today, people at Oticon no anger have singe jobs. They have a constantly changing set of jobs 
they choose for themselves. For example, an engineer might have a primary job designing new integrated 
circuits, but also might sign up to do a rnartet study or prepare the company newsletter, The company 
now benefits frém the part-time use of many skills that were unavailable wth the old structure.  Oticon’s 
management eliminated all the functional departments at thD company’s head oltice. They did away with 
all titles and created a structure with no bosses and no managers. In the prace of departments and formal 
bosses are teams that work br a common cause. To keep the chaos under control, management makes sure 
everyone knows the company’s plans and strateçpes. With everyone united behind a single vision, 
management caims the chances are significantly increased that actions taken independentiy wil! align 
with and support each other.  organizational slruditrc  How th tasks cr Farmdlly divided, grouped, and 
wordinated.  Otcon’s physical office layout has almost been completely revamped. Everyone now has 
exactly the same amount of space, and no one has a fixed desk. Everyone has a portable work station—a 
low file cabinet with a desk drawer on wheels, To work together, a project team chooses a nurnberd 
adjacent tables; and each member wheels his or her work station up to one of the tables, which then 
becomes that person’s ffdesk.” On each table there is already a computer that gives whoever signs on 
access to personal files, E-mail: arid company databases. And since everyone carries mobile phones, 
people can be reached regard’ess of where they are.  Coffee bars are sprinkled throughout Oticon’s 
headquarters with counters for “stand-up meetings” (see photo on page 549), because accordàng to a 
senior executive, Kpeople think and work better, faster, and more flexibly while they’re standing up.’  
The new structure gives Oticon tremendous flex ibility. For instance, it has resulted n cuttLng the timeta-
market on new products in half. Sales grew 13 percent in 1992 and another 23 percent in 1993; 



meanwhile, profits climbed to industry records in 1993 and 1994. And empoyees seem to like the new 
structure. Despite a reduction in staff of 15 percent, attlude surveys indicate that employee satisfaction is 
at record highs.  An organizational structure defines how job tasks are formally divided, grouped, and 
coordinated.Oticon, for instance, changed its structure from one where employees performed narrow 
specialized tasks in separate departments, under the direct gu dance of a department manager, to a team-
based structure that did away with functional departments and rnanagers  Managers need to address six 
key elements when they design their organization s structure: work specialization, departmentalization, 
chain of command, span o control, centralization and decentralization, anjforrnahzation.’  he theme of this 
chapter is that organizations have different structures and that these structures have a bearing on 
employee attitudes and behaviot More specifically, in the following pages, we define the key components 
that make up an organization’s structure, present half a dozen or so structural design options which 
managers can choose from, identify the contingency factors that make certain structural designs 
preferable in varying situations, and conclude by considering the difterent effects of various 
organizational designs on employee behavior.  — What Is Organizational Structure  CHAPTER 14 • 
FOUNDATIONS OF ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE • 55  r  Table 14-I presents each of these 
elements as answers to an important structural  question. The following sections describe these six 
elements of structure.  Work Specialization  Early in this century, Henry Ford became rich and famous by 
building automobiles  on an assembly line, Every Ford worker was assigned a specific, repetitive  task. 
For instance, one person would just put on the right-front wheel and  someone else would install the right-
front door. By breaking jobs up into small  standardized tasks, which could be performed over and over 
again, Ford was  able to produce cars at the rate of one every ten seconds while using employees  who 
had relatively limited skills.  Ford demonstrated that work can be performed more efficiently if 
employees  • are allowed to specialize. Today we ue the term work spedaliza- work specializatioa  tion, or 
division of labor to describe the degree to which tasks in the organiza- The degree to which tasks in the 
tion ire subdivided into separate jobs. organization are subdivided inte  The essence of work 
specialization is that, rattler than an entire jotS being separate abs.  done by one individual, it is broken 
down into a number of steps, each step  being completed by a separate individual. In essed, individuals 
specialize in  klbing part of an activity rather than the entire activity.  By the late 1940s, most 
manufatturing jobs in industrialized countries  were being done with high work specialization. 
Management saw this as a way  to make the most efficient use of its employees’ skills: Iii most 
organizations,  sonw tasks require highly developed skills; others can be performed by the untrained.  If 
all workers were engaged in each step of, say, an organization’s manufacturing  process, all would have 
to have the skills necessary to perform both  the most demanding and the least demanding jobs. As a, 
result, except when  performing the most skilled or highly sophjsticated tasks, employees would be  
working below their skill levels. And since skilled Workers are paid more than  unskilled workers and 
theft wages tend toreflect their highesf level of skill,  paying highly skilled workers to do easy tasks 
represent an inefficient usage of  organizational resources.  Managers also looked for other efficienciçs 
that could be achieved  through work specialization. Employee skills at perfotmirig task successfully  
increase through repetition. Less time is spent in changing tasks, in putting  away one’s tools and 
equipment from a prior step in the work process, and in  getting ready for another. Equally important, 
training for specialization is more  552k PART FOUR,’ TH ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  ‘tll.iviert front 
the brganization’s perspective. It IS easi& and less costly to find and trairiwotkers’todo spécific and 
repetitive tasks..;Thisis çspedally true of highly sophisticated and cSipIex operabons For arnp)e, could 
Cessna produaanetitatiOh jet ayear if one person had to build the entire plane alone? FinaHy. work 
specialization increases efficiency and  r?oductlvity by encouraging the creation of special  inveritibris 
and machinery.  For much’of the first half of this century, managers viewed work specialization as an 
unending source of increased productivity. And they were probably riàht. Because specialization was not 
widely practiced, its introduction almost always generated higher productivity. But by the 1960s, 
increasing evidence showed a good thing can be carried too far. The point had, been reached in some jobs 
where the huma diseconomie from specialization—which surface as boredom, fatigue, stress, low 
productivity, poor quality, increased absenteeism, and high turnover—more than offset the4congmic 
advautages (see Figure 14-1). In such cases? productivity could be increased by.ènIaring, rather than 



narrowing, the scope of job activities. Additionally, a’ number of companies found that by giving 
employees a variety of activities to do,. allowing them to do. a whole and complete job, and by putting 
them into teams with interchangeable skills,: they often achieved significantly higheroutput within- 
creased employee satisfaction.  EDS Corp., a wholly-owned subsidiary  of General Molars, coordinates 
and di-  reds the voice, video, and data communications  for more than 7,000 customers  around the 
world. The  information technology services provided  by management information  specialists allhe 
company’s Information  Manaqement Center (shown here)  increase the efficiency and produdivity  of 
[US and its customers, Specialization  has helped [US evolve from a local  Dallas company to a global  
corporation.  CHAPTER 14 • FCUNDArJDNS OF OOANIZATION STRLJCT1JE + 553  Most 
managers today neither see work specialization as obsolete nor an  unending source of increased 
productivity. Rather, managers recognize the  economi€s it provides in certain types of jobs and the 
problems it creates when  it’s carried too far. You’ll find, for example, high work specialization being 
used  by McDonald’s to efficiently make and sell harnhurgers arid fries, and by medical  specialists in 
most health maintenance organizations. However, companies  like Oticon A/S and the Saturn Corporation 
have had success by broadening  the scope of jobs and reducing specialization.  Departmentalization -  
Once you’ve divided lobs up through work specialization you need to group  these jobs together so 
common tasks can be coordinated. ibe basis by which  jobs are grouped together is called 
departmcntallzallon. departmentulizatiou  One of the most popular ways to group activities is by 
functions per- lli€ basis by whirk jk are giouped formed. A manufacturing manager might organize his or 
her plant by separat- logelber,  lag engineering, accounting, manufacturing, personnel, and purchasing 
specialists  into common departments. Of course, departmentalization by function  can be used in all 
types of organizations. Univ the functions change to reflect  the organization’s ohjectNes and activities. A 
hospital might have departments  devoted to research, patient care, accounting, and so forth. A 
professional footbafl  franchise might have departments for player personnel, ticket sales, and  travel and 
accommodations. The major advantage to this type of grouping is  obtaining efficiencies from putting like 
specialists together. Functional departmentalization  seeks to achieve economies of scale by placing 
people with corn-  mon skills and orientations into common units.  Tasks can also he departmentalized by 
the type of product the organization  produces At Sun Petroleum Products, for instance, each of the three 
major  product areas in the corporation (fuels, lubricants and waws, and chemicals) is  placed under the 
authority of a vice president whp i a specialist in, and responsible  for, everything having to do with his or 
her product line Each, for  example, would have his or her own manufacturing and marketing group. The  
major advantage to this type of grouping is increased accountability for product  performance, since all 
activities related to a specific product are under the  direction of a single manager. It an oiganization’s 
activities ate service rather  than product related, each service would he autonomously grouped. For 
insEance,  an accounting firm could have departments for tax, management consulting,  auditing, and the 
like. Each would offer a common array of services  under the direction of a product or service manager.  
Another way to departmentalize is on the basis of geography or territory.  The sales function, for instance, 
may have western, southern, midwestern, and  eastern regip.ns. Each of these regions i, in effect, a 
&partment organized  around geophy. 11 an organization’s customers are scattered over a large 
geographic  area.wen this form of departmentalization can be valuable,  At a Reynolds Metals aluminum 
tubing plant in upstate New York, pro  duction is organized into five dcpartmeifls: casting; press; tubing; 
finishing;  and inspect, pack, and ship. This is an example of process departmentalization  because each 
department specializes in one specific phase in the production of  aluminum tubing. lhe metal is cast in 
huge furnaces: sent to the press department,  where it is extruded into aluminum pipe; transferred In the 
tube mill,  where it is stretched into various sizes and shapes of tubing; moved to lirishing,  where it is cut 
and cleaned; and finaLly ardvcs in the inspect, pack, and  554, PART FOUR • THE ORGANZATION 
SYST[M  ship department. Since each process requires different skills, this method offers a basis for the 
homogeneous categorizing of activities.  Process departmentalization can be used for processing 
customers as well as products. If you’ve ever been to a state motor vehicle office to get a driver’s license, 
you probably went through several departments before receiving your license. In one state, applicants 
must go through three steps, each handled by a separate department: (1) validation, by the motor vehicles 
division; (2) processing, by the licensing department; and (3) payment collection, by the treasury 



department.  A final category of departmentalization is to use the particular type of customer the 
organization seeks to reach. The sales activities in an office supply firm, for instance, can be broken down 
into three departments to service retail, wholesale, and government customers. A large law office can 
segment its staff on the basis of whether they service corporate or individual clients. The assumption 
underlying customer departmentalization is that customers in each department have a common set of 
problems and needs that can best be met by having specialists for each.  Large organizations may use all 
of the forms of departmentalization we’ve described. A major Japanese electronics firm, for instance, 
organizes, each of its divisions along functional lines and its manufacturing units around processes; it 
departmentalizes sales around seven geographic regions; and divides each sales region into four customer 
groupings. Two general trends, however, seem to be gaining momentum in the 1990s. First, customer 
departmentalization is growing in popularity. In order to better monitor the needs of customers and to be 
better able to respond to changes in those needs, many organizations have given greater emphasis to 
customer departmentalization. Xerox, for example,   ....  GRIn ihe  new  s....  -  Organizing  Around  
Work  Processes   Companiessuch as  AT&T, Boeing, British Telecommu-  At Sun Life Assurance’s U.S. 
office in Wellesley, Mass- acbusetts, only one busthess  At Hallmark Cards, editors, writers, artists, and 
production specialists join with rep nications   Ericsson Canadian  process was identified: serv-  
resentatives horn manufac Imperia   Bank of Commerce, Hallmark Cards, Sun Life As- surance of 
Canada, Xerox,  ing customers. Upscale buy- ers of the company’s life in- surance policies wanted to  
turing, graphic arts, sales, and distr]bution to oversee everything from new ideas to   and Volvo are 
completely overhauling the way they do  deal with Sun Life quickly and effectively. In response,  
customer deliveries. This teamwork has cut production  .  business in order to achieve  Sun Life 
representatives have  time for new versions of Hall-   the productivity, speed, and  been reorganized into 
eight-  mark’s Shoebox Greeting   customer satisfaction they  person teams trained to expe-  cards from 
nine to three   need to thrive. They’ve care-  cute all requests. With this  months.   fully examined how 
their  new approach, Sun Life no    work is carried out, then reor- garuzed ther corporations  longer 
irritates customers by switching their calls from  3d on L. Grant, “New Jewel In the Crown,’ U.3 News & 
World Report (Feb aroun   work processes+  one spedalist to another.  rusty ZS, 194), pp. 55—57.    
CHAPTER 14 • FOLJNDATONS OF ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE  has eliminated its corporate 
marketing staff and placed marketing specialists out in the field.4 This allows the company to better 
understand who their customers are and to respond faste! to their requirements. The second flend is that 
rigid functional departmentalization is being complemented by teams that cross over traditional 
departmental lines. As we described iii chapter 9, as tasks have become more complex and more diverse 
skills are needed to accomplish those tasks, management has turned to cross—functional teams.  Chain of 
Command  Twenty years ago, the chain-of-command concept was a basic cornerstone in the design of 
organizations. As you’ll see, it has far less importance today. But contemporary managers should still 
consider its implications when they decide how best to structure their organizations.  The chain of 
command is an unbroken line of authority that extends from the top of the organization to the lowest 
echelon and clarifies who reports to whom. It answers questions for employees such as Who do I go to if 
I have a problem?” and “Whom am I responsible to?”  You can’t discuss the chain of command without 
discussing two complementary concepts: authority and unity of command. Authority refers to the rights 
inherent in a managerial position to give orders and expect the orders to be obeyed. To facilitate 
coordination, each managerial position is given a place in the chain of command; and cacti manager is 
given a degree of authority in order to meet his or her responsibilities. The unity of command principle 
helps preserve the concept of an unbroken line of authority. It states that a person should have one and 
only one superior to whom he or she is directly responsible. If the unity of command is broken, a 
subordinate might have to cope with conflicting demands or priorities from several superiors.  Times 
change and so do the basic tenets of organization design. The concepts of chain of command, authority, 
and unity of command have substantially less relevance today because of advancements in computer 
technology and the trend toward empowering employees. Just how different things are today is illustrated 
in the following excerpt from a recent article in Business Week:  Puzzled, Charles Chaser scanned the 
inventory reports from his cornpany ’s distribution centers one Wednesday morning in mid-March. 
According to the computer printouts, stocks of Rose Awakening Cütex nail polish were down to three 



days’ supply, well below the three-and-a-half week stock Chesebrough-Pond’s Inc. tres to keep on hand. 
But Chaser knew his Jefferson City (Missouri) plant had shipped 346 dozen bottles of the polish just two 
days before. Rose Awakening must be flying off store shelves, he thought. So Chaser turned to his 
terminal next to the production line and typed in instructions to produce 400 dozen more bottles on 
Thursday morning.  All in a day’s work for a scheduling manager, right? Except for one detail: Chaser 
isn’t management. He’s a line worker—officially a “Jine coordinator M—one of hundreds who routinely 
tap the plant’s computer network to track shipments, schedule their own workloads, and pnerally perform 
functinns that used to be the provnce of management.  A low-level employee today can access 
information in seconds that, 20 years ago, was available only to top managers. Similarly, computer 
technology  .555  chain of command  The unbroken Ihie oF authority that eatendc from the top of the 
o9anizntioa to The westesthikngmtjcbriflesbo report towhotn.  withority  The rights inkerent in a 
managerici posion to give orders end exped 11e orders to be obeyed.  *  ,Tite conceptsbfch&itef -  
command, authority, lflhI  unit! t eommadhave.:  ‘ substantially lesS,relevanfl  i today because of dvanae 
nienis in ccrnputei Iech  I$ nology aid ihe•tfènd táard epoeilng. empLàyees..  ______  wttyofcQIa4 1 A 
sàbwip,ate tuM have only one cuperia to whom he ir she k direcily responsible.  556• PART FOUR • 
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communicate with anyone else without going through formal channels. Moreover, the concepts of 
authority and maintaining the chain of command are increasingly less relevant as operating employees, 
are being empowered to make decisions that previously were reserved for management Add to this the 
popularity of self-managed and cross-functional teams and the creation of new structural designs that 
include multiple bosses, and the unity-of-command concept takes on less Eelevance. Many organizations, 
of course, still find they can be most productive by enforcing the chain of command. There just seem to 
be fewer of them nowadays.  Span of Control  How many subordinates can a manager efficiently and 
effectively direct? This question of span of control is important because, to a large degree, it determines 
the number of levels and managers an organization has. All things being equal, the wider or larger the 
span, the more efficient the organization. An example can illustrate the validity of this statement.  Assume 
we have two organizations, both of which have approximately 4,100 operative-level employees. As 
Figure 14-2 illustrates, if one has a uniform span of four and the other a span of eight, the wider span 
would have two fewer levels and approximately 800 fewer managers. If the average manager made 
$40,000 a year, the wider span would save $32 million a year in management salaries! Obviously, wider 
spans are more efficient in terms of cost. Flow- ever, at some point wider spans reduce effectiveness. That 
is, when the span becomes too large, employee performance suffers because supervisors no longer have 
the time to provide the necessary leadership and support.  Small spans have their advocates. By keeping 
the span of control to five or six employees, a manager can maintain close control,5 But small spans have 
three major drawbacks. First, as already described, they’re expensive because they add levels of 
management. Second, they make vertical communication in the organization more complex, The added 
levels of hierarchy slow down decision making and tend to isolate upper management. Third, small spans 
of control encourage overly tight supervision and discourage employee autonomy.  The trend in recent 
years has been toward larger spans of control. For example, the span for managers at companies such as 
General Electric and Reynolds Metals has expanded to 10 or 12 subordinates—’-twice the number of 15 
years ago.6 Tom Smith, a regional manager with Carboline Co., oversees 27 people. His counterpart of 20 
years ago would have typically managed 12 employees.7  Wide spans of control are consistent with  
recent efforts by companies to reduce costs, cut overhead, speed up decision making, increase flexibility, 
get closer to customers, and empower employees. However, to ensure that performance doesn’t suffer 
because of these wider spans, organizations have been investing heavily in employee training. Managers 
recognize they can handle a wider span when employees know their jobs inside and out or can turn to 
their coworkers when they have questions.  spar of control  The number of subordinates a manager can 
efficiently and eFfectively direct.  Menrb r rAIea hbv —  •1  1W  4  I  a  A  a  “tA  CHAPTER 14 • 
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make all the decisions. Lower levet managers merely carry out .top management’s directives. At the other 
extreme are organizations where decision making is pushed down to those managers who are closest to 



the action. The former organizations are highly centralized; the latter are decentralized.  The term 
centralization refers to the degree to which decision making is concentrated at a single point in the 
organization. The Concept includes only formal authority, that is, the rights inherent in one’s position. 
Typically, it’s said that if top management makes the organization’s key decisions with little or no input 
from lower level personnel, then the organization is centralized. In contrast, the more that lower-level 
personnel provide input or are actually given the discretion to make decisions, the more decentralization 
there is.  An organization characterized by centralization is an inherently different structural animal from 
one that is decentralized. In a decentralized organiza-. tion, action can be taken more quickly to solve 
problems, more people provide input into decisions, and employees are less likely to feel alienated from 
those who make the decisions that affect their work lives.  Consistent with recent management efforts to 
make organizations more flexible and responsive, there has been a marked trend toward decentralizing 
decision making. In large companies, lower level managers are closer to the action and typically have 
more detailed knowledge about problems than do top managers. Big retailers like Sears and J.C. Penney 
have given their store managers considerably more disqetion in choosing what merchandise to stock. This 
allows those stores to compete more effectively against local merchants. Similarly, the Bank of Montreal 
has grouped its 1,164 Canadian branches into 236 “comrnunities”—that is, a group of branches within a 
limited geographical area.S Each community is led by a community area manager, who typically works 
within a 20-minute drive of the other branches. This area manager can respond faster and more 
intelligently to problems in his or her community than could some senior executive in Montreal. IBM 
Europe’s chairman Renato Riverso has similarly sliced the Continent into some 200 autonomous business 
units, each with its own profit plan, employee incentives, and customer focus. “We used to manage from 
the top, like an army,” says Riverso. “Now, we’re trying to create entities that drive themselves. ‘  
centralization  The degree to which decision making k concentrated at a single point ía ihe organizoon.  
decentralization  Decision discretion ‘ pushed down to lower-level employees.  558• PART FOUR • THE 
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I II HILLLIIILIII 11111001  Formalization  formalization Formalization refers tO the degree to which 
jobs within the organization are  The degreeiowhichiobswithin the standardized. If a job is highly 
formalized, then the jol incumbent has a mini-  organization are standardized. mum amount of discretion 
over what is to be done, when it is to be done, and  how he or she should do it. Employees can be 
expected always to handle the  same input in exactly the same way, resulting in a consistent and uniform 
out put There are explicit job descriptions, lots of organizational rules, and clearly  defined procedures 
covering work processes in organizations where there is  high formalization. Where formalization is low, 
lob behaviors are relatively  non programmed and employees have a great deal of freedom to exercise dis 
cretio in their work. Since an individual’s discretion on the job is inversely re  CHAPTER 14 • 
FOUNDATIONS OF ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE • 559  lated to the amount of behavior in that 
fOb that is preprogrammed by the organization,  the gTeater the standardization, the less input the 
employee has  into how his or her work is to be done. Standardizatio&not only eliminates the  possibility 
of employees engaging in alternative behaviors, but it even removes  the need for employees tç consider 



alternatives.  The degree of fomalization can vary widely between organizations and  within 
organizations. Certaifl jobs, for instance, are well known to have little  formalization. College book 
travelers-—the representatives of pUblishers who  call on professors to inform them of their company’s 
new publications—have a  great deal of freedom in their jobs. They have no standard sales spiel, and the  
extent of rules and procedures governing their behavior may be little more  than the requirenient that they 
submit a weekly sales report and some suggestions  on what to emphasize for the various new titles. At 
the other extreme are  clerical and editorial positions in the same publishing hou5es where employees  are 
required to clock in at their work stations by 8 A.M.. or be docked a half hour  of pay and, once at that 
work station, to follow a set of precise procedurWdic.  fated by management.  Common Organizational 
Designs  We now turn to describing three of the more common organizational designs  found in tise: the 
simple structure, the bureaucracy. and the matrix structure.  The Simple Structure  What doa small retail 
store, an electronics firm run by a hard-driving entrepreneur,  a new Planned Parenthood office, and an 
airline in the midst of a companywide  pilot’s strike have in common? They probably all utilize the 
simple simple structwe  structure. A siructure charxierized b low desree The simple structure is said to be 
characterized most by what it is not of ieporlmenlalizaliali, wide spani of  rather Ihan what it is. The 
simple structure is not elaborated It has. a low de- conval itltriIy cernrnlized in a single gree of 
departmentalization, wide spans of control, authority centralized in a person, and little fonnaLizaHcn. 
single person, and little formalization. The simple structure is a “flat” organization;  it usually has only 
two or three vertical levels, a loose body of employees,  and one individual in whom the decision-making 
authority is centralized.  The simple structure is most widely practiced in small businesses in which  the 
manager and the owner are one and the same. This organizational design is  illustrated in Figure 14-3 on 
page 560, an organization chart for a retail men’s  store. Jack Gold owns and manages this store. 
Although jack Gold employs five  full-time salespeople, a cashier, and extra personnel for weekencb and 
holidays,  he runs the show.  The strength of the simple structure lies in its simplicity. It’s fast, flexible,  
inexpensive to maintain, and accountability is clear. One major weakness is  that it’s difficult to maintain 
in anything other than small organizations. It becomes  increasingly inadequate as an organization grows 
because its low for  malization and high centralization tend to create information overload at the  top. As 
size increases, decision making typically becomes slower and can eventually  come to a standstill as the 
single executive tries to continue making all  the decisions. This often proves to be the undoing of many 
smalL businesses.  When an organization begins to employ 50 or 100 people, it’s very difficult for  the 
owner-manager to make all the choices. If the structure isn’t changed and  560.  PART FOUR THE 
ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  I  made more elaborate, the firm often loses momentum and can eventually 
fail. The simple structure’s other weakness is that it’s risky: Everything depends on one person. One heart 
attack can literally destroy the organization’s Information and decision-making centeL  The simple 
structure isn’t strictly limited to small organiiations, it’s just harder to make it work effectively in larger 
firms. One large company that seems to have succeeded with the simple structuxe is Nucor Corp., a $2.3 
billion steel company that operates minimills in Indiana and Prkansas.’1 Its headquarters in Charlotte, 
North Carolina, employs lUst 24 people. And there are only three levels between the company’s president 
and mill workers. This lean structure has helped Nucor to become the most profitable steelmaker in the 
United States.  The Bureaucracy  bureaucracy  A structure with highly routine operating tusks achieved 
through specialization, very formalized rules and regulations, tasks that are grouped into functional 
departments, centralized authority, non ow spans of control, and decision making that follows the chain of 
command.  Standardization! That’s the key concept underlying all bureaucracies. Take a look at the bank 
where you keep your checking account; the department store where you buy your clothes; or the 
government offices that collect your taxes, enforce health regulations, or provide local fire protection. 
They all rely on standardized work processes for coordination and control.  The bnrcaucracy is 
characterized by highly routine operating tasks achieved through specialization, very formalized rules and 
regulations, tasks that are grouped into functional departments, centralized authority, narrow spans of 
control, and decision making that follows the chain of command.  The primary strength of the 
bureaucracy lies in its ability to perform standardized activities in a highly efficient manner. Putting like 
specialities together in functional departments resultsin economies of scale, minimum duplication of 
personnel and equipment, and employees who have the opportunity to talk the same language among their 



peers. Further, bureaucracies can get by nicely with less talented—and, hence, less costly—middle- and 
lower- level managers. The pervasiveness of rules and regulations substitute for managerial discretion. 
Standardized operations, coupled with high formalization,  Jack Odd’s Men’s Store I  13  N:  CHAPTER 
14 • FOUNDATIONS OF ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE  +561  allow decision making to be 
centralized. There is little need, therefore, for innovative and experienced decision makers below the level 
of senior executives  One of the major weaknesses of bureaucracy is illustrated in the following dialogue 
between four executives in one company: “Ya know, nothing happens in this place until we produce 
something,” said the production executive. “Wrong,” commented the research and development manager, 
“nothing happens until we design something!” “What are you talking about?” asked the marketing 
executive. “Nothing happens here until we sell somethingl” Finally, the exasperated accounting manager 
responded, “it doesn’t matter what you produce, design, or selL No one knows what happens until we 
tally up the results!” This conversation points up the fact that specialization creates subunit conflicts. 
Functional unit goals can override the Overall goals of the organization.  The other major weakness of 
bureaucracy is something we’ve all experienced at one time or another when having to deal with people 
who work in these organizations: obsessive concern with following the rules. When cases arise that don’t 
precisely fit the niles, there is no room for modification. The bureaucracy is efficient only as long as 
employees confront problems they have previously encountered and for which programmed decision 
rules have already been established.  The peak of bureaucracy’s popularity was probably in the 1950s and 
196Os At that time, for instance, jUst about every ma jot corporation in the world—firms such as IBM, 
General Electric, Volkswagen, Matsushita, and Royal Dutch St.ll—was organized as a bureaucracy. 
Although the bureaucracy is out of fashion in the 1990s—critics rguê it can’t rèsØond rapidly to change 
and  Figure 14-4  Drawing by Weber in The New  Yorker. Copyright © 1980 by The  New Yorker 
Magozne. Reprinted  by permission.  562. PART FOUR ‘THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  hinders 
employee initiative’2—the majority of large organizations still take on basjc bureaucratic characteristics, 
particularly specialization and high formalization. However, spans of control have generally been 
widened, authority has become more decentralized, and functional departments have been supplemented 
with an increased use of. teams. Another trend is toward breaking bureaucucies up into smaller, although 
fully functioning, mini,bureaucracies. These rnaller versions, with 150 to 250 people, each have their own 
mission and profit goals. It’s been estimated that about 15 percent of.large corporatiOns have taken this 
direction.’3 For instance, Eastman Kodak has transformed over 100 production units into separate 
businesses.  The Matrix Structure  mainE structure  A structure that creates dual lines of authority; 
combines functional and product departmentalization.  Another popular organizational design option is 
the matrix structure. You’ll find it being used in advertising agencies, aerospace firms, research and 
development laboratories, construction companies, hospitals, government agencies, universities, 
management consulting firms, and entertainment companies.’4 Essentially, the matrix combines two 
forms of departmentalization: functional  and product. -  The strength of functional departmentalization 
lies in putting like specialists tccgether, which minimizes the number necessary, while it allows the 
pooling and sharing of specialized resources across products. its major disadvantage is the difficulty of 
coordinating the tasks of diverse functional specialists so their activities are completed on time and within 
budget. Product departmentalization, on the contrary, has exactly the opposite benefits and disadvantages. 
It facilitates coordination among specialties to achieve on-time completion and meet budget targets. 
Further, it provides clear responsibility for all activities related to a product, but with duplication of 
activities and costs. The matrix attempts to gain the strengths of each while avoiding their weakr Iesses.  
The most obvious structural characteristic of the matrix is that it breaks the unity-of-command concept. 
Employees in the matrix have two bosses— their functional department managers and their product 
managers. Therefore, the matrix has a dual chain of command.  Figure 14-5 shows the matrix form as 
used in a college of business administration. The academic departments of accounting, marketing, and so 
forth,  Zurich, Switzerland-based Asea Brown Roved Ltd. uses a global matrix  structure in managing its 
1,300 separate companies in Asia, Europe, and  the Americas. ABS primarily produces large, power 
engineering components  such as the generator shown here, which ABB makes in Poland for  power plant 
equipment it assembles at plants in Germany and Switzerland.  A88’s matrix of 25,000 managers includes 
global munagers who  fous on developing a global competitive strategy; business-area managers  who 



coorénate the design, manufacture, and hstribution of product  lines worldwide; and country managers 
who develop a nation’s specialized  talents and resources. A matrix structure gives ABA enormous global 
market  clout. It eliminates costly duplicoon of business operaflons, allows  managers to tap quickly into 
the best technology and expertise of specialists,  and increases flexibility and responsiveness to serve 
customers better  CHAPTER 14 • FOUNDATIONS OF ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE  ‘V  -a a —  
.563  are functional units. Additionally, specific programs (that is, products) are overlaid on the functions. 
In this way, members in a matrix structure have a dual assignment—to their functional department and to 
their product groups. For instance, a professor of accounting teaching an undergraduate course reports to 
the director of undergraduate programs as well as to the chairperson of the accounting department.  The 
strength of the matrix lies in its ability to facilitate coordination when the organization has a multiplicity 
of complex and interdependent activities. As an orjanization gets larger, its information processing 
capacity can become overloaded. In a bureaucracy, complexity results in increased formaliza tion. The 
direct and frequent contact between different specialties in the matrix can make for better commuhication 
and more flexibility. Information permeates the organization and more quickly rçaches those people who 
need to take account of it. Further, the matrix reduces bureaupathofogies. The dual lines of authority 
reduce tendencies of departmental members to become so busy protecting their little worlds that the 
organization’s overall goals become secondary.  There is also another advantage to the matrix. It 
facilitates the efficient allocation of specialists. When individuals with highly specialized skills are lodged 
in onc functional department or product group, their talents are monopolized and underutilized. The 
matrix achieves the advantages of economies of scale by providing the organization with both the best 
resources and an effective way of ensuring their efficient deployment.  The malor disadvantages of the 
matrix lie in the confusjon it creates, its propensity to foster power struggles, and the stress it places on 
individuals)5 When you dispense with the unity-of-command concept, ambiguity is significantly 
increased and ambiguity often leads to conifict. For exampfr, it’s frequently unclear who reports to 
whom, and it is not unusual for product managers to fight over getting the best specialists assigned to 
their products. Confusion and ambiguity also create the seeds of power struggles. Bureaucracy reduces 
the potential for power grabs by defining the rules of the game. When  564. APT FOUR • THE 
ORGANIZATION SYSTeM  those rules are up for grabs, power struggles between functional and 
product managers result. For individuals who desire security and absence from ambiguity, this work 
climate can produce stress. Reporting to more than one boss introduces role conflict, and unclear 
expectations introduce role ambiguity. The comfort of bureaucracy’s predictability Is absent, replaced by 
insecurity and stress.  New Design Options  Since the early 9SOs, senior managers in a number of 
organizations have been working to develop new structural options that can better help their firms 
compete effectively. In this section, we describe four such structural designs: the team structure, the 
virtual organization, the boundaryless organization, and the feminine organization.  The Team Structure  
As described in Chapter 9, teams have become an extremely popular means  around which to organize 
work activities. When management uses teams as its  t€am structure central coordination device, you have 
a tcam structure. The primary charac T use of looms as the cenirci device to teristics of the team structure 
are that it breaks down departmental barriers and  oordinaie work aclivihes. decentralizes decision making 
to the level of the work team. Team structures  also require emp’oyees to be generalists as well as 
specialists.’6  In smaller companies, the team structure can define the entire organization. For instance, 
Imedia, a 30-person marketing firm in New Jersey, is organized completely around teams that have full 
responsibility for most operational issues and client services.’7  More often, particularly among larger 
organizations, the team structure conplements what is typically a bureaucracy. This allows the 
organization to achieve the efficiency of bureaucracy’s standardization while gaining the flexibility that 
teams provide. To improve productivity at the operating level, for instance, companies like Chrysler, 
Saturn, Motorola, and Xerox have made extensive use of self-managed teams. When companies like 
Boeing or Hewlett-Packard need to design new products or coordinate major projects, however, they’ll 
structure activities around cross-f unctiona) teams.  The Virtual Organization  vktuul crgonhotion Why 
own when you can rent? That’s the essence of the virtual orgai1iza A snalj con organimlion ibm 
oulsources lion, a small, core organization that outsources major business functions.18 In niajor business 
functions. structural terms, the virtual organization is highly centralized, with little or no  



departmentalization.  Magicorp runs a small shop that makes graphics transparencies, it relies on other 
companies for the rest of its operations. People who use graphics software on their personal computers 
send data by phone lines to Magicorp’s office in Wilmington, Ohio. Why is Magicorp in Wflmington? 
Because the Airborne Express huh is there, making fast turnarounds possible. Rather than do its own 
marketing, Magicorp relies on graphics software vendors to promote its services, paying these vendors on 
a royalty basis.  Companies like Nike, Reebok, Liz Claiborue, Emerson Radio, and Dell Computer are 
just a few of the thousands of companies that have found they can do hundreds of millions of doilars in 
business without owning manufac  CHAPTER 14 • FOUNDATIONS OF ORGANIZATION 
STRUCTURE  +565  The Boundaryless Otganlzatlon  I j  r  a  General Electric chairman jack Welch 
coined the term bonnclarylcss organization to describe his idea of what he wanted GE to become. Welch 
turn his company into a “$60 billion family grocery store.”19 That is, its monstrous size, he wanted to 
eliminate vertical and horizontal boundaries within GE and breakdown external barriers between the 
company and its customers and suppliers. The boundaryless organization seeks to eliminate the chain of 
command, have limitless spans of control, and replace departments with empowered teams.  While GE 
hasn’t yet achieved this boundaryless state—and probably never will—it has made significant progress 
toward this end. So have other companies like Hewlett-Packard, AT&T, and Mo-  turing facilities. Dell 
Computer, for instance, owns no plants  and merely assembles compqters from’ outsourced pafts National  
Steel Corp. contracts out its mail room operations.  AT&T farms out its credit card processing. Mobil 
Corp. has  turrted over maintenance of its refineries to another firm.  What’s going on here? A quest for 
maximum flexibility.  These “virtual” organizations have created networks of rela.  tionships that allow 
them to contract out manufacturing, distribution,  marketing, or any other business function where  
management feels others can do it better or cheapet  The virtual organization stands in sharp contrast to 
the  typical bureaucracy that has many vertical levels of management  and where control is sought 
through ownership. In  such organizations, research and development are done in  house, production 
occurs in company-owned plants, and  sales and marketing are performed by the éompany’s own 
employees.  Tosupport all this, management has to employ extra  personnel including accountants, human 
resource specialists,  and lawyers. The virtual orgahization,’however, outsources  many of these functions 
and concentrates on what it does  best. For most U.S. firms, that means focusing oñ’&sign or marketing. 
Emerson Radio Corporation, for example, designs and engineers its TVs, stereos, and other consumer 
electronic products, but it contracts out their manufacture to Asian suppliers.  Figure 14-6 shows a virtual 
organization in which management out- sources all of the primary functions of the business. The core of 
the organization is a smallgroup of executives. Their job is to oversee directly any activities that are done 
in house and to coordinate relationships with the organizations that manufacture, distribute, and perform 
other crucial functions for the virtual organization. The arrowed lines in Figure 14-6 represent those 
relationships, typically maintained under contracts. In essence, managers in virtual structutes spend most 
of their time coordinating and controlling eiternal relations, typically by way of computer network links.  
The major advantage to the virtual organization is its flexibility. For instance, it allows someone with an 
innovative idea and little money—such as Michael Dell and his Dell Computer firm—to successfully 
compete against large companies like IBM. The primary drawback to this structure is that it reduces 
management’s control over key parts of its business.  wanted to in spite of  bounduryless orgoilliation  An 
organizalion that seeks to eliminate the thaift of command, have limitless spans of contro and replace 
departntents with empowered teams.  Il  It  (I  , •UE wants to become the  $80 billion family grocery  ore.  
t,1  566’ PART FOUR. THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  torola. Let’s take a look at what a 
boundaryless organization would look like and what some firms are doing to make it a reality.20  By 
removing vertical boundaries, management flattens the hierarchy. Status and rank are minimized. And the 
organization looks more like a silo than a pyramid, where the grain at the top is no different than the grain 
at the bottom. Cross-hierarchical teams (which include top executives, middle managers, supervisors, and 
operative employees), participative decision-making practices, and the use of 360-degree performance 
appraisals (where peers and others above and below the employee evaluate his or her performance) are 
examples of what GE is doing to break down vertical boundaries.  Functional departments create 
horizontal boundaries. The way to reduce these barriers is to replace functional departments with cross-
functional teams and to organize activities around processes. For instance, Xerox now develops new 



products through multidisdplinary teams that work in a single process instead of around narrow functional 
tasks. Similarly, some AT&T units are now doing annual budgets based not on functions or departments 
but on processes such as the maintenance of a worldwide telecommunications network. Another way 
management can cut through horizontal barriers is to use lateral transfers and rotate people into and out f 
different functional areas. This turns specialists into generalists.  When fully operational, the 
boundaryless organization also breaks down barriers to external constituencies and barriers created by 
geography. Globallza. tion, strategic alliances, customer—organization linkages, and telecommuting are 
all examples of practices that reduce external boundaries. Coca-Cola, for instance, sees itself as a global 
corporation, not a U.S. or Atlanta company. Firms like NEC Corp., Boeing, and Apple Computer each 
have strategic alliances or joint partnerships with dozens of companies. These alliances blur the 
distinction between one organization and another as employees work on joint projects. Companies like 
AT&T and Northwest Airlines are allowing customers to  CHAPTER 14 • FOUNDATIONS OF 
ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE  .567  perform functions that previously were done by management. 
For instance,  some AT&T units are receiving bonuses based on customer evaluations of the  teams that 
serve them. Northwest gives its frequent fliers ten $50 award certificates  each year and tells these 
customers to distribute these awards to Northwest  employees when they see them do something good. 
This practice, in  essence, allows Northwest’s customers to participate in employee appraisals. Finally,  
we suggest that telecommuting is blurring organizational boundaries.  The security analyst with Merrill 
Lynch who does his job from his ranch in  Montana or the software designer who works for a San 
Francisco company but  does her job in Boulder, Colorado, are just two examples of the millions of  
workers who are now doing their jobs outside the physical boundaries of their  employers’ premises.  The 
one common technological thread that makes the boundaryless organization  possible is networked 
computers. They allow people to communicate  across intraorganizational and interorganizational 
boundaries.2’ Electronic  mail, for instance, enables hundreds of employees to share information  
simultaneously and allows rank-and-file workers to communicate directly with  senior executives. And 
interorganizational networks now make it possible for  Wal-Mart suppliers like Procter & Gamble and 
Levi Strauss to monitor inventory  levels of laundry soap and jeans, respectively, because P&G and 
Levi’s  computer systems are networked to Wal-Mart’s system.  The Feminine Organization  One of the 
more controversial issues currently related to organization design is  whether gender differences have 
created a preference among women for a feminine  or feminist organization.  Beginning in the 1980s, 
some organization theorist began to look for  links between female values and structural preferences. The 
primary finding  was that women preferred organizations that emphasized relatedness and connecting  
with others,22 This finding, according to theorists, was essentially a reHusband  and wife team Joyce 
Roberts and Vic Williams (center) operate their company as a feminine organization. They own 
Architectural  Support Services Inc., an Atlanta finn that provides computer-aided design services for 
architects, designers, and engineers. Roberts and Williams  nurture the personal growth of their young 
work force by involving them  — in every aspect of the business.’flipy allow employees to train each 
other, form their own project teams, deal directly wnh all of ASSI’s clients, and  choose their own 1ob 
tides Given these opportunities, employees not only expand their technicql skdls quickly but also acquire 
bre,pdth oexperience well beyond their young age.  568+ PART FOUR • THE OROANzAT1ON 
SYSTEM  suit of the way women have been socialized. “Pew could argue with the conclusion that for the 
most part. females have been socialized for their role in the family, a role that teaches the value of 
supporting and nurturing others, of protecting long-term (familial) relationships, of seeking solutions 
where everyone wins and, wherever possible, of forging a mutuality of interests.”23  Organizational 
sociologist Joyce Rothschild has summarized the research  feSnlne ergiinization and developed a model 
of the feminine organization that has six character- An organhzalion chcruderiied b istics:24  hujuonigic 
Ireetment of individuels,  irariapportunism, careers defined through 1. Members are valued as individual 
human beings. People are treated as in seivic o oIhrs commitment lo employee dividuals, with individual 
values and needs, rather than as occupants  grDwtb, geohon of a wring community, of roles or offices.  
ond power shorinp. 2. Nonopportunistic. Relationships are seen as possessing value in them selves not 
just as formal means to the achievement of organizational  goals.  3, Careers are defined in terms of 
service to others. Whereas organization members in a bureaucracy define career success in terms of 



promotions, acquisition of power, and pay increases, organization members in the feminine model 
measure success in terms of service to others.  4. Commitment to employee growth. Feminine 
organizations create extensive personal growth opportunities for their members. Rather than emphasizing 
specialization and the development of narrow expertise, these organizations expand member skills and 
broaden employee competencies by offeriHg new learning experiences.  S. Creation of a caring 
community. Members become closely bound in a community sense, much as in small towns where people 
have learned  to trust and care for their neighbors.  6. Power sharing. In the traditional bureaucracy, 
information and dccision-making authority are coveted and hierarchically allocated. In the feminine 
organization, information is generously shared. All members who will be affected by a decision are given 
the opportunity to participate in that decision.  According to Rothschild, the feminine model may be mote 
effective and the model of choice in organizations that are essentially managed by and for women. This 
would include, but certainly not be limited to, ra’pe crisis centers, battered women’s shelters, and 
entrepreneurial firms that sell products directed to the female market such as Mary Kay Cosmetics. For 
instance, Rothschild studied several anew wave” clerical trade unions that Were led by women and had 
mostly female members.25 She found that.(1) their organizational structure more closely resernbed the 
feminine modet than a bureaucracy, and (2) they succeeded in organizing female clerical and service 
sector employees where the bureaucratically designed AFI-ClO unions had failed.  — Why Do SiructurO 
Dii ler?  In the previous sections, we described a variety of organizational designs. They  mechanistic 
model ranged from the highly structured and standardized bureaucracy to the loose 
Astwclurcchinderizedbyexieirsive and amorphous boundaryless organization. The other designs we 
discussed dqanlmentDlizulrnn, high formolizutioi; tend to exist somewhere between these two extremes.  
lithiled informotin neiwork, od Iigure 14-7 reconceptualizes our previous discussions by presenting two 
centrolizaflan. extreme mnodeis of organization design. One extreme we call the mechanistic  CHAPTER 
14 • FOUNDATIONS OF ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE  +569  ThsMnhar Irc,ad I Ta Organ m dl  N 
bJ’  a  —  S  • ‘, •  • N • , NN  N S  S N  •  model. It is generally synonymous with the bureaucracy in that 
it has extensive departmentalization, high formalization, a limited information network (mostly 
downward communication), and Little participation by low-level members in decision making. At tile 
other extreme is the organic model. This model looks a lot like the boundaryless organization. It’s flat, 
uses cross-hierarchical and cross-functional teams, has low formalization, possesses a comprehensive 
information network (utilizing lateral and upward communication as well as downward), and it involves 
high participation in decision making.26  With these two models in mind, we’re now prepared to address 
this question; Why are some organizations structured along more mechanistic lines while others follow 
organic characteristics? What are the forces influencing the design that is chosen? In the following pages, 
we present the malor forces that have been identified as causes or determinants of an organization’s 
structure,27  Strategy  An organization’s structure is a means to help management achieve its objectives. 
Since objectives are derived from the organization’s overall strategy, it is only logical that strategy and 
structure should be closely linked. More specifically, structure should follow strategy. If 
martagement.makes a siguifcant change in its organization’s strategy, the structure will need to be 
modified to accommodate and support this change.tm Most current strategy frameworks focus on three 
strategic options—innovation, co minimization, and imitation—and the structural design that works best 
with each.29  To what degree does an organization introduce major new products or services? An 
innovation strategy does not mean a strategy merely for simple or cosmetic changes from previous 
offerings but rather one for meaningful and unique innovations. Obviously, not all firms pursue 
innovation. This strategy may appropriately characterize 3M Co., but it certainly is not a strategy pursued 
by Reader’s Digest.  organic model  A structure that is flat, uses cresshierarchical and cross-functional 
teams has low formalization, possesses a comprehensive information network, and relics on participative 
decision making.  innovation strategy  A strategy that emphasizes the introduction of major new products 
and services.  570• PART FOUR • THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  cost-minimization strategy  A 
strategy that emphasizes tight cost controls, avoidance of unnecessary innovation or marketing expenses, 
and price-cutting.  imitation strategy  A strategy that seeks to move into new products or new markets 
only after their viability has already been proven.  An organization pursuing a cost-minimization stratcgy 
Sightly controls costs, refrains from incurrig unnecessary innovation or marketing expenses, and cuts 



prices in selling a basic product. This would describe the strategy pursued by Office Depot or the sellers 
of generic grocery products.  Organizations following an imitation strategy try to capitalize on the best of 
both of the previous strategies. They seek to minimize risk and maximize opportunity for profit. Their 
strategy is to move into new products or new markets only after viability has been proven by innovators, 
They take the successful ideas of innovators and copy them. Manufacturers of mass-marketed fashion 
goods that are rip-offs of designer styles follow the imitation strategy. This label also probably 
characterizes such well-known firms as IBM and Caterpillar. They essentially follow their smaller and 
more innovative competitors with superior products, but only after their competitors have demonstrated 
the market is there.  Table 14-2 describes the structural option that best matches each strategy. Innovators 
need the flexibility of the organic structure; cost minimizers seek the efficiency and stability of the 
mechanistic structure. Imitators combine the two structures. They use a mechanistic structure in order to 
maintain tight controls and low costs in their current activities while at the same time they create organic 
subunits in which to pursue new undertakings.  Organization Size  A quick glance at the organizations we 
deal with regularly in our lives would lead most of us to conclude that size would have some bearing on 
an organization’s structure. The more than 800,000 employees of the U.S. Postal Service, for example, do 
not neatly fit into one building, or into several departments supervised by a couple of managers. It’s 
hárdto envision 800,000 people being organized in any manner other than one that contains a great deal of 
specialization, departmentalization, uses a large number of procedures and regulations to ensure uniform 
practices, and follows a high degree of decentralized decision making. But a local messenger service that 
employs ten people and generates less than $300,000 a year in service fees is not likely to need 
decentralized decision making or formalized procedures and regulations.  Considerable evidence supports 
the idea that an organization’s size significantly affects its structure.30 For instance, large organizations—
those typically employing 2,000 or more people—tend to have more speciaiization, more 
departmentalization, more vertical levels, and more rules and regulations than do small organizations. 
However, the relationship isn’t linear. Rather, size affects  — i  I n valian Or a c t’ t  fl- 4  Costmnirn atan 
M gharnsn  IL, 1  Irnitaton Mr h Y a darnan Mx  14’  r  CHAPTER 14 • EOJNDATIONS OF 
ORGANZATlON STRUCTURE • 11  structure at a decreasing rate. The impact of size becothes less 
important as an  organization expands. Why is this? Essentially, once an organization has  around 2,000 
employees, it’s already fairly mechanistic. An additional 500 employees  will not have much impact. 
However, adding 500 employees to an organization  that has only 300 mcmbers is likely to result in a 
shift toward a  more mechanistic structure.  Technology  The term technology refers to how an 
organization transfers its inputs into tchpoIogy  outputs. Every organization has at least one technology 
for converting finan- Now on orgoaizafloci transfers us inputs cial, human, and physical resources into 
products or services. The Ford Motor kilo output.  Co., for instance, predominantly uses an assembly-line 
process to make its  products. Colleges, in contrast, may use a number of instruction technologies—the  
ever-popular formal lecture method, the case analysis method, the  experiential exercise method,! the 
programmed learning method, and so forth.  In this section we show how orgaflization structures adapt to 
their technology.  Numerous studies have been carried out on the technology—structure reiationship.  3’ 
The details of those studies are quite complex, so let’s go straight  to the bottom line and attempt to 
summarize what we know.  The common theme differentiating technologies is their degree of routine-  
ness. By this we mean that technologies tend toward either routine or nonroutine  activities. The former 
are characterized by automated and standardized operations.  Nonroutine activities are customized. They 
inc]ude such varied  operations as furniture restoring, custom shoemaking, and genetic research.  What 
relationships have been found between technology and structure?  Although the relationship is not 
overwhelmingly strong, we find that routine  tasks are associated with taller and more depathnentalizcd 
structures. The relationship  between technology and formalization, however, is stronger. Studies  
consistently show routineness to be associated with the presence ol rule manuals,  job descriptions, and 
other formalized documentation. Finally, there has  been found to be an interesting relationship between 
technology and centralization.  It seems Logical that routine technoJogies would be associated with a  
centralized structure, whereas nonroutine technologies, which rely more heavily  on the knowledge of 
specialists, would be characterized by deiegated decision  authority. This position has met with some 
support. However, a more generalizable  conclusio.n is that the technology—centralization relationship is  



moderated by the degree of lormalization. Format regulations and centralized  decision making are both 
control mechanisms1 and management can, substi-  tute one for the other. Routine technologies should be 
associated with cei&raI2  ized control if there is a minimum of rules and regulations. However, if fohnal- 
4  ization is high, routine technology can be accornpaniedby decentralization.  So, we would predict that 
routine technology would lead to centralization, but  only if formalization is low.  Environmenl  An 
organization’s environment is composed of those institutions or forces environment  that Ste outside the 
organization and potentially affect the organization’s per- Thusginstilulbnsorloresoulsidethe formance, 
l’hese typically include suppliers, customers, competitors, govern- oroniulion3hat poenliDIIyoffKt thy 
trient regulatory agencies.! public pressute groups, and the like. OIJOflhZOtIQn I rformoni.  Why should 
an organization’s structure be affected by its environment?  Because of environmental uncertainty. Some 
organizations face relatively static  572. PART FOUR • THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  
environments—few forces in their environment are changing. There are, for example, no new 
competitors, no new technological breakthroughs by current competitors, or little activity by public 
pressure groups to influence the organization. Other organizations face very dynamic environments—
rapidly changing government regulations affecting their business, new competitors, difficulties in 
acquiring raw materials, continually changing product preferences by customers, and so on. Static 
environments create significantly less uncertainty for managers than do dynamic ones. And since 
uncertainty is a threat to an organization’s effectiveness, management will try to minimize it, One way to 
reduce environmental uncertainty is through adjustments in the organization’s structure.32  Recent 
research has helped clarify what is meant by environmental uncertainty. Three key dimensions to any 
organization’s environment have been found: capacity; volatility, and complexity.33  The capacity of an 
environment refers to the degree to which it can support growth, Rich and growing environments generate 
excess resources, which can buffer the organization in times of relative scarcity. Abundant capacity, for 
example, leaves room for an organization to make mistakes; scarce capacity does not. In 1995 firms 
operating in the multimedia software business had relatively abundant environments, whereas those in the 
full-service brokerage business faced relative scarcity.  The degree of instability in an environment is 
captured in the volatility dimension. Where there is a high degree of unpredictable change, the 
environment is dynamic. This makes it difficult for management to predict accurately the probabilities 
associated with various decision alternatives. At the other extreme is a stable environment, The 
accelerated changes in Eastern Europe and the demise of the Cold War had dramatic effects on the 
defense industry in the early 1990s. This moved the environment of major defense contractors like 
McDonnell-Douglas, General Dynamics, and Northrop from relatively stable to dynamic.  Finally, the 
environment needs to be assessed in terms of complexity, that is, the degree of heterogeneity and 
concentration among environmental elements. Simple environments are homogeneous and concentrated. 
This might describe the tobacco industry, since there are relatively few players. It’s easy for firms in this 
industry to keep a close eye on the competition. In contrast, environments characterized by heterogeneity 
and dispersion are called complex.  the current environment in the on-line computer data services 
business. Every day there seems to be another “new kid on the block” with whom established data 
services firms have to deal.  Figure 14-8 summarizes our definition of the environment along its three 
dimensions. The arrows in this figure indicate movement toward higher uncertainty. So organizations that 
operate in environments characterized as scarce, dynamic, and complex face the greatest degree of 
uncertainty. Why? Because they have little room for error, high unpredictability; and a diverse set of 
elements in the environment to constantly monitor.  Given this three-dimensional definition of 
environment, we can offer some general conclusions, There is evidence that relates the degrees of 
environmental uncertainty to different structural arrangements. Specifically, the more  This is essentially  
CHAPTER 14 • FOLJNDAJ1ONS OF ORGANLZATION STRUC{URE • 573  scarce, dynamic, and 
complex the environment, the more organic a structure  should be. The more abundant, stable, and simple 
the environment, the more  the mechanistic structure will be preferred.  Summary  We’ve shown that four 
variab1es—strategy, size, technology, and environ-.  ment—are the primary forces determining wheth€r 
an organization is mechanistic  or organic. Now let’s use our previous analysis to explain the evolution of  
stnictural designs throughout this century.  The industrial revolution encouraged economies of scale and 
the rise of  the modern large corporation. As companies grew from their original simpLe  stmctures, they 



took on mechanistic characteristics and became bureaucracies.  The rise of bureaucracy, to become the 
dominant structure in industrialized nations  horn the 1920s through the 1970s, can be largely expLained 
by three  facts. First, the environment was relatively stable and certain over this period  The monopoly 
power of the large corporations, coupled with little international  competition, kept environmental 
uncertainty to a minimum. Second,  economies of scale and minimal competition allowed these 
corporations to introduce  highly routine technologies. And third, most of these large corporations  chose 
to pursue cost minimization Cr imitation strategies, leaving innovation  to the little guys. Combine these 
strategies with large size, routine  technologfes, and relatively abundant, stable, and simple environments, 
and  you have a reasonably clear explanation for the rise and domination of the  bureaucracy.  Things 
began to change in the 1970s, when the environment became significantly  more uncertain. Oil prices 
quadrupled literally overnight in 1973. Inflation  exploded kite double digits in 1978 and 1979. Advances 
in computer  technology—especially the availability of increasingly powerful systems at dramatica  uy 
falling prices—began to lessen the advantage that accrued to large  size- And, of course, competition 
moved to the global arena. To compete effectively,  top management responded by restructuring their 
organizations. Some  went to the matrix to give their companies increased flexibility. Some added  team 
structures so they could respond more rapidly to change. Today, senior  managers in most large 
corporations axe debureaucratizing their organizations—making  them more organic by reducing staff, 
cutting vertical levels, tiecentralizing  authority, and the like—primarily because the envixonment 
continues  to be uncertain. Managers realize that in a dynamic and changing  environment, inflexible 
organizations end up as bankruptcy statistics.  — Ornanizational Designs  ani Employee Behavior  We 
opened this chapter by implying that an organizationts structure can have  profound effects on its 
members. In this section, we directly assess just what  those effects might be.  A review of the evidence 
linking organizational structures to employee  performance and 5atisfaction leads to a clear conclusion 
You can’t generalize!  Not everyone prefers the freedom and flexibility of organic structures. Some  
people are most productive and satisfied when work tasks are standardized and  ambiguity is miniinized--
-that is, in mechanistic structures So any discussion  574, PART FOUR • THE ORGANIZATION 
SYSTEM  oi the effect of organiatior design on employee behavior has to adctres5 ndivictual differences. 
To illustrate this point, let’s consider employee preferences for work specialization, span of control, and 
centralization.34  The evidence generally indicates that work 5pecaIJzation contribties to highe employee 
productivity but at the price of reduced job satisfaction. However. this statement ignores individual 
differences and the type of job tasks people do.  - As we noted previously, work specialization is not an 
unending source of higher productivity. Problems start to surface, and productivity begins to suffer, when 
the human diseconomies of doing repetitive and narrow tasks overtake the economies of specialization. 
As the work force has becone more highly educated and deiiou of ‘obs that are intrinsically rewarding, 
the point where productivity begins to decline seems to be reached more quickly than in decdés past.  
While more people today are undoubtedly turned off by overly specialized lobs than were their parents or 
grandparents, it would be naive to ignore the reatity that there is still a egment of the work force that 
prefers the routine and repetitiveness of highly specialized jobs. Some individuals want work that makes’ 
minimal intellectual demands and provides, the security of routine. For these people, high work 
specialization is a source of lob satisfaction. The empkical question, of course, is whether this represents 
2 percent of the work force or 52 percent. Given that there is some self-selection operating in the choice 
of careers. ‘we might conclude that negative behavioral outcomes from high specialization are most likely 
to surface in professional jobs occupied by individuals wfth high needs for personal growth and diversity.  
A review of thç research indicate that it is probably safe to say no evidence supports a relationship 
between span ofca?1troI and employee performance. While it is intuitively attractive to argue that large 
spans might lead to higher employee performance because they provide more distant supervision and 
more opportunity for personal initiative, the research f1s to ‘support this notion. At this point it is 
impossible to state that any particular span of control is best for producing high performance or high 
satisfaction among subordinates. The reason is, again, probably individual differences. That is, some 
people like to be left alone, whereas others prefer the security of a boss who is quickly available at all 
times. Consistent with several of the contingency theories of leadership discussed in Chapter 11, we 
would expect factors such as emp]oyees experiences nd abilities and the degree of structure in their tasks 



to explain when, wide or narrow spans of control are likely to contribute to their performance and job 
satisfaction. However, some evidence indicates that a manager’s job satisfaction increases as the number 
of subordinates he or she supervises increases.  We find fairly strong evidence lirlcing c tralizatioi.’i and 
job satisfaction. in general, organizations that are less centralized have a gteater amount of paI ticiptive 
decision making. And the evidence suggests that participative decision making is positively related to job 
satisfaction. But, again, individual differences surface. The decentralization—satisfaction relationship is 
strongest with employees who have low self-esteem. Because low self-esteem individuals have less 
confidence th their abilities, they place a higher value on shared decision making, which means theyre not 
held solely responsible (or decision outcomes.  Our conclusion: To maximize employee performance and 
satisfaction, rndivkhial difterences—-such as experience, personality, and the work task—  CHAPTER 14 
• FOUNDATIONS OF ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE •575  should be taken into account. For 
simplicity’s sake, it might help to keep in  mind that individuals with a high degree of bureaucratic 
orientation (see  “learning About Yourself Exercise” at the end of this chapter) tend to place a  heavy 
reliance on higher authority, prefer formalized and specific rules, and  prefer formal relationships with 
others on the job. These people seem better  suited to mechanistic structures. Those individuals with a 
low degree of bureaucratic  orientation would probably fit better in organic structures.  Summary and 
Implications  for Managers  The theme of this chapter has been that an organization’s internal structure  
contributes to explaining and predicting behavior. That is, in addition to individual  and group factors, the 
structural relationships in which people work  have an important bearing on employee attitudes and 
behavior.  What’s the basis for the argument that structure has an Impact on both  attitudes and behavior? 
To the degree an organization’s structure reduces ambiguity  for employees and clarifies such concerns as 
“What am I supposed to  do?” “How am I supposed to do it?” “Whom do I report to?” and “Whom do I  
go to if T have a problem?”, it shapes their attitudes and facilitates and motivates  thern to higher levels of 
performance.  Of course, structure also constrains employees to the extent it limits and  controls what they 
do. For example, organizations structured around high levels  of formalization and specialization, strict 
adherence to the chain of corninand,  limited delegation of authority, and narrow spans of control give 
employees  little autonomy. Controls in such organizations are tight and behavior  will tend to vary within 
a narrow range. In contrast, organizations thpt are  structured around limited specialization, low 
formalization, wide spans of control,  and the like, provide employees greater freedom and, thus, will be 
characterized  by greater behavioral diversity.  Figure 14-9 visually summarizes what we’ve discussed in 
this chapter.  Strategy, size, technology, and environment determine the type of structure an  organization 
will have. For simplicity’s sake, we can classify structural designs  around one of two models: 
mechanistic or organic. The specific effect of structural  designs on performance and satisfaction is 
moderated by employees’ individual  preferences.  576+ PART FOUR • THE ORGANiZATION 
SYSTEM  One last point: Managers need to be reminded that structural variables like work 
specialization, span of control, formalization, and centralization are objective characteristics that can be 
measured by organizational researchers. The findings and conclusions we’ve offered in this chapter, in 
fact, are directly a result of the work of these res€archers. But employees don’t objectively measure these 
structural characteristics! They observe things around them in an unscientific fashion and then form their 
own implicit models of what the organization’s structure is lil<e. Flow many people did they have to 
interview with before they were offered their jobs? I-low many people work in theft departments and 
buildings? Is there an organization policy manual? If so, is it readily available and do people follow it 
closely? How is the organization and its top management described in newspapers and periodicals? 
Answers to questions such as these, when combined with an employee’s past experiences and comments 
made by peers, leads members to form an overall subjective image of what their organization’s structure 
is like. This image, though, may in no way resemble the organization’s actual objective structural 
characteristics.  The importance of these implicit models of organization structure should not be 
overlooked. As we noted in Chapter 4, people respond to their perceptions rather than objective reality. 
The research, for instance, on the relationship between many structural variables and subsequent levels of 
performance or job satisfaction is far from consistent. We explained some of this as being attributable to 
individual differences. However, an additional contributing cause to these inconsistent findings might be 
diverse perceptions of the objective characteristics. Researchers typically focus on achial levels of the 



various structural components, but these may be irrelevant if people interpret similar components 
differently. The bottom line, therefore, is to understand how employees interpret their organization’s 
structure. That should prove a more meaningful predictor of their behavior than the objective 
characteristics themselves.  — For Review  1. Why isn’t work specialization an unending source of 
increased productivity?  2. All things being equal, which is more efficient, a wide or narrow span of 
control? Why?  3 il’ what ways can management departmerrtaze?  4. What is a ndth structirE? When 
would management use it?  S. Contrast the network organization with the boundaryless organizalion.  6. 
What tfle of structure Works best with an innovation strategy? A cost-minimization strategy? An 
imitation strategy?  7. Summarize the size—structure relationship.  8. Define and give an example of what 
is meant by the term technology.  9. Summarize the environment—structure relationship.  10. What is the 
importance of this statement? “Employees form implicit models of organization structure.”  CHAPT&R 
]4 • FOUNDATIONS OF ORGANIZArION STRUCTURE • 577  For Discussion  1. ‘Employees prefer 
to work in flat, decentrallied organizations!’ Do  you agree or disagree? Discuss.  2. Do you think most 
employees prefer high formalization? Support  your position.  I If you were an employee in a matrix 
stnicture, what pluses do you  think the structure would provide? What about minuses?  4. Do you think 
there is such a thing as a “feminine organization”? Explain.  S. What behavioral predictions would you 
make about people who  worked in a ‘pure” boundaryless organization (if such a structure  were ever to 
exist)?  e Davids are beating up on the Goliaths. Big corporations are going the way of the dinosaurs 
because they’re overly rigid, technologically obsolete, and too bureaucratic. They’re being replaced by 
small agile companies. These small organizations are the technology innovators, able to respond quickly 
to changing market opportunities, and have become the primary job generators in almost all developed 
countries.  In almost every major industry, the smaller and more agile firms are outperforming their larger 
competitors. In the airlines, little Southwest Air continually outperforms the likes of American and 
United. CNN has taken on ABC, CBS, and NBC with impressive results, In steel, small minimill 
operators like Nucor have proven to be far more efficient and responsive to change than big oroducers 
like U.S. Steel. And in the computer industry, giants like IBM and Digital are fighting for their lives 
against hundreds of small entrepreneurial firms.  XVhat’s going on? The law of economies of scale is 
being repealed! The law of economies of scale argued that larger opera tions drove out smaller ones 
because, with large size, came greater efficiency. Fixed costs, for instance, could be spread over more 
units. Large companies could use standardization and mass pro(Auction to produce the lowest cost 
products. But  Customers of Iniellection would agree that small is beautiful. The 30-  employee firm 
specializes in a niche market, making software for manufacturers that models on entire production line, 
from raw materials to finished gocds. When a customer puts in an order, Intellection delivers with speed 
and agility. Intellection president San jiv Sidhu {IighFJ keeps the entrepreneurial  spirit alive by bouncing 
around new ideas with his development team.  that no longerapplies because of market fragmentation, 
strategic alliances, and technology.  Niche markets have taken away the advantages of large size[ 
Sóuthwestcan tompete successfully against American and United because it doesn’t try tOmatch the big 
guys’ full-service strategy. It doesn’t use hubs, it doesn’t transfer baggage, it dbesn’t compete in every 
market, tt doesn’t offer meals, and it prOvides noteservedseats.  Strategic alliances offer small firms the 
opportunity to share others’ expertise and development costs, allowing little companies to compete with 
big ones. For example, many small book publishers don’t have the money to develop marketing 
operations and sales staffs in Australia or Asia. By joining forces with publishers in those countries to 
market their books, they can behave like the big guys.  Technology is also taking away a lot of the 
advantage that used to go to size. Computer and satellite linkage and flexible manufacturing systems are 
examples of such technology. Quick & Reilly or Charles Schwab can execute orders as efficiently as 
Dean Witter or Merrill Lynch through computer links to exchanges, even though they are a fraction of the 
size.  In today’s increasingly dynamic environment, large size has become a serious handicap. It restricts 
the creativity to develop new products and services. it also limits job growth. More specifically, it’s the 
small organizations that innovate and create jobs. For instance, consultant David Birch estimates that. 
very small firms—those with fewer than 20 employees—created 88 percent of all net jobs in the United 
States between 1981 and 1985. Additionally, Birch claims that between 1988 and 1991, small firms 
created virtually all new jobs in the United States.  Big companies are getting the message. They’re laying 



off tens of thousands of employees. They’re selling businesses that don’t fit with their core competencies. 
And they’re restructuring themselves to be more agile and responsive.  This argument is based onj Case, 
“The Disciples ot Oavid Birch,” INC. (January 1989), pp. 39—43; T. Peters, “Rethinking Scale,” 
California Management Review (Fall i992), pp. 7—28; 1. Sager, “The Great Equalizer,” B,,sinecs 
Week/The InformationRevohition (1994), pp. 100—tO; and 3. Naisbitt, Global Paradox (New York: 
William MOrrow, 1994).  Small Is Beautiful  I ;1  “counterPoint;0]  “S’aJ[ It 3oaàtfifIjj” - panies like ntel 
and Microsoft) yet this 5 percent  ii •e ¶ accounts for more than 90 perEent of both jobs and  Is a. Myth! 
sales inthe industry. Incidentally, in Japan,  • trs have always been dothinated by giants such as  * NEC, 
Toshiba, and Fujitsu;.  It ’s pow beome te conventioai wisdom to It’s truethe typical organization is 
getting smaller. acknowledge that. large organizations are ata ‘ the aefage American business 
establishment has disadvantage in today’s dynamic environ shrunk dramatically during the last quarter 
cenment Their large size limits their agility Addition- tury—from 1,100 employees in 1967 to 665 in 
1985 ally, competitive and, technological. forces.have But.what these numbers”don’t reveal is that these 
ganged. up to take away the economies, that derived . . smaller establishments are increasingly part of a 
fwm scale. Well, the conventional wisdom is wrong! large multilocation firm with the financial and tech. 
The hard evidence shows that the importance of .nological resources to compete in a global market- small 
businesses as job generators and as engines of place. In other ‘words, these sm?ller organizations 
technological dynamism has been greatly exagger- are a tie facto part of the large enterprise. And this 
ated. Moreover, large organizationshave discovered . practice is gqing on throughout the world. For 
exhow to become less rigid, more entrepieneuhal, and ample, a, study found that the 32 largest German 
less hierarchical—while still maintaining the advan- ‘handfacturing companies had in excess of a 
thoutages that accrue to large size. . and legally independent nbsidiaries, and the numFirst, the research 
showing that small companies her grew by almost 50 percent between 1971 and  have been the prime job 
generatox in recent years is ‘1983.  flawed. The early data that was used exaggerated the . . ‘ Second 
technology favors the big guys. Studies incidence of start-ups and covered toot short a pe- “‘demonstrate 
that small firms turn out to be system. dod. It also failed to recategorize companies once •atkally 
backward when it comes to technology. For ‘they grew or shrunk, which systematically inflated 
‘éxample,”on every continent, the big companies are the relative importance of small firms Using the . tar 
more likely than the small ones to invest in corn. more common definition of small companies as pnter-
controlled factory automation.  those with fewer than 100 employees; the evidence ‘ ‘Third, everyone 
agrees that large organizations indicates that the share of jobs held by small compa- are improving their 
flexibility by increasing their use flies has remained virtually unchanged since the of strategic alliances, 
interorganizational networks, 1960s. The vast majority of job creation over time is and similar devices. 
For instance, Siemens, the huge contributed by a tiny fraction of new firms. Among German 
multinational, ha strategic alliances with the 245,000 ‘U.S. businesses begun th 1985, 75 per- Fujitsu to 
make robotics, GTE in telecommunicacent of the employment gains three years later were tions, Philips 
to ‘produce semiconductors, and with made by 735 companiàs (or .003 percent) of the Microsoft to 
deveiop software This worldwide group. And all of those 735 companies bad tame , trend, coupled with 
efforts to widen spans of con- than 100 employees to begin with. This same pat-’ trol, decentralize 
decision making, cut vertical 1ev- tern—new firms that are successful start out big— els, and sell off or 
close operations that don’t fit with also holds in the United Kingdom. the organization’s primary purpose, 
have made large  People Like to cite computers a a high-tech in- firms increasingly agile and responsive. 
dustry dominated by innovative small firms. It isflt ‘  Tha argument is based on H. Harrison, Lerin aNd 
Mcan. The Chwzgrng  true. Only 5 percent of U.S. computer.com’panies Landscape of CorporafrPuwer 
in the Age of Flexibiliry cNw York: Basic  employ 500 workers UT mote (which includes corn-’ Books, 
1994).  580, PART FOUR • THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  Learning About Yourself Exercise  
Bureaucratic Orientation Test  Instructions; FOE each statement, check the response (either Mostly agree 
or Mostly disagree) that best represents your feelings.  Mostly agree Mostly disagree  1. [value stability in 
my job.  2. 1 like a predictable organization.  3. The best job for me would be one in  which the future is 
uncertain.  4. The federal government would be a nice  place to work.  S. Rules, policies, and procedures 
tend to  frustrate me.  6. I would enjoy working for a company that  employed 8S,000 people worldwide.  
7. Being self.employed would involve more  risk than I’m willing to take.  S. Before accepting a job, I 



would like to see an  exact job description.  9. I would prefer a job as a free-lance house  painter to one as 
a clerk for the Departmerft  of Motor Vehicles.  10. Seniority should be as important as performance  in 
determining pay increases  and promotion.  11. it would give me a feeling of pride to work  for the largest 
and most successful company  in its field.  12. Given a choice, I would prefer to make  $40,000 per year 
as a vice president in a  small company to $45,000 as a staff specialist  in a large company.  13. I would 
regard wearing an employee badge with  a number on it as a degrading experience.  14. Parking spaces in 
a company lot should be  assigned on the basis of job level.  15. If an accountant works for a large 
organization,  he or she cannot be a true professional.  16. Before accepting a job (given a choice), I  
would want to make sure the company had  a very fine program of employee benefits.  17. A cbmpariy 
will probably not be successful  unless ft establishes a c1er set of rules and  procedures.  CHAPTER 14 • 
FOUNDATONS O ORGANZATION 5TRUCLJRE  18. Regular working hours and vacations are  more 
important to me than finding thrills  on the job.  19. You should respect people according to  their rank.  
20. Rules are meant to be broken.  Turn to page A-29 for scoring directions and key.  Sc,uice: Aj. Duflrin, 
Mwnan Relations: A /ob Orimled .4ppwach © 1978, pp. 687—88. Reprinted with permissjon of Reston 
Publishing Co, a l’teatice Ha]] Co., 11480 Sunset Hub Road, Re$tcn, VA 22090.  •581  WorkiAg With 
Oilier Exercise  Authority Figures  Purposc To learn about one’s experiences with, and feelings about, 
authority.  Time: Approximately seventy-five minutes.  Proccdurc:  1. Your instructor will separate class 
members into groups based on their birth order. Groups are formed consisting of “Only children” 
“Eldest,” “Middle, and “Youngest,” according to placement in families. Larger groups will be broken into 
smaller ones, with four or five members, to allow for freer conversation.  2. Each group member should 
talk about how he or she “typically reacts to the authority of others.” Focus should be on specific 
situations that offer general information about how individuals deal with authority figures (for example, 
bosses, teachers, parents, or coaches). The group has 25 minutes to develop a written list of how the 
group generally deals with others’ authority. Be sure to separate tendencies that group members share and 
those they do not.  3. Repeat step 2, except this time discuss how group members “typically are as 
authority figures.” Again make a list of shared characteristics.  4. Each group will share its general 
conclusions with the entire class.  & C1a discussion will focus on questions such as these:  a. What 
patterned differences have surfaced between the groups?  b. What may account for these differences?  c. 
What hypotheses might explain the connection between how individuals react to the authority of others 
and how they are as authority figi.nes?  Sourue: This €ercise S adapted frurn WA. Kahn. An Excicise ot 
Authority Organizational Behavior  leaching Review, Vol. XIV, Issue 2 (1989—90), pp. 28-42.  582• 
PART FOUR • THE ORGANIzATorq SYST[M  Ethical Dilemma Exercise  Employee Monitoring: How 
Far Is Too Far?  When does management’s effort to control the actions of its employees become an 
invasion of privacy? Consider two cases.35  Employees at General Electric’s Answering Center handle 
telephone inquiries from customers all day long. Those conversaticins are taped by GE and occasionally 
reviewed by its management.  The Internal Revenue Service’s internal audit group monitors a computer 
log that shows employee access to taxpayer’s accounts. This monitoring activity allows management to 
check and see what employees are doing on their computers. -  Are either of these cases—monitoring 
telephone calls or Computer activities—an invasthn of employee privacy? When does management 
overstep the bounds of decency.and privacy by silently (even covertly) scrutinizing the behavior of its 
employees?  Managers at GE and the IRS defend their practice in terms of ensuring quality, productivity, 
and proper employee behavior. GE can point to L’.S. government statistics estimating that 6 nililion 
workers are being electronically monitored on their jobs. And silent surveillance of telephone calls can be 
used to help employees do their jobs better. One IRS audit of its southeastçrn regional offices found that 
166 employees took unauthorized looks at the tax returns of friends, neighbors, or celebrities.  When does 
management’s riced for information about employee performance cross over the line and interfere with a 
worker’s right to privacy? For example, must employees be notified ahead of time they will be 
monitored? Does managements right to protect its interests extend to electronic monitoring of every pldce 
‘a worker might be—bathrooms, locker rooms, and dressing rooms? ;1  CA SE INCInENT;0]  
Organizing the ClintoñAdministration  Richard Haass, a former Bush aider thinks the Clinton 
administration is organized wrong. According to Haass, the structure Bill Clinton and his people have 
chosen promotes new ideas, but it also wastes tiie, saps morale, and invites disaster.  The Clinton 



administration has organized itself as an adhoeracy—an organic structure that minimizes reliance on 
regularized and systematic patterns of providing advice and instead relies heavily on the president to 
distribute assignments and select whom he listens to and when. Haass claims that an adhocracy has six 
drawbacks: (1) It tends to discourage debate and dissent. Important meetings—where sensitive 
information is discussed and decisions made—may include only those the powers-to-be want there. 
Adhocracy thus discourages truthfulness, for people fear being left out, (2) It leads to inconsistency 
because no one is given full responsibility for a policy. (3) Adhocracy undermines morale. Those with 
titles but no power feel slighted. (4) This structural form is error prone. The lack of standardized 
procedures increases the likelihood of mistakes. (5) The Lack of standardization also increases the proba  
CHAPTER 4 FOUNDATIONS OF OGANIZATI N STRUCTURE  *583  bility of scandals. The 
emphasis on personal relationships leads individuals to think too much about protecting the boss; the 
absence of formal procedures lets them get away with it. (6) Finally, adhocracy ends up misallocating the 
president’s time. The president becomes his own chief of staff, taking time away from his primary task of 
providing leadership for the country.  Haass notes that the president’s kitchen cabinet of old friends, 
consultants, and favored appointees have created “government by inner circle,” which favors people over 
posItions. Clinton listens to this favored group more than those in formal positions. And because Clinton 
and his senior advisers neither trust nor respect standing bureaucracies, they rely heavily on task forces 
(run by presidentia) intimates) to handle issues like health cafe or welfare reform.  Haass argues that 
many of President Clinton’s problems can be attribut€d to this adhocratic structure. Foreign policy 
according to Haass, suffers from a lack of direction. Relations with Congress falter due to inconsistent 
directives from the administration.  Questions  1. Haass dwells on the drawbacks of adhocracy. What do 
you think its strengths are?.  2. A dynamic en’4ronment demands flexibility and adhocracy is flexible. 
Why, then, isn’t this structure an ideal mechanism for managing government?  3. “The st[ucture of an 
administration should compensate for weaknesses in the president.” Do you agree or disagree with this 
statement? What would the implications of this statement be for the Clinton administration?  4. Contrast 
Clinton’s role in leading a country with the CEO’s job at a multibillion-doflar corporation. Is Clinton 
merely implementing a iboundaryless organization” in government the way, say, Jack Welch is at General 
Eectric?  Thi, case is bsed on RN. Haass, Bi]! tlinton s Mhocracy,” ?V,w Yth lImes W,?$nzire’tNlay 29, 
1994), pp. 4(3—4 1.  Big Brother IS Watching YouI  Some corporations have been spying on employees. 
Sheraton Hotel has been doing it. So has Kmart. This spying brings into question just how far a com 
pany’s authority goes and the line between corporate control and personal freedom.  Francklin Etienne 
and Brad Fair were among dozens of empl’ees secretly videotaped at Sheraton. And not just while they 
were doing their job. Brad, for instance, was taped undressing in the employees’ locket room Francklin 
was caught reading a book on his break. Sheraton officials defend their actions by saying secret 
videotaping did result in catching one drug-dealing employee. An irnnugrant from Haiti, Etienne couldn’t 
reconcile this action by his emp’oyer and America’s preoccupation with freedom. “When I found out that 
I was on the tape, I said to myseJf ‘Where is the privacy that they’re always talking about? Where is the 
freedom they’re always talking about?”  Lewis Hubble’s experience at Knart was more personai. lie 
[earned that two coworkers he had befriended were actually private il-ivestigators hired by ;1  VIDEO.  
CASE;0]  584+ PARr FOUR • THE ORGANIZATON SYSTEM  Kmart to compile reports on its 
employees by going to local taierns with them, visiting them at their homes, and the like. These reports 
contained information that had little or nothing to do with the employees’ jobs. For instance, one said an 
employee had fathered another employee’s child—and it named names. Kmart management would not 
speak on the record, but they say they used the investigators to break up an inside theft ring. Said Marva 
Plumley, a Kmart warehouse employee; nIWhat takes place in that warehouse, they have a right to know. 
They do not have a right to know what goes on in my bedroom, in my living room.”  These are not 
isolated examples. One government estimate indicates that at least 6 million American workers are spied 
on at work each year. It takes various forms—Listening in on phone calls, videotaping work areas, 
reviewing computer entries, monitoring E-mail. And there is little employees can do to stop management 
from spying on company property or off. Flistbricaliy, the courts have ruled in favor of a company’s fight 
to collect information on workers without their knowledge. There is a federal law to keep employers from 
listening to workers’ personal phone calls, but aside from that almost no laws guarantee employees 



protection from prying eyes on the iob.  Management has an obligation to protect its assets and to monitor 
its premises for illegal activities. On-the-job drug abuse and employee stealing, for example, cost 
American businesses bi]lions of dollars each year. It is for these reasons that management justifies spying 
on employees.  Questions  1. Is spying a substitute for direct managerial leadership or formal regulations? 
Discuss.  2. When does spying cross the line from effective management controls to invasion of employee 
privacy?  CHAPT[R M • FOLJNDAThONS OF ORGANIZ4TION STRUCrUE  *585  3. Would you 
think any better of Sheraton or KmarVs management if they  had told employees ahead of time their 
companies might videotape employees  anywhere or hired undercover private investigators to monitor 
illegal  activities by employees? Discuss.  4. Do you think the loss in employee morale and organizational 
commitment  as a result of these spying practices are offset by reductions in property  loss and gains in 
productivity (for example, by identifying and removing  employees who abuse drugs)?  Scrnce: 
‘Employers Spying on Employees,” World News Tonight (Marcfl 38, 1994).  Suggestions !or Further 
Reading  cAPPaLI, p,, and p.i. SHERER, “The Missing Rote of Context in MILLtR, 0., “Organizational 
Configurations: Cohesion, Change  OR: The Need for a Meso-Level Ariaiysks,” in L.L. Cummings - and 
Prediction,” Hu#ian RelatIons (August 1990), pp. and B.M, Staw (eds.J, Research in Organizational 
Behavior, 77 1—89.  Vol. 13 (Greenwich, Cf:.JAI Press, 1991), pp.53—t10. M[moFr, IL, R.O. MASON, 
and csi. PEARSON, “Radical Surgery:  GUBKAITN, in., and EL IAWT.ER in, Organizing for the 
Future: The What WilViomorrow’s Organizations Look Like?’ Academy  New Logic for Managing 
Complex Organizations San Fran- of Management Executive (May 1994), pp. 11—21.  cisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1993). PAI4THASARTHI, it, and SB. SEThIf ‘The Impact of Flexible Au tomatio on Business 
Strategy and Organizational Stru HIRSO-IHORN L., and r. GILMORE, ‘The New Boundaries of the  
ture,” Academy of Management Review (January 1992), pp.  Boundaryiess’ Compaiy,” Haward 
Thssiness Review (May- 86—HI.  June 1992), pp 104—15.  pIr-Jc[lur, s,, and . PINCHOT, The End of 
Bweaucray and the Riw  JACQUES, &, ‘in Praise of Hierarchy” I-hnard Business !frview of the 
Intelligent Organization (San Francisco: Berrett-Koehlet,  (January-Febnnry 1990). pp 127—33. 1994). -  
LAWLER, liE., iii, The Ultimate Advantage: Creating the Fflgh ROTh!Ns, sr., Organization Theory: 
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FEcIITNER  The Federal National Mortgage  ri  flflflflflfll  system to get its work done. But this system 
couldn’t keep up with the company’s growing volume of business. So nanagerient remade work processes 
in the organization, breaking down old centraRzed departments and replacing them with work teams that 
linked financial, marketing, and computer experts. Ic tie everything together, management replaced ts 
centralized computer system with a network of more than 2,000 personal computers and new software 
that made the machines accessible to workers with a minimum of training.  The $10 million that Fannie 
Mae spent on new computers and revising work processes proved tc be money weFI spent. When interest 
rates dropped in 1992, relinancings surged and Fannie Mae’s volume  soared. Not only could the new 
system handle the large increase in volume, it generated a significant improvement in average employee 
productivity. That is, Fannie Mae was able to do lots more work with just a few more people. Between 
1991 and 1992, voFume nearly Øoubled to $257 billion. This was achieved, however, by adding only 100 
nev emproyees 10 its work force of nearly 3.O00 “If we had not used this technology, says Vice 
Chairman Franklin D. Raines, shown in the photo on page 71, “our business would have collapsed.” 
Instead, Fannie Mae profits jumped 13 percent, to $1.6 billion)  his chapter looks at three interrelated 
topics: technology, the design of work, and work stress. We show how technology is changing 
organizations and the jabs that people do. We also show how management is redesigning jobs and work 
schedules in the belief that such actions can increase employee productivity and satisfaction. Finally, we 
demonstrate that technology and worl< design are two factors contributing to increased stress levels 
among some employees.  Technology in the Workplace  We introduced the term technology in the 
previous chapter’s discussion of why structures differ. We said it was how an organization transfers its 
inputs into outputs. In recent years, the term has became widely used by economists, managers, 
consultants, and business analysts to describe machinery and equipment that utilizes sophisticated 
electronics and computers to produce those outputs.  The common theme among new technologies in the 
workplace is that they substitute machinery for human labor in transforming inputs into outputs This 
substitution of capital for Labor has been going on essentially nonstop since the Industrial Revolution in 
the mid4800s. For instance, the introduction of electricity allowed textile factories to introduce 
mechanical looms that could produce cloth far faster and cheaper than was previously possible when the 
Iooms were powered by individuals. But it’s been the computerization of equipment and machinery in the 
last quarter century that has teen the prime mover in reshaping the twentieth-century workplace. 
Automated teller machines (ATMs), for example, have replaced thousands of human tellers in banks. 
Ninety-eight percent of the spot welds on new Ford Tauruses are performed by robots, nct people. Many 
cars now come equipped with on-board computers that diagnose problems in seconds that used to take 
hours for mechanics. IBM flas built a plant n Austin, Texas, that can produce laptop computers without 
the help of a sing’e worker. Everything from the time parts  4  CHAPTER 15 • TECHNOLOGY, WORK 
DESIGN; AND STRESS  .591  arrive at the IBM plant to the final packing of finished products is 
completely automated. And our opening Fannie Mae example illustrates how companies have utilized 
personal computers to decentralize decison making and generate enormous increases in productivity.  
This book is concerned with the behavior of people at work. No coverage of this topic today would be 
complete without discussing how recent advances in technology are changing the workplace and affecting 



the work lives of employees. In this section, we look at four specific issues related to technology and 
work: total quality management (TQM) and continuous improvement processes. reengineering, flexible 
manufacturing systems, and worker obsolescence.  Quality and ContinUous Improvement Piocesses  In 
Chapter 1, we described TQM as a philosophy of management that’s driven by the constant attainment of 
customer satisfaction through the continuous improvement of all organizational processes. Managers in 
many organizations, especially in North America, have been criticized for accepting a level of 
performance below perfection. TQM, however, argues that good isn’t good enough! To dramatize this 
point, it’s easy to assume that 99.9 percent error-free performance represents the highest standards of 
excellence. Yet it doesn’t look so impressive when you recognize this standard would result in the U.S. 
Post Office losing 2,000 piecesof mail per hour, or U.S. doctors performing 500 incorrect surgical 
operations per week, or two plane crashes per day at O’Hare Airport in Chicago!2  TQM programs seek 
to achieve continuous process improvements so variability is constantly reduced. When you eliminate 
variations, you increase the uniformity of the product or service. This, in turn, results in lower costs and 
higher quality. For instance, Advanced Filtration Systems Inc., of Champaign, Illinois, recently cut the 
number of product defects—as determined by a customer quality audit—from 26.5 per 1,000 units to zero 
over four years. And that occurred during a period when monthly unit production tripled and the number 
of workers declined by 20 percent.  Continuous impibvement runs counter to the more typical American 
management approach of seeing work projects as being linear—with a beginning and  592+ PART FOUR 
• THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  an end. For example, American managers have traditionally looked 
at cost cutting as a short-term project. They set a goal of cutting costs by 20 percent, achieve it, and then 
say, “Whew! Our cost cutting is over.” The Japanese, on the other hand, have regarded cost control as 
something that never ends. The search for continual irhprovement creates a race without a finish line.  
The search for never-ending improvement requires a circulan approach rather than a linear one. This is 
illustrated in the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) Cycle shown in Figure 15-l.a Managethent plans a change, 
does it checks the results, and, depending on the outcome, acts to standardize the change or begin the 
cycle of improvement again with new information. This cycle treats all organizational processes as being 
in a constant state of improvement.  Eaton Corporation, a majOr manufacturer of automobile components, 
has adopted the PDCA Cycle throughout the company.4 Management encourages its workers to take 
thousands of small steps to incrementally improve the products they make and the processes used to 
Enalce thern This extendi to office workers who haggle over utility rates, challenge local tax 
a’ssessments, scmtinize inventories, and eliminate paperwbrk. Continuous improvement has helped Eaton 
increase its annual productivity between 1983 and 1992 by 3 percent a year compared to the U.S. average 
of 1.9 percent.  As literally tens of thousands of organizations introduce TQM and continuous process 
improvement, what does it mean for employees and their jobs? It means they’re no longer able to rest on 
their previous accomplishments and  successes. So, for some people, they may experience increased stress 
from a work climate that no longer accepts complacency with the status quo. A race with no finish line 
means a race that’s never over— which creates constant tension. While this tension may be positive for 
the organization (rernemberfiinctiona/conflictfrom Chapter 13?), the pressures from an unrelenting search 
for process improvements can create anxiety and stress in some employees. But probably the  _____- 
most significant implication for employees is that management will 1ook to them as the prim source of 
improvement ideas. Employee  involvement programs, therefore, are part and parcel of TQM, 
Empowered work teams who have hands-on involvement in process improvement, for instance, are 
widely used in those organizations that have introduced TQM.  Reengineering Work Processes  We also 
introduced reengineering in Chapter 1. We described it as considering how things would be done if you 
could start all over from scratch.  The term reengiriecring comes horn the historical process of taking 
apart an electronics product and designing a better version. Michael Hammer coined the term for 
organizations. When he found companies using computers simply to automate outdatd processes, rather 
than finding fundamentally better ways of doing things, he realized the same principles could be applied 
to business. So, as applied to organizations, reengineering means management should start with a clean 
sheet of paper—rethinking and redesigning those processes by which the organization creates value and 
does work, ridding itself of operations that have become antiquated in the computer age.5  KEY 
ELEMENTS Three key elements of reengineering are identifying an organization’s distinctive 



competencies, assessing core i4rocesses, and reorganizing horizontally by process.  +The search for 
continual improvement creates a race Ii  withQut a finish line.  CHAPTER 15 • TECfr1NQQGy WORK 
DESIGN, AND STRESS • 593  An organization’s distinctive competencies define what it is that the or- 
distiudive conipcIecies  ganization is inUre superior at delivering than its competition. Examples might 
Define what it isthal the organizatiQn 5 include superior store locations, a more efficient distaihution 
systeni, higher nro supedor at deIiverig ibn hs  quality products, more knowledgeable sales personnel, or 
superior technical cpMon.  support. Dell Computer, for instance, differentiates itself from its competitors  
by emphasizing high-quality hardware, comprehensive service anti technical  support, and low prices. 
Why is identifying distinctive competencies so important?  Because it guides decisions regarding what 
activities are crucial to the organization  ’s success.  Management also needs to assess the core processes 
that clearly add value  to the organization’s distinctive rompetencies. These are the processes that  
transform materials, capital, information, and labor into products and services  the customer values. When 
the organization is viewed as a series of processes,  ranging from strategic planning to after-sales 
customer support, management  can determine to what degree each adds value. Not surprisingly, this 
process prccessvcIueanlysis  value analysis typically uncovers a who!e lot of activities that add little or 
Oelerminalivsi to wliai derea each  nothing of value and whose only justification is “we’ve aiways done it 
this orgnizaiionaI process nd vaLue to the way” orqnization’s ditincive rompelndes.  Reengineering 
requires management to reorganize around horizontal  processes. This means cross-functional and self-
managed teams, It means focusing  on processes rather than functions. So, for instance, the vice president  
of marketing might become the wprocess owner of finding and keeping custorners.  And it also means 
cutting out levels of middle management. As Hammer  points out, “Managers are not value—add€d. A 
customer never buys a product  because of the caliber of management. Management is, by definition,  
indirect. So if possible, Less is bett€r. One of the goals of reeiiginee.dng is to minimize  the necessary 
amount of management”7  WHY REEGINER1NU NOW? isn’t reengincering something management  
should have been doing all along? Why has it become such a hot topic in the  1990s? l’he answers, 
according to Michael Hammer, are a changing global environment  and organizational structurcs that had 
gotten top Iieavy.  Traditional mechanistic organizations worked fine in times of stable  growth. Activities 
could be fragmented and specialized to gain economic efficiencies.  This described the environment faced 
by most North American organ  izations in the 1950s, 1060s, and much of the 1970s. But most 
organizations  today operate in global conditions of overcapacity. Customers are much more  iniormed 
and sophisticated than they were 30 years ago. Moreover, markets,  production, and capital are all 
globally mobile. Investors in Australia, for example,  can put their money into opportunities in Japan, 
Canada, or anywhere  else in the world if they see better returns than they can get at home. Global  
customers now demand quality, service, arid low cost. Ifyofi cant provide it,  they’ll get it from someone 
else.  Work specialization, functional departments.. narrow spans o cotitrol,  and the like, drove down 
direct lahor costs, hut the bureiucracies they created  had massive overhead costs- That is, to coordinate 
all the fragmentation and  specialization, the organization had to create numerous levels of middle 
managment  to glue together the fragmented pieces. So while bureaucracies drove  down costs at the 
operating level, they required increasingly expensive coordinating  systems. Those organizations that 
introduced teams, decentralized decisions,  widened spans of control, and flattened structures became 
more efticierit  and challenged the traditional ways of doing thinxs.  594.  PART FOUR • THE 
ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  REENGINEERENG VS. TQM Is reengineering just another term for 
TQM? No! They do have some common characteristics.9 They both, for instance, emphasize processes 
and satisfying the customer. After that, they diverge radically. This is evident in their goals and the means 
they use for achieving their goals.  TQM seeks incremental iffiprovements; reengineering looks for 
quantum leaps in performance. That is, the former is essentially about improving something that is 
basically OK; the latter is about taking something that is irrelevant, throwing it out, and starting over. And 
the means the two approaches use are totally different. TQM relies on bottom-up, participative decision 
making in both the planning of a TQM program and its execution. Reengineering, on the other hand, is 
initially driven by tOp management. When reengineering is complete, the workplace is largely self-
managed. But getting there is a very autocratic, nondemocratic process, Reengineering’ssupporters argue 
it has to be this way because the level of change the process demands is highly threatening to people and 



they aren’t likely to accept it voluntarily. When top management commits to reengineel-ing, employees 
have no choice. As Hammer is fond of saying, “You either get on the train, or we’ll run over you with the 
train.”10  EMPLICATIONS FOR EMPLOYEES Reengineering is rapidly gaining momentum in business 
and industry.” A recent survey found that, among manufacturing firms, 44 percent of respondents 
indicated they are now reengineering or considering doing so. Among utilities and insurance companies, 
the responses were 48 and 52 percent, respectively.  Some of the companies that have implemented 
reengineering in at least some of their divisions include Motorola, Xerox, Ford, Banc One, Banca di 
America e di italia, AT&T, Siemens, KPMG Peat Marwick, Hallmark, and the Commonwealth life 
insurance group. Hallmark, for instance, cut the time it  CHAPTER 15 • TECHNCIOGY WORK 
OESICN AND STRESS •595  takes to get a new product to market down from two years to a few 
months.’2  And Commonwealth now has 1,100 people doing the work 1,900 used to do,  even though its 
business has risen 25 percent.11  Reerigineerings popuhrity isn’t surprising. In today’s highly competitive  
global marketplace, companies are finding they’re forced to reengineer their  work processes if they’re 
going to SurVive. And employees wilL have to “get on  the train.”  Lots ol people are going to lose their 
jobs as a direct result of reengineering  efforts. Just how many depends on the pace at which 
orgaiiizations adopt  the new techniques. Some experts say that reengineering will eliminate between  a 
million and 2.5 million lobs each year for the foreseeable future,14 Regardless  of the number, the impact 
won’t be uniform across the organization.  Staff support lobs, especially middle managers, will be thost 
vulnerable. So, too,  will clerical jobs in service industries. For instance, one knowledgeable observer  
predicts that reengineering will reduce employment in commerical banks and  thrift institutions by 30 to 
40 percent by the year zooo.’5  Those employees that keep their jobs after reengineering wili find they  
aren’t the same jobs any longer. These new jobs will typically require a wider  range of skills, include 
more interaction with customers and suppliers, offer  greater challenge, contain increased responsibilities, 
and provide higher pay.  However, the three- to five-year period it takes to implement reengineering is  
usually tough on employees. They suffer from uncertainty and anxiety associated  with taking on new 
tasks and having to discard long-established work  practices and formal social networks.  flexible 
Manufacturing Systems  ihev look like something out of a science fiction movie in which remote—
controfled  carts deliver a basic casting to a computerized machining center. With  robots positioning and 
repositioning the casting, the machining center calls on  its hundreds of toois to perform varying 
operations that turn the casting into a  finished part. Completed parts, each a bit different fiotri the others, 
are finished  at a rate of one every 90 seconds. Neither skilled machinists nor conventional  machine tools 
are used. Nor are there any costly dlays for changing dies  or tools in this factory. A single machine can 
make dozens or even hundreds  of different parts in any order management wants,. Welcome to the world 
of  flexible manufacturing systems.11’ fiexihie mcrntilactising system  In a global economy, those 
manufacturing organizations that can re- Integration afcompuier.aiddd€sigit,  spond rapidly to change 
have a competitive advantage. They can, for instance, erineeiinq, and manuiaciuring to proñu better meet 
the diverse needs of customers and deliver products faster than bw.vQIumepructsaImssprodudIwt  their 
competitors. When customers were willing to accept standarthzed prod-  ucts, fixed assembly lines made 
sense. But nowadays, flexible technologies are  increasingly necessary to compete effectively.  The 
unique characteristic of flexible manufacturing systems is that by integrating  computer-aided design, 
engineerrug, and manufacturing, they can  produce low-volume products for customers at a cost 
comparable to what had  been previously possible only through mass production. Flexible inanufacturing  
systems are, in effect, repealing the laws of economies of scale. Manageinent  no longer has to mass 
Produce thousands of identical products to achieve  Low per-unit production costs- With flexible in 
anufacturing, when martage  ment wants to produce a new part, it doesn’t chanRe machines—it just 
changes  the computer program.  596. PART FOUR • TFI ORGANLZATION SYSTEM  Some 
automated plants can build a wide variety of flawless ptoducts and switch from one product to another on 
cue from a central computer. John Deere, for instance, has a $1.5 billion automated factory that can turn 
out ten basic tactor models with as many as 3,000 options without plant shutdowns for retooling. National 
Bicycle Industrial Co., which sells its bikes under the Panasonic brand, uses flexible manufacturing to 
produce any of 11,231,862 variations on 18 models of racing, road, and mountain bikes in 199 color 
patterns and an almost unlimited number of sizes. This allows Panasonic to provide almost customized 



bikes at massproduced prices.’7  What do flexible manufacturing systems mean for people who have to 
work within them? They require a different breed of industrial enipioyee.1 Workers in flexible 
manufacturing plants need more training and higher skills.  This is because there aie fewer employees, so 
each has to be able to do a greater variety of tasks. For instance, at a flexible Carrier plant in Arkansas, 
which makes compressors for air conditioners, all employees undergo six weeks of training before they 
start their jobs. This training includes learning to iead blueprints, math such as fractions and metric 
calcuLations, statistical process- control methods, some computer skills, and solving the problems 
involved in dealing with fellow workers. In addition to higher skills, employees in flexible piants are 
typically organized into teams and given considerable decisiori-making discretion. Consistent with the 
objective of high flexibility, these plants tend to have organic structures. They decentralize authority into 
the hands of the operating teams.  Worker Obsolescence  Changes in technology have cut the sheJf life of 
most employees skills. A factory worker or clerical employee in the 1950s could learn one job and be rea 
sonably sure his or her skills would he adequate to do that job for most of his or her work life. That 
certainly is no longer true. New technologies driven by computers, reengineering, TQM, and flexible 
manufacturing systems are changing the demands of jobs and the skills employees need to do them,  
Repetitive tasks—like those traditionally performed on assembly lines and by low-skilled office clerks—
will continue to be automated. And a good riumbet of lobs will be upgraded. For instance, as most 
managers and professionals take on the task of writing their own memos and repocts using word 
processing software the traditional secretary’s lob will be upgraded to become more of an administrative 
assistant. Those secretaries unequipped to take on these expanded roles will be displaced.  Reeñgineering, 
as we previously noted, is producing significant increases in employee productivity. The redesign of work 
processes s achieving higher output with fewer workers. And these reengineered jobs require different 
skills. Employees who are computer illiterate, have poor interpersonal skills, or can’t work autonomousy 
will increasingly find themselves ill prepared for the demands of new technologies.  Finally, keep in mind 
that the obsolescence phenomenon doesn’t exclude the managerial ranks. Those middle managers who 
merely acted as conduits in the chain of command between top management and the operating floor are 
being eliminated. And those managets who believe that employees only respond to directive leadership, 
tight controls, und intimidation will either change or lint] themse]’es on the Street, The new model for 
effective managers wilt be one that emphasizes good listening, coaching, motivation, nd team-support 
skills.  CHAPTER 15 • TECHNOLOGY WORK DESIGN, AND STRESS • 597  — Work Design  The 
way tasks are combined to create individual jobs, the degree of flexibility  employees have on their jobs, 
and the presence or absence of organizational  support systems (like on-site day care and family leave) all 
have a direct influence  on employee performance and satisfaction. In this section, we look at task  
characteristics theories, job redesign, work schedule options, and family-  friendly work environments. 
Then we conclude by suggesting that, as we approach  the twenty-first century, we need to begin 
completely rethinking what  a job is In 20 or 25 years, it’s very possible that few of us will be doing 
anything  that looks like what we have traditionally called a job.  Task Characteristics Theories  “Every 
day was the same thing,” Frank Greet began. “Put the right passenger  seat into Jeeps as they Caine down 
the assembly line, pop in four bolts locking  the seat frame to the car body, then tighten the bolts with my 
electric wrench.  Thirty cars and 120 boLts an hour, eight hours a day. I didn’t care that they were  paying 
me $18 an hour, I was going crazy. L did it for almost a year and a half.  Finally, I lust said to my wife 
that this isn’t going to be the way I’m going to  spend the rest of my life. My brain was turning to Jello on 
that job So I quit.  Now I work in a print shop and I make less than $12 an hour. Rut let me tell  you, the 
work I do is really interesting. It challenges me! F look forward every  morning to going to work again.”  
Frank Greex s acknowledging two facts we all know: (1) iobs are different,  and (2) some are more 
interesting and challenging than others. These facts  have not gone unnoticed by OR researchers. They 
have responded by developing  a number of task characteristics theories that seek to identify task char- 
task tharaclerislks thndn  acteristics of jobs, how these characteristics are combined to form different Seek 
to idenigy tos& dxiractedslia of jobs, and the relationship of these task characteristics to employee 
motivation, lobs how ILis ch&oderisliG are satisfaction, and performance. combined to m dill meni jobs, 
rnd Ihei  There are at least seven different task characteristics theories)9 Fortu- 
reIaiionshiptoimyternowafion, nately, there is a significant amount of overlap between them/° For 



instance, satishcon and perhmiaiice. Herzberg’s motivation-hygiene theory and the research on the 
achievemnt  need (both discussed in Chapter 6) are essentially task characteristics theorics.  You’ll 
remember that HeTzberg argued that jobs which provided opportunities  for achievement, recognition, 
responsibility, and the like, would increase em-  ployee satisfaction. Similarly, MccklLand demonstrated 
that high acliievdrs  performed best in jobs that offered personal responsibility, feedback, and moderate  
risks.  In this section, we review the three most important task characteristics  theories: requisite task 
attributes theory, the job characteristics model, and the  social information processing model.  
REQUISITE TNSK ATTRIBUTES THEORY The task characteristics approach  began with the 
pioneering work of Turner and Lawrence in the micl-1960s.2’  they developed a research study to assess 
the effect of different kinds of jobs on  employee satisfaction and absenteeism. They predicted empoyees 
would prefer  jobs that were complex and challenging; that is, such jobs would increase  satisfaction and 
result in lower absence rates [hey defined job complexity  in terms of six task characteristics: (1) variety, 
(2) autonomy, (3) responsibilit)  (4) knowledge and skill, (5) required social interaction, and (6) optional 
social  59+ PART FOUR • THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  interaction. The higher a job scored on 
these characteristics, according to Turner and Lawrence, the morn complex it was.  Their findings 
confirm€d their absenteeism prediction. Employees in high-complexity tasks had better attendance 
records. But they found no general correlation betweeii task complexity and satisfaction—-until they 
broke their data down by the background of employees. When individual differences in the form of 
urban-ve±sus-iural background were taken into account, employees from urban settings were shown to be 
more satisfied with low-complexity lobs. Employees with rural backgrounds reported higher satisfaction 
in high-complexity jobs. Turner and Lawrence concluded that workers in larger communities had a 
variety of nonwork interests and thus were less involved and motivated by their work, In contrast, 
workers from smaller towns had fewer nonwork interests and were more receptive to the complex tasks of 
their jobs.  Turner and Lawrence’s requisite task attributes theory was important for at least three reasons. 
First, they demonstrated that employees did respond differently to different types of jobs. Second, they 
provided a preliminary set of task attributes by which jobs could be assessed. And third, they focused 
attention on the need to consider the influence of individual differences on employees’ reaction to jobs.  
fill JOB CHARACTERISTICS MODEL Turner and Lawrence’s tequsite task  job chari,cteriIics model 
{KM) attributes theory [aid the foundation for what is today the dominant frameIdenlhfies five job 
characterjsfics and their work for defining task characteristics and understanding their relationship to 
relaiionship to prnonal and wrk employee motivation, performance, and satisfaction: Fiackman and 
OLdham’s outcomes. job characteristics model (1CM).22  - According to the JCM, any job can be 
described in terms of five core job stEIN variety dimensions, defined as follows;  Degree Fo bich a job 
requkes a variety  different aciivffies so the worker con 1. Skill variety: The degree to which the job 
requires a variety of di ffer  number of different skills and laenIs. ent activities so the worker can use 
number at different skills and  talents  task ldebthy 2. Task identity: The degree to which the joh requires 
cOmpleuon of a  Degree to which job requires wmpletion whole and identifiable piece of work  Ma 
whole ad ideNifiGble piece of work. 3. Task significance: The degree to which the job has a substantial 
im pac on the lives or work of other people  ioa 5IgiIifktllLe 4. Autonomy: The degree to Which the job 
provides substantial freedom,  Degree to which u ob has wbstuntwl independence, and discretion to the 
individual in scheduling the work  impadDn1helwsorworkoIo1her and in determining the procedures 
tobeused in carrying it out  S. Feedback: The degree to which carrying out the work activities rc tas 
autonomy quired by the job results in the ind[vidual obtaining direct and cleat  Degree Ia which a job 
provides substantial information about the effectiveness of his or her performance  ftecdorn, independrae 
and disuetion to Table t 5—i offers examples of job activities that rate high and low for each the 
individual inscheduhnq ibe work and characteristic.  in determining the procedures to be used in  
crryinguuut Figure 15-2 presents the model, Nottce how the first three dimensions— skill variety, task 
identity, and task significance—combine to create meaningful  feedback work. That is, if these three 
characteristics exist in a job, we can predict the in- Degree Ia whichwrryfrioutthework cumbent will view 
the job as being important, valuable, and worthwhile Noacbitie !cqbiredby*jobrecuIlsrI1he tice, too, that 
jobs possessing autonomy give the job incumbent a feeling o individual oluiriing &rectani clear personal 
responsibility for the results and that, if a job provides feedback, the information about ilw efFeuiveess of 



W5 employee will know how effectively he or she is performing. From a motivaor er periamance. tional 
standpoint, the model says that interna’ rewards are obtained by an individual when she learns 
(knowledge of results) that she personally (experienced responsibility) has performed well on a task she 
cares about (experienced meaningfulness). 23 The more these three psychological states are present, the 
greater will be the employee’s motivation, performance, and satisfaction, and the lower his cAr her 
alsenteeism and likelihood of leaving the organization. As Figure 15-2 shows, the links between the job 
dimensions and the outcomes are moderated or adjusted by the strength of the individual’s growth need, 
that is, by the employee’s desire for self-esteem and self-actualization. This means that individuals with a 
high growth need are more likely to experience the psychological states when their jobs are enriched than 
are their counterparts with a low growth need. Moreover, they will respond mpre positively to the 
psychological states when they are present than will low-growth-need individuals -  The core dimensions 
can be combined• into a single predictive index, called the motivating potential score (MPS). Its 
computation is shown in Figure 15-3 on page 82.  Jobs high on motivating potential must be high on at 
least one of the three factors that lead to experienced meaningfulness, and they must be high on both 
autonomy and feedback. If jobs score high on motivating potential, the model predicts that motivation, 
performance, and satisfaction will be positively affected, and the likelihood of absence and turnover will 
be lessened.  motivating potential score (MPS)  Predictive index suggesling the molivation potential in a 
job.  I lie job characteristics model has been well researched. Most of the evidenice supports the generdi 
framework ol the theory—that is. there is a multiple set of job characteristics and these characteristics 
impact behavioral outcomes.  But there is still considerable debate around the five specific wre 
dimensions in the JCM, the multiplicative properties of the MI’S. and the validity of growth-need 
strength as a moderating variable.  I here is sonic question whether task identity adds to the model’s 
predictive ability and evidence suggests that skill variety may be redundant with antonorny. ” Further, a 
number of studies have found that by adding all the variables in the MPS. father than adding sortie and 
multiplying by others, the MPS  - becomes a better predictor of work. Finally, the strength of an 
individluals  growth TWL’dS as a meaningful moderating variable has recently been  called into questinn. 
 

2 Ut her variables—such as the presence or absence of social  cues, perteived equIty with comparison 
groups, and propensity to assimilate  work experience—may be more valid in moderating the job 
characterisLics—outcome  relationship. Given the current state of research on moderating  variables.  
 

4. Should we use cautious in unequivocally accepting growth-need  strength as originally ncLuded in the 
JCM.  Where does this leave us? Given the current state of evidence, we can  make the following 
statements with relative confidence: ti) People Who work  on jobs with high—core job dimeimsions are 
generally more motivated, satisfied,  and productive than are those who do not; arid (2) job dimensions 
operate through the physcological factors influencing personal and work outcome variables rather than 
influencing them directly. 
 

  SOCIAL INFORMATION PROFESSIONAL MODEL At the beginning of this section  on task 
characteristics theories, do you remember Jarailk Grter complaining about his former job on the Jeep 
assembly line? Would it surprise you to know that one of Frank’s best Mends, Russ Wright, is still 
working at Jeep, doing the same job Frank did, and Russ thinks his job is perfectly fine? Probably not! 
Why? Because, consistent with our discussion of perception in Chapter 4, we recognize that people can 
look at the same job anti evaluate it difftrently. The fact that people respond to their jobs as they perceive 
them rather than to the ohjective jobs themselves is the central thesis in our third task characteristics 
theory. It’s called the social information processing (SIP) model.  Employees attitudes and behaviors in 
The SIP model argues that employees adopt attitudes and behaviors in rerespooseto the soctal cues 
provided 5Y sponse to the social cues provided by others with whom they have contact. others with 
whom they hove contact These others can be coworkers, supervisors, friends, family members, or 
customers. For instance, Gary Ling got a summer job working in a British Columbia sawmill. Since jobs 
were scarce and this one paid particularly well, Gary arrived on his first day of work highly motivated. 



Two weeks later, however, his motivation was quite low. What happened was that his coworkers 
consistently bad-mouthed their jobs. They said the work was boring, having to clock in and out proved 
management didn’t trust them, and supervisors never listened to their opinions. The objective 
characteristics of Gary’s job had not changed in the two-week period; rather, Gary had reconstructed 
reality based on messages he had received from others.  A number of studies generally confirm the 
validity of the SIP model. For instance, it has been shown that employee motivation and satisfaction can 
be manipulated by such subtle actions as a coworker or boss commenting on the existence or absence of 
ob features like difficulty, chaflenge, and autonomy. So managers should give as much (or more) 
attention to employees’ perceptions of their lobs as to the actual characteristics of those jobs. They might 
spend more time telling employees how interesting and important their jobs are. And managers should 
also not be surprised that newly hired employees and people transferred or promoted to a new position are 
more likely to be receptive to social information than are those with greater seniority.  Work Redesign  
What are some of the options managers have at their disposal if they want to redesign or change the 
makeup of employee jobs? The foliowing discusses three of those options: job rotation, job enlargement, 
and job enrichment.  JOB ROTATION If employees suffer from overroutinization of their work, job 
rotation one alternative is to use job rotation (or what many now call cross-training). 
r&idkshiwngfowork.fwmonetask when an activity is no longer challenging, the employee is rotated to 
another toaroiher. iob, at the same level, that has similar skill requirements.3  G.S.I, Transcomm Data 
Systems Inc. in Pittsburgh uses job rotation to keep its staff of 110 people from getting bored.34 Over a 
recent two-year period, nearly 20 percent of Transcomm’s employees made lateral job switches. 
Management believes the ob rotation program has been a major contributor to cutting employee turnover 
from 25 percent to less than 7 percent a year. Brazil’s Semco SA makes extensive use of lob rotation. 
“Practically no one,” says Semco’s president, ‘4stays in the same position for more than two or three 
years. We fry to motivate people to move their areas completely From time to time so they don’t get stuck 
to the technical solutions, to ways of doing things in which they have become entrenched.”3 Mike 
Conway, CEO of AmerIca West Airlines, describes how his company fully cross-trains their customer 
representatives. He says America West does it “to give the employees a better  job, to give them more job 
variety. It’s more challenging, and for those who are  interested in upward mobility, it exposes them to 
about 16 different areas of  the company versus the one they would be exposed to if we specialized. “  
The strengths of job rotation are that it reduces boredom and increases motivation  through diversifying 
the employee’s activities. Of course, it can also have  indirect benefits for the organization, since 
employees with a wider range of skills  give management more flexibility in scheduling work, adapting to 
changes, and  filling vacancies. On the other hand, job rotation is not without its drawbacks.  Training 
costs are increased, and productivity is reduced by moving a worker into  a new position jufl when his or 
her efficiency at the priOr job was creating organizafional  economies. Job rotation ais creates 
disruptions. Members of the work  group have to adjust to the new employee. The supervisor may also 
have to  spend more time answering questions and monitoring the Work of the recently  rotated 
employee. Finally, job rotation can demotivate ambitious trainees who  seek specific responsibilities in 
their chosen specialty.  JOB ENLARGEMENT More than 30 years ago, the idea of expanding jobs  
horizontally, or what we call job culargenient, grew in popularity. Increasing jsb tidargement the number 
and variety of tasks that an individual performed resulted in lobs Horizontel expuirion oijek with more 
diversity. Instead of only sorting the incoming mail by department,  for instance, a mail sorter’s job could 
be enlarged to include physically delivering  the mail to the various departments or running outgoing 
letters through  the postage meter.  Efforts at job enlargement met with less than enthusiastic results.37 
As  one employee who experienced such a redesign on his iob remarked, “Before I  had one lousy job. 
Now, through enlargement, I have three!” However, there  have been some successful appiications of job 
enlargement. For example, U.S.  Shoe Co. created modular work areas to replace production lines in over 
half of  their factories. In these work areas, workers perform two or three shoe-making  steps instead of 
only one, as in traditional production lines. The result has been  footwear produced more efficiently and 
with greater attention to quality.  So, while job enlargement attacked the rack of diversity in 
overspecialized  jobs, it did little to instill challenge or meaningfulness to a worker’s activities.  job 
enrichment was introduced to deal with the shoflcomings of enlargement  JOH ENRICHMENT Job 



enrichment refers to the vertical expansion of pI enilchinent jobs. it increases the degree to which the 
worker controls the planning, execu-critical expansion oF jobs. tion, and evaluation of his or her work. 
An enriched job organizes tasks so as to  allow the worker to do a complete activity, increases the 
employee’s freedom  and independence, increases responsibility, and provides feedback, so an individual  
will be able to assess and correct his or her own performance.  How does management enrich an 
employee’s job? The following suggestions,  based on the job characteristics mode], specify the types of 
changes in  jobs that are most likely to lead to improvIng their motivating potential.(see  Figure 15-4 on 
the next page).  1. Combine tasks, Managers should seek to take existing and fractionalized  task.s and put 
them back together to form a new and larger module  of work. This increases skill variety and task 
identity.  2. Create natural work units. The creation of natural work units means the  tasks an employee 
does form an identifiable and meaningful whole.   To motivate employees to provide excellent customer 
service, Marrioll Corporation is enriching jobs. Once only a doorman at die Marriott Hotel in 
Schaumburg, Illinois, Tony Prsyszlak (in red blazer) is now a guest service associole, or GS who 
performs the entire task of getting guests to their room, He greets them at the door, carries their bags, 
checks them into the hotel, and escorts them to their room. He is also responsible for handling guest 
requests and problems that he previously referred to his supervisor or another department. Prsyszlak says 
of his enriched lob: “I’m a bellman, a doarman, a front-desk clerk, and a concierge oil rolled into one. I 
hove more responsibilities. I feel better about my job, and the guest gets better service.”  I  This increases 
employee “ownership” of the work and improves the likelihood that employees will view their work ‘as 
meaningful and important rather than as irrelevant and boring.  3. Establish client relationships. The client 
is the user of the product or service that the employee works on (and may be an “internal customer” as 
well as someone outside the organization). Wherever possible, managers should try to establish direct 
relationships between workers and their clients. This increases skill variety, autonomy, and feedback for 
the employee.  4. Expand jobs vertically. Vertical expansion gives employees responsibilities and control 
that were formerly allocated to management. It seeks to partially close the gap between the “doing” and 
the “controlling” aspects of the job, and it increases employee autonomy.  5. Open feedback channels, By 
increasing feedback, employees not only learn how well they are performing their jobs, but also whether 
their  performance is improving, deteriorating, or remaining at a constant level. Ideally, this feedback 
about performance should be received directly as the employee does the job, rather than from 
management on an occasional basis,39  Lawrence Buettner used the suggestions just listed to design a job 
enrichment program for his international-trade banking department at First Chicago Corporation.4° His 
department’s chief product is commercial letters of credit—essentially a bank guarantee to stand behind 
huge import and export transactions. When he took over the department of 300 employees, he found 
paperwork crawling along a document “assembly line,” with errors creeping in at each handoff. And 
employees did little to hide the boredom they were experiencing in their jobs. Buettner replaced the 
narrow specialized tasks that employees were doing with enriched jobs. Each clerk is  now a trade expert 
who can handle a customer from start to finish. After 200  hours of training in finance and law, the clerks 
became full-service advisers  who could turn around documents in a day while advising clients on such 
arcane  matters as bank procedures in Turkey and U.S. munitions’ export controls.  And the results? 
Productivity has more than tripled, employee satisfaction has  soared, and transaction volume has risen 
more than 10 percent a year. Additionally,  increased skills have translated into higher pay for the 
employees who  are performing the enriched jobs. These trade-service representatives, orne of  whom had 
come to the bank directly out of high school, now earn from  525,000 to $50,000 a year.  The First 
Chicago example shouldn’t be taken as a blanket endorsement  of job enrichment. The overall evidence 
generally shows that job enrichment  reduces absenteeism and turnover costs and increases satisfaction; 
but on the  critical issue of productivity, the evidence is inconclusive.41 In some situations,  such as at 
First Chicago, job enrichment increases productivity; in others, it decreases  it. However, even when 
productivity goes down, there does seem to be  consistently more conscientious use of resources and a 
higher quality of product  or service. -  Alternative Work Schedule Options  Susan Ross is your classic 
morning person. She rises each day at 5 AivI. sharp,  full of energy. But, as she puts it, “I’m usually ready 
for bed right after the 7 P.M.  news.”  Susan’s work schedule as a claims processor at Hartford Insurance 
is flexiHe.  It allows her some degree of freedom as to when she comes to work and  when she ‘eaves. 



Her office opens at 6 kM. and closes at 7 iw. lt’s up to her how  she schedules her 8-hour day within this 
13-hour period. Because Susan is a  morning person nd also has a 7-yearold son who gets out of school at 
3 P.M.  every day, she opts to work from 6 A.M. to 3P.M. “My work hours are perfect. I’m  at the job 
when I’m mentally most alert, and I can be home to take Care of Sean  after he gets out of school.”  Most 
people work an eight4iour day, five days a week. They start at a  fixed time and leave at a fixed time. But 
a number of organizations have.introduced  alternati’’e work schedule options as a way to improve 
employee motivation,  productivity and satisfaction.  COMPRESSED WOPRWFEK The most popular 
form of the compressed compressed wo&week  workwcck is four 10-hour days. The 4-40 program was 
conceived to allow Fcur.ilay week, with employees werking workers more leisure time and shopping 
time, and to permit them to travel to IDINIJIScI day.  and from work at non-rush-hour times. Supporters 
suggest that such a program  can increase employee enthusiasm, morale, and commitment to the 
organization;  increase productivity and reduce costs; reduce machine downtime in  manufacturing; 
reduce overtime, turnover, and absenteeism; and make it easier  for the organization to recruit employees. 
Currently about Z5 percent of major  U.S. companies offer this scheduling option.42  Proponents argue 
that the compressed workweek may positively affect  productivity in situations in which the work process 
requires significant start-  lip and shutdown periods.3 When start-up and shutdown times are a major  
factor, productivity standards take these periods into consideration in determining  the time required to 
generate a given output. Consequently, in such cases, the compressed workweek will increiise 
productivity even though worker performance is not affected, simply because the improved work 
scheduling reduces nonproductive time.  The evidence on 4—40 program performance is generally 
positive.4 While some employees complain of fatigue near the end of the day, and about the difficulty of 
coordinating their obs with their personal lives—the latter a problem especially for working mothers.—
most like the 4—40 program. In one study, for instance, when employees were asked whether they 
wanted to continue their 4—40 program, which had been n place for six month5, or go back to a 
traditional fiveday week, 78 percent wanted to keep the shorter workweek.15  SHORTER WORKWEEK 
How does a reduced four-day, 32-hour workweek sound? What if it incLuded a 20 percent cut in pay? A 
number of Western European Countries are considering the former. But if-unions have their way, it won’t 
be with any pay cut. Western Europe has 20 million unemployed workers. In an effort to deal with this 
problem, countries such as Germany.! Prance, Spain, and Belgium are seriously considering spreading the 
available work among more people by cutting the workweek 20 percent.  With the jobless rate nearly  12 
percent and rising in France and Germany,  political pressures are building for this proposal. Volkswagen, 
for instance, has given an ultimatum to the union that represents its 103,00b workers: Accept a tour-day 
workweek with a 20 percent drop in pay, !or nearly every third job wkfl he cut.  Its not clear at this point 
whether the 32-hour workweek will become the new standard in Western Europe. Moreover, even if it 
does, it isn’t certain that empLoyees xviII have to take a commensurate cut in pay. Proposals currently 
being considered at the federal level include having employers absorb the full cost—paying workers for 
40 hours, even if th’ work only 32; having the government pick up the tab; or some combination of cost 
sharing among workers, employers, and government.  The impact on employees of a shorter workweek 
can only be speculative at this time. While the program would create more ohs, employees are likely to 
focus on how it affects them individually rather than the positive effect on their country’s eTflpioymeflt. 
A 20 percent cut n hours, with no cut in, pay, should have generally positive effects on employee 
satisfaction and negative eftects on productivity. If the cut in hours are matched with a 20 percent 
reduction in pay, satisfaction is likely to drop.  FT.EXTIME Fiextime is a scheduling option that allows 
employees, within  specific parameters, to decide when to go to work. Susan Ross’s work schedule at  
Hartford Insurance is an example of flextime. But what specifically is flextime?  flextime Flcxtimc is 
short for flexible work hours. It allows employees some discre Employee work fin; onmun ae Non over 
when they arrive and leave work. Employees have to work a specific  thue period eoth day but have 
disueiion in number of hours a wcek, but they are free to vary the hours of work within cer bra Iheii 
iomlworkdoy from flexthk tam limfts. As shown in Figure I 55, each day consists of a common core, 
usually  set oF hours outside the tore. six hours, with a flexibility band surrounding the core. For example, 
exclusive of  a one-hour lunch break, the core may be 9 AM, to 3 P.M. with the office actually  opening at 
6 AM, and closing at 6 P.M. All employees arc required to he at their  iobs during the common core 



period, but they are aUowed to accumulate their other two hours before and/or after the core time. Some 
flextime programs allow extra hours to be accumulated uitd turned into a free day off each month.  
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loyal! productive, and satisfied with their jobs when allowed flexibihty in scheduling their work hours? 
Laura Henderson believes so. When she founded Prospect Associates, a health research and 
communications firm, Henderson (left) created an environment to support her belief that employees area 
company’s most valuable asset. In addition to offering her em.ployees flextime, telecarnmuting, and part- 
time options, Henderson allows them to bring children to work when necessary and will realign 
employees’ jobs to help them cape with difficult times hi their lives. Henderson betieves flexible 
scheduling helps her attract and keep the best employees, giving her small ‘business a competitive 
advantage.  Of alt work schedule options, flextime seems to currently be tile most  widely accepted. A 
survey of 1,000 major companies found flextime was offered  by 73 percent.47 At Metropolitan Life, for 
instance, 90 percent of the company’s  28,000 administrative employees use the flextime program, 
starting between  7:30 AM. and 10 AM.48  The benefits claimed for flextime are numerous, They include 
reduced absenteeism,  increased productivity! reduced overtime expenses, a lessening in  hostility toward 
management, reduced traffic congestion around work sites,  elimination of tardiness, and increased 
autonomy and responsibility for employees  that may increase employee job satisfaction.49 But beyond 
the claims,  what’s tiextime’s record?  Most of the performance evidence stacks up favorably. Flextime 
tends to  reduce absenteeism and frequently improves worker productiyitv,° probably  for several 
reasOns. Employees can schedule their work hours to align with personal  demands, thus reducing 
tardiness and absences, and employees can adjust  their work activities to those hours in which they are 
individually more  productive.  Flextime’s major drawback is that it’s not applicable to every job. it 
works  well with clerical tasks where an employee’s interaction with people outside  his or her department 
isIigited. It is not a viable option for receptionists, sales  608• PART FOUR • THE OGANZATIQN 
SYSEM  personnel in retail stores, or similar jobs where comprehensive service demands that people be 
at their work stations at predetermined times.  job hadng JOB SHARING A recent work-scheduling 
innovation.is job sharing. It al. fteofgrmorepeoplespIi1 lows two or more individuals to split a traditional 
40-hour-a-week job. So, for n 4O-hour-a-wek iob. example, one person might perform the job from 8 
A.M. to noon, and another  performs the same job from 1 p.M. to 5 P.t; or the two could work full, but 
alternate, days.  Xerox is one of the thousands of large companies that permit ob sharing. Laura Meier and 
Lori Meagher, for instance, share a sa1e management position at Xerox.5’ Both are mothers of 
preschoolers and wanted greater flexibility. But they didn’t want to give up their managerial careers at 
Xerox. So now Laura oversees their eight sales reps on ThuFsdays and Fridays, Lou has the job on 
Mondays and Tuesdays, and the two women work alternate Wednesdays.  From management’s 
standpoint, job sharing allows the organization to draw on the talents of more than, one individual in a 
given job.It also opens up the opportunity to acquire skilled workers—for instance, women with young 
children and retirees—who might not be available on a full-time basis. From the employee’s viewpoint, 
job sharing increases flexibility. As such, it can increase mot1vation and satisfaction for those for whon a 
40-hour-a-week job is iust not practical  ThLEcOMMUTING It might be close to the ideal job for many 
people. No commuting, flexible hours, freedom to dress as you please, and little oi no inI IemmuIin 
terruptions from colleagues. It’s called tekcommuting, and refers to employLmpIayee 
dotheirwckiihQnena ees who do their work at home on a computer linked to theLr office.52 Cur 
compuIerthatisIikedtoIhcidke. rently, over 6.6 million peopie work at home in the United States (about 
5.3  percent of the work force) doing tasks like taking orders over the phone, filling out reports and other 
forms, and processing or ana’yzing information. It’s presently one of the fastest growing trends in work 
scheduling.53  American Express Travel Services is one organization whose experience with 
telecommuting has been very positive.54 In 1993, tOO AtriEx travel agents in 15 locations were 
telecommuteus. The company can connect these people’s homes to American Express’s phone and data 
lines for a modest onetime expense of $13OO each, including hardware. Once in plac’e, calls to AmEx’s 
reservation service are seamlessly routed to workers at home, where they can look up fares and book 
reservations on PCs. The typical telecommuting agent at AmEx handles 26 percent more calls at home 
than at the office. Why? One agent thinJs it’s an absence of distractions; “1 dofl’t feel like I’m working 



any harder. it’s just that I don’t have Suzy next to me telling me her husband s a jerk. tm not worri€d 
about who’s going into the boss’s office, or noticing who’s heading to the bathroom foi the tenth time 
today.” Additionally, as more agents become telecommuters and free up office space, the company wiJi 
generate substantial savings in rent. For Instance, in New York City, it costs AmEx nearly $4,400 a year 
to rent the 125 square feet of space each travel agent occupies.  Not all employees embrace the idea of 
telecommuting. After the massive Los Angeles earthquake in January 1994, many L.A. firms began 
offering telecommuting for their wol±ers,55 It was popular for a week or two, but that soon faded. Many 
workers complained they were missing out on important meetings and informal interactions that led to 
new policies and ideas. The vast maority were willing to put up with two- and three-hour commutes while  
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being rebuilt in order to maintain their social contacts  at work.  The ]ong-term future of telecommuting 
depends on some questions for  which we don’t yet have definitive answers. For instance, will employees 
who  do their work at home be at a disadvantage in office politics? Might they be less  likely to be 
considered for salary increases and promotions? Is being out of  sight equivalent to being out of mind? 
Will non-work-related distractions like  children, neighbors1 and the close proximity of the refrigerator 
significantly reduce  productivity for those without superior willpower and discipline?  Family-Friendly 
Organizations  Forty-six percent of the U.S. work force is now female. More and more fathers  want to 
actively participate in the care and raising of their children. As the  baby-boom generation ages, many are 
finding themselves having to care for elderly  parents. These three facts translate into an increasing 
number of employees  who are attempting to juggle family obligations along with their job 
responsibilittes.  In the United States, the federal government acknowledged this  fact when, in 1993, 
Congress passed the Family and Medical Leave Act. Its key  provision is up to 12 weeks of unpaid eave 
for employees following childbi[th  or adoption, or to care for a seriously ill child, spouse, or parent. The 
act alsorequires  employers to continue health benefits during this leave and guarantees  employees the 
same or a comparable job upon return. In much of Western Europe,  such family-leave laws have been in 
place for decades.  Companies like Aetna, Corning, IBM, Johnson & Johnson, and Quaker  Oats are 
leading the way in establishing themselves as family-friendly organ- foully-friendly orgiiuiatious  
izations. They offer an umbrella of work/family programs such as on—site day Conpanies thai oIler on 
umbrella of  care, child-care and elder-<arc referrals, flexible hours, compressed workweeks, 
work/fomiyprorpnissucIiasonslteday job sharing, telecommuting, temporary part—time employment, and 
relocation c diithare cnd cldr-are &rrIsr  assistance for employees’ family members. fIexLbIe hours 
ompressed workwccks, oh Creating a family-friendly work cbrnate was initially motivated by man- 
sliorna, Ile[omrI1utIng, teinporory partagement’s concern to improve employee morale and productivity 
and to re- tirneenoyment,andrIooiion  ssistance for employees foniby meuberc.  duce absenteeism. At 
Quaker Oats, for instance, 60 percent of employees admitted  being absent at iest three days a year 
because of children’s illnesses,  and 56 percent said they were unbe to attend company-related functions 
or  work overtime because of child-care problems)’ However, the overall evidence  indicates the major 
benefit to creating a family-friendly organization is that it  makes it easier for employers to recruit and 
retain first-class workers+5  But increasing evidence shows theie is a lot more talk about family 
friendliness  than action.59 For instance, a survey of employees at SO maor companies  revealed that 
Fewer than 2 percent of eligible employees actually took advantage  of lob sharing, teLecommuting, and 
pait4ime work options.60 Why the low  usage? There seem to be three reasons. First, many managers find 
that giving  employees increased flexibility to handle family obligations makes it harder to  assign and 
schedule departmental work assignments. In spite of co[porate policies  that allow employees increased 
ilexibility, supervisors frequently discourage  their use and even punish those who irisi5t on taking leaves 
or going on flextime.  Second, coworkers often resent peers who aren’t around, In sonic cases,  family-f 
niendly programs merely mean that other workers have to put in longer  hours to make up the difference. 
So peer pressure discourages some employees  from making use of family-friendly programs. ‘Ihird, 
employees are frequently  reluctant to take advantage of some of these programs—especially ones line  
610• PART FOUR • THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  leaves of absence, telecommuting, and part-time 
employment—for fear they will be perceived as dispensable by upper management. At a time when so 
many organizations are laying off worl<ers, employees don’t want to give the impression they’re not 



committed or suggest their job might be a good one for elimination.  Changing the Way We Look at Jobs:  
A Provocative Perspective  Thç changes we’ve described throughout this book have led one observer to 
predict that the whole notion of jobs may be becoming obsolete.61  Prior to 1800, very few people had a 
job. People worked hard raising food or making things at home. They had no regular hours, no job 
descriptions, no bosses, and no employee benefits. Instead, they put in long hours on shifting clusters of 
tasks, in a variety of locations, on a schedule set by the sun and the weather and the needs of the day. It as 
the Industrial Revolution and the creation of large manufacturing companies that brought about the 
concept of what we have come to think of as jobs. But the conditions that created “the job” axe 
disappearing. Customized production is pushing out mass production; most workers now handle 
information, not physical products; and competitive conditions ate demanding rapid response to changing 
markets. While economists and social analysts continue to talk about the disappearance of jobs in certain 
countries or industries, they’re missing a more relevant point: What’s actually disappearing is the job 
itself  In a fast-moving economy, jobs are rigid solutions to an elastic problem. We can rewrite a person’s 
fob description occasionally, but not every week. When the work that needs doing changes 
cEonstantlywhich increasingly describes today’s world—organizations can’t afford the inflexibility that 
traditional jobs bring with it.  In 25 years or so it’s possible that very few people will have jobs as we 
have come to know them. In place of jobs, there will be part-time and temporary work situations. 
Organizations will be transformed from a structure built out of jobs into a field of work needing to be 
done. And these organizations  will be essentially made up of hired guns—contingent employees 
(temporaries, part-timers, consultants, and contract workers) who join project teams created to complete a 
specific task. When that task is finished, the team disbands. People will work on more than one team at a 
time, keeping irregular hours, and may be never meeting their coworkers face to face. Computers, pagers, 
cellular phones, modems, and the like, will allow people to work for multiple employers, at the same 
time, in locations throughout the world.62 Fe of these employees will be working nine to five at specific 
worl spots. And they’ll have little of the security their grandparents— who worked for U.S. Steel, General 
Motors, Sears, Bank of America,  or similar large bureaucracies—had. In place 0f security and 
predictability, they’ll have flexibility and autonomy. They’ll be able to put together their own place-time 
combinations to suppoit their diverse work, family, lifestyle, and financial needs.  Is tNs jobless scenario 
realistic? Certainly pressures in the environment encourage employers to move in this direction. 1-
lowever, we should expect labor unions and others with a vested interest in the status quo to fight hard to 
protect the security and predictability that traditional jobs provide. Yet there are already companies—for 
instance, Intel and Microsoft—that are moving to-  wart! creating these jobless work environments, 
Employees in these firms are  typically assigned to a proect when they’re hired. As the project changes 
over  time, employee responsibilities and tasks change with it. As projects evolve and  flew prOieCts are 
developed, employees are added to and dropped from various  proects. At any given time, most 
employees are working on multiple projects,  under several team leaders, keeping different schedules, 
being in various places,  and performing a number of different tasks. These employees don’t look to job  
descriptions or a supervisor for direction. Instead, they take their cues for what  they should do from the 
changing demands of the specific project they’re  working on.  Work Stress  Between 1983 and 1993, 34 
people were killed and 20 Wounded in 12 post office-related  shootings in the United States. Job-related 
tensions were said to be  a factor in aLL the iricidents.3 Union leaders iii the Postal Service cite the 
pressures  on posta’ employees—such as sorting letters on inaclunes at a rate of one  per second, making 
deliveries at a pace management sets, and coping with authoritarian  supervisors.  Across North America, 
the majority of large companies are reducing staff.  Those employees who survive these layoffs are being 
expected to absorb the increased  workload. Ihe result is increased stress levels.  A recent sample of 600 
U.S. workers found that 46 percent said their jobs  were highly stressful and 34 percent reported the stress 
was so bad they were  thinking of quitting’4  The Japanese call it karostii. It means sudden death by a 
h€art attack or  stroke triggered by ovework In a land where 16-hour workdays are not uncommon,  
experts estimate that 10,000 Japanese die each year from karachi.  The facts iust cited demonstrate that 
work stress is a serious problem in  organizations. In this section we look at the causes and consequences 
of stTess,  aid then consider what individuals and organizations can do to reduce it.  One point of 
clarification is necessary before we proceed. ‘Ihe topic of  stress has individual and group-level relevance 



as well as organization system  implications. As welL show, an individual’s stress leve can be increased 
by such  varied factors as his or her personality, role conflicts, and the job’s design. So  work stress, even 
though presented in Part IV of this book, The Organization  System, is a multilevel concept.  What Is 
Stress?  Stress is a dynamic condition in which an individual is confronted with an op-stress  portunity, 
constraint, or demand related to what He or she desires and for A dynamic condition in which an 
individuel which the outcome is perceived to he both uncertain and importantPt This is a onlrontedwh on 
opportumly, compLicated definition, Let’s look at its components more closely. constraint or demand 
relaiediowhoth.  Stress is not necessarily bad in and at itself. While stress is typically dis- desires ndfar 
whiàihe outconior  prceived robe both uncerlain and  cussed in a negatLve context, it also has positive 
value. It is an opportunity jm orlaril  when it offers potentiil gain. Consider, for example, the superior 
perfwmance  that an athlete or stage pertoriiier gives in ‘clutch’ situations.Such individuals  often use 
stress positively to rise to the occasion and perform at or near their maximum As corporations cut staff 
and restructure, they are forcing managers through one of the most harrowing stress tests in business 
history. It’s more than just the rapid pace of change that makes bosses feel pressured—ft’s what’s 
happening where their business touches their lives every day. The sales and production quotas they have 
to meet go up relentlessly, but everything else about their careers seems headed down: operating budgets, 
travel allowances,  expense accounts, salary increases, and opportunities for promotion. Most painful of 
all, managers who were trained to build are now being paid to tear down. Instead of adding staff, they’re 
having to fire people.  For most managers, firing employees as a result of downsizing or reengineering is 
so traumatic that it leads to burnout. Donald Rosen (seated lefi), senior associate at the Menninger Clinic, 
helps managers deal  with the trauma of firing subordinates. He conducts week-long seminars during 
which managers break from their routine, refleci on their work, and learn how to cope with the challenges 
of terminating workers.  A growing number of line managers, senior staff, and other executives suffer 
some stage of burnout. Although not a precisely defined medical condition, burnout has recognizable 
symptoms and is a result of prolonged stress, says Donald E. Rosen, a psychiatrist at the famed 
Menninger Clinic. ‘Victims are lethargic, feel empty, no longer able to take satisfaction in what they once 
enIoyed,” says Rosen. “They  have a deep questioning of the value of the tasks they perform.” In 
everyday parlance, they hate to go to work, not just on an occasional morning but on most mornings.  L. 
Smfth. Burned-out Bosses,’ Fortune July 25, 1994), p.44  constraints  Forces that prevent individuals 
from doing what they desire.  demands  Loss of something desired,  More typically, stress is associated 
with constraints and demands. The former prevent you from doing what you desire. The latter refers to 
the loss of something desired. So when you take a test at school or you undergo your annual performance 
review at worL you feel stress because you confront opportunities, constraints, and demands. A good 
performance review may lead to a promotion, greater responsibilities, and a higher salary. But a poor 
review may prevent you from getting the promotion. An extremely poor review might even result in your 
being fired.  ‘Iwo conditions are necessary for potential stress to become actual stress.67 There must be 
uncertainty over the outcome and the outcome must be important. Regardless of the conditions, it is only 
when there i doubt or uncertainty regarding whether the opportunity will be seized, the constraint 
removed, or the loss avoided that there is stress. That is, stress is highest for those individuals who 
perceive they are uncertain as to whether they will win or lose and lowest (or those individuals who think 
that winning or losing is a certainty. But importance is also critical. If winning or losing is an unimportant 
outcome, there is no stress. If keeping your job or earning a promotion doesn’t hold any importance for 
you, you have no reason to feel stress overtiaving to undergo a performance review.  Understanding 
Stress and Its Consequences  What causes stress? What are its consequences for individual employees? 
Why is it that the same set of conditions which creates stress for one person seems to have little or no 
effect on another person? Figure 1S-7 provides a model that can help to answer questions such as these.68  
The model identifies three sets of factors—environmental, organizational, and individual—that act as 
potential sources of stress. Whether they lead to ictrial stress depends on individual differences such as 
job experience and personality. When stress is experienced by an individual, its symptoms can surface as 
physiological, psychological, and behavioral outcomes.  Potential Sources of Stress  The model in Figure 
15-7 shows three categories of potential stressors: environmental, organizational, and individual. Let’s 
take a look at each. Just as environmental uncertainty influences the design of an organization’s structure, 



it also influences stress levels among employees in that organization.  Changes in the business cycle 
create economic uncertainties. When the economy is contracting, people become increasingly anxious 
about their security, it was not a chance occurrence that suicide rates skyrocketed during the Great 
Depression of the 1930s. Minor recessions, too, increase stress levels, Downward swings in the economy 
are often accompanied by permanent reductions in the work force, temporary layoffs, reduced pay, 
shorter workweeks, and the like.  Political uncertainties don’t tend to create stress  among North 
Americans as they do for employees in  countries like Haiti or Iraq. The obvious reason is that  the United 
States and Canada have stable political systems  where change is typically implemented in an orderly  
manner. Yet political threats and changes, even in  countries like the United States and Canada, can be  
stress inducing. Efforts by Quebec officials to negotiate  an agreement with the rest of Canada that would 
recogni  c and preserve Quebec’s unique French culture have  increased political uncertainty in Canada. 
Failure to arthe  at a mutually acceptable arrangement might precipitate  Quebec’s separation from the 
rest of Canada. Until  fuLly resolved, this difficult problem increases stress  among many Canadians, 
especially among those living  in Quebec with little or no skflls in the French language.  New innovations 
can make an employee’s skills and  experience obsolete in a very short period of time. Techuclogical  
uncertainty, therefore, is a third type of environmental  factor that can cause stress. Computers, robotics,  
automation, and other Forms of technological innovahon  are a threat to many people and cause them 
stress. avoid errors or complete tasks in a limited ti mc period, wQrk overload, a demanding and 
insensitive huss, and unpleasant wozkers a round task, role, and interpersonal deniands, organ7at:un 
trutture, urganlfdtioncll lec.dersriij, and the  organization’s life stage. ‘  Tack dernanfs are factors relited I 
oa persoT’ ‘S jOb. lhev irK I UdC the design  of the indviduais job wutonomv. tack variety. degree ni 
automatinTfl. working tondiLions, and the physical vork layout. ‘\scernhlv lines can put pressure on  
People when their spted is nerceived as excessive. Autonomy, however, tends to lessen stess. lobs where 
temperatures, noise,  or other working conditions arc dangerous or undesirable can increase anxiety.  So, 
too, can working in an overcrowded rOOm Ot in a visible location where interruptions  are constant.  
Role dt’rmuuls relate to pressures placed on a [arson as a function of the  particular role he or she plays in 
the organization. Role conflicts create expectations  that may be hard to reconcile or satisfy. Role 
overload isexperienced  when the employee is expected to do more than time permits. Role ambiguity  is 
created when role expectations ae not clearly understood and the employee  is not sure what he or she is 
to do.  Interpersonal demands are pressures created by other employees. Lack of social  support from 
colleagues and poor interpersonal relationships can cause  considerable stress, especially among 
employees with a high social need.  Organization structure defines the level of differentiation in the 
organization,  the degree of rules and regulations, and where decisions are made. Excessive  rules and 
lack of participation in decisions that affect an employee are cxairples  of structural variables that might 
he potential sources of stress.  Orgañzationa! leadership represents the managerial style of the 
organization’s  senior executives. Some Chief executive officers create a culture characterized  by 
tension, fear, and anxiety. They establish unrealistic pressures to perform  in the short run, impose 
excessively tight controls, and routinely fire  employees who don’t measure up. For instance, Proctor & 
Gamble chairman  Edwin Artzt has built a reputation for browbeating his rnanagers. Insiders say  
meetings with Artzt often turn into humiliating public hazings.  Organizations go through a cycle. 
They’re established, they grow, become  mature, and eventually decline. An vrganizatiorrs life stage—
that is, where ills  in this four-stage cycle—creates different problems and pressures for 
employestablishment  and decline stages are particularly stTessful. The former  is characterized by a great 
deal of excitement and uncertainty, whereas the latter  typically requires cutbacks, layoffs, and a different 
set of uncertainties.  Stress tends to be least in maturity where uncertainties are at their lowest point.  
INDIVIDUAL FACIORS [he typical individual only works about 40 to SD  hours a week. The 
experiences and problems that people encounter in those  other 120-plus nonwork liouis each week can 
spill over to the job. Our final  category, then, encompasses factors in the employees personal life. 
Primarily,  these factors are family issues, personal economic problems. and inherent personality  
characteristics,  National surveys consistently show that people hold fiinii(y and personal  relationships 
dear. Marital difficulties, the breaking off of a relationship, and  discipline troubles with children are 
examples of relationship problems that  create stress for employees and arent left at the front door when 



they arrive at  work.  Economic problems created by individuals overextending their financial  resources 
is another set olpersonal troubles that can create stress for employees  anti distract their attention from 
their work. Regardless of income level—peopIe  who make S. 80,000 a year seem to have as much 
trouble handling their finaTices  as those who earn S lH,OO0——some people are poor money managers 
or  have warns that always seem to eiceed their earning capacity.  Recent research in three diverse 
organizations found that stress symptoms  reported prior to beginning a (oh accounted for most of the 
variance n stress  symptoms reported nine months later?2 This led the researchers to conclude  616, 
PART FOUR • THU OGANIZATION SYSTEM  that some people may have an inherent tendency to 
accentuate negative aspects of the world in general. If true, then a significant individual factor influencing 
stress is a person’s baste dispositional nature. That is, stress symptoms expressed on the job may actually 
originate in the person’s personaUty.  STILESSORS ARE ADDITJVL A Fact that tends to be overlooked 
when stressors are reviewed individually is that stress is an additive phenomenon.3 Stress builds up. Each 
new and persistent stressor adds to an individual’s stress level. A single stressor may seem relatively 
unimportant in and of itself, but if it is added to an already high level of shess, it can be the straw that 
breaks the camel’s back. If we want to appraise the total amount of stress an individual is under, we have 
to sum up hi5 or her opportunity stresses, constraint stresses, and demand stresses.  Individual Differences  
Some people thrive on stressful situations; others are overwhelmed by them. What is it that differentiates 
people in terms of their ability to handle stress? What individual difference variables moderate the 
re’ationship between potential stressors arid eperienced stress? At least five variables—perception, job ex 
perierice, social support, belief in locus of control, and hostility—have been found to be relevant 
moderators.  PERCEPTION In Chapter 4 we demonstrated that employees react in response to their 
perception of reality rather than to reality itself. Perception, therefore, will moderate the relationship 
between a. potential stress condition and an employee’s reaction to it. One persons fear that he’ll lose his 
job because his company is laying off personnel may be perceived by another as an opportunity to get a 
large severance allowance and start his own business. Similarly what one employee perceives as an 
efficient and challcnging work erivironnient may be viewed as threatening and deninding by others. So 
the stress potcntial in environmental, organizational, and individual factors doesn’t lie in their obiective 
condition. Rather, it lies in an employee’s interpretation of those factors.  JOB EXPERIENCE Experience 
is said to he a great teacher. It can also be a great stress reducec Think back to your first date or your first 
few days in college. For most of us, the uncertainty and newness of these situations created stress. But as 
we gained eAperience, that stress disappeared or at least significantly decreased. The same phenomenon 
seems to apply to work situations. That is, experience on the job tends to be negatively related to work 
stress. Two explanations have been offered. First is the idea of selective withdrawal. Voluntary turnover 
is more probable amom people who experience more stress. Therefore, people who remain with the 
organization longer are those with more stress-resistant traits or those who a[e more resistant to the stress 
characteristics of their organization. Second, people eventually develop coping mechanisms to deal with 
stress. Because this takes time, senior members of the organization are more likely to be fully adapted and 
should experience less stress.  SOCIAL SUPPORT Increasing evidence shows that social support—that 
is, collegial relationships with co-workers or supervisors—-can buffer the impact of stress. The Logic 
underlying this moderating variable is that social support  acts as a palliative, mitigating the negative 
effects of even high-strain jobs.  For individuals whose work associates are unhelpfuL or even actively 
hostile,  social support may he found outside the job. Involvement with family,  friends, and community 
can provide the support—especially for those whh a  high social need—that is missing at work and this 
cart make lob stressOrs more  tolerable.  BELIEF IN lOCUS OF CONTROL Locus of control was 
introduced in Chapter  3 as a personality attribute. Those wLth an internal locus of control believe they  
control their own destiny. Those with an external locus believe their lives are  controlled by outside 
forces. Evidence indicates that internais perceive their  lobs to be less stressful than do externals.16  
When internals and externas confront a similar stressftfl situation, the  internals are likely to believe they 
can have a significant effect on the results.  They, therefore, act to take control of events. Externals are 
more likely to be  passive and defensive. Rather than do something to reduce the stress, they acquiesce.  
So externals, who are more likely to fee] helpless in stressful skuations,  are also more likely to 
experience stress,  For much of the 1970s and 1980s, a great deal of attention  was directed at the Type A 



personality?7 In fact, throughout the 1980s, it was  undoubtedly the most frequently used moderating 
variable related to stress.  As noted in Chapter 3, the Type A personality is characterized by Feeling a  
chronic sense of time urgency and by an excessive competitive drive. A Type A  individual is 
Thggressivcly involved in a djonic, incessant struggle to achieve  more and more in tess and less time, 
and if required to do so, against the opposing  efforts of other things or other persons.”8  Until quite 
recently, researchers believed lype As were more likely to ex  perience stress on and off the job. More 
specifically, Type A’s were widely beLieved  to be at higher risk for heart disease. A closer analysis OF 
the evidence,  however, has produced new conclusions.79 By Looking at various components  of Type A 
behavior, it’s been found that only the hostility and anger associated  with l’ype A behavior is actually 
related to heart disease. The chronically angry,  suspicious, and mistrustful person is the one at risk.  So 
ius because a person is a workaholic, mshs around a lot, and is impatient  or competitive does not mean 
he or she is unduly susceptible to heart disease  or the other negative effects of stress. Rather, it’s the 
quickness to anger,  the persistently hostile outlook, and the cynical mistrust of others that are.  harmful.  
Consequences of Stress  Stress shows itself in a number of ways. For instance, an individual who is 
experiencing  a high level of stress may develop high blood pressure, ulcers, irritability,  difficulty in 
making routine decisions, ioss of appetite, accident proneness,  and the )ik. These can he subsumed under 
three general categories:  physiological, psychological, and behavioral symptoms. Most of the early 
concern with stress was directed  at physiological symptoms. This was primarily because the topic was 
researched  by spedalists in the health and medical sciences. This research led to  618.  PART FOUR • 
THE ORGANIZATON SYSTEM  the conclusion that stress could create changes in metabolism, increase 
heart and breathing rates, increase blood pressure, bring on headaches, and induce heart attacks.  The link 
between stress and particular physiological symptoms is not cicar. There are few, if any, consistent 
reIationships)1 This is attributed to the complexity of the symptoms and the difficulty of objectively 
measuring them. But of greater relevance is the fact that physiological symptoms have the least direct 
relevance to students of OR. Our concern is with behaviors and attitudes. Therefore, the two other 
categories of symptoms are more important to us.  PSYChOLOGICAL Stress can cause dissatisfaction. 
Job-related stress can cause job-related dissatisfaction. Job dissatisfaction, in fact, is “the simplest and 
most obvious psychological effect” of stress.82 But stress shows ft self in other psychological states—4or 
instance, tension, anxiety, irritability, boredom, and procrastination.  The evidence indicates that when 
people are placed in jobs that make multiple and conflicting demands or in which there is a lack of clarity 
as to the incumbent’s duties, authority, and responsibilities, both stress and dissatisfaction are 
increased.33 Similarly; the less control people have over the pace of. their work, the greater the stress and 
dissatisfaction. While more research is needed to clarify the relationship, the evidence suggests that 1obs 
providing a low level of variety, significance, autonomy, feedback, and identity to incum. bents create 
stress and reduce satisfaction and involvement in the job.  BEHAVIORAL SYMPTOMS Behaviorally 
related stress symptoms include changes in productivity, absence, and turnover, as well as changes in 
eating habits, increased smoking or consumption of alcohol, rapid speech, fidgeting, and sleep disorders.  
A sigiuficaut amount of research has inve.stigatcd the stress—performance relationship. The most widely 
studied pattern in the stress—performance literature is the inverted-U relationship.85 This is shown in 
Figure 15-8.  The Logic underlying the inverted U is that low to moderate levels of stress stimulate the 
body and increase its ability to react. Individuals then often perform their tasks better, more intensely, or 
more rapidly. But too much stress places unattainable demands or constraints on a person, which results 
in lower  performance. This inverted-U pattern may also describe the reaction to stress over time, as well 
as to changes in stress intensity. That is, even moderate levels of stress can have a negative influence on 
performance over the long term as the continued inten sity of the stress wears down the individual and 
saps his or her energy resources. An athlete may be able to use the positive effects of stress to obtain a 
higher performance during every Saturday’s game in the  fall season, or a sales executive may be able to 
psych  -. herself up for her presentation at the annual national meeting. But moderate levels of stress 
experienced contidually over long periods of ttme—as typified by the emergency room staff in a large 
urban hospital—can result in lower performance. This may  - explain why emergency room staffs at such 
hospi tal are frequently rotated and why it is unusual to ;1  Figure 15-8  Inverted-U Relationship Between 
Stress cnd Job Performance;0]  -c  0)  I—  Stress  CHAPTER 15 • TECHNOLOGY) WORK DESGN, 



AND STRE5S ‘ + 619  find individuals who have spent the bulk of their career in such an environment.  
In effect, to do so would expose the individual to the risk of career  burnout.  In spite of the popularity 
and intuitive appeal of the inverted-U model, it  doesn’t get a lot of empirical support.86 At this point, 
managers should be careful  in assuming this model accurately depicts the stress—performance 
relationship.  Managing Stress  From the organization’s standpoint, management may not he concerned 
when  employees experience low to moderate levels of stress. The reason, as we  showed earlier, is that 
such levels of stress may be functional and lead to higher  employee performance. But high levels of 
stress, or even low levels sustained  over long periods of time, can lead to reduced employee performance 
and,  thus, require action by management.  While a limited amount of stress may benefit an eñaployee’s 
performance,  don’t expect employees to see it that way. From the individual’s standpoint,  even low 
levels of stress are likely to be perceived as undesirable. [Cs not unlikely,  therefore, for employees and 
management to have different notions of  what constitutes art acceptable level of stress on the lob. What 
management  may consider as “a positive stimulus that keeps the adrenal}ne running” is very  likely to be 
seen as ‘excessive pressure” by the employee:. Keep this in min’d as  we discuss individual and 
organizational approachcs toward managing stress.’  INDIVIDUAL APPROAChES An employee can 
take personal responsibility  for reducing his or her stress lcvel. Individual strategie5 that have proven 
effective  include implementinx tinw-n-ianagement techniqLles, increasing physical  exercise, relaxation 
training, and expanding the social support network.  Many people manage their ttme poorly The things 
they have to accomplish  in any given day or week are not necessarily beyond completion if they  manage 
their time properly. The well-organized employee, like the well-oiganized  student, can often accomplish 
twice as much s the person who is poorly  organized. So an understanding and utilization of basic time-
management principles  can help individuals better cope with tensions created by job demands. A  few of 
the more well-known time-management principles are (1) making daily  lists of activities to be 
accomplished; (Z) prioritizing activities by importance  and urgency; (3) scheduling activities according 
to the priorities set; and (4)  knowing your daily cycle and handling the most demanding parts of your job  
during the high part of your cycle when you are most alert and productive.S9  Noncompetitive physical 
exercise such as aerobics, walking, jogging,  swimming, and riding a bicycle have long been 
recommended by physicians as  a way to deal with excessive stress kvels. These forms of physical 
exercise increase  heart capacity, lower at-rest heart rate, provide a mental diversion from  work 
pressures, and offer a means to let off steam.9°  Individuals can teach thcmselves to reduce tension 
through rehnalion  techniques such as meditation, hypnosis, and biofeedback. The objective 15 to  reach a 
state of deep relaxation, where one feels physically relaxed, somewhat  detached from the immediate 
environment, and detached from body sensaIions.)1  Fifteen or 20 nuriutes a day of deep relaxation 
releases tension and prov  des a person wfth a pronounced sense of peacefulness. Importantly, significant  
changes in heart rate, blood pressure, and other physiological factors  result from achieving the deep 
relaxation condition.  6O PART FOUR • THE QGANIZATION SYSTEM  As we noted earlier in this 
chapter, having friends, family, or work colleagues to talk to provides an outlet when stress levels become 
excessive. Expanding your social support network, therefore, can be a means F or tension r& duction. It 
provides you with someone to hear your problems and a more objective perspective on the situation. 
Research also demonstrates that social support moderates the stress—burnout relationship.92 That is, 
high support reduces the likelihood that heavy work stress will result in lob burnout.  
ORGAMZATIONAL APPROACHES Several of the factors that cause stress— particularly task and role 
demands, and organization structure—are controlled by management. As such, they can be modified or 
changed Strategies that management might want to consider include improved personnel selection and job 
placement, use of realistic goal setting, redesigning of jobs, increased employee involvement, improved 
organizationaL communication, and establishment of corporate weflness programs.  While certain jobs 
are more stressful than others, we learned earlier in this chapter that individuals differ in their lesponse to 
stress situations. We know, for example, that individuals with little e’cperience or an external locus of 
control tend to be more stress prone Selection and placement decisions should take these facts into 
consideration. Obviously, although management shouldn’t restrict hiring to only experienced individuals 
with an internal locus, such individuals may adapt better to high-stress lobs and perform those lobs more 
effectively.  We discussed goal setting in Chapter 6. Based on an extensive amount of research, we 



conchided that individuals perform better when they have specific and challenging goals and receive 
feedback on how well they are progressing toward these goals. The use of goals can reduce stress as well 
as provide motivation. Specific goals that are perceived as attainable clarify performance expectations. 
Additionally, goal feedback reduces uncertainties as to actual job performance. The result is less 
employee frustiaton, role ambiguity, and stress.  Redesigning jobs to give employees more responsthility, 
more meaningful work, more autonomy, and increased feedback can reduce stress because these factors 
give the employee greater control over work activities and Lessen depem dence on others. But as we 
noted in our discussion of work design, not all employees want eHnched jobs. The right job redesign, 
then, for employees with a low need for growth might be less responsibility and increased speciah2ation. 
If individuals prefer structure and routine, reducing skill variety should also reduce uncertainties and 
stress levels,  Role stress is detrimental to a large extent because employees feel uncertain about goals, 
expectations, how they’ll be evaluated, and the like. By giving these employees a voice in those 
decisionsthat directly affect their lob performances, management can increase employee control and 
reduce this role stress. So managers should consider increasing enrpIo.’ee involvement n derision 
making.93  Increasing formal organizational communication with employees reduces uncertainty by 
lessening role ambiguity and role conflict. Given the importance that perceptions play in moderating the 
stress—response relationship, management can also use effective communications as a means to shape 
empJoyee perceptions. Remember that what employees categorize as demands,  weilness programs 
threats, or opportunities are merely an interpretation, and that interpretation 
Organiz!ionulysupporledogromslhoI can be affected by the symbois and actions communicated by 
management.  focss enihe enlQyees totuE physical and Our final suggestion is to offer organizationally 
supported wellness prom idc.l codiIiDn. grams. These programs focus on the employee’s total physical 
and mental con-  Adolph Coors Company is a corporate leader in weliness programs, thanks to the !; 
vision of chairman and CEO Bill Coors. The company established its weliness center in 1981 because of 
Bill Coors’ desire to have the healthiest employees in the Rocky Mountain urea.The 23,090-square-foot 
center indudes exercise equipment (shown here) and is open 97 hours a week to employees and their 
family members. Cools’ wellness program also indudes mental-health services,an on-site medical center  
that gives flu shots and mammograms, an on-site denial center that provides routine checkups and 
cleanirigs at no cost, on-site cardiac- and back-rehabilitation proI rams, and smoking-cessation and 
weight-loss classes.  dillon.94 For example, they typically provide workshops to help people quit  
smoking, control alcohol use, lose weight, eat better, and develop a regular exercise  program. The 
assumption underlying most wellness programs is that employees  need to take personal responsibility for 
their physical and mental  health. The organization is merely a vehicle to facilitate this end.  
Organizations, of course, aren’t altruistic. They expect a payoff from their  investment in weliness 
programs. And most of those firms that have introduced  wellness programs have found the benefits to 
exceed the costs. For instance,  Du Pont saw a 14 percent decline in sick days among employees at 41  
plants; nonhospital health-care costs shrank 43 percent at Tenneco Inc.; and  the average annual employee 
health claim at Steelcase Inc. fell from $1,155 to  $53795 Adolph Coors, the beer company, estimates it 
saves $615 for each dollar  spent on wellnessY6  Summary and Implications  for Managers  Technology 
is changing people’s jobs and their work behavior. TQM and its  emphasis on continuous process 
improvement can increase employee stress as  individuals find that performance expectations are 
constantly being increased.  Reengineering is eliminating millions of jobs and completely reshaping the  
jobs of those who remain. Flexible manufacturing systems require employees  to learn new skills and 
accept increased responsibilities. And technology is  making many job skills obsolete and shortening the 
life span of almost all  skills—technical, administrative, and managerial.  An understanding of work 
design can help managers design jobs that positively  affect employee motivation. For instance, jobs that 
score high in motivating  potential increase an employee’s control over key elements in his or her  work. 
lherefore, jobs that offer autonomy, feedback, and similar complex task  charjcteristics help satisfy the 
individual goals of those employees who desire  greater control over their work. Of course, consistent 
with the social information  processing model, the perception that task characteristics are complex is  
probably more important in influencing an employee’s motivation than the  objective task characteristics 
themselves. The key, then, is to provide employees  with cues suggesting their jobs score high on factors 



such as skill variety,  task identity, autonomy, and feedback.  622. PAPT FOUR • THE ORGANIZATON 
SYSTEM  We found that the existence of work stress, in and of itself, need not imply lower performance. 
The evidence Indicates that stress can be either a positive or negative influence on employee 
performance. For many people, low to moderate amounts of stress enable them to perform their jobs 
better, by in creasing their work intensity, alertness, and ability to react. However, a high $evel of stress, 
or even a moderate level sustained over a long period of time, eventually takes its toll and perfotmance 
declines. The impact of stress on satisfaction is far more straightforward. Job-related tension tends to 
decrease general jb satisfaction.’ Even though low to moderate levels of stress may improve ob 
performance.! employees find stress dissatis4ng.  For Review  1. What are the implications for employees 
of continuous improvement program?  2. What are the implications for employees of a reengineering 
program?  3. what are flexible manufacturing systems?  4. what are the implications of the social 
information processing model for predicting employee behavior?  S. What are the advantages of flextime 
from an employee’s perspective? From management’s perspective?  6. From an employee’s persuective, 
what are the pros and cons of telecommuting?  7. How is the concept of a job changing?  8. How are 
opportunities, constraints, and demands related to stress? Give an example of each.  9. Destrihe the three 
sources of potential stress.. Which of these are controllable by management?  10. What can organizations 
do to reduce employee stress?  For Discussion  1. Reengineering needs to he autocratically imposed in 
order to overcome employee resistance. This runs directly counter to the model of a contemporary 
manager who is a good listener, a coach, motivates through employee involvement, and who possesses 
strong teath-support skills. Can these two positions be reconciled?  2. How has technology changed the 
manage?s job over the past 20 years?  3. Would you want a fuLl-time job telecommuting? How do you 
think most of your friends would feel about such a job? Do you think  telecomrnuting has a future?  4. “If 
it were to took Like the obless society was to become a widespread reality, politicians would be under 
strong pressure to create legislation to outlaw it.v Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Explain 
your position.  5. With very few exceptions, labor unions have not been receptive to stress management 
programs. Why do you suppose tbis is true? What can management do that might gain a union’s support 
for an organizationally sponsored stress management program?  e recent attention given employee stress 
by behavioial scientists has been blown totally out of proportion. Undoubtedly a  small proportion of the 
working population suffers from stress. These people have ongoing headaches, ulcers, high bleed 
pressure, and the like. They may even turn to alcohol and drugs as an outlet to deal with their stress. But 
if there is a problem, it’s a med ical one. It’s not a management problem. In support of this position, I 
argue that (1) stress is not that important hcause human b&ngs are highly adaptive; (2) most stress that 
employees experience is of the positive type; and (3) even if the first two points weren’t relevant, agood 
portion of what cause excessive work stress tends to be uncontrollable by management anyway.  Those 
whO seem to be so concerned about em• pioyee stress forget that people are more adaptable than we 
traditionally give them credit for. Individuals are amazingly resilient. Most successfully adjust to 
illnesses, misfortune, and other chan ges in their lives. All through their school years, they adapted to the 
demands that doiens of teachers put on them. They survived the trials of puberty, dating, beginning and 
ending relationships, and leaving home—to name a few of the more potentially stressful times we have all 
gone through. By the time individuals enter the work force, they have experienced many difficult 
situations and, for the most part, they have adjusted to each. There is no reason to believe this ability to 
adapt to changing or uncomfortable conditions breaks down once peoplebegin their working careers.  
Stress, like conflict has a positive as welL as a negative side. But that positive side tends to be over-  
shadowed by concern with the negative. A life without stress is a life without challenge, stimulatioh, or 
change. Many positive and exciting life events— marriage, the birth of a child, inheriting a large sum of 
money, buying a new home, a ob promotion, Vacations—have been found to create stress. floes that 
mean these positive events should be avoided? The answer is obviously “No.” Unfortunately, when most 
people talk about stress and the need to reduce it, they tend to overlook its positive side.  Finally, there is 
the reality that many souices of employee stress are outside the control of management. Management 
can’t control environmental factors. If stress is due to an inherent personality characteristic, here again, 
the source lies outside management’s control. Most other individuaf factors, too, are outside 
management’s influence. Even if stresses created by such individual factors as family and economic 



problems can be influenced by managerial actions, there remains the ethical question Does management 
have the right to interfere in an employee’s personal life? Undoubtedly, a good portion of any employee’s 
total stress level is created by factors that are uncontrollable by management— marital problems, divorce, 
children who get into trouble, poor persona] financial management, uncertainty over the economy, 
societal norms to achieve and acquirg material symbols of success, pressures of living in a fast-paced, 
urban world, and the like. The actions of management didn’t create these stressors. Most are just part of 
modern living. More importantly, employers can do little to lessen these stressors without extending their 
Influence beyond the organization and into the employee’s personal life. That’s something most of us 
would agree is outside the province of the employer-employee relationship.  lmployee Stress ESn’ a 
Management Problem!  counterPoint 44;  ;0]  stress  Costs to Organizations  ose who thmk management 
should ignore the problem of employee stress need to take a look at what stress iscostiög orgarizations7 . . 
. .  The total cost of work-related accidents in: the United States is.approximately $32 billjon per year. It 
is estimated that at least three-quarterã:of. all in dustrial. accidents are caused by the inability of 
employees to cope with emotional dlstrss.  Stress-related absenteeism, organizational medical expenses, 
and lost productivity are estimated to cost business more than $150 billion a year or nearly $1,500 per 
worker. In California, mental stress claims are the most rapidly increasing typç of workers’ compensatiOn 
cases, having risen 700 percent in a decade. Stress-related headaches are the leading cause of lost work 
time in u.s. industry.  Coronary heart disease is a leading killer of Ameiicans. Over 1 million Americans 
suffer heart attacks each year, and half of them are fatal. One out of every five average healthy male. 
Americans will suffer a heart attack before he reaches the age of 65. Heart disease causes an annual los of 
more than135 million workdays. The premature loss Of valued emplbyees means the loss of experienced 
..perorine1 and the additional cost of replacing these people. These facts are important because, there now 
exists a wealth of research that [inks stress to heart disease.  • .Morethan 60 percent of lqng-terni 
disability is related to psychological or psychosomatic problems oftërxbrpught on or madê-
.wórseby.$ress. State workers’, compensation boards aie:increasingly awarding compensation for physi 
a!- and mental- stress c1ms A single claim for pcrmanent total dis ability can cost in excess of $ZSQ,000 
Since each eni’ployEr Workers’ compensation costs are based on claims against that employer any 
increase in awards is an added cost of dcang business  Two. fads about stress’.cànnot be ignored. First, 
people get sick from stress at wotk.. Second, the costs associated with stress are significant to every 
employet They include lost time, increased accidents, higher insurance premiums and health-care costs, 
and lower productivity. The.o&y natural conclusion one can draw is that managers cannot ignore the 
stress ‘issue and must actively.seek..to do something about it’.’. It Is in management’s self-interest to take 
an active stance because, if for no other reason, it provldes the basis for defending the organization 
against claims that its jobs and. working conditions are stress creating and the primary cause for 
compensable emotional problems  
 

 
 

 
 

I Working with Others Exercise   
 

Analyzing and Redesigning Jobs   
 

Break into groups of five to seven members each. Each student shoulØ describe the worst 5ob he or she 
has ever had. Use any criteria you want to select one of these jobs for analysis by the group.  Members of 
the group will analyze the job selected by determining how well it scores on the job characteristics model. 
Use the following scale for your analysis of each job dimensionHlere are some sample questions that can 
guide the group in its analysis of the ob in question:  Skill variety’: Describe the different identifiable 
skills required to do the job. What is the nature of the oral, written, and/or quantitative skills needed? 



Physical skills? Does the jobholder get the opportunity to use all of his or her skills?  Task identity: What 
is the product the jobholder creates? Is he or she involved in its production from beginning to end? if not, 
is he or she involved in a particular phase of its production from beginning to end?  • Task ignikance: 
How important is the product? How important is the jobholder’s role in producing it? How important is 
the jobholders contribution to the people he or she works with? If the jobholder’s job was eliminated, how 
inferior would the product be?  • Autonomy: How much independence does the jobholder have? Does he 
or she have to follow a strict schedule? How closely is he or she  supervised?  • Feedback: Does the 
jobholder get regular feedback from his or her supervisor? From peers? From subordinates? From 
customers? How  about intrinsic performance feedback when doing the job?  Using the formula in Figure 
15-3, calculate the job’s motivating potential. Then using the suggestions offered in the chapter for 
redesigning jobs, describe specific actions management could take to increase this job’s motivating 
potential.  Calculate the costs to management of redesigning the job in question. Do the benefits exceed 
the costs?  Conclude the exercise by having a represtntative of each group share his or her group’s 
analysis and redesign suggestions with the entire class. Possible topics for cbss discussion might include 
similarities in the jobs chosen; problems in rating job dimensions; and the cost-benefit assessment of 
design changes.   
 

 
 

Ethical Dilemma Exercise   
 

What’s the Right Balance Between Work and Family?   
 

 
 

More employees are bringing family matters into their working lives, arid more  managers are trying to 
accommodate them. As the line between work and family  blurs, managers must address many questions. 
What’s your position on each  of the following questions? Compare your answers with others in your 
class.   
 

1. Is it 01< for someone to bring his or her baby to work on an emergency  basis?   
 

2. An employee works from borne part of the time, putting in the same  hours as colleagues at the office. 
But whenever the boss calls. the boss  can hear the sound of children in the hackgiôund. ‘Ihe boss knows  
that any business callers will hear the same noises, Is that a problem?   
 

3. A divorced father, who get to see his 8-year-old daughter  often, wants to bring her into the office alter 
her early school dismissal  every Wednesday at 2 as well as on her vacations, She is  perfectly well 
behaved, leading quietly by his desk. Should she be allowed  to come to the office?   
 

4. Should a boss ask subordinates if they want to buy her daughter’s  Girl Scout cookies?   
 

5. Should a woman promise to return, from maternity leave, even though she isn’t sure she will?   
 

6. Is it OK for a worker to interrupt ii conversation with a subordinate or  peer to take a cal] from her 
spouse? I-low about from her children?  How about from her best friend?   
 



7. Is it OK for a boss to schedule regular Friday staff meetings at 7:30   
 

8. Is it 01< for an employee to cover his work area with pictures of his  newborn or drawings scrawled by 
his young children? Assume clients  occasionally meet with the employee in his work area.   
 

9. A worker is asked to spend several months away from home, solving  a problem at a factory. lie can fly 
home on the weekends at the company’s  expense. Should the company pay for accommodations big  
enough for his wife and two children to accompany him?   
 

10. If clients complain about a job-sharing arrangement because they  want fulltime service by one 
representative, should the company  eliminate the job sharing? Assume the company believes there is no  
reduction in service as a result of the job sharing. 
 

Reengineering the College Experience  At the turn of the century, less than 2 percent of high school 
graduates went on to college. For the most part, college in those days was an elite experience reserved fOr 
chilthen of the upper uhiss Ibday, in places like the United States, approximately 60 percent of high 
school graduates continue on to college. In the 1990s, in much of the world, higher education has become 
a product for the masses. While higher educational institutions now 5?WC a much broader and diverse 
audience, the structure of colleges and their basic curricula have not changed much since the turn of the 
century. Critics claim that the typical undergraduate experience—four years of course work, broken down 
into S or 12 terms, with students taking three to six courses per term, taught mostly by full. time 
instructors who lecture to their classes—makes little sense today. For example, we realize knowledge 
isn’t compartmentalized by narrow departmental specialties or into three-unit segments, but that’s how it 
tends to be taught. Additionally, while lecturing made sense a century ago, it is a rather outdated means 
for transferring information when students have ready access to libraries and on-line databases. Critics 
also challenge a number of other well-established practices of colleges and universities: expansive 
campuses with dormitones and other facilities for resident students when, in fact, most students commute; 
accreditation processes that iegi4iniize the faculty’s academic credentials, the importance of research, the 
use of full—time over part-time faculty, and the granting of tenure; the heavy subsidizing of public 
education by taxpayers; and the unresponsiveness of faculty and administrators to the need for change.  
What would a college look like if it were reengirieered? Vermont’s Bennington College, for instance, 
recently announced it was eliminating tenure for new faculty. National University in San Diego breaks its 
curriculum into monthly courses that are offered all-year round and taught almost entirely by working 
practitioners rather than full-time faculty. And some colleges are cxperirrienting with team-teaching 
classes with faculty from diverse disciplines. But these represent only incremental changes. True 
reengineering would require creating an entire new structure and curriculum from scratch.  Questions  1. 
List as many characteristics of your college as you can that you think hndc its effectiveness hi the 1990s.  
2. What do you think a reengineereø college structure and curriculum would Look like?  3. In times of 
dramatic societal change, colleges and universities remain relatively stable. College campuses haven’t 
changed much from those your parents or grandparents might have experienced. What changes have 
occurred have either been incremental or introduced by newsy developed colleges. Why, in times when 
amost every business lirm is having to completely overhaul it traditional practices, do most established 
collcges and universities continue to operate as they always have? ;1  VIDEO  CRSC;0]  GM Workers Go 
on Strike Demanding Less Money!  You pick up the morning newspaper and all you read about are 
companies laying off employees, replacing full-time workers with part-timers, and qualified job 
applicants who are frustrated because they can’t find pecrnarient work. It might seem strange, then, to see 
workers at GM’s Flint, Michigan p1-ant going on strike to protest having to work too much. These 
workers say they want less money, not more, and less work, too.  A few years ago when GM car saes 
werc stagnating and the company was drastically cutting its workiorce, most GM hourly employees 
would have  CHAPHR ?5.TECHNOLOGY, WORK DESGN, AND STRESS • 629  jumped at the chance 
to work 60-plus-hour weeks and earn thousands of dolJars  in overtime pay. But now that business is 



strong, GM has decided to make  overtime mandatory in order to meet increased customer demand for its 
cars.  Sixty-six hour wor)’weeks aie not unusual, Whats motivating GM to require  hourly workers to put 
in such extensive overtime? The high cost of employee  benefits such as health care and pensions. An 
average GM hourly employee  earns about $53,000 a year in wages and gets another $35000 in benefits. 
GM  can save a lot of money by paying overtime rather than hiring additional perman  erit workers,  But 
these long hours are taking a heavy toll on workers. Empioyees coniplain  of being tired all the time. 
Their stress levels are up as they try to balance  their off-work responsibilities with long hours on the job. 
As one worker put it,  “About the only thing you do is work, sleep, eat, and go back to work.” -  
Questions  1. Do you think GM’s strategy is good [or the long-term interest of the company?  Explaifi 
your answer.  2. Can you think of alternative solutions that would 5e acceptable to employees  and GM’s 
management?  3. Analyze this case in terms of the stress model in this chapteL   
 

 
 

Gates Rubber plant in Siloam Springs, Arkansas, has developed a multistage screening-and-interviewing 
process as a means to improve the quality of new hires and to reduce turnover in his 650-employee plant1  
Every successful job applicant has to go through four  steps. The first is a general interview with the 
human resources department. That’s followed up three days later with  H  After listening to my 
employees, I have to conclude that I have only three types of people working for me: stars, all-stars, and 
superstars!  Li  How is it possible for all my people to be above average?  a second interview by someone 
else tram human resources to verity information and impressions from the first meeting. The third stage 
consists aLa panel interview with three people (including Merrirnan) from different parts of the plant. 
‘Were evaluating communcations skills, work attitudes, and general confidence levels.’ says Merriman. 
“Since all the work of the plant is done in teams, we’re also focusing oi an applicant’s ability to respord 
well in a group setting-” lithe panel approves the candidate, the human resources department checks 
references. If these prove satisfactory, the candidate is invited back for a fourth, and firal, meeting.  This 
final meeting typicalfy takes place on a Friday evening, lasts two hours, and includes spouses or 
significant others—of the candrdate as well as those of the three plant people. From 7 to 9 RM. the 
candidate and his or her spouse watch a 20-minute  video on the history of Gates Rubber, are briefed on 
the company’s benehts program, and discuss what t means to be part of a self-managed work team- ‘This 
is the most revealing part of the process,’ slates Merriman. We’re looking at the interaction between the 
candidate and his spouse- Did be tell her about working on The night shift? Did he explain the level of 
commitment we require? How did they react when we explain how we dont think unions are needed here? 
Any sign of trouble and we pass on the candidate.”  Merriman attributes this elaborate selection process 
to screening out misfits and siniflcantly cutting employee turnover. Annual turnover at the Arkansas plant 
is now only 8 percent, compared to 100 percent at a comparable plant owned by another company in 
town,  he lower turnover at Gates’s Siloam Springs’s plant illustrates how human resource policies and 
practices—in this case, the plant’s use of a four- stage screening-and-interview process for employee 
selection—can affect im portant organi .ational behavior outcomes. In this chapter, we discuss a number 
of human resource concerns that add important pieces to our puzie as we attempt to explain and predict 
employee behavior. Specifically, we look at selection practices, training and career development 
programs performance evalintion,.reward systems, and union—management relations,  Selection 
Practices  The objeclive of effective selection is to match individual characteristics (ability, experience, 
and so on) with the requirements of the job.2 When management fails to get a proper match, both 
employee performance and satisfaction suffer In this search to achieve the right individual—job fit, where 
does management begin? The answer is to assess the demands and requirements of the joh. the process of 
assessing theactivities within a lob is called oh analysis.  job analysis  Dveking a detailed de5cription oF 
the taüs hwolved in a iou, determining the rclthonship ala iven iob tD aiher jobs, ondascertainq ih 
knowledge, skill5, ond abilities neccsswy I DI an enployee to prvrm the lob waessfully.  Job Analysis  
Job analysis involves developing a detailed description of the tasks involved in a lob, determining the 
relationship of a given job to other ohs, and ascertaining the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary for 



an employee to suCcessfully perform the job.3  How is this information attained? FaMe 16-i describes the 
more popular ob analysis methods.  Information gathered by using one or more of the ob aHaly’sis 
methods results in the organization being abLe to create a job dcscription and   
 

job specification. The former is a written statement of what a jobholder does, how it is done, and why it is 
done. It should accurately portray job content, environment, and conditions of employment. The job 
specification states the minimum acceptable qualifications that an employee must possess to perform a 
given job successfully. It identifies the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to do the job effectively. So 
job descriptions identify characteristics of the job; job specifications identify characteristics of the 
successful job incumbent.  The job description and specification are important documents for guiding the 
selection process. The job description can be used to describe the’job to potential candidates. The job 
specification keeps the attention of those doing the selection on the list of qualifications necessary for an 
incumbent to perform a job and assists in determining whether or not candidates are qualified.  Selection 
Devices  What do application forms, interviews, employment tests, background checks, and personal 
letters of recommendation have in common? Each is a device for obtaining information about a job 
applicant that can help the organization determine whether the applicant’s skills, knowledge, and abilities 
are appropriate for the job in question. In this section, we review the more important of these selection 
devices: interviews, written tests, and performance simulation tests.  INTERVIEWS Do you know anyone 
who has gotten a job without at least one interview? You may have an acquaintance who got a part-time 
or summer job through a close friend or relative without having to go through an interview, but such 
instances are rare. Of all the selection devices that organizations use to differentiate candidates, the 
interview continues to be the one most frequently used.4  The interview also seems to carry a great deal 
of weight. That is, not only is it widely used, but its results tend to have a disproportionate amount of 
influence on the selection decision, The candidate vho performs poorly in the employment interview is 
likely to be cut from the applicant pool, regardless of his or her experience, test scores, or letters of 
recommendation. Conversely, “all too often, the person most polished in job-seeking techniques, 
particularly  lob description  A written statement of what a jobholder does, how it is dofle, and why it is 
done.  lob specification States the minimum occepiable qualifications that an employee must possess to 
perform a given job suuesshilly.  1  LI:.:.  638.  PART FOUR • iKE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  Flue 
Ri’bir (left) uses job interviews to select candidates who are what she calls “professional ecleciks.” Rubin 
is a founding partner of Canada’s The Rulldog Group, a Toronto marketing finn that spedalizes in new 
communkafions vehicles such as interactive kiosks and CD-ROM publishing. Rubin interviews qualified 
applicanis who have backgrounds in graphic design or video production. They must demonstrate 
technical proficiency in at least four, but preferably nine, specialized software programs. In addition to 
specialized technical skills, applicants must also convince Rubin they possess a host of generalist skills. 
Rubin½ ideal employee is creative, flexible, analytical, communicative, thinks independently but 
interrelates with team members, and is willing to learn.  those used in the interview process, is the one 
hired, even though he or she may not be the best candidate for the position”  These findings are important 
because of the unstructured manner in which the selection interview is frequently conducted. The 
unstructured interview—-short in duration, casual, and made up of random questions—has been proven 
to be an ineffective selection device.6 The data gathered from such interviews are typically biased and 
often unrelated to future job performance. Without structure, a number of biases can distort results. These 
biases include interviewers tending to favor applicants who share their attitudes, giving unduly high 
weight to negative information, and allowing the order in which applicants are interviewed to influence 
evaiuations.7 By having interviewers use a standardized set of questions, providing interviewers with a 
uniform method of recording information, and standardizing the rating of the applicant’s qualifications, 
the variability in results across applicants is reduced and the validity of the interview as a selection device 
is greatly enhanced.  From Concepts to Skills   
 



Selection Interviewing  The interview is made up of four stages. It begins with preparation, followed by 
the opening, a period of ueStioning and discussion, and a conclusion.   
 

1. Preparation. Prior to meeting the applicant, you should review his ot her application form andrésumé. 
You also should review the  lob description and lob specification for the position the applicant is 
ntewiewing lot  Next, structure the agenda for the interview. Specificalty, use the standardized questions 
provided to you or prepare a set of questions you want to ask the applicant. Choose questions that can’t be 
merely answered with only a yes or no. Inquiries that begin with how or why tend to stimulate extended 
answers. Avoid leading questions that telegraph the desired response (such as “Would you say you have 
good interpersonal skills?”) and bipolar questions that require the applicant to select an answer from only 
two choices (such as “Do you prefer working with people or working alone?’). In most cases, questions 
rdating to marit& and family status, age, race, religion, gender, ethnic background, credit rating, and 
arrest record are protihited by law unless you Lao demonstrate they are in some way related to job 
performance. So avoid them, In place of asking “Are you married?” or “Do you have children?” you 
might ask, “Are there any reasons why you might not be able to work overtime several times a month?” 
Of course, to avoid discrimination, you have to ask this question of both male and female candidates.   
 

2. Opening. Assume the applicant is tense and nervous. If you’re going to get valid insights into what the 
applicant is really like, you’ll need to put him or her at ease. Introduce yourself. Be friendly. Begin with a 
few simple questions or statements that can break the ice; for example, ‘hid you run into much traffic 
coming over?”  Once the applicant is fairly relaxed, you should provide a brief orientat’on. Prviev what 
topks will be discussed, how long the interview will tace, and explain if you’116e tak in  notes Encourage 
the applicant to ask questions.   
 

3. Questioning and discussion, The questions you developed during the preparation stage will provide a 
geneTal road map to guide you. Make sure you ‘cover them all. Additional ques tions should arise from 
the answers to the standardized questions: Select follow-up questions that naturally flow from the answers 
given.  Followup questions should seek to probe deeper into what the applicant says. If you feel the 
applicant’s response is superficial or inadequate, seek elaboration. Ask a question like, Te1l me more 
about that issue.” l you need to clarify information, say something like, ‘You said working overtime was 
okay sornetbnes. Can you tell me specifically when you’d be willing to work overtime?” If the applicant 
doesn’t directly answer your juestiou, loflow up by repeating the question or paraphrasing it. Finally, 
never underestimate the power or silence in an interview. One of the biggest errors that inexpenenced 
interviewers make is to talk too much. You’re not learning anything about the candidate when you’re 
doing the talking. Pause for at least a few seconds after the applicant apears to have finished an answer. 
Your silence encourages the applicant to continue talking.   
 

4. Conciudthg Once yàu’re through with the questions and discussions, you’re ready to wrap up the 
inten’iew. Let the applicant know this fact with a statement like! “Well, that covers all the questions I 
hDVC. Is there anything about the job or our organization that I haven’t answered for you?” Then, let’ the 
apphcant know what’s going to happei nexL When can he or she expect to hear from you?., 
 

Will you write or phone? Are there lilceiy to be more follow-up interviews?  Below you consider the 
interview complete, write your evaluation while it is fresh in your mind, ideally, you kept notes or 
recorded the applicant’s nsvers to your questions an made comments of your impressions. Now that the 
applicant is gone, take the time to assess the applicant’s responses 
 

 
 



The evidence indicates that interviews are most valuable for assessing an applicant’s intelligence, level of 
motivation, and interpersonal 5j5• Where these qualities are related to job performance, the validity of the 
interview as a seection device is increased. For example, these qualities have demonstrated relevance for 
performance in upper managerial positions. ibis may explain why applicants for senior management 
positions typically undergo dozens of interviews with executive recruiters, board members, and other 
company executives before a final decision is made. ft can also explain why organizations that design 
work around teams, like the Gates Rubber plant described at the beginning of this chapter, may similarly 
put applicants through an unusually large number of interviews.  WRITTEN TLSTS Typical written tests 
are tests of intelligence, aptitude, ability, interest, and integrity. Long popular as selection devices, they 
have general ly declined in use since the late I 960s. The reason is that such tests have frequently been 
characterized as discriminating, and many organizations have not validated, or cannot validate, such tests 
as being job related. -  Tests of intellectual ability, spatial and mechanical ability, perceptual accuraCy, 
and motor ability have shown to be moderately valid predictors for many semiskilled and unskilled 
operative jobs in industrial organizations. 
 

 
 

10. Jntelligence tests are reasonably good predictors for supervisory positions.11 But the burden is on 
management to demonstrate that any test used is job related. Since the characteristics that many of these 
tests tap are considerably removed from the actual performance of the lob itself, getting high validity 
coefficients has often been difficult. The result has been a decreased use of traditional written tests.  One 
exception has been the rccent interest in integrity tests. These arc paper-and-pencil tests that measure 
factors such as dependability, carefulness, responsibility, and honesty. The evidence is impressive that 
these tests are pow— erful in predicting supervisory ratings of job performance and counterproductive 
employee behavior on the job such as theft, disciphne problems, and excessive absenteeism. 
 

better way is there to find Out if  an applicant can do a job successfully than by having him or her do it? 
That is precisely the logic of performance simulation tests,  Performance simulation tests have increased 
significantly in  popularity during the past two decades. Undoubtedly, the enthusiasm for these tests 
comes from the fact that they are based on job analysis data and, therefore, should more easily meet the 
requirement of job relatedness than do written tests. Performance simulation tests are made up of actual 
job behaviors rather than surrogates, as are written tests,  The two best known performance simulation 
tests are work sampling and assessment centers. The former is suited to routine jobs, whereas the latter is 
relevant for the selection of managerial persdnnel.  Work sampling is an effort to create a miniature 
replica of a job. Applicants demonstrate they possess the necessary talents by actually doing the tasks. By 
carefully devising work samples based on oh analysis data, the knowledge, skills, and abLlities needed 
for each job ace determined. [hen each work sample element is matched with a corresponding job 
performance e!crnerl t. For  III  •What belter way is there b tln out It an applicant can do a lob 
succssfui1y than by having hi or her do it?  work samplbg  Cceatin a miriolure repkc of a job t evduaie $h 
performune abilities of DL) oodidales.   
 

instance, a work sample for a job where the employee has to use computer spreadsheet software would 
require the applicant to actually solve a problem using a spreadsheet.  The results from work sample 
experiments are impressive. Studies almost consistently demonstrate that work samples yield validities 
superior to written aptitude and personality tests.  A more elaborate set of performance simulation tests, 
specifically designed to evaluate a Candidate’s managerial potential, is administered in assessment 
centers. In assessment centers, line executives, supervisors, and/or trained psychologists evaluate 
candidates as they go through two to four days of exercises that simulate real problems they would 
confront on the job. Based on a list of descriptive dimensions the actual job incumbent has to meet, 
activities might include interviews, in-basket problem-solving exercises, group discussions, and business 
decision games.  The evidence on the effectiveness of assessment centers is extremely impressive. They 



have consistently demonstrated results that predict later job performance in managerial positions.14 
Although they are not cheap—AT&T, which has assessed more than 200,000 employees, cdmputes ‘its 
assessment costs at $800 to $1,500 per employee—the selection of an ineffective manager is 
unquestionably far more costly.  — Training and Development Programs  Competent employees don’t 
remain competent forever. Skills deteroriate and can become obsolete. That’s why organizations spend 
billions of dollars each year on formal training. One recent study, for instance, found that U.S. 
organizations with 100 or more employees spent $48 billion in a single year on formal training for 47.2 
million workers’5 Xerox alone spends over $300 million a year on training and retraining its 
employees.’6 Motorola, Federal Express, Andersen Consulting, Corning, and Singapore Airlines all 
spend a minimum of 3 percent of their payroll costs on training.17 And thousands of smatl companies are 
investing heavily in employee training.18  Intensified competition, technological changes, and the search 
for improved productivity is motivating management to increase expenditures for training. Engineers 
need to update their knowledge of mechanical and electri assessmen  centers  A set of performance 
simulahon tests designed to evaluate a candidate’s managerial potential.  I Singapore Airlines maintains 
its reputation as one of the best airlines in the world with the highest levels of service by investing heavily 
in employee training. In a recent year, Singapore Airlines invested almost $53 million oii employee 
training, or $2,225 for each of its 23,787 employees. Cabin crew members go through a rigorous four-
month initial training program, including learning emergency safety procedures (as shown  I here) and are 
retrained every two years. Training encompasses beauty  ups, discussions of-fine vane and gourmet food, 
the art of conversation,  i reading body language, and appreciating cultural differences among passengers. 
Crew members also learn ways to memorize passengers’ names easily, to discern which passengers want 
to be talked to and which want to be left alone, and to anilcipate what passengers want before they ask for 
it.  I,  
 

cal systems. HourLy workers attend seminars on problem solving, quality improvement, and team-
building skills. Clerical personnel take courses to learn how to fully utilize the latest software programs 
on their computers. And executives themselves participate in workshops to learn how to become more 
effecdye leaders or develop strategic plans for their divisions. In the 1990s, people at all levels in 
organizations are involved in formal training.  In this section, we look at the type of skills that training 
can improve; then we review various skill training methods, as well as the career development programs 
that can prepare employees for a future that’s different horn today.  Skill Categories  We can dissect skills 
into three categories: technical, interpersonal, and prob1cm solving. Most training activities seek to 
modify one or more of these skills.  TECHNICAl. Most traihing ts directed at upgrading and improving 
an employec’s technical skills. This applies as much to white-colLar as to blue-collar jobs. Jobs change as 
a result of new technologies and improved methods. Postal sorters have had to undergo technical training 
in order to learn to operate killtomatic sorting machines. Many auto repair personnel have had to undergo 
extensive training to fix and maintain recent models with front-wheel-drive trains, electrorñc ignitions, 
Fuel iniection, and Other innovations. Not many clerical personnel during the past decade have been 
unaffected by the computer. Literally millions of such employees have had to be trained to operate and 
interface with a computer terminal.  [NTEKPERSONAL Almost aLL employees belong to a work unit. 
To some degree, their work performance depends on their ability to effectively interact with their 
coworkers and their boss. Some employes have excellent interpersonal skills, but others require training 
to improve theirs. This includes learning how to be a better listener, how to communicate ideas more 
cleady, and how to be a more effective team player.  One of the fastest glowing areas of interpersonal 
skill development is diversity training.19 The two most popular types of this training focus on incrtasing 
awareness and building skifls. Awireness training tries to create an understanding of the need for, and 
meaning of, managing and valuing diversity. Skill-building training educates employees about specific 
cultural differences in the workplace. Companies leading the way in diversity training include American 
Express, Avon, Corning, Hewlett-Packard, Monsanto, Motorola, Pacific Gas & Electric, U.S. West, and 
Xerox.  PROBLEM SOLVI!G Managers, as well as many employees who perform nonroutine tasks, have 
to solve problems on their ‘ob. When people require thee skills, but are deficient, they can participate in 
problem-solving training. This would include actvities to sharpen their ‘ogic, reasoning, and problem- 



defining skills, as well as their abilities to assess causation, develop alternatives, analyze alternatives, and 
select solutions. Problem-solving training has become a basic part of almost evrv organizational effort to 
introduce self-managed teams or implement lQM. OB in the News.. University Training at Small Firms 
For more than a year,  two of Emma  Colquitt’s employees  had argued aboi4 religion. Then one of them, 
a Hispanic Roman Catholic woman, approached her office manager with a complaint: The other worker, a 
black follower of Jehovah’s Witnesses, had listened sympathetically as a customer “bashed” Catholicism.  
While Colquitt’s firm, Cardiac Concepts, Inc.. a Texas outpatient laboratory that specializes in 
cardiovascular tests employs onlY 11 people. she cant afford these kinds of conflicts. Moreover. most of 

�her 11 employees a e women and minority inembers, representing half a dozeu faiths. “1 have three  
employees in that office, and when two4hirds are arguing with each other, that is not cost effective,” says 
Colquitt.  Emma Colquitt decided to do what many small-business owners now are doing to ease internal 
tensions created by diversity She hired a consultant to give her staff a workshop on appreciating 
differences and learning how to get along.  For Cardiac Concepts, that training lasted only four hours and 
emphasized rote- playing activities arid exercises focusing on individual employee’s backgrounds and 
beliefs. For instance, one exercise required employees to pair off and make lists of stereotypes of other 
ethnic groups present. It he]ped  make employees aware of the values and lifestyles of their colleagues 
from other cultures—and to acknowledge  their own prejudices. The cost for this workshop—$3,000——
was high for a small firm like Cardiac Concepts, whose annual sales are only $1 million. But Colquitt 
considers the money well spent. She says there have been no diversity- related squabbles since the 
workshop took place. And working relationships between the Hispanic Catholic and the black follower of 
Jehovah’s Witnesses have become ‘less strained1” she says.  Based on M. Lee, DiversIty Tratnirig Grows 
l Small FirmS, Wait Street jouri at isepiember 2, 1993), p. B2.  Training Methods  Most training takes 
place on the job. This preference can be attributed to the simplicity and, usually, lower cost of on1hc-job 
training methods, However, on—the-job training can disrupt the workplace and result in an increase in 
errors as learning proceeds. Also, some skill triining is too complex to earn on the  job. In such cases., it 
should take place outside the work setting.  ON-THE-JOB TRAINING Popular orl.the-!ob training 
methods include job rotation and understudy assignments. fob rotation involves lateral transfers that 
enab’e employees to work at different jobs. Employees get to learn a wide variety of jobs and gain 
increased nsight into the interdependency between jobs and a wider perspective on organiational 
activities. New employees frequently learn their ohs by understudying a seasoned veteran. In white-collar 
jobs, it is called a cornMin, or mentur, relationship. In each. the understudy works under the observation 
of an experienced worker, who acts as a imdcl the LI nderstudv attempts to emulate.  Off-the-job training 
at Philadelphia  Newspapers, Inc. simulation  exercises. Here, Chris Bonanducd, employee relations 
manager,  participates in a role-playing exerdse  with Ed Delfin, circulation training  manager.   
 

OFF-THE-JOB TRAINING There are a number of off-the-job training methods that managers may want 
to make available to employees. The more popular are classroom lectures, videos, and simulation 
exercises. Classroom lectures are well suited for conveying specific information. They can be used 
effectively for developing technical and problem-solving skills. Videos can also be used to explicitly 
demonstrate technical skills that are not easily presented by other methods. Interpersonal and problem-
solving skills may be best learned through simulation exercises such as case analyses. experiential 
exercises, role playing, and group interaction sessions. Complex computer models, such as those used by 
airlines in the training of pilots, are another kind of simulation exercise, which in this case is used to teach 
technical skills. So, too, is vestibule training, in which employees learn their jobs on the same equipment 
they will be using, only the training is conducted away from the actual work floor. Table 16-2 describes 
the results from a survey of off-the-job instructional methods used for employee training.  Off-the-job 
training can rely on outside consultants, local college facu)ty, or in-house personnel. Granite Rock, Inc., a 
producer of construction and paving materials that spends nearly 1 percent of grdss sales and a whopping 
4.2 percent of payroll on training, has even created its own internal university. 
 



2. Granite Rock University offers more than 50 courses and seminars for company employees on 
everything from enhancing self-esteem to the mechanics of mobile hydraulic equipment.   
 

Career Development   
 

Career development is a way for an organization to sustain or increase its employees’ current 
productivity, while at the same time preparing them for a changing world.  Twenty years ago, when a 
person was more likely to spend his or her entire work years with the same employer, most medium-sized 
and large organizations engaged in extensive employee career planning. It focused exclusively on 
developing employees for opportunities wfthin the specific organization. For instance, management 
would develop sophisticated replacement charts that would identify potential promotion candidates for 
key internal positions. They’d also offer a wide range of in-house career development programs to 
prepare employees for promotions. Companies like Aetna Life, General Electric, Merrill Lynch, and 
Toshiba still invest heavily in this form of career planning. But as more and more organizations downsize 
their operations, reengineer processes, and restructure themselves to increase flexibility, they’re shifting 
career development responsibility to their employees. Consistent with the employee empowerment 
movement, an increasing number of organizations are empowering employees to manage theft own 
careen. Apple Computer, for instance, supports employees with workshops career councling, and tuition 
re imbursement programs. But employees are told they have to take responsibility for planning their 
personal career track. It’s riot their manager’s or the company’s job to define their future. In those cases 
where it becomes evident an employee’s personal goals cant be fufil1ed t Apple, company counselors 
even help the individual prepare for a future outside Apple.  Ir spite of this shifting of responsibility trend, 
definite benefits accrue to organizations that offer career development programs. These include ensuring 
the right people will be ava5lable for meeting changing staffing requirements, increasing work force 
diversity, and providing employees with more realistic job expeciations. In this section, we briefly review 
some basic career concepts and offer suggestions for creating an effective career development program.   
 

A career is a sequence of positions occupied by a person during the coñrs of a lifetime. This definition 
does not imply advance-  caeer  A equene of positiom ocwpied by a person during the ourse of lifeiime 
mentor success or failure. Any work, paid or unpaid, pursued over an extended period of time, can 
constitute a careeL In addition to formal job work, it may include schoolwork, homemaking, or volunteer 
work.  Careers can be more easily understood if we think of them as proceeding carcer t&gcs through 
career stages. Most of us have gone or wUl go through four stages:  The bur steps irosi people go ihrougli 
n exploration, establish rnent, midcareer, and late career.  their careen: exoration, eslthlishm€nt, 
Exploration begins prior to even entering the work force on a paid basis midiareer, and lale areer. and 
ends for most of us in our mid-twenties as we make the transition from  school to our primary work 
interest. it’s a time of self-exploration and an assessment of alternatives. The establishment stage includes 
being accepted by our peers, learning the job, and gaining tangible evidence of successes or failures in the 
‘real world.” Most people don’t face their first severe cateer dilemmas until they reach the midcareer 
stage, a stage that is typically reached between the ages of 35 and 50. This’isa time where one may 
continue to improve one’s performance, level off, or begin to deteriorate. At this stage, the first dilemma 
is accepting the fact that you’re no longer seen as a 1earner” Mistakes carry greater penalties. At this 
point in a career, you are expected to have moved beyond apprenticeship to journeyman status. For those 
who continue to grow through the midcareer stage, the late career usually is a pleasant time when you are 
allowed the luxury to relax a bit aM enjoy playing the part of the elder states- person. For those who have 
stagnated or deteriorated during the previous stage, the late career brings the reality they will not have a 
lasting impact or change the world as they once thought. It isa time when individuals recognize they have 
decreased work mobility and may be locked into tneii current jobs. They begin to look forward to 
retirement and the opportunities to do something different.  If employees are to remain productive career 
development and training programs need to he availabLe that can support an employees task and 
emotiona] needs at each stage. Table 16-3 identifies the more important of these needs.  CAREER 



ANCHORS Ln addition to stages, another concept that can help to understand peop’e in their 1ohs is that 
of career anchor2  Just as boats put clown anchors to keep them from drifting too far, peope put down 
anchors to stabilize their career decisions and keep them within COncareer rntchors stiairlts. Carccr 
anchors, then, are distinct patterns oF self-perceived talents Dkiintt paiiers f sel-peeived ralerns and 
abilities, motives and needs, and attitudes and values that guide and stahi andabilifies, motiesand 
needc,and lize a person’s career after several—years of real-world experience and [edhack. allu&s and 
yalues that guide and As peopLe reach their late twenties and early thirties, they have to begin  a 
prsoiisareerafterseeral making decisions about which jobs to pursue and how to balance personal and 
yerrsofreoIwaddepeuenceand work life. To avoid erratic or random decisions. they devetop career 
anchors. If fee I they sense a ob or job situation will not he consistent with their talents, needs,  and 
values, their anchor pu’ls them back into sitiLations that are more congruent with their self-image.  - 
Resca(ch has identified five specilk patterns:   
 

TECHN1CAL/FUNCT1ONAL COMPETEM  
 

This anchor focuses on the actuaL cofltent of a persons work. Someone with an accounting degree and a 
CPA certiiicatt might find joh.s outside of accounting a challenge to her Feelings of competence yet 
inconsistent with her basic occupatinn& cell-concept.  
 

Needs  Establishment  
 

1. Job challenge  1 Develop competence Inc spect&ty area   
 

3. Develop creativity and innovation   
 

4 Rotate nto new orec alter three to five years   
 

L rhnical updating  2. Develop skills n training> and coaching qihers (younger empIoyees   
 

3. Ratarion inro new job:  requiring new. skiL’   
 

4. Develop broader view of work and own role in:  organization  Shift from powir rob t&  one of 
constdtaiion  and giidonce  3. Identify and develop  Successors   
 

4. Beghi activitiesoutsidethe  organization   
 

 
 

MANAGERiAL COMPETENCE This anchor emphasizes holding ing managerial responsibility. These 
people seek situations where analytical, utilize their interpersonal skills, and exercise power.   
 

EmQtionaI Needi   
 

1. Make preliminary job choices   
 



2. Settling down   
 

1.. Deal with rivalry and competition; bce failures   
 

2. Deal with workJ family conflicts   
 

3. SUpport Autonomy’  txpress..hlings about midlife Reorganize thinkingabout sell in reWlion to work, 
family, epunity -   
 

3 Reduce sef-rndgence and competitiveness   
 

1. SUpport and counseing to see one’s work as a platform  for others:  2. Develop sense of identity in 
oxtra-orgonizahonoi  activities  and exercisthey can be  SECURITY For some peopk, a key factor in 
career decision making is work stability. A new position with great opportunities and challenges, but little 
ob security, would be incongruent with these people’s needs. They prefer job and organiztiona1 stability, 
employment contracts, good employment benefits, attractive pension plans, and the like.  AUTONOMY 
The overriding factor for some people in career decisions is to maintain their independence and freedom. 
They seek to minimize organizationai constraints. These people, not surprisingly, prefer small organic 
types of  organizations in which to work.  CREATIVITY These people are driven by all overarching 
desire to create something that is entirely of their own making. For creativity-anchored people, starting a 
new business, workthg in a research aboratcry, being a major player on a new project’s team, and similar 
activities are important to their self-worth.  The career anchor perspective has both selection and 
motivational implications. For examp]e, it can help to explain why dramatic changes in career focus are 
so difficult for people to make. They require great effort and are not likely to occur very frequently. The 
perspective also helps to explain why mdivtduals may have very different reactions to similar lobs. Any 
understanding of how ob CharacteIstics will affect an individual has to take into consideration the 
dynamics between the job’s task attributes and the career anchors of the persor in that lob.  FIFECTIVE 
CAR[R flEVLOPMENT PRACTICES What kind of practices would characterize an organization that 
understood the value of career clevelopment? The following summarizes a few of the more effective 
practices.  An increasing body of evidence indicates that employees who receive especially thallenging 
job assignments early in their careers do better on later jobs.28 More specifically, the degree of 
stimulation and challenge in a persons initial job assignment tends to be significantly related to later 
career success and retention in the organization,29 Apparently, initial challenges, particularly if they are 
successfully met, stimulate a person to perform well in subsequent years.  To provide information to all 
employees about job openings job oppor tunities should be posted. Job postings list key job specification 
data—abilities, experience, and seniority requirements to quhfy for vacancies—and are typca1iy 
communicated through bulletin board displays or organizational publications.  One of the IlloSt logical 
parts of career development is cweer counsthng. An effective program helps employees identify career 
goals arid expectations, and determines specific selfdeveloprnent activities that will lead to goal 
achievement. Consistent with the new workplace environment, counseling should also emphasize helping 
employees cope with ambiguity and constant change.3°  Organizations can offer group workshops to 
Facilkate career development. By bringing together groups of employees with their supervisors and 
managers, problems and misperceptions can be identified and, it is hoped, resolved These workshops can 
be general, or they can be designed to deal with problems corn- mon to certain groups of employees—
new members, minorities, older workers, and so forth.  Periodic job changes can prevent obsolescence 
and stimuhite career growth. The changes can be late!al transfers, vertical promotions, or triporaiy 
assignments. The important element in periodic job changes s that they give the employee a variety of 
experiences that offer diversity and new chaflnges. For individuals seeking upper-level management 
positions, foreign experience is apidy becoming e5sential. Larry Holleran human resources vice president 
a FMC Corp., believes “no one will be in a general management lob by the end of the decade who didn’t 



have international exposure and experience.  Performance Evaluation  Would you study differently or 
exert a different level of effort for a college  course graded on a pass—fail basis than for one where letter 
grades from A to P  are used? When I ask that question of students, I usua1y get an affirmative answer.  
Students typically tell me they study harder when letter grades are at  stake. Additionally, they tell me that 
when they take a course on a pass—fail  basis, they tend to do just enough lo ensure a passing grade.  
This finding illustrates how performance evaluation systems influence behavior.  Major determinants of 
your in-class behavior arid out-of-class studying  effort in college are the criteria and techniques your 
instructor uses to evaluate  your performance. Of course, what applies in the college context also applies 
to  employees at work. In this section, we show how the choice of a performance  evaluation system and 
the way it’s administered can be an important force influencing  employee hehaviot  Purposes of 
Performance Evahialion  Performance evaluation serves a number of purposes in organizations (see  
Table 16-4 for survey results on primary uses of evaluations)?2 Management  uses evaluations for general 
hauwn resource decisions. Evaluations provide input  into such important decisions as promotions, 
transfers, and terminations. Evaluations  idetstifv train fog otid development needs. They pinpoint 
employee skills  and competencies that are currently inadequate but for which programs can be  
developed to remedy. Performance evaluations can be used as a criterion against  which selection and 
development programs ore validated, Newly hired employees  who perform poorly can be identified 
through performance evaluatIon. Sirnilady,  the effectiveness of training and development programs can 
be determined  by assessing how well those employees who have participated do on  their performance 
evaluation. Evaluations also fulfill the purpose of providing  fredhack to employees on how the 
organization views their performance. Further,  performance evaluations are used as the basis roe reward 
allocations. Decisions  as to who gets merit pay increases and other rewards are frequently determined  by 
performance evaluations.  Each of these functions of performance evaluation is important. Yet their  
importance to us depends on the perspective we’re talsing. Several are clearly relevant to human resource 
management decisions. But our interest is in organizational behavior. As a result, we emphasize 
performance evaluation in its role as a mechanism for providing feedback and as a determinant of reward 
allocations.  Performance Evaluation and Motivation  In chapter 6, considerable attention was given to the 
expectant>’ model of motivation. We argued that this mode] currently offers one of the best explanations 
of what conditions the amount of effort an individual will exert on his or her job. A vital component of 
this model is performance, specifically the effort—performance and performance—reward linkages.  But 
what defines performance? In the expectancy model, it’s the individual’s performance evaluation. To 
maximize motivation, people need to perceive that the effort they exert leads to a favorable performance 
evaluation and that the favorable evaluation will lead to the rewards they value.  FoHowing the 
expectancy model of motivation, if the objectives that employees are expected to achieve are unclear, if 
the criteria for measuring those objectives are vague, and lithe employees lack confidence their efforts 
will lead to a satisfactory appraisa of their performance or believe there will be an unsatisfactory payoff 
by the organization when their performance objectives are achieved, we can expect individuals to work 
considerably below their potential.  What Do We Evaluate?  The criteria or criterion that management 
chooses to evatuate, when appraising employee performance, will have a major influence on what 
employees do. The two examples that follow illustrate this.  In a public employment agency, which 
served workers seeking employinent and employers seeking workers, employment interviewers were 
appraised by the number of interviews they conducted. Consistent with the thesis that the evaluating 
criteria influence behavior, intervIewers emphasized the number of interviews conducted rather than the 
placements of clients in lobs.  A management consultant specializing in police research noticed that, in 
one community, officers would come on duty for their shift, proceed to get into their police cars, drive to 
the highway that cut through the town, and speed back and forth along this highway for their entire shift. 
Clearly this fast cruising had little to do with good police work, hut this behavior made considerably more 
sense once the consultant learned the community’s City Council used mieage on police vehides as an 
evaluative measure of police effectiveness. 14  i’hese examples demonstrate the importance of criteria in 
performance evaluation. This, of course, begs the question: What should management evaluate? The three 
most popu’ar sets of criteria are individual task outcomes, behaviors, and traits.  INDIVIDUAL TASK 
OUTCOMES If ends count, rather than means, then management should evaluate an employees task 



outcomes. Usin task out comes, a plant manager could be judged on criteria such as quantity prDduced, 
scrap generated, and cost per unit of production. Similarly, a salesperson could be assessed on overall 
sales volume in his or her territory, dollar increase in saks, and number of new accounts established.  
ChAPTER 6 • HUMAN RESOURCE FOLCIES AND PRACTICES • 651  REHAVIORS In many cases, 
it’s difficult to identify specific outcomes that  can be directly attributable to an employee’s actions. This 
is particularly true of  personnel in staff positions and individuals whose work assignments are 
intrinsically  part of a group effort. In the latter case, the group’s performance may  be readily evaluated, 
but the contribution of each group member may be difficult  or impossible to identify clearly. In such 
instances, it is not unusual for  management to evaluate the employee’s behavior. Using the previous 
examples,  behaviors of a plant manager that could be used for performance evaluation  purposes might 
include promptness in submitting his or her monthly reports  or the leadership style that the manager 
exhibits. Pertinent salesperson behaviors  could be average number of contact calls made per day or sick 
days used  per year.  TRAITS The weakest set of criteria, yet one still widely used by organizations,  is 
individual traits.35 We say they are weaker than either task outcomes or  behaviors because they are 
farthest removed from the actual performance of  the job itself. Traits such as having ‘a good attHude,” 
showing confidence,”  being “dependable” or “cooperative,” “looking busy1” or possessing a wealth  of 
experience” may or may not he highly correlated with positive task outcomes,  hut only the naive would 
ignore the reality that such traits are frequently  used in organizations as criteria for assessing an 
employee’s ievel of  performance.  Who Should Do the Evaluating?  Who should evaluate an employee’s 
performance? The obvious answer would  seem to be hs or her immediate boss By tradition, a manage?s 
authority typically  has included appraising subordinates’ performance. The logic behind this  tradition 
seems to be that since managers are held responsible for their subordinates’  performance, it only makes 
sense that these managers do the evaluat•  ing of that performance But that logic may be flawed. Others 
may actually be  able to do the job better.  IMMEW&TE SUPERIOR As we implied, about 95 percent of 
all performance  eva1uatons at the lower and middle ieve?s of the organization are conducted  by the 
employee’s immediate boss.36 Yet a number of organizations are recognizing  the drawbacks to using 
this source of evaluation For instance, many  bosses feel unqualified to evaluate the unique contributions 
of cacti of their  subordinates. Others resent being asked to “play God” with their employees’  careers. 
Additionally, in the 99Os, when many organizations are using selfthanaged  teams, telecommuting, and 
other organizing devices that di5tanc  bosses from their employees, an employee’s immediate superior 
may not be -a  reliable judge of that employee’s performancepEERS  Peer evaluations are one of the most 
reliible sources of appraisal  data. Why? First, peers are close to the action. Daily interactions provide 
them  with a comprehensive view of an eniploye&s ob performance. Second, using  peers as raters results 
in a number of independent judgments. A boss can offer  only a single evaluation, but peers can provide 
multiple appraisals. And the average  of several ratings is often more reliable than a single evaluation. On 
the  downside, er evaluations can suffer frum coworkers unwillingness to evalu—  ate one another and 
from friendship-based biases.  652.  PART FOUR • THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  SELF-
EVALUATION Having employees evaluate their own performance is consistent with values such as self-
management and empowerment. Self- evaluations get high marks from employees themselves; they tend 
to lessen employees’ defensiveness about the appraisal process; and they make excellent vehicles for 
stimulating job performance discussions between employees and their superiors. However, as you might 
guess, they suffer from overinflated assessment and self-serving bias. Moreover, self-evaluations are 
often low in agreement with superiors’ ratings.37 Because of these serious drawbacks, self- evaluations 
are probably better suited to developmental uses than evaluative purposes.  IMMEDIATE 
SUBORDINATES A fourth judgment source is an employee’s immediate subordinates. For instance, 
Datatec Industries, a maker of in-store computer systems, uses this form of appraisal.38 The company’s 
president says it’s consistent with the firm’s core values of honesty,. openness,. and emjloyee 
empowerment.  Immediate subordinates’ evaluations can provide accurate and detailed information about 
a manager’s behavior because the evaluators typic4lly have frequent contact with the evaluatee. The 
obvious problem with this form of rating is fear of reprisal from bosses given unfavorable evaluations. 
Therefore, respondent anonymity is crucial if these evaluations are to be accurate.  THE 
COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH: 360-DEGREE EVALUATIONS The latest approach to performance 



evaluation is the use of 360-degree evaluations,39 It provides for performance feedback from the full 
circle of daily contacts that an employee might have, ranging from mail room personnel to customers to 
bosses to peers. The number of appraisals can be as few as 3 or 4 evaluations or as many as 25; with flost 
organizations collecting 5 to 10 per employee.  A recent survey found 26 percent of U.S. companies using 
some form of 360-degree feedback as part of the review process.4° This includes companies like Alcoa, 
Du Pont, Levi Strauss, Honeywell, UPS, Sprint, Amoco, AT&T, and W.L Gore & Associates.  What’s 
the appeal of 360-degree evaluations? They fit well into organizations that have introduced teams, 
employee involvement, and TQM programs. By relying on feedback from coworkeñ, customers, and 
subordinates, these organizations are hoping to give everyone more of a sense of participation in the 
review proccss and gain more accurate readings on employee performance.  Raydiern, a electronics and 
electrical equipment conany, is one of the growing number of firms using the 360-degree evaluation to 
improve its manogm’ performance. Raychem CEO Robert Saldich (staiing) was told by his team of lop 
execuvcs that he fell than in the area of contingency planning. Saldidi was aware of the shortcoming but 
beheved he had kept it well hidden.  I I I  j  CHAF’TER 16 • HUMAN RESOURCE POLICIES AND 
PRACThCES • 653  Methods of Performance Evaluation  The previous sections explained what we 
evaluate and who should do the evaluating.  Now iye ask, How do we evaluate an employe&s 
performance? That is,  what are the specific techniques for evaluation? This section reviews the major  
performance evaluation methods. -  WItIrra ESSAYS Probably the simplest method of evaluation is to 
write  a narrative describing an employee’s strengths, weaknesses, past performance,  potential, and 
suggestions for improvement. The written essay requires no  complex forms or extensive training to 
complete- But the results often reflect  the ability of the writer. A good or bad appraisal may be 
determinedas much by  the evaluator’s writing skill as by the employee’s actual level of performance.  
ai&d in&b  curricAl. IrWJDENTS Critical incidents focus the evaluator’s attention ngUhtisiWorekefl  on 
those behaviors that are key in making the difference between executing a billrnebtninexGcuIkigo ob 
effectively and executing it ineffectively. That is, the appraiser writes down ib effedivey cod cxswfiog ii  
anecdotes describing what the employee did that was especially effective or in- inefkdivdy   •...OB 
intheNews.,..   At Hampton Pension Services,   Evcrybody Evaluates Everybody!   Hampton Pension 
Services, a pension administration and  the firm as a who’e wants the  company culture to be,” says  
founder and president Walter  agenient separately from how be or she is seen by peers. The numerical 
totals from  .  consulting company located  Bettinger II.  these evaluations are used to   in Ohio, has taken 
360.-  To maintain confidential-  determine the percentage of   degree evaluations to their  it all 
evaluations are pie-  the annual raise and bonus   extreme. The company’s 40-  pared on wmputers using a  
poe1 received by each em-   odd employees rate every em-  standard fonnat. Employees  ployee and 
manager.   ployee in the firm, including  copy their evaluations to  To date, this comprehen themselves   
on how well  disks, which are then anony-  sive evaluation system seems   each satisfies 10 performance  
mously returned for coinpila-  to be working well. Employ statements.   In 1989 a team of employ-  tion 
by a small team of em- ployees. An evaluation report  ees speak positLvely abqut the specific 
performance feed ee   from all levels developed the 10 performance state-  is prepared for each em- 
ptoyee and every manager,  back they get. As the senior vice president ioted, “When   ments, They 
consider factors  including the company’s  40 people are telling you   such as placing organization  
president. This report in-  something, it has real [in-   above self, treating others  eludes the numerical 
rank-  pact.” The program also has   with respect and considera-  ings for every Individual as  been given 
primary credit for   tion, accepting responsibility  judged by the company as a  keeping the company’s 
em-   for errors) and whether “if I  whole. It also includes break- employee turnover rate signifi wa 
starting a business, I  downs of the evaluations  cantly below industry norms.   would want this person to 
work for my company.” These questions “reflect what  based on the rater’s job level. So an employee can 
see how he or she is viewed by man- effective. The key here is that onlyspecific behaviors, not vaguely 
defined personality traits, ate cited. A list of critical incidents provides a rich set of exampies ftoni wlich 
the emploVee ran be shown those behaviors that are desirable and those that call for improvement.  
GRAPHIC RATING SCALES One of the oldest and most popular methods of graphic rating scales 
evaluation is the use tf graphic rating scales. In this method, a set of evaluator peformance factors, such as 
quantity and quality of work, depth of knowledge, rates performancc factors on a cooperation, loyalty, 



attendance, honesty, and initiative, are listed. The evaluainuemental scale. tor then goes down the list and 
rates each on incremental scales. The scales typically specify five points, so a factor like job knowledge 
might be rated 1 (‘poorly informed about work duties”) to S (“has complete mastery of all phases of the  
job”).  Why are graphic ratings scales so popular? Although they don’t provide the depth of information 
that essays or critical incidents do, they are less time consuming to develop and administer. They also 
allow for quantitative analysis and comparison.  Behaviorally anchored rating scales (BARS) combine 
major elements from the critical incident and related behaviors are ried along graphic rating scale 
approaches: The appraiser rates the ernp]oyees based on items along a continuum, but the points are 
examples of actual behavior on  the given job rather than general descriptions or traits.  BARS specify 
definite, observable, and measurable job behavior. Examples of job-related behavior and performance 
dimensions are found by asking participants to give specific illustrations of effective and ineffective 
behavior regarding each performance dimension. These behavioral examples are then translated into a set 
of performance dimensions, each dimension having varying levels of performance. The results of this 
process are behavioral descriptions, such as anticipates, ptan5, executes, solves immediate problems, 
carries out orders, and handles emergency situations.  MUTI1PERSON COMPARISONS Multiperson 
comparisons eva’uate one individual’s performance against the performance of one or more others. It is a 
relative rather than an absolute measuring device. The three most popular comparisons are group order 
ranking, individual ranking, and paired comparisons.  group order ranking The group order rankIng 
requires the evaluator to place employees An evaluohon mthod that pkces into a particular classification, 
such as top one-fifth or second one-fifth, ibis Hlployees into particular clmssification method is often 
used in recommending students to graduate schools. Evaluas uchasqiorliIes. tors are asked whether the 
student ranks in the top 5 percent of the class, the  next 5 percent the next 15 percent. and so forth. But 
when used by managers to appraise employees, managers deal with all their subordinates. Thçrefore, if a 
rater has 20 subordinates, only 4 can be in the top fifth and, of course, 4 must individual ranking also be 
relegated to the bottom fifth.  An evaluation method ih& rii-orders The individual ranking approach rank-
orders employees from best to ewçloyeesfrombestiowarsl. worst. If the manager is required to appraise 30 
subordinates, this approach assumes the difference between the first and second employee is the same as 
that paired between the 21st and 22nd. Even though some of the employees may be employee with every 
other employee and closely grouped, this approach allows for no ties. The result is a clear ordering 
assçtsasumrNryrrlnkm9bosedontlw of employees, from the highest performer down to the lowest  number 
of supwior scores thit the The paired comparison approach compares each employee with every employee 
achieves, uther employee and rates each as either the superior or the weaker member of  CHAPTER 16 • 
HUMAN RESOURCE POLICIES AND PRACTICES +655  the pair. After all paired comparisons are 
made, each employee is assigned a  summary ranking based on the number of superior scores he oç she 
achieved.  This approach ensures that each employee is compared against every other, but  it can 
obviously become unwieldy when many employees are being compared,  Multiperson comparisons can 
be combined with one of the other methods  to blend the best from both absolute and relative staqdards. 
For example, a  college might use the graphic rating scaLe and the individual rankthg method  to provide 
more accurate information about its students performance. The student’s  relative rank in the class could 
be noted next to an absolute grade of A, B, C, D or F. A prospective employer or graduate school could 
then look at two  students who each got a B in their different financial accounting courses and  draw 
considerably different conclusions about each because next to one grade  it says “ranked 4th out of 26,” 
while next to the other it says “ranked 17th out of 30” Obviously, the latter instructor gives out a lot more 
high evals.  While organizations may seek to make the performance evaluation process free from personal 
prejudices, and idiosyncrasies, a number of potential  problems can creep into the process. To the degree 
that the following factors  are prevalent, an employee’s evaluation is likely to be distorted.  SINGLE 
CRITEIUON The typical employee’s job is made up of a number of  tasks. An airline flight attendant’s 
job, for example, includes welcoming passengers,  seeing to their comfort, serving meals, and offering 
safety advice. If  performance on this !Ob was assessed by a single criterion measure—say, the  time it 
took to provide food and beverages to 100 passengers—the result would  be a limited evaluation of that 
job. More important’, flight attendants whose  performance evaluation included assessment on only this 
single criterion  would be motivated to ignore those other tasks in their job. Similarly, if a football  



quarterback was appraised only on his percentage of completed passes, he  would be likely Lo throw 
short passes and only in situations where he felt assured  they would be caught. Our point is that where 
employees are evaluated  on a single job criterion, and where successful performance on that job requires  
good performance on a number of criteria, employees will emphasize the single  criterion to the exclusion 
of other job-reLevant factors.  LFNIFNCV ERROR Every evaluator has his or her own value system that  
acts as a standard against which appraisals are made. Relative to the true or actual  performance an 
individual exhibits, some evaluators mark high and others  low. The former is referred to as positive 
leniency error, and the latter as neg- leniency error  alive leniency error. When evaluators are positively 
lenient in their appraisal, lie lendencyto evaluale a set of  an individual’s performance becomes 
overstated, that is, rated higher than it employ oohigh(psNive)*ttoeLow actually should be. This results in 
inflated evaluations—a problem widely ac- neqolive).  knowledged to exist in U.S. organizations-4’ A 
negative leniency error understates  performance, giving the individual a lower appraisal than deserved.  
If all individuals in an organization were appraised by the same person,  there would be no problem 
Although there would be an error factor, it would  be applied equally to everyone. The difficulty arises 
when we have different  raters with different leniency errors making judgments. Fur example, assume  
Jones and Smith arc’ performing the same job for different supervisors, but they  have absolutely identical 
job performance. If jones’s supervisor tends to err toward positive leniency, while Smith’s supervisor errs 
toward negative leniency, we might be confronted with two dramatically different evaluations.  HALO 
ERROR The halo effect or error, as we noted in Chapter 4, is the tendency for an evaluator to let the 
assessment of an individual on one trait influence his or her evaltiation of that person on other traits. For 
example, if an employee tends to be dependable, we might become biased toward that individual to the 
extent we rate him or her high on many desirable attributes.42  People who design teaching appraisal 
forms for coilege students to fill Out to evaluate the effectiveness of their instructors each semester must 
confront the halo error. Studcnts tend to rate a faculty member as outstanding on all cr1teria when they 
are particularly appreciative of a few things he or she does in the classroom. Similarly, a few bad habits—
like showing up late or lectures, or example, or being slow in returning papers, or assigning an extremely 
demanding reading requirement—might result in students’ evaluating the instructor as poor across the 
board.  SiMILARITY ERROR When evaluators rate other people giving special consideration to those 
qualities they perceive an themselves, they are making a  mil&ty error similarity error. For example, the 
evaluator who perceives himself as aggresive may evaluate others by looking for aggressiveness. Those 
who demonstrate other dIfliis that theeaIuitur this characteristic tend to benefit, while others are 
penalized.  perceives in himsif r Again, this error would tend to wash out if the same evaluator appraised 
all the people in the organization. However, interrater reliability obviously suffers when various 
evaluators are utilizing their own similarity criteria.  OW DIFFERNT1AflON It’s possible that, 
regardless of whom the appraiser evaluates and what traits are used, the pattern of evaluation remains the 
same. It’s possible that the evaluator’s ability to appraise objectively and accurately has been impeded by 
social differentiation—that is, the evaluators style of rating behavior.  It has been suggested that 
evaluators may be classified as (1) high differentiators, who use all or most of the scale; or (2) low 
differentiators who use a limited range of the scale.  Low differentiators tend to ignore or suppress 
differences, perceiving the universe as being more uniform than it really is. High differentiators, in 
contrast, tend to utilize all available information to the utmost extent and thus are better able to 
perceptually define anomalies and contradictions than are low differentiators.  This finding te1l us that 
evaluations made by low differeritiators need to be carefully inspected and that the people working for a 
low differentiator have a high probability of being appraised as being significantly more homogeneous 
than they really are.  FORCING INFORMATION TO MATCH NONPERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
While  rarely advocated, it is not an infrequent practice to find the formal evaluation taking place 
following the decision as to how the individual has been performing. ‘This may sound illogical, but it 
merely recognizes that subjective, yet formal, decisions are often arrived at prior to the giithering of 
objective information to support those decisions. For example, if the evaluator believes the evaluation 
should not be based on performance, but rather on seniorityj he or she may be unknowingly adjusting 
each “performance” evaluation so as to  bring it into line with the employee’s seniority rank. In this and 
other similar  cases, the evaluator is increasing or decreasing performance appraisals to align  with the 



nonperformance criteria actually being utilized.  Overcoming the Problems  Just because organizations 
can encounter problems with performance evaluations  should not lead managers to give up on the 
process. Some things can be  done to overcome most of the problems we have identified.4  USE 
MULTIPLE CIUTERIA Since successful performance on most jobs requires  doing a number of things 
well, all those “things’ should be identified  and evaluated. The more complex the job, the more criteria 
that will need to be  identified and evaluated. But everything need not be assessed. The critical  activities 
that lead to high or low performance are the ones that need to be  evaluated.  EMPHASIZE BEHAVIORS 
RAThER THAN TRAITS Many traits often considered to be related to good performance may, in fact, 
have little or no performance  relationship. For example, traits like loyalty, initiative, courage, reliability,  
and self-expression are intuitively appealing as desirable characteristics in employees.  But the relevant 
question is, Are indMduals who are evaluated as high.  on those traits higher performers than those who 
rate low? We Can’t answer  this question easily. We know there are employees who rate high on these 
characteristics  and are poor performers. We can find others who are excellent performers  but do not 
score well on traits such as these. Our conclusion is that  traits like loyalty and initiative may be prized by 
managers, but there is no evidence  to support that certain traits-will be adequate synonyms for 
performance  in a large cross section of jobs.  Another weakness of trait evaluation is the judgment itself. 
What is “byaity”?  when is an employee “reliable”? What you consider “loyalty,” I may  not. So traits 
suffer from weak interrater agreement.  DOCUMENT PERFORMANCE BEHAVIORS IN A DL4RV By 
keeping a diary of  specific critical incidents for each employee, evaluations tend to be more accurate.  8 
Diaries, for instance, tend to reduce leniency and halo errors because  they encourage the evaluator to 
focus on performance-related behaviors rather  than traits.  USE MULTIPLE EVALUATORS As the 
number of evaluators increases, the  probability of attaining more accurate information increases. If rater 
error  tends to follow a normal curve, an increase -in the number of appraisers will tend to bind the 
majority congregating about the middle. You see this approach  being used in athletic competitions in 
such sports as diving and gymnastics. A  set of evaluators judges a performance, the highest and lowest 
scores are  dropped, and the final performance evaluation is made up from the Cumulative  scores of 
those remaining. The logic of multiple evaluators applies to organizations as well.  If an employee has 
had ten supervisor s, nine having rated her excellent  and one poor, we can discount the value of the one 
poor evaluation. Therefore,  by moving employees about within the organization so as to gath a number 
of evaluations or by using multiple assessors (as provided in 360-degree appraisals), we increase the 
probability of achieving more valid and reliable evaluations.  EVALUATE SELECTIVELY It has been 
suggested that appraisers should evaluate only those areas in which they have some expertise. if raters 
make evaluations on only those dimensions on which they are in a good position to rate, we increase the 
inter-rater agreement and make the evaluation a more valid process. This approach also recognizes that 
different organizational levels often have different orientations toward ratees and observe them in 
different set- bogs. In general, therefore, we would recommend that appraisers should be as close as 
possible, in terms of organizational levd, to the individual being evaluated. Conversely, the more levels 
that separate the evaluator and evaluatee, the less opportunity the evaluator has to observe the individual’s 
behavior and, not surprisingly, tlw greater the possibility for inaccuracies.  The specific application of 
these concepts would result in having irnmedi ate supervisors, coworkers, subordinates, or some 
combination of these people provide the major input into the appraisal and having them evaluate those 
factors they are best quaLified to judge. For example, it has been suggested that when professors are 
evaluating secretaries within a university, they use such criterk as judgment, technical competence, and 
conscientiousness, whereas peers (other secretaries) use such criteda as job knowledge, organization, 
coop eration with coworkers, and responsibility.50 Using both professors ‘and peers as appraisers is a 
logical and reliable approach, since it results in having people appraise only those dimensions on which 
they are in a good position to make judgments.  TRAIN EVALUATORS If you can’t find good 
evaluators, the alternative is to make good evaluators. There is substantial evidence that training 
evaluators can make them more accurate raters.1  Common errors such as halo and leniency have been 
minimized or eliminated in workshops where managers practice observing and rating behaviors. I’hese 
workshops typically run from one to three days, but allocating many hours to training may not always be 
necessary. One case has been cited where both halo and leniency errors were decreased immediately after 



exposing evaluators to explanatory training sessions lasting only five minutes.5Z But the effects of 
training do appear to diminish over time.53 This suggests the need for regular refresher sessions.  
Providing Performance Feedback  For many managers, few activities are more unpleasant than providing 
performance feedback to employees. In fact, unless pressured by organizational policies and controls, 
managers are likely to ignore this responsibility.54  Why the reluctance to give performance feedback? 
There seem to be at least three reasons. First, managers are often uncomfortable discussing performance 
weaknesses with employees. Given that almost every employee could stand to improve in some areas, 
managers fear’ti confrontation when presenling negative feedback. Second many employees tend to 
become defensive when their weaknesses are pointed out. instead of accepting the feedback as 
constructive and a basis for improving performance, sonic employees challenge the evaluation by 
criticizing the manager or redirecting blame to someone else.  CHAPTER 16 • HUMAN RESOURCE 
POlICIES AND PRACTICES  •659  Finally, employees tend to have an inflated assessment of their own 
performance. Statistically speaking, half of all employees must be below-average performers. But the 
evidence indicates that the average employee’s estimate of his or her own performance level generally 
falls around the 75th percentile.55 So even when managers are providing good news, employees are 
likely to perceive it as not good enough!  The solution to the performance feedback problem is not to 
ignore it, but to train managers how to conduct constructive feedback sessions. An effective review—one 
in which the employee perceives the appraisal as fair, the manager as sincere, and the climate as 
constructive—can result in the employee leaving the interview in an upbeat mood, informed about the 
performance areas in which he or she needs to improve and determined to correct the deficiencies.56 
Additionally, the performance review should be designed more as a counseling activity than a judgment 
process. This can best be accomplished by allowing the review to evolve out of the employee’s own self-
evaluation.  What About Team Performance Evaluations?  Performance evaluation concepts have been 
almost exclusively developed with only individual employees in mind. This reflects the historic belief 
that individuals are the core building block around which organizations are built. But as we’ve described 
throughout this book, more and more organizations are restructuring themselves around teams. In those 
organizations using teams, how should they evaluate performance? Four suggestions have been offered 
for designing a system that supports and improves the performance of teams.  
 

 
 

1. Tie the team’s results to the organization’s goals. It’s important to find measurements that apply to 
important goals the team is supposed to  accomplish.   
 

2. Begin with the team’s customers and the work process the team follows to satisfy their needs. The final 
product the customer receives can be evaluated in terms of the customer’s requirements. The transactions 
between teams can be evaluated based on delivery and quality. And the process steps can be evaluated 
based on waste and cycle time.   
 

3. Measure both team and individual performance. Define the roles of each team member in terms of 
accomplishments that support the team’s work process. Then assess each member’s contribution and the 
team’s overall performance.   
 

4. Train the team to create its own measures. Having the team define its objectives and those of each 
member ensures everyone understands their role on the team and helps the team develop into a more 
cohesive unit.  —  
 

 
 



Reward Systems  Our knowledge of motivation tells us that people do what they do to satisfy needs. 
Before they do anything, they look for the payoff or reward. Many of these rewards—salary increases, 
employee benefits, preferred job assignments—are organizationally controlled. While we previously 
discussed some organizational reward programs in Chapter 7, we should spend a moment to  THE 
ORGANIZATIQN SYSTEM  describe rewards that are under managerial discretion and the important 
role they can play in influencing employee behavior. The types of rewards an organization can allocate 
are more complex than is generally thought. Obvious1 there is direct compensation. But there are also 
indirect compensation and nonfinancial rewards. Each of these types of rewards can be distributed on an 
individual, group, or organizationwide basis. Figure 16-1 presents a structure for looking at rewards.  
intrinsic tewank intrinsic rewards are those that individuals receive for themselves. The rAems or vduc 
cue iscMes from They are largely a result of tJe worker’s satisfaction with his or her job. As we the 
cMent of a woà task, noted in the previous chapter, techniques ilke job enrichment and efforts to redesign 
or restructure work to increase its personal worth to the employee may make the work more intrinsically 
rewarding.  extri.sk rewards Extrinsic rewards include direct compensation, indirect compensaRewards 
received from the eniircrunent tion, and nonfinancial rewards. Of course, an employee expects some form 
of surroui4ng the witext of the wok. direct compensation: a basic wage or salary, overtime and holiday 
premium  pay, bonuses based on performance, profit sharing, and/or opportunities to purchase stock 
options Employees will expect their direct compensation generally to align with their assessment of their 
contribution to their work group and the organization and, additionally, will expect it to be comparable to 
the direct compensation given to other employees with similar abilities and performance.  The 
organization will provide employees with indirect coinpensation insurance, pay for holidays and 
vacations, services, and perquisites. Inasmuch as these are generally made uniformly available to all 
employees at a given job ievel, regardless of performance, they are really not, motivating rewards. 
However, where indirect compensation is controllable by management and is used to reward 
performance, th.en it clearly needs to be considered as a motivating reward. To illustrate, ii a company-
paid membership in a country club is not available to all middle- and upper-level executives, but only to 
those who have shown particular performance ratings, then it is a motivating reward. Similarly, if 
company-owned automobiles and aircraft are made available to certain employees based on their 
performance rather than their “entitlement,” we should view these indirect compensations as motivating 
rewards br those who might deem these forms of compensation attractive.  The classification of 
nonfinancial rewards tends to be a smorgasbord of desirable “things” that are potentially at the disposal of 
the oxganization The creation of nonfinancial rewards is limited only by managers’ ingenuity and ability 
to assess “payoffs” that individuals in the organization find desirable and are within the managers’ 
discretion.  The old saying One man’s food is another man’s poison” certainly applies to rewards. What 
one employee views as highly desirable, another finds superfluous. Therefore any reward may not get the 
desired result; however, where selection has been done assiduous’y, the benefits to the organization by 
way of Wigher worker performance should be impressive.  Some workers are very status conscious. A 
paneled office, a carpeted floor, a large walnut desk, or a private bathroom may be just the office 
furnishing that stimulates them toward top performance. Status-oriented employees may also value an 
impressive job title, their own secretary, or a well-located parking space with their name clearly painted 
underneath the “Reserved” sign.  Some employees value having their lunch at, say 1 to 2. If lunch is 
normally from 11 A.M. to 12 noon, the benefit of being able to take their lunch at another, more desirable 
time can be viewed as a reward. Having a chance to  prarticpaie Opportonities  in decision res n fo 
persorol  T09 P0 51 ilty growth  Greater job More  freedom and interesting  discretion worc  Ovrhrne and  
holiday  premiums  Pre+crred  unch  hours  work with congenial colleagues, achieving a desired work 
assignment, and getting an assignment where the worker can operate without close supervision are all 
rewards that are within the discretion of management arid, when carefully aligned to individual needs, can 
provide stimulus foE improved performance.  DivDrsiiy  of  activities  Direct  Cornpensalion  Bosic 
salary or Wage  Performance bonuses  I  3  options  Profit sharing  Protection programs  Indirect 
Compensation  -r  ray !or rime no1 worked  ) Services and perquisites  No,Finarcic,I rewords  Impressive  
titles  work  cnignmanb  662•  — The IJninn-Management Inteflace  thor union Labor unions are a 
vehicle by which employees act collectively to protect An organization, made up of employees, and 



promote their Anterests. Currently, in the United States, approximately 15 that acts collecfively to protect 
and percent of the work force belongs to and is represented by a union. This numpromote employee 
interests. ber is considerably higher in other countries. For instance, in Japan, Germany,  Great Britain, 
and Canada, typically 30 to 40 percent of the labor force belongs to a union.  For employees who are 
members of a labor union, wage levels and conditions of employment are explicitly articulated in a 
contract that is negotiated, through collective bargaining, between representatives of the union and the 
organization’s management. But the impact of unions on employees is broader than their minority 
representation figure might imply. This is because rionunionized employees benefit from the gains that 
unions make. There is a spillover effect so the wages, benefits, and working conditions provided 
nonunionized employees tend to mirror—with some time lag—those negotiated for union members.  
Labor unions influence a number of organizational activities.59 Recruitment sources, hiring criteria, work 
‘schedules, job design, redress procedures, safety rujes, and eJigibility for training programs are examples 
of activities that are influenced by unions. The most obvious and pervasive area of influence, of course, is 
wage rates and working conditions. Where unions exist, performance evaluation systems tend to be less 
complex because they play a relatively small part in reward decisions. Wage rates, when determined 
through collective bargaining, emphasize seniority and downplay performance differences.  PART FOUR 
• THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  CHAPTER 16 • HUMAN RESOURCE POLICIES AND 
PRACTICES  +663  Figure 16-2 shows what impact a union has on an employee’s performance and job 
satisfaction. The union contract affects motivation through determination of wage rates, seniority rules, 
layoff procedures, promotion aiteria, and security provisions. Unions can influence the competence with 
which employees perform their jobs by offering special training programs to their members, by requiring 
apprenticeships, and by allowing members to gain leadership experience through union organizational 
activities. The actual level of employee performance will be further influenced by collective bargaining 
restrictions placed on the amount of work produced, the speed with which work can be done, overtime 
allowances per worker, and the kind of tasks a given employee is allowed to perform.  The research 
evaluating the specific effect of unions on productivity is mixed.6° Some studies found that unions had a 
positive effect on productivity as a result of improvements in iabor—management relations as well as 
improvements in the quality of the labor force. In contrast, other studies have shown that unions 
negatively impact on productivity by reducing the effectiveness of some productivity-enhancing 
managerial practices and by contributing to a poorer labor—management climate. The evidence, then, is 
too inconsistent to draw any meaningful conclusions.  Are union members more satisfied with their jobs 
than their nonunion counterparts? The answer to this question is more complicated than a simple “Yes” or 
“No.” The evidence consistently demonstrates that unions have only indirect effects on job satsfaction.6’ 
They increase pay satisfaction, but negatively affect satisfaction with the work itself (by decreasing job 
scope perceptions), satisfaction with coworkers and supervision (through less favorable perceptions of 
supervisory behavior), and satisfaction with promotions (through the lower importance placed on 
promotions).  1 4  4 I  ‘‘ I  4 4  S  ‘4—  V  ‘‘‘I  V V 4  ‘I 4’  F V F  4 1 4-  ——a ____ — —  664. PART 
FOUR • THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  — International Human Resource Practices:  Selected Issues  
Many of the human resource policies and practices discussed in this chapter have to be modified to reflect 
societal differences.62 To illustrate this point, let’s briefly look at the problem of selecting managers for 
foreign assignments and the importance of performance evaluation in different cultures.  Selection  The 
global corporation increasingly needs managers who have experience in diverse cultures and who are 
sensitive to the challenges of international operations. At ford Motor Co., for instance, an international 
assignment is a requirement for a rising executive’s career- But many domestic managers don’t have the 
attitudes or characteristics associated with successful international executives. One selection technique 
that an increasing number of companies are using is the Overseas Assignment Inventory (OAI). This 85-
item questionnaire assesses 15 predictors: motivations, expectations, open-mindedness, respect for others’ 
beliefs, trust in people, flexibility, tolerance, personal control, patience, adaptability, self-
confidence/initiative, sense of humor, interpersonal interest, interpersonal harmony, and spouse/family 
communication. Results are compared against a database of more than 10,000 previous test takers. 
Research indicates that using the OAt as a prescreening device eliminates about 40 percent of traditional 
overseas assignment problemsP3  i . . . . .  International experience is a requirement for top management 



positions at the tixa-tola ompony. toe grooms international talent by challenging managers with difficult 
assignments in different countries. John Hunter, an Australian, became Coke’s top international executive 
after successfully building strong relationships with bottlers in many countñes. For example, when Hunter 
served as Coke’s regional manager for the Philippines, he spearheaded a plan that reversed Pepsi’s two-
to-one market share lead by forming a lointventure partnership with Cake’s bottler. As executive vice 
president for Coke’s international business, Hunter travels the world to achieve his compony’s goal of 
increasing international volume by 8 to 10 percent In this photo, Hunter mingles with customers in 
Mexico, a market that often Cake significant growth potential.  CHAPrER !6 • HUMAN RESOURCE 
POLICES AND PRACTICES  Performance Evaluation  Earlier in the hapter, we examined the role that 
performance evaluation plays in motivation and in affecting behaviot Caution must be used, however, in 
generalizing across cultures. Why? Because many cultures are not particularly concerned with 
performance appraisal or, if they are, they don’t look at it the same way as do managers in the United 
States or Canada.  Lets look at three cultural dimensions discussed in Chapter 2: a person’s relationship to 
the environment, time orientation, and focus of r€sponsibillty  U.S. and Canadian organizations hold 
people responsible for their actions because people in these countries believe they Can dominate their 
envIronment. In Middle Eastern countries, however, performance evaluations aren’t likely to be widely 
used, since managers in these countries tend to see people as subjugated to their environment,  Some 
countries, such as the United States, have a short-term time orientation. Performance evaluations are 
likely to be frequent in such a culture—at least once a year. In Japan, however, where people hold a long-
term time frwle, performance appraisals may occur only every five or ten years.  Israel’s culture values 
group activities much more than does the United States or Canada. So, while North American managers 
emphasize the individual in performance evaluations, their counterparts in Israel are much more likely to 
emphasize group contributions and performance.  Summary and Implications  for Managers  An 
organization’s human resource policies and practices represent important forces for shaping employee 
behavior and attitudes. En this chapter, we specifically disnissed the influence of selection practices, 
training and development programs, performance evaluation systems, reward systems, and the existence 
of a union.  Selection Practices  An organizations selection practices determine who gets hired- If 
properly designed, they identify competent candidates and accurately match them to the job. The use of 
the proper selection devices increases the probability the right person will be chosen to fill a slot.  While 
employee selection isfar from a science, some organizations fail to design their selection systems so as to 
maximize the likelihood that the right person—job fit wilL be achieved, When errors are made, the 
chosen candidate’s performance may be less than satisfactory. Training may be necessary to im prove the 
candidate’s skills. At the worst, the candidate will prove unacceptable and a replacement will need to be 
found. Similarly, where the selection process results in the hiring of less qualified candidates or 
individuals who don’t fit into the organization, those chosen are likely to feel anxious, tense, and 
uncomfortable. This, in turn, is likely to increase dissatisfaction with the job.  Training and Development 
Programs  Training programs can affect work behavior in two ways. The most obvious is by directly 
improving the skills necessary for the employee to successfully cornpleW his or her sob. An increase in 
ability improves the employee’s potential to  PART FOUR • THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  perform 
at a higher level, Of course, whether that potential becomes realized is largely an issue of motivation.  A 
second benefit from training is that it increases an emp!oyee’s self-efficacy. As you’ll remember from 
Chapter 6, self-efficacy is a person’s expectation that he or she can successfully execute the behaviors 
required to produce an outcome.64 For employees, those behaviors are work tasks and the outcome is 
effective job performance. Employees with high self-efficacy have strong expectations about their 
abilities to perform successfully in new situations. They’re confident and expect to be successful. 
Training, then, is a means to positively affect self-efficacy because employees may be more willing to 
undertake job tasks and exert a high level of effort. Or in expectancy terms (see Chapter 6), individuals 
are more likely to perceive their effort as leading to performance.  We also discussed career development 
programs in this chapter. Organizations that provide formal career development activities and match them 
to needs that employees experience at various stages in their careen reduce the likelihood that 
productivity will decrease as a result of obsolescence or that job frustrations will create reduced 
satisfaction. 65  In todays work environment—with cutbacks, increasingly wider spans of control, and 



reduced promotion opportunities—employees will increasingly confront the reality of career plateaus. 
Out of frustration, employEes may look for other jobs. Organizations with we11designed career programs 
will have employees with more realistic expectations and career tracking systems that will lessen the 
chance good employees will leave because of inadequate opportunities.  Performance Evaluation  A 
major goal of performance evaluation is to assess accurately an individual’s performance contribution as 
a basis for rnaldng reward allocation decisions. If the, performance evaluation process emphasizes the 
wrong criteria or inaccurately appraises actual ob performance, employees will be over- or 
underrewarded. As demonstrated in Chapter 6 in our discussion of equity theory, this can lead to negative 
consequences such as reduced effort, increases In absenteeism, or search for alternative ob opportunities 
In addition, the content of the performance evaluation has been found to influence employee performance 
and satisfaction.66 Specifically, performance and satisfaction are increased when the evaluation is based 
on behavioral, results-oriented criteria; when career issues as well as performance issues are discussed; 
and when the subordinate has an opportunity to participate in the evaluation.  Reward Systems  If 
employees perceive that their efforts will be accurately appraised, and if they further perceive the rewards 
they vaue are closely linked to their evaluations, management iill have optimized the motivational 
properties from the organization’s evaiuaion and reward procedures and policies. More specifically1 
based on the contents of this chapter and our discussion of motivation in Chapters 6 and 7, we can 
conclude that rewards are likely to lead to high employee performance and satisfaction when they are (1) 
perceived as being equitable by the employee, (2) tied to performance, and (3) tailored to the needs of the 
individual. These conditions should foster a minimum of dissatisfaction among employees, reduce 
withdrawal patterns, and increase organIzational commitment. Employee benefits like flexible work 
hours, paternity leave’s, and day- care centers may be most relevant for the impact they have on reducing 
absenteeism and improving job satisfaction. These rewards reduce barriers that many  CHAPTER 16 • 
HUMAN RESOURCE POLICIES AND PRACTICES • 667  employees—particularly those with 
significant responsibilities outside the  job—find get in the way of being at work on time or even making 
it to work at  all. To the degree these benefits lessen an employee’s worries over outside responsibilities,  
they may increase satisfaction with the job and the organization.  Union-Management Interface  The 
existence of a union tn an organization adds another variable in our search  to explain and predict 
employee behavior. The union has been found to be an  important contributor to employees’ perceptions, 
attitudes, and behavior.  The power of the union surfaces in the collective bargaining agreement it  
negotiates with management. Much of what an employee can and cannot do  on the job is formally 
stipulated in this agreement. In addition, the informal  norms that union cohesiveness fosters can 
encourage or discourage high productivit  organizational commitment, and morale.  For Review  1. What 
is job analysis? I-low is it related to those the organization  hires?  2. What are assessment centers? Why 
are they moie effective for selecting  managers than traditional written tests?  3. Describe several on-the- 
job training methods and severa) off-the-job  methods.  4. What would an effective career development 
program look like?  S. What effect do rarer anchors have on employee behavior?  6. Why do 
organizations evaluate employees?  7. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the following  
performance evaluation methods: (a) written essays, (b) graphic rating  scales, and (c) behaviorally 
anchored rating scales?  8. How can management effectively evaluate individuals when they  work as part 
of a team?  9. i-low can an organization’s performance evaluation system affect employee  behavior?  10. 
What impact do unions have on an organization’s reward system?  r For Discussian  1. If you were the 
dean of a college of business, how would you determine  which job candidates would be effective 
teachers?  2. If you were the dean of a college of business, how would you evaluate  the performance of 
your faculty members?  3. What relationship, if any, is there between job analysis and performance  
evaluation?  4. What proMems, if any, can you see developing as a result of using  360-degree 
evaluations?  5. Sonic organizations have a peEsorinel policy that pay information be  kept secret. Not 
only is pay information not given out by management,  but employees are also discouraged from talking 
about their  pay with coworkers. How do you think this practice affects employee  behavior?  Apervasive, 
tendency in contemporary cäpitahstic countries is to reorganize pbs at increasingly lower skill levels. 
Mmagers systematically destroyall-aroundskills.whexe they exist and replace them with skills and 
Occupations that fit management’s needs. This deskilling of work allows management to cut costs, 



increase profits, and impose control over labor.  These statements constitute the central thesis proposed in 
the mid-1970s by Harry Braverman. His controversial views, clearly Marxist in origin, have gained little 
attention from OB scholars in business schools. But they have been enthusiastically adopted by many 
organizational sociologists7* The basic elements of Braverman’s ‘thesis can be briefly summarized as 
follows,  Control is the central concept of all management systems. Therefore, it is not surprising that 
management seeks to control labor. It does this by deskilling jobs. And managers in twentieth-century 
capitalistic countries have been able to impose deskilling on the labor force without significant resistance.  
Deskilling reduces management’s dependence on its workers. Work specialization, for instance, leads to 
the eradication of craft or skilled work. So, too, does mechanization. Additionally, deskilling creates a 
two-class system—an informed management cadre and an uninformed labor force. By hoarding 
knowledge (through centralized decision making) and imposing secrecy requirements, management 
ensures that labor will be powerless. By deskilling jobs, mam agement has “appropriated’t the intellectual 
skills once held by craft labor,  Interestingly, Braverman understands that work  specialization Is 
prevalent in all sàdalroup. Citirig Karl Marx, he notes that the social divistorz of labor allows species to 
capitalize on thEirinherent strengths—”the spidex weaves, the bearS fishes,: the beaver builds darns,and 
houses” (p.72). But while the social division of labor merely subdivides SOc4’, Braverman believes that 
the extreme diytsion of labor enforced in modem orgarnzatioris subdivides human beings Mthouh “the 
subdivision of society may enhance the individual and the species, the subdivision of the individual, when 
carried on without regard to human capabilities and needs, is a crime against the person and against 
humanity”. Braverman doesn’t ignore contemporary trends toward employee involvement and, the 
humanization of work, but hedisinisses them as superficial— ‘alLowing the worker to adjust a machine,, 
replace a light bulb, move from one tractional job to another. and to have the illusion of making decisions 
by choosing among fixed and limited alternatives designed by a management which deliberately leaves 
insignificant matters open to choice” (p. 39).  Proponents of Braverman’s thesis night add another 
dimension to his argument that he, understandably, overlooked at the tine he was writing. That’s the 
widespread introduction by management of computerized information processing controls. Management 
is increasingly monitoring the work of employees who use computers through the use of sophisticated 
software that, for instance, can calculate the average number of keystrokes made per minute, the average 
number of forms processed per hour, the number of “nonprocessing’ minutes per day, and the like, for 
each worker.  ‘H. Bravennan, Labor arnl Monopoly Cpir.il: lh Degeathsticn of Work in the Tventfrth 
Cenuny (New Yaric: MonthLy Review Press, 1974).  ‘5e., for instance, S. Wood (ed), The Trarsformahon 
of Work? (Landon: tnwin Hyman, 1989).  Capitalism, Control, and the Beskilling of Labor.  counterPoint  
The Mviii of Deskilling  in caphaaiuc Societies  Braverman’s analysis has a number of flaws. The 
following paragraphs highlight some of  them.  The assumption that deskilling is pervasive in capitalistic 
societies is false. Ample evidence indicates that the profit motive somet[mes dictates a higher skilled (and 
higher paid) work force. High- skilled employees are, in some jobs, more productive and cost effective 
than those with lower skills. A good example of this. is the rapid growth of high- skilled professional jobs 
in the areas of health, education, high-technology industTies, and government. Braverman has minimized 
the importance of the new high-skilled intel]ectual jobs.  He has also overlooked the fact that 
specialization through division of labor does not necessarily imply a lessening of skill. Dermatologists, 
neurosurgeons, endocrinologists, and other medical spedalists are clearly not less skilled than general 
practitioners.  Braverman underrates the knowledge needed by “unskilled” workers. Even routinized 
machine-paced work demands a considerable amount of conceptual and practical knowledge. He 
understates the extent of mental work in modern jobs. Moreover1 he ignores the common practice tn 
organizations of transferring the simplest tasks of highly paid craft workers to lower paid noncraft 
workers. What this practice does is to moderately upgrade the work of  the noncraft worker and reserve 
the more complex. tasks for the craft worker. So rather than deskilling jobs, this pr4ctice actually 
upgrades the jobs of both the high skilled and the low skilled.  Braverman further errs In ignoring the 
evidence that some peopleS prefer roufine, deskilled jobs. .l1e  assumes all individuals want lobs 
composed of corn plex and sophisticated tasks, and this is clearly tn-  true. Some portion of the labor 
force prefers and seeks work that m,kes minimal demands on.their intellectuAl capabilities. .  Braverman 
argues that managers impose their. will on the work force without significant resistance. This claim 



ignores the role and influence of labor unions. UniOfls have actively fought management’s efforts to 
dominate the labor force.  While automation and mechanization have certainly replaced a significant 
number of workers during this century, this does not necessarily result in deskilling, for automation 
typically only replaces al- ready deskilled, repetitious labor So, in fact, automation has decreased the 
number of deskilled jobs and improved the overall quality of the remaining jobs.  Finally, Bravermafl’S 
thesis runs counter to recent trends by management to enrich jobs, create self- managed work teams, 
decentralizc work units, and implement other improvements that empower employees and give control of 
jobs back to the workers.   
 

 
 

This argument is subsiantil1y based on P. AttewelL The Deskilling Controvensy,1 Work and Occupations 
(August 1987 
 

Career Assessment Test   
 

Complete the following questionnaire by circling the answer that best describes your feelings about each 
statement. For each item, circle your response according to the following:   
 

1. 1 would leave my company rather than be promoted  out of my area of expertise.   
 

2. Becoming highly specialized and highly competent  in some specific functional or technical area is  
important to me.   
 

3. A career that is free from organization restriction  is important to me.  
 

4. I have always sought a career in which I could be of  service to others.   
 

5. A career that provides.a maximum variety of types  of assignments and work projects is important to 
me.   
 

6. To rise to a position in general management is  important to me.   
 

7. [like to be identified with a particular organization  and the prestige that accompanies that organization.   
 

8. Remaining in my present geographical location  rather than moving because of a promotion is  
important to me.   
 

9. The use of my skills in building a new business  enterprise is important to me.   
 

10. 1 would like to reach a level of responsibility in an  organization where my decisiorn really make a  
difference,   
 

11. [see myself more as a generalist as opposed to  being committed to one specific area of expertise.   
 



12. An endless variety of challenges in my career is  important to me.   
 

13. Being identified with a powerful or prestigious  employer is important to me.   
 

14. The excitement of partidpatthg in many areas of  work has been the underlying motivation behind  my 
career.   
 

15. The process of supervising, influencing, leading, and  controlling people at all levels is important to 
me.   
 

16. I am wiUing to sacrifice some of my autonomy to  stabilize my total life situation.   
 

17. An organization that will provide security through  guaranteed work, benefits, a good retirement, and 
so  forth, is important to me.   
 

18. During my career I will be mainly concerned with my  own sense of freedom and autonomy.  
 

19. 1 will be motivated throughout my career by the  number of products that I have been directly 
involved  in creating.   
 

20. 1 want others to identify me by my organization and job.   
 

21. Being able to use my skills and talents in the service  of an important cause is important to me.   
 

22. To be recognized by my title and status is important  tome.   
 

23. A career that permits a maximum of freedom and  autonomy to choose my own work, hours, and so  
forth, is important to me.   
 

24. A career that gives mc a great deal of flexibility is  important to me.   
 

25. To be in a position in general management is  important to me. SA A P SD   
 

26. ft is important for me to be identified by my  occupation.   
 

27. 1 will accept a management position only if it is  in my area of expertise.   
 

28. It is important for me to remain in my present  geographical location rather than move because of  a 
promotion or new job assignment.   
 

29. 1 would like to accumulate a personal fortune to  prove to myself and others that I am competent.   
 



30. I want to achieve a position that gives me the  opportunity to combine analytical competence with  
supervisi on of people.   
 

31. I have been motivated throughout my career by using  my talents in a variety of different areas of 
work.   
 

32. An endless variety of challenges is what I really want  from my careeL  33. An organization that will 
give me long-run stability  is important to me.   
 

34. To be able to create or build something that is entirely  my own product or idea is important to me.   
 

35. Remaining in my specialized area, as opposed to being  promoted out of my area of expertise, is 
important  tome.   
 

36. 1 do not want to be constrained by either an  organization or the business world.   
 

37. Seeing others change because of my efforts is  important to me.   
 

38. My main concern in life is to be competent in my area of expertise.   
 

39. The chance to putsue my own lifestyle and not be  constrained by the rules of an organization is  
important to me.   
 

40. 1 find most organizations to be restrictive and intrusive.   
 

41, Remainrng in my area of expertise, rather than being  promoted into general management is important  
to me.  42. 1 want a career that allows me to meet my basic  needs through helping others.  43. The use of 
my interpersonal and helping skills in  the service of others is important to me.   
 

44. 1 like to sc’e others change because of my efforts.   
 

 
 

Procedure A class leader is to be selected. He or she may be either a volunteer or someone chosen by your 
instructor. The class leader will preside over class discussion and perform the role of managcr in the 
evaluation review.  Your instructor will leave the room. The leader is then to spend up to 15 rñinutes 
helping the class evaluate your instructor. Your instructor understands this is only a class exercise and is 
prepared to accept criticism (and, of course, any praise you may want to convey). Your instructor also 
recognizes the lEader’s evaluation is actually a composite of many students’ input. So be open and honest 
in your evaluation and have confidence your ibstructor will not be vindictive.  Research has identified 
seven performance dimensions to the college instructor’s job: (1) instructor knowledge, (2) testing 
procedures, (3) student—teacher relations, (4) organizational skills, (5) communication skills, (6) subject 
relevance, and (7) utility of assignments. The discussion of your instructor’s performance should focus on 
these seven dimensions. The leader may want to take notes for personal use, but will not be reqWred to 
give your instructor any written documentation.  When the 15-minute class discussion is cohplete, the 
leader will invite the instructor back into the room. The performance review will begin as soon as the 
instructor walks through the door, with the class leader becoming the manager and the instructor playing 



him or herself.  CHAPTER 16 • HUMAN RESOURCE POLICIES AND PACTICES • 673  When 
cornpxcred, class Uiscussion will focus on performance  evaluation criteria and how well your class 
leader did in providing  performance feedback.  Ethical Dilemma Exercise  Ethics Training: Smoke or 
Substance?  Approximately 80 percent of the largest U.S. corporations have formal ethics  programs, and 
44 percent of these firms provide ethics training Most college  and university programs in business now 
require courses in ethics oi have added  an ethics component to their courses in marketing, finance, and 
management.  What do proponents of ethics tratu lug expect to achieve with these programs?  Ethics 
educators include among their goals; stimulating moral thought  recognizing ethical dilemmas, creating a 
sense of InoFal obligation, developing  problem-solving skills, and tolerating or reducing ambiguity. Bitt 
can you teach  ethks in college? The evidence is mixed. Let’s briefly review the evidence presented  by 
both sides.  Critics argue that ethics arc based on values, and value systems are fixed at  an early age. By 
the time people reach college, their ethical values are already established.  The critics also claim that 
ethics cannot he formally “taught,” but must  be learned by exarnp)e. Leaders set ethical examples by 
what they say and do. If  this s true, then ethics training is relevant only as part of leadership training.  
Supporters of ethics training argue that values can be learned and  changed after early childhood. And 
even if they couldn’t, ethics training would  be effective because it gets employees to think about ethical 
dilemmas and become  more aware of the ethical issues underlying their actions. Supporters of  ethks 
training point to the research evidence on the last point: A comprehensive  analysis of the effectiveness of 
ethics training programs found that they  improved students’ ethical awareness and reasoning skills.  Can 
colleges and uluversities teach ethfs? Should business firms be  spending money on ethics training 
programs? Whit do you think?  ‘The infurmalion in this ex€,uisu is ron (1. I.. [aincilta [, Ike Course i, 
Busintrs Ethics Can It Work?’  Jo ‘ma! of Thsiness Ethics (July 1989) pp. 547—51; FE. wIiIIcr and WI. 
Co’dy, leachinx Work F.thics”Ed.  icton Digest tFebruarv 1990) pp. 54—55; I). R:ce and C. Dreiliiigcr, 
Rights and Wrongs ci Etiucs Training’  Trairrinç nnd Pevkipmc,# Joitr,iui May 1990), PP. 10.1—108; ncI 
J Webey, Measuring the Impact of  Feaching Ethics lo Futorc Manage r.:\ Rcview, -\sscssIncnt, and 
Rccouiriieiidati:,ns Jmmuii of BusWe..s  Ethics (March 1990) pp. 183—0  CRST’s Struggle to Hire and 
Retain Truck Drivers  For the past half-dozen years. all we seem to read about in business periodicals is 
downsizing and layoffs, But nut itt companies are cutting staff. The manage— ment at c:RST 
International, a cedar Rapids, Iowa, long-haul truckino company is pulhng out its hair trying to find and 
keep good truck drivers.  The problems started for the U.S. trucking industry when it was deregulated in 
l9D. Carriers turned to cheapei nonunion truck drivers and no—frills trucks. Excess capacity and constant 
plessure on rates also spurred trucking firms to squeeze more out of their equipment and employees by 
keeping them ;1  CASE  INCIIICNT;0]  674• PART FOUR ‘ THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  on the 
road longer. While companies succeeded Ln achieving better utilization of their trucks, drivers found 
themselves going anywhere and on any day of the week.  The current work environment at CRST and 
other trucking firms has led to a wave of defections and resignations. Drivers complain about being 
overworked, underpaid, and required to load and unload tremendous amounts of freight. One driver, for 
instance, quit the long-haul business to drive a dump truck for a local quarry. Although he made $32,000 
a year doing long hauls, he calculates that if he added up all the hours he spent in the truck eithei driving, 
sleeping or waiting at docks, “I was making less than minimum wage. It just wasn’t worth the stress anti 
abuse.”  Fewer people seem to be willing to spend weeks in a truck. Ward Wright quit driving for CRST 
after six weeks on the road. “My wife was shedding tears on the phone, and my daughters said, ‘Conic 
home, Dad-’ It weighs on you,” says Mr. Wright, who is looking for a local iob. The erratic lifestyle also 
frustrates drivers. “I had no control over anything,H said one. Dispatchers also don’t seem to help much. 
They focus on efficient use of the tmcks rather than personal concerns of drivers.  With the demand for 
drivers exceeding the supply, truckers like CRST are losing revenues to railroads, facing service 
disruptions and unhappy customers, and having to deal with annual driver turnover rates of nearly 100 
percent  So many trucking recruiters attended a recent job fair in Oklahoma that Mark Deere, CRST’s 
director of driver development, says, “We spent all our time talking to each other.” Companies can’t hire 
anyone under 21, Salaries are attractive: Inexperienced drivers who go to work for CRST can earn 
$20,000 to $25,000 in their first year; rising to $32,000 to $39,000 in their second. But laid off workers 
from other industries don’t make first-rate candidates. “The guy in his mid- to late-40s who spent 20 



years in an auto plant, went to work every day at the same time and bowled every Tuesday night doesn’t 
necessarfly adapt well to this industry,” said a CRST vice president.  ‘Over the next 10 years, my biggest 
concern isn’t the marketplace, but how are we going to recruit, train, and retain drivers,” says CRST’s 
chief executive. He calls the supply of drivers the AchilIes” heel of the trucking industry. CRST has had 
to idle 30 rigs and cancel an order for 100 new trucks b&ause it couldn’t find drivers.  Questions  1. What 
would an effective selection process look like for filling truck driving positions?  2. If you were CRST’s 
chief executive, what would you do to deal with the problem you face?  This case i haced on D. 
Machalaba, Trucking Firms hod it Is Struggle to Hire and Retain Drivets,” 3/Jail Sflret journal (flecembet 
28. 1993), p. Al. Copyright 1993 by Dow Jones & Company, Inc Reprinted by p&missLon. All rights 
reserved worldwide.  CHAF1RI6 • HIJMAN RESOURCE POLICIES AND PRACThCES *675  Will-
Burt Is Educating its Workers  Will-Burt Manufact-aring Corp., a machine parts company in Orville, 
Ohio, is blending business and education. Management at Will-Burt has come to recognize that spending 
money educating its workers can pay hefty dividends.  The company supports and encourages its 
employees to take courses in subjects such as algebra, trigonometry, calculus, and business management. 
Originally, the managements motivation was to improve product quality. What has transpired, however, 
is the creation of a whole new organizational culture. Will-Burt’s new culture treats employees lU<e 
inteNigent individuals. They’re assumed to have ideas and to be able to make knowledgeable decisions. 
In order to compete in the global marketplace, Wth-Burt needs employees who are self -disciplined and 
who are able t do their jobs at a highly efficient level. Education is the key. The educated worker can 
solve his or her own problems, and doesn’t require managers to give them directives.  Will-Burt’s 
commitment to education has allowed the company to thrive in a highly competitive environment. The 
new culture has resulted in a significant reduction in mistakes and defective parts. Communication among 
workers has improved gieatly. And absenteeism is down from 9 percent to Z percent  Questions  I. How 
could courses in algebra or business management contribute to higher productivity among factory 
workers?  2. Is there a diference between training and education? The management at Will-Burt think so, 
and they’re investing in the latter. Why?  3. Is the Will-Burt experience gener-alizable to other 
manufacturing firms? Why or why not?  AkIk, Ho., and i.s. sHia, The Employment Interview: Guaranteed 
Improvement in Iteliability, Public Persr.’nrre! Miiragernerat (Spring 1990), pp. 85-h7.  (.ASCIO, w.., 
Applied Psychy in l4rscrj pie! Manijgement ErigI€Wood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice I lal I 991).  DFCKNZO, 
D.., dOd S.P. ROU]iIN, HupNan Resource Maswgemci,  5th ed. New York: Wiley, 1996).  vuLLwIrl, V., 
‘Improving Assessment Centers,’ Personnel Managernetfl Jane 1991), pp. 50—55.  FLRR]s, O.k., and 
KM. ROWL AND (eds.), Perfvrrnarice Evalr4atio,,  Goal Setti, and Feedback (GTeenwich CT: JAI 
Press, 1990).  K1.SINIERO, L.. “Getting Anointed for Advancement: The Case  DI Executive Wumen/’ 
A cackny or Mantigernent Fxecutiic  (May 1994), pp. 53-67. ;1  V’IflEO;0]  Smac: “Look it Company 
Making Proht Afttr Scheoling Werkers,” W,rkNrws Toiiigizt (May 12. 1993).  Suggestions far Further 
Reading  NF.WTON, L.A., and LM. SHORE, A Model of Union Mtnbership; Instrumentality, 
Commitment, and Opposition,” Academy of Management Review (April 1992), pp. 275—98.  
ORNSFFIN S., and L.A. ISAKFJ.LA, “Making Sense of Careers: A Review 1989—1992/’ Journal of 
fianagemeirt (Summn 1993), pp. 243—67.  s:uu, W,R., and j.w MEYER, ‘The Rise of Training Programs 
in  Fh-ms and gencies: An lnstitutiona Perspective,” in L.L.  Cummings and B.M. Staw (eds.), Reserth in 
Organizational  BpIwi4or, Vol. 13 (Greenwich, CT:JAI [‘ress, 1991).  7A].ESN?, M.D., and s. siow-1ous, 
“Accuracy in Performance Evaluatbon’ Onu,jzationa1 Behavior and Human Derision &oces.ses 
(February 1992), pp. 22—SO.  676.  PART FOUR • THL ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  *,Nates  “Best 
Practices: Hiring,” WC. (March 1994), p. 1().  Z See, for Instance,C.t. DOrtch, ‘job-Person Match,” 
Personnel Journal (June 1989), pp. 49—57; and 5. Rynes and H. Gerhart, “lrIteTviewer Assessments of 
Applicant ‘Fit’: An Exploratory lnvestig.atlon/’ Personnel Psychology (Spring 1990), pp.  13—34.  See, 
for example, 1. V. Ghorpade, Job A”&is: A Iiandl’ook far the Human Resource Director Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 198S).  RI. Dipboye, Selection Interviews: Process Perspectives (Cincin. nati: 
South-Western, 1992), p. 6.  Tj. Hanson and J.C. Balestreri-SpeVo, ‘An Alternative to Interviews,’ 
Personrie? Journal (June 1985), p.114.  6 See Al. Nuffcutt and W, Arthur, ft., “Hunter arid Hunter (1984) 
REvisited: Interview VaLidity for Entry-Level Jobs,” Journal or Applied Psychrilogy (April 1994), pp. 
184—90; and M.A. McDaniel, DL. Whetzej, FL. Schmidt, and SD, Manret, “The Validity of 
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J4  ar  I    I td eir I’.   a     :*:zJz*   -a 118:88 r  C]  C]  n r  Ii  ——  In any organization, there are the 
ropes to skip  and the ropes to know.  R. Rrni AND G. FUNXHOUSER  utomatic Data Processing 
(ADP),  a computer services company that processes payroll checks, tax statements, and other forms for 
300,000 companies, has  Th profit redord any management team would envy. The ompany has increased 
earnings per share by 10 percent or more every quarter for the past 132 quarters—or for 33 years! When 
ADP’s chairman and chief executive, Josh Weston, was asked how his company does it, he summed it up 
in one word: “Culture.”1  tJ  :1 __  --  ‘a’  C,  Weston attributes much of ADP’s success to aeating a 
strong organizational culture that fosters decentralized decision making, a motivated work force, 
accessible senior managers, and what he calls strong central awareness’  Even though ADP employs 
22,000 people, its corporate staff numbers only 250. This small staff can handle only a small portion of 
decisions that need to be made. The result: Emphyees lower in the organization become empowered to 
make important decisions, and enjoy the satisfaction and motivation that comes from being able to 
actively control work-related decisions that affect them.  Weston makes himself easy to find. All 300,000 
clients have his direct-hne phon number, and his secretary answes only if he doesn’t pick t up in the first 
three rings. ‘The humorous thing about it,” he says, “is that it angry clients call and I answer the  phone, it 
usually takes the steam right out of them. They say, ‘Gee, I’m sorry to bother you, bUt.  Weston is also 
accessible to employees. As shown in the photo on the previous page1 he meets regularly with employees 
to share and assess fl6W ideas.  Finally, people at ADP know that little things matter. Weston calls this 
emphasis on the details strong central awareness.” For instanceb about one-fifth of the 250-member 
corporate staff are financial professionals, who carefully monitor performancein The company’s many 
processing data-processing locations around the United States an in Europe. To reinforce the importance 
of looking fat litt ways to make ADP more effective, once a month Weston asks the finance organization 
to hand hitt a stack of 40 to 50 randomly selected ADP accounts payable receipts, which he studies for 
ways to cut costs.  strong organizational culture like that found at ADP provides employees with a clear 
understanding of ‘the way things are done around here.” In this chapter, we show that every organization 
has a culture and, depending on its strength, culture can have a significant influence on the attitudes and 
behaviors of organization members.  inslitutioiwflzaiion  When on organization tukEs oa liFe alit own, 
aparl frvm ony of ftc members, oRd  acquises immortality.  4  — Institutionalization:  A Forerunner of 
Culture  The idea of viewing organizations ascultures—where there is a system of shared meaning among 
members—is a relatively recent phenomenon. Twenty years ago, organizations, for the most part, were 
simply thought of as rational means by which to coordinate and control a group of people. They had 
vertical levels, departments, authority relationships, and so forth, But organizationsare more. They have 
personalities too, iust like individuals. They can be rigid or flexible, unfriendly or supportive, innovative 
or conservative. Geneial Electric offices and people are ditierent from the offices and people at General 
Mills. Harvard and MIT are in the srtme businessducation—and separated only by the width of the 
Charles River, but each has a unique feeling and character fryond its structural characteristics. 
Organizational theorists, in recenttyears, have begun to acknowledge this by recognizing the important 
role that tulture 1ays.inthe lives of organization members. Interestingly, though, the origin of culture as an 
independent variable affecting an employee’s attitudes and behavior can be traced back nearly 50 years 
ago to the notion of institutIonalization.2  When an organization becomes institutionalized, it takes on a 
life of its own, apart from its founders or ny of its members. Ross Perot created Electronic Data Systems 
(EDS) in the early 1960s; but he left in 1987 to found a new company, Perot Systems. F:DS, now part of 
General Motors, has continued thrive in spite of the departure of its founder. Sony, Eastman Kodak, and 
Timex  Corporation are examples of organizations that have existed beyond the life of  any one member.  
Addithna)ly, when an orgaNzation becomes institutionalized, it becomes  valued for itself, not merely for 
the goods or services it produces. It acquires irnmortality.  If its original goals are no longer relevant, it 
doesn’t go out of business.  Rather, it redefines itself. When the demand for Timex’s watches de  dined, 
the company merely redirected itself into the consumer electronics  business—making, in addition to 
watches, clocks, comptiters, and health-care  products such as digital thermometers and blood pressure 



testing devices.  Timex took on an existence that went beyond its original mission to. manufacture  low-
cost mechanical watches.  Institutionalization operates to produce common understandings aipong  
members about what is appropriate and, fundamentally, meaningful behavior.3  So when an organization 
takes on institutional permanence, acceptable modes  of behavior become largely self-evident to its 
members. As well see, this is essentially  the same thing that organizational culture does. So an 
understanding  of what makes up an organization’s culture, and how it is created, sustained,  and learned, 
will enhance our ability to explain and predict the behavior of  people at work.  — What Is Organizational 
Culture?  A few years back, I asked an executive to tell me what he thought organizational  culture meant 
and he gave me essentially the same answer a Supreme Court Justice  once gave in attempting to define 
pornography: ‘1 can’t define it, but I  know it when I see it.” Thts executive’s approach to defining 
organizational  culture i.snt acceptable for our purposes. We need a basic definition to provide  a point of 
departure for our quest to better understand the phenomenon. in  this section, we propose a specific 
definition and review several peripheral issues  that revolve around this definition.  A Definition -  There 
seems to be wide agreement that organizational culture refers to a orginizoliciwl wllur, system of shared 
meaning held by members that distinguishes the organization A comnion perwpton held by f torn other 
organizations.4 This system of shared meaning is, on closer exami- the organizahoi’s members; nation, a 
set of key characteristics that the organization values. The most re- systcm oF shared me’.ining. cent 
research suggests the following seven primary characteristics that, in aggregate,  capture the essence of an 
organization’s culture:5  1. innovation and risk taking. The degree to which employees are encouraged  to 
be innovative and take risks.  2. Attention to detail. The degree to which employees are expected to 
exhibit  precision, analysis, and attention to detail.  3. Outcome orientation. The degree to which 
management focuses on Fe.  suits or outcomes rather than on the techniques and processes used to  
achieve these outcomes.  4. People orientation. The degree to which management decisions take  into 
consideration the effect of outcomes on people within the organizatior  i.  6824 PART FOUR • THE 
ORGAt’4IZATIQNSVSPEM  5. Team orientation. The degree to which work activities are organized 
around teams rather than individuals.  6. Aggresciveness. The degree to which people are aggressive and 
cornpeti tive rather than easygoing.  7. Stability. The degree to which organizational activities emphasize 
Irlaultaining the status quo in contrast to growth.  Each of these characteristics exists on a continuUm 
from low to high. Appraising the organization on these seven charaueristics, then, gives a compos ;1  
Table 17- F Contrastkg Organkational  Cultures;0]  Organization A  This organization is a manufacturing 
firm Manugors ore expected to Fully document all decisions, and “good managers” are those whq can 
provide detailed data to support their recommendations Creative decisions that ulcur significant change or 
ask are not encouraged Because managers of Found pro1ts are openly crEticized and penalized, they try 
not to implement ideas that. deviate muth from the status quo. One lower level manager quoted an oFten 
used phase in the company: “IF it ain’t broke, don’t fix it,”  There ore extensive çiies and guk!19P.ii;t!is 
hqt.erpbyee.are required to follow. Managers supervise emplde do i:t&enrtre there do no deviations. 
Management ii concerned with high productivny, regardlessof the impact on employee morale or 
turnover. ,: - •...  Work activities aridesigned around irlcividudL&-.Thare ore distinct departments and 
lines of authority,tnd employees are expected to thinirnize formal contact with other employees outside 
their funcHona[area or lute oF command, Perfarmance evaluations and rewards emphasize individual 
effort, ahhough seniority tends to be the prirary factor in the determination of pay rci4es and promotions.  
Organization B  This organization is also a nitmufocturing Firm. Here, however, management encourages 
and rewards risk taking. ond’change. Decisions based on intuition are valued as much as those that are 
well ralionalizect Management prides itself on its history of experimenting with new technologies and its 
success.in regularly introducing innovative products. Managers or employees who have a good idea are 
encouraged to ‘run with- it” And failures are treated as “letirning experiences.” The company prides itself 
on being market driven ond ,apidly responsive to the changing needs of its customers,  There are fe’i rules 
ond regukitions car empioyees to follo’, and supervision is loose because nanagement believes its 
employees are hardworking and trustworthy. Managemecd tsconcecned.with high productivity, but 
believes this.comes through treating its people right. Theconipany is proud-of its reputation as being a 
good pooe to work.  Job activitiesare designed around work teams, and team members are encouraged to 
interact with people across functions and ciulhofity levels, Employees taJIc positively about the 



competition between teams. Individuals and teams have goals, arid bonuses are hosed on &hievemet,t of 
�the e outthmes. Employees are given considerable autonomy in choosing the means by .c’hich the goals 

ore attained.  ite picture of the organization’s culture. This picture becomes the basis for feelings of 
shared understanding that members have about the organization, how things arc done in it, and the way 
members are supposed to behave. Table 17-1 demonstrates how these characteristics can he mixed to 
create highly diverse organizations.  Cullural Typologies  Jeffrey Sonrienfeld & Emory University has 
dcvelopcd a labeling schema that can help us see differences between organizational cultures and the 
importance of properly matching peopLe to cultures From his study of organizations, he has identified 
four cultural types: academy, club, baseball team, arid fortress.6  ACADEMY An acaderuy is the p]ace 
[or steady climbers who want to thoroughly master each new job they hold. These companies like to 
recruit young college graduates, provide them with much special training, and then carefully steer them 
through a myriad of specialized jobs within a particular function. According to Sonnenfe!d, 11314 is a 
classic academy. So, too, arc Coca-Cola, Procter & Gamhle, and General Motors  CLUB According to 
Sonnenfcld, dubs place a high value on fining in, on loyaLty, and on commitment. Seniority is the key at 
clubs, Age and experience count. In contrast to an academy, the club grooms inailagers as genera1ists 
lixarnples of clubs are United Parcel Service, Delta Airlines, the Bell operating companies, government 
agencies, and the military.  ,...OD in the News....  * •.t•-j•  K’L .RiskT  Microsoft seeks to hire peopie 
who have made mistakes and learned from them. “We look for somebody who learns, adapts, and is 
active in the process of learning from mistakes,” says Michael Mapes, Microsoft’s executive vice 
president. In the hiring process, “We always ask, what was a malor failure you had? What did you learn 
from it?”  Take Craig Mundie, for example. lie cofounded Alliant Computer Systems in 1982. Ten years 
later, unable to meet his payroll his corn-  pany went bankrupt. Yet Microsoft hired Mundie in December 
1992 to head a division charged with figuring out how to put new technology to work in consumer 
products. What Microsoft saw in Mundie was someone who not only had technical and managerial 
experience, but someone with the guts to bet on a vision—even though it turned out to be flawed, Peopie 
at Microsoft will tell you:  Betting on visions is what the company is all about. That many of these visions 
will u[timately fail is less important titan that they be tried.  in its search for visionary risk takers, 
Microsoft likes to take chances on people who have dealt successfully with failure and setbacks. “There’s 
a lot of internal failure that’s accepted here,” says one executive. “You can’t let [employeesl think that if 
it doesn’t work out th€y’re going to get fired. Otherwise nobody would take those jobs.”  At Microsoft, 
it’s better to take chances and fail than never to take chances at all.  Based >n is. McMenarnifl “The 
Vjttne cf Making Mistakes, Forbes (May 9, 1994), pp. i92—4  664• ____ PART FOUR • THE 
ORGAF,HZATON SYSTEM  BASEBALL TEAM These organizations are entrepreneurially oriented 
havens for risk takers and innovators. Baseball teams seek out talented people of all ages and experiences, 
then reward them for what they produce. Because they offer huge financial incentives and great freedom 
to their star performers,  lob hopping among these organizations m commonplace. Organizations that fit 
the baseball team description are common in accounting, law, investment banking, and consulting firms; 
advertising agencies; software developers; and bioresearch concerns.  mwrss While baseball teams prize 
inventiveness, fortresses are preoccupied with survival. Many were once academies, clubs, or baseball 
teams, but fell on hard tines and are now seeking to reverse their sagging fortunes. Fortresses offer little 
job security, yet they can be exciting places to work for those who like the challenge of a turnaround. 
Fortress organizations include large retailers, forest products companies, and natural gas exploration 
firms.  Sonnenfeld found that many organizations cant be neatly categorized into one of the four 
categories either because they have a blend of cultures or because they are in transition. Genera! Electric, 
for instance, was found to have distinctly different cultures within its different units, and Apple Computer 
started out as a baseball team but is maturing into an academy.  Sonnenfeld found that each of the four 
cultural types tends to attract certain personalities, and the personality—organizational culture match 
affects how far and how easily a person will move up the management ranks. For instance, a risk taker 
will thrive at a baseball team, hut fall flat at an academy.  Culture Is a Descriptive Term  Organizational 
culture is concerned with how employees perceive the characteristics of an organization’s culture, not 
with whether or not they like them. That is, it is a descriptive term. This is important because it 
differentiates this concept Irdm that of job satisfaction.  Research on organizationa’ culture has sought to 



measure how employees see their organization: Does it encourage teamwork? Does it reward innovation? 
Does it stifle initiative?  In contrast, lob satisfaction seeks to measure affective responses to the work 
environment. It is concerned with how employees feel about the organization’s expectations, reward 
practices, and the like. Although the two terms undoubtedly have overlapping characteristics, keep in 
mind that the term organizational cuthsre is descriptive; jo1 satisfaction is evaluative.  Do Organizations 
Have Uniform Cultures?  Organizational culture represents a common perception held by the 
organization’s members. This was made explicit when we defined culwre as a system of shared meaning. 
We should expect, therefore, that individuals with different backgrounds or at different levels in the 
organization will tend to describe the organization’s culture in similar terms?  Acknowledgment that 
organizational culture has common properties does not mean, however, that there cannot be subcultures 
within any given culture. Most large organizations have a dominant culture and numerous sets of 
subcultures)  A dominant culture expresses the core values that are shared by a majority of the 
organization’s members. When we talk about an organization’s culture, we are referring to its dominant 
culture. It is this macro view of culture that gives an organization its distinct personality. Subcultures tend 
to d& velop in large organizations to reflect common problems, situations, or experiences that members 
face. These subcultures are likely to be defined by department designations and geographical separation. 
The purchasing department, for example, can have a subculture that is uniquely shared by members of 
that department. It will include the core values of the dominant culture plus additional values unique to 
members of the purchasing department. Similarly, an office or unit of the organization that is physically 
separated from the organization’s main operations may take on a different personality. Again, the core 
values are essentially retained but modified to reflect the separated unit’s distinct situation.  If 
organizations had no dominant culture and were composed only of numerous subcultures, the value of 
organizational culture as an independent variable would be significantly lessened because there would be 
no uniform interpretation of what represented appropriate and inappropriate behavior. It is the “shared 
meaning” aspect of culture that makes it such a potent device for guiding and shaping behavior. But we 
cannot ignore the reality that many organizations also have subcultures that can influence the behavior of 
members.  Strong vs. Weak Cultures  It has become increasingly popular to differentiate between strong 
and weak cultures.9 The argument here is that strong cultures have a greater impact on employee 
behavior and are more directly related to reduced turnover.  In a strong culture, the organization’s core 
values are both intensely held and widely shared.’° The more members who accept the core values and 
the greater their commitment to those values, the stronger the cplture is. Consistent with this definition, a 
strong culture will have a great influence on the behavior of its members because the high degree of 
sharedness and intensity creates an internal climate of high behavioral control. For example, Seattle-based  
dominant culture  Expresses the core values that ore shared by a majority of the organization’s members.  
subcultures  Minicultures within an organization, typically defined by department designations and 
geographical separation.  core values  The primary or domInant values that are accepted throughout the 
organization.  strong cultures Cultures where the tore values are intensely held and widely shared.  Nike, 
Inc. has a strong sports-oriented culture instilled by its founder Philip Knight. Hike’s corpo rate goal is 
“Ia enhance people’s kes through sports and fitnesC Recognized worldwide as uan cilhlete’s company,’ 
Hike is run by former pro, college, and Olympic athletes who design and market shoes and dothing for 
sports enthusiasts. Nike headquarters in Beaverton, Oregon, is a 74-acre World Campus with walking and 
jogging  4 trails and buildings named after Nike heroes  such as the Joan Benoit samuelsan (enter, the  Ba 
Jackson fitness (enter, and the Joe Paterno  4 Day Care (enter. The company practices that promote health 
and filness include paying employJ ees extra for biking to work instead of driving.  686+ [AliT FOUR • 
THE oRGANIzArIoN SYSTEM  Nordstrom has developed one of the strongest service cultures in the 
retailing industry. Nordstrom employees know in no uncertain terms what is expected of them and these 
expectations go a long way in shaping their behavior.  One specific result of a strong culture shotfici he 
lower employee ‘iurnover. A strong culture demonstrates high agreement among members about what the 
organization stands for. Such unanimity of purpose builds cohesiveness, loyalty, and organizational 
commitment. These qualities, in turn, lessen employees’ propensity to leave the organization.’’  Culture 
vs. Formalization  strong organizational culture increases behavioral consistency. itt this sense, we should 
recognize that a strong culture can act as a sub  • %trdin drqoizationai stitute for formalization.  . In 



Chapter 14, we discussed how formalization’s rules and tog cuaare: creases behayio.rai ulations act to 
regulate employee behavior. High formalization in an  ccdsisIe.ny.• organization creates predictability, 
orderliness, and consistency- Our  - point is that a strong culture achieves the same end without the  need 
for written documentatton. Therefore, we should view tormalization arid culture as two different Toads to 
a common destination, [he stronger an organization’s culture1 the less management need be concerned 
with developing formal rules and regulations to guide employee behavior. Those guides will be 
internalized in employees when they accept the organization’s culture.  Organizational Culture vs. 
National Culture  This chapter takes the anthropologist’s concept of societal cultures and applies it at the 
organizational level. Our main thesis is that members of an organization develop common perceptions 
that, in turn, affect their attitudes and behavior. ‘11w strength of that effect, however, depends on the 
strength ef the or ganizations culture.  Throughout this hook we’ve argued that national differences—that 
is, national cultures—must be taken into account if accurate predictions are to be made about 
organizational behavior in different countries. It seems appropriate at this point, then, to ask this question: 
floes national cuLture. override an organization’s culture? Is an IBM facility in Germany, for example, 
more likely to reflect German ethnic culture or IBM’s corporate culture?  The research indicates that 
national culture has a greater impact on employees than does their organization’s culture.’2 German 
employees at an IBM facility in Munich, therefore, will be influenced more jy German culture than by 
IBM’s culture. ihis means that as influential as organizational culture is to understanding the behavior of 
people at work, national culture is even more so.  Our conclusion has to be qualified to reflect the self-
selection that goes on at the hiring stage. iBM, for example, may be less concerned with hiring the 
“typical Italian” for its Italian operat!ons than in hiring an Italian who fits within the IBM way of doing 
things.’’ Italians who have a high need [or autonomy are more likely to go to Olivetti than IBM. Why? 
Because Olivetti’s organizational culture is informal and nonstructured. It allows employees considerably 
more freedom than IBM docs.i4 In fact, Olivetti seeks to hire individuals who are impatient, risk taking, 
and innovative—qualities in job candidates that IBM’s Italian operations would purposely seek to 
exclude in new ares.  What Does Culture Do?  We’ve alluded to organizational culture’s, impact on 
behavior. We’ve also cxplicitly argued that a strong culture should be associated with reduced turnover. 
In this section, we more carefully review the functions that culture performs and assess whether culture 
can be a liability for an organization.  Culture’s Functions  culifire performs a number of functions within 
an organization. First, it has a boundary-defining role; that is, it creates distinctions between one 
organization and others. Second, it conveys a sense of identity foT organization members. Third, cufture 
facilitates the generation of commitment to something larger than one’s individual self-interest. Fourth, it 
enhances social system stability. Culture is the social glue that helps hold the organization together by 
ptoviding appropriate standards for what employees should say and do. Fina ?ly, culture serves as a 
sense-making and control mechanism that guides and shapes the attitudes and behavior of employees. It is 
this last function that is of particular interest to us. As the following quote makes clear, culture defines the 
rules of the game:  Culture by definition is elusive, intangible, implicit, and taken for granted. But every 
organization develops a core set of assumptions, understandings and implicit rules that govern day-to-day 
behavior in the workplace. . . Until newcomers learn the rules, they aie not accepted as tull-fledgcd 
members of the organization. Transgressions of the rules on the part of high-level executives or front-line 
employees result in universal disapproval and powerful penalties. Conformity to the rules becomes the 
primary basis for reward arid upward mobility. ts  The role of cukure in influencing employee behavior 
appears to be increasingly important in the 99Os. As organizations hwve widened spans of control, 
flattened structures, introduced teams, reduced formalization, and empowered employees, the shared 
meaning provided by a strong culture ensures that everyone is pointed in the same direction.  As we show 
later in this chapter, who receives a job offer to join the orgarnzation, who is appraised as a high 
performer, and who gets the promotion are strongly influenced by the ndividual—organiation “fit”—that 
is, whether the applicant or employee’s attitudes and behavior are compatible with the culture. It’s not a 
coincidence that employees at Disneyland and Disney World appear to be almost universally attractive, 
dean, and wholesome looking, with bright smiles. That’s the image Disney seeks. The company selects 
employees who will maintain that image. And once on the job, a strong culture, supported by formal ruIe 
and resulations, ensure that Disney employees will act in a relatNey uniform and predictable way.  



Culture as a Liability  We are treating culture in a nonjudgmental manner. We haven’t said it’s good or 
had, only that it exists. Many of its functions, as outlined, are valuable for both the organization and the 
employee. Culture enhances organizational commitment and increases the consistency of employee 
behavior. These are  688. PART FOIJP • HE ORGANIZATIQh4 SYSTEM  clearly benefits to an 
organization. horn an employees standpoint, cultureis valuable because it reduces amNguity. It tells 
employees howthings are done and what’s important. Bitt we shouldn’t ignore the potentially 
dysfunctional aspects of culture, especially a strong one, on an organization’s effectiveness.  BARRIER 
TO CHANGE Culture is a liability where the shared values are not in agreement with those that will 
further the organization’s effectiveness. This is most likely to occur when the organization’s environment 
is dynamic. When the environment is undergoing rapid change, the organizatio&s entrenched culture may 
no longer be appropriate. So consistency of behaylor is an asset to an organization when it faces a stable 
environment. It may, however, burden the organization and make it difficult to respond to changes in the 
environ- merit, This helps to explain the challenges that executives at companies like IBM, Eastman 
Kodak, and General Dynamics have had in recent years n adapting to upheavals in their environment. 
These companies have strong cultures that worked well for them in the past. But these strong cultures 
become barriers to change when “business as usual” is no longer effective. br many oFganizations with 
strong cultures, practices that led to previous successes can lead to failure when those practices no longer 
match up well with environmenta’ needs.1 ()  bARium TO DIVERSITY Hiring new employees who, 
because of race, gender, ethnic, or other Wfferenccs, are not like the majority of the organization’s 
members creates a paradox.17 Management wants new employees to accept the organization’s core 
cultural values. Otherwise, these employees are unlikely to fit in or be accepted. But at the same time, 
management wants to openly acknowledge and demonstrate support for the differences these employees 
bring to the workplace.  Strong cultures put considerable pressure on employees to conform. They limit 
the range of values and styles that are acceptable. Obviomly, this creates a dilemma. Organizations hire 
diverse individuals because of the alternative strengths these people bring to the workplace. Yet these 
diverse behaviors and strengths are likely to diminish in strong cuilures as people attempt to fit in. Strong 
cultures, therefore, can be liabilities when they effectively eliminate those unique strengths that people of 
different backgrounds bring to the organization.  BARRIER TO MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS 
Historically, the key factors that management looked at in making meiger or acquisttion decisions.were 
related to financial advantages or product synergy. In recent years, cultural compatibüity has become the 
primary concern.1 While a favorable financial statement or product line may be the initial attraction of an 
acquisition candidate, whether the acquisition actually works seems to have more to do with how well the 
two organizations’ cultures match up.  BankAmerica’s acquisition of discount broker Charles Schwab & 
Co. provides a vivid illustraHon. BankArnerica bought Schwab in 1983 as pan of its strategy of 
diversifying into a broader range of financial products. Uut the companies were a terrible match. BA was 
conservative; Schwab was aggressive and risk taking. One of the most obvious symboLs of the 
differences betwen these two firms was in the cars their executives drove. BA executives were provided 
with four-door Fords and Buicks. lOp executives at Schwab also drove cars but theirs were Ferraris, 
Porsches, and BMWs. In spite of Schwab being a profitable enterprise and expanding BA’s product line, 
the Schwab people couldn’t fit into the BA way of doing things. The marriage was dissolved in 1987, 
when Charles Schwab bought his company back from BankAmerica.  — Creating and Sustaining Culture  
An organization’s culture doesn’t pop out of thin air. Once established, it rarely fades away. What forces 
influence the creation of a culture? What reinforces and sustains these forces once they are in place? We 
answer both of these questions in this section.  How a Culture Begins  An organization’s current customs, 
traditions, and general way of doing things are largely due to what it has done before and the degree of 
success it has had with those endeavors. This leads us to the ultimate source of an organization’s culture: 
its founders.19  The founders of an organization traditionally have a major impact on that organization’s 
early culture. They have a vision of what the o?ganization should be. They are unconstrained by previous 
customs or ideologies. The small size that typically characterizes new organizations further facilitates the 
founders’ imposition oftheir vision on all organizational members.  Microsoft’s culture is largely a 
reflection of ofounder and current CEO, Bill Gates. Gates is personally aggressive, competitive, and 
highly disciplined. Those are the same characteristics often used to describe the software giant he heads. 



Other contemporary examples of founders who have had an immeasurable impact on their organization’s 
culture are Akio Morita at Sony, Ted Turner at Turner Broadcasting Systems, Fred Smith at Federal 
Express, Mary Kay at Mary Kay Cosmetics, Steve Jobs at Apple Computer, and Richard Branson at the 
Virgin Group.  Me:eisis b•n4er Ri tjcdied h. Lii hisjidoseph ep’adn3’J5  error wili e it t * ceerli icos  d 
iC’js is ret sed eq lope WJ) eM  ‘0 119015 It ,JghCL Fe e It lore theel  troce is on red §uidne in ipl” oF ‘ii  
l I ‘ Hr*Lrper dreenity tan eq coo  Ion so te besled Fetes Croicro c g  L..Jlt1tFpAOi4nii1L  690.  PARt 
FOUR • THE ORGANIZArION SYStEM  .,OB in the News....  Chung ju Vii ng anal the Company  I-ft 
Created: Hyiindai  Hyundai is a $45 billion-a-year business empire made up of more than 40 companies 
in fields ranging from ships to semiconductors, motor vehicles to computers, engineering to robots, 
petrochemicals to department stores. The Flyundai group is a disciplined militaristic organization. The 
man who made it this way is Chung fu Wing.  Chung was horn in 1915, one of seven children from an 
impoverished peasant farm family. Following World War II, C4ung set up an auto repairhusiness. 1-fe 
called it “Hyundai,” which means modern in Korean. PrOm this small beginning, the giant empire began. 
Throughout the company’s growth. Chung’s style shaped its cut-  ture Family loyalty and 
authoritarianisin reign. “The boss is still the boss,” says Kim Vung Due, president of Hyundai Corp. 
U.S.A.  At the height of his powers, Chung was a fearsome figure. There are rumors that a stretcher used 
to be a f ixture in Ilyundai’s executive board room because Chung would sometimes punch out underlings 
who wouldn’t listen to him ordo what he wanted,  Hyundai may represent an extreme in feudal obedience, 
but it evolved into what Chung’s executives call the “Hyundai Spirit.” A manual given to new recruits 
states, ‘The hard work of the creator Chungj and the courage of the pioneer have helped us open the way 
for the expan sion  sophistication and internationalization of the industrial society of our country.” In 
Hyundal lore and literature, Chung is quoted nearly as much as the Chinese, two decades ago, invoked 
Mao Zedong.  “Everything at T-Iyundai is run on a fairly militftry basis,” says a US. consultant. “They 
have an armory in the yard. The guys who are educated all know what they have to do if war breaks ont.”  
If you want to understand Hyundai’s fierce, competitive style, its feudal obedience, or its disciplined, 
nillitaristic nature, you don’t need to go any further than looking at its founder. Chung Ju Yung.  Based 
F). Kirk, numb] lug o  Chatr’n” l1I!4’ ,ks.,I. JOE (April  994) [P 2129  Keeping a Culture Alive  Once a 
culture is in place, practices within the organization act to maintaifl it by giving employees a set of similar 
experience&2° Por example, many of the human resource practices we discussed iii Chapter 16 reinforce 
the orguniza tior’s culture. The selection process, performance evaluation criteria, reward practices, 
training and career development activities, arid promotion procedures ensure that those hired fit in with 
the culture, reward those who support it, and penalize (and even expel) those who challenge it. Three 
forces play a particularly important part in sustaining a culture: selection practices, the actoits of top 
management, and socialization methods. Let’s take a closer look at each.  SELtITI!ON ihe exphcit goal of 
the s!ection process is to identity arid hire individuals who have the knowledge, skills, and abilities to 
perform 11w ohs within the organization successfully. But, typically more than one candidate will be 
identified who meets any given job’s requirements. When that point is reached, it would he naive to 
ignore that the final decision as to who is hired will be significantly influenced by the decis ion maker’s 
udgrnent oF well the candidates will fit into the organization. This attempt to ensure a proper match, 
whether purposely or inadvertently, results in the hiring of people who have values essentially consistent 
with those of the organization, or at least a good portion of those values?’ Additionally, the selection 
process provides information to applicants about the organization- Candidates learn about the 
organization, and, if they perceive a conflict between their values and those of the organization, they can 
self-select themselves out of the applicant pool. Selection, therefore, becomes a two-way street, allowing 
either employer or applicant to abrogate a marriage if there appears to be a mismatch. In this way, the 
selection process sustains an organization’s culture by selecting out those individuals who might attack or 
undermine its core values.  Applicants for entry-level positions in brand management at Procter & 
Gamble experience an exhaustive application and screening process- Their interviewers are part of an 
elite cadre who have been selected and trained extensively via lectures, videotapes, films, practice 
interviews, and role plays to identify applicants who will successfully fit in at P&G. App1icant are 
interviewed in depth fox such qualities as their ability to “turn out high volumes of exceLlent work,” 
“identity and understand problems,” and “reach thoroughly substantiated and well-reasoned conclusions 



that lead to action.” P&G values rationality and seeks applicants Who think that way. College applicants 
receive two interviews and a general knowledge test on campus, before being flown to Cincinnati for 
three mere one-on-one interviews and a group interview at lunch. Each encounter seeks corroborating 
evidence of the traits the firm believes correlate highly with “what counts” for success at  Applicants for 
positions at Compaq Computer are carefully chosen for their ability to fit into the company’s teamwork-
oriented culture. As one executive put it, “We can find lots of peoplewho are competent.. Tile No. 1 issue 
is whether they fit into the way we do husiness.Z At Compaq, that means job candidates who are easy to 
get along with and who feel comfortable with the company’s consensus management style. To increase 
the likelihood that loners and those with big egos get screened out, it’s not unusual for an applicant to be 
interviewed by 15 people, who represent all departments of the company and a variety of seniority 
levels?4  TOP MANAGEMENT The actions of top management also have a major impact on the 
organization’s culture?5 Through what they say and how they behave, senior executives establish norms 
that filter down through the organization, for example, whether risk taking is desirable; how much 
freedom managers should give their subordinates; what is appropriate dress; and what actions will pay off 
in terms of pay raises, promotions, and other rewards.  Por example, look at Xerox Corp.26 Its chief 
executive from 1961 to 1968 was Joseph C. Wilson. An aggressive entrepreneurial type, he oversaw 
Xerofl staggering growth on the basis of its 914 copier, one of the most successful products in American 
history. Under Wilson, Xerox had an entrepreneurial environment, with an informal, high-camaraderie, 
innovative, bold, risk-taking culture. Wilson’s replacement as CEO was C. Peter McColough, a Fiarvard 
MBA with a formal management style. He instituted bureaucratic controls and a major change in Xerox’s 
culture. When McColough stepped down in 1982, Xerox had become stodgy and formal, with lots of 
politics and turf battles and layers of watchdog managers. His replacement was David T. Kearns. He 
beLieved the culture he inherited hindered Xerox’s ability to compete. To increase the company’s 
competitiveness, FKearns trimmed Xerox down by cutting  692. PART FOUR • THE ORGANIZATION 
SYSTEM  The success of computer dip maker Intel Corporation hinges on Its abdily to be  the lint to 
market innovative produds. To achieve speed and innovation, Intel’s  CEO Andy Grove fosters an 
egaliarion culture in which d employees,f eel their  ideas ore respected and valued. Through his actions 
and policies, Grâe breaks  down communication barriers that cause discomfort and inhibit the free-
flowing  exchange of ideas and information. At Intel, all employees, including Grove  (shown here), work 
in smaH, open cubicles. Grove reduces power struggles by  eliminating status symbols stxh as private 
dining rooms for exeoitives and reserved  spaces in company parking lots  15,000 jobs, delegated decision 
making downward, and refocused the organization’s culture around a simple theme: boosting the quality 
of Xerox products and services. By his actions and those of his senior manageriaPcadre, Kearns conveyed 
to everyone at Xerox that the company valued and rewarded quality and efficiency. When Reams retired 
in 1990, Xerox still had its problems. The copier business was mature and Xerox had fared badly in 
developing computerized office systems. The current CEO, Paul Allaire, has again sought to reshape 
Xerox’s culture. Specifically, he has reorganized the corporation around a worldwide marketing 
department, has unified product development and manufacturing divisions, and has replaced half of the 
company’s top management team with outsiders. Allaire seeks to reshape Xerox’s culture to focus on 
innovative thinking and outhustling the competition.  soddhzation  The vocess that odapis employees to 
the organization’s culture.  SOCIALIZATION No matter how good a lob the organization does in 
recruiting and selection, new employees are not fully indoctrinated in the organization’s culture. Maybe 
most important, because they are unfamiliar with the organization’s culture, new employees are 
potentially likely to disturb the beliefs and customs that are in place. The organization will, therefore, 
want to help new employees adapt to its culture, This adaptation process is called socialization.27  All 
Marines must go through boot camp, where they “prove” their commitment. Of course, at the same time, 
the Marine trainersare indoctrinating new recruits in the “Marine way.” New Sanyo employees go 
through an intensive five-month training program (trainees eat and sleep together in company- subsidized 
dorms and are required to vacation together at company-owned resorts) where they learn the Sanyo way 
of doing everything—from how to speak to superiors to proper grooming and dress.28 The company 
considers this program essential for transforming young employees, fresh out of school, into dedicated 
kaisha sen.shi, or corporate warriors.  As we discuss socialization, keep in mind that the most critical 



socialization stage is at the time of entry into The organization. This is when the organization seeks to 
mold the outsider into an employee “in good standing.” Those employees who fail to learn the essential or 
pivotal role behaviors risk being labeled “nonconformists” or “rebels,” which often leads to expulsion. 
But the organization will be socializing every employee, although maybe not as explicitly, throughout his 
or her entire career in the organization. This further contributes to sustaining the culture  Socialization can 
be conceptualized as a process made up of three stages:  prearrival, encounter, and metamorphosis. The 
first stage encompasses all the learning that occurs before a new member joins the organization. In the 
second stage, the new employee sees what the organization is really like and confronts the possibility that 
expectations and reality may diverge. In the third stage, the relatively long-lasting changes take place. 
The new employee masters the skills required for his or her job, successfully performs his or her new 
roles, and makes the adjustMents to his or her work group’s values and norms.30 This three-stage process 
impacts on the new employee’s work productivity, commitment to the organization’s objectives, and 
eventual decision to stay with the organization. Figure 17—1 depicts this process.  The prearrlval stage 
explicitly recognizes that each individual arrives with a set of values, attitudes, and expectations. These 
cover both the work to be done and the organization. For instance, in many jobs, particularly professional 
work, new members will have undergone a considerable degree of prior socialization in training and in 
school. One major purpose of a business school, for example, is to socialize business students to the 
attitudes and behaviors that business firms want. If business executives believe successful employees 
value the profit ethic, are lOyal, will work hard, desire to achieve, and willingly accept directions from 
their superiors, they can hire individuals out of business schools who have been premolded in this pattern. 
But prearrival socialization goes beyond the specific job. The selection process is used in most 
organizations to inform prospective employees about the organization as a whole. In addition, as noted 
previously, the selection process also acts to ensure the inclusion of the “right type”—those who will fit 
in. “Indeed, the ability of the individual to present the appropriate face during the selection process 
determines his ability to move into the organization in the first place. Thus, success depends on the degree 
to which the aspiring member has correctly anticipated the expectations and desires of those in the 
organization in charge of selection.”31  Upon entry into the organization, the new member enters the 
encounter stage. Here the individual confronts the possible dichotomy between her expectations—about 
her job, her coworkers, her boss, and the organization in general—and reality. If expectations prove to 
have been more or less accurate, the encounter stage merely provides for a reaffirmation of the 
perceptions gained earlier. However, this i5 often not the case. Where expectations and reality differ, the 
new employee must undergo socialization that will detach her from her previous assumptions and replace 
them with another set that the organization deems desirable. At the extreme, a new member may be-  
preaniwal stuge  Ihe period of learning in the smdohzahmi process ibm O((WS bet ore a new employee 
loins the organization.  encoimler stage  The stage in the socializolion process in which new employee 
sees what the organization is really like and confronts the possibility that expectations and reality may 
diverge.  &xiohiatrnn Procen  a — —  694• PART FOUR • THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  
metamorphosis stage  The stage in the sodahzation process in which a new employee adjusts to his or her 
work group’s vabes and norms.  come totally disillusioned with the actualities of her job and resign. 
Proper selection should significantly reduce the probability of the latter occurrence.  Finally, the new 
member must work out any problems discovered during the encounter stage. This may mean going 
through changes—hence, we call this the metamorphosis stage. The options presented in Table 17-2 are 
alternatives designed to bring about the desired metathorphosis. Note, for example, that the more 
management relies on socialization programs that are formal, collective, fixed, serial, and emphasize 
divestiture, the greater the likelihood that newcomers’ differences and perspectives will be stripped away 
and replaced by standardized and predictable, behaviors. Careful selection by management of 
newcomers’ socialization experiences can—at the extreme— create conformists who maintain traditions 
and customs, or inventive and creative individualists who consider no organizational practice sacred.  We 
can say that metamorphosis and the entry socialization process is complete when the new member has 
become comfortable with the organization and his or her job. She has internalized the norms of the 
organization and her work group, and understands and accepts these norms. The new member feels 
accepted by her peers as a trusted and valued individual, is self-confident she has the competence to 



complete the job successfully, and understands the system—not only her own tasks, but the rules, 
procedures, and,iriformally accepted practices as well. Pinally,’she’ knows how she will be evaluated, 
that Is, what ciiterla will be used to Measure and appraise hi rwork; She knows what is expected, and 
what constitutes a job “well done.” As Figure 17-1 shows, ;utcessful metamorphosis should have a 
positiye impact on the new employee’s productivity and her commitment to the organization, and reduce 
her propensity to leave the organization.  Summary: How Cultures Form  Figure 17-2 summarizes how an 
organization’s culture is established and sustained. The original culture : derived from the founder’s 
philosophy. This, Formal vs. Informal - The more a new employee is segregated From the ongoin work 
setting and differentiaped in some way Ii muke explicit his or her newcomer’s roI6, the more formal 
socioIizaton is. Specific orientation and traihin programs aré. exanpies InormoI socicthzahon puts iFue 
new emp!oyee directly into his or her pb with Iitt4e or no special aflenton.  Individual vs Collective New 
members can be sôdalized individually, This describes -icw its done in mciny professiorci offices They 
can also be grosped togethth and processed through an identicaF set of expencnce, as in military boot 
camp  Fixed vs Variable This rFers to the tme schectiAe ih which iewcomers make the twnsifion from 
outsider to insider A fixed scheduI establishes stapdqrclized stones of tronsihon This choracter[zes 
roEotional training progrqrns It akc incly4es probotionary periods, such us the B— to 1 0—year 
‘ossocicte” rtoWs used by accounting and law turns before decidrng on whether a candidate is made a 
pqrtner Vrniable schedules give no advanced notice oF their transition i metable Voriable schedules 
describe the typica] promotion system, where one is not advanced to thenexi stage until he or she is 
“ready.”  Seria[’is. Random Serici$ sociolizahon b choracter5zed by the the cf role models who train arid 
encourage the newcomer. Apprenticeship cind rnentcrng programs ore eoniples. In rahdom socialization, 
role thodel&dre deliberately withheld The new employee is lef on his or her own to figure things oUt  
Investiture vs. Divestiture Investiture socializojon assumes the rtwcomer’s qualities and qualificaffons are 
the necessary ingredients for job sicces, so these qualities end qualifications ore conFirmed and 
supported. Divestiture sociolization tries to strp away certain characteristics of the recruit. Fraternuy and. 
sororH-y pledges go through divestiture sodalization to shape them into the proper role.  Source: Based or 
I Van Mourcrt, People Pracssirg: 5traiees ol Organizational SocioIiLdiio7  OrgdnizQNaieI Efrn,mks 
Summer I978, pp 19—36; nrd E.H. Schein Orgc,nizs:ic,ncl Culture,” ericcn  Psych&cgisi lEebruory 
1990). p 116. -  turn, strongly influences the criteria used in hiring. The actions of the current top 
management set the general chrrite of what is acceptable behavior and what is not. How employees arc to 
be socialized will depend both on the degree of success achieved in matching new employees’ values to 
those of the organization’s in the selcction process and on top managemenCs preitrence for socialization 
methods. ;1  FiurcI7-2 - - - •- : - :  How Qrganix&ien Cultures Form - - -;0]  Top L% Organization  oF  
organizations Selecfior —  rhilophy rnoriogemeri  cIAtLJre  criteria  Founders Socializaho.j  696. PART 
FOUR • THE ORGANIZA]HQN SYSTEM  How Employees Learn Cufture  Culture is transmitted to 
employees in a number of forms, the most potent being stories, rituals, material symbols, and language.  
Stories  During the days when Henry Ford LI was chairman of the Ford Motor Co., one would have been 
hard pressed to find a manager who hadn’t heard the story about Mr. Ford reminding his executives, when 
they got too arrogant, that “it’s my name that’s on the building!’ The message was clear: Henry Ford II 
ran the company!  Nordstrom employees are fond of the following story. It strongly conveys the 
company’s policy toward customer returns: When this specialty retail chain was in its infancy, a customer 
came in and wanted to return a set of automobile tires. The sales clerk was a bit uncertain how to handle 
the problem. As the customer nd sales clerk spoke, ML Nordstrom walked by and overheard the 
conversation. He immediately interceded, asking the customer how much he had paid for the tires. Mr. 
Nordstrom then instructed the clerk to take the tires back and provide.a full cash refund. After the 
customer had received his refund and left, the perplexed c1er looked at the boss. “But Mr. Nordstrom, we 
don’t sell tires!” “I know,” replied the boss, “but we do whatever we need to do to make the customer 
happy. 1 mean it when I say we have a no-que5tions-asked return policy. Nordstrom then picked up the 
telephone and called a friend in the auto parts business to see how much he could get for the tires.  Stories 
such as these circulate through many organizations. They typically contain a narrative of events about the 
organization’s founders, rule breaking, tags-to-riches successes, reductions in the work force, relocation 
of employees, reactions to past mistakes, and organizational coping.32 These stories anchor the present in 



the past and provide explanations and legitimacy for current practices.33  Rituals  Hib Rituals are 
repetitive sequences of activities that express and reinforce the key Rtpethiisequencesafbc1iVitie5thqt 
values of the organization, what goals are most important, which people are expftSI nd reirke the key 
volues of the important and which are expendable.34  organlinlion, whotqods are mast COllege faculty 
members undergo a lengthy ritual in theft quest for perwhidiareandthte mi important and manent 
empioyment—tenure. Typically, the faculty member is on probation  Pt - for six years. At the end of that 
period, the member’s collegues must make one  of two choices extend a tenured appointment or issue a 
one-year terminal con tract What does it take to obtain tenure? It usually requires satisfactoiy teach in 
performance, service tq the department and university, an4 scholasix qctiv ity But, of course, what 
satisfies the requirements fortenure inone department  at one university i-hay be appraisd as inadequate in 
another The iceS’ is that  the tenure decision, in essence, asks those who are tenured to assess whether  
the candidate has demonstrated, based on six years of performance, whether  he or she fits in. Colleagues 
who have been socialized properly will have  proved themselves worthy of being granted tenure. Every 
year, hundreds of fac ult niemhers at colleges and universities are denied tenure, Insome cases, this  
action is a result of poor performance across the board. More often, however,  the decision can he traced 
to the faculty member’s not doing well in those areas  the tenured faculty believe are important. The 
instructor who spends dozens of small annual ritual at Sun Microsystems, is an elaborate  April Fool’s 
Day hoax. Each year a team of engineers mastermind a prank that trgels a member of the compahy’s top 
management. One year the target was Vayne “Swba Rosing, vice-president of Sun Microsystems 
Laboratories, Inc.  Shown here is a life-the replica of Ras ng’s office that company engineers built. otthe 
bottom of a ihaik tank in a San  rancisco aquarium. Top managers view he ritual as a tribute to the 
company’s 3ngineering prowess and willingness to  save fun. They believe the humorous  weois 
encourage teamwork and comaraderie and boost morale. The rituals are  videotaped so employees at 
other; cam- 4 pony locations in the United States and  18 countries can share in the fun hours each week 
preparing for class and achieves outstanding evaluations by students, but neglects his or her research and 
publication activities, may be passed over for tenure. What has happened, simply, is that the instructor has 
failed to adapt to the norms set by the department. The astute faculty member will assess early on in the 
probationary period what attitudes and behaviors his or her colleagues want and will then proceed to give 
them what they want. And, of course, by demanding certain attitudes and behaviors, the tenured faculty 
have made significant strides toward standardizing tenure candidates.  One of the best known corporate 
rituals is Mary Kay Cosmetics’s annual award meeting35 Looking like a cross between a circus and a 
Miss America pageant, the meeting takes place over a couple of days in a large auditorium, on a stage in 
front of a large cheering audience, with all the participants dressed in glamorous evening clothes. 
Saleswomen are rewarded with an array of flashy gifts—gold and diamond pins, fur stoles, pink 
Cadillacs—based on success in achieving sales quota. This “show’ acts as a motivator by publicly 
recognizing outstanding sales performance. In addition, the ritual aspect reinforces Mary Kay’s personal 
determination and optimism, which enabled her to overcome personal hardships, found her own 
company, and achieve material success. It conveys to her salespeople that reaching their sales quota is 
important and that through hard work and encouragement they too can achieve success.  Material 
Symbols  Tandem Computers’s headquarters in Cupertino, California,. doesn’t look like your typical head 
office operation. It has jogging trails, a basketball court, space for dance and yoga classes, and a large 
swimming pool—all for its employees’ enjoyment. Every Friday afternoon at 4:30, employees partake ifl 
the weekly beer bust, courtesy of the company. This informal corporate headquarters conveys to 
employees that Tandem values openness and equality.  698. PART FOUR • THE ORGANLZATION 
SYSTEM  F;gure 17-3  Drawing by Mick Stevens in  The New Yorker, Oclober 3,  1994, Copyright © 
1994 by  The New Yorker Magazine,  Inc Reprinted by oermission.  p  Some corporations provide their 
top executives with chauffeur-driven limousines and, when they travel by air, ubhimited use of the 
corporate jet. Others may not get to ride in limousines or private jets but they might still get a car and air 
transportation paid for by the company. Only the car isa Chevrolet (with no driver) and the jet seat is in 
the economy section of a commercial airliner.  The layout of corporate headquarters, the types of 
automobiles top executives are given, and the presence or absence of corporate aircraft are a few exam- 
pies of material symbols. Others include the size and layout of offices, the elegance of furnishings, 



executive perks, and dress attire.36 These material symbols convey to employees who is important, the 
degree of egalitarianism desired by top management, and the kinds of behavior (for example, risk taking, 
conservative, authoritarian, participative, individualistic, social) that are appropriate.  Language  Many 
organizations and units within organizations use language as a way to identify members of a culture or 
subculture. By learning this language, members  attest to their acceptance of the culture and, in so doing, 
help to preserve it.  he had to learn a whole new vocabulary that included the Orchard (IBM’s Ar- monk, 
New York corporate headquarters, which was once an apple orcharØ); big iron (mainframe computers); 
hypo (a high-potential employee); a one performer (an employee with IBM’s top performance rating); 
and PROPS (Professional Office Systems, IBM’s internal &ectronic mail system).3’  •By learning an 
organi , zation’s language, members !  j attest to their acceptance at ji the culture and, in so doing,  4 help 
to preserve it  ,i=’--’ JL1_±__LPP aWTh  The following are examples of terminology used by employees 
at Dialog, a California-based data redistributor: accession number (a number assigned each individual 
record in a database); KWIC (a set of key-words-in-context); and relational operator (searching a 
database for names or key terms in some order). Librarians are a rich source of terminology foreign to 
people outside their profession. They sprinkle their conversations liberally with acronyms like ARL 
(Association for Research Libraries), OCLC (a center in Ohio that does cooperative cataloging), and 
OPAC (for on-line patron accessing catalog). When Louis Gerstner left RJR Nabisco to head up IBM,  
Organizations, over time, often develop unique terms to describe equipment, offices, key personnel, 
suppliers, customers, or products that relate to its business. New employees are frequently overwhelmed 
with acronyms and jargon that, after six months on the job, have become fully part of their language. 
Once assimilated, this terminology acts as a common denominator that unites members of a given culture 
or subculture.  Organizational Culture in Action•  We now turn our attention to three specific 
organizations and their cultures:  the Walt Disney Co., MCI Communications, and Time Warner. They 
are of interest for different reasons. Disney is fascinating because of its culture’s strength; MCI because it 
is so untraditional; and Time Warner as an illustration of what happens when diverse cultures merge.  The 
Wall Disney Co.  The Walt Disney Co. is made up of three main divisions: filmed entertainment, 
consumer products, and theme parks and resorts. Currently, the company’s theme parks in California, 
Florida, ltkyo, and Paris account for 56 percent of Disney’s revenues and 64 percent of its operating 
profits. Since these theme parks are the part of the Disney operation most of us know best—and where the 
Disney culture is strongest—let’s take a look at how management creates and sustains that “Disney 
look.”38  This photo of Disney World employees depicts the Disney “look.” Both the young man and 
woman ore clean aft, slim, and healthy-looking. Cost members—whether they are food servers, parade 
marchers, souvenir sellers, bus drivers, or room cleaners—iire seleded to reinforce the wholesome Disney 
image. During Traditions, Disney’s initial training session, new hires receive a 36-page appearance guide 
detailing everything horn length and style of hair to proper quantities of cosmetics. Equally important as 
appearance is the Disney “personahty.” Interviewers choose candidates who are enthusiastic, have pride 
in their work, are able to take charge of a situation, and are team players.  lOG. PARt FOUR • tilE 
ORGANiZATION SYSTEM  Suppose you wanted a summer job at Disneyland. Yod’c increase your 
cIance of getting that job if you knew someone already working in the organization. Disney has found 
that personal links reduce social variability in the hiring pool. MI final hirees get at least two personal 
interviews with park representatives. Emphasis is placed on identifying people who conform to Disney’s 
highly specific standards of appearance—complexion, height and weight, straightness and color of teeth, 
and the like. [t’s not by chance that most Disneyland employees are single, in their early twenties, of 
healthy appearance, without facial blemishes, of above-average height and below-average weight, with 
conservative grooming standards. The lengthy hiring process reduces the likelihood that !umisfits.!) will 
be selected.  Once hired, new employees undergo entry socialization that is formal, collective, and seriaL 
tncomThg identities are not so much dismantled as they are set aside as employees are schooled in their 
new identities. They receive 8 hours of orientation, followed by 40 hours or so of apprenticeship training 
on park grounds.  One of the essential parts of the Disney orientation is learning the language. There are 
no employees, only ‘cast members.” People don’t have jobs, they’re cast in roles. In fact, the company 
has a whoie ]anguage of its own. Custorners are ‘guests,” rides are called “attiactions,” law enforcement 
personnel are “security hosts,” uniforms are “costumes,’ accidents are “incidents,” people aren’t working 



but are “onstage”—the list goes on and on.  Of course, new hires also learn the company’s history, Walt 
Disney’s philosophy, and the standards of guest service. Values such as “everyone is a child at heart when 
at Disneyland” are emplisied.  lb further ensure consistency of behavior, the company encourages 
employees to spend their off-work hours together. Disneyland’s softball and volleyball leagues, its 
ufficial picnics, employee nights at the park, and beach parties provide a busy social scene fot those 
interested and, at the same time, limit exposure to non-Dksney.values.  Once trained, Disneyland 
employees come to believe they are really “on stage” while working. The ease with which they glide into 
their user-friendly roles  and the everyday acting skill they display in bringing off these roles—whether as 
- a ride operator at Space Mountain, a candy merchant on “Main Street,” or Donald Duck himself—are, in 
large measure, feats of social engineering.  MCI Communications  The late Bill McGowan founded MCI 
COmmunications in 1968. From its inception, MCI was a renegade operation. This was the company that, 
with annual sales of only a few million dollars in the early 19705, had the audacity to attempt totreak up 
the world’s largest corporation by going to court and attacking AT&T’s phone monopoly. And, in one of 
the great “David slays Goliath” storfes in business history it succeeded. In 1993 MCI had revenues of 
$11.9 billion and earned $627 million in profits.  In contrast to most successful executives, who create 
organization out of chaos, McGowan shaped MCI’s culture to create chaos out of organization.39 The 
company reflects McGowan’s belief that both seniority and corporate loyalty are unimportant. Five-year 
pins and ten-year pins are nonexistent. Why? They imply that people who have been with the company 
longer are somehow better. McGowan said, “The opposite is almost always the truth. It’s the new-
corners, the young people, who bring the fresh ideas and the energy. Consistent  with these values, tile 
company has an official goal of filling at least half of  all job openings from outside. Moreover, people 
who quit MCI aren’t treated as  traitors, as they arc at most large companies. instead, they’re given parties 
and  reminded that MCI will hire the.m back.  The same amount of effort that Disney exerts to 
standardize the behavior  of its theme mark employees is exerted at MCI to encourage individuals to be  
unique. MCI wants its employees to be free and flexible. McGowan cringed at  the thought of rewarding 
employees for adhering to standardized rules and  procedures. At annual companywide meetings, he was 
fOnd of saying, “I know  that somewhere, someone out there is trying to write up a manual on 
procedures.  Well, one of these days I’m going to find out who you are, and when I  do, I’m going to fire 
you.”  Time Warner  As we noted earlier in this chapter, when an acquisition succeeds or fails, niltural  
compatibility has increasingly been looked to for an explanation. While a  f3vorable financial statement 
or product synergy may be the initial attraction  of an acquisition candidate, whether the acquisflion 
actually works may have  more to do with how wJl the two organizations’ cultures match up. The case  of 
Time Varner illustrates this point.40  Time Warner is one of the world’s largest media companies, with 
annual  revenues of $14.5 billion. It was created by Time inc.’s acquisition of Warner  Communications 
in 1989. Time bFought an impressive list of publication properties—such  as Sports Illustrated, People, 
Time, and Furtitne magazines—to the  marriage. Warner contributed movie, cable television, and music 
businesses.  The underlying logic behind the merger of these two giants was the creation ot  an integrated 
media conglomerate.  In its first five years, Time’s acquisifion of Warner has not proved to be  the 
successthat management and stockholders had hoped for. In 1990 ‘lime  Warner lost $227 million, in 
1993 it was still losing $164 million. Certainly a  number of factors have contributed to these losses—
particularly heavy interest  expenses from debt incurred in the huyout—but the merger of two very 
different  organizational cuJtures has clearly been a mafor problem.  From its founding by Henry Luce, 
Time prospered by isolating editorial  concerns from those of business, lime’s culture was conservative 
and paternalistic.  Consistent with ournalistic values, the company fostered a strong belief  in integrity. 
Time provided its employees with a stable work environment, a  feeling of family, and as close to lifetime 
employment as one could find in an  American corporation. ‘i ,.  Wárnçr, *ever, svas a fiim i4iat lived: in 
& world of de1 mildng. its  products—music,. TV series, recordings—recreate ththisdlves constañtl ‘a% a  
flew deal to be made. Hollywood and entertainment industry values blurred  Warner’s corporate morality. 
Warner experienced considerable turnover, as one  might expect in a “high-risk, high-reward” climate. 
Time veterans regularly use  the word sleazy when speaking of Warner’s Hollywood deal makers. While  
Time’s people grew up in a company that enèouraged and rewarded caution,  Warner’s people survived 
by moving fast arid taking risks.  can two such diverse cultures live happily ever after? Excuse the pun, 



but  Time will te’l  702•  PART FOUR • THE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM  — Summary and 
Implications  for Managers  Figure 17-4 depicts organizational culture as an intervening variable. 
Employees form an overall subjective perception of the organization based on such factors as degree of 
risk tolerance, team emphasis, and support of people. This overall perception becomes, in effect, the 
organization’s culture or personality. These favorable or unfavorable perceptions then affect employee 
performance and satisfaction, with the impact being greater for stronger cultures.  Just as people’s 
personalities tend to be stable over time, so too do strong cultures. This makes strong cultures difficult for 
managers to change. Wheç a culture becomes mismatched to its environment, management will want to 
change it. But as the Point-Counterpoint debate for this chapter demonstrates, changing an organization’s 
culture is a long and difficult process. The result, at least in the short term, is that managers should treat 
their organization’s culture as relatively fixed.  One of the more important managerial implications of 
organizational culture relates to selection decisions. Hiring individuals whose values don’t align with 
those of the organization are likely to lead to employees who lack motivation and commitment and who 
are dissatisfied with their jobs and the organization.41 Not surprisingly, employee “misfits” have 
considerably higher turnover rates than individuals who perceive a good fit.42  We should also not 
overlook the influence of socialization on employee performance. An employee’s performance depends to 
a considerable degree on knowing what he or she should or should not do. Understanding the right way to 
do a lob indicates proper socialization. Further, the appraisal of an individual’s performance includes how 
well the person fits into the organization. Can he or she get along with coworkers? Does he or she have 
acceptable work habits, and demonstrate the right attitude? These qualities differ between jobs and 
organizations. For instance, on some jobs, employees will be evaluated more favorably if they are 
aggressive and outwardly indicate they are ambitious. On another job, or on the same job in another 
organization, such an approach may be evaluated negatively. As a result, proper socialization becomes a 
significant factor in influencing both actual job performance and how it’s perceived by others.  b1 •wJ  • ? 
� v h ‘)CIfld I I  A I 4 1  hr du ‘ 1  • k I’  • -  -S  A? —  CI-lAr’IER 17 • ORGANIZATIONAL 
CULTURE • 103  IForfleview  1. What Is the relationship between institutjonalizjfion, formali±atiou,  
and organizational culture?  2. What’s the difference between job satisfaction and organizational  culture?  
3. Can an employee survive in an organization if he or she rejects its  core values? Explain.  4. List and 
compare four cultural typologies.  5. What defines an organization’s subcultures?  6. Contrast 
organizational culture with national culture.  7. How can culture be a liability to an organization?  8. How 
is an oiganization’s culture maintained?  9. ‘What benefits can socialization provide for the organization? 
FOE the  new employee?  10. Contrast the organizational cultures of Disney and MCI.  For Discussion  1. 
Contrast individual personalit and organizational culture. How are  they similar? How are they different?  
2. Is socialization brainwashing? Explain.  3. If management sought a culture characirrized as innovative 
and autonomous,  what might its socialization program look like?  4. Can you kientify a set of 
characteristics that descrthes your college’s  culture? Compare your list with several of your peers. How 
closely do  they agree?  S. “We should be opposed to the manipulation of individuals for organizational  
purposes, but a degree of social.unWormity enables organizations  to work better.” Do you agree or 
disagree with this statement?  Discuss.  The Case Against  Cultural Change  at an organizations culture is 
made up of relatively stable characteristics would imply culture IS very difficult, for management..to  
change. Such a conclusion would be correct.  An organization’s culture develops over niany’ years and is 
rooted in deeply held values to which employees are strongly committed. In addition, there are several 
forces continually operatin’to maintain a given culture. These would include written statements about the 
organization’s mission and philosophy, the design of physical spaces and buildings, the dominant 
leadership style, hiring criteria, past promotion practices, entrenched rituals, popular stories about key 
people and events, the organization’s historic performance evaluation criteria, and the organization’s 
formal structure.  Selection and promotion policies are particularly important devices that work against 
cultural changt Employees chose the organization because theypetceiveci their values to be a “good fit” 
with the organization. They become comfortable with that fit and will strongly resist efforts to disturb the 
equilibrium. The serious difficulties that organizations like IBM, Sears, General Motors, AT&T, and the 
U.S. Postal Set- vice have had in trying to reshape their cultures attests to this dilemma. These 
organizations hstorically tended to attract individuals who desired and flourished in situations that were 



stable and highly structured. Those in control in organizations will also select senior managers who will 
continue the, current culture. Even attempts to change a culture  by going outside the organization to hire 
a new chief executive ae unlikely to beeffective. The evl-c. dence indicates that the culture ib more likely 
to change the executive than the other way around, Why? It s tob entrenched; and tange bdcomet potential 
threat to member elf-1nterest. in fact, .. . more pragmatic view of the relationship between aj 
organizatiOn’s culture and its chldexecutite woWd be to note that the practice of fing sezrr-Ievet:  
management poitions from cur trnanarlal em. ‘ployees ensures that those who wrjthéorganizatiofr have 
been fully indoctrinated lu The organlzatldfl culture. Promoting from Within rovides1s%abIllty. and 
lessens uncertainty. When Exxon’s board of di rectors selects as a new chief executive officer ft dividual 
who has spent 30 years in the company, it virtually guarantees the culture w111 continue changed.  Qur 
argument! however, should not be viewed as saying culturç can never be changd. In the unusual case 
when an’ organization confionts a survival- threatening crisis—a crisis unive?saIly acknowledged as a 
truE life-or-death situation—nienibes of the orgariizatioh will be responsive t&efforts at cultural change; 
Fbi’ instance, it was onLwheri executives from General Motots’and AT&T ‘here able to successfully 
convey to employees the crises’ faced from càmpetitors that these organizaflof’s’ cultures began 
to:thowighs of adaptation: fláwever, anything less than a triMs i unlikely to be effecti* in bringing about 
cultural change. Changing an organization’s culture is extremely difficult, but cultures can be  changed. 
For example, Lee lacocca came to Chrysler Corp. in 1978, when the company appeared to be only week5 
away from bankruptcy. It took him about five years but, in what is now a well- worn story, he took 
Chrysler’s conservative, inward- looking, and engineering-oriented culture and changed it into an action-
oriented, market-responsive culture.  The evidence suggests that cultural change is most likely to take 
place when most or all of the following conditions extst:  A dramatic crisis. This is the shock that 
undermines the status quo and calls into question the relevance of the current culture. Examples of these 
crises might be a surprising finnciaI setback, the loss of a major customer, or a dramatic technological 
breakthrough by a competitor. Executives at PepsiCola and Ameritech even admit to creating crises in 
order to stimulate cultural change in their organzations.  Turnover in leadership. New top leadership, 
which can provide an alternative set of key values, may be perceived as more capable of responding to the 
crisis. This would definitely be the organization’s chief executive but also might need to include all senior 
management positions. The biting of outside CEOs at IBM (Louis Gerstner) and General Motors (Jack 
Smith) illustrate attempts to introduce new leadership.  Young and small organization. The younger the 
organization, the less entrenched its culture will be. Similarly, it’s easier for management to communicate 
its new values when the organization is small.  Weak c&lture. The more widely held .a culture is and the 
higher the agreement among members on its values, the more difficult it will be to change. Convetsely, 
weak cultures are more amenable to change than strong ones.  If conditions support cultural change, you 
should consider the following suggestions:  1. Have top management people become positive role models, 
setting the tone through their behavior,  2. Create new stories, symbols, and rituals to replace those 
currently in vogue.  3. Select, promote, and support employees who espouse the new values that are 
sought.  4. Redesign socialization processes to align with the new values.  S. Change the reward system to 
encourage acceptance of a new set of values.  6. Replace unwritten norms with formal rules and 
regulations that are tightly enforced.  7. Shake up current subcultures through transfers, job rotation, 
and/or terminations.  8. Work to get peer group consensus through utilization of employee participation 
and creation of a climate with a high level of trust.  Implementing most or all of these suggestions wiu not 
result in an immediate or dramatic shift in the organization’s culture. In the final analysis, ciiitural change 
is a lengthy process—measured in years rather than months. But if the question is, “Can culture be 
changed?” the answer is “Yes!”   
 

Working With Others Exercise  Rate Your Classroom Culture  K..  Listed here are ten statements. Score 
each statement by indicating the degree to which you agree with it. If you strongly agree, give it a S. If 
you strongly dis agree  give it a 1  1. My classmates are friendly and supportive.  2. My instructor is 
friendly and supportive.  3. My instructor encourages me to question and challenge him or her as well as 
other students:  4. My instructor clearly expresses his or her expectations to the class.  5. 1 think the 
grading system used by my instructor is based on clear standards of performance.  ChlAflbK 7 • 



CGANbZTIQNAL CULTURE r  6. My instructors behavior during exanHrlations demonstrates his  or 
her belief that students are honest and trustworthy.  7. My instructor provides regular and rapid feedback 
on my  p e rio rrn an ce -  8. My instructor uses a strict hell curve to allocate giade.  9. My instructor is 
open to suggestions on how tht course might  be improved.  10. My instructor makes inc wnt to learn.  
Add up your score for all the statements except number eight. For 11 LImber eight, reverse the score 
(strongLy agree 1; strongly disagree = 5) and add it to your total. Your scoi-e will fall between ten and 
fifty.  A high score (thirty-seven or above) describes an open, warm, human, trusting, and supportive 
culture. A low score (twenty-live or below) describes a closed, coM, task-oriented, autocratic, and tense 
culture,  Form groups of S to 7 members each, Compare your scores. How close do they align? Discuss 
arid resolve discrepancies.  Ethical Dilemma Exercise  Cultural Factors and Unethical Behavior  An 
orgamiiation’s culture socializes people. it subtly conveys to members that certain actions are acceptable, 
even though they are illegal. For instance, when executives at General Electric, Westinghouse, and other 
manufacturers of heavy eLectrical equipment ilLegaHy coiispred to set prices in the early 1960s, the 
defendants invariably testified that they came new to their jobs, found price fixing to he ar estab]shd way 
ol life, and simply entered into it as they did into other aspects of their oh. (3mw GE manager noted that 
every one of his bosses had directed him to meet with the competition: “It had become so cornmon and 
gone on for so niaTi y ears that It hin k we lost sight of the fact that it  was illegal.” -  Ihe strength of an 
organiiations culture ha an ntluence on the ethical behavior of its managers A strong culture will exert 
more influence on rTinagers than a weak one, If tlir culture is strong and supports high ethical standards, 
it should have a very powerful positive influence on a manager’s ethical behavior. However, iii a weak 
culture managers an inure likely to rely on subculture norms to guide their behavior. So w irk groups and 
departnental standards wiH more strongly inFluence ethical behavior in oganizations that have weak 
overall cultures.   
 

The Levi Strauss Culture   
 

Levi Strauss is the world’s largest apparel maker In 1993 it earned $492 millionon sales of $5.9 billion. 
But after record sales nd earnings for five of the six years between 1988 and 1993, the company is having 
troubles. Its primary problem is that it has been too slow developing new products and getting them into 
retai; outlets. Haggar Apparel and Farah Manufacturing, for instance, beat Levi to market with wrinkle-
free slacks by more than a year Some critics put part of the blame on Levi’s unique culture.  Levi Strauss 
is embarked on a grand social experiment. It is trying to ful, fill a vision created by its CEO, Robert D. 
Haas, the great-great-grandnephew of the company’s founder. Haas believes Levi should be an ethical 
creature—able to make substantial profits and, at the same time, make the world a better place to live. 
This vision is conveyed in a set of corporate “spirations” that have been written by top management. They 
include the following:  Openness. Management must demonstrate directness1 openness, commitment to 
the success of others, and willingness to acknowledge its own contributtons to problems.  Diversity. The 
company values work force diversity at all levels of the organization. Differing points of view wiN be 
sought; diversity will be valued and honestly rewarded, not surppiessed.  Ethics. Management wilt 
provide clear expectations, practice the stated standards of ethical behavior, and enforce these standards 
throughout the company.  Empowerment. Management must push authority down n the organization to 
those closest to the products and customers.  Levi will not do business with suppliers who violate Levi’s 
strict standards regarding work environment and ethics. One-third of an employee’s evaluation is based 
on how well he or she achieves “aspirational” behavior. If high-performing empLoyees ignore issues such 
as diversity and empowerment, they might not get a raise.  Some critics raise the question of whether 
Levi’s emphasis on values is distracting. Haas, not surprisingly, th]nks ihings would be worse if it 
weren’t for the company’s free exchange of ideas and commitment to diversity and empowerment.  
Questions  1. Describe.tevi’s culture using the seven characteristics described in this chapter.  2. Levi’s 
management believes their culture gives them a competftive advantage in the marketplace. Do you think 
this might be true?  3. Would you want to work for Levi Strauss? Would you want to own stock in the 
company? Explain your answers.  source: Rastd oil It. Mitchell, Managing by Values. Microsoft’s 



Workaholic Culture  In the old days it was so simple. Dad went to work and Mom stayed home and cared 
for the kids. As we know, those traditional roles are now the exception. Today Morn is likely to hoW a 
(nit-time lob outside the home and Dad is likely to play a major role in doing househoLd chores and 
raising the children. But have organizational polides changed to reflect these new roles? In a number of 
companies, the answer seems to be “no.” Ironically today’s organizational policies may better reflect the 
needs of working mothers than the needs of fa. then who want to balance family and work 
responsibilities. There are risks for fathers who choose “the daddy track.”  Take the case of Jeff Coulter. 
Jeff had a sales job with Microsoft, a com pany known for expecting long hours from its employees. This 
is illustrated by the story of a Microsoft programmer who ran into the company’s CEO, Bill Gates, one 
evening when the former was leaving for home. It was 8 P.M. Gates as)<ed the employee where he was 
going. “Home,’ he replied. “I’ve been here for twelve hours.” “Oh,” responded Gates, 14only working 
half day?” Microsoft’s culture embraces a relentless work ethic. “Complaining about how hard you work 
at Microsoft” says one manager, ‘Is like complaining about the weather in Seattle.”  Coulter put in 50-
hour workwceks at Microsoft, But, in order to get his work compkted and get home in time for dinner, he 
would come in early. His coworkers and boss, who came in after he did in the mornings, only noticed that 
Coulter was leaving at 5 or 5:30 each evening. Coulter was eventually fired, The company said it was for 
inadequate performance. Coulter thinks otherwise. He says Microsoft discriminated against him because 
of his family status.  The following excerpts from Coidter’s boss were secretly recorded by him during 
conversations with her: “Microsoft hires everybody who’s killing them selves, so everyone who’s killing 
themselves is competing against other peopie who are killing themselves and its like survival of the 
fittest. . . You picked a company where it’s a disadvantage to be married. It’s a disadvantage to have any 
other priority other than work. Microsoft’s position is that these cornments vere taken out of context. 
Coulter, meanwhile, continues to believe his family cost him his job.  Questions  1. Is it unrealistic for a 
company like Microsoft to expect employees to put their careers ahead of their families? Do you think 
organizations need to change in response to changing family rokes and values?  2. Working long hours s a 
widely recOgnized part of Microsoft’s culture. Do you think Microsoft needs to change its culture to meet 
the needs of fam ily-oriented employees like Jeff Coulter, or do you think workers iikejeff need to change 
to fit into Microsoft’s culture?  3. Is Lhere a double standard where organizations provide ilextirne, child 
care, and other family-friendly options to reduce career—family conflict for women while men put their 
careers at risk if they want to spend time with their family?  
 

The structure of AT&T and Aslett are  as different as night and day,” Rob Panco said. “AT&T was pure 
hierarchy. Everyone was very cognizant of your rank  in the organization, it wasn’t unusual for  someone 
to say to me, for instance, ‘You’re only second level. Be careful about challenging fourth levels in a 
meeting.’ Rank was everything. In fact, I remember traveling with a higher- level manager one time. 
When we picked up our rent-a-car at the airport, he said, ‘You’re the grunt. You drive.’ At AT&T, they 
never letyou forget where you are in the pecking order. In contrast, Aslett is very informal. We’re a flat 
organization. People can come to me and not get their heads cut off. I don’t pay much attention to rank. 
Then again, I’m in charge here. If I had been Bob Allen [CEO of AT&T1, I might have thought AT&T 
was a lot less hierarchical. My perspective.was from down below.”  Most people are familiar with how 
large companies like AT&T go about the selection process. These companies historically hired young 
people for entry-level positions and let them grow up through the. ranks. College grades and aptitude test 
scores were glven.a great deal of weight in the selection decision. During the past decade, AT&T has 
undergone majorchanges as a result of deregulation. Tens of thousands Of people have been laid off. And, 
in contrast to past practices, new hires have often come from the outside to fill middle- arid upper-level 
managerial slots because the necessary skills and perspectives weren’t available insIde T&T. For 
instance, in 1990, the company hired Richard Bodman, president of Washington National Insurance, to 
become AT&T’s senior vice president in charge of corporate strategy and development. In 1991, Alex 
Mandi, former chairman of Sea-Land Service, joined AT&T as its chief financial officer; and Jerre Stead, 
chairman of Square D Co., was brought in as president of AT&T’s Business Communications Systems 
unit.  — Aslett small size and project form of structure allows Rob Panco to hire in a much more informal 
and direct way. About half of Aslett’s new  hires come from current employee referrals. Once hired, the 



referral typically becomes the new employee’s sponsor. That is, the sponsor helps the new employee 
adjust to his or her job. Most other new hires come from the pool of freelaçcers the company uses, When 
an opening comes up, the best freelancers are usually looked at first as possible full-time employees. By 
hiring from this pool, Rob says he already has firsthand evidence of their performance capability so he 
doesn’t have to do much screening. Their prior work becomes the test. But among referrals, Rob relies on 
work samples. For instance, candidates for jobs as designers and electronic page makers have to take a 
half-hour test where they can demonstrate their skills. Rob noted that all new hiEes horn the freelancer 
pool also will have sponsors, They’re usually the team leader from the freelancer’s previous project. All 
new employees are told explicitly what is expected of them. They are then on probation for six months. 
At the end of six months, they are reviewed. Performance reviews after that are on their service 
anniversary.  The way AT&T and Aslett conduct performance evaluations also, provides a good 
illustration of the differences between the twoorganizations. According to Rob, “Evaluations are a game 
at AT&T. They have great tools but they don’t teach managers how to use them.” The evaluation 
procedure is fairly standardized: Individuals are rated by their boss and ranked from ito n in their group. 
A modified bell curve is used. Ten percent are allocated to the highest category  PART FOUR. THE 
OGANIZATIQt45ySTEM -  (outstanding performers), with 5-percent having to be labeled as- low 
performem and placed on probation Of course, there is considerable politicking and negotiating over 
rankings Time in rank, for instance, carnes a lot of weight”  I’m a wimp I don’t like rating people.” 
confides Rob “1 use a metric system of ratings because it’s better than subjective ppraIsalsbut I don’t like 
tanking people” Rob then described the standardized form he uses, which breaks employee performance 
down into four categories personal (individual) performance, teammanship, contribution to quality, and 
personal development “The first three are about equal.-.---they’re worth about 30 percent each. PersQnaI 
development is a tiebreaker” Within each category, Rob makts a list and tates people on (1) 
accomplishments made during theperiod and (2) areas for improvement “I’ll admlt that I might be 
handling the process wrong I don’t ask employees for their input until the end of the review session I 
should begin by asking peoplefor a self-appraisa1. . . . •  Aslett’s small size creates very different 
problems fat Rob than for managers at AT&T. “At a company the size cf AT&T, no dfiepérsofl makes 
that much of a difference,” Rob stated “But in a small company like ours, each person is Critical If 
someone doesn’t come to work, it can really affect the whole organization This makes each person at 
Aslett close to the heart My people hete need to buy into the organization more than isnécessary at an 
AT&EL That’s why; for instance, I’m spending a lot of time working on a profit-based rewardplan. Qur 
people have to feel like partners. [cl like them to behave as if they were äwrters. That’s the onlyway we’re 
going to be able to grow-at the rate we’re striving for.”  According to Rob, Aslett’s rapid growth has 
created a great deal of stress among employees, especially at those critical times when projects are 
coming to completion. “People have to put in a lot of overtime, The bouts are long. At the end of a 
project, it can get pretty crazy for members of a team. I don’t assume stress is normal. I want to help my 
people relieve it. As it gets c1bè to crunch time, I’ll bring the team togetherand ask them to open up and 
tell me: of any potential personal problems—like a child’s christening they have to attend or a parent who 
has an upcoming operation: i want to know all the- problems ahead of time so we can focus full attentiOn 
on the project deadline. And when the deadline nears, I often bring in snacks, lunch, and similar things to 
break the tension and show I’m concerned. If someone becomes too stressed out, I’ll send them hornc 
early with Øay Once a major pro)ect is over, I frequently tell people to take a couple of days off, again 
with pay. I want them to spend the time necessary to get their personal lives back in order.”  Questions  1. 
Is it a law of structural design that large size (like AT&T) must result in a hierarchical-driven 
organization? Discuss.  2. Assess the pros and cons of filling job vacancies with referrals made by current 
employees.  3. Contrast the ways that structuie constrains low-level employees at AT&T with operating 
personnel at Aslett.  4. Evaluate the effectiveness of the perfoimance appraisal system Rob has put in 
place at Aslett. Does it help or hinder employee motivation? Discuss.  5. How can “sponsors’ influence 
the attitudes and behavior of new inres?  6. What can Rob do to manage Aslett’s culture? 14 Define 
organizatioral development OD).  S Desuibe five spedfic OD interventions.  hange or die! Managers have  
heard that cry for decades. But few have taken it to heart like  Robert E. Allen, the chief executive at 
American Telephone &  èlegraph Co. (pictured in photo above))  As a regulated monopoly, AT&T was 



the picture of stability. It had no serious competition, which allowed it the luxury to measure product 
cycles in terms of decades and to develop the best engineered products regardless of cost. Management.  
Summarize sources of individual and organizational  resistance to &ge  List techniques r overcoming 
resistance to change.  Most people hate cmy chat &ce that doesn’t linsle in their pockets.  
ANONYMOUS  -J  I  I!!  iobs were also relatively easy because thick manuals spelled cut precise 
procedufes for every eventuality. But in 1984 that all caine to an end when the U.S. government broke up 
the company. No longer a cnonopoy, AT&T had to undergo massive changes if it was going to survive in 
a competitive marketplace. Allen has moved decisively to reinvent the old phone company and prepare it 
for the fast-moving, aIr-digital multimedia, anytrne-anywhere communications market he wants to 
conquer.  A’len has created a strong vision to guide his change efforts. AT&T plans to build a global 
network and till it full of every voice, data, video, entertainment, or any other communication option that 
dev&ops. Consistent with that vision, for nstance, he recerilly negotiated the purchase of Mccaw Cellular 
Communications for $1L5 billion to give AT&T a strong presence in the wireless telephone market.  
Allen has a$so overseen a massive restructuring of AT&T. The company has cut lens of thousands of  
jobs, and he’s reorganized the company into approximately 20 independent business units. MIen has a’so 
set up and oversees a h&f-dozen cross-unit teams that meet regularly to address technical and marketing 
issues in emerging fields. Additionafly, in contrast to the old AT&T, which filled almost all key 
management slots from inside the company, Allen has gone outside to bring r execufives who heid no 
loyalties to old practices and who were more marketing and entrepreneurially oriented.  Allen’s remaking 
of AT&T is tar from over. But so far he seems tä be well on his way toward turning the company into the 
wortd’s most successful high’ technology corporation. For instance, those decade- long product cycles 
have been cut to only months, profits are up; and employees are increasingly understanding that AT&T’s 
survival depends on product innovation anU moving quickly to take advantage of market opportunities.  
his chapter is about organizational change. We describe environmental forces that are requiring managers 
like Robert Allen to implement comprehensive change programs. ‘M a’so consider why people and 
organizations often resist change and bow this resistance can be overcome. We review various processes 
for managing organizational change. We discuss two major change themes for th 1390s: stimulating 
hinovation and creating a learning organization. Finally, we present the coucept of organizationa 
deve)opment as a systemwide approach to change.  Forces br Change  More and more organizations 
today face a dynamic and changing environment that, in turn, requires these organizations to adapt. Table 
18-1 summarizes Mx specific forces that arc acting as stimulants for change.  In a number of places in 
this book, we’ve discussed the changing nature of the work force. For instance, arriost every organization 
is having to adjust to a multicultural environment. Human resource policies and practices have to change 
in order to attract and keep this more diverse work force. And many companies arc having to spend large 
amounts of money on training to upgrade reading, math? computer, and other skills of employees.  As we 
noted in Chapter iS, technology is changing jobs and organizations. The substitution of computer control 
for direct supervision, for instance, is resulting n wider spans of control for managers and flatter 
organizations. Sophisticated information technology is also making organizations more responsive. 
Companies lile AT&T Motorola, Gericra Electric, and Chrysler can now   Nubra of the work force  • 
Social trends  Collapse of Soviet Union  • Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait  • Oertjirow of Haitian diciator  
develop, make, and distihute their products in a fraction of the time it took them a decade ago. And, as 
organizations have had to become more adaptable, so too have their emp]oyees. As we observed in our 
discussion o[groups and organization design, many ohs are being reshaped. Individuals doing narrow, 
specialized, and routine jobs arc being replaced hy work teams whose members cn perfoim multiple tasks 
and actively participate in team decisions.  We live in an “age of discontinuity.” In the 1950s and 1960s, 
the past was a fairly good prologue to the future. Tomorrnw was essentially n extended trend tine from 
yesterday. That’s rio longer true. Reginning in the early 1970s, with the overnight quadrupling of world 
oil prices, economic shocks have continued to impose changes on organizations. In recent years, for 
instance, the U.S. dollar has declined sharply against japanese and German currencies. And as U.S. 
interest rates rose rapidly in 1994, the price of bond5 collapsed. While these economic shocks affect some 
industries and firms harder than others, they can be critical when they hit As a case in point many 
mortgage brokerage fliths had to lay off large numbers of employees in 1994 because as interest rates rose 



the market for new home loans and refinancings dried tip.  Competition is changing. The glphal economy 
means competitors are as likely to come from across the ocean as from across town. Heightened 
competition also means established organizations need to defend themselves against both traditiona 
compeülors who deveLop new products and services and small entrepreneurial firms with innovative 
offerings. Successful organizations will be the ones that can change in response to the competition. 
They’lL be fast on thtir feet, capable of developing new products rapidly and getting them to market 
quickly. They’ll rely on short production runs, short product cycles, and an ongoing stream of new 
pducts. In other words, they’ll be flexible. They  Examples  • Thchndogy  Economic shocks Competition  
skills  • More cultural divershy  • Increase in professionals  a Many new erdiants with inadequale More 
computers and. automation, Reengireering programs  marketing crashes  • s Interest Vale Ivcttations  • 
Fafeign cijrrencyfluciuotions  • Global competitors  • Mergers and corisdrdalions  • Growth of specioliy 
r&ailers  • Increase ‘ft cotlege aitendance ‘ Delayed morriogclSy young peopFe ncrease. in Ehvdrce rate  
World will require an equally flexible and responsive work force that can adapt to rapidly and even 
radically changing conditions.  Take a look at social trends during the 1970s and 1980s. They suggest 
changes for the 990s that organizations have to adjust for. For instncc, there has been a clear trend in 
marriage and divorce during the past two decades. Young people arc delaying marriage, and halt of all 
marriages are ending hi divorce. One obvious result of this social trend is an increasing number of single 
households and demand for housing by single. Ii you’re in the house building business, this is an 
important factor in determining the size awl design ol homes. Similarly, the expansion of single 
households has increased demand for single-portion quantities of Froien meals, which is highly relevant 
to organizations like ConAgra’s I-lea!thy Choice division or Pillsbury’s Green Giant.  In Chapter 2, we 
argued strongy for the importance of seeing GB in a global context. We then reinforced the argument in 
foflowing chapters. While business schools have been preaching a global perspective since the early 
1980s, no one—not even the strongest proponents of ginhalizat on—coWd have imagined how world 
politics would chane in recent years. A few exampies make the point: the fall of the Herlin Wall; the 
reunification of Germany; Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait.; and the breakup of 11w Soviet Union. Mmost 
every major U.S. defense contractor, for instance, has had to rethink its business arid make serious 
changes in response to the demise of the Soviet Ltnioij and a shrinking Pentagon budget. Since 1991, 
Hughes Aircraft has laid nif more than 21,000 employees; Martin Lockheed has cut 15,000 workers; and 
McDonnell Douglas has eliminated more than 10,000 jobs.  Managing Planned Change  A group of 
employees who work in a small relail women’s clothing store confronted the owner: ‘The air pollution in 
this store twn cigarette smoking has gotten awful,” said their spokeswoman. “We won’t continue to work 
here if you allow smoking in the store. We war]t >‘OIJ to post 110 smoking signs on the entrance doors 
and riot allow any employee to smoke on the floor. If people have to smoke, they can go into the milL” 
The owner Hstened thoughtfully to the group’s ultimatum and agreed to their request. The next day the 
owner posted the rio smoking signs and advised all ot her ernployec5 of the new rule.  A major 
automobile manufacturer spent several billion dollars to install stateo1-thc-art robotics. One area that 
would receive the new equipment was quality control. Sophisticated computer-controlled equipment 
would he put in place to significantly improve the company’s ability to find and correct detects. Because 
the new eqwprnent would dramatically change the ohs of the people working in the quality control area, 
and since management anLicipated consuL erable employee resistante to the new equipment, executives 
were developing a program to help people become familiar with the equipment and to deal with any 
anxieties they might he [ceUng.  chQnge [3oth of the ptevious scenarios are examples ci change. [hat is, 
both MaknqlhingsiiFkrffit. were concerned with making things dillerent. However, only the second 
sctnarlo described a planned change. In this section, we want to clarify what we  pluned chenge mean by 
planned change, describe its goals, contrast first—order arid second(hong arlivihesihulore i&enhiDNal nd 
order change, and consider who is responsible [or bringing about planned qvl-oricuW. change in an organ 
ia lion.  Many changes in organizations are like the one that occurred in the retail clothing store—they 
just happen. Some organizations treat all change as an accidental occurrence. However, we’re concerned 
with change activities that are proactive and purposeful. In this chapter, we address change as an 
intentional, goal-oriented activity.  What are the goals of planned change? Essentially there are two. First, 
it seeks to improve the ability of the organization to adapt to changes in its environment. Second, it seeks 



to change employee behavior.  If an organization is to survive, it must respond to changes in its 
environment. When competitors introduce new products or services, government agencies enact new 
laws, important sources of supply go out of business, or similar environmental changes take place, the 
organization needs to adapt. As you’ll see in the rest of this chapter, efforts to stimulate innovation, 
empower employees, and inttoduce work teams are examples of planned-change activities directed at 
responding to changes in the environment.  Since an organization’s success or failure is essentially due to 
the things its employees do or fail to do, planned change aJso is concerned with changing the behavior of 
individuals and groups within the organization. In this chapter, we review a number of techniques that 
organizations can use to get people to behave differently in the tasks they perform and in their interactions 
with others.  It also helps to think of planned change in terms of order of magnitude.2 First-order change 
is linear and continuous. It implies no fundamental shifts in the assumptions that organizational members 
hold about the world or how the organization can improve its functioning. In contrast, second-order 
change is a multidimensional, multilevel, discontinuous radical change involving refraining of 
assumptions about the organization and the world in which it operates. Mikio Kitano, director of all 
production engineering at Toyota, is introducing first-order change ii] his company) He’s pursuing sjow, 
subtle, incremental changes in production processes to improve the efficiency of  first-order change 
Linear and continuous.  second-order change Change thai is multidimensional, multilevel, discontinuous, 
and radical.  In 1993, Anheuser-Busch established a joint venture with Japan’s Kirin Brewery to form 
Budweiser Japan Company, Ltd., which controls the marketing, sales, and distribution of Budweiser in 
Japan. The agreement didn’t lust happen. It was the result of a lang-term planned change effort. 
Anheuser-Busdi spent 12 years slowly laying the groundwork for expansion in Japan and other 
international beer markets. A-B’s planned change efforts included developing a core of international 
executives and building relationships with management of leading brewers around the world. Shown here 
is a Japanese ceremony that was part of launching the joint venture, which A-B hopes will help it achieve 
its goal of making Budweiser a mainstream brand in Japan within 10 years Toyota’s ptants. In contrast, 
l3oeing’s top executives have recently committed themselves to radicafly reinventing their company.4 
Responding to a massive airline slump, aggressive competition from Airbus, and the threat of Japanese 
competitors, this second-order change process at Boetng includes slashing costs by up to 30 percent, 
reducing the time it takes to make a 737 from 13 months to 6 months, dramatically cutting inventories, 
putting the companys entire work force through a 4-day course in “competitiveness,” and bringing 
customers and suppliers into the once secret pr&ess of designing new planes.  Who in organizations is 
responsible for managing change activities? The dwnge agents answer is change agents. Change agents 
can be managers or nonmanagers, PenanswhoocIoscithdysisandas5ume employees of the organization or 
outside consultants.  the rcsponsihiiily k monagirq thange Typically we look to senior executives as 
agents of change. Bob Al len has actwUIes. been a primary change agent at AT&T. Mikio Kitano is one 
at Toyota. The primary change agents at Boeing are Frank Shrontz and Philip Condit, the company’s 
chairman and president, respectively.  For major change efforts, top managers are increasiny turning to 
temporary outside consultants with specialized knowledge in the theory and methods of change. 
Consultant change agents can offer a more objective perspective than insiders can. However, they are 
disadvantaged in that they often have an inadequate understanding of the organization’s history, cuLture, 
operating procedures, and personnel. Outside consultants are ilso more willing to initiate second-order 
changes—which can be a benefit or a disadvantage—because they don’t have to live with the 
repercussions. In contrast, internal staff specialists or managers, especially those who’ve spent many 
years with the organization, are often more cautious because they fear offending long-term friends and 
associates.  What Can Change Agents Change?  What can a change agent change? The options essentially 
fall into tour categories: structure, technology, physical setting, and people (see Figure 18—1). Changing 
struchsre involves making an alteration in authority relations, coordination mechanisms, job redesign, or 
similar structural variables. Changing technology encompasses modifications in the way work is 
processed and in the methods and equipment used. Changing the physical setting covers altering the space 
and layout ariangements.in the workplace. Changing people refers to changes in employee attitudes, 
skills, expectations, perceptions, and/or behavior. -  Changing Structure  In Chapter 14 we discussed 
structural issues such as work specialization, span of control, and various organizational designs. But 



organizational structures arc not set in concrete. Changing conditions demand structural changes. As a 
result, the change agent might need to modify the organization’s structure.  An organization’s structure is 
defined as how tasks are formally divided, grouped, and coordinated. Change agents can alter one or more 
of the key elements in an organization’s design. For instance, departmental responsibilities can be 
combined, vertical layers removed, and spans of control widened to make the organization flatter and less 
bureaucratic. More rules and pTocedures can he implemented to increase standardization. An increase ri 
decentralization can be made to speed up the decision-making process. Change agents can also introduce 
major modifications in the actual structural design. This might include a shift from a simple structure to a 
team-based structure or the creation of a matrix design. Change agents might consider redesigning jobs or 
work schedules. Job descriptions can be redefined, jobs enriched, or flexible work hours introduced. Still 
another option is tpmodify th.e organization’s compensation system. Motivation could be increased by, 
for example, introducing performance bonuses or profit sharing.  Changing Technology  Most of the early 
studies in management and organizational behavior dealt with efforts aimed at technological change. At 
the turn of the century, for example, scientific management sought to implement changes based on time- 
and-motion studies that would increase production efficiency. Today, major technological changes 
usually involve the introduction of new equipment, tools, or methods; automation; or computerization.  
Competitive factors or innovations within an industry often require change agents to introduce new 
equipment, tools, or operating methods. For example, many aluminum companies have significantly 
modernized their plants in recent years to compete more effectively. More efficient handling equipment, 
futnaces, and presses have been installed to reduce the cost of manufacturing a ton of aluminum.  
Automation is a technological change that replaces people with machines. It began in the Industrial 
Revolution and continues as a change option today. Examples of automation are the introduction of 
automatic mail sorters by the U.S. Postal Service and robots on automobile assembly lines.  As we noted 
in previous chapters, the most visible technological change in recent years has been expanding 
computerization. Many organizations now have sophisticated management information systems. Large 
supermarkets have converted their cash registers into input terminals and linked them to computers to 
provide instant inventory data. The office of 1995 is dramatically different from its counterpart of 1975, 
predominantly because of computerization. This is typified by desktop microcomputers that can run 
hundreds. 
 

It was a  money-losing operation—the division lost $135 million on sales of $1.2 billion in 1991— so 
Goodrich sold off Geen to the public.  William Patient was appointed to the top job at the new 
independent Geon. His task: Turn the company  around. in his first 12  months as head of Geon, Patient 
implemented a radical change program. The results he’s achieved have been nothing less than sensational.  
Commodity product. it was spending a lot of money on research and development when it should have 
been concentrating on beinga commoctitt producer and paring costs to the bone.  The change program 
that Patient introduced at Geon was coi4iprehensive. He cut the work force by more thAn a third and 
in5tituted incentive profit sharing and stock award plans for those who survived. He carved $27 million 
out of staff functions such as human resources and purchasing and began using outside suppliers for many 
functions Geon had previously done internally. Patient eliminated private offices for most of Geon’s plant 
managers in order to get managers closer to the workers. I-fe closed 3 of the company’s 8 plants, reducing 
PVC pro-  duction capacity by 25 percent. And he reorganized the remaining plants, giving employees 
greater autonomy. The result: His 5 1ants are now producing mbre than. the original 8. Patient 
additionally reworked his product line, eliminating slow-selling products and significantly reducing the 
number of raw materials used in production.  in its first 12 months as an independent company, ending in 
April 1994, Geon posted profits of $31.8 million on sales of $1 billion. This compared to the previous 
year’s loss of $27 million on sales of $906 million. Thus, on a sales gain of less than $100 million, 
Patient’s Ehange program produced a $58 million swing in profit.  Patient concluded that Goodrich had 
made a strategic mistake in trying to make Geon a specialty chemical maker. He saw Geon as the high-
cost producer of a corn-  Based on I). Machan, “Starting Over,” Forbes (July 4, 1994), pp. 53...56  Bean’s 
inaugural annual report featured employees who contributed Ia the company’s successful first year. The 
caption read Here ore some of the people of Bean, wba through their teamwork, dedication, leadership, 



and hard work, are bringing this company to new levels of or software packages and network systems that 
allow these computers to communicate with one another.  Changing the Physical Selling  The layout of 
work space should not be a random activity. Typically, management thoughtfully considers work 
demands, formal interaction requirements, and social needs when making decisions about space 
configurations, interior design, equipment placement, and the like.  For example, by eliminating walls and 
partitions and opening up an office design, it becomes easicr for employees to communicate with each 
other. Similarly, management can change the quantity and types of lights, the level of heat or cold, the 
levels and types of noise, and the cleanliness of the work area, as well as interior design dimensions like 
furniture, decorations, and color schemes.  The evidence indicates that change in the physical selling, in 
and of itself, doesn’t have a substantial impact on organizational or individual performance.6. But it can 
make certain employee behaviors easier or harder to perform. In this way, employee and organizational 
performance may be enhanced or reduced.7  Changing People  ‘[he final area in which change agents 
operate is in helping individuals and groups within the organization to work more effectively together. 
This category typically involves changing the attitudes and behaviors of organizational members through 
processes of communication, decision making, and problem solving. As you’ll see near the end of this 
chapter, the concept of organizational development has come to encompass an array of interventions that 
are designed to change people and the nature and quality of their work relationships. We review these 
people-changing interventions in our discussion of organizational development.  — Résistance to Change  
One of the most well-documented findings from studies of individual and organizational behavior is that 
organizations and their members resist change. In a sense, this is positive. It provides a degree of stability 
and predictability to behavior. If there weren’t some resistance, organizational behavior would take on 
characteristics of chaotic randomness. Resistance to change can also be a source of functional conflict. 
For example, resistance to a reorganization plan or a change in a product line can stimulate a healthy 
debate over the merits of the idea and result in a better decision. But there is a definite downside to 
resistance to change. It hinders adaptation and progress.  Resistance to change doesn’t necessarily, surface 
in standardized ways. Resistance can be overt, implicit, immediate, or deferred. It is easiest for 
management to deal with resistance when it is overt and immediate. For instance, a change is proposed 
and employees  .723  t 1’  OIectthmouliflr  declmht l’ndi Is :  stdi of udijidul ad  •raaizati.aaI hOnior Is  
that orani stun ad thur mnbirs is itt  1, •j 4JX  quickly respond by voicing complaints, engaging in a work 
slowdown, threatening to go on strike, or the like. The greater challenge is managing resistance that is, 
implicit or deferred. Implicit resistance efforts are more subtle—loss of loyalty to the organization, loss of 
motivation to work, increased errors or mis-  124. PART FIVE • ORGANIZATIONAl DYNAMICS  
takes, increased absenteeism due to “sickness”—and hence more difficult to recognize. Similarly, 
deferred actions cloud the link between the source of the resistance and the reaction to it. A change may 
produce what appears to be only a minimal reaction at the time it is initiated, but then resistance surfaces 
weeks, months, or even years later. Or a single change that in and of itself might have little impact 
becomes the straw that breaks the camel’s back. Reactions to change can build up and then explode in 
some response that seems totally out of proportion to the change action it follows. The resistance, of 
course, has merely been deferred and stockpiled. What surfaces is a response to an accumulation of 
previous changes.  Let’s look at the sources of resistance. For analytical purposes, we’ve categorized 
them by individual and organizational sources. In the real world, the sources often overlap.  Individual 
Resistance  Individual sources of resistance to change reside in basic human characteristics such as 
perceptions, personalities, and needs. The following summarizes five reasons why individuals may I4fsist 
change (see Figure 18-2).  ::  HABiT Every time you go out to eat, do you try a different restaurant? 
Probably not. If you’re like most people, you find a couple of places you like and return to them on a 
somewhat regular basis.  As human beings, we’re creatures of habit. LLfe is complex enough; we don’t 
need to consider the full range of options for the hundreds of decisions we have to make every day. To 
cope with this complexity, we all rely on habits or programmed responses. But when confronted with 
change, this tendency to respond in our accustomed ways becomes a source of resistance. So when your 
department is moved to a new office building across town, it means you’re likely to have to change many 
habits: waking up ten minutes earlier, taking a new set of streets to work, finding a new parking place, 
adjusting to the new office layout, developing a new lunchtime routine, ansi so on.  SECVRJTY People 



with a high need for security are likely to resist change because it threatens their feeling of safety. When 
Sears announces it’s laying off 50,000 people or Ford introduces new robotic equipment, many 
employees at these firms may fear their jobs are in jeopardy.  ECONOMIC FACTORS Another source of 
individual resistance is concern that changes will lower one’s income. Changes in job tasks or established 
work routines also can arouse economic fears if people are concerned they won’t be able to perform the 
new tasks or routines to their previous standards, especially when pay is closely tied to. productivity.  
FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN Changes substitute ambiguity and uncertainty for.the known. Regardless of 
how much you may dislike attending college, at least you know what is expected of you. But when you 
leave college and venture out into the world of full-time employment, regardless of how much you want 
to get out of college, you have to trade the known for the unknown.  Employees in organizations hold the 
same dislike for uncertainty. If, for example, the introduction of TQM means production workers will 
have to learn statistical process control techniques, some may fear they’ll be unable to do so. They may, 
therefore, develop a negative attitude toward TQM or behave dysfunctionally if required to use statistical 
techniques.   
 

SELECTIVE INFORMATION PROCESSING As we learned in Chapter 4, individuals shape their world 
through their perceptions. Once they have created this world, it resists change. So individuals are guilty of 
selectively processing information in order to keep their perceptions intact. They hear what they want to 
hear. They ignore information that challenges the world they’ve èreated. To return to the production 
workers who are faced with the introduction of TQM, they may ignore the arguments their bosses make 
in explaining why a knowledge of statistics is necessary or the potential benefits the change will provide  
them.  Organizational Resistance  Organizations, by their very nature, are conservative.8 They actively 
resist change. You don’t have to look far to see evidence of this phenomenon. Government agencies want 
to continue doing what they have been doing for years, whether the need for their service changes or 
remains the same. Organized religions are deeply entrenched in their history. Attempts to change church 
doctrine require great persistence and patience. Educational institutions, which exist to open minds and 
challenge established doctrine, are themselves extremely resistant to change. Most school systems are 
using essentially the same teaching technologies today as they were 50 years ago. The majority of 
business firms, too, appear highly resistant to change.  Six major sources of organizational resistance have 
been identified. STRUCTURAL, INERTIA Organizations have built-in mechanisms to produce stability. 
For example, the selection process systematically selects certain people in and certain people out. 
Training and other socialization techniques reinforce specific role requirements and skills. Formalization 
provides job descriptions, rules, and procedures for employees to follow.  The people who arc hired into 
an organization are chosen for fit; they are then shaped and directed to behave in certain ways. When an 
organization is confronted with change, this structural inertia acts as a counterbalance to sustain stability.   
 

LIMITED FOCUS OF CHANGE  
 

Organizations are made up of a number of interdependent subsystems. You can’t change one without 
affecting the others. For example, if management changes the technological processes without 
simultaneously modifying the organization’s structure to match, the change in technology is not likely to 
be accepted. So limited changes in subsystems tend to get nullified by the larger system.  GROUP 
)TcERTIA Even if individuals want to change their behavior, group norms may act as a constraint. An 
individual union member, for instance, may be willing to accept changes in his job suggested by 
management. But if union norms dictate rsisting any unilateral change made by management, he’s likely 
to resist.  
 

THREAT TO EXPERTISE  
 



Changes in organizational patterns may threaten the expertise of specialized groups. The introduction of 
decentralized personal computers, which allow managers to gain access to information directly from a 
company’s mainframe, is an example of a change that was strongly resisted by many information systems 
departments in the early 1980s. Why? Because decentralized end-user computing was a threat to the 
specialized skills held by those in the centralized information systems departments.  THREAT TO 
ESTABLISHED POWER RELATIONSHIPS Any redistribution of decision-making authority can 
threaten long established power relationships within the organization. The introduction of participative 
decision making or self-managed work teams is the kind of change that is often seen as threatening by 
supervisors and middle managers.   
 

THREAT TO ESTABLISHED RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS  
 

Those groups in the organization that control sizable resources often see change as a threat. They tend to 
be content with the way things are. Will the change, for instance, mean a reduction in their budgets or a 
cut in their staff size? Those that most benefit from the current allocation of resources often feel 
threatened by changes that may affect future allocations.  Overcoming Resistance to Change  Six tactics 
have been suggested for use by change agents in dealing with resistance-to change. Let’s review them 
briefly.   
 

EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION  
 

Resistance can be reduced through communicating with empbyees to help them see the logic of a change. 
This tactic basically assumes the source of resistance lies in misinformation or poor communication: If 
employees receive the full facts and get any misunderstandings cleared up, resistance will subside. 
Communication can be achieved through one-on-one discussions, memos, group presentations, or reports. 
Does it work? It does, provided the source of resistance is inadequate communication and that 
management—employee relations are characterized by mutual trust and credibility. If these conditions 
don’t exist, the change is unlikely to succeed.   
 

PARTICIPATION  
 

It’s difficult for individuals to resist a change decision in which they participated. Prior to making a 
change, those opposed can be brought into the decision process. Assuming the participants have the 
expertise to make a meaningful contribution, their involvement can reduce resistance, obtain 
commitment, and  increase the quality of the change decision. However, against these advantages are the 
negatives: potential for a poor solution and great  time consumption.   
 

FACILITATION AND SUPPORT  
 

Change agents can offer .a range  of supportive efforts to reduce resistance. When employees’ fear and 
anxiety are high, employee counseling and therapy, new-skills training, or a short paid leave of absence 
may facilitate adjustment. The drawback of this tactic is that, as with the others, it is time consuming. 
Additionally, it’s exptnsive, and its implementation offers no assurance of success    
 

NEGOTIATION  
 

Another way for the change agent to deal with potential  resistance to change is to exchange something of 
value for a lessening of the resistance.  For instance, if the resistance Is centered in a few powerful 



individuals,  a specific reward package can be negotiated that will meet their individual  needs. 
Negotiation as a tactic may be necessary when resistance comes from a  powerful source, Yet one cannot 
ignore its potentially high costs. Additionally,  there is the risk that, once a change agent negotiates with 
one party to avoid resistance,  he or she is open to the possibility of being blackmailed by other 
individuals  in positions of power.   
 

MANJPULAIION AND COOPTATJON  
 

Manipulation refers to covert influence  attempts. Twisting and distorting facts to make them appear more 
attractive,  withholding undesirable information, and creating false rumors to get employees  to accept a 
Ehange are all examples of manipulation. If corporate management  threatens to close down a particular 
manufacturing plant if that plant’s  employees fail to accept an across-the-board pay cut, and if the threat 
is actually  untrue, management is using manipulation. Cooptatáon, however, is a  form of both 
manipulation and participation. It seeks to buy off (he leaders of  a resistance group by giving them a key 
role in the change decision. The leaders’  advice is sought, not to seek a better decision, but to get their 
endorsement.  Both manipulation and cooptation are relatively inexpensive and easy ways to  gain the 
support of adversaries, but the tactics can backfire if the targets becone  aware they are being tricked or 
used, Once discovered, the change agent’s  credibility may drop to zero.  COERCION Last on the list of 
tactics is coercion, that is, the application of  direct threats or force on the resisters. If the corporate 
management mentioned  in the previous discussion really is determined to close a manufacturing plant  if 
employees don’t acquiesce to a pay cut, then coercion would be the label attached  to its change tactic. 
Other examples of coercion are threats of transfer?  loss of promotions, negative performance evaluations, 
and a poor letter of recommendation.  The advantages and drawbacks of coercion are approximately  the 
same as those mentioned for manipulation and cóoptatiofl.  The Politics of Change  No discussion of 
resistance to change would be complete without a brief mention  of the politics of change. Because 
change invariably threatens the status  quo, it inherently implies political activity.11  Internal change 
agents typically are individua’s high in the organization.  who have a lot to lose from change. They have, 
in fact, risen to their positions  of authority by developing skills and behavioral patterns that are favored 
by  the organization. Change is a threat to those skills and patterns. What if they  are no longer the ones 
the organization values? This creates the potential for  others in the organization to gain power at their 
expense.  Politics suggests that the impetus for change is more likely to come from  individuals who are 
new to the organization (and have less invested in the status  quo) or from executives slightly removed 
from the main power structure.  Those managers who have spent their entire careers with a single 
organization  and eventually achieve a senior position in the hierarchy are often malor impediments  to 
change. Change, itself, is a very real threat to their status and position.  Yet they may be expected to 
implement changes to demonstrate they’re not merely caretakers. By acting as change agents. they can W 
mbolicallv COflto various constituencies—stockholders, suppliers. employees. customers— that ti ic ate 
on top of problems and adapting to a th’nama ei wironment. 01 eourse, aS you might guess. when 1’ ‘reed 
to introduce change. these lung-time puss yr hNlders tend to implement first-order changes. Radical 
change is ion threatening.  T’nwer struggles within the orgaruzation wifl determine, to a large degree, the 
speed and quantity of change. You shouki expect that long-time career cxecutives will be sources ol 
resistance. This, incidentally, explains why boards of directors who recognize the imperative (or the rapid 
introduction of second- order change in their organizations frequently turn to outside candidates for new 
leadership.   
 

 
 

CHAPTER 18 • ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE AND DEVEtOPMENT  — Approaches to Managing  
Organizational Change  Now we turn to several popular approaches to managing change. Specifically, we 
discuss Lewin’s classic three-step model of the change process and present the action research model.  
Lewin’s Three-Step Model  •729  unfreeziitg  Change efforts to overcome the pressures of both individual 



resistance and group conformity.  ref reezing  Stabilizing a change intervention by balancing driving and 
restraining forces.  driving forces  Forces that direct behavior away from the status quo.  restraining farces  
Forces that hinder movement away from  Kurt Lewin argued that successful change in organizations 
should follow three steps: unfreezing the status quo, movement to a new state, and refreezing the new 
change to make it permanent’4 (see Figure 18-4), You can see the value of this model in the following 
example when the management of a large oil company decided to reorganize its marketing function in the 
western United States.  The oil company had three divisional offices in the West, located in Seattle, San 
Francisco, and Los Angeles. The deciãion was made to consolidate the divisions into a single regional 
office to be located in San Francisco. The reorganization meant transferring over 150 employees, 
eliminating  some duplicate managerial positions, and instituting  a new hierarchy of command, As you 
might guess, a move  of this magnitude was difficult to keep secret. The nimor of  its occurrence preceded 
the announcement by several  months. The decision itself was made unilaterally. It came  from the 
executive offices in New York. Those people affected  had no say whatsoever in the choice. For those in 
Seattle or Los Angeles, who may have disliked the decision and its consequences—the problenis inherent 
in transferring to another city, pulling youngsters out of school, making new friends, having new 
coworkers, undergoing the reassignment of responsibilities—their only recourse was to quit. In actuality, 
less than 10 percent did.  The status quo can be considered to be an equilibrium state. To move from this 
equilibrium—to overcome the pressures of both individual resistance and group conformity—unfreezing 
is necessary. It can be achieved in one of three ways (see Figure 18-5). The driving forces, which direct 
behavior away from the status quo, can be increased. The restraining forces, which hinder  S S  third 
alternative the status quo.  movement from the existing equilibrium, can be decreased. A is to combine 
the first two approaches.  The oil company’s management could expect employee resistance to the 
consolidation. To deal with that resistance, management could use positive incentives to encourage 
employees to accept the change. For instance, increases in pay can be offered to those who accept the 
transfer. Very liberal moving expenses can be paid by the company Management might offer low-cost 
mortgage funds to allow employees to buy new homes in San Francisco. Of course, management might 
also consider unfreezing acceptance of the status quo by removing restraining forces. Employees could be 
counseled individually. Each employee’s concerns and apprehensions could be heard and specifically 
clarified. Assuming most of the fears are unjustified, the counselor could assure the employees there was 
nothing to fear and then demonstrate,  I,  r  130• PAR3 FIVE • ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS  
through tangible evidence, that restraining forces are unwarranted. If resistance is extremely Ngh, 
management may have to resort to both reducing resistance and increasing the attractiveness of the 
alternative if the unfreezing is to be successful.  Once the consolidation change has been implemented, It 
it is to be successful, the new situation needs to be refrozen so it can be sustained over time. Unless this 
last step is taken, there is a very high chance the change will be short lived and that employees will 
attempt to revert to the previous equilibrium state. Th objective of refreezing, then, is to stabilize the new 
situation by balancing the driving and restraining forces.  How could the oil company’s management 
refreeze their consolidation change? By systematically replacing temporary forces with permanent ones. 
For instance, they might impose a permanent upward adjustment of salaries or permanently remove time 
clocks to reinforce a climate of trust and confidence in employees. The formal rules and regulations 
governing behavior of those affected by the change should also be revised to reinforce the nev’ situation. 
Over time, of course, the work group’s own norms will evolve to sustain the new equilibrium. Rut until 
that point is reached,management will have to rely on more formal mechanisms.  Action Research  atb. 
researth Action rçsearch refers to a change process based on systematic collection of A thonge process 
basid on syslenwlk data and then selection of a change action based on what the analyzeddata 
incolleciionofdahiandihenselectionoFa dicates.’5 Its importance lies in providing a scientific 
methodology foE managchange action based on what the anolyrd ing planned change.  dab IiI4IWte. The 
process of actiofl research consists of five steps: diagnosis, analysis, feedback, action, and evaluation. 
You’ll note that these steps closely parallel the scientific method.  DIAGNOSIS The change agent, often 
an outside consultant in action research, begins by gathering information about problems, concerns, and 
needed ‘changes from members of the organization. This diagnosis is analogous to the physician’s search 
to find what specifically ails a patient. In action research, the change agent asks questions, interviews 



employees, reviews records, and listens to the concerns of employees.  ANALYSIS The information 
gathered during the diagnostic stage is then analyzed. What problems do people key in on? What patterns 
do these problems seem to take? The change agent synthesizes this inforthation into primary concerns, 
problem areas, and possible actions.  EF.DEACK Action research includes extensive invQlVement of the 
change targets. That is, the people who will be involved in any change program must be actively involved 
in determining what the pfroblem is and participating in cteating the solution. So the third step is sh7rg 
with employtes what has been found from steps 1 and 2. The employees, With the help of the change 
agent, develop action plans for.bringing about any needed change.  ACTION Now the “action” part of 
action research is set in motion. The employees and the change agent carry out the specific actions to 
correct the problems that have been identified,   EVALUATION Finally, consistent with the scientific 
underpinnings of action  research, the change agent evaluates the effectiveness of the action plans.  Using 
the initial data gathered as points of reference, any subsequent changes  can be compared and evaluated.  
Action research provides at least two specific benefits for an organization.  First, it’s problem focused. 
The change agent objectively looks for problems,  and the Wpe of problem determines the type of change 
action. While this may  seem intuitively obvious, a lot of change activities aren’t done this way. Rather,  
they’re solution centered. The change agent has a favorite solution—for example,  implementing 
fleictime, teams, or a management by objectives program—  and then seeks out problems his or her 
solution fits. Second, because action research  so heavily involves employees in the process, resistance to 
change is  reduced. In fact, once employees have actively participated in the feedback  stage, the change 
process typically takes on a momentum of its own. The employees  and groups that have been involved 
become an internal source of sustained  pressure to bring about the change.  — Rev Change Issues for 
Management  in the iggo8  Talk to managers. Read the popular business periodicals. You’ll find that two 
issues  have risen above the rest as current change topics: stimulating organizational  innovation and 
creating a learning organization. In the following pages, we  take a look at these topics.  Innovation  The 
relevant question is, How can an organization become more innovative?  The standard toward which 
many organizations strive is that achieved by the  3M Co.16 It has developed a reputation for being able 
to stimulate innovation  1  lew-product successes like the Scotch-Brite Never Rust Wool Soap Pod fuel 
3M% eputalion as a paragon of innovation. Soap-filled steel wool scouting — hod renamed virtually 
unchanged for 75 years until 3M introduced the new noanisting md in I 9913M sdenfists Connie Hubbard 
and Raymond Heyer (shown here) in‘enled the pad, which is made from 100 percent recycled matedids 
mid uses envionmentolly safe phosphorous-free and biodegradalde saap One of the most sac. ess!uI 
product launches in 3M history the pad adiieveda 20 percent market hare in its first year on the market.  
732+ PAfl FIVE • ORGANIZArIOA1 DYNAMICS  over a long period of time. 3M has a stated 
objective that 25 percent of each division s profits are to come from products devekiped in the prior five 
years. In one recent year alone, 3M launched more than 200 new products.  What’s the secret of 3M’s 
success? What can other organizations do té clone 3M’s track record for innovation? White there is no 
guaranteed formula, certain characteristics surface again and again when researchers study innovative 
organizations. We’ve grouped them into structural, cultuxal, and human resource categories. Our message 
to change agents is that they should consider introducing these characteristics into their organization if 
they want to create an innovative climate. Before we look at these characteristics, however, let’s clarify 
what we mean by innovation.  DEFINITION We said change refers to making things different. 
Innovaisovatlon tion is a more specialized kind of change. Innovation is a new idea applied to A ww ideo 
applied to irtihating or initiating or improving a product, process, or service.’7 So all innovations ininprc’ 
iriq produd, prEess. or service. volve change, but not all charges necessarily involve new ideas or lead to 
significant improvements. innovations in organizations can range from small incremental improvements, 
such ts RJR Nabisco’s extension of the Oreo product line to include double stuffs and chocolate-covered 
Oreos, up to radical breakthroughs, such as McGraw-Hill’s recent aeation of customizeLi textbooks that 
utilize computer networks to link bookstore laser printers to McGraws central database of text material. 
Keep in mind that while our exam4les are mostly of product innovations, the concept of innovation also 
encompasses new production process technologies, new structures or administrative systems, and new 
plans or programs prtaining to organizational members.  SOLECES OF iNNOVATION Structural 
niñaldes have been the most studied potential source of innovation.18 A comprehensive review Of the 



structure— innovation relationship leads to the following conclusions.19 First, organic structures 
positively influence innovation. Because they’re lower in vertical differentiation, formalization, and 
centralization, organic organizations Facilitate the flexibility, adaptation, and cross-fertilization that make 
the adoption of innovations easier. Second, long tenure in management is associated with innovation. 
Managerial tenure apparently provides legitimacy and knowledge of how to accomplish tasks and obtain 
desired outcomes. iThird, innovation is nurtured where there are slack resources. Having an abunthn*e of 
resources allows an organization to afford to purchase innovations, bear the cost of instituting 
innovations, and absorb failures. Finally, interunit communication is high in innovative organizations.20 
These organizations are high users of committees, task forces, cross-functional teams, and other 
mechanisms that facilitate interaction across departmental lines.  Innovative organizations tend to have 
similar cultures. They encourage experimentation. They reward both sjccesses and failures. fley celebrate 
mistakes. Unfortunately, in too many organizaUons, people ard1 rewardçd for the absence of laijuces 
rather than for the presence of successes.! Such dltures extinguish risk taking and innovation. People will 
suggest and try new ideas only where they feel such behaviors exact no penalties.  Within the human 
resources category, we find that intlovative organiza tions actively promote the training and development 
of theil members so they keep current, offer high job security so employees don’t fer getting fired for 
making mistakes, ati encourage individuals to become champions of change. Once a new idea is 
developed, champions of change actively ahd enthusiast]-  CHAPTER 18 • ORSANIZAnONAL 
CHANGE AND DEVELOPMENT  ....OB in the News....  Rubbcrniaid Knows How to Innovatc  e733  
For a company that makes some of the  most mundane products you can imagine—things like dustpans, 
mops, spatulas, ice cube trays, dish strainers, and mailboxes—Rubbermaid is not likely to be a name that 
would come to your mind when you think of “America’s most admired  company.” But in 1993, that was 
the case. A survey by For- Lime magazine had Rubber- maid beating out far more well-known firms such 
as Coca-Cola and drug giant Merck  The primary characteristic that has pushed Rubbermaid to the top of 
Fortune’s most admired list is the company’s•  ability to innovate. Year in and year out, Rubbermaid has 
continued to develop new products and make  small improveI ments to its lineup  of more than 5,000 i 
current products.  In 1993, as an example, the company turned out new (not just improved) products at the 
unbelievable rate of one a day (yes, that’s 365 a yeañ! Just as importantly, few of these failed in the 
marketplace. Nine out of 10 hit their commercial targets. Top management has recently set goals of 
entering a new product category every l2to 18  months (most recentlythis includes hardware cabinets and 
garden sheds), achieving one-third of its sales from woducts introduced in the previous five years,and 
increasing non-U.S. sales from 18 percent to 25 percent of total revenues,  How does Rubberniaid 
consistently chalk up its impressive innovation successes? It has created a culture that values and rewards 
risk taking and the constant search for ways to improve products. But management attributes most of its 
new product ideas to a structural device: cross-functional teams. Twenty of these teams, each made up of 
S  •to 7 members from marketing, manufacturing, R&D, finance, and other departments, focus on specific 
product lines such as bathroom accessories. Dick Gates, head of Rubbermaid business development, says, 
“If we weren’t organized that way (around teams], who would be thinking about ice cube trays? Who 
would be thinking about johnny mops?”  Based on A. Faruham, “Americas Most  Admired Company,” 
Fortune (Febnlaiy  7, 1994), pp. 50—54.  catty promote the idea, build support, overcome resistance and 
ensure the innovation is implemented!’ Recent research finds that champions have common personality 
characteristics: extremely high self-confidence, persistence, energy, and a tendency to risk taking. 
Champions also display characteristics associated with transformational leadership. They inspire and 
energize others  Gardening is the favorite hobby of Rubbermaid’s CEO Wolfgang Schmitt. From his 
study of the structure of plants, Schmitt came up with the idea of organizing cross-functiánal teams to 
develop new products. Schmitt observed that each part of a plant replicates the structure of the entire 
plant. At Rubbermaid, he constructed a series of learns that replicate the management structure of the 
parent, like leaves an a plant.  with their vision of the potential of an innovation and through their strong  
124. PART FIVE • ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS  personal conviction in their mission. Thcy are 
also good at gaining the commitment of others to support their mission. Additionally, champions have 
lobs that provide considerable decision-making discretion. This autonomy helps them introduce and 
implement nxnovations in organizations.22  Given the status of 3M as a premier product innovator, we 



would expect it to have most or all of the properties we’ve identified. And it does. The cornpany is so 
highly decentraiized that it has many of the charactenstics of small organic organizations. All of 3M’s 
scientists and managers are challenged to “kccp current.” Idea champions are created and encouraged by 
allowing scientists and engineers to spend up to 15 percent of their time on projects of their own 
choosing. The company encourages its employees to take risks—and rewards the failures as well as the 
successes. And very importantly, 3M doesn’t hire and fire with the business cycle. For instance, during 
the 199 1—92 recession, while almost all major companies cut costs by firing employees, 3M Initiated no 
layoffs.  Creating a learning Organization  What TQM was to the l9SOs and reengineering was to the 
early 1990s, the learning organization has become to the mid-1990s. It has developed a groundswell of 
interest from managers and organization theorists looking for new ways to successfully respond to a 
world of interdependence and change.23 In this section, we describe what a learning organization looks 
like and methods for managing learning.  lemnilig OrpPIhUIhIi WHAT’S A LEARMNG 
ORGANIZATION? A learning organization is an An orgooizction Ibatltas dewloped die organization that 
has developed the continuous capacity to adapt and change. cwtinuoustepodyioadeptandthant Just as 
individuals learn, so too do organizations. sdAll organizations learn,  whether they consciously choose to 
or not—it is a fundamental requirement for their sustained existence.”24 However, some organizations—
such as Xeiox, Corning, Federal Express, Ford, Clorox, General Electric, MotorOla, Wal-Mart—-just do 
it better than others.  s’me4oç hcnii.g Most organizations engage in what has been called single-loop- 
learnErrars are roerected uskig past routinesond lag.25 When errors are detected, the correction process 
relies on past routines presernpolkies. - and present policies. In contrast, learning organizations us• 
double-loop  double-Iotp Iernniiig learning. When an error is detected, it’s corrected in ways that involve 
the Errars are cairecte4 by modifying the modification of the organization’s objectives, policies, and 
standard routines, organiwflco’s objecives, polkies, and Like second-order change described at the 
beginning of this chapter double -standar roufines. loop learning challenges deep-rooted assumptions and 
noirns within an organization. In this way, it provides opportunities for radically different solutions to 
problems and dramatic jumps in improvement.  Table 18-2 summarizes the five basic characteristics ota 
learning organization. It’s an organization where people put aside their old ways of thinking, learn to be 
open with each other, understand how their organization really works, form a plan or vision that everyone 
can agree on, and then work together to achieve that vision,26  Proponents of the learning organization 
envision it as a remedy for the three fundamental problems inherent in tTaditional organizations: 
fragme,ntation, competition, and reactiveness.27 First,-fragrnentation based on specialization creates 
“wails” and “chimneys” that separate different functions into independent and often warring fieldoms. 
Second, an overemphasis on competition often undermines collaboration. Members of the management  
team compete with one another to show who is right, who knows more, or who is more persuasive. 
Divisions compete with one another when they ought to cooperate to share knowledge. Team project 
leaders compete to show who is the best manager. And third, reactiveness misdirects management’s 
attention to problem solving rather than creatipn. The problem solver tries to make something go away; a 
creator tries to bring something new into being. An emphasis on reactiveness pushes out innovation and 
continuous improvement and, in its place, encourages people to run around “putting out fires.”  It may 
help to better understand what a learning organization is if you think of it as an ideal model that builds on 
a number of previous OB concepts. No company has, or probably ever will, successfully achieved all the 
characteristics described in Table 18-2. As such, you should think of a learning organization as an ideal to 
strive toward rather than a realistic description of structured activity. Notice, too, how learning 
organizations draw on previous OS concepts such as TQM, organizational culture, the boundaryless 
organization, functional conflict, and transformational leadership. For instance, the learning organization 
adopts TQM’s commitment to continuous improvement. Learning organizations are also characterized by 
a specific culture that values risk taking, openness, and growth. It seeks “boundarylessness” through 
breaking down barriers created by hierarchical levels and fragmented departmentation. A learning 
organization supports the importance of disagreements, constructive criticism, and other forms of 
functional conflict. And transformational leadership is needed in a learning organization to implement the 
shared vision.  MANAGING LEARNING How do you change an organization to make it into a continual 
learner? What can managers do to make their firms learning organizations?  • Establish a strategy. 



Management needs to make explicit its commitment to change, innovation, and continuous improvement.  
• Redesign the organization’s structure, The formal structure can be a serious impedimeht to learning. By 
flattening the structure, eliminating or combining departments, and increasing the use of cross-functional 
teams, interdependetice is reinforced and boundaries between people are reduced.  736+  PART FIVE • 
ORGANIZAHONAL DYNAMICS  The Clorox Company is on example of a learning organizafion It has 
set a  long-term average growth goal of 12 percent. per year, a target designoted  as the Ckiox Value 
Measure1 arid is asking all employees to work  together to achieve the goal (lorox is committed to the 
growth and devel i  opment of all employees, from the office to the factory floor, so they can  learn new 
behaviors that add value to their work Port of the company’s  integrated program of people development 
and training isa game em  ployees piay that helps them learn how their decisions about the use of  capitol 
for plant, equipment, and inventories can help the company reach  its !rowth target  • Reshape the 
organization is culture. As we noted earlier, learning organizations are characterized by risk taking, 
openness, and growth. Management sets the tone for the organization’s culture by both what it says 
(strategy) and what it does (behavior). Managers need to demonstrate by their actions that taking risks and 
admitting failures are desirable traits. That means rewarding people who take chances and make mistakes. 
And management needs to encourage functional conflict. “The key to unlocking real openness at work,” 
says one expert on learning organizations, “is to teach people to give up having to be in agreement. We 
think agreement is so important. Who cares? You have to bring paradoxes, conflicts, and dilemmas out in 
the open, so collectively we can be more intelligent than we can be individually.”28  — Organizational 
Development  No discussion of managing change would be complete without inclusion of or 
organliationa development ganizational development. Qrganizational development (OD) is not an  
Acollection of planned-change easily definable single concept. Rather, it’s a term used to encompass a 
collec interventions bullion humanistic- tion of planned-change interventions, built on humanistic 
democratic values,  democratic values, that seek to improve that seek to improve organizational 
effectiveness and employee well-being.29  organizaiionaleflectiveness and employee  well-being.  GD 
Values  The OD paradigm values human and organizational growth, collaborative and participative 
processes, and a spirit of inquiry.’10 The change agent may be directive in OD; however, there is a strong 
emphasis on collaboration. Concepts such as power, authority, control, conflict, and coercion are held in 
relatively low esteem among OD change agents. The following briefly identities the underlying values in 
most OD efforts:  1. Respect for people. Individuals are perceived as being responsible, conscientious, 
and caring. They should be treated with dignity and respect.  2. Trust and support. The effective and 
healthy organization is characterized by trust, autjienticity, openness, and a supportive climate.  3. Power 
equalization. Effective organizations deemphasize hierarchical authority and control.  cHArTER 1 • 
ORGANIZATIONAL CHIANGE AND DEVELOPMENT  +737  4. Confrontation. Problems shouldn’t 
be swept under the rug. They should be openly confronted.  5. Participation. The inUre that people who 
will be affected by a change are involved in the decisions surrounding that change, the more they  will be 
committed to implementing those decisions.  OD Interventions  lArhat are some of the 01) techniques or 
interventions for bringing about change? In the following pages, we present five interventions that change 
agents might consider using.  SENSiTIVITY TRAINING It can go by a variety of names—laboratory 
training. sensitivity training, encounter groups, or T-groups (training groups)— but all refer to a method 
of changing behavior through unstructured group interaction. Members are brought together in a free and 
open environment in which participants discuss themselves and their interactive processes, loosely 
dfrected by a professiona’ behavioral scientist. The group is process oriented, which means individuals 
learn through observing and participating rather than being told. The professional creates the opportunity 
for participants to express thdr ideas, beliefs, and attitudes. He or she does not accept—in fact, overtly 
rejects—any leadership role.  The obectives of the T-groups are to provide the subjects with increased 
awareness of their own behavior and how others perceive them, greater sensitivity to the behavior of 
others, and increased understanding of group processes. Specific results sought include increased ability 
to empathize with others, improved listening skills, greater openness, increased tolerance of mdi-. vidual 
differences, and improved conflict resolution skills.  If individuals lack awareness of how others perceive 
them, then the successful ‘f-group can effect more realistic self’perceptions, greate? group cohesiveness, 
and a reduction in dysfunctional interpersonal conflicts. Further, it will ideally result in a better 



integration between the individual and the organization.  SURVEY EFEDBACK One tool for assessing 
attitude3 held by organizatioraal members? identifying discrepancies among member perceptions, and 
solving these differences is the survey feedback approach.  Everyone in an organization can participate in 
survey feedback, but of key importance is the organizational family—the manager of any given unit and 
those employees who report directly to him or her. A questionnaire is usually completed by all members 
in the organization or unit. Organization members may be asked to suggest questions or may be 
interviewed to determine what issues are relevant. The questionnaire typically asks members for their 
perceptions and attitudes on a broad range of topics, including decision-making practices; communication 
effectiveness; coordination between units; and satisfaction with the organizatioii, fob, peers, and their 
immediate supervisor.  The data from this questionnaire are tabulated with data pertaining to an 
individual’s specific “family” and to the entife organization and distributed to employees. These data then 
become the springboard for identifying problems and clarifying issues that may be creating difficulties for 
people. In some cases, the manager jnav be counseled by an external change agent about the meaning of 
the responses to the questionnaire and may €VCE be given suggested guide  sensltiv!ty training  Ira izinq 
groujs that seek t thonge bclmior through ur&n*tnd —  int&edion. -  aneyleedbock  ihe use of 
qt*siioinires to dewily dhoepnixiei among member prnptIons; thswssion follows and remetigs we 
sugesicd.  738. PART FIVE • ORGANIZATIONAl DYNAMICS  lines for leading the organizational 
family th group discussion of the results. Particular attention is given to the importance of encouraging 
discussion and ensuring that discussions focus on issues and ideas and riot on attacking individuals.  
Finally, group discussion ir the survey feedback dpproach should result in members identifying possible 
implications of the questionnaire’s findings. Are people listening? Are new ideas being generated? Can 
decision making, interpersonal relations, or job assignments be improved? Answers to questions like  
these, it is hoped, will result in the group agreeing on commitments to various actions that will remedy 
the problems that are identified.  PROCESS CONSULTATION No organization operates perfectly. 
Managers  often. sense their unit’s performance can be improved, but they are unable to idenUfy what can 
be improved and how it can be improved. The purpose of  procass wnsultailoi process consultation is for 
an outside consultant to as5i5t a client, usually a Cemultoni gives u diem insights mb what manager, “to 
perceive, understand, and act upon process events” iith which kPI9anornIW thet1ieii withie the he or she 
must deal.3’ These might indude work flow, informal relationships diem, wid between the dieni and other 
among unit members, and formal communication channels.  peIdenhhesproseslh4IIneed Process 
consultation (PC) is similar to sensitivity training in its assumpimp iovemeifl. tion that organizational 
effectiveness can be improved by dealing with interpersonal problems and in its emphasis on 
involvement. But PC is more task directed than sensitivity training.  Consultants in PC are there to “give 
the client ‘insight’ into what is going on around him, within him, and between him and other people.”3 
They do not solve the organization’s problems. Rather, the consultant is a guide or coach who advises on 
the process to help the client solve his or her own prob(ems.  The consultant works with the cLient in 
faintly diagnosing what processes need improvement. The emphasis is on “jointly” because the c)ient 
develops a skill at analyzing processes within his or her unit that can be continually called’ on long after 
the consultant is gone. Additionally, by having the client actively  participate in both the diagnosis and 
the development of alternatives1 there will be greater understanding of the process and the remedy and 
less resistance to the action plan chosen.  Importantly, the process consultant need not be an exput in 
solving the particular problem that is identified. Tile consultant’s expertic lies iii diagnosis and 
developing a helping refationship. If the specific problem uncovered requires techntcal knowledge outside 
the client and consultant’s expertise, the consultant helps the client to locate such an expert and then 
instructs the client in how to get the most out of this expert resource.  TEAM UWLDING As we’ve noted 
in numerous places throughout this book, organizations are increasingly relying on teams to accomplish 
worR  Him buildng tasks. Team building utilizes high interaction group activities to increase High 
inler&tian arnotig reani members to trust and openness among team members.  Team building can be 
applied within groups or at the Intergroup level where activities are interdependent. For our discussion, 
we emphasize the intragroup tevel and leave intergroup development to the next section. As a result, our 
interest concerns appLications to organizational families (command groups), as well as to committees, 
project teams, self-managed teams, and task groups.  Not all group activity has interdependence of 



functions. To illustrate, consider a football team and a track team:  Although members on both teams are 
concerned with the team’s total output, they function differeraly. The football team’s output depends 
synergistically on how well each player does his particular job in concert with his teammates. The 
quarterback’s performance depends on the performance of his linemen and receivers, and ends on how 
well the quarterback throws the balL, and so on. On the other hand, a track team’s performance is 
determined largely by the mere addition of the performances of the individual members.34  Team 
building is applicable to the case of interdependence, such as in football. The objective is to improve 
coordinative efforts of members that will result in increasing the team’s performance.  Ihe activities 
considered in team building typically include goal setting, development of interpersonal relations among 
team members, role analysis to clarify each member’s role and responsibilities, and team process analysis. 
Of course, team building may emphasize or exclude certain activities depending on the purpose of the 
development effort and the specific problems with which the team is confronted. Basically, however, 
team building attempts to use high interaction among members to increase trust and openness.  It may he 
beneficial to begin by having members attempt to define the goals and priorities of the team This will 
bring to the surface different perceptions of what the team’s purpose may be. Following this, members 
can evaluate the team’s perfonriance—how effective are they in structuring priorities and achieving their 
goals? This should identify potential problem areas. This self-  hryslec Corporation has used team milding 
to reduce Hstorical coal lids  9 with unionized employees. Ibis group ,f employees from Chrysler’s 
Newark issembly plant in Delaware imple. nented the first modern operating greemenl negotiated 
between Chrysler and the United Auto Workers. I) allows more flexibilily and communication in the 
workphxe and helps labor nd management function as a team.  I  ‘I  I  k  140+ PART FIVE • 
ORGANIZATIONAl DYNAMICS  critique discussion of means and enth can be done with members of 
the total team present or, where large size impinges on a free interchange of views, may initially take 
place iii smaller groups followed up by the sharing of their findings with the total team.  Team buiiding 
can a]so address itself to clarifying each member’s role on the learn. Each role can be identified and 
clarified. Previous ambiguities can be brought to the surface. For some individuals it may offer one of the 
few opportunities they have had to think through thoroughly what their job is all about and what specific 
tasks they are expected to carry out if the team is to optimize its effectiveness.  Still another team-building 
activity can be similar to that performed by the process consultant; that is, to analyze key processes that 
go on within the team to identify the way work is performed and how these processes might be improved 
to make the team more effective.  INTEAaOUP DEVLLOPMLNT A major area of concern in OD is the 
dysfunctional conflict that exists between groups. As a result, this has been a subject to which change 
efforts have been directed.  iiaecgrnp develapøieiit Intergroup development seeks to change the attitudes, 
stereotypes, GD elm to dnge die attitudes, and perceptions that groups have of each other. For example, in 
one company. swwype, imd penepfloris that groups the engineels saw the accounting department as 
composed of shy and consetvku veofoadicihec. ative types, and the human resources department as 
having a bunch of “ultraliberals who are more concerned that some protected group of employees might 
get their feelings hurt than with the company making a profit” Such stereotypes can have an obvious 
negative impact on the coordinative efforts between the departments.  Although there are several 
approaches for improving intergroup relations 3S a popular method emphasizes problem solving.36 In 
this method, each group meets independently to develop lists of 3ts perception of itself, the other group, 
and how it believes the other group perceives it. The poups then share their lists, after which similarities 
and differences are discussed. Diffeñces are clearly articulated, and the groups look for the causes of the 
disparities.  Are the groups’ goals at odds? Were perceptions distorted? On what basis were stereotypes 
formulated? Have some differences been caused by misunderstandings of intentions? Have words and 
concepts been defined dif&rently by each group? Answers to questions lik€ these clarify the exact natüre 
of the conflict. Once the causes of the difficulty have been identified, the groups can move to the 
integration phase—working to develop solutions that will improve relations between the groups.  
Subgroups, with members from each of the conflictin$ groups, can now be created for further diagnosis 
and to begin to formulate possible alternative actions that will improve relations.  A Final Thought on 
Managing Change:  It’s Culture Bound!  A number of the issues addressed in this chapter are culture 
bound. To illustrate, let’s briefly look at four questions: (1) Do people belieye change is possible? (2) If it 



is possible, how long will it take to bring it about? (3) Is resistance people believe change is possib]e? 
Remember that cultures vary in  terms of beliefs about their ability to control their environment. In 
cultures  where people believe they can dominate their environment, individuals will  take a proactive 
view of change. This would describe the United States and  Canada. In other countries, such as Iran and 
Saudi Arabia, people see themselves  as subjugated to their environment and thus will tend to take a 
passive  approach toward change.  If change is possible, how long will it take to bring it about? A 
culture’s  time orientation can help us answer this question. Societies that focus on the  long term, such as 
Japan, will demonstrate considerable patience while waiting  for positive outcomes from change efforts. 
In societies with a short-term focus,  such as the United States and Canada, people expect quick 
improvements and  will seek change programs that promise Fast results.  Is resistance to change greater in 
some cultures than in others? Resistance  to change will be influenced by a society’s reliance on tradition. 
Italians, as an  example, focus on the past; Americans emphasize the present. Italians, therefore,  should 
generally be more resistant to change €fforts than their American  counterparts.  Does culture influence 
how change efforts will be implemented? Power  distance can help with this issue. In high-power-
distance cultures, such as the  Philippines or Venezuela, change efforts will tend to be autocratically 
implemented  by top management. In contrast, row-power-distance cultwec vaine  democratic methods. 
We’d predict, therefore, a greater use of participation in  countries such as Denmark and Israel.  — 
Summary and implications  for Managers  The need for change has been implied throughout this tefl “A 
casual reflection  on change should indicate that it encompasses almost all our concepts in  the 
organizational behavior literature. Think about leadership, motivation, organizational  environment, and 
roles. Ft is impossible to think about these and  other concepts without inquiring about change.”37  If 
environments were perfectly. static, if employees’ skills and abilities  were ahvays up to date and 
incapable of deteriorating, and if tomorrow was always  exactly the same as today, organizational change 
would have little or no  relevance to managers. Rut the real world is turbulent, requiring organizations  
and their members to undergo dynamic change if they are to perform at competitive  levels.  Managers arc 
the [Wi nary change agent players in most organizations. By  the decisions they make and their role-
modeling behaviors, they shape the organization’s  change culture. For instance, management decisions 
related to  structural design, cultural factors, and. human resource policies largely determine  the level of 
innovation wiLbin the organization. Similarly, management  decisions, poLicies, and practices determine 
the degree to which the organization  learns and adapts to changing environmental factors. 
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